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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 
THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE FOURTH ) 
MITIGATION PLAN FILED BY THE ) 
IDAHO GROUNDWATER ) 
APPROPRIATORS FOR THE ) 
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO ) 
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 & ) 
36-07694 IN THE NAME OF ) 
RANG EN, INC., IDWR DOCKET NO. ) 





THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES and GARY 
SP ACKMAN, in his capacity as 
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CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls. 
Honorable Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge 
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I:'\ THE DISTRICT COt;RT OF THE FIFTH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
R.\NGEN, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPART\lENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and Gary Spackman, in his 
official capacity as Director of the Idaho 

















PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIE\V 
L(3): $221.00 
COMES NOW the Petitioner, RANGEN, INC. (''Petitioner" or "Rangen"). by an 
through its attorneys of record, Fritz X. Haemmcr1e of Haemmerle & Haemmerle, P.L.L.C · 
Robyn M. Brody of Brody Law Office, PLLC; and J. Justin May of May Browning & r..,fay 

























PLLC, and pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 67-5270 through 67-5279 and I.R.C.P. 84 files thi 
Petition for Judicial Review as follows: 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
I. Petitioner owns and operates a fish research and propagation 
Thousand Springs area near Hagerman, Gooding County, State of Idaho. The Petition 
Corporation is located and generally operates its business out of Buhl, Twin Falls County, Stat 
ofldaho. 
2. The Petitioner operates the facility with several water rights. 
Petitioner was not receiving the amount of water it rightfully possesses under water rights 36 
02551 and 36-07694, Rangen filed a water call under Idaho's Constitution, statutes, and rule 
adopted by the Respondent, Idaho Department of Water Resources (hereinafter "Respondent" o 
·'Department"), seeking conjunctive administration of water rights. The water call was filed o 
December 13, 2011. This matter came before the Department based on a contested case ('"wat 
call") in Department Case No. CM-DC-2011-004. 
3. On January 29, 2014, Gary R. Spackman, the Director of the Department, enter 
an order finding that Rangen is being materially injured by junior-priority groundwater pumping 
The Director entered an order of curtailment requiring that the holders of junior-priori 
groundwater rights deliver specified quantities of water at specified times or be curtailed. 
4. Thereafter, Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA") filed its Fo 
Mitigation Plan ("Magic Springs"), in Docket No. CM-MP-2014-006. Rangen timely filed 
Protest to the Magic Springs Plan. On October 29, 2014, after hearing, the Director issued hi 
Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan (hereinafter the "Order"). 
5. No Motions for Reconsideration were filed on the Order. 
















6. Name of agency from which judicial review is sought: Idaho Department o 
Water Resources, an agency of the State of Idaho, and its Director Gary Spackm 
("Respondents"). 




Decisions being appealed: The Order. 
A transcript of all proceedings in Case No. CM-DC-2011-004 is requested. Th 
Petitioner believes a transcript of that proceeding has been prepared, and to the extent it has no 
been prepared, that transcript is requested. The Petitioner also requests a transcript of al 
proceedings in CM-MP-2014-006. The contested hearing was held on October 8, 2014, and i 
believed to have been recorded by the Department. Also, there was a transcript prepared b 
M&M Court Reporters, Boise, Idaho. All other proceedings, including status conferences, wer 
recorded by the Department. Petitioner also requests the record and transcript form th 
proceedings in IGW A's Second Mitigation Plan, CM-MP-2014-003, which was prepared for th 
16 judicial review proceedings in Twin Falls Case No. CV-2014-2935. 







and Petitioner has tendered an estimated fee for same. 
8. The Petitioner's substantial rights have been prejudiced by the Order including, bu 
not necessarily limited to, the diminishment of water rights 36-02551 and 36-07694, as thos 
rights were Decreed by the Snake River Basin Water Adjudication and permitted and licensed b 
the Department, and the Order denies the Petitioner's right to receive its legally entitled wat 
under water rights duly perfected under Idaho law. Furthermore, the Petitioner's substanti 
24 
rights have been further prejudiced by the failure of the Director and Department to deliver tha: 
25 

























amount of water necessary to address the Petitioner's injury caused by junior-priori 
groundwater pumping. 





is in violation of constitutional, statutory provisions or administrative rules o 
the Department; 
is in excess of the statutory authority or authority of the Department under th 
administrative rules of the Department; 
was made upon unlawful procedures; and 
d. was arbitrary, capricious, and/or an abuse of the agency discretion. 
10. The issues presented for the appeal, as identified in paragraph 9, and as mor 
specifically identified in this paragraph include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following: 
a. Whether the Director erred or exceeded his authority by approving a mitigation 
plan that does not provide replacement water, at the time and place required by 
Rangen, sufficient to offset the on-going depletive effect of ground water 
withdrawals by junior-priority groundwater pumping. 
b. Whether the Director erred or exceeded his authority by failing to require a 
contingency plan and adequate conditions and provisions to assure protection of 
Rangen's water rights in the event the conditions of the Fourth Mitigation Plan 
are not satisfied or if the proposed mitigation water becomes unavailable or is not 
otherwise delivered for any reason, including the failure to satisfy the conditions 
set forth in the Order and other requirements of State and Federal law. 

























c. Whether the Director erred or exceeded his authority by allowing continued out-
of-priority ground water pumping pursuant to a conditionally approved mitigation 
plan. 
d. Did the Director adequately consider and include in his Order all of the necessary 
conditions that must be satisfied before IGW A can deliver Magic Springs water to 
Rangen for mitigation, including. but not limited to, agreements and leases 
obtained between IGWA, the Idaho State Board of Water Resources, Idaho Fish 
and Game and SeaPac; and also relevant right-of-way agreements between IGW A 
and landowners for IGW A to build and construct its pipeline. 
e. Whether the Fourth Mitigation Plan provides for monitoring and adjustments as 
necessary to protect Rangen' s senior-priority water rights and other senior-
priority water rights from material injury. 
f. Whether the Director erred, exceeded his authority or otherwise abused his 
discretion in calculating and/or recalculating the credit given for the Morris/Sand 
Pipeline exchange water. 
g. To the extent the Director relied upon the calculation of Morris credit from the 
Second Mitigation Plan, whether there is insufficient evidence for that calculation 
The Second Mitigation Plan was based on historical analyses, but the actual 2014 
irrigation flows were available when the Fourth Mitigation Plan was approved. 
h. Whether the Director's calculation of mitigation credits is arbitrary and 
capricious. 
i. Whether the Fourth Mitigation Plan is consistent with the conservation of water 
resources, the public interest or seeks to prevent injuries to other water users, the 
environmental resources of the state, and wildlife, given that the Magic Springs 
water source is over allocated. 

























j. Whether the Director erred or exceeded his authority by failing to consider the 
environmental impacts that will result from the implementation of the Fourth 
Mitigation Plan. 
k. Whether the Director erred, exceeded his authority or otherwise abused his 
discretion by approving a mitigation Plan that damages other water users, and 
allows continued mining of the ESPA without mitigating that continued mining. 
1. Whether the Director erred in concluding that the Fourth Mitigation Plan will 
provide the water required by the Curtailment Order. 
m. Whether the Director erred or exceeded his authority by requiring Rangen to 
accept the Magic Springs Plan or forfeit its delivery call rights. 
n. Whether the Director erred or exceeded his authority by requiring Rangen to 
allow access and/or grant easements over its real property for construction related 
to the Fourth Mitigation Plan or forfeit its delivery call rights. 
o. Whether the Director's Order requiring Rangen to allow access and/or grant 
easements over its real property for construction related to the Fourth Mitigation 
Plan or forfeit its delivery call rights constitutes a talcing in violation ofRangen's 
constitutional rights. 
p. Whether the Director had authority to require Rangen, a fish propagator, to accept 
water which may introduce diseases. 
g. Whether the Order and/or the Director's application of the Conjunctive 
Management Rules deprives Rangen of its Constitutionally-protected property 
rights and its right to have its water right administered and protected under the 
prior appropriation doctrine. 
r. Whether the application of the CM Rules to Rangen's delivery call, including the 
subsequent mitigation plans submitted by IGW A, is contrary to law, 


























unconstitutional, and impairs or threaten to interfere with Rangen' s legal rights 
and privileges. 
Petitioner reserves the right to file a separate statement of the issues wi 
ourteen (14) days after the filing of this Petition. 
12. Other parties to this case include the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc 
("IGW A") and Kathy McKenzie. 
13. Service of this Petition has been made on the Department, and notice of this filin 
has been made on parties to the contested case in CM-DC-2011-004 and CM-MP-2014-006 
well as William A. Parsons, counsel for Southwest Irrigation District, who has request 
informational copies of all filings. 
DEMAND FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
AB a result of the Department's actions, Petitioner has had to retain counsel. For service 
rendered, the Petitioner is entitled to attorney fees and costs should they prevail in this actio 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 12-117 and pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civi 
Procedure. 
RIGHT TO AMEND 
The Petitioner reserve the right to amend this Petition in any respect as motion practice 
and discovery proceed in this matter. 
WHEREFORE, the Petitioner prays for the following relief: 
A. A finding that the Order is: 
a. is in violation of constitutional, statutory provisions or current administrativ 
rules of the Department; 























b. 1s m excess of the statutory authority or administrative rules of th 
Department; 
c. was made upon unlawful procedures: and 
d. was arbitrary. capricious. and'or an abuse of the agency discretion. 
That the Court set aside the Order. in ,vho1e or part, and1or remand the Orde 
hack for further proceedings: 
For an m:vard of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees pursuant to applicable law 
including but not limited to Idaho Code Section l 2-117, and Idaho Rule of Civi 
Procedure 54: and 
D. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable. 
RESPECTFCLL Y SUBMITTED this,-;(7 day of NoYember_ 2014. 
MAY BRO\VNING & MAY. P.LLC. 
PETITIO'.\' FOR Jl'DIClAL REVIEW - 8 
e • 
CERTIFICATE OF SER\'ICE 
'1--~- The undersigned. a resident attorney of the State ofldaho, hereby certifies that on the 
~ day of November. 2014 he caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be 
served upon the f<?Uowing as indicated: 
3 


























Director Gary Spackman 
Idaho Department of Water 
Resources 
P.O. Box 83 720 








ldaho Department of Water 
Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 





Randall C. Budge 
TJ Budge 
RACTNE. OLSON. NYE. BLDGE 
& BAILEY. CHARTERED 
20! E. Center Street 
P.O. Box 139 l 
Pocatellu. ID 83204 
rcb~Lracinelaw.net 
tjb(j1racinelaw.net 













bjh(2i:racinela w .n~_t ________ i---_ 
\Villiam A. Parsons 
137 W. 13th St. 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley. ID 83318 
\\·parsons([:i,pmt.org 
Kathy McKenzie 
P.O. Box 109 
Hagennan. ID 83332 
knbmac(c(q.com 
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istr!ot Court • SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
In Re: Administrative Appeals 
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho 
DEC - 1 201~ -! 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
RE: PETITIONS FOR .JUDlCIAL 
REVIEW OR ACTIONS FOR 
DECLARATORY RELIEF OF 
DECISIONS FROM THE IDAHO 








CASE NO. CV 14-4633 
NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT 
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9. 2009, 
declares that all petitions for judicial review made pursuant to LC.§ 42-1701A of any 
decision from the Department of Water Resources be assigned to the presiding judge of 
the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District and. 
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9. 2009, 
vests in the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court the authority to adopt 
procedural rules necessary to implement said Order, and 
WHEREAS on July L 2010. the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court 
issued an Administrative Order regarding the Rule of Procedure Governing Petitions for 
Judicial Review or Actions for Declaratory Relief of Decisions from the Idaho 
Department of \\later Resources. 
THEREFORE THE FOLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. The above-matter is hereby assigned to the presiding judge of the Snake 
River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District for 
disposition and further proceedings. 
2. All Further documenl'> filed or otherwise submitted in this matter. and all 
further filing fees filed or othenvise submitted in this matter, shall be filed 
with the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth 
NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT I 
Judicial District at P. 0. Box 2707. Twin Falls. Idaho 83303-2707. 
provided that checks representing further filing fees shall be made payable 
to the county where the original petition for judicial review or action for 
declaratory judgment was filed. 
DA TED this I 51 day of December, 2014 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
~~ 
NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on 
I caused a true and correct 
Reassignment to be served upon the 
Robyn M. Brody 
Law Office, ?LLC 
P. 0. Box 554 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Fritz Ha 
Haemrnerle & Haenunerle, 
P. 0. Box 1800 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Director Gary Spac~~an 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Garrick Baxter 
Chris Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Wa~er Resources 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Randall Budge 
TJ Budge 
the 1 day cf December, 2 C 14, 
of the :foregoing Notice of 
lowing persons by US. l: 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bail , Chartered 
P. 0. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
William A. Parsons 
13 7 W. 13th St . 
P. 0. Box 910 
Burley, ID 83318 
Kathy McKenzie 
P. 0. Box 109 
Hagerman, ID 83332 
Deputy Clerk 
istrict Court • SRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 
In Re: Administrative Appeals 
Co""'J o~;~ ~r; ·;:•of tdoho 
BY---------1---
lerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in 
his capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
) Case No. CV 2014-4633 
) 
) PROCEDURAL ORDER 
) GOVERNING JUDICIAL 
) REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER OF 









A Petition for Judicial Review was filed in the above-entitled district court seeking 
judicial review of a final order issued by the Director of the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("Department" or "agency"). This Order, together with Rule 84, Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, (I.R.C.P.), applicable statutes and the Administrative Order Adopting Procedures for 
the Implementation of the Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order Dated December 9, 2009 
("Procedural Order") issued by this Court on July I, 2010, govern all proceedings before the 
Court (A copy is attached to this Order). 
THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. Petition for Judicial Review and Reassignment of Case: The Petition for 
Judicial Review was filed on November 25, 2014. The case was reassigned by the clerk of the 
court to this Court on December 1, 2014. 
2. Cross Petitions, Filing Fees, and all Subsequent Filings: All further 
documents, including cross petitions, filed, lodged or otherwise submitted, and all further filing 
PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER 
OF DIRECTOR OF IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
S:IORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\Procedural Order.docx 
fees filed or otherwise submitted, shall be filed with the Snake River Basin Adjudication District 
Court of the Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707, provided 
that checks representing further filing fees shall be made payable to the county where the 
original petition for judicial review or action for declaratory judgment was filed. 
3. Appearances by persons or entities who were a party to the underlying 
administrative proceeding but who were not made a named party in the Petition for 
Judicial Review: Where a person or entity who was a party to the underlying administrative 
proceeding is not made a named party in the Petition for Judicial Review, and is not otherwise a 
Petitioner, such person or entity may file a Notice of Appearance in this matter within fourteen 
(14) days from the issuance of this Procedural Order. This Court will treat the Notice of 
Appearance as a Motion to Intervene and will treat the party filing the Notice of Appearance as 
an Intervenor. 1 Under such circumstances, the Court will automatically issue an order granting 
the Motion to Intervene unless one or more parties to the action files an opposition to the Motion 
within 10 days of the filing of the Notice of Appearance. A person or entity not a party to the 
underlying administrative proceeding who desires to participate in this action, and is not 
otherwise a Petitioner, must proceed in accordance with Idaho Appellate Rule 7.1. 
4. Assigned Case Number and Document Footers: All documents filed, lodged or 
submitted shall be under the above-captioned case number and county of origin appearing in 
caption. All documents filed, lodged or otherwise submitted, including attachments shall include 
a footer at the bottom of the document describing said document. 
5. Stays: Unless provided for by statute, the filing of a petition or cross petition 
does not automatically stay the proceedings and enforcement of the action before the 
Department. LC. § 67-5274. Any application or motion for stay must be made in accordance 
with I.R.C.P. 84(m). 
6. Form of Review: Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(e)(l), when judicial review is 
authorized by statute, judicial review shall be based upon the record created before the 
Department rather than as a trial de novo, unless the statute or the law provides for the procedure 
or standard. If the statute provides that the district court may take additional evidence upon 
judicial review, it may order the same on its own motion or the motion of any party. If the 
statute provides that review is de novo, the appeal shall be tried in the district court on any and 
all issues, on a new record. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(e)(2), the scope of review on petition from 
the Department to the district court shall be as provided by statute. 
7. Preparation of Agency Record; Payment of Fees: Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(£), 
when the statute provides what shall be contained in the official record of the agency upon 
judicial review, the Department shall prepare the record as provided by statute. Otherwise, the 
1 The parties should note that in such instances the Court will treat the Notice of Appearance as a Motion to 
Intervene for housekeeping purposes. In doing so, it is the Court's intent to have the record in this matter clearly 
reflect which persons and/or entities are participants in this action. It is also the Court's intent to have the caption of 
this matter properly reflect all those parties who are participating in this action and to identify in what capacity those 
parties are participating (i.e., Petitioner, Respondent, or Intervenor). 
PROCEDURAL ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER 
OF DIRECTOR OF IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
S:IORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\Procedural Order.docx 
- 2 -
documents listed in paragraph (3) of I.R.C.P. 84(f) shall constitute the agency record for review. 
Petitioner (and cross-petitioner) shall pay all fees as required for preparation of the agency record 
in accordance with I.R.C.P. 84(f)(4). The clerk of the Department shall lodge the record with 
the Department within 14 days of the entry of this Order, or no later than December 19, 
2014. Any extension in time for preparation of the agency record shall be applied for by the 
agency to the district court. 
8. Preparation of Transcript; Payment of Fee: The Court requires the provision 
of a written transcript prepared from the recorded or reported proceedings. It is the responsibility 
of the petitioner (or cross-petitioner as the case may be) to timely arrange and pay for preparation 
of all portions of the transcript reasonably necessary for review. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(g), the 
responsible party shall contact the agency clerk to determine the estimated cost of the transcript, 
and pay the estimated cost in accordance with I.R.C.P. 84(g)(l)(A) or (2)(A) as the case may be. 
The transcript shall be lodged with the Department within 14 days of the entry of this 
Order, or no later than December 19, 2014. The transcriber may apply to the district court for 
an extension of time, for good cause shown. 
9. Settlement of Transcript and Record: Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 840), and unless 
otherwise provided by statute, upon receipt of the transcript and upon completion of the record, 
the Department shall mail or deliver notice of lodging of transcript and record to all attorneys of 
record or parties appearing in person and to the district court. The parties shall have 14 days 
from the date of mailing of the notice to pick up a copy of the transcript and agency record and to 
object to the transcript or record. All fees for the preparation of the transcript and record shall be 
paid by the responsible party at or before the pick-up of the agency record and transcript. Any 
objection to the record shall be determined by the Department within 14 days of the receipt of 
the objection and the decision on the objection shall be included in the record on petition for 
review. Upon the failure of the party to object within 14 days, the transcript and record shall be 
deemed settled. The settled record and transcript shall be lodged with the district court no later 
than January 16, 2015. 
10. Lodging of Transcript and Record in Electronic Format: In addition to 
lodging the settled transcript and agency record in paper format, the Department shall also lodge 
the transcript and agency record in electronic format (pdfversion ocr 8) on CD-ROM. (In the 
event of an appeal from the district court it is the intent that the electronic version of the 
transcript and clerk's record be provided to the Idaho Supreme Court in lieu of paper format). 
11. Augmentation of the Record - Additional Evidence Presented to District 
Court-Remand to Agency to Take Additional Evidence: Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(1) the 
agency record and/or transcript on review may be augmented upon motion to this court by a 
party within 21 days of the filing of the settled transcript and record in the manner prescribed by 
Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 30. The taking of additional evidence by the district court and/or 
agency on remand shall be governed by statute or I.R.C.P. 84(1). 
12. Briefs and Memoranda: The petitioner's brief shall be filed with the clerk of the 
court within 35 days after lodging of the transcript and record. The respondent's (and cross-
petitioner's brief) shall be filed within 28 days after service of petitioner's brief. Any reply brief 
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shall be filed within 21 days after service ofrespondent's brief. The organization and content of 
briefs shall be governed by I.A.R. 35 and 36. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(p) only one (1) original 
signed brief may be filed with the court and copies shall be served on all parties. 
13. Extension of Time: Motions to extend the time for filing a brief or modify order 
of briefing shall be submitted in conformity with I.A.R. 34(e). All other requests for extension 
oftime shall be submitted in conformity with I.A.R. 46. 
14. Motions: All motions shall be submitted in conformity with I.R.C.P. 84(0) and 
shall be heard without oral argument unless ordered by the Court. 
15. Oral Argument, Telephonic and Video Teleconferencing: Oral argument will 
be heard April 16, 2015, at 1:30 p.m. (Mountain Time) at the Snake River Basin adjudication 
District Court, 253 3rd A venue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. Telephone participation will be 
available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and entering 406128# when prompted. However, no cell 
phones or speaker phones will be permitted as they interfere with our sound system 
making the proceeding difficult to accurately record. Video teleconferencing ("VTC") will 
also be available by appearing at either (1) the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Idaho 
Water Center, 322 E. Front St., Conference Rm. B, Boise, Idaho, or (2) the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources, Eastern Regional Office, 900 N. Skyline Drive, Ste. A, Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Parties should refer to the Procedural Order regarding protocol for telephone and VTC 
participation. The form and order of argument shall be governed by I.A.R. 37. 
16. Judgment or Decision: The Court's decision will be by written memorandum as 
required by I.R.C.P. 84(t)(l). In compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(a), as amended effective July 1, 
2010, a separate judgment will also issue contemporaneously therewith. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
84(t)(2), if no petition for rehearing is filed the time for appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court shall 
begin to run after the date of the filing stamp of the clerk of the court appearing on the judgment. 
If a petition for rehearing is filed, the time for appeal shall begin to run after the date of the filing 
stamp of the clerk of the court appearing on either an order denying rehearing or on any modified 
judgment. 
17. Petitions for Rehearing: Petitions for rehearing shall be governed by the time 
standards and procedures of I.A.R. 42. If rehearing is granted, the Court will issue an order 
granting same and setting forth a briefing schedule for responsive briefing, a reply, and oral 
argument. Unless otherwise ordered, the brief filed in support of rehearing will be treated as the 
opening brief. 
18. Remittitur: If no notice of appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court is filed within 
forty-two (42) days after filing of the Court's written decision, the clerk shall issue a remittitur 
remanding the matter to the agency as provided in I.R.C.P. 84(t)(4). The Court will then notify 
the clerk of the district court where the petition was originally filed regarding completion of the 
case. 
19. Failure to Comply: Failure by either party to timely comply with the 
requirement of this Order or applicable provisions of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure or 
Idaho Appellate Rules, if applicable, shall be grounds for imposition of sanctions, including, but 
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not limited to the allowance of attorney's fees, striking of briefs, or dismissal of the appeal 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 and 84(n) and 1.A.R. 11.1 and 21. 
~--
ERIC J. WILDMAN 
District Judge 
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THE IDAHO SUPREME 
ADMINISTRATIVE OR 
DATED DECEMBER 9, 2 
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009, 
declares that all petitions for judicial review made pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1701 A of any 
decision from the Department of Water Resources be assigned to the presiding judge of the 
Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District, and 
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009, vests 
in the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District the authority to 
adopt procedural rules necessary to implement said Order. 
THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. Filing of Petition for Judicial Review or Declaratory Judgment Action. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 67-5272(1), any party filing a petition for judicial review pursuant to 
Idaho Code§ 42-1701A, or an action for declaratory judgment, of any decision from the 
Department of Water Resources shall file the same, together with applicable filing fees, in the 
district court of the county in which: 
(a) the hearing was held; or 
(b) the final agency action was taken; or 
(c) the aggrieved party resides or operates its principal place of business in Idaho; or 
( d) the real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency decision 
is located. 
The filing party shall also serve a courtesy copy of the petition for judicial review 
or action for declaratory judgment with the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the 
Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707. Upon receipt by the 
Department of Water Resources of a petition for judicial review or action for declaratory 
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judgment, the Department shaJI review the certificate of mailing and in the event it does not 
show that a courtesy copy of the same was filed with the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
District Court, then the Department shall forthwith forward a copy of the petition or action for 
declaratory judgment to the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707. 
2. Reassignment. Upon the filing of a petition for judicial review pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 42-1701 A, or an action for declaratory judgment, of any decision from the Department of 
Water Resources, the clerk of the district court where the action is filed shall forthwith issue, file, 
and concurrently serve upon the Department of Water Resources and all other parties to the 
proceeding before the Department of Water Resources, an Notice of Reassignment (copy 
attached hereto), assigning the matter to the presiding judge of the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District for disposition and further proceedings. 
Also upon issuance of the Notice of Reassignment, the clerk of the district court 
where the action is filed shall forward a copy of the file to the clerk of the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 
83303-2707. 
3. Case Number. All cases assigned to the Snake River Basin Adjudication District 
Court of the Fifth Judicial District as described herein shall retain the case number and caption 
assigned to them by the district court where the petition for judicial review or action for 
declaratory judgment is originally filed. 
4. Subsequent Filings. Following the issuance of the Notice of Reassignment, all 
further documents filed or otherwise submitted, and all further filing fees filed or otherwise 
submitted, shall be filed with the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth 
Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-2707, provided that checks 
representing further filing fees shall be made payable to the county where the original petition 
for judicial review or action for declaratory judgment was filed. 
S. Lodging of Transcript and Record. Following the preparation and settlement of 
the agency transcript and record, the Department of Water Resources shall transmit the settled 
transcript and record, in both paper and electronic form on CD ROM, to the clerk of the Snake 
River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin 
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Falls, Idaho 83303-2707 within forty-two (42) days of the service of the petition for judicial 
review or action for declaratory judgment. 
6. Participation in Hearings by Telephone and Video Teleconferencing (VTC). 
Unless otherwise ordered by the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth 
Judicial District, telephone participation and/or VTC will be allowed in all hearings, except as 
follows: 
(a) The court may require in person or VTC attendance as circumstances may 
require. 
(b) The court's notice setting hearing will specify participation restrictions, telephone 
conferencing numbers and participant codes and/or location of regional VTC facilities. 
(c) Speakerphones and cell phones often pick up background noise and/or cause 
interference with sensitive courtroom equipment. Therefore, the use of speakerphones and cell 
phones are discouraged. 
( d) Place your call to the court a few minutes prior to the scheduled start of your 
hearing so that the clerk of the court may identify who is participating by telephone. 
7. Resolution. This court will notify the clerk of the district court where the petition 
for judicial review or action for declaratory judgment was originally filed of the completion of 
the case upon the happening of either: 
(a) the expiration of the time to appeal any decision of this court if no appeal to the 
Idaho Supreme Court is filed; or 
(b) the filing of the remittitur from the Idaho Supreme Court or Idaho Court of 
Appeals with this court in the event that an appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court is timely filed 
following a decision of this court. 
8. Other Procedural Rules. Any procedure for judicial review not specified or 
covered by this Order shall be in accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84 to the extent 
the same is not contrary to this Order. 
DATED this_/_ day of __ J_c,_J_,_, ___ . 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE __ JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ____ _ 
RE: PETITIONS FOR JUDICIAL 
REVIEW OR ACTIONS FOR 
DECLARATORY RELIEF OF 
DECISIONS FROM THE IDAHO 










NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT 
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009, 
declares that all petitions for judicial review made pursuant to I.C. § 42-1701 A of any decision 
from the Department of Water Resources be assigned to the presiding judge of the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District, and 
WHEREAS Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order dated December 9, 2009, vests 
in the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court the authority to adopt procedural rules 
necessary to implement said Order, and 
WHEREAS on July 1, 2010, the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court issued an 
Administrative Order regarding the Rule of Procedure Governing Petitions for Judicial Review 
or Actions for Declaratory Relief of Decisions from the Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. The above-matter is hereby assigned to the presiding judge of the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District for disposition and further 
proceedings. 
2. All further documents filed or otherwise submitted in this matter, and all further 
filing fees filed or otherwise submitted in this matter, shall be filed with the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District at P.O. Box 2707, Twin Falls, Idaho 
NOTICE OF REASSIGNMENT - 1 -
83303-2707, provided that checks representing further filing fees shall be made payable to the 
county where the original petition for judicial review or action for declaratory judgment was 
filed. 
DATED this_ day of ____ _, 2010. 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By: ___________ _ 
Deputy Clerk 















In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
IN THE MATTER OF THE APPOINTMENT OF ) 
THE SRBA DISTRICT COURT TO HEAR ALL ) 
PETITIONS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW FROM THE) ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES ) 
INVOLVING ADMINISTRATION OF WATER ) 
RIGHTS ) 
WHEREAS pursuant to LC.§ 42-l 701A any person who is aggrieved by a final decision or order of the 
Director of the Department of Water Resources is entitled to judicial review, and 
WHEREAS there is a need for consistency and uniformity in judicial decisions regarding the 
administration of water rights, and 
WHEREAS the Idaho Supreme Court has a constitutional responsibility to administer and supervise the 
work of the district courts pursuant to Art. V, § 2 of the Idaho Constitution, and 
WHEREAS the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District has 
particular expertise in the area of water right adjudication, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all petitions for judicial review of any decision regarding the. 
administration of water rights from the Department of Water Resources shall be assigned to the presiding judge 
of the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District. Review shall be held in 
accord with Title 67, Chapter 52 of the Idaho Code, except that, once filed, all petitions for judicial review shall 
be forwarded to the clerk of the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court of the Fifth Judicial District. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERD that the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court is authorized to 
develop the procedural rules necessary to implement this order. 
IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED that this order shall be effective the l st day of July, 2010. 
DATED this 9 day of December 2009. 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
~
I, Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Supreme Cour.t 
of the State of Idaho, do hereby certify that lht 
lboYe Is a true and correct copy of the Qn;lcev: 
entered In the above entitled cauae and now on 
record In my office. 
Wf'TNESS my hand and the Sal of Illa Court 12./ 1 o I q 
STEP~~EN W. KENYON Clerk 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the PROCEDURAL 
ORDER GOVERNING JUDICIAL REVIEW OF FINAL ORDER OF DIRECTOR OF 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES was mailed on December 05, 
2014, with sufficient first-class postage to the following: 
RANGEN, INC 
Represented by: 
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE 
PO BOX 1800 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
Phone: 208-578-0520 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
Represented by: 
GARRICK L BAXTER 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 




J JUSTIN MAY 
1419 W WASHINGTON 




ROBYN M BRODY 
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
PO BOX 554 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
Phone: 208-434-2778 
ORDER 
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
AITORNEY GENERAL 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301 
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700 
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov 
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho.gov 
Attorneys for Respondents 
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THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in 
his capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
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TO: CLERK OF THE ABOVE COURT AND ALL COUNSEL OF RECORD 
In accordance with LR.C.P. 84G), YOU ARE HEREBY NOl'IFIED that the agency record 
and transcript, having been prepared pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(0 and (g), are lodged with the agency 
for the purpose of settlement. 
A copy of the record and transcript which arc contained on one (1) DVD has been served 
by mail with a copy of this notice to the Petitioner Rangen, Inc.' s, attorneys of record. In 
accordance with Rules 84(t) and (g) the Petitioner Rangen, Inc .• has paid $100.00 per the 
estimated fee for preparation of the record and transcript. The actual preparation cost of the 
record and transcript is $242.28. The agency does not anticipate any further charges affiliated 
with continued preparation of the record and transcript. However the agency will inform the 
parties immediately should additional charges be incurred. 
The parties have fourteen ( 14) days from the date of the mailing of this notice to file any 
objections to the record and transcript. H no objections are filed within that time, the record and 
transcript shall tie deemed settled. The agency's decision on any objection timely filed along 
with all evidence. exhibits. and written presentation of the objection shall be included in the 
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2082876700 09:44:31 a.m. 12-19-2014 
. ·,1-,ii DATED this __ day of December, 2014. 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE R. J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
EMMI L. BLADES 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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2082876700 09:44:36a.m. 12-19-2014 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I 1 .,.."day of December, 2014, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be filed with the Court and"served on the following 
parties by the indicated methods: 
Original to: 
SRBA District Court 
253 3111 Ave. North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121 
J. JUSTIN MAY 
MAY BROWNING 
1419 W. WASHINGTON 
BOISE, ID 83702 
jmay@maybrowning.com 
ROBYN BRODY 
BRODY LAW OfFICE 
P.O.BOXS54 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
robynbrody@hotmail.com 
FRITZ HAEMMERLE 
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE 
P.O. BOX 1800 
HAILEY. ID 83333 
fxh@haemlaw.com 
NOTICE OF LODGING AGENCY RECORD AND 
TRANSCRIPr WITH THE AGENCY -Page 4 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(x) Facsimile 
( )E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x)E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x)E-mail 
,.,~-= L. Baxter 
Deputy Attorney General 
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District Court • SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949) 
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7 465) 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
In Re: Administrative Appeals 
County of i·w;n Falls • State of Idaho 
r· 
P.O. Box 1391 / 201 E. Center St. 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 







.__ ________ o_ep~uty c1en:J 
Attorneys for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. 
DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RANG EN, INC, an Idaho Corporation, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, and Gary Spackman, in 
his official capacity as Director of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
Case No. CV- 2014-4633 
IGWA's Motion to Intervene 
Fee Category: L.3. $221.00 
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA) respectfully moves to inter-
vene in this matter pursuant to Rule 24 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
This Court's Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review of Final Order of Di-
rector of Idaho Department of Water Resources issued December 5, 2014, allows any 
party to the underlying agency action to intervene in this case by filing a Notice of 
Appearance within fourteen (14) days after the order was issued (by December 19, 
2014). IGWA was a party to the agency action but inadvertently failed to file a No-
tice of Appearance. Therefore, IGWA petitions to intervene as a matter of right pur-
suant to I.R.C.P. 24(a); or, alternatively, for permissive intervention pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 24(b). 
IGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT-1 
Under I.R.C.P. 24(a) a person may intervene as a matter of right when: 
the applicant claims an interest relating to the property or transaction 
which is the subject of the action and the applicant is so situated that 
the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or im-
pede applicant's ability to protect that interest, unless the applicant's 
interest is adequately represented by existing parties. 
IGWA has a direct interest in the subject of this action because (a) it involves 
IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan, (b) IGWA's members face curtailment if the Plan 
is not upheld on appeal, and (c) the Court's decision in this case may significantly 
impact the manner in which IDWR handles other mitigation plans IGWA has filed 
or may file with IDWR. No other parties in this action are able to adequately repre-
sent IGWA' s interests because IGW A is both the creator and beneficiary of IGWA' s 
Fourth Mitigation Plan. Therefore, IGWA respectfully requests an order granting it 
intervention in this case as a matter of right. 
Alternatively, and for the same reasons stated above, IGWA is entitled to per-
missive intervention under I.R.C.P. 24(b) because IGWA's "claim or defense and 
the main action of a question of law or fact in common." 
This application is timely since the agency record was only recently lodged 
with IDWR, IGWA's intervention will not affect briefing deadlines set forth in the 
Court's Procedural Order, and IGWA's intervention will not unduly prejudice the 
rights of any parties. 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
&: BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By:71iiiil); 
Thomas J. Budge 
December 23, 2014 
Date 
IGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT- 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 23rd day of December, 2014, I served a true and 
correct copy of the following persons by the method indicated: 
~~ Thomas J. Budg 
Original to: [81 U.S. Mail 
Clerk of the Court D Facsimile-208-736-2121 
SRBA Deputy Clerk D Overnight Mail 
253 3rd Ave. North D Hand Delivery 
P0Box2707 D Email 
TwinFalls,ID 83303-2707 
Deputy Attorney General D U.S. Mail 
Garrick L. Baxter D Facsimile 
Idaho Department of Water Resources D Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 D Hand Delivery 




Robyn M. Brody D U.S. Mail 
Brody Law Office, PLLC D Facsimile 
P.O. Box 554 D Overnight Mail 
Rupert, ID 83350 D Hand Delivery 
rQb~nbl'.Qd~@hQtmail.cQm [81 Email 
Fritz X. Haemmerle D U.S. Mail 
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC D Facsimile 
P.O. Box 1800 D Overnight Mail 
Hailey, ID 83333 D Hand Delivery 
fxh@haemlaw.com [81 Email 
J. Justin May D U.S. Mail 
May, Browning&May, PLLC D Facsimile 
1419 West Washington D Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83702 D Hand Delivery 
jma}!'.@ma}!'.browning.cQm [81 Email 
IGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT- 3 
William A. Parsons D U.S. Mail 
13 7 W. 13th St. D Facsimile 
P0Box910 D Overnight Mail Burley, ID 83318 D Hand Delivery wparsons@pmt.org rgJ Email 
Kathy McKenzie D U.S.Mail 
P0Box109 D Facsimile 
Hagerman, ID 83332 D Overnight Mail 
knbmac@q.com D Hand Delivery 
rgJ Email 
IGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT-4 
2082876700 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
A'ITORNEY OENERAL 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301 
EMMI L BLADES, 18B #8682 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700 
pnick.baxter@idwr,ida.,bo.gov 
emmi.bJades@idwr.igaho.gov 
Attorneys for Respondents 
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THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN. in 
his capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, 
and 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., 
Intervenor. 
Case No. CV-2014-4633 
ORDER SETTLING THE AGENCY 
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT 
ORDER SEffl..lNG THE AGENCY RECORD AND TRANSCRIPT- Page 1 
2/4 
2082876700 02:07:36 p.m. 01-09-2015 
Pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(j), on December 19, 2014, the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("Department") served upon the parties its Notice of Lodging Agency &cord and 
Transcript with the Agency ("Notice"). The Notice gave the parties fourteen (14) days from the 
date of the Notice to file any objections to the agency transcript or record. There were no 
objections to the agency record or transcript filed with the Department. 
ORDER 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that with no objections to the agency 
record and transcript having been filed, the agency record and transcript are deemed settled. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 840), this 
order shall be included in the record on the petition for judicial review. The Department shall 
provide the parties wi17.i<s of the ageru:y record on one (I) DVD. 
DATED this__ ay of January 2015. 
~/ aARYSP 
Director 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this -L day of January 2015, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be filed with the Court and served on the following parties by 
the methods indicated: 
Original to: 
SRBA DISTRICT COURT 
253 3RD A VENUE NORTH 
POBOX2707 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-2707 
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121 
JJUSTINMAY 
MAY BROWNING 
1419 WW ASIUNGTON 
BOISE ID 83702 
jmay@maybmwning.com 
ROBYN BRODY 
BRODY LAW OFFICE 
POBOX554 
RUPERT ID 83350 
robynbrody@hotmail.com 
FRITZ HAEMMERLE 
HAEMMERLB & HAEMMERLB 
PO BOX 1800 
HAll...EY ID 83333 
fxh@haemlaw.com 
RANDALL C BUDGE 
TI BUDGE 
RACINE OLSON 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO ID 83204-1391 
n;b@tacjneJaw.net 
tjb@racineJaw.net 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(x) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( } Facsimile 
(X) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x)E-mail 
Deputy Attorney General 
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
A'ITORNEY GENERAL 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
GARRICK L. BAXTER, ISB #6301 
EMMI L. BLADES, ISB #8682 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 




Attorneys for Respondents 
08:32:07 a.m. 01-16-2015 
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In Re: Administrative Appeals 
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho 
JAN 1 6 2015 / I . ,___ ___ ___. I 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in 
his capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, 
and 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., 
Intervenor. 
Case No. CV -20144633 
NOTICE OF LODGING THE AGENCY 
RECORD AND TRANSCRIPf WITH 
THE DISTRICT COURT 
NOTICE OF WDGING THE AGENCY RECORD AND 
TRANSCRIPT WITH THE DISTRICT COURT-Page 1 
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TO: THE DISTRICT COURT AND THE PARTIES OF RECORD 
On December 19, 2014~ the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department") 
served its Notice of Lodging Agency Record and Transcript with the Agency ("Notice") in this 
matter pursuant to LR.C.P. 840), The Notice gave the parties fourteen (14) days from the date of 
the Notice to ftle any objection to the agency record and transcript. 
No objections to the agency record or transcript were filed with the Department on or 
before January 2, 2015, the fourteen (14) day deadline to tile objections to the agency record. 
The Department filed an Order Settling the Agency Record and Transcript with the Court on 
January 9, 2015. The agency record and transcript are deemed settled pursuant to LR.C.P. 840), 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOl'IFIED that the settled record is being filed with the District 
Court pursuant to LR.C.P. 84(k), by providing one (1) DVD dated January 16, 2015, in OCR 
fonnat and a bard bound copy of the record. Copies of the DVD are also being mailed with this 
notice to the parties. 
I f_-,.tt-
DATED this~ d.ay of January 2015. 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
CHIEF. NATURAL RESOURCES DMSION 
G~L.BAXTER 
EMMIL.BLADES 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of January 2015, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be filed with the Court and served on the following parties 
by the indicated methods: 
Original to: 
SRBA District Court 
253 3RD AVENUE NOR'IH 
POBOX2707 
TW1N FALLS ID 83303-2707 




BOISE ID 83702 
jmay@maybrowning.:com 
ROBYN BRODY 
BRODY LAW OFFICE 
POBOXS.54 
RUPERT ID 83350 
robynbrody@hotJnail.com 
FRITZ HAEMMERLE 
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE 
PO BOX 1800 
HAn.EY ID 83333 
fxh@haemlaw.com 
RANDALL C BUDGE 
TJBUDGE 
RACINE OLSON 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO ID 83204-1391 
rcb@racinelaw.net 
ljp@racinelaw.net 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(x) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x)E-mail 
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Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949) 
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7465) 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 / 201 E. Center St. 





r- D(strict Court. SAS 
In Rt.'~~~l;ldlcial District 
County_ of Tw;n'~;r,r:!~taAppeals 
, te of Idaho 
JAN 1 6 2015 
By.~--..:::::-------------1 
Attorneysfor Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. 
DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RANGEN, INC, an Idaho Corporation, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, and Gary Spackman, in 
his official capacity as Director of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
Case No. CV- 2014-4633 
NOTICE OF HEARING FOR 
IGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that IGWA's Motion to Intervene has been set to 
be heard before this Court on February 4, 2015 at 10:00 a.m. (Mountain Time) at 
the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court, 253 3rd Avenue North, Twin 
Falls, Idaho. Telephone participation will be available by dialing 1-215-446-019 3 
and entering 406128# when prompted. Video teleconferencing ("VTC") will also 
be available by appearing at either 1) the Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
Idaho Water Center, 322 E. Front Street, Conference Room B, Boise, Idaho, or 2) 
the Idaho Department ofW ater Resources, Eastern Regional Office, 900 N. Skyline 
Drive, Suite A, Idaho Falls, Idaho. Cell phones and speaker phones are not per-
mitted as they interfere with the Court's sound system. 
NOTICE OF HEARING FOR IGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE- I 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
//·n,~ ,e.J ~- 7.?~ -
By:~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Randall C. Budge 
Thomas J. Budge 
January 14, 2015 
Date 
NOTICE OF HEARING FOR IGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE- 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 14th day of January, 2015, I served a true and cor-
rect copy of the following persons by the method indicated: 
Thomas J. Budge 
Original to: [8J U.S.Mail 
Clerk of the Court D Facsimile 208-736-2121 
SRBA Deputy Clerk D Overnight Mail 
253 3rd Ave. North D Hand Delivery 
P0Box2707 D Email 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Deputy Attorney General D U.S. Mail 
Garrick L. Baxter D Facsimile 
Idaho Department of Water Resources D Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 83 720 D Hand Delivery 




Robyn M. Brody D U.S. Mail 
Brody Law Office, PLLC D Facsimile 
P.O. Box 554 D Overnight Mail 
Rupert, ID 83350 D Hand Delivery 
CQb~nbrndi@hQtmail.cQm [8J Email 
Fritz X. Haemmerle D U.S. Mail 
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC D Facsimile 
P.O. Box 1800 D Overnight Mail 
Hailey, ID 83333 D Hand Delivery 
fxh@haemlaw.com [8J Email 
J. Justin May D U.S. Mail 
May, Browning & May, PLLC D Facsimile 
1419 West Washington D Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83702 D Hand Delivery 
jmai@maibrowning.cQm [8J Email 
NOTICE OF HEARING FORIGWA'SMOTION TO INTERVENE-3 
William A. Parsons D U.S. Mail 
137 W. 13th St. D Facsimile 
P0Box910 D Overnight Mail 
Burley, ID 83318 D Hand Delivery wparsQns@pmt,Qrg [g1 Email 
Kathy McKenzie D U.S. Mail 
P0Box109 D Facsimile 
Hagerman, ID 83332 D Overnight Mail 
knbmac@q.cQm D Hand Delivery 
[g1 Email 
NOTICE OF HEARING FORIGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE-4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in 
his capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
) Case No. CV 2014-4633 
) 
) ORDERVACATINGAND 











On December 24, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") filed a 
Motion to Intervene in the above-captioned matter. The Motion is presently set to be heard by 
the Court on February 4, 2015, at 10:00 a.m. Due to an unforeseen scheduling conflict, the 
hearing on the Motion to Intervene set for February 4, 2015, will be vacated. The hearing will be 
reset as indicated below. 
THEREFORE, BASED ON THE FOREGOING, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY 
ORDERD: 
1. The hearing on the Motion to Intervene set for February 4, 2015, is hereby 
vacated. 
2. Notice is hereby given that the hearing on the Motion to Intervene is reset for 
February 3, 2015, at 3:00 p.m. (Mountain Time) at the Snake River Basin Adjudication District 
Court, 253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. However, no cell phones or speaker phones 
will be permitted as they interfere with our sound system making the proceeding difficult to 
ORDER VACA TING AND RESETTING HEARING - 1 • 
S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\0rder Vacating and Resetting Hearing.docx 
accurately record. Telephone participation will be available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and 
entering 406128# when prompted. Video teleconferencing ("VTC") will also be available by 
appearing at the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Idaho Water Center, 322 E. Front St., 
Conference Rm. B, Boise, Idaho. 
Datedj..,,.,? 21 1 2015° ~a 
~-~IL_D_M_A_N ____ _ 
District Judge 
ORDER VACA TING AND RESETTING HEARING 
S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\0rder Vacating and Resetting Hearing.docx 
- 2 -
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER VACATING 
AND RESETTING HEARING was mailed on January 21, 2015, with sufficien 
first-class postage to the following: 
RANGEN, INC 
Represented by: 
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE 
PO BOX 1800 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
Phone: 208-578-0520 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
Represented by: 
GARRICK L BAXTER 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 




J JUSTIN MAY 
1419 W WASHINGTON 




ROBYN M BRODY 
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
PO BOX 554 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
Phone: 208-434-2778 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
Represented by: 
THOMAS J BUDGE 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
Phone: 208-232-6101 
ORDER 
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Robyn M. Brody {ISB No. 5678) 
1 BRODY LAW OfflCE, PLLC 
P.O.Box554 
2 Rupert, ID 83350 
3 Telephone: (208) 434-2778 
Facsimile: (208) 434-2780 
4 robynbrody@hotmail.com 
s Fritz X. Haemmerle (ISB No. 3862) 
HAEMMERLE LAW, PLLC 
6 P.O. Box 1800 
Hailey, ID 83333 
7 Telephone: (208) 578-0520 
Facsimile: (208) 578-0564 
8 fxh@haemlaw.com 
16:53:13 02-02-2015 
J. Justin May (ISB No. 5818) 
MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLLC 
1419 W. Washington 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 429-0905 
Facsimile: (208) 342-7278 
jmay@maybrowning.com 
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County of Twin Falls • State of 11 aho 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 






IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
17 RESOURCES and Gary Spackma~ in his 
official capacity as Director of the Idaho 
18 Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents. 
) Case No. CV-2014-4633 
) 
) 
) NOTICE OF NON-OBJECTION TO 















COMES NOW the Petitioner, RAN OEN, INC. ("Petitioner" or "Rangen"), by and througl 
its counsel of record, and gives notice that it does not object to IGW A's intervention in this mattei 
23 
for the purpose specified in IGWA 's Motion to Intervene, filed December 23, 2014 in this matter. 
24 
25 











DATED this J_ day of February, 2015. 
0 & MAY. P.L.L.C. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, hereby certifies that on the .2. 
day of February, 2015 he caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be serv 



















Clerk of the Court 
SRBA Deputy Clerk 
253 3n1 Ave. North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Garrick Baxter 
Idaho Department of Water 
Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098 
ganick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov 
ldmi.white@idwr.idaho.gov 
emmi.blades · dwr.idaho. v 
Randall C. Budge 
TJBudge 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE1 BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
201 E. Center Street 
P.O. Box 1391 




William A. Parsons 
137 W. 13th St. 
P.O. Box910 
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1 
Kathy McKenzie 
P.O. Box 109 
Hand Delivery C 
U.S. Mail C 
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NOTICE OF NON-OBJECTION TO IGWA'S MOTION TO INTERVENE - 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SP ACKMAN in 
his capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, 
and 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., 
Intervenor. 
) Case No. CV 2014-4633 
) 




















On December 24, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") filed a 
Motion to Intervene in the above-captioned matter. A hearing on the Motion was held before the 
Court on February 3, 2015. After reviewing the file and hearing the comments made in open 
court, the Court for the reasons set forth on the record granted the Motion. 
THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. IGWA's Motion to Intervene in the above-captioned proceeding is hereby 
granted. 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO INTERVENE - 1 -
S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\0rder Granting Motion to Intervene.docx 
2. All further captions used in this proceeding shall include IGWA as an Intervenor 
as shown above. 
Dated ~1~.J7" 3 1 ?ot ~ 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO INTERVENE - 2 -
S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\0rder Granting Motion to Intervene.docx 
Page 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO INTERVENE was mailed on February 03, 2015, with sufficient 
first-class postage to the following: 
RANGEN, INC 
Represented by: 
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE 
PO BOX 1800 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
Phone: 208-578-0520 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
Represented by: 
GARRICK L BAXTER 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 




J JUSTIN MAY 
1419 W WASHINGTON 




ROBYN M BRODY 
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
PO BOX 554 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
Phone: 208-434-2778 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
Represented by: 
THOMAS J BUDGE 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
Phone: 208-232-6101 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 


























Robyn M. Brody (ISB No. 5678) 
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 554 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Telephone: (208) 434-2778 
Facsimile: (208) 434-2780 
robynbrody@hotmail.com 
Fritz X. Haemmerle (ISB No. 3862) 
HAEMMERLE LAW, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1800 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Telephone: (208) 578-0520 
Facsimile: (208) 578-0564 
fxh@haemlaw.com 
Attorneys for Petitioner, Rangen, Inc. 
J. Justin May (ISB No. 5818) 
MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLLC 
1419 W. Washington 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 429-0905 
Facsimile: (208) 342-72 78 
jmay@maybrowning.com 
District Court • SRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 
In Re: Administrative Appeals 
Counl of~; F~:-;: i Idaho 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
RANGEN, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) Case No. CV-2014-4633 
) 
) RAN GEN, INC. 'S MOTION TO 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER ) 
RESOURCES and Gary Spackman, in his ) 
official capacity as Director of the Idaho 
) 
) 




COMES NOW the Petitioner, RANGEN, INC. by and through its attorneys of record, 
and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(1) and the Court's Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review oJ 
Final Order of Director of Idaho Department of Water Resources dated December 5, 2014 anc 











hereby moves the Court to enter an Order requesting that the Idaho Department of Wate 
Resources augment the record of this matter with the following: 
• All record items filed in Rangen's Petition for Delivery Call, CM-DC-2011-004 o 
and after January 29, 2014 (hereinafter referred to as "Post Final Order Record"). 
• The record filed in connection with the Petition for Judicial Review of IGWA' 
Second Mitigation Plan, CM-MP-2014-002 (CV-2014-2935) 
The issues raised in this appeal involve matters that have been decided and filed i 
Rangen's Petition for Delivery Call (CM-DC-2011-004) since January 29, 2014 and in IGWA' 
Second Mitigation Plan (CM-MP-2014-002). For example, Director Spackman has made 
















This issue was first addressed in IGWA's First Mitigation Plan (the order was filed in CM-DC-
2011-004), then subsequently addressed in an order approving the Second Mitigation Plan (CM 
MP-2014-002) and then addressed a third time in Rangen's Petition for Delivery Call. It i 
necessary to have all of the orders to address this issue. 
WHEREORE, Rangen respectfully requests that this Motion to Augment be granted. 
DATED this 5th day of February, 2015. 
MAY BROWNING & MAY. P.L.L.C. 

























CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, hereby certifies that on t he St 
day of February, 2015 he caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be serve 
upon the following as indicated: 
Original: Hand Delivery y 
State of Idaho U.S. Mail D 
SRBA District Court Facsimile D 
253 3rd Ave. North Federal Express D 
P.O. Box 2707 E-Mail D 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121 
Garrick Baxter Hand Delivery D 
Idaho Department of Water U.S. Mail D 
Resources Facsimile D 
P.O. Box 83720 Federal Express 




Randall C. Budge Hand Delivery D 
TJ Budge U.S. Mail D 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE Facsimile D 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED Federal Express D 
201 E. Center Street E-Mail / 
P.O. Box 1391 




William A. Parsons Hand Delivery D 
137 W. 13th St. U.S. Mail D 
P.O. Box 910 Facsimile D 
Burley, ID 83318 Federal Express 
~ wparsons@pmt.org E-Mail 
Kathy McKenzie Hand Delivery D 
P.O. Box 109 U.S. Mail D 
Hagerman, ID 83332 Facsimile D 
knbmac@q.com Federal Express 
~ E-Mail 
0--
J. Justin May 
RANGEN, INC.'S MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD - 3 
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1
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THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in 
his capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, 
and 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., 
Intervenor. 
) Case No. CV 2014-4633 
) 
) NOTICE VACATING & 



















On February 6, 2015, a hearing on the Motion to Augment Record was set for February 
24, 2015, at 3:30 p.m. (Mountain Time) at the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court, 
253 3rd Avenue North, Twin Falls, Idaho. Due to a scheduling conflict, NOTICE IS HEREBY 
GIVEN that the hearing scheduled for February 24, 2015, will be vacated and reset for March 
3, 2015, at 3:30 p.m. Telephone participation will be available by dialing 1-215-446-0193 and 
entering 406128# when prompted. However, no cell phones or speaker phones will be permitted 
as they interfere with our sound system making the proceeding difficult to accurately record. 
Video teleconferencing ("VTC") will also be available by appearing at either (1) the Idaho 
NOTICE VACA TING & RESETTING HEARING - 1 -
S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\Notice Vacating & Resetting Hearing (Mot. to Augment).docx 
Department of Water Resources, Idaho Water Center, 322 E. Front St., Conference Rm. B, 
Boise, Idaho, or (2) the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Eastern Regional Office, 900 N. 
Skyline Drive, Ste. A, Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
ER!Clli= --
District Judge 
NOTICE VACA TING & RESETTING HEARING - 2 -
S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\Notice Vacating & Resetting Hearing (Mot. to Augment).docx 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the NOTICE VACATING 
& RESETTING HEARING was mailed on February 17, 2015, with sufficient 
first-class postage to the following: 
RANGEN, INC 
Represented by: 
FRITZ X HAEMMERLE 
PO BOX 1800 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
Phone: 208-578-0520 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
Represented by: 
GARRICK L BAXTER 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO - IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 




J JUSTIN MAY 
1419 W WASHINGTON 




ROBYN M BRODY 
BRODY LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
PO BOX 554 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
Phone: 208-434-2778 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
Represented by: 
THOMAS J BUDGE 
201 E CENTER ST 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
Phone: 208-232-6101 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This is an appeal from a decision made by the Director of the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("IDWR"") relating to the fourth in a series of mitigation plans filed by Idaho Ground 
Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA"). IGWA filed the mitigation plans in an attempt to avoid 
curtailment resulting from the Director's detetmination that junior ground water pumping from the 
Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer ("ESPA") is materially injuring Rangen's water rights. IGWA's 
Fourth Mitigation Plan sought approval of a plan to pump water from "Magic Springs" and pipe it 
approximately 2 miles to Rangen's Research Hatchery. IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan and 
Request.for Expedited Hearing (A.R., pp. 1-24). This appeal is taken from the Director's Order 
Approving IGWA ·s Fourth Mitigation Plan. (A.R., pp. 178-240). 
II. INTRODUCTION AND COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
A. Overview 
On January 29, 2014, the Director issued an Order on Rangen' s 2011 Petition for Delivery 
Call finding that junior ground water pumping from the ESPA is materially injuring Rangen. Final 
Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights 
Junior to July 13, 1962 (the "Curtailment Order") (Tucker Springs A.R., p.36, Conclusions of 
Law ~~ 32 and 36) 1• The Director ordered cw1ailment of ground water rights junior to July 13, 
1962. (Tucker Springs A.R., p. 42). 
Shortly after the Curtailment Order was issued, members of the Idaho Legislature, the 
Governor's Office, and the Idaho Department of Water Resources started strategizing to find a 
way to address Rangen's Call. The Deputy Director of the Department of Water Resources was 
1 The record for the Fourth Mitigation Plan also includes the record, exhibits and hearing transcripts for IGWA's 
Second Mitigation Plan (the "Tucker Springs" Mitigation Plan) which previously came before the Court on a 
Petition for Judicial Review in CV-2014-2935. All records, exhibits and hearing excerpts from the Tucker Springs 
Mitigation Plan are noted as such. 
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summoned to a meeting with state legislators within days of the issuance of the Curtailment Order. 
(Tucker Springs Hrg. Tr. Vol.II, P.426 L.9-P.426 L.24). The Deputy Director, other Department 
Staff, the Governor's office, various legislators, and Clive Strong, the Chief of the Natural 
Resource Division of the Office of the Attorney General, collaborated on what they dubbed the 
"Thousand Springs Settlement Framework" ("Settlement Framework"). (Tucker Springs Ex. 
1110); (Tucker Springs Hrg. Tr. Vol. II, P.428 L.8- P.428 L.23, P.429 L.5 -P.430 L.8). 
The State's Settlement Framework spawned a series of plans to move water between 
declining Hagerman Valley springs. The Settlement Framework was built around the idea of 
"enhancing" Billingsley Creek water flows by 25 cfs using water from other sptings. (Tucker 
Springs Ex. 1110). The State first proposed a pipeline to take water from Tucker Springs and 
deliver it to the Rangen facility at the headwaters of Billingsley Creek. (Tucker Springs Ex. 1110; 
see also Tucker Springs A.R., p. 4, iJ'J 16, 20). IGWA took the State's idea and filed its Second 
Mitigation Plan for the Tucker Springs project. (Tucker Springs A.R., pp. 124-127). The Director 
approved the Tucker Springs Plan. (Tucker Springs A.R., pp. 537-560). 
Bob Hardgrove, lGWA's pipeline engineer, testified that IGWA may have abandoned the 
Tucker Springs Plan before it was even approved by the Director. (Hrg. Tr., P.189 L. 15-20). He 
explained that lGWA "transitioned" to its Third Mitigation Plan which would have involved 
pumping water from a state-owned hatchery called "Aqua Life" to Rangen' s facility. (Id.). IGW A 
abandoned the Aqua Life plan and in August 2014 filed the Fourth Mitigation Plan to pump water 
from Magic Springs to Rangen. (A.R., pp. 1-24). 
Rangen's protests to each of these plans has sparked lGWA's outrage. How can Rangen 
be opposed to the delivery of water to its facility? IGW A paints Rangen' s protests as being 
motivated by greed and an attempt to "command'' the aquifer. What IGW A refuses to 
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acknowledge is that moving water from one declining spring source to another as proposed is not 
a solution for the damage caused by junior ground water pumping. The State can dress up the 
proposals as an "Intermediate Water Supply Measure" in the Settlement Framework, but the plans 
provide nothing more than temporary compensation while junior users continue to pump and 
damage the aquifer and Rangen's springs. By approving the Fourth Mitigation Plan, the Director 
allowed pumping to continue while refusing to consider the damage done to Snake River flows 
when the water that is pumped to Rangen does not return to the Snake River. He also refused to 
consider that his decision enables continued mining of the aquifer. (Tucker Springs AR., p. 18, 
Findings of Fact ,i 88) (finding that the aquifer is being mined at a rate of approximately 270,000 
acre feet per year). 
B. Fourth Mitigation Plan 
IGWA filed the Fourth Mitigation Plan on August 27, 2014. (AR., pp. 1-24). Under the 
Plan, IGW A will lease or purchase up to IO cfs of spring water from SeaPac of Idaho, Inc., a fish 
hatchery located near the Snake River. (A.R., p. 184 at ,i 8). The water will be pumped from what 
is called "Magic Springs" and then piped to the Rangen Research Hatchery approximately 2 miles 
away. In exchange, IGW A will lease or purchase the water rights at a state-owned facility called 
Aqua Life and make them available to SeaPac. 2 (AR., p. 184, Findings of Fact ,i,i 9-10). The 
Director conditionally approved the Fourth Mitigation Plan on October 29, 2014. (A.R., pp. 178-
240). Rangen filed a Petition for Judicial Review on November 25, 2014. (AR., pp. 313-321). 
The issues raised in Rangen's Petition for Judicial Review are about the Director's failure 
to protect the senior's interests. Approximately two weeks before the hearing on IGW A's Fourth 
Mitigation Plan, this Court issued a Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Review, 
::! It is unclear whether IGWA is supposed to make the Aqua Life facility itself available to Seapac. Finding of Fact ii 
9 implies that IGWA is supposed to secure ownership or a long term lease of the Aqua Life facility for SeaPac. 
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invalidating the Director's Methodology Order in the Surface Water Coalition's delivery call 
because the Director's decision did not have a contingency plan to protect the senior's interests. 
See, Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Judicial Review, In The Matter of 
Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights Held By or For the Benefit of A&B Irrigation 
District, American Falls Reservoir District #2, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation 
District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company, and Twin Falls Canal 
Company, CV-2010-382, pp. 13, 15 which is attached hereto as Appendix 1.3 The Director stated 
during the October gth hearing that given the Court's recent decision, he felt a "heightened" 
obligation to protect senior users such as Rangen. (Hrg. Tr., P. 133 L. 19-23). From Rangen's 
perspective, the Director's efforts to protect Rangen's interests fell short of the Court's mark and 
give rise to this appeal. 
Despite the Director's unequivocal Curtailment Order and IGWA 's filing of five 
separate mitigation plans4, nothing changed in 2014. IGWA did not satfafy it's 3.4 cfs mitigation 
obligation, and not a single junior-priority ground water right was curtailed. When IGW A 
finally started delivering water to Rang en in February 2015, more than a year after the Director 
determined that Rangen was suffering material injmy, JGWA did so under a "conditionally" 
approved Fourth Mitigation Plan with no contingencies or backup plan if the project was not 
completed or fails in the future and no determination as to whether the plan's implementation 
will cause material injiuy to other water users or whether it constitutes an enlargement of the 
3 Rangen moves the Court pursuant to IRE 20l(d) to take judicial notice of the lvlemorandum Decision and Order on 
Petition for Judicial Review issued in CV-2010-382 (attached hereto as Appendix 1). If a party moves the Cowt to 
"take judicial notice of records, exhibits or transcripts from the comi file in the same or a separate case, the party 
shall identify the specific documents or items for which the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the court 
and serve on all the parties copies of such documents or items. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a 
party and supplied with the necessary information." IRE 20l(d). 11 Judicial notice may be taken at any stage of the 
proceeding." [RE 201 (f). 
"IGW A's Fifth Mitigation Plan was filed on December [8, 2014 with IDWR. 
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underlying Magic Springs water right or whether it allows mining of the aquifer to continue. 
How was this accomplished? And more importantly, is it consistent with Idaho law? 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Code § 67-5279 governs judicial review of agency decisions. The District Court 
shall affi1m the agency: 
[U]nless it finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions 
are: "(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; (b) in excess of the 
statutory authority of the agency; ( c) made upon unlawful procedure; ( d) not 
supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or (e) arbitrary, 
capricious, or an abuse of discretion." 
In the Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 Idaho 640, 647, 315 P.3d 828, 835 
(2013) (quoting Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 796, 252 P.3d 71, 77 
(2011 )). "An action is capricious if it was done without a rational basis. It is arbitrary if it was 
done in disregard of the facts and circumstances presented or without adequate determining 
principles." American Lung Ass 'n of1daho/Nevada v. State, Department ofAgriculture, 142 Idaho 
544, 130 P.3d I 062 (2006), citing Enterprise, Inc. v. Nampa City, 96 Idaho 734, 536 P.2d 729 
(1975). The "agency shall be affirmed unless substantial rights of the appellant have been 
prejudiced." JC. § 67-5279(4). 
IV. ISSUES PRESENTED 
1. Whether the Director exceeded his authority by allowing continued out-of-priority ground 
water pumping without a properly approved mitigation plan. 
2. Whether the Director erred by failing to address Rule 43.03j criteria. 
3. Whether requiring Rangen to "allow construction on its land related to placement of the 
delivery pipe" is a taking of Rangen's property rights without authority and without 
compensation. 
4. Whether the "conditional" approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan puts all risks on Rangen 
and does not provide any contingency provisions. 
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5. Rangen's substantial rights are prejudiced by the Order Approving the Fourth Mitigation 
Plan. 
V. ARGUMENT 
The Director has a clear legal duty to distribute water in accordance with priority. Musser 
v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392,395,871 P.2d 809,812 (1994). The Director "is authorized to adopt 
rules and regulations for the distribution of water from the streams, rivers, lakes, ground water and 
other natural water sources as shall be necessary to carry out the laws in accordance with the 
priorities of the rights of the users thereof." I. C. § 42-603 ( emphasis added). Pursuant to this 
authority the Department promulgated Rules for Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground 
Water Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11 (the "CM Rules"). 
Rule 43 .03 of the CM Rules provides the factors to be considered by the Director when 
evaluating a mitigation plan: 
03. Factors to Be Considered. Factors that may be considered by the Director in 
detem1ining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. Whether delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation plan is in 
compliance with Idaho law. 
b. Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the time and place 
required by the senior-priority water right, sufficient to offset the depletive effect 
of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the surface or ground water 
source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of diversion from 
the surface or ground water source. Consideration will be given to the history and 
seasonal availability of water for diversion so as not to require replacement water 
at times when the surface right historically has not received a full supply, such as 
during arumal low-flow periods and extended drought periods. 
c. Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other 
appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a 
time of shortage even if the effect of pumping is spread over many years and will 
continue for years after pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may allow for 
multi-season accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide for replacement 
water to take advantage of variability in seasonal water supply. The mitigation plan 
must include contingency provisions to assure protection of the senior-priority right 
in the event the mitigation water source becomes unavailable. 
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j. Whether the 1mt1gation plan is consistent with the conservation of water 
resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or would result in the 
diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated 
average rate of future natural recharge. 
k. Whether the mitigation plan provides for monitoring and adjustment as necessary 
to protect senior-priority water rights from material injury. 
IDAP A 37.03.11.043.03. 
A. The Director exceeded his authority by allowing continued out-of-priority 
ground water pumping without a properly approved mitigation plan. 
The CM Rules and the doctrine of prior appropriation mandate that once a determination 
of material injury has been made, out-of-priority pumping may only be allowed if there is a 
properly approved mitigation plan that delivers water at the time of need. In the Matter of 
Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 Idaho 640, 653, 315 P.3d 828, 841 (2013); 
IDAP A 37.03.I 1.040.01. In this case, the Director made a finding of material injury in Rangen's 
favor on January 29, 2014. (Tucker Springs A.R., pp. 1-102). His Curtailment Order provided 
that junior-priority ground water users could avoid cm1ailment by delivering 3.4 cfs of water the 
first year. (Tucker Springs A.R., p. 42). Through a series of decisions that culminated with the 
decision to approve the Fourth Mitigation Plan, the Director allowed out-of-priority ground water 
pumping to continue for over a year without satisfaction of the juniors' mitigation obligation 
through a properly approved mitigation plan. This was improper. 
IOWA filed its first Petition to Stay Curtailment on February 12, 2014-two weeks after 
the Curtailment Order was entered. (Tucker Springs A.R., p. I 03). The Director granted lGWA's 
first stay request because he found that IGW A's First Mitigation Plan, on its face, appeared to 
satisfy lGWA's mitigation requirement for the first year. (Tucker Springs A.R., p. 106). The 
Order granting the stay stated: "Cumulatively, the proposed measures, once implemented, will 
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fully satisfy the requirements of the Director's Order and it appears that IOWA will be able to 
demonstrate that it has satisfied the requirement for direct delivery of water to Rangen." (Tucker 
Springs A.R., p. I 05). The Order cautioned, however: "Ground water users are advised that in the 
event the mitigation plan is not approved, the curtailment order will go into effect immediately." 
(Tucker Springs A.R., p. 107) ( emphasis added). Those words proved hollow. 
On March 17-19, 2014, the Director conducted a hearing on !GWA's First Mitigation Plan. 
(Tucker Springs A.R., p. 292). IGWA's First Mitigation Plan contained nine different proposals 
for credit. (Tucker Springs A.R., p. 294). The Director rejected most of the proposals, but granted 
IOWA 1.2 cfs credit for certain aquifer enhancement activities and 1.8 cfs credit for water 
delivered to Butch Morris through the Sandy Pipeline in lieu of using Martin-Curren Tunnel rights 
(the "Morris Exchange Water credit"). (Tucker Springs A.R., pp. 297-303). 5 Even with those 
credits, IGW A was still .40 cfs short of satisfying the junior's 2014 mitigation obligation. (Tucker 
Springs A.R., p. 307). 
On April 17, 2014, less than a week after the Director entered his initial Order Approving 
in Part and Rejecting in Part IGWA 's First l'vfitigation Plan, IGW A filed a Second Petition to Stay 
Curtailment because of the .40 cfs shortfall. (Tucker Springs A.R., p. I 78). The Director granted 
5 This Court actually reversed the credits granted by the Director and has remanded the matter back to the 
Department. The Court found that certain "soft conversion" credits were improper because there was no 
requirement that the ground water pumpers refrain from using ground water if surface water is unavailable. (See 
Appendix 2, pp. 6-10). The Court also found that the Morris Exchange Water credit was improperly based on 
historical averages that overestimated flows and was improperly calculated based on a calendar year rather than 
during the irrigation season. (See Appendix 2, pp. 12-15). 
Rangen moves the Court pursuant to IRE 20l(d) to take judicial notice of the Memorandum Decision and Order on 
Petition for Judicial Revinv issued in CV-2014-2446 ( attached hereto as Appendix 2) If a party moves the Comito 
11 take judicial notice of records, exhibits or transcripts from the court file in the same or a separate case, the party 
shal! identify the specific documents or items for which the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the court 
and serve on all the parties copies of such documents or items. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a 
party and supplied with the necessary information." IRE 20l(d). 11 Judicial notice may be taken at any stage of the 
proceeding." IRE 201 (f). 
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lGWA's Second Petition based on mere "conceptual viability" of the Tucker Springs Mitigation 
Plan even though no hearing had been held: 
Curtailment of diversions of ground water for irrigation in April and May would 
provide little benefit to Rangen because significant irrigation with ground water 
does not normally intensify until late May or June. In contrast, curtailment of the 
irrigation of 25,000 acres dw-ing the period of reduced ground water use is 
significant. IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan has been published and a pre-hearing 
status conference is scheduled for April 30, 2014. The Second Mitigation Plan 
proposes direct delivery of water from Tucker Springs to Rangen. The plan is 
conceptually viable, and given the disparity in impact to the ground water users 
if curtailment is enforced versus the impact to Rangen if curtailment is stayed, 
the ground water users should have an opportunity to present evidence at an 
expedited hearing for their second mitigation plan. All of the standard of the 
conjunctive management rules will apply at the hearing. 
(Tucker Springs AR., p. 180) ( emphasis added). 
Rangen told the Director at the outset of the Tucker Springs hearing that IGW A had no 
intention of ever building the pipeline to deliver water to Rangen: 
MR. HAEMMERLE: Director, I think I'm glad that Mr. Budge took this 
opportunity to vent his frustrations with this entire process because, frankly, we 
have frustrations as well. 
Our biggest frustration, 1 guess, Director, is that we keep coming before you 
in all these administrative processes for the approval of plans that are never going 
to be built. 
Now, what IGW A is here to do, Director, is they're here to have a mitigation 
plan approved and say "There, Director, see, we can have a plan approved." "What 
do you think, Rangen?" 
What we think is that IGWA has gone around with respect to the Tucker 
Springs plan and advised the whole world that they have no intent of developing 
this plan. None. If there's no intent to develop this plan and get Rangen any actual 
water, then this whole process is frankly a farce. That's what it is. 
That's our frustration, Director, is that we keep slopping things up against 
the wall. IGW A keeps doing that. And the reason they're doing that is they want 
you to issue stay after stay after stay without the delivery of one drop of water that 
satisfies your call -- that satisfies the order on our call. 
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(Tucker Springs Hrg. Tr. Vol. I, P. 56, L. 1-25). Nonetheless, the Director approved the Tucker 
Springs Plan and out-of-priority pumping continued. 
One of the express conditions of the Director's Order approving the Tucker Springs 
Mitigation Plan was that the pipeline had to be built so that water would be delivered by January 
19, 2015. (Tucker Springs AR., pp. 537-560). The Director realized that the Tucker Springs 
pipeline, if it were built, would not provide water immediately because the water rights had to be 
transferred and the pipeline had to be constructed. The Director also realized that the junior 
pumpers were still short of mitigation water. Understanding the .40 cfs shortage and not wanting 
to enforce his own curtailment order, the Director creatively recalculated the credit for the M01Tis 
Exchange Water that he previously gave in the First Mitigation Plan. Instead of allocating the 
credit over a period of 365 days, he calculated the credit over a period of 293 days so that junior 
pumpers could get maximum credit until January 2015. This would ensure that the farmers would 
get through the 2014 season without facing curtailment. The Director justified the recalculation 
of the Morris Exchange Water because of the expectation that the Tucker Springs pipeline would 
be built: 
Because there is an expectation of additional water being delivered to Rangen by 
the Second Mitigation Plan, (a) recalculate the period of time the Morris exchange 
water is recognized as mitigation to equal the number of days that the water will 
provide full mitigation to Rangen, and (b) require curtailment or additional 
mitigation from IGW A under the Second Mitigation Plan after the time full 
mitigation under the First Mitigation Plan expires. 
(Tucker Springs AR., pp. 542-543). Just as Rangen predicted, however, IOWA withdrew the 
State's mitigation plan completely. (See Appendix 3, p. 2).6 
6 Rangen moves the Court pursuant to IRE 20l(d) to take judicial notice of the Order Granting Motion to Dismiss 
issued in CV-2014-2935 (attached hereto as Appendix 3). lfa party moves the Court to "take judicial notice of 
records, exhibits or transcripts from the court file in the same or a separate case, the party shall identify the specific 
documents or items for which the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the court and serve on all the parties 
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The Director's decision to, sua sponte, recalculate the time period over which the Morris 
Exchange Water credit was calculated was arbitrary and capricious. The only reason it was done 
was to avoid enforcing the Curtailment Order. The Director perpetuated this error when he 
approved IGW A's Foutih Mitigation Plan on October 29, 2014 using the same recalculation of the 
Morris Exchange Water credit. There was no justification for the Director to simply adopt what 
he had done in the Tucker Springs Plan other than to justify out-o±~priority pumping. 
The Director was aware of the objections that Rangen had against the Morris Exchange 
Water recalculation since Rangen filed its Opening Brief in the appeal of the Tucker Springs 
Mitigation Plan while the Director's decision on the Fourth Mitigation Plan was still pending. (See 
Appendix 4 attached hereto). 7 During this same October 2014 timefrarne the irrigation season 
ended and the actual Maiiin-Curren Tunnel flows for the 2014 irrigation season were available. 
The Director could, and should, have used actual Martin-Curren Tunnel flow measurements when 
determining Manis Exchange Water credits in the Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
The Director's original order approving the Morris Exchange Water credit in the First 
Mitigation Plan did not provide any mechanism for monitoring or making adjustments to the 
amount of credit as Martin-Curren Tunnel Measurements became available during the year as 
required by IDAP A. 3 7. 03 .11. 04 3 .03 .k. Instead of the Department making necessary adjustments 
as the flow data became available, Rangen had to file a Motion to Determine Morris Exchange 
Water Credit and Enforce Curtailment. (A.R., pp. 262-312). The Motion was granted on 
copies of such documents or items. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a party and supplied with the 
necessary information." IRE 201(d). "Judicial notice may be taken at any stage of the proceeding." IRE 201 (f). 
7 Rangen moves the Court pursuant to IRE 20l(d) to take judicial notice of Rangen 's Opening Brief in CV-2014-
2935 (attached hereto as Appendix 4). Ifa party moves the Court to "take judicial notice of records, exhibits or 
transcripts from the court file in the same or a separate case, the party shall identify the specific documents or items 
for which the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the court and serve on all the parties copies of such 
documents or items. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a party and supplied with the necessary 
infonnation. 11 IRE 20l(d). 11 Judicial notice may be taken at any stage of the proceeding. 11 IRE 201 (f). 
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November 21, 2014. (AR., 263-312). The Director found that actual flow measurements were 
considerably lower than the historical average that was used for the credit granted in the Fourth 
Mitigation Plan. (AR., pp. 264-265, Conclusion of Law i 4). The Director determined that junior-
priority ground water users actually ran out of mitigation credit on October 1st. (AR., p. 264, 
Finding of Fact i 6 and pp. 264-265, Conclusion of Law i 4). 
Even though the Director found that junior ground water users ran out of mitigation credit 
on October 131, he did not correct and amend the Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
The Department's Rules of Procedure provide that "[t]he agency head may modify or amend a 
final order of the agency ... at any time before notice of appeal to the District Court has been 
filed or the expiration of the time for appeal to the District Court, whichever is earlier .... " IDAP A 
37.01.01.760. The Order Approving IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan was entered on October 29, 
2014. Rangen did not file a Petition for Judicial Review in this case until November 25, 2014 (see 
AR., p. 313) which means that the Director had another window of opportunity to bring his Order 
Approving IGWA's Fourth Nfitigation Plan into compliance with Idaho law. 
Instead of amending the Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Pion, the Director 
entered a separate order again permitting out-of-priority pumping outside of a properly enacted 
mitigation plan: 
Sufficient time must be granted to junior ground water users to prepare for 
cmiailment. Many of the junior ground water users diverting water this time of 
year are dairies and stockyards. It is not reasonable to order curtailment that would 
immediately eliminate what is likely the sole source of drinking water for livestock. 
Time should be afforded to allow these industries to sell or otherwise make plans 
for their livestock. Other water users such as commercial and industrial water users 
should also be afforded time to plan for elimination of what may be their sole source 
of water. This delay in curtailment is reasonable because instantaneous curtailment 
will not inunediately increase water supplies to Rangen. The flow from the Martin-
Curren Tunnel has been gradually declining over a nlllllber of years. Curtailment 
will not quickly restore the tunnel flows. 
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(AR., p. 265, Conclusion of Law i 5). 
The Director also held that: 
The Director concludes that sixty (60) days is a reasonable timeframe for junior 
ground water users to plan for curtailment. Sixty days from today is January 20, 
2015. As described above, the Director previously ordered that junior ground water 
users be curtailed on January 19, 2015, once the Morris Exchange Agreement credit 
expired unless additional mitigation is provided. Junior ground water users should 
have already been planning for the contingency that curtailment could occur on 
January 19, 2015. For consistency, the Director will adopt January 19, 2015, as the 
curtailment date. 
(AR., p. 265, Conclusion of Law i 6). 
The Director's decision to allow out-of-priority ground water pumping outside of a 
properly enacted mitigation plan injures Rangen and is contrary to the Idaho Supreme Court's 
decision in In the Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 Idaho 640, 653, 
315 P.3d 828, 84 l (2013) and CM Rule 40.01.b. The water rights subject to the Curtailment Order 
are primarily irrigation rights. The 2014 irrigation season is now over. Rangen did not receive 
any additional water during 2014 and the Ma11in-Curren Tunnel flow continues to go down. While 
the opportunity to reverse that decline and see the 3.4 cfs increase predicted by the Director has 
passed, the Court should still reverse the Order Approving Fourth Mitigation Plan and remand 
this matter to the Director for determination of a proper remedy. 
B. The Director erred by failing to address Rule 43.03j criteria. 
Rule 43.03 of the Conjunctive Management Rules requires the Director to consider whether 
the implementation of the Fourth Mitigation Plan is consistent with the conservation of water 
resources and the public interest or whether it will injure other water users or result in mining of 
the aquifer. The rnle states in relevant part: 
03. Factors to Be Considered. Factors that may be considered by the Director in 
determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 
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j. Whether the mitigation plan is consistent with the conservation of water 
resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or would result in the 
diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated 
average rate of future natural recharge. 
IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03. 
Rangen put on evidence at the October gth hearing that implementation of the Fourth 
Mitigation Plan will injure other water rights, constitute an enlargement of SeaPac · s water right, 
allow ground water pumping to continue without proper mitigation, and is not consistent with the 
conservation of water resources or the other Rule 43.03j criteria. (See AR, pp. 129-133 for 
Rangen's Post-Hearing Briefaddressing these issues). Rangen explained that SeaPac's water right 
is a non-consumptive fish propagation right. The water comes from Magic Springs, flows through 
SeaPac's facility which is located next to the Snake River, and then immediately flows to the river. 
The Magic Springs Mitigation Plan does NOT protect the return flow. After the Magic Springs 
water goes through the Rangen facility it will flow down Billingsley Creek where it will be used 
by irrigators who are short of water. The water will not return to the Snake River which means 
that SeaPac 's non-consumptive water 1ight will be turned into a consumptive right. Rangen argued 
the Plan allows non-consumptive water to be consumed, the aquifer will continue to be used by 
junior users at a rate that exceeds recharge, and junior users will have done nothing to actually 
mitigate for the damage caused by their pumping. Rangen's opposition to the Plan boils down to 
one basic concept - IGW A cannot fix a decades long water shortage by moving water from one 
area of the Hagerman Valley to another. 
The Director's Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan did not address Rangen's 
Rule 43.03j arguments. Instead, Director Spaclanan confined his analysis to what he characterized 
as three threshold issnes. The Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan stated: 
While Rule 43.03 lists factors that "may be considered by the Director in 
detc1mining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior 
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rights," factors 43.03( a) through 43 .03( c) are necessary components of mitigation 
plans that call for the direct delivery of mitigation water. A junior water right holder 
seeking to directly deliver mitigation water bears the burden of proving that (a) the 
"delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation plan is in compliance 
with Idaho law," (b) "the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the 
time and place required by the senior priority water right, sufficient to offset the 
depletive effect of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the surface or 
ground water source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of 
diversion from the surface or ground water source," and (c) "the mitigation plan 
provides replacement water supplies or other appropriate compensation to the 
senior-priority water right when needed during a time of shortage." IDAPA 
37.03.1 l.043.03(a-c). These three inquiries are threshold factors against which 
lGW A's Magic Springs Project must be measured. 
To satisfy its burden of proof, lGW A must present sufficient factual evidence at the 
hearing to prove that (1) the proposal is legal, and will generally provide the 
quantity of water required by the curtailment order; (2) the components of the 
proposed mitigation plan can be implemented to timely provide mitigation water as 
required by the curtailment order; and (3)(a) the proposal has been geographically 
located and engineered, and (b) necessary agreements or option contracts a.re 
executed, or legal proceedings to acquire land or easements have been initiated. 
(AR., pp. 182-183). 
In fact, Director Spackman expressly declined to rule on the Rule 43.03j issues, finding 
that material injury was better addressed in the transfer proceeding. The Order stated: 
I 2. The Fourth Mitigation Plan should be approved conditioned upon the 
approval of the lGW A's September l 0, 2014, Application for Transfer of Water 
Right to add the Rangen facility as a new place of use for up to 10 cfs from water 
right number 36-7072 or an authorized lease through the water supply bank. The 
consideration of a transfer application is a separate administrative contested 
case evaluated pursuant to the legal standards provided in Idaho Code§§ 42-
108 and 42-222, f5sues of potential inju1y to other water users due to a transfer 
are 111ost appropriately addressed in the tran~f'er contested case proceeding. 
(AR., p. 196, Conclusion of Law ii 12). 
The Director's decision to defer the Rule 43.03j analysis enabled IGWA to implement the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan without a proper injury analysis. On January 20, 2015, IGWA filed a 
Motion for Stay ol Curtailment Order with this Court in CV-2014-4970. (See Appendix 5 for a 
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copy of IGWA's Motion). 8 During the hearing on that Motion, IGWA advised the Com1 that it 
was issued a rental agreement for the Magic Springs water so that it could begin pU!llping water to 
Rangen under the Fourth Mitigation Plan. (See Appendix 6 for a copy of Rangen 's Memorandum 
in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting Stay of Curtailment Order, p. 3).9 
The Director's failure to address the Rule 43.03j factors when coupled with the rental agreement 
allowed IGWA to do an end-run of Idaho law. This was improper. 
The Director's decision to defer the Rule 43.03j analysis is perplexing and problematic. 
He made it clear in the hearing on the Tucker Springs Mitigation Plan hearing that he would 
consider injury when reviewing IGW A's Second Mitigation Plan: 
And I will tell you that with respect to the issue of injury that - an, TI, you stated 
this yourself, that the Director had in the past ruled and referred to the conjunctive 
management rules that require that the Director consider injmy in its review of- or 
in his review of the mitigation plan. 
Now, the distinction, I guess, I draw is that the issue of injury and the 
presentation of evidence doesn't - in a mitigation hearing does not need to rise to 
the level of proof that would be required in a transfer proceeding. And I don't want 
to mischaracterize the standard, other than to say that the issue, in my opinion, 
should be is there a reasonable possibility that - or is there a way in which the 
mitigation plan can be implemented so that it does cause injury to other water users 
or IGW A in general. 
So when 1 started my narrative here, 1 said that I would not rule on the issues. 
But at least with respect to injury, the Director has a responsibility to consider 
8 Rangen moves the Court pursuant to IRE 20l(d) to take judicial notice of JG-WA 's Motion for Stay of Curtailment 
Order in CV-2014-4970 (attached hereto as Appendix 5). If a party moves the Court to 11 take judicial notice of 
records, exhibits or transcripts from the court file in the same or a separate case, the party shall identify the specific 
documents or items for which the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the cou1i and serve on all the pmiies 
copies of such documents or items. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a party and supplied with the 
necessary information." IRE 201(d). !!Judicial notice may be taken at any stage of the proceeding." IRE 201 (f). 
9 Rangen moves the Court pursuant to IRE 20l(d) to take judicial notice of Rangen 's ;_\Iemorandum in Support of 
11/.otion.for Reconsideration of Order Granting Stay of Curtailment filed in CV-2014-4970 (attached hereto as 
Appendix 6). If a party moves the Court to "take judicial notice of records, exhibits or transcripts from the cou1i file 
in the same or a separate case, the party shall identify the specific documents or items for which the judicial notice is 
requested or shall proffer to the court and serve on all the parties copies of such documents or items. A court shall 
take judicial notice if requested by a party and supplied with the necessary infonnation." IRE 20l(d). "Judicial 
notice may be taken at any stage of the proceeding." IRE 201 (f). 
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injury as part of the mitigation hearing, and I will consider injwy and take 
evidence related to that subject. 
(Hrg. Tr., P. 32 L.15 - P. 33 L. 12) (emphasis added). It is unclear why the Director made the 
decision to defer the analysis in this case. His decision was improper and violated the requirements 
of CM Rule 43 and Idaho law. His decision also enabled IGWA to implement their Plan through 
a water rental agreement before the Director even rnled on the issues. Rang en respectful! y requests 
that the Director's Order be reversed and this matter remanded. 
C. Requiring Rangen to "allow construction on its land related to placement of 
the delivery pipe" is a taking of Rangen's property rights without authority and 
without compensation. 
The Director ordered Rangen accept the plan an allow construction on its real property. "If 
the plan is rejected by Rangen or Rangen refuses to allow consl!Uction in accordance with an 
approved plan, IGW A's mitigation obligation is suspended." (AR., 198). The Director effectively 
granted IGWA an easement across Rangen's real property. The Director cited no authority 
allowing him to take Rangcn's property for IGWA's benefit. This is a taking without 
compensation in violation of the United States and Idaho Constitutions. See Idaho Const. Art. I, 
§ 14; U.S. Const. amend. V. 
D. The "conditional" approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan puts all risks on 
Ran gen and does not provide any contingency provisions. 
The Director "conditionally" approved IGW A's Fourth Mitigation Plan. (A.R, pp. 197-
199). The CM Rules and the doctrine of prior appropriation mandate that upon a detennination of 
material injury, out-of-priority pumping may only be allowed pursuant to a properly approved 
"mitigation plan." See In the Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 Idaho 
640, 653, 315 P.3d 828, 841 (2013) and IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01. The Director has exceeded his 
authority and violated CM Rule 40.01.b and the doctrine of prior appropriation by allowing out-
of-priority ground water pumping with only a "conditionally" approved mitigation plan. By its 
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very nature, a "conditionally" approved plan may never be implemented. "Conditional" approval 
also allowed the Director to avoid addressing the most troubling aspects of the Plan merely by 
putting conditions on the Plan that those issues be dealt with in the future. There was no 
requirement that the plan actually be implemented and no recourse for Rangen if it was not. 
Conjunctive Management Rule 43.03.c also requires that a mitigation plan have a 
"contingency provision" to protect the senior user in the event that mitigation water becomes 
unavailable. See IDAPA 37.03.11.43.03.c. This is a mandatory part of any approved mitigation 
plan. In the Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 Idaho 640, 315 P.3d 
828 (2013). In its September 26, 2014 Memorandllm Decision and Order on Petitions.for Review, 
this Court invalidated the Director's Methodology Order in the Surface Water Coalition's delivery 
call because the Director's decision did not have a contingency plan to protect the senior's 
interests. See, e.g., Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Judicial Review, In The 
Matter of Distriblltion of Water to Variolts Water Rights Held By or For the Benefit ofA&B 
Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District #2, Bllrley Irrigation District, Milner 
Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company, and Twin Falls 
Canal Company, CV-2010-382, pp. 13, 15. The Director stated during the hearing on IGWA's 
Fourth Mitigation Plan that given the SRBA's Com1 recent decision, he feels a "heightened" 
obligation to protect senior users such as Rangen. (Hrg. Tr., P. 131 L. 18 - P. 132 L. 6). 
As the proponent of the Fourth Mitigation Plan, IGWA had the burden of showing at the 
hearing that the Magic Springs Project satisfies the criteria of CM Rule 43.03 and should be 
approved before out-of-priority ground water pumping can commence. At the close of the 
evidence, IGWA's proposed plan raised more questions than it answered: 
* Who is going to acquire the water rights from SeaPac and who will be the 
owner/holder of those rights? The Letter of Intent specified that IGW A is going to acquire the 
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water rights from SeaPac (Exh. I 003 at ,i I). The Transfer Application shows that the applicant is 
"!GW A for North Snake GWD, Magic Valley GWD, and Southwest ID". (Exh. 1001 ). Who will 
be shown as the owner/holder of the rights? IGW A? The Districts? This is impmiant and needs 
to be the same as the party constructing and operating the Magic Springs pipeline. 
* What are the terms of the water acquisition from Sea Pac? The only document 
that IOWA submitted at the hearing was a "Letter of Intent" with SeaPac. (See Exh. 1003). The 
Letter ofTntent is not a contract. It does not specify whether the water will be leased or purchased 
and does not spell out any of the terms or conditions. Although Lynn Carlquist, the Chairman of 
the Nmih Snake Ground Water District and the IOWA Board Member who testified at the hearing, 
offered the opinion that he expected to sign an agreement "in the near future," he acknowledged 
that IOWA and the Dist1icts had not yet agreed upon a price with SeaPac. (Tr., p. 39, 1. 23 - p. 
40, 1. 22). IOWA also presented no evidence of how long the agreement with SeaPac would last. 
* What are the terms of the lease of the Agua Life facility from the Idaho Water 
Resource Board? Part of the anticipated agreement with SeaPac also requires IGW A to obtain a 
long-term lease of the Aqua Life facility that it will then assign to SeaPac. (Tr., p. 41, 11. 9-13). 
Mr. Carlquist acknowledged that IG WA had not agreed on a price with the Idaho Water Resource 
Board for the lease of the Aqua Life facility. (Tr., p. 89, 1. 18 - p. 90, 1. 20). No lease agreement 
was offered as evidence. 
* How does IGW A propose to construct the pipelines across the various parcels 
of land? The Magic Springs Project involves the construction of a pipeline that is nearly two 
miles in length. It requires multiple easements which were not secured at the time of the hearing. 
For example, IGW A produced two option agreements for easements signed by the Candys and 
Butch Morris. (Exhs. 1012 and 1013). Those option agreements, however, are specific to the 
Tucker Springs Mitigation Plan that IGW A submitted and do not give IGW A the option to build 
the Magic Springs pipeline over the prope1iy belonging to the Candys or Mmris. (See id. at 11il I, 
3 & 4 of Water Delivery Agreement). 
* Who is responsible for constructing the pipelines? IGW A? The Districts? 
IOWA did not address this issue. 
* If IGW A is going to be responsible for constructing the pipelines, how will it 
fund construction? No evidence was submitted. Mr. Carlquist testified that the three impacted 
Districts will pay for the pipelines, but who are they going to pay? The contractors? IGW A? 
* What is the agreement among the three impacted Districts for sharing those 
costs and how can it be enforced and by whom? No evidence was submitted. 
* What remedy does IGW A or the Districts have if one of the Districts does not 
pay its share of construction? No evidence was submitted. 
* 
submitted. 
Did the Districts approve the construction of the pipelines? No evidence was 
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* Have the Districts approved to pay for the construction of the pipelines? No 
evidence was submitted. The only evidence submitted was the testimony of Lynn Carlquist that 
the North Snake Ground Water District has increased its assessments by approximately $170,000 
per year. (Tr., p. 111, II. 6-8). 
* How will the funds be raised to pay for construction of the pipelines? Mr. 
Carlquist's testimony that they have been discussing a loan with the Idaho Water Resource Board 
and are not worried about funding the project either through private or public loans was not 
sufficient for the Director to determine that they have the capital necessary to construct and 
maintain the pipelines. (See Tr., p. I 08, I. 4 - p. 109, I. 13). 
* Who is going to own the pipelines? No evidence was submitted. 
* Who is going to control the operation of the pipeline and decide how much 





Who is going to pay for the electricitv to operate the pipelines? No evidence 
\Vho is responsible for maintaining the pipelines? No evidence was submitted. 
Who is responsible for monitoring the pipelines? No evidence was submitted. 
* Who is going to pay for on-going monitoring and maintenance? No evidence 
was submitted. 
* Who is responsible for obtaining and paving for insurance for the pipeline? 
No evidence was submitted. 
* Who is responsible for obtaining and paving for insurance for any damages 
sustained by Rangen in the event of a pipeline failure of any kind? No evidence was submitted. 
* Who is responsible for paving for damages suffered by Rangcn in the event 
water is not delivered through the pipelines for some reason that is not covered by insurance 
(e.g., electricity is turned off for non-payment)? No evidence was submitted. 
Even with all of these unanswered questions, the Director "conditionally" approved the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan. Rangen has all of the risk associated with non-perfmmance, including the 
risk that the Magic Springs Project would not be built, 10 that one or more components of the project 
will fail after construction, and that pumping will cease in the future because the proponents of the 
10 The Magic Springs pipeline became operational about February 7, 2015, but this does not eliminate Rangen's 
concerns. Seep. 21 below. 
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plan lose interest in the project or there are disputes among the proponents or there are financial 
problems. 
Joy Kinyon, the General Manager ofRangen's aquaculture division, testified at the hearing 
that Rangen will have to make significant changes to its operation to gear up for the delivery of 
9.1 cfs of water. (See Tr., p. 238, 1. 2 - p. 239, 1. 9). It will have to hire additional professional 
and technical personnel and make capital investments in the facility itself (See id.). Mr. Kinyon 
testified that he cannot start planning to make those changes because he has no idea when the water 
will be delivered, how much water will be delivered, or how long the company can expect that 
water to continue. (Tr., p. 240, 11. 2-9). Mr. Kinyon explained that it would impact Rangen 
substantially if it made these types of investments and then the water were not delivered. (Tr., p. 
239, 1. 19-p. 240, I. !). 
The Director recognized some of the risks of the Magic Springs Project in his closing 
remarks: 
But, Mr. Budge, in response to your suggestion that there's some parallel reasoning 
that I should apply to this latest proposal, I guess I would turn around and say I 
view it as just more of the same. And I'm not perhaps being as disparaging about it 
as Mr. Haemmerle is, hut what I guess my problem is that I'm not certain with an 
April 1 deadline that Rangen will -- or that IGW A will have the pipeline half built 
or a third built or that any of it will be built at all. 
(Hrg. Tr., P. 262, L. 16-21 ). The Director should not have simply accepted the notion that IGW A 
will work out all of the details. 
It turns out that the Magic Springs pipeline has been constructed and is now delivering 
water to Rangen. Rangen does not know who owns the pipeline or who is supposed to maintain 
and operate it, hut it is delivering water. The current delivery of water does not eliminate the issues 
that Rangen has raised here. Just by way of example, what remedy does Rangen have if water is 
delivered for a period of two years, hut then there is a disagreement within IGW A or among the 
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Districts concerning the payment of electricity or maintenance of the system and the pumps are 
shut off? Fish will be dead within a very short period of time and Rangen will be out of water 
because there is no backup delivery plan. If this type of scenario occurred in January, simply 
curtailing junior rights would be inadequate. The Order Approving the Fourth Mitigation Plan 
fails to protect Rangen' s interests because of its lack of contingencies, and, as such, it should be 
reversed and this matter remanded to the Director. 
E. Rangen's substantial rights are prejudiced by the Order approving the 
F onrth Mitigation Plan. 
The Idaho Administrative Procedure Act provides that the '·agency shall be affinned unless 
substantial rights of the appellant have been prejudiced." J.C. § 67-5279( 4). The Order Approving 
the Fourth Mitigation Plan prejudices Rangen's substantial rights. To be sure, the conditional 
approval of this type of plan with no backup or contingency provisions does not protect Rangen's 
senior interests. Beyond these problems, however, the implementation of this Plan is problematic 
because it allows the damage to Rangen's spring water flows and the mining of the aquifer to 
continue. The State's plan to re-plumb Billingsley Creek is ill-conceived. The Fourth Mitigation 
Plan is, at best, a band-aid that will not stop the damage that is being done by junior ground water 
pumping. As such, Rangen respectfully requests that the Order Approving the Fourth Mitigation 
Plan be reversed and this matter remanded. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons specified above, Rangen requests that the Court find that the Order 
Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan was in violation ofldaho law, in excess of the statutory 
authority or administrative rules of the Department, arbitrary and capricious, and an abuse of 
discretion. Rangen respectfully requests that the Order be reversed and this matter remanded for 
further proceedings. 
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DATED this 20th day of February, 2015. 
HAEMMERLE LAW, PLLC 
,? 
By•9t{[~-;;2 __ __ 
Fritz X. Haemmerle "'-"' 
MAY, BROWNING & MAY, PLLC ~--By '."%-0 c::~--:.::2_ 
/S.,· J. Justin May 
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District #2 and Minidoka Irrigation District. 
Randall Budge of Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chartered, Pocatello, Idaho, attorneys for 
the Idaho Grom1d Water Appropriators, Inc. 
lvlitra Pemberton of White & Jankowski_, LLP, Denver, Colorado, attorneys for the City of 
Pocatello. 
Michael Orr and Ganick Ball.ier, Deputy Attorneys General of the State of!daho, Idaho 
Department of\Vater Resources, Boise, Idaho, attorneys for the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources and Gary Spackman. 
I. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
This matter involves a dispute between senior surface water users and junior ground 
water users over the conjlUlctive administration of water in the Snake River Basin. The dispute 
ruises in the context of a delivery call initiated by the A&B Irrigation District, American Falls 
Reservoir District No. 2, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Inigation District, Minidoka 
Inigation District, North Side Canal Company and Twin Falls Canal Company ( collectively, 
"Coalition" or "SWC") against ce1iain junior gro1md water rights located in the Eastern Snake 
Plain Aquifer ("ESPA"). At issue is the methodology utilized by the Director of the Idaho 
Deprutment of Water Resources ("Depaiiment") for detennining material injury to reasonable in-
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season demand and reasonable carryover to Coalition members, and his subsequent application 
of that methodology, The Coalition, Idaho Grow1d Water Approp1iators, Inc. ("IGWA") and tbe 
City of Pocatello seek judicial review of the Director's methodology and his application of that 
methodology. Those parties ask this Com1 to set aside and remand various aspects of the 
Director's final orders. 
B. Course of proceedings and statement of facts. 1 
l. This judicial review proceeding involves a number of Petitions for Judicial 
Review. They seek review of a series of final orders issued by tbe Director in relation to the 
Coalition's delivery call. \Vhat follows is a recitation of those frnal orders, the resulting 
Petitions for Judicial Review, and the subsequent proceedings on those PetWons before this 
Court. 
2. On June 23, 2010, the Director issued his Second Amended Final Order 
Regarding Methodology for Determining 1vlaterial ll1jury to Reasonable In-Season Demand and 
Reasonable Carryover ("Methodology Order"). 382 R., pp.564-604. Petitions seeking judicial 
review of the 1vfethodology Order were filed by the Coalition in Gooding County Case No. CV-
2010-384, IGWA in Gooding County Case No. CV-2010-383, and the City of Pocatello in 
Gooding Collllty Case No. CV-2010-388. 
3. 01iJune 24, 2010, the Director issued his Final Order Regarding April 2010 
Forecast Supply (Methodology Steps 3 & 4); Order on Reconsideration ("As-Applied Order"). 
382 R., pp.605-625. Petitions seeking judicial review of the As-Applied Order were filed by the 
Coalition in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2010-3403, IGWA in Gooding County Case No. 
CV-2010-382, and the City of Pocatello in Gooding County Case No. CV-2010-387. 
4. The six Petitions for Judicial Review previously mentioned were reassigned to 
this Court. 2 
1 Footnote Re: Citations to Agency Record. The agency record in this proceeding consists of two subparts: (1) the 
previously-compiled record for the judfoial review proceeding under Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-551, and 
(2) the more recently compiled record for the judicial review petitions consolidated under Gooding County Case No. 
CV-2010-382 . .For clarity and convenience, cit~tions of the fonner record will use form 1'551 R., p. ," while 
citations to the latter record ·will use the fonn "382 R,, p._." -
2 The reassignments were made pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court's Administrative Order dated December 9, 
2009, issued ln the A1atter of the Appointment of the SBRA Di.strict Court to Hear All Petitions for Judicial Review 
from the Department of Water Resources Involving Administration of Water Rights. 
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5. On July 29, 2010, pursuant to the unopposed request of the parties, the Court 
entered an Order consolidating the six Petitions for Judicial Review into Gooding County Case 
No. CV-2010-382 ("Consolidated 382 Case"). 
6. On September 17, 2010, the Director issued his Final Order Revising April 2010 
Forecast S1pply (Methodology Step 7). 382 R., pp.636-645. A Petition seeking judicial review 
of that Final Order was filed by the Coalition in T"in Falls Cmmty Case No. CV-2010-5520. 
The Petition was reassigned to this Court. 
7. On November 30, 2010, the Director issued his Final Order Establishing 2010 
Reasonable Canyover (.Methodology Step 9). 382 R., pp.684-692. A Petition seeking judicial 
review of that Final Order was filed by the Coalition in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2010-
5946. The Petition was reassigned to this Court. 
8. On December 13, 2010, the CoUJi issued an Order staying proceedings in the 
Consolidated 382 Case pending the Idaho Supreme Court's issmmce of its written decision in 
Idaho Supreme Court Docket No. 38193-2010. The stay was entered pursuant to the request and 
agreement of the parties. 
9. On January 3, 2011, pursuant to the unopposed request of the parties, the Court 
entered an Order consolidating the Coalition's Petitions in Twin Falls County Case Nos. CV-
2010-5520 and 2010-5946 into consolidated the Consolidated 382 Case. 
10. On April 13, 2012, the Director issued his Final Order Regarding April 2012 
Forecast Supply (Methodology Steps 1-8). 382 R., pp.728-742. On May 9, 2012, the Director 
issued his Order Denying Petition for Reconsideration; Denying Motion to Authorize Discovery; 
Denying Request for Hearing (lvfethodology Steps 1-8). 382 R., pp.753-757. A Petition seeking 
judicial review of that Final Order and Order Denying Petition for Reconsideration was filed by 
the Coalition in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2012-2096. The Petition was reassigned to this 
Court. 
11. On April 17, 2013, the Director issued his Final Order Regarding April 2013 
Forecast Supply (Methodology 1-4). 382 R., pp.829-846. On May 22, 2013, the Director issued 
his Order Denying Petition/or Reconsideration; Denying Request for Hearing; Denying Afotion 
to Authorize Discovery (ivfethodology Steps 1-4). 382 R., pp.888-893. A Petition seeking 
judicial review of that Final Order and Order Denying Petition for Reconsideration was filed by 
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the Coalition in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2013-2305. The Petition was reassigned to this 
Court. 
12. On June 17, 2013, the Director issued his Order Releasing JGWAfrom 2012 
Reasonable Carryover Shortfall Obligation (Methodology Step 5). 382 R., pp.922-928. On July 
18, 2013, the Director issued his Order Denying AFRD2 's Petition for Reconsideration of Order 
Releasing IGWAJfom 2012 Reasonable Canyover Shortfall Obligation (lvlethodology Step 5). 
382 R., pp.937-943. A Petition seeking judicial review of that Order and Order Denying 
Petition for Reconsideration was filed by American Falls Reservoir District #2 in Lincoln 
County Case No. CV-2013-155. The Petition ,vas reassigned to this Court. 
13. On August 27, 2013, the Director issued his Order Revising April 2013 Forecast 
Supply (Merhodology 6-8). 382 R., pp.948-957. On September 27, 2013, the Director issued his 
Order Denying Petition for Reconsideration; Denying },lotion to Authorize Discove1y; Denying 
Request for Hearing (Methodology Steps 6-8). 382 R., pp.1037-1044. A Petition seeking 
judicial review of that Order and Order Denying Petition for Reconsideration was filed by the 
Coalition in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2013-4417. The Petition was reassigned to this 
Court. 
14. On November 12, 2013, pursuant to the unopposed request of the parties, the 
Court entered an Order consolidating the Coalition's Petitions in Twin Falls County Case Nos., 
CV-2012-2096, CV-2013-2305, 2013-4417 and Lincoln County Case No. CV-2013-155 into the 
Consolidated 382 Case. 
15. On December 17, 2013, the Idaho Supreme Comt issued its written decision in 
Idaho Supreme Court Docket No. 38193-2010. Thereafter, the Court lifted the stay in the 
Consolidated 382 Case. The paiiies subsequently briefed the issues, aud a hearing on the 
Petitions was held before this Court on August 13, 2014. 
II. 
MATTER DEEMED FULLY SUBMITTED FOR DECISION 
Oral argument before the Court in this matter was held on August 13, 2014. The parties 
did not request the opportunity to submit additional briefing nor does the Comt require any. 
Therefore, this matter is deemed fully submitted for decision on the next business day or August 
14, 2014. 
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III. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review of a final decision of the director of ID \VR is governed by the Idaho 
Adninistrative Procedure Act, Ch~"ipler 52, Title 67, :daho Code§ 42-l 701A(4). Under !DAPA, 
the Colh'1 reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon '"'le record created before the 
agency. Idaho Code § 67-5277; Davel v. Dobson, 122 ldal10 59, 61, 83 l P2d 527, 529 (1992). The 
Cmn1 shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the e,idence on 
qclestioc1s of fact. Idaho Code § 67-5279(1); Castaneda v. Brighton Corp .. 130 Idaho 923, 926, 950 
P.2d 1262, 1265 (1998). The Court shal.1 affirt:1 the agency decision unless the court finds tha:the 
agency~E findings, conclusions .• or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory aulhority of the agency; 
( c j made upon m1lawf.il procedure; 
(d) not suppo11ed by substantial evidence on the record as a whol.e; or, 
( e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretior;. 
Idaho Code§ 67,5279(3); Cwtancda .. 130 Idaho at 926,950 P.2d at 1265. The petitioner must 
show that the agency erred in a macner specified in Idaho Code § 67-5279(3 ), and that a 
substantial right of the party has been prejud:ced. LC.§ 67-5279(4). Even if the evidence in the 
record is conflicting, the Comt shall not overturn a_n agency's decision that is based on 
substantial competeut evidence in the record.3 Barron v. IDWR, 135 Idaho 414,417, 18 P.3d 
219,222 (2001). The Petitioner also bears Lh.e burdeh of documenting and proving that there was 
!191 substantial evidence in record to support the agency's decision. Payette River Property 
Owners Assn. v. Board ofCamm'rs., 132 ldaho 552,976 P.2d 477 ('.999). 
IV. 
HISTORY AND PRIOR DETER~NATIONS 
The Petitions for Judicial Review filed in this case arise in the context of an ongoing 
delivery call. Be:ore the Coi::rt is the methodology established by the Ditector for dete1mining 
3 Substantial does no\ meUJl th.at !hi: evidence was tma:ontradkt?d. AH that is reqwrect is !h::l the evidence be of rnch suffid:ent (,lunntfry and 
-probative value Iii.at reasonable minds CC!ll/d conclude that the finding-wltt!ther it be by a jury, t.,fa.l judge, special master, or hearing officer -
was proper. lt ls not necessary that the evidence he of sud. quantity or qua1ity that reasonable minds must coit;;lude, only i.bfil they C01Lld 
conclude. Therefore, a bearing cffoer's findings offuct are properly rejected only if the evi,kn:eis so weak Urnt. reJtcnable minds could net 
cotW'; w fue same eonc!uslcr:s the Dea.lug cffker reached See eg. J,,,fcm, v. SqkwaySwre.t, Jr,,:. 95 [daho 732, 51-8 P.2d 1194 (1974); u~ aiJo 
Evar,s v. Ham's Inc., 125 lC/\hO 473,47.8, S49 P.2C 934,939 (1993}. 
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material injury to the Coalition's reasonable in-season demand and reasonable canyover caused 
by junior ground water rights, and bis subsequent application of that methodology. 
Consideration of the issues requires a review of the prior administrative and judicial proceedings 
· undertaken in relation to this call. 
A. 2005 Delivery call. 
The delivery call at issue here was filed by the Coalition in 2005. 551 R., pp.1-52. On 
May 2, 2005, the Director issued an Amended Order finding that junior ground water diversions 
from the ESPA were materially injuring the Coalition's natural How and storage rights. 551 R., 
pp.1359-1424. The Director's Amended Order utilized a "minimum foll supply" methodology in 
detem1ining material injury. 551 R., pp.13 82-1385. That methodology relied upon a baseline 
analysis to determine material injury based upon shortfalls to a chosen baseline quantum of the 
Coalition's in-season irrigation and reasonable carryover needs. Id. 
Various p811ies sought an administrative hearing before the Department on the Amended 
Order. See e.g, 551 R., pp.1642-1657; 551 R., pp.1704-1724. However, that was put on hold 
while members of the Coalition filed a declaratory judgment action challenging the 
constitutionality of the Co1~unctive Management Rules ("CM Rules").4 The declaratory 
judgment action culminated in the Idal1o Supreme Comt' s WTitten decision in American Falls 
Reservoir Dist. No. 2 v. Idaho Dep 't of Water Res, 143 ldal10 862, 154 P.3d 433 (2007) 
("AFRD#2"), which upheld the CM Rules as facially constitutional. Thereafter, the Department 
proceeded with an administrative hearing on the Amended Order. The Director appointed the 
Honorable Gerald F. Schroeder as the presiding hearing officer ("Hearing Officer"). 
B. Director's 2008 Final Order. 
The Hearing Officer issued his Opinion Constituting Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law and Recommendation on April 29, 2008. 551 R., pp.7048-7118. The Hearing Officer's 
Recommendation analyzed the Director's use ofa minimum foll supply methodology in 
detem1ining material injury to the Coalition. 551 R., pp. 7086-7095. The Hearing Officer 
generally approved the Director's use of a minimum full supply methodology, including his use 
4 The term. (<Conjunctive Management Rules" or "CM Rules)' refers to the Rules for Conjunctive J.'vfanagement of 
Swface and Ground Warer Resources, IDAPA 37.03 .11, 
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of a baseline as a startit1g point for the consideration of the call and in determining material 
injury. Id. But, the Hearing Officer noted that "[t]here have been applications of the concept of 
a minimum full supply that should be modified if the use of the protocol is to be retained," and 
that "there must be adjustments as conditions develop if any baseline supply concept is to be 
used." 551 R., pp.7091 & 7093. Exceptions to the Heming Officer's Recommendation were 
subsequently filed with the Director by various parties. See e.g., 551 R., pp.7126-7134; 551 R., 
pp.7141-7197. 
On September 5, 2008, the Director issued his Final Order Regarding the Surface FVater 
Coalition Delivery Call ("2008 Final Order"). 551 R., pp.7381-7395. The 2008 Final Order 
adopted the findings of fact and conclusions of law of the Heming Officer's Recommendation 
except as specifically modified therein, including his recommendation that certain refinements be 
made to the minimum full supply methodology for determining material injury. 551 R., p.7387. 
Of significance to the instant proceeding, the Director abandoned the "min.imtm1 full supply" 
methodology in his 2008 Final Order in favor of a "reasonable in-season demand" methodology. 
551 R., p.7386. Although the Director adopted the Heming Officer's recommendation that 
refinements be made, he did not address those refinements or the details of his new "reasonable 
in-season demand" methodology in his 2008 Final Order, stating: 
Because of the need for ongoing administration, the Director will issue a separate 
final order ... detailing his approach for predicting material injury to reasonable 
in-season demand and reasonable carryover for the 2009 irrigation season. 
551 R., p.7386. Petitions seeking judicial review ofthe Director's 2008 Final Order were 
subsequently filed in Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-551. 
C. District court decision in Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-551 and Dil'ector's 
order·s ou remand. 
The district court entered its Order 011 Petition for Judicial Review in Gooding County 
Case No. CV-2008-551 on July 24, 2009. 551 R., pp. I 0075-10 I 08. T11e district comt upheld the 
Director's adoption of a baseline methodology for determining material injury. It held that "[t]he 
Director did not abuse discretion or act outside his authority in utilizing a 'minimum full supply' 
or 'reasonable in-season demand' baseline for detetmining material injury." 551 R., p.10099. 
However, the comi did find tl1at the Director abused his d.iscretion by waiting to issne a separate 
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final order detailing his approach for determining material injury to reasonable in-season demand 
and reasonable carryover. The case was therefore remanded to the Director. 551 R., pp.10106-
10107. On remand, the Director complied with the district comi's instruction. On June 23, 
2010, the Director issued his lvfethodology Order, which by its te1ms provides the Director's 
methodology for dete1mining material injury to reasonable in-season demand and reasonable 
carryover. 382 R., pp.564-604. Additionally, on June 24, 2010, the Director issued his As-
Applied Order, wherein he applied his methodology to determine material injury to members of 
the Coalition in 2010. 382 R., pp.605-625. Both Orders are presently before the Court in this 
proceeding. 
D. Idaho Supreme Court's decision in In the Matter of Distribution of 1Vater to Various 
Wr,ter Rights Held by orfo1· the Benefit of A&B Irr. Dist. 
Meanwhile, the Coalition appealed the District Court's Order on Petition for Judicial 
Review in Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-551. On December 17, 2013, the Idaho Supreme 
Comt issued its written decision in In the Matter of Distribution of Waters to Various Water 
Rights Held by or for the Benefit of A&B Irr., Dist., 155 Idaho 640, 315 P.3d 828 (2013) ("2013 
SWC Case"). In that decision, the Court held that the Director may employ a baseline 
methodology for management of water resources, m1d as a stmting point in administration 
proceedings for considering material injury. 2013 SWC Case, 155 Idaho at 650, 315 P.3d at 838. 
Although the Director's kfethodology Order had been issued prior to the Supreme Court's 
consideration of the 2013 SWC Case, the Comt in its opinion made clear that "since the district 
court did not review this final methodology order, the findings of fact that shape that 
methodology and any modifications to the methodology are not properly before this Court." 
2013 SWC Case, 155 Idaho at 649, 3.15 P.3d at 837. 
v. 
1YIETHODOLOGY ORDER ANALYSIS 
The stated purpose of the Director's 1vfethodology Order "is to provide the methodology 
by which the Director will detennine material injury to [reasonable in-season demand] and 
reasonable canyover to members of the SWC." 382 R., p.591. Section II of the Methodology 
Order details the Director's approach for determining material injmy to reasonable in-season 
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demand. 382 R., pp.565-585. Section III of the lvfethodology Order details the Director's 
approach for detennining material injury to reasonable can-yover. 382 R., pp.585-590. The 
Methodology Order then sets fo1th a ten step process to be undertaken annually for purposes of 
determining material injury. 382 R., pp.597-601. The Coalition, IOWA and the City of 
Pocatello seek judicial review of various aspects of the Director's methodology. 
A. The Methodology Orde,· fails to provide a proper remedy for material injury to 
reasonable in-season demand when taking into account changing conditions. 
The Coalition argues that the signature flaw of the Methodology Order is its failure to 
properly remedy material i1~ury to reasonable in-season demand based on chac,ging conditions 
during the il1'igation season. It asserts that if material ii~ury to its reasonable in-season demand 
is greater than originally determined by the Director, the Methodology Order's failure to remedy 
that injury through either cmtailment or the requirement of a mitigation plan is contrary to Idalia 
law. For the reasons set forth below, this Court agrees. 
i. Overview of the Director's methodology for determining material injury to 
reasonable in-season demand. 
Reasonable in-season demand is defined under the 1Hethodology Order as "the projected 
annual diversion volm11e for each SWC entity during the year of evaluation that is attributable to 
the beneficial use of growing crops within the service area of the entity." 382 R., p.575. Under 
steps I and 2 of the Methodology Order, the Director calculates the crop water needs of the 
Coalition for that year.5 However, the Director's initial determination ofreasonable in-season 
demand is not based on those calculations, but rather is based on a historic demarid baseline 
analysis. The Afethodology Order makes this clear, providing that reasonable in-season demand 
is initially "equal to the historic demands associated with a baseline year or years ("BLY") as 
selected by the Director, but will be co!1'ected during the season to account for variations iii the 
climate and water supply between the BLY and actual conditions." 382 R., p.568. The 
Methodology Order uses the values of2006 and 2008 to arrive at an average baseline year for 
purposes of the initial reasonable in-season demand determination. 382 R., p.574. 
5 The te1m "e-rop water need" is defined in the A1ethodology Order as "the project wide volume of inigation water 
required for crop growth, such that crop development is not limited by water availability, for all crops supplied with 
surface water by the surface water provider!' 332 R., p.579. 
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Under step 3, the Director makes his initial detennination of water supply. Step 3 occurs 
after the United States Bureau of Reclamation ("USBOR") and the United States Corps of 
Engineers ("USA CE") issue their Joint Forecast predicting unregulated inflow volume at the 
Heise Gage. 382 R., p.598. The Joint Forecast is typically released within the first two weeks of 
Ap1il. Id. T11ereafter, the Director issues an April Forecast Supply for the water year. Id. The 
Director also determines in step 3 whether a demand shortfall to any member of the Coalition 
will occur in the coming season. Id. Demand shortfall is the difference between reasonable in-
season demand and the April Forecast Supply. Id. If reasonable in-season demand is greater that 
the April Forecast Supply, a demand shortfall exists. Id. 
Under step 4, if the demand shortfall is greater than the reasonable canyover shortfall 
from the previous year, 6 material injury exists or will exist, and j1mior users are required to 
establish their ability to mitigate that injury to avoid cm1ailment. 382 R., pp.598-599. To 
mitigate, junior users only need establish their ability to secure mitigation water to be provided to 
the Coalition at a later date, which the Director refers to as the "Time of Need." The Director 
then makes adjustments to his calculations throughout the inigation season as conditions 
develop. These adjustments are provided for in steps 6 and 7 of the 1l;Jethodology Order, which 
provide that at various times throughout the inigation season, the Director will recalculate 
reasonable in-season demand and adjust demand shortfall for each member of the Coalition. 3 82 
R., pp.599-600. The Director's recalculations are based on actual crop water need up to that 
point and a revised Fore cast Supply, among other things. Id. 
Step 8 addresses the obligations of junior water users after the Director makes his in-
season recalculations and adjustments. TI1ese obligations generally trigger when Coalition 
members have exhausted their storage water rights to where all that remains in the reservoirs is 
an amount of water equal to their reasonable caityover. The Director refers to this as the "Time 
ofNeed."7 Step 8 provides: 
,S_tep 8: At the Time of Need, junior ground water users are required to provide 
the lesser of the two volumes from Step 4 (May I secured water) and the 
6 Junior water users will have pieviously mitigated for any reasonable carryover shortfall from the previous year 
under step 9 of the Methodology Order. 382 R., pp.600-60 I. 
7 The .Methodology Order provides that "'[tJhe calendar day determined to be the Tjme of Need is established by 
predicting the day in which the remaining storage allocation will be equal to reasonable carryover, or the difference 
between the 06/08 average demand and the 02/04 supply. The Time of Need will not be earlier tban the Day of 
Allocation." 382 R., p.584 fn.9. 
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[reasonable in-season demand] volume calculated at the Time of Need. If the 
calculations from steps 6 or 7 indicate that a volume of water necessary to 
meet in-season projected demand shortfalls is greater than the volume from 
Step 4, no additional water is 1·equired. 
382 R., p.600. While jtmior user's original mitigation obligation for material injury to 
reasonable in-season demand may be adjusted downward under the plain language of step 8, it 
may not be adjusted upward. 
ii. Idaho law requires that out-of-priority diversions can only be permitted 
pursuant to a properly enacted mitigation plan. 
The Coalition takes issue with step 8 of the Methodology Order. They asse1t that it 
unlawfully permits out-of-priority water use to occur without remedy of cmtailment or a 
properly enacted mitigation plan. This Court agrees. In the 2013 SWC Case, the Idaho Supreme 
Comt held that the CM Rules "require that out-of-priority diversions only be permitted pursuant 
to a properly enacted mitigation plan." 2013 SWC Case, 155 Idaho at 653, 315 P .3d at 841. 
Further, that when the Director responds to a delivery call "the Director shall either regulate and 
curtail the diversions causing injury or approve a mitigation plan that pennits out-of-primity 
diversion." Id. at 654,315 P.3d at 842. The Court's holding in this respect was based on the 
plain language of Rule 40 of the CM Rules, which provides that once the Director makes a 
determination of material injmy, the Director shall: 
a. Regulate the diversion and use of water in accordance with the 
p1iorities of rights of the vaiious surface or ground water users whose rights are 
included within the district ... ; or 
b. Allow out-of-priotity diversion of water by junior-priority ground 
water users pursuant to a mitigation plan that has been approved by the Director. 
IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01.a, b. 
This Court finds that step 8 of the lvfethodo/ogy Order is inconsistent "~th Rule 40 of the 
CM Rules and the precedent established in the 2013 SWC Case. Step 8 effectively caps junior 
users' mitigation obligations for material injury to reasonable in-season demand to that amomrt 
determined in step 4. This detemrination is made in or ai·omrd April. The cap remains in place 
even if changing conditions during the irrigation season establish that material injury to 
reasonable in-season demand is greater than originally determined. \I/hen that scenario arises, 
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step 8 provides that junior users are required to deliver to the Coalition the water they previously 
secured as mitigation under step 4. Even though that amount of water will be insufficient to 
remedy the full extent of material injury, the plain language of step 8 provides that "no additional 
water is required." The result is that material injury to reasonable in-season demand is realized 
by the Coalition, out-of-priority junior water use occurs., and no remedy of curtailment or the 
requirement of a mitigation plan exists to address that injury. The endorsement of such 
unmitigated out-of-priority water use is contrary to Idaho's doctrine of prior appropriation. 
The Director justifies his decision as follows. First, he states that "the pmpose of 
predicting need is to project an upper limit of material injury at the stait of the season." 382 R., 
p.569. He then provides: 
Just as members of the SWC should have certainty at the start of the irrigation 
season that junior ground water users will be curtailed, in whole or in pan, un.less 
they provide the required volume of mitigation water, in whole or in part, junior 
ground water users should also have certainty entering the irrigation season that 
the predicted injury determination will not be greater than it is ultimately 
determined at the Time ofNeed .... Ifit is determined at the time of need that 
the Director nuder-predicted the demand shortfall, the Director will not 
require that junior ground water users make up the difference, either 
through mitigation or curtailment. This determination is based upon the 
Director's discretion and his balancing of the principle of priority of right 
with the principles of optimum utilization and full economic development of 
the State's water resources. Idaho Const. Art XV,§ 3; Idaho Const. Art. XV, 
§ 7; Idaho Code§ 42-106; Idaho Code§ 42-226. 
382 R., p.594 (emphasis added). 
The justifications relied upon by the Director do not pe1m.it out-of-primity water use in 
contravention of CM Rule 40 ai1d the 2013 SWC Case. Neither Article XV, Section 3, nor 
Article XV, Section 7 of the Idaho Constitution permits such water use to occur under the 
circumstances presented. The Idaho Supreme Cornt has held that nothing in A1ticle XV, § 7 
"grants the legislature or the Idaho Water Resomce Board the authority to modify that pmtion of 
Article XV, §3, which states, 'Prio1ity of appropriation shall give the better right as between 
those using the water [of ai1y natural stream]."' Clear Springs Food,, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 
Idaho 790,807,252 P.3d 71, 88 (2011). With respect to Idaho Code§ 42-226, the Idaho 
Supreme Cou1t has directed that it, and its reference to "full economic development," has no 
application in delivery calls between senior surface water users and junior ground water users, 
such as the one at issue here. A&B Irr. Dist. v. Idaho Dept. of Water Res., 153 Idaho 500, 509, 
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284 P.3d 225, 234 (2012). The Court therefore finds that the legal justifications expressly relied 
upon by the Director do not suppo11 bis determination to refrain from requiring further mitigation 
or cmtailrnent from junior users if material injury to reasonable in-season demand is greater than 
originally determined in step 4 due to changing couditions. 
iii. The Director's "total water supply" argument does not justify out-of-priority 
diversions without a properly enacted mitigation plan. 
In biie:fing and at oral argument, counsel for the Department asse11s another justification 
for step 8 of the Methodology Order. Counsel argues that under a "total water supply" theory, 
"the Director is not required to determine material injury to in-season demand and 'reasonable 
carryover' separately, nor is he required to order separate mitigation for each."8 Counsel 
suggests that if mate1ial injury to reasonable in-season demand is greater than originally 
determined under step 4, the Department need not curtail or require a mitigation plan to make up 
the difference. Rather, it can require Coalition members to exhaust their reasonable carryover to 
cure the material injury. T11en, at a point later in the year, make a subsequent determination as to 
material injury to reasonable canyover and mitigation at that tin1e. In so arguing, counsel refers 
to steps 9 and l O of the Methodology Order, wherein the Director in or ar0tmcl November 30th 
dete1mines mateiial injury to reasonable canyover and establishes the mitigation obligations of 
the juniors. This Court rejects this argrn11ent. 
As an initial matter, counsel's total water supply argmnent appears contrary to the plain 
language of the Director's Methodology Order. The 1'vfethodology Order itself contains separate 
and unique methodologies for detennining material injury to reasonable in-season demand 
(Section II) and reasonable canyover (Section lll).9 382 R., pp.565 & 585. The methodologies 
described in Sections II and Ill of the lvfethodology Order establish that a determination of 
material injury will be conducted for both reasonable in-season demand and for reasonable 
carryover, and that such detenninations will be conducted and mitigated separately. Id. For 
s The Comi notes that this Justification was not set forth by the Director in his Methodology Order. 
Notwithstanding, the Court will address the argument. 
9 Section II of the 1\1ethodology Order is entitled "Methodology for Determining Material Injury to Reasonable In-
Sc:.asou Demand.'1 382 R, p.565. Section HI of the lvfethodology Order is entitled "Methodology for Determining 
Material Injury to Reasonable Carryover." 382 R., p.585. 
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example, when detailing his methodology for determirung material injury to reasonable in-season 
demand in Section II, the Director sets forth his calculation of demand shortfall and directs: 
The amount calculated represents the volume that junior ground water users will 
be required to have available for delivery to members of the SWC found to be 
materially injured by the Director. The amounts will be calculated in April, and 
if necessary, at the middle of the seasons and at the time of need. 
382 R., p.585 (emphasis added). The argument is also contrary to steps 3 and 4 of the 
Afethodology Order, wherein the Director mitigates for material injury to reasonable in-season 
demand by requiringjlllrior users to establish their ability to secure mitigation water or face 
curtailment. 382 R., pp.598-599. 
More importantly, the total water supply argument is contrary to law. The concept of a 
"total water supply" arises out of Rule 42 of the CM Rules. The Rule permits the Director to 
consider the Coalition's natural flow and storage rights in conjunction with one another when 
determining material injury. IDAPA 37.03.011.042.g. Indeed, the Director cloes so in his 
J'vfethodology Order when determining material injury to reasonable in-season demand as well as 
in determining the Coalition's "Time ofNeed." However, problems arise when the Coalition is 
required to deplete its reasonable carryover, in addition to its other storage water, to address its 
material injury to reasonable in-season demand. Under Idaho law the holder of a surface water 
storage right is entitled to maintain a reasonable amount of carryover-over storage to assure 
water supplies for future chy years. IDAPA 37.03.011.042.g; AFRD#2, 143 lclal10 at 880, 154 
P .3 d at 451. Counsel's argwnent fails to address what happens if the Coalition's reasonable 
carryover is insufficient to address the full extent of material injury to reasonable in-season 
demand. Additionally, while the Coalition will have been required to deplete its reasonable 
canyover wider counsel's argument, out-of-priority water use will have occuned without 
cmtailment or the enactment of a mitigation plan. If junior users are unable to secure all or pa11 
oftheir mitigation obligation in November due to cost, scarcity or 1mwillingness, the remedy of 
curtailment is lost, as the out-of-priority water use will have already occurred. In that scenario, 
there is no contingency to protect senior rights as required by the 2013 SWC Case. Such a result 
is not contemplated by the CM Rules, and is in contravention of the plain language of CM Rule 
40 and the Idaho Supreme Court's precedent in the 2013 SIYC Case. 
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iv. The Director may require use of reasonable carryover pursuant to a 
properly enacted mitigation plan that contains appropriate contingency 
provisions to protect senior rights. 
In conjunction with step 8, if the Director detennines a greater volume of water is 
necessary than the previously dete1mined to address material injury to reasonable in-season 
demand, the ability of junior users to secure additional in-season water during what is typically 
the most water intensive stage of the irrigation season is problematic. Fmiher problematic is that 
cmiailment at that stage would not only have a devastating impact on junior users but may not 
timely provide sufficient water to the Coalition. Accordingly, curtailment may still not prevent 
the Coalition from relying on its reasonable ca11yover to help get through the remainder of the 
irrigation season. Nonetheless, a viable mitigation plan is still possible. 
In conjunction with a properly enacted and approved mitigation plan, the Director conld 
require the Coalition to rely on its reasonable carryover provided that: 1) existing canyover 
storage allocations meet or exceed the additional sh01tfall to the revised reasonable in-season 
demand; and 2) junior users secure a conunitment at that time for a volume of water equal to the 
shortfall to the revised reasonable in-season demand to be provided the following season if 
necessary. This could be accomplished through an option or lease to provide water. The water 
would provide mitigation for any shortfalls to reasonable canyover determined to exist at the end 
of the season. If no shortfall is detem1ined to exist due to changing conditions, then the option or 
lease need not be exercised. If a shortfall is determined to exist, then the option or lease is in 
place to be exercised in whole or in part as required to mitigate for any shortfall. The water 
would be secured but not have to be provided until such time as it can be detennined whether or 
not the storage allocations ·will fill next season. This process eliminates the risk of the Director 
not being able to compel junior users to secure water at the end of the season in lieu of 
curtailment the following season. And, curtailment the following season may not provide 
sufficient water in storage to remedy the injury to storage, particularly if curtailment will also be 
required as a result of a demand shortfall to reasonable in-season demand the following season. 
The process is consistent with the requirement set forth in the 2013 SWC Case "that out-
of-priority diversions only be permitted pursuant to a properly enacted mitigation plan." 2013 
SWC Case, 155 Idaho at 653, 315 P.3d at 841. It also eliminates the problem of securing water 
that will not be put to beneficial use because the water is being secured for the next season and 
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the amount secured can be adjusted down at the end of the instant season thereby leaving plenty 
of time for the rnmeeded water to be used elsewhere. Following any adjustment at the end of the 
instant season the an10unt of water that ultimately be secured would be the san1e as is cunently 
required under Step 9. 
B. The Methodology Order's use of the values of 2006 and 2008 to arrive at an average 
haseline year for purposes of the initial reasonable in-season demand determination 
is supported by substantial evidence. 
The Coalition argues that the Director's use of the values of2006 and 2008 to mrive at m1 
average baseline year for purposes of the initial reasonable in-season demand dete1mination is 
not suppo1ted by substantial evidence and must be set aside. 382 R., p.574. The Idaho Supreme 
Comt has already approved the Director's employment of a baseline methodology as a starting 
point in administration proceedings and for determining material injmy. 2013 SWC Case, 155 
Idaho at 648-653, 315 P.3d at 836-841. The Comt finds that the Director's use of the values of 
2006 and 2008 to mrive at an average baseline year is supported by substantial evidence. 
The Methodology Order explains that a baseline year is selected by analyzing three 
factors: (1) climate; (2) available water supply; and (3) irrigation practices. 382 R., p. 569. To 
capture cUtTent i11'igation practices, the Methodology Order limits the identification of a baseline 
year to 1999 and beyond. Id. Additionally, the ivfethodology Order instructs as follows: 
[A] BLY should represent a yem(s) of above average diversions, and should avoid 
yems of below average diversions. An above average diversion year(s) selected 
as fue BLY should also represent a year(s) of above average temperatures m1cl ET, 
and below average precipitation to ensure that increased diversions were a 
fimction of crop water need and not other factors. In addition, actual supply 
(Heise natural flow and storage) should be analyzed to assure that the BLY is not 
a year oflimited supply. 
382 R., p.570. The Director found that "using the values of2006 and 2008 (06/08) to anive at 
an average BLY fits the selection criteria for all members of the Coalition."10 382 R., p.574. In 
so holding, the Director made findings that the 06/08 average has below average precipitation, 
near average ET, above average growing degree days, and represents years in which diversions 
were not lin1ited by availability of water supply. Id. These findings m·e supported by the record. 
10 The Director detem1ined that using values from a single year would not fit the selection criteria for all members of 
the Coalition. 382 R., p.574. 
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See 551 R., Ex. 8000, VoL IV, Appdx. AS-1-8. Therefore, the Court finds that the Director's 
decision in this respect was reaci1ed through an exercise of reason, is within the limits of his 
discretion and must be affirrr:ed. 
Furthermore, the Court's l1olding regarding step 8 of the Alethodology Order should 
alleviate the concems raised by the Coalition on this i;sue. The baseline year should only be 
used as a starting point. As set forth above, it cmmot result in the implementation of a cap on 
junior users' mitigation obligations. Ifchanging conditions establish that material i~jury is 
greater than originally determined pursuant to the baseline analysis, L\en adjusunents to the 
mi,igation obligations of frte jtmiors must be made when the Director undertakes his mid-season 
recalculations. The Coalition's concerns should be addressed since the mid-season adjustments 
include recalculating reasonable in-season demand for each member of the Coalition based on, 
mnong ofaer things, actual crop water need to that point. 382 R., p.599. 
C. The kietltodology Order's provision for the consideration of supplemental ground 
water does not violate Idaho law. However, the .Director's finding regarding ground 
water fractions is not supported by substantial evidence and must be remanded. 
Step 1 of the Methodology Order provides in part that "[i]n determining the total irrigated 
acreage [ of Coalition members]. tc.e Department wil' account for supplemental ground water 
use." 382 R., p.597. The Coa:i:io:1 argues that Hie i\<fethodology Order's c0:1sideration of 
supplemental ground water use violates Idaho !aw and has no relevance to the administration of 
the Coalition's senior rights. This Court disagrees. The Idaho Comt has directed that 
in responding to a delivery call, the Direetor has the authority "to consider circumstances when 
the water user is not l!T:lgatmg Lhe full number of acres decreed under the water right." AFRD#2, 
143 Ida.10 at 876, 154 PJd at 447. If it is estab!is,1ed that acreage accotmted fur unde- the 
Coalition's senior surface water rights is being irrigated from a supplemental ground water 
source, that is a factor the Director has the authority to consider in the context of a delivery call. 
If the supplemeEtal gro,md water rights being used arc themselves subject to curtailment under 
the senior call, ( as sc,ggested may be the case here by :he Hearing Officer 11 ), that factor should 
also be accounted fa: by the Director. However, the Methodology Order's instruction that the 
Department will consider supplemental ground water use when determining the total irrigated 
tt 551 R.~p.7507 
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acreage of Coalition members does not violate Idaho law. The Director's decision to include that 
instruction in the Methodology Order is affirmed. 
That said, the Court finds that the Director's assignment of an entity wide split for each 
member of the Coalition of the ground water fraction to the smface water fraction is not 
supported by substantial evidence in the record. In the Methodology Order, the Director makes 
the following finding: 
All acres identified as receiving supplemental ground water within the boundaries 
of a single SWC entity will initially be evaluated by assigning an entity wide split 
of the gro1md water fraction to the smface water fraction as utilized in the 
development of the ESPA Model. See Ex. 8000 Vol. JI, Bibliography at IL 
referencing Final ESPA Model, IWRRI Technical Report 06-002 & Design 
Document DDW-017. For each entity the ground water fraction to the surface 
water fraction is as follows: A&B 95:5; AFRD2 30:70; BID 30:70; Milner 50:50; 
Minidoka 30:70; NSCC 30:70; & TFCC 30:70. If these ratios change with a 
subsequent version of the ESPA Model, the Department will use the values 
assigned by the cun·ent version of the ESP A Model. 
382 R., p.576 fn.6. The Coalition argues that there is no factual supp01i in the record justifying 
these ground water fractions, and that the Director's finding is arbitrary and capricious. The 
Department, IGW A ru1d the City of Pocatello do not respond to the Coalition's argument in this 
respect. 
A review of the record suppo1ts the Coalition's position. The record does not contain 
evidence that acres accounted for under the Coalition's senior smface water rights are being 
inigated from a supplemental ground water source. Or that the ground water fractions utilized 
by the Methodology Order reflect such supplemental ground water use. If the Director is going 
to administer to less than the full amo1mt of acres set forth on the face of the Coalition's Partial 
Decrees, such a determination must be supported by clear and convincing evidence. See. e.g., 
A&B Irr. Dist., v. Idaho Dept. of Water Res., 153 Idaho 500,524,284 P.3d 225,249 (holding, 
"Once a decree is presented to an administrating agency or court, all changes to that decree, 
permanent or temporary, must be suppo1ted by clear and convincing evidence"). Here, the 
parties fail to cite the Cami to anything submitted before the Department in either written form 
or via oral testimony establishing the use of supplemental ground water by individual i1Tigators 
¥.'ithin the Coalition. That such was the case is illustrated by the Hearing Officer's limited 
findings on the issue. He found only that "an undetermined nmnber of individual inigators 
within SWC may hold supplemental ground water rights . ... " and that "[i]t would seem that any 
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such ground water rights would be junior to the smface irrigations rights and subject to 
curtailment." 551 R., p.7507 (emphasis added). The Director did not address the Hearing 
Officer's findings in his i'vfethodo/ogy Order, or include any further analysis on his fmdings. 
Rather, to support his gro1md water fraction finding, the Director cites to a document entitled 
Final ESPA Afodel, IWRRI Technical Report 06-002 & Design Document DDW-017, which is 
not in the record. Therefore, the Court fu1ds the Director's finding is not supported by 
substantial evidence in the record. The Director's ground water fractions as set forth in the 
Afethodo/ogy Order are hereby set aside and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
D. The llietlwdo/ogy Order's reliance upon the Joint Forecast, and its use of the Heise 
Gage, to determine the available water supply for the Twin Falls Canal Company is 
set aside and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
The Coalition argues that the Director's reliance upon the Joint Forecast, and its focus on 
the Heise Gage, to predict the available water supply for the Twin Falls Canal Company is 
arbitrary and capricious and not suppo1ted by substantial evidence. In response to this argument, 
the Depaitment concedes the following in its b1~efing: 
The Department recognizes that while the Joint Forecast is a "good indicator" for 
predicting the supplies of most Coalition members, it is "not the best evidence" 
for purposes of predicting TFCC's supply. SWC Afethodology Brief at 36. The 
Director has "previously expressed to TFCC that the Department is willing to 
work with the TFCC to improve the predictors for TFCC for future application in 
the Methodology Order and Department staff have even met with TFCC 
consultants on this issue." 
Corrected Br. of Respondents, p.37 fn.30 (July 30, 2014). As a resuit, the Coalition's argument 
ou this issue is unopposed. Therefore, the Director's decision in this respect is set aside and 
rema11ded for fi.uther proceedings as necessary. 
E. The Director in his discretion may use the U.S. Department of Agriculture's 
National Agriculture Statistics Service data as a factor in determining crop water 
need, but should also take in account available data reflecting current cropping 
patterns. 
Under steps I and 2 of the Methodology Order, the Director calculates the crop water 
needs of the Coalition for that year. In determining crop water need, the Methodology Order 
instructs that among other things the Director "will utilize crop distributions based on 
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distributions from the United States Depaitment of Agriculture's National Agricultural Statistics 
Service ("NASS")." 382 R., p.580. The Methodology Order goes onto provide: 
NASS repo1ts annual acres of planted and harvested crops by county. NASS also 
categorizes harvested crops by inigation practice, i.e., inigated, non inigated, non 
irrigated following sununer fallow, etc. Crop distribution acreage will be 
obtained from NASS by averaging the "harvested" area for "irrigated" crops 
from 1990-2008. Years in which harvested values were not reported will not be 
included in the average. In the future, the NASS data may not be the most 
accurate source of data. The Department prefers to rely on data from the cunent 
season if and when it becomes usable. 
Id. (emphasis added). The Coalition argues that the Jvfethodology Order's designation of NASS 
data for 1990-2008 average crop distribution fails to capture current cropping patterns, resulting 
in under-detennined crop water need. Specifically, that changes in cropping patterns have 
resulted in the planting of more water intensive crops such as corn and alfalfa in recent ycai·s 
which is not reflected in the 1990-2008 data. 
The Court finds that the Director's decision to use NASS data as a factor in determining 
the Coalition's crop water need is a matter within his discretion. That said, while the Director 
may use historic cropping data as a starting point in determining crop water need, he should also 
take into account available data reflecting current cropping patterns. The .Methodology Order 
provides that "the Depmiment prefers to rely on data from the current season if and when it 
becomes usable." 382 R., p.580. Likewise, the Hem'ing Officer in adchessing the issue of crop 
water need made the following recommendation which was adopted by the Director: 
If there have been significant cropping changes resulting in either greater or 
less need for water, those factors should be factored. TI1is is an area of 
caution. Cropping decisions are matter for the irrigators acting within their water 
rights. Those decisions should be ch~ven by the market. The fact that a patticular 
crop may take less water does not dictate that it be planted. 
551 R., p.7099. Taking in account available data reflecting cunent cropping patterns also 
addresses the Coalition's concerns regarding the Director's decision to factor in only "harvested" 
area when considering historic NASS data. Since the !vfethodology Order already provides that 
the Director prefers to use data from the cun-ent seasons if and when it becomes usable, no 
remand is necessary on this issue. 
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F. The ~Methodology Order's timing for initial determinations of water supply and 
material injury to reasonable in-season demand do not run afoul of Idaho law. 
The CoaEtion takes issue with the timing of the Director's ir:itial detern,inaticns of water 
supply and material injury to reasonable in-season demand under the J.1ethodolof;y Order. Under 
step 3 of the Methodology Order, the Director makes his initial determination of water supply 
through the issuance of his April Forecast Supply. 382 R., p598. This occurs after the USBOR 
and US ACE issue their Joint Forecast, which is typic.ally released vvithin the first two weeks of 
April. Then, foe Director first determines whether a demand shortfall will occur for any member 
of the Coalition for the coming season. Id. If material i1zjury exists or will exist, step 4 of the 
Methodology Otdi31' provides the juniors another fourteen days or 1mtil May 1st, whichever is 
later, to establish their ability to mitigate that matelial injmy or curtailment. Id. TI1e 
Coali~ion asks this Cot:rt to set aside steps 3 and 4 of the Methodology Order and remand with 
instr:ictions that tl:e Director's initial deterrcinations of water supply and material injury to 
reasonable in-season demand be made prior to the irrigation season (i.e., prior to M.arch 15th). 
The Coalition relies on the 2013 SWC Case for the proposition that these initial 
detenninations must occur prior to foe inigation season. In that case, the Court disdnguished the 
two ways the Director may utilize a baseline methodology. 2013 SWC Case, 155 Idaho at 650, 
315 P.3d at 838. First, the Court directed 1liat such a methodology may be used in a management 
context in prepac..-Jng a pre-season management plan for the allocation of water resources. Jd. 
Second, the Court directed that the Director may also use such a methodology in an 
administrative context "in detem1ining material injury in the context of a water ca]L" Id. The 
Court ic1s'J·ucted that if L'le Director choose.s to ,.,tilize a baseline methocology to "develop and 
implement a pre-season management plan for allocation ohvater resources," it must "be made 
available in advance of the applicable irrigation season. , , ." Id. at 653, 315 P.3d at 841. The 
inigation season delineated on the Coalition's senior surface water rights begins March 15th. 
The pa::ties dbJJu!e whether 6e Methodology Order could be considered a pre-season 
manageme:::.t plan as contemplated in the 2013 SWC Case. However, it is plain that the baseli::::.e 
methodology set f0!1h irr the MethodDlogy Order is utilized by !he Directer in an administrative 
context in this case. Specifically, it is used a starting point for consideration of the Coalition's 
call for administration, as a starting point in determming the issue of material injury. The 
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procedural background of the ]vfethodology Order makes clear that it was issued in response to 
the Coalition's 2005 call. In his 2008 Final Order, the Director explained he would be issuing a 
separate final order because of the need for ongoing administration. 551 R., p.7386. The stated 
purpose of the Methodology Order is "to set forth the Director's methodology for detem1ining 
material injury to RISD and reasonable carryover to members of the SWC." 382 R., p.565. 
Therefore, the Court finds that the Methodology Order's baseline methodology is used in an 
administrative context "in detem1ining material injury in the context of a water call." 2013 SWC 
Case, 155 Idal1o at 650,315 P.3d at 838. 
The ldal1o Supreme Court has directed that "[w]hile there must be a tinlely response to a 
delivery call, neither the Constitution nor statutes place any specific timefran1es on this process," 
and that it is "vastly more impmiant that the Director have the necessary and pertinent 
information and the time to make a reasoned decision based on the available facts." AFRD#2, 
143 Idaho at 875, 154 P.3d at 446. In this case, the Director found that it is necessary to wait 
until the Joint Forecast is issued to make the initial determinations at issue here. 382 R., p.572. 
He held that "given current forecasting techniques, the earliest the Director can predict material 
injury to RJSD 'with reasonable certainty' is soon after the Joint Forecast is issued." 382 R., 
p.582. In so finding, the Director held that the Joint Forecast "is generally as accurate a forecast 
as is possible using cunent data gathering and forecasting techniques." 3 82 R., p.572. And, that 
it is "a good indicator of the total available ilrigation water supply for a season." Id. The 
Director's holding is supported by the record. See. e.g, 551 R., p.1379. Therefore, the Comt 
finds that the Director's decision in this respect was reached through an exercise of reason, is 
within the limits of his discretion and must be affirmed. 
G. The Director's use of the ESP A Model boundai1 to determine a curtailment priority 
date in steps 4 and 10 of the 1l,fethotlology Order is set aside and remanded. 
The Coalition argues that steps 4 and IO of the lvfet/zodology Order unlawfully and 
arbitrarily reduce junior ground water acres subject to administration in the event of curtailment. 
Step 4 provides in part as follows: 
If junior ground water users fail or refuse to provide this information by May 1, or 
v,ithln fou1teen (14) days from issuance of the values set forth in Step 3, 
whichever is later in tinle, the Director will issue an order cmtailingjmuor ground 
water users. Modeled curtailment shall be consistent with previous Department 
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efforts. The ESPA Model will be run to determine the priority date necessary to 
produce the necessary volume "itlrin t..li.e model boundary of the ESP A. 
However, because the Director can only curtail junior ground water rights within 
the area of conn110n ground water supply, CM Rule 50.01, junior ground water 
users will be required to meet the volumetric obligation within the area of 
common ground water supply, not the full model bom1dary. 
382 R., p.598-599. 
The plain language of step 4 directs that the Director will use the ESPA 1'fodel to 
determine the cm1ailment priority date necessary to remedy material injury "within the model 
boundary of the ESP A." Id. Step 4 U1en notes that m1der the CM Rules, the Director "can only 
cm1ail j1mior ground water rights within the area of common ground water supply." Id. Thus, 
step 4 recognizes a conflict between the model bo1mdary of the ESPA and the area of c01mnon 
ground water supply. The contlict arises from the fact that the ESP A Model boundary and the 
boundary of the area of co1lli11on ground water supply - as it is def med by the CM Rules - are 
not consistent with one another. TI1e ESP A Model boundary is larger, and contains ground water 
rights that are not within the area of common ground water supply. This fact is m1disputed by 
the parties. It is the Coalition's position that the 1vfethodology Order wrongly uses the ESPA 
Model boundary, instead of the boundary of the area of connnon water supply, to detem1ine a 
curtailment priority date. And, that the Director's practice in this respect results in mm1itigated 
mateiial it~ury contrary to law. This Court agrees. 
\Vhen a senior water user seeks the conjunctive administration of ground water lights 
under the CM Rules, the se11ior user is seeking administration witl1in the area of common ground 
water supply. The plain language of CM Rules make this clear. The Rules prescribe the 
procedures for responding to a delivery call made "in an area having a c01mnon ground water 
supply."12 ID APA 37.03.11.001. Likewise, the Rules provide for administration when a 
delivery call is made by the holder of a senior-priority water right "alleging that by reason of 
diversion of water by the holders of one(]) or more jrn1ior-priority ground water rights ... from 
12 An '"area having a common ground water supply" is defined as: 
A groL1nd water source withi11 which the diversion and use of ground water or changes in i.u 
ground water recharge affect the flow of water in a surface water source or within which the 
diversion and use of ·water by a holder of a ground water right affects the ground water supply 
available to the holders of other ground water rights. 
lDAPA 37.03.11.010.01 
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an area having a common water supp{y in an organized water district the petitioner is suffe1ing 
material injury." ID APA 37.03 .11.040.01 (emphasis added). As a result, the Methodology 
Order's use of the ESPA Model to detennine the curtailment priority date necessary to remedy 
material injury to the Coalition's water rights "within the model boundary of the ESPA" is 
problematic. Absent further analysis, which the ivfethodology Order does not provide for, it will 
result in wunitigated material injury and out-ot:priority water use to the detriment of the 
Coalition in the event of cwtailment. 
The Director's application of step 4 in 2010 is illustrative. Under steps 3 and 4 of the 
]1/Jethodology Order, the Director detemuned a demand shortfall to reasonable in-season demand 
of 84,300 acre-feet to various Coalition members. 382 R., p. 186. As pennitted in step 4, the 
Director gave the jllllior users 14 days to mitigate by establishing their ability to secure 84,300 
acre-feet of water. 3 82 R., p.188. In the event the jlllliors could not, the Director utilized the 
ESPA Model bonndary to determine the cnrtailrnent priority date necessary to increase 
appropriate reach gains in the Snake River by 84,300 acre-feet. 382 R., p.187. This exercise 
resulted in a cwtailment priority date of April 5, 1982. Id. However, the Director then provided 
that "'[c]urtailing only those grotmd water rights located within the area of common grolUld water 
supply [junior to April 5, 1982] , IDAP A 37 .03. 11.050.01, will increase reach gains ... by 
77,985 acre-feet." Id. TI1e arnom1t of77,985 acre-feet would not have fully mitigated the 
material injury. Notwithstanding, the Methodology Order does not provide fw.ther analysis or a 
mechaoisrn to adjust the curtailment priority date upward within the bolUldary of the area of 
conunon water supply to provide enough water to fully mitigate the injmy. 
Therefore, the Comi finds that the 1vfethodology Order's use of the ESPA Model 
boundary to determine a curtailment priority date is arbitrary and contrary to the CM Rules. It 
iucludes ground ,vater rights in the modeling that are not subject to curtailment under the plain 
language of the CM Rules to the detriment of the Coalition. The Court further finds that the use 
of the ESP A Model born1dary results in out-ot:priority water use contrary to law, The Director 
should either (1) use the bom1dary of the area of common water supply to determine a 
curtailment priority date, or (2) add further analysis to the }vfethodology Order to convert the 
curtailment priority date anived at by using the ESPA IVlodel botmdaty to a priority date which 
will provide the required amow1t of water to the Coalition when applied to the boundary of the 
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area of common water supply. TI1e Director's decision in this respect is set aside and remanded 
for further proceedings as necessary. 
H. The Coalition's argument that mitigation water for material injury to reasonable 
carryover must be provided up front has previously been addressed and will not 
be revisited. 
With respect to the issue of mitigation of material injury to reasonable carryover, the 
Coalition argues that the Methodology Order is contrary to Idaho law in that it does not require 
the transfer of actual mitigation water to the Coalition's storage space up front to "ca!1"yover" for 
use in future years. This Coalition's argument in this respect has previously been addressed and 
rejected. In Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-551, the district court held that as long as 
assurances are in place, such as an option for water, that mitigation water could be acquired and 
transferred the following irrigation season, then junior users need not transfer that mitigation 
water up front to be c=ied over: 
In this regard, although the Director adopted a "wait and see" approach, the 
Director did not require any protection to assure senior right holders that junior 
ground water users could secure replacement. ... This does not mean that juniors 
must transfer replacement water in the season of injur;,; however, the CMR 
require that assurances be in place such that replacement water can be acquired 
and v.ill be transfe11"ed in the event of a shmiage. An option for water would be 
such an example. Seniors can therefore plan for the future the same as if they 
have the water in their respective accounts and jlmiors may avoid the threat of 
cm1ailment. 
Order on Petition for Judicial Review, Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-551, p.19 (July 24, 
2009) ( emphasis added). Given that the decision of the district comt in this respect was not 
overtumed by the Ida.ho Supreme Cami in the 2013 SrVC Case, this Court sees no reason to 
revisit the issue. The Director's decision in this respect is affirmed: 
I. The )vfethodology Order's process for determining reasonable carryover does not 
violate the CM Rules. 
The CM Rules provide that in determining reasonable carryover, "the Director shall 
consider the average annual rate of fill of storage reservoirs and the average annual carry-over 
for prior comparable water conditions and the projected water supply for the system." IDAP A 
37 .03.11.042.g. The Coalition argues that the Director's Methodology Order fails to consider 
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these factors in its process for detennining reasonable carryover, ru1el asks this Court to set aside 
ru1d remand the same. Section III of the Methodology Order sets forth the Director's 
methodology for detem1ining material injnry to reasonable cmTyover. 382 R., pp.585-590. A 
review of Section III reveals that the Director does consider aJ1d ru1alyze, consistent with CM 
Rule 42.g, the projected water supply, average annual rate of fill and average annual carryover of 
the Coalition members. The Methodology Order first considers the projected water supply. 382 
R., pp.585-586. It uses the values of Heise Gage natural flow data for the years 2002 and 2004 
to establish a projected typical ch-y year supply as the projected water supply. 382 R., p.585. In 
so doing, the Director notes that "[t]he Heise natural flow, for the years 2002 and 2004, were 
well below the long term average .... " Id. The lvfethodology Order then coru;iders a11d sets 
forth the annual percent fill of storage volume by Coalition members from 1995 to 2008. 382 R., 
pp.586-587. Last, the Methodology Order considers and sets forth actual average carryover of 
Coalition members from 1995-2008. 382 R., pp.587-588. 
The CM Rules do not limit the Director's determination ofreasonable carryover to 
consideration of the factors enumerated in CM Rule 42.g, but only require that the Director 
consider those enumerated factors. The Comt finds based on a review of the l1Iethodology 
Order that the Director's process for detennination reasonable canyover does consider the 
enumerated factors. Therefore, the Comt finds that the Director's process was reached tluough 
an exercise of reason, is within the limits of his discretion and must be affirmed. 
J. Step 10 of the 1}fethodology Order is set aside and remanded for further proceedings. 
The Coalition argues that the transient modeling provision of step 10 of the lvfethodology 
Order is contrary to law. Step 10 provides in part as follows: 
As a11 alternative to providing the full volume of reasonable carryover shortfall 
established in Step 9, j1mior ground water users can request that the Department 
model the transient impacts of the proposed cmtailment based on the 
Depmtment's water rights data base and the ESPA Model. The modeling effort 
will detennine total ammal reach gain accruals due to curtailment over the period 
of the model exercise. In the year of injury, jm:tior ground water users would then 
be obligated to provide the accrued volmne of water associated with tl1e first year 
of the model nm. In each snbsequent year, junior gro1md water users would be 
required to provide the respective volume of water associated with reach gain 
accruals for that respective year, 1mtil such time as the reservoir storage space 
held by members of the SWC fills, or the entire volume of water from Step 9 less 
any previous accrual payments is provided. 
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382 R., p.601 (internal citations omitted). The Director justifies his determination in this respect 
as follows: 
Because of the m1certainty associated with this prediction, and in the interest of 
balance priority of right with optimum utilization and full economic development 
of the State's water resources, Idaho Const. Art. XV,§ 3; Idaho Const. Art. XV,§ 
7; Idaho Code § 42-106; Idaho Code § 42-226, the Director will use the ESPA 
Model to simulate transient curtailment of the projected reasonable carryover 
sh01tage. 
382 R., pp.596-597. For reasons stated elsewhere in this decision (see Section V.A.ii above), the 
Comt finds that the mticles mid code sections relied upon by the Director do not justify his 
decision. The Depmiment acknowledges as much in its briefing, providing that "the Director did 
not have the benefit of the guidance in Clear Springs and the 2012 and 2013 A&B decisions 
when the Methodology Order was issued." 13 Corrected Brief of Respondents, p.68. The 
Department thus suggests that "a remand to the Director with instructions to apply the Idaho 
Supreme Court's guidance is the appropriate remedy if this Comt determines that the 
lvfethodology Order does not provide an adequate explanation of the basis for the transient 
modeling provision of Step IO." Id. 
This Comt agrees that the trm1Sient modeling provision of step IO must be set aside and 
remanded for fmther proceedings. CoUllsel for the Department argues that the provision is 
supp01ied by the CM Rules' provisions for phased-in curtailment. However, this justification 
was not contemplated or detailed by the Director in the Methodology Order. Ratl1er, it is being 
raised for the first time on judicial review. The Court does question the viability of phased 
curtailment as a justification for the practice outlined i.t1 step IO. Reasonable carryover is surface 
water "which is retained or stored for foture use in years of drought or low-water." AFRD#2, 
143 Idaho at 878, 154 P.3d at 449. As the j\;Jethodology Order is cmTently constituted, the out-
of-priority use resulting in tl1e material injury to the Coalition's reasonable carryover will have 
already occun-ed by the time the Director reaches step l O of the Methodology Order. It is 
questionable whether after-the-fact phased curtailment, as contemplated by the CM Rules, would 
be consistent with Idaho law or satisfies the purpose of reasonable carryover. For the reasons set 
13 Counsel refers to the Idaho Supreme Court's decisions in Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 
252 P.3d 7! (2011), A&B Irr. Dist. v. Jdaho Dept. of Water Resources, 153 Idaho 500,284 P.3d 225 (2012), and/n 
the Matter of Distribution of Waters to Various Water Rights Held by or for the Benefit of A&B In·., Dist., 155 ldaho 
640,315 P.3d 828 (2013), respectively. 
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faith in this section, the transient modeling provision of step 10 will be set aside and remanded 
for further proceedings as .necessary. 
K. The 11Iethodology Order's procedures for determining Coalition members' 
reasonable in-season demand are consistent with Idaho law. 
The City of Pocatello and IGWA both argue that the Director's methodology for 
detennining the Coalition's reasonable in-season demand, as set forth in the J\.1ethodology Order, 
are contrary to law. They assert several arguments in support of their position. Each will be 
addressed in tnm. 
i. The Director did not act contrary to law or abuse his discretion in 
considering the Coalition's historic use in determining reasonable in-season 
demand. 
The primary argument asserted by IGWA and the City of Pocatello is that the 
Methodology Order unlawfully considers the Coalition's historic use in initially determining 
reasonable in-season demand. As discussed above, the Director uses a historic demand baseline 
analysis that utilizes the values of2006 and 2008 to arrive at an average baseline year for 
pmposes of the initial reasonable in-season demand determination. 382 R., p.574. However, the 
Methodology Order also provides that the initial reasonable in-season demand determination 
"will be conected during the season to account for variations in climate and water supply 
between the BLY and actual conditions." 382 R .. , p.568. Further, that "[g]iven the climate and 
system operations for the year being evaluated will likely be different from the BLY, the BLY 
must be adjnsted for those differences." 3 82 R., p.575. The Director's consideration of the 
Coalition's historic use in this context is not contrary to law. The Idaho Supreme Court has 
already af:finned "the Director's use of a predicted baseline ofa senior water right holders' 
needs as a starting point in considering the material injury issne in a water call." 2013 SWC 
Case, 155 Idaho at 656, 315 P.3d at 844 (emphasis added). Therefore, the Comt finds that the 
!vfethodology Order's use of a baseline analysis as the staiting point in determining the 
Coalition's reasonable in-season demand is not contrary to law. 
In conjlmction with their argument, the City of Pocatello and IGWA assert that the 
Jvlethodology Order's process for dete1mining reasonable in-season demai1d fails to consider 
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various contemporary factors. IGW A argues that it fails to consider acres that are no longer 
irrigated, crop needs, water diverted by the Coalition for use by others, and water leased by the 
Coalition to other water users. IOWA and the City of Pocatello additionally argue that it fails to 
consider certain factors listed in CMR Rule 42, including the rate of diversion compared to the 
acreage ofland served, the aimual volmne of water dive1ted, the system diversion and 
conveyance efficiency, and the method of irrigation water application. This Court disagrees. 
A review of the Methodology Order reveals that the Director's calculation of reasonable 
in-season demand provides for the consideration of all the factors raised by IGW A and the City 
of Pocatello. For instance, the Director's consideration of project efficiency and crop water need 
includes the follm,ving: 
Monthly irrigation entity diversion ("Qn") will be obtained from Water District 
Ol's diversion records. Ex. 8000, Vol. II, at 8-4, 8-5. Rm~ monthly diversion 
values will then be adjusted to remove any water diversions that can be identified 
to not directly support the beneficial use of crop development within the irrigation 
entity. Examples of adjustments include the removal of diversions associated 
Thith in-season recharge and diversion of irrigation water on the behalf of another 
irrigation entity. Adjustments, as they become known to the Department, mil be 
applied during the mid-season updates and in the reasonable can-yover shortfall 
calculation. Examples of adjustments that can only be accounted for later in ihe 
season include SWC deliveries for flow augmentation, SWC Water placed in the 
rental pool, and S'vVC private leases. Adjustments are unique to each irrigation 
season and will be evaluated each year. Any natural flow or storage water 
deliveries to entities other than the SWC for purposes unrelated to the original 
right will be adjusted so that the water is not included as a part of the SWC water 
supply or carryover volume. Water that is purchased or leased by a SWC member 
may become part of!GWA's shmtfall obligation; to the extent that member has 
been found to have been materially injured .... Conversely, adjustments will be 
made to assure that water supplied to private leases or to the rental pool will not 
increase the shortfall obligation 
382 R., p.578 (emphasis added). Therefore, the Court finds that the Methodology Order takes 
into consideration acres that are no longer inigated, crop needs, water dive1ied by the Coalition 
for use by others, and water leased by the Coalition to other water users. Fmihe1more, both the 
Hearing Officer and the Director found, in considering the Rule 42 factors, that the Coalition 
members operate reasonable and efficient inigation projects. The Director found that "as found 
by the hearing officei in his recommended order, members of the SWC operate reasonably and 
withoutwaste," and that he will not "impose greater project efficiencies upon members of the 
SWC than have been historically realized." 382 R., p.551; 551 R., pp.7102-7104. 
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In conjunction with IGWA's and the City of Pocatello's argument in this respect, it is 
necessary to reiterate the preswnptions and evidentiary standards that apply to a delivery call. 
See e.g., 2013 SCW Case, 155 Idaho at 650, 315 P .3d at 83 8 (providing, "when utilizing the 
baseline in the administration context, the Director must abide by established evidentiary 
standards, presumptions, and burdens of proof'). First, when a e-all is made "the presmnption 
under Idaho law is that the senior is entitled to his decreed water right." AFRD#2, 143 Idaho at 
878, 154 P.3d at 449. Then, "[o]nce a decree is presented to an administrating agency or court, 
all changes to that decree, permanent or temporary, must be supported by clear and convincing 
evidence." A&B Irr., Dist., 153 Idaho at 524,284 P.3d at 249. Finally, "[o]nce the initial 
determination is made that mate1ial injury is occ1ming or will occur, the junior then bears the 
burden of proving that the call would be fotile or to challenge, in some other constitutionally 
permissible way, the senior's call." AFRD#2, 143 Idaho at 878, 154 P.3d at 449 (emphasis 
added). 
These presumptions and evidentiary standards are instructive on this issue. The 
1vfethodology Order provides for the Director's consideration of the factors with which JGWA 
and the City of Pocatello are concerned. However, if the junior users believe for some reasons 
that the seniors will receive water they carmot beneficially use, it is their burden under the 
established evidentiary standards and burdens of proof to prove that fact by clear and convincing 
evidence. For exan1ple, the juniors may assert that the Director in their opinion is considering 
some, but not all acres that are no longer irrigated by the seniors. Or it may be their opinion that 
the Director is considering some, but not the full extent of water diverted by the seniors for use 
by others. In that scenario, it is then their burden under the established eviclentiary standards and 
burdens of proof get evidence supporting their position before the Director in an appropriate 
fashion. 
ii. The Director did not abuse his discretion or act contrary to law in declining 
to adopt a water budget methodology to determine the Coalition's water 
needs. 
IGW A and the City of Pocatello argue that the Director's Methodology Order should 
have adopted a water budget methodology to determine the water needs of the Coalition. At the 
hearing before the Hearing Ofiicer, the parties each proposed a water budget methodology for 
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determining the water needs of the Coalition. The Director declined to adopt any such 
methodology, favoring instead the use of a baseline demand analysis as the stmting point in 
detennining reasonable in-season demand. 382 R., pp.575-577. The Director's decision in this 
respect is supported by law, the record, and is ,vithin his discretion. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has ah·eady affirmed "the Director's use of a predicted baseline 
of a senior water right holders' needs as a starting point in considering the material iqjury issue 
in a water call." 2013 SWC Case, 155 Idaho at 656, 315 P.3d at 844. Furthermore, the 
Director's reasoning for declining to adopt a water budget method is supported by the record. 
The record establishes that both the Hearing Officer and the Director questioned the validity of 
using a water budget methodology under the facts and circumstances presented, recognizing the 
wildly differing results reached by the surface water and ground water experts under such an 
approach. In addressing the issue, the Heming Officer stated: 
The irony in this case is that surface water mid gronnd water expert testimony 
used much of the same information and in some respects the same approaches and 
came up with a difference of 869,000 acre-feet for an average diversion budget 
analysis of SWC districts for the period from 1990 through 2006 .... The total 
under the SWC analysis is 3,274,948 acre-feet as compared to the Pocatello 
analysis of.,. 2,405,861[acre-feet]. 
551 R., p.7096. The Hearing Officer concluded that such results do "not promote much faith in 
the science of the water budget analysis," and declined to adopt ,my of the presented water 
budget approaches. 551 R., pp.7096-7097. Toe Director echoed these sentiments in his 
Methodology Order when malcing the determination to utilize a baseline methodology. 382 R., 
pp.576-577. As set forth in detail above, the Court fmds that the Director's use of the values of 
2006 and 2008 to arrive at an average baseline year for purposes of the initial reasonable in-
season demand determination is supported by substantial evidence. In reviewing the Director's 
assessment and rejection of the water budget methodology, this Co1rrt finds that the Director's 
decision was reached through an exercise ofreason, is within the limits of his discretion and 
must be affrnned. 
iii. The 1J.1etltodofogy Order's use of the values of 2006 aud 2008 to arrive at an 
average baseline year for purposes of the initial reasonable in-season demand 
determination is not contrary to law. 
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The City of Pocatello and IOWA allege that the lvfethodology Order impennissibly 
overestimates the reasonable in-season demand of the Coalition. They point to the Director's use 
of the values of 2006 a:id 2008 to arrive at an average baseline year for purposes of a reasonable 
i:n-season de::1a11d determination. They assert that the Director's use of those vahes :esu'.ts in 
the selection of a baseline year of above average temperatrrres and evapotranspiration and below 
average precipitation, which in tum impem1issibly results in overestimated reasonable in-season 
dem:md. It is their position that the Director must detennine the needs of the Coalition based on 
historic use data associated ;;;ith a year w~fa average temperatmes, evapotra11Spiration and 
precipitation. This Comt 
The Director's adoption of a baseline year intentionally utilizes above average 
temperatures and evapotranspiration and below average precipitation. In selecting a baseline 
year, Director notes that "demand for inigation water typically increases in years of higher 
temperature, higher evapotra..'1.Spi.ration ("ET"), and lower precipitation. 382 R., p.569. He :hen 
explains that it is necessary to select a baseline year of above average temperatures and 
evapotranspiration and below average precipitation in order to protect senior rights: 
Equality in sharing the risk will not adequately protect the senior priority surface 
water right holder from inju1y. The incurrence of actual demand shmtfalls by a 
senior su,face water right holder resulting from pre-irrigation season predictions 
based on average data unreasonably shifts the risk of shortage to the senior 
surface water right holder. Therefore, a 31 Y should represent a year(s) of above 
average diversions, and should avoid years of below average diversions. An 
above average diversion year(s) selected as the BLY should also represent a 
year(s) of above average temperatures and ET, and below average precipitation to 
ensure that h1creased di versions were a function of crop water need and not other 
facts. 
382 R., pp.569-570 (emphasis added). In hi., Jviethodolog-; Order, the Director found t.oa~ "using 
the values of 2006 and 2008 (06i08) to arrive at an average BLY fits the selection criteria for all 
members of the SWC." 382 R., p.574. 
The Director did not en in his intentional adoption of a baseline year based on above 
average temperatures ai:d evapotranspiration and below average precipitation. The Court agrees 
that use of such data is necessary to protect ser.ior rights if the Direc:or is going to administer to 
a..'1 amount less than the fllll decreed quantity of the Coalition's rights. The arguments set forth 
by the City of Pocatello and IGWA that the Director mu.st me data associated with an average 
year fail to take into account the legal limitations placed on the Director in responding to a 
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delivery call. The senior is entitled to a presumption under Idaho law that he is entitled to his 
decreed water right. AFRD#2, 143 Idaho at 878, 154 P.3d at 449. If the Director is going to 
administer to less lha.'1 the full quantity of the decreed water right, his decision must be supported 
by clear and convincing evidence border to adequately protect the senior right. A&B Irr. Dist., 
153 Idaho at 524, 284 P.3d at 249. 
If the Director determined the needs of the Coalition based on historic use data associated 
with an average year, any decision to administer to less than the full quantity of the Coalition's 
decreed rights based on fuat dat,c wo:t:d not adequately protect its senior rights. Using data 
associated \\~th an average year by its very defi::iition would result in an under-detennination of 
the needs of the Coalition half of the time. The Director simply C<Cnnot rely upon such data if he 
is going to administer to less than the decreed qURntity of the Coalitions' water rights as his 
analysis would not be supported by clear and convincing evidence. 
The City of Pocatello a:1d IGWA additionally ergue that the Director's use of the values 
of 2006 and 2008 violates the !aw of case. Specifically, they argue thatthe use of such c'ata 
violates the Hearing Officer's recommendation, which they interpret as requiring use of data 
associated v.ith an average year. Whether this interpretation of the Hearing Officer's 
recommendation is accurate need r,ot be addressed. \J,t11at is important is that after the Hearing 
Oficer issued his Recommendation, but before the 9irector issued Methc:dology Order, case 
law developec. insirnct:ng the Director concerning the significance of a decreed water right in a 
delivery eall. Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial Review, Minidoka 
County Case No. 2009-647 (May 4, 2010). In that case, the district court held that if the Director 
determines to administer to less than the decreed quantity of water, such a detenninatimi must be 
supported by clear and convincing evidence. Id. at 3S. The Director in issuing iis Methodology 
Order was bound to follow this case law. 14 As set forth above, using data associated with an 
average year in order to administer to less than the foll decreed quantity of the Coalitions' water 
rights would not meet a clear and convincing evidence standard. Therefore, the arguments set 
forth by IGWA emd the City of Porntello are unavailing. 
!
4 TI1e district comt's decisfon in this regard -was ultimately affirmed by the Idaho Supreme Court on appeal. A&B 
In\ DisL v. 1daho Dept of Water Resources, 153 Idaho 500,234 P.3d 225 (20 
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L. The il1etltodology Order's procedures for determining water supply are consistent 
with Idaho law. 
IGWA and the City of Pocatello additionally argue that the Director wTongly 
underestimates the forecasted water supply in the Methodology Order. The Methodology Order 
explains that in determining water supply "[t]he actual natural flow volume that will be used in 
the Director's Forecast Supply will be one standard error below the regression line, which 
lU1derestimates the available supply." 382 R., p.582. Further, 
By using one standard error of estimate, the Director pmposefully underestimates 
the water supply that is predicted in the Joint Forecast. . . . The Director's 
prediction of material injury to RISD is purposefolly conservative. While it may 
ultimately be detem1ined after final accounting that less water was owell than was 
provided, this is an appropriate burden for the juniors to carry. Idaho Const. Art. 
XV,§ 3, Idal1o Code§ 42-106. 
382 R., p.594. IGWA and the City of Poeatello argue that the Director's intentional 
underestimation of the forecasted water supply is an abuse of discretion and contrary to Idaho 
law. This Com1 disagrees for the reasons set forth in the preceding section regarding the 
Director's use of the values of 2006 and 2008 to arrive at an average baseline year for purposes 
of the initial reasonable in-season demand determination. The analysis set forth in that preceding 
section is incorporated herein by reference. The Cami finds that the Director did not abuse his 
discretion or act contrary to law in finding that the use of one standard error below the regression 
line is necessary to protect senior rights if the Director is going to administer to an amount less 
than the full decreed quantity of the Coalition's rights. The Court finds that the Director's 
decision to utilize such a regression analysis was reached through an exercise of reason, is within 
the limits of his discretion and must be affnmed. 
M. Neither the City of Pocatello nor IGWA were denied due process. 
The City of Pocatello and IGWA argue that the Director denied them due process by 
declining to allow them to present evidence challenging the J\!lethodology Order after his 
issuance of that Order. This Court disagrees. Idal1o Code Section 42-170 IA provides in part 
that "any person aggrieved by any action of the director, including any decision, determination, 
order or other action ... who is aggrieved by the action of the director, and who has not 
previously been afforded an oppmimrity for a hearing on the matter shall be entitled to a heming 
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before the director to contest the action." In this case, the City of Pocatello and IGW A were 
previously afforded an opportunity for hearing. On January 16, 2008, a hearing was commenced 
before the Hearing Officer that resulted in the development and issuance of the Methodology 
Order. 551 R., p.7382. For approximately fourteen days, evidence and testimony was presented 
to the Hearing Officer by the parties, including IGWA and the City of Pocatello. Both IGWA 
and Pocatello had the opportunity at that hearing to present their theories and testimony on how 
material injury to the Coalition should be determined. Among other things, those parties had the 
oppmtunity to present their water budget analysis, which was rejected by the Hearing Officer 
and Director for reasons stated in the recant After considering the patties' evidence and 
arguments, the Director adopted the methodology for determining material injury set forth in the 
Methodology Order. The question of whether the Methodology Order's process for determining 
material injury is contrary to law, or inconsistent with the record, is a matter for judicial review. 
This Court has taken up those arguments in this decision. As a result, the IGW A and the City of 
Pocatello are not entitled to the relief they seek on this issue. 
VI. 
ANALYSIS OF METHODOLOGY AS APPLIED 
The Director issued his Jvfethodology Order in June 2010. Since that time, the Director 
has issued several final orders applying his methodology to subsequent water years. Those final 
orders have resulted in the filing of a number of Petitions seeking judicial review of the 
Director's applications. 
A. The Director's application of the Methodology Order in 2013 failed to adjust the 
mitigation obligations of the juniors to take into account changing conditions. 
The Coalition argues that the Director's application of the 1Yfethodology Order in 2013 
was contrary to law. On Ap1il 17, 2013, the Director issued his Final Order Regarding April 
2013 Forecast Supply (Methodology Steps 1-4). 382 R., pp.829-846. 1n that Order, the Director 
concluded that the Twin Falls Canal Company would expe1ience material injury to reasonable 
in-season demand in the amount of 14,200 acre-feet. 382 R., p.831. He also determined that the 
rest of the Coalition members would experience no material injury to reasonable in-season 
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demand. Id. ConBistent with step 4 of the Methodology Order, the Director gave IGW A 
foUiteen days to secure 14,200 acre-feet of mitigation water to avoid curtailment. 382 R., p.835. 
IGW A filed its Notice of Secured Water with the Director on April 22, 2013. 382 R. .. pp.848-
853. 
After the Director undertook his in-season recalculations, he issued his Order Revising 
April 2013 Forecast Siq,ply (Methodology Steps 6-8) on August 27, 2013. 382 R., pp.948-957. 
In that Order, the Director revised his original material injury detennination based on changing 
conditions. He increased the material injmy to reasonable in-season demand for the Twin Falls 
Canal Company from 14,200 acre-feet to 51,200 acre-feet. 382 R., p.953. He also increased the 
material injury to reasonable in-season demand for American Falls Reservoir Disuict No. 2 from 
no material injury to 54,000 acre-feet of material injttry. Id. Consistent with step 8 of the 
lvlethodology Order, the Director did not require the junior users to secure additional mitigation 
water to address the increased material injmy, nor did he provide for curtailment. 382 R., p.954. 
Rather, the Director required the j1miors to release the 14,200 acre-feet of mitigation water they 
had previously secured. Id. He then directed the Wate1master for Water District 01 to allocate 
6,900 acre-feet to the Twin Falls Canal Company, and 7,300 acre-feet to American Falls 
Reservoir District No. 2 to address their respective material injuries. Id. As a result, the Twin 
Falls Canal Company did not get the amount of mitigation water that the Director ordered was to 
be secured for it under his Final Order Regarding April 2013 Forecast Supply (Methodology 
Steps 1-4). 
The Coalition argues that the Director's refusal to adjust the juniors' mitigation 
obligation in 2013 is contrary to law. This Com1 agrees. In 2013, the Director did not provide a 
proper remedy for material injury to the reasonable in-season demand of the Twin Falls Canal 
Company or American Falls Reservoir Disu·ict 'No. 2 when taking into account changing 
conditions_ Namely, the Director improperly capped the mitigation obligations of junior users to 
that an10unt of material injmy determined under step 4 (i.e., 14,200 acre-feet) even though 
changing conditions resulted in an increase of material injmy to both the Twin Falls Canal 
Company and American Falls Reservoir District No. 2 (i.e., 51,200 acre-feet and 54,000 acre-
feet, respectively). The analysis and justifications for the Com1's finding in thls respect are set 
forth above under Section V.A. of this decision. They will not be repeated here, but are 
incorporated by reference. The Court finds that the Director's failme to adjust the mitigation 
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obligations of the juniors to take into account changing conditions in 2013 resulted in prejudice 
to the Coalition's senior water rights and was contrary to law. 
The Department argues that no further mitigation or curtailment was required in 2013 
because "the April forecast and the in-season adjustments to it were predictions of material 
injury ... not final detenninations of actual material i11jury." Respondents' Br., pp.29-30. First, 
this argument is internally inconsistent vtith the 1vfethodo/ogy Order, and the Director's 
application oftlie Methodology Order in 2013. In contravention of this argument, the 
lvfethodology Order itself provides for mitigation or curtailment if material injury to reasonable 
in-season demand is dete1mined to exist in April. In fact, contrary to the Department's cuuent 
argument, the Director required IOWA to secure mitigation water in 2013 following his initial 
April determination that the Twin Falls Canal Company would experience material injury to 
reasonable in-season demand in the amount of 14,200 acre-feet. 382 R., p.836. Second, the 
Depa:ttment's argument is contrary to law. The Idaho Supreme Court has made clear that the 
burden of proof in a delivery call switches to the junior users once a determination has been 
made that material injmy "is occurring or will occur." AFRD#2, 143 Idaho at 878, 154 P.3d at 
449 (emphasis added). When the Director makes his April and mid-seasons calculations of 
material injury to reasonable in-season demand, he is making the determination under the plain 
language of the Methodology Order that material injury is or will occur. Therefore, the proper 
burdens of proof and evidentiary sta:t1dards must be applied. The Director's Order Revising 
April 2013 Forecast Supply (Methodology Steps 6-8) is set aside and remanded for fmiher 
proceedings as necessary. 
R The Court finds that the 1Hethodology Order provides a reasonable timeframe for 
the Director to make adjustments to his initial material injury determination based 
on changing conditions. However, the Director failed to follow that timeframe in 
2013. 
The Coalition argues that in 2012 and 2013 the Director failed to timely make 
adjustments to his initial material injury determinations to take into account changing conditions. 
'When a:t1d how often the Director adjusts his initial material injury determination rn reasonable 
in-season demand based on changing conditions is a matter with which the Director exercises 
great discretion. The Director makes his initial material injmy detennination in or around April. 
The Director then makes adjustments to his initial determination tlnoughout the inigation season 
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as conditions develop, as provided for in steps 6 and 7 of the Methodology Order. These occur 
"approximately halfway through the irrigation season." 382 R., p.599. The Court finds that the 
Methodology Order provides a reasonable timeftame for the Director to make adjustments to his 
initial material injury determination. It would be urneasonable, for example, to require the 
Director to update his material injury detem1ination to reasonable in-season demand on a daily or 
weekly basis as a result of changing conditions. If the Director detennines that changing 
conditions require earlier, or more frequent adjustments, than that provided for in his 
Methodology Order, the Director may unde1take such ac'justments in his discretion. 
The Coalition argues that in 2012 the Director failed to timely make adjustments to his 
initial material injury determination to reasonable in-season demand. It points to the fact that 
shortly after the USBOR and USACE issued their Joint Forecast on April 5, 2012, the USBOR 
and USACE issued a revised Joint Forecast on April 16, 2012 that reduced predicted water 
tlows. The Director made his initial material injury determination based on the April 5, 2012, 
Joint Forecast, and then declined to update his initial material injury again in April following the 
issuance of the revised Joint Forecast. 382 R., p755. The Comt finds that the Director did not 
abuse his discretion in th.is respect. As stated above, the Court finds that the lvlethodology Order 
provides a reasonable timeftame for the Director to make adjustments to his initial material 
injury determination. When the Director makes his in-season adjustments pursuant to steps 6 
and 7 of the Jvlethodology Order, he issues a revised forecast supply. That revised forecast 
supply will take into account the changing water conditions that differ from his initial April 
Forecast Supply. The Director must then adjust the mitigation obligations of the junior users 
accordingly. It is noted that the Court's holding regarding step 8 of the Afethodology Order 
should alleviate the concerns raised by the Coalition on this issue, since the initial material injury 
determination will not result in a cap of the jtmior users' mitigation obligations. The Court finds 
that the Director's decision in this respect was reached through an exercise of reason, is ,vithin 
the limits of his discretion and must be affim1ed. 
With respect to 2013, the Com1 finds that the Director acted arbitrarily and capriciously 
by waiting until August 27 to apply s'tep 6 of the lvlethodology Order. Step 6 provides that 
"approximately halfway through the irrigation season" the Director"'~]] revise the April forecast 
and determine the "time of need" for purposes of providing mitigation. 382 R., p. 599. In 2013, 
the Director did not issue his Order Revising April 2013 Forecast Supply (Methodology 6-8) 
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until August 27, 2013. 382 R., pp.948-957. The Coalition argues the Dil:ector's delay in 
applying step 6 required its members to make water delivery decisions for the remainder of the 
il:rigation season without the benefit of the revised forecast and any related mitigation obligation. 
The Coalition argues the Director acted arbitrarily and capriciously by delaying the application 
of step 6. This Cowt agrees. 
The Director identifies the "inigation season" as running from "the middle of March to 
the middle ofNovember - an eight month span." 382 R., p. 1039. Therefore, mid-July is 
halfway through the i1rigation season. The word "approximately" is defined as "almost correct 
or exact close in value or anrount but not precise." See e.g. w,vw. men-iam-webster.com 
/dictionary/ approximately. Although step 6 provides for some flexibility by not requiring the 
revision to be made precisely half\vay through the irrigation season, a delay of close to a month 
and half does not even fit under a generous interpretation of the word "approximately." In this 
regard, the Director acted arbitrarily and capriciously. The Director should apply his established 
procedure as written or further define and/or refine the procedure so that Coalition members 
relying on the procedure know when to anticipate its application and are able to plan 
according! y. 
C. The Director's calculation of crop water need of the Minidoka Irrigation District, 
Burley Inigation District, and the Twin Falls Canal Company in 2013, as set forth 
in his Order Revising April 2013 Forecast Supply (1Wetlzodology Steps 6-8) is set aside 
and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
The Coalition asse1is that the Director has enoneously refused to use ce1iain inigated 
acreage information provided by it when dete1mining its crop water need under steps 1 and 2 of 
the Methodology Order. The Coalition's argument focuses primarily on the 2013 water year. 
Step 1 of the Methodology Order requires the Coalition "to provide electronic shape files to the 
Department delineating the total irrigated acres with.in their water delivery boundary or confinn 
in writing that the existing electronic shape file from the previous year has not varied by more 
than 5%" on or before Aprill. 382 R., p.597. Step 2 provides that starting at the beginning of 
April, the Department will calculate the cnrnulative crop water need volnrne for all land irrigated 
with surface water within the boundaries of each member of the SWC. Id. It further provides 
that volnrnetric values of crop water need will be calculated "using ET and precipitation values 
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from the USBR's AgriMet program, irrigated acres provided by each entity, and crop 
distributions based on NASS data." Id. 
The record establishes that in March of 2013, the members of the Coalition provided the 
Director with shape files showing the acres being irrigated within the water delivery boundaries 
for the Minidoka Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation District, and the Twin Falls Canal 
Company. 382 R., pp.821-828; see also 20130329 BID & TFCC Folder (in Bastes Stamped 
OCR Docs) (3 82 R., Disc 1 ). With respect to the A&B Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation 
District and North Side Canal Company, the Coalition informed the Director that the acres being 
irrigated within the water delivery boundaries for those entities was the same as the previous 
year. Id. Therefore, the Court finds that the Coalition timely complied with tl1e lviethodology 
Order's step 1 requirements. The Director also found that the Coalition complied with step 1 in 
2013. 382 R., p.830. 
The record further establishes that even though the Minidoka Irrigation District, Burley 
Irrigation District, and the Twin Falls Canal Company timely complied with the step 1 
requirements, the Director did not use the inigated acreage data provided by those entities data to 
calculate their crop water needs in 2013. IDWR 8-27-13_August Background Data Folder, 
document entitled "DS RISD Calculator" (in Bastes Stamped OCR Docs) (382 R., Disc I). 
Rather, the Director used i1Tigated acreage data for the Burley Irrigation District and Minidoka 
Irrigation District contained in a report prepared by SPF Water Engineering in 2005 (i.e., 551 Ex. 
4300). Id. With respect to the Twin Falls Canal Company, the Director used irrigated acreage 
data contained in a report from 2007 (i.e., 551 Ex. 4310). Id. In doing so, the Director 
calculated the crop water needs of those entities based on less irrigated acres than that provided 
by those entities. Id. TI1e Director provides no reasoning or rationale in his Order Revising 
April 2013 Forecas/ Supply (Methodology Steps 6-8) for deviating from step 2 of the 
Methodology Order in this respect. 382 R., pp.948-957. As set forth above, if the Director is 
going to administer to less than the full amount of acres set fo1ih on the face of the Coalition's 
Partial Decrees, such a dctennination mnst be suppo1ied by clear and convincing evidence. See. 
e.g .. A&B Irr. Dist, v. Idaho Dept. of Water Res., 153 Idalro 500,524,284 P.3d 225,249 
(holding, "Once a decree is presented to an achninistrating agency or court, all changes to that 
decree, permanent or temporary, must be supported by clear and convincing evidence"). Since 
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the Director's decision to deviate from step 2 in this respect is not supported by reasoning it is 
hereby set aside and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
D. The Coalition is not entitled to the relief it seeks on the issue of the Director's 
process for the use of storage water as mitigation. 
The Coalition a:rgues that the Director has failed to require that the use of storage water 
for mitigation be accomplished in accordm1ce with the Water Disttict 01 Rental Pool rules and 
procedures. Further, tbst the Director has provided no formal defined proce,,s for interaction 
between IDViR, Water District OJ, and j!U]ior grom1d water users when addressing storage water 
leased, optioned, or othemise contracted for mitigation plli-pose1,. The Coalition complains 
specifica!ly of the mitigation water secured by IGWA in 2010 and 2013. With respect to storage 
water secured by IGW A under its 2010 mitigation plan, this Court has alrefldy held fuat 
mitiga::ion plan, <lDd its use of storage water located in the Upper Snake Reservoir System for 
::ciitigation, complied with the n:qt;irement'l offrle CM Rules. Memorandum Decision and Order 
on Petition for .Judicial Review, Twin Falls Coilllty Case No CV-2010-3075 (Jan. 25, 2011). 
This Court's holding in that case will not be revisited. 15 With respect to the mitigation water 
secured by !GWA in 2013, the Court finds that the Directorreviewed leases and contracts 
evidencing that IGWA had secured the required amoun'. of mitigation water. 382 R., pp.881-
887. Based on his review, the Directo: found that those leases and contracts would provide 
water to the Coalition at the Time of Need, and concluded that IGWA had satisfied its 11'itigatiou 
obligation. 382 R., p.884. The Court fmds the Director's holding in this respect complied with 
the requirements of the CM Rules, as well as this Court's decision in Twin Falls County Case 
No. CV-2010-3075. In additio::1, the Comt finds that the Coalition is not entitled to the relief its 
sceks on :his issue, as it has failed to esta::,lish t::Jat ils substantial rights have been prejudiced as a 
result of the mitigation water secured in 2010 and 2013. LC.§ 67-5279(4). 
15 A final judgn1ent was entered in Twin FaHs County Case No CV-20 l 0-3075 on January 20 I I. No appeal wa~ 
taker, from that finaljudgmenL 
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E. The Director's decision to deny the Coalition the opportunity for a hearing in 2012 
and 2013 is in violation of Idaho Code § 42-1701A. 
At the administrative level, the Coalition requested hearings before the Depmtment with 
respect to several final orders issued in 2012 and 2013, wherein the Director applied bis 
methodology to the facts and circumstances presented by those water years. Those final orders 
include the Director's (1) Final Order Regarding April 2012 Forecast Supply (Methodology 
Steps 1-8) dated April 13, 2012, (2) Final Order Regarding April 2013 Forecast Supply 
(Methodology Steps 1-4) dated April 17, 2013, m1d (3) Order Revising April 2013 Forecast 
Supply (Methodology Steps 6-8) dated August 27, 2013. 382 R., pp.728-742; 382 R., pp.829-
846; and 382 R., pp.948-957. The Coalition m·gued it was entitled to such hearings under Idaho 
Code § 42-l 701A, asserting that no administrative hearing had previously been held on those 
matters. The Director denied the requests, finding that the Coalition had been afforded hearings 
on the issues raised. 382 R., p.757; 382 R., pp.890-891; md 382 R., p.1040. The Director held 
that hearings conducted in 2008 mid 2010 constituted hearings previously afforded to the 
Coalition on the matters. Id. This Court holds that the Director's decision in this respect was 
made in violation of Idaho Code § 42-1701A. 
Idaho Code§ 42-170\A provides in part that "my person aggrieved by any action of the 
director, including any decision, determination, order or other action ... who is aggrieved by the 
action of the director, md who has not previously been afforded ru1 opportnnity for a hearing on 
the matter shall be entitled to a hem-ing before the director to contest the action." I.C. § 42-
170 lA. The plain language of the statute is mandatory. The Director does not specify the 
previous hearings in 2008 md 20 IO on which he relies in denying the Coalition's requests for 
hearing. However, the Director likely refers to the hearing held before Hearing Officer 
commencing on January 18, 2008, and the hearing on the Methodology Order held on May 24, 
2010. Those two hearings pertained specifically to the development and issuru1ce of tl1e 
_Methodology Order. However, the Director thereafter issued a series of final orders, listed 
above, applying his methodology to the facts and circumstances arising in the 2012 and 2013 
water years. The hearings conducted in 2008 and 2010 did not address his application of bis 
methodology to the 2012 and 2013 water years. And, a review of the Coalition's Requests for 
Hearing establishes that the Coalition raised issues, md requested hearings on issues, not 
previously addressed in the 2008 mid 2010 hearings. 
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The Coalition's Request for Hearing on Order Revising April 2013 Forecast Supply 
(Steps 6-8) is illustrative, 382 R., pp.969-979. The Coalition requested a hearing on the 
Director's isstsance of his Order Revising April 2013 Forecast Supply (Methodology Steps 6-8) 
on August 27, 2013. It asserted that waiting u::itil August 27 to issue a revi.,ed forecast was 
contrary to step 6 of the kfethodology Order, which provides that "[a]pproxlmately ha!f,,vay 
through the irrigation season" the Director "ill issue a revised forecast supply. 382 R., pp.970-
971. TI1e Coalition also requested a hearing on the Director's decision to apportion the 14,200 
acre-feet of mitigation water secured by IGWA to give 7,300 acre-feet to American Falls 
Reservoir District No, 2 ar.d 6,900 acre-fee: to the Twin Falls Canal Company. 382 R, pp.971-
972, It asserted that such an apportionment was in error, given that the entirety of the mitigation 
water was initially secured to address material injury to the Twin Falls Canal Company, Id, The 
record establishes that neither of these matters had been previously addressed in a prior 
administrative heacing, These arguw.ents do not attack the Methodology Order itse1t: but rather 
cha11enge whether the Director complied with the terms of the Meilwdology Order in "'.is 
application of bis methodology to the 2013 water year. Therefore, the Director was statutorily 
required to afford the Coalition a hearing under the plain language of Idaho Code § 42-l 701A. 
Since the Director did not p,·eviously afford the Coalition a hearing on the issllarice raised 
in the subject Requests for Hearing, t':e Director's decisions ,o·deny the Coalition the 
opportunity for a hearing on those Requests were made in violation ofldaho Code§ 42-1701A. 
Ihe Court further finds that substantial rights of the Coalition members were prejudiced in the 
form of their statutory to an adrninistrative hearing. As a result, the Director's decisions in 
this respect are hereby set aside and remanded fur further proceedings as necessary. 
F. The City of Pocatello is not entitled to the relief it seeks with respect to the 
Director'sAs,Applietl Order. 
The City of Pocatello seeks judicial review ofthe Director's As-Applied Order on several 
grounds. It first argues that As-Applied Order, wherein the Director applied steps 3 and 4 of 
the i'Jethodotagy Order to tr.e 2010 water year, is arbitrary and capricious. Specifically, that the 
As-Applied Order arbitrarily and capriciously based its initial material injury detennination to the 
Coalition's reasonable in-season demand upon a historic dermmd baseline analysis and an 
intentional underestimation of water supply. This argument is not an attack on the As-Applied 
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Order, but rather another challenge to the Dfrectcr's methodology for determining material 
injury to reasonable in-season demand as set furth i.n the Methodology Order. This Court 
addressed and rejected the City's argument rn this respect above mder Sec'.ions V.K. and V.L. 
TI1e City of Pocatello next argues that requiring junior users to se.cure mitigation 'Nater 
that is ultimately not required for beneficial use is contrary to Idaho law. 16 Again, this is not a 
challenge to the As-Applied Order, but rather a challenge to steps 4 and 8 of the Methodology 
Order. If the Director detennines that material injmy to reasonable in-season demand exists or 
will exist tE1<:er steps 3 alld 4, then the juriior users are required under step 4 to establish t'1eir 
ability to m:tigate that injury to avoid curtailment. 382 R., pp.598-599. To avoid CUltaihneEt, 
junior users only need establish their ability to secure mitigalion water to be provided to tl1e 
Coalition at a later date (i.e., the "Time of Need"). Step 8 then provides !hat if the Director's in-
season recalculations and adjustments establish that material injury to reasonable in-season 
demand is less ,han initiaily deterr:1ined due to changing conditions, the juniors will not need to 
provide the full amount of wale! initially secured to the Coalition. 382 R., p.600. The City's 
argument that this result is contrary to (aw is unavailing, and fails to account for the burdens of 
proof and evidentiary standards established by Idaho law. 
As stated in more detail above, when the Director mal,es his initial 01atedal injury 
determination to reasonable in-season demanc. in A;iril, he is making the c.etermbation that 
r..1aterial injury is occurring or will occur. Under the CM Rules and established Idaho law, the 
Director must curtail at that point, or allow out-of-priority water use pursuant to a properly 
enacted mitigation plan, 2013 SWCCase, 155 Idaho at 653,315 PJdat 841. There is no 
presumption that adir:inistering to the full quantity oftl1e Coalition's decreed water rights will 
result ir: v,,aste. To the contrary, since the Coalition's water lights are decreed rights, Idaho law 
dictates that proper weight must be given to the decreed quantity off.hose r'ghts. As a result, the 
presumption tmder Idaho law is that the Coalition members are entitled to their decreed 
quantities in times of shortage. AFRD#2, 143 Idaho at 878, 154 P.3d at 449. If juruor users 
believe that adminisrering to the full decreed amount of the Coalition's water rights will ,esult in 
waste, they :r,ust come fo:th with c'.ear and convincing evidence establishing that fact. A&B Irr. 
Dist., 153 Idaho at 524,284 P.3d at 249. 
t<i. As set forth in further detail below, the Director's As-Applied Order did not require er result h: the City of 
Pocatello sec:iring mitigation wate: !n 20 l Q that was rot ultimately required for beneficial use. 
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It is against these legal presumptions, burdens of proof, and evidentiary standards that the 
Director's lvfethodo/ogy Order must be analyzed. In the Methodology Order, the Director 
recognizes that "[i]f the Director predicts that the SWC will be materially injured, the 
consequence of that prediction is an obligation that must be borne by junior ground water users." 
382 R., p.593. And, that: 
By requiring that junior ground water users provide of have options to acquire 
water in place during the season of need, the Director ensnres that the SWC does 
not cany the risk of shortage to their supply. By not requiring junior ground 
water users to provide mitigation water until the time of need, the Director 
ensures that junior ground water users provide only the amount of water necessary 
to satisfy the reasonable in-season demand. 
Id. The Colilt fmds that the Director's analysis in Ibis respect protects senior rights in times of 
shortage by appropriately accounting for the legal presumptions, burdens of proof, and 
evidentiary standards required by Idaho law. Therefore, the Court :finds that the Director's 
decision in this respect was reached through an exercise of reason, is within the limits of his 
discretion arid must be affirmed. 
The City of Pocatello next argues that in detemrining the reasonable in-season demand of 
the Coalition in his 2010 As-Applied Order, the Director failed to account for all water diverted 
by Coalition members for delivery to other entities (i.e., wheeled water). The Methodology 
Order provides that in calculating the Coalition's reasonable in-season demand, "any natmal 
flow or storage water deliveries to entities other than the SWC for pmposes unrelated to the 
original right will be adjusted so that the water is not included as a part of the SWC water supply 
or carryover volume." 3 82 R., p.578. The City argues that the Director en-oneously failed to 
subtract all wheeled water from the Coalition's reasonable in season demand calculations. This 
Comt disagrees. The City relies on Exhibit 3000 from the hearing on the As-Applied Order in 
2010. That exhibit provides that "Wheeled water transactions for A&B, AFRD2, Minidoka, and 
TFCC may have occurred, but values were less than 1 % of total demand and therefore were not 
considered." 382 Ex. 3000, Hearing on the As-Applied Order. That exhibit only establishes that 
wheeled water transactions "may have occnrred." The fact that such transaction may have 
occurred is not is not sufficient if the Director is going to use that data to administer to less than 
the full amount of the Coalition's decreed rights. A&B Irr. Dist., 153 Idaho at 524,284 P.3d at 
249 (holding, "Once a decree is presented to an administrating agency or court, all changes to 
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that decree, permanent or temporary, must be suppmied by clear and convincing evidence"). 
The City points to no clear and convincing evidence in the record establishing that such 
transactions did occur. Therefore, the City is not entitled to the relief it seeks on this issue. 
The City of Pocatello next argues that the Director improperly limited the scope of a 
hearing held on one of the Director's orders applying his methodology to the 2010 water year. 
This Court disagrees. On April 29, 2010, the Director issued his Order Regarding April 2010 
Forecast SuppZv (Methodology Steps 3 & 4). 382 R., pp.185· 198. Unlike the Coalition's 
requests for hearings in 2012 and 2013. which were improperly denied, the Director acted 
consistent with Idaho Code§ 42·1701A in 2010 by granting a hearing follo,ving the issuance of 
his April 29, 20 I 0, Order when requested. The April 29, 2010, Order was limited to applying 
steps 3 and 4 of the Methodology Order to the 2010 water year. Therefore, the Director did not 
en in limiting the evidence presented at that hearing to information relevant to whether the 
Director's application of steps 3 and 4 to the 2010 water year complied ,vith the klethodology 
Order. 382 R., p.466. The Court finds, after a review oftl1e record in this case, that the Director 
complied with the requirements ofldaho Code § 42-170 lA, and that the City of Pocatello had a 
meaningful opportunity to be heard at that hearing, as Depatiment staff familiar with the Order 
were present at that hearing to present evidence and testimony and to be subject to examination. 
Therefore, the City of Pocatello's request for relief on this issue is denied. 
Last, with respect to all of the issues raised by the City of Pocatello relating to the 
Director's As-Applied Order, the Court finds that City of Pocatello has failed to establish that its 
substantial rights were prejudiced as a result of that Order wider Idaho Code§ 67·5279(4). The 
Director's As-Applied Order required no action on the pait of the City of Pocatello. The Director 
did not order the City of Pocatello to mitigate any material injury to the Coalition in 20 l O in his 
As-Applied Order. Nor has the City of Pocatello established that it would have been in the 
curtailment zone in 2010 under the As-Applied Order. Only !OW A was required to show it 
ability to secure rnitigation water under the Director's As-Applied Order in 20 IO in order to 
avoid cm1ailment. Therefore, since the City of Pocatello has failed to establish that its 
substantial rights were prejudiced as a result of the Director's As-Applied Order, it is not entitled 
to the relief it seeks with respect to that Order. LC.§ 67·5279(4). 
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VII. 
REMAINING FINAL ORDERS 
The Coalition filed Petitions seeking judicial review of the Director's Final Order 
Revising April 2010 Forecast Supply (11Jethodology Step 7), dated September 17, 2010, Final 
Order Establishing 2010 Reasonable Carryover (Methodology Step 9), dated November 30, 
2010, and Order Releasing IGWAjiom 2012 Reasonable Canyover Shortfall Obligation 
(Methodology Step 5), dated June 13, 2013. T11e Coalition provided no briefing or argument 
specific to these Final Orders on judicial review. However, through these Final Orders the 
Director applied his methodology as set forth in the Methodology Order. To the extent these 
Final Orders applied the Methodology Order in a manner inconsistent with this Court's analysis 
and holdings regarding the Methodology Order as set forth herein, they are set aside and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
VIII. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER OF REMAND 
For the reasons set forth above, the actions taken by Director in this matter are affim1ed 
in part and set aside in part. The case is remanded for fmther proceedings as necessary 
consistent with this decision. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated S"'p1c.~l,.....,_ 2 le 1 20\c..\ 
District Judge 
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I. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
This case originated when Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") filed a Petition in the above-
captioned matter seeking judicial review of a final order of the Director of the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources ("IDWR" or "Department"). The order under review is the Director's 
Amended Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part JGWA 's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting 
Stay Issued February 21, 2014,·Amended Curtailment Order ("Amended Final Order") issued on 
May 16, 2014, in IDWR Docket Nos. CM-MP-2014-001 and CM-DC-2011-004. The Amended 
Final Order approves in part a mitigation plan submitted by the Idaho Ground Water 
Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A") in response to a delivery call made by Rangen. Rangen asserts 
that the Amended Final Order is contrary to law in several respects and requests that this Court 
set it aside and remand for further proceedings. 
B. Course of Proceedings and Statement of Facts. 
The underlying administrative proceeding in this matter concerns a delivery call. The 
call commenced in 2011, when Rangen filed a petition with the Department requesting 
curtailment of certain hydraulically connected junior ground water rights. On January 29, 2014, 
the Director issued his Curtailment Order in response to the call. 1 Ex.2042. The Director 
concluded that Rangen 's senior water right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 are being materially 
injured by junior users. He ordered that certain junior ground water rights bearing priority dates 
junior to July 13, 1962, be curtailed as a result on or before March 14, 2014. Ex.2042, p.42. 
However, the Director instructed that the affected junior users could avoid curtailment if they 
proposed and had approved a mitigation plan that provided "simulated steady state benefits of 
9. 1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9. I cfs to Rangen." Id. He further directed that if 
mitigation is provided by direct flow to Rangen, the mitigation plan "may be phased-in over not 
more than a five-year period pursuant to Rule 40 of the CM Rules as follows: 3.4 cfs the first 
1 The Director issued his Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition/or Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground 
Water Rights Junior to July I 3, 1962 ("Curtailment Order") on January 29, 2014, in IDWR Docket No. 2011-004. 
It is included in the agency record as Exhibit 2042. The Director's Curtailment Order is not at issue in this 
proceeding. However, it was subject to judicial review by this Court in Twin Falls County Case No. CV·2014·1338. 
This Court entered its 1'4emorandum Decision and Order and Judgment in that case on October 24, 2014. 
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year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth 
year." 2 Id. 
IGWA filed a proposed mitigation plan with the Director on February 11, 2014. R., pp.!-
! 3. The plan set forth various proposals for junior users to meet their mitigation obligations to 
Rangen. Id. Following hearing, the Director issued his Order Approving in Part and Rejecting 
in Part IGWA 's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended 
Curtailment Order ("Final Order"), wherein he approved IGW A's mitigation plan in part. R., 
pp.464-489. In so approving, the Director granted IGWA a total mitigation credit of 3.0 cfs. R., 
p.484. The Director then noted that "the total mitigation credit is 0.4 cfs less than the annual 
mitigation requirement of 3.4 cfs for the armual period from April 1, 2014 through March 31, 
2015." Id. To address the mitigation deficiency, the Final Order included a revised curtailment 
order providing that certain junior ground water rights bearing priority dates junior to July 1, 
1983, would be curtailed on or before May 5, 2014. Id. Following the filing of motions for 
reconsideration, the Director issued his Final Order on Reconsideration as well as his Amended 
Final Order. The Amended Final Order superseded the Director's Final Order, but did not 
materially change the substantive findings of fact or conclusions of law at issue here. 
On June 13, 2014, Rangen filed the instant Petition for Judicial Review, asserting that the 
Director's Amended Final Order is contrary to law in several respects and should be set aside 
and remanded for further proceedings. The case was reassigned by the clerk of the court to this 
Court on June 16, 2014.3 On August 6, 2014, the Court entered an Order permitting IOWA, 
A&B Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, American Falls 
Reservoir District #2, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company and Twin Falls 
Canal Company to appear as intervenors in this proceeding. Rangen and the Department 
subsequently briefed the issues contained in the Petition. The Intervenors did not submit any 
briefing with respect to the Petition. A hearing on the Petition was held before this Court on 
November 13, 2014. The parties did not request the opportunity to submit additional briefing 
2 The term 1'CM Rules" refers to Idaho's Rules/or Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water 
Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11. 
3 The case was reassigned to this Court pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order Dated December 
9, 2009, entitled: In the Matier a/the Appointment of the SRBA District Court to Hear All Petitions for Judicial 
Review From the Department of Water Resources Involving Administration of Water Rights. 
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and the Court does not require any in this matter. Therefore, this matter is deemed fully 
submitted for decision on the next business day or December 14, 2010. 
II. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review ofa final decision of the director of!DWR is governed by the Idaho 
Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code§ 42-l 701A(4). Under IDAPA, 
the Court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record created before the 
agency. Idaho Code§ 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 ldaho 59, 61, 831 P.2d 527, 529 (1992). The 
Court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on 
questions of fact. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(1 ); Castaneda v. Brighton Corp., 130 Idaho 923,926,950 
P.2d 1262, 1265 ( 1998). The Court shall affirm the agency decision unless the court finds that the 
agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or, 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(3); Castaneda, 130 Idaho at 926, 950 P.2d at 1265. The petitioner must 
show that the agency erred in a manner specified in Idaho Code § 67-5279(3), and that a 
substantial right of the party has been prejudiced. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4). Even if the 
evidence in the record is conflicting, the Court shall not overturn an agency's decision that is 
based on substantial competent evidence in the record.4 Barron v. IDWR, 13 5 Idaho 414, 417, 
18 P.3d 219, 222 (200 I). The Petitioner also bears the burden of documenting and proving that 
there was not substantial evidence in the record to support the agency's decision. Payelfe River 
Property Owners Assn v. Board of Comm 'rs., 132 Idaho 552, 976 P.2d 477 (1999). 
~ Substantial does not mean that the evidence was uncomradicted. All that is required is that the evidence be of such sufficient quantity and 
probative value that reasonable minds could conclude that the finding -whether it be by a jury, trial judge. special master, or hearing officer-
was proper. IL is 11ot necessary that the evidence be of such quru,tity or quality that reasonable minds must conclude, only that they could 
conclude:. Therefore, a hearing officer's findings of fact arc properly rejected only if the evidence is so weak that reasonable minds could not 
come to the s:ime conclusions the hearing officer reaciied. See eg. ,\,fann v. Safeway Stores, inc. 95 Idaho 732. 518 P-2d 1194 {!974); .see also 
Evansv. Hara's Inc., 125 Idaho 473,478,849 P.2d 934,939 (1993). 
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The Director's Curtailment Order allows for phased-in mitigation. Ex.2042, p.42. It 
contemplates a first year mitigation obligation of3.4 cfs from junior users for the annual period 
commencing April 1, 2014, and ending March 31, 2015 ("2014 Period"). Id. Thereafter, it 
contemplates incremental increases in the mitigation obligation of junior users for each of the 
following four years. Id. To determine the mitigation obligation for each year of the five year 
phase-in, the Director ran ESP AM 2.1 to establish the benefits that would accrue to Rangen if 
curtailment was implemented under the Curtailment Order. Ex.2043, p.5. The exercise revealed 
that if curtailment was implemented, the predicted benefit to the Martin-Curren Tunnel during 
each of the first four years would be 3.4 cfs, 5.2 cfs, 6.0 cfs and 6.6 cfs respectively. Id. Those 
numbers thus represent the respective mitigation obligations of junior users during the first four 
years of phased-in mitigation. Id. With respect to the fifth year, ESP AM 2.1 predicted a 
curtailment benefit to the Martin-Curren Tunnel of 7.1 cfs. Ex.2043, pp.5-6. However, the 
Director held that the full obligation of 9.1 cfs would nonetheless be required the fifth year 
because "the Director can only phase in curtailment over five years per Conjunctive 
Management Rule 20.04." Ex.2043, p.6. 
The mitigation plan proposed by !GW A in this case set forth nine proposals for junior 
users to meet their mitigation obligations to Rangen. In his Amended Final Order, the Director 
approved IG WA's plan in part. He approved IGWA's first proposal to engage in aquifer 
enhancement actcvities, including: (a) conversions from ground water irrigation to surface water 
irrigation, (b) voluntary "dry-ups" of acreage irrigated with ground water through the 
Conservation Reserve Enhanced Program or other cessation of irrigation with ground water, and 
(c) ground water recharge. R., p.616. These activities augment the ground water supply in the 
ESP A. which in tum increases ESPA discharge to springs in the Hagerman area. He also 
approved IGWA's second proposal to provide direct delive1y of surface water from the Martin-
Curren Tunnel to Rangen as a result of an exchange agreement between one of its members, the 
North Snake Ground Water District ("NSGWD"), and Howard Morris ("Morris Water Exchange 
Agreement"). Id. Morris holds water rights senior to Rangen's that authorize the diversion of 
water from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. With respect to the remaining seven proposals, the 
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Director rejected those on the grounds that IOWA failed to carry its evidentiary burden. R., pp. 
600 & 617. 
In full, the Director granted IOWA a total of 3.0 cfs of transient mitigation credit for the 
2014 Period in his Amended Final Order. R., p.614. Of that total, 1.2 cfs is attributable to 
aquifer enhancement activities. Id. The remaining 1.8 cfs is attributable to the Morris Water 
Exchange Agreement. Id. On judicial review, Rangen raises issues concerning the legality of 
the Director's approval of both mitigation proposals. 
A. The Amended Final Order's approval of IGWA's mitigation proposal based on 
future aquifer enhancement activities is reversed and remanded for further 
proceedings as necessary. 
Rangen seeks judicial review of the Director's approval of ]OW A's mitigation proposal 
to engage in aquifer enhancement activities. Rangen does not take issue with the Director's 
approval of mitigation credit attributable to past aquifer enhancement activities (i.e., 2005-2013). 
However, it argues that under the facts and circumstances present here, the Director's approval 
of mitigation credit for future aquifer enhancement activities is contrary to law and an abuse of 
discretion. Rangen contends that the Director's approval places an unlawful risk on it as the 
senior appropriator that the future enhancement activities will not occur. It asserts "there are no 
provisions in the Director's Amended Final Order to ensure that these future activities will 
occur," and "there are similarly no contingency provisions if the future activities do not or carrnot 
occur." Rangen Opening Br., p.9. This Court agrees. 
When material injury to a senior water right is found to exist, the CM Rules permit the 
Director to allow out-of-priority water use to occur pursuant to an approved mitigation plan. 
IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01. In this case, the Director's Amended Final Order permits out-of-
priority water use in part because of anticipated future aquifer enhancement activities that the 
Director assumes will occur: 
Using the data entered into evidence at the hearing, the Department input data into 
the model for each year of private party aquifer enhancement activities from 2005 
through 2014. The 2005 through 2013 data were compiled from previously 
documented activities. IDWR Ex. 3001; IOWA Ex. 1025. For 2014, 
conversions, CREP, and voluntary curtailment projects were assumed to be 
identical to 2013, and private party managed recharge was assumed to be zero. 
The Department determined the average arrnual benefit from aquifer enhancement 
activities predicted to accrue to the Curren Tunnel between April 2014 and March 
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2015 is 871 acre feet, which is equivalent to an average rate of 1.2 cfs for 365 
days. 
R., p.604 ( emphasis added). While the Director has discretion to approve a mitigation plan 
based on future mitigation activities, such a mitigation plan "must include contingency 
provisions to assure protection of the senior-priority right in the event the mitigation water 
source becomes unavailable." IDAPA 37 .03.11.043 .03.c. 
This Court finds that the Director's Amended Final Order lacks a contingency provision 
adequate to protect Rangen's senior rights in the event the assumed future aquifer enhancement 
activities do not occur. The future activities contemplated by the plan consist primarily of 
conversions by junior users from ground water use to surface water use. Ex. 1025. The record 
establishes that most of the juniors that have converted to a surface water source also maintain 
their ground water connections as a safety net. Tr., pp.153-154. If for any reason those junior 
converters are unable to meet their water needs from their surface source, they assert the right to 
switch back to using ground water at any time. 
That such is the case is evidenced by the testimony of Richard Lynn Carlquist 
("Carlquist"). Carlquist is the chairman of the NSGWD. Tr., p.74. The NSGWD is an IGWA 
member. Tr., p. 77. Carlquist also sits as a member of IGW A's executive committee. Tr., p.78. 
At the hearing before the Director, Carlquist testified that the conversions by junior users are 
voluntary. Further, that if junior converters do not receive all the water they need from their 
surface water source, they can and should revert back to using ground water: 
Q. [Haemmerle] Now, I want to understand how the conversions might 
work. You characterized almost all conversions as soft; correct? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] And you described it in such a way that if the people who do 
those conversions, they have the ability to tum on their pumps if they're 
not obtaining surface water; correct? 
A. [Carlquist] That's correct. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Would you say that's a routine practice? 
A. [Carlquist] It hasn't happened much, but we have told them that they need 
to maintain that as an option because we cannot guarantee that we can 
lease water every year, year in and year out. 
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Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. Have you leased water in the last several years? 
A [Carlquist] Yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Have you been able to deliver that leased water through the 
entire irrigation season routinely? 
A [Carlquist] For the most- most of the years we have been able to do that, 
yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. Are there years where you're unable to do that? 
A. [Carlquist] There have been where we haven't been able to get as much as 
has been requested by the converters. 
Q. [Haemmerle] And you in fact expressly tell them that if they're not getting 
their surface water they need to be able to turn their pumps back on; 
correct? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes, that's what we've told them. Ifwe can't get the water, 
that's why they need to maintain that connection. 
Q. [Haemmerle] All right. And so most everyone maintains a connection to 
their groundwater pumps; correct? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] And you agree that they -- you, sitting here today, you agree 
that they should be able to tum their pumps back on when they need 
water? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Tr., pp.152-154. 
Following the above-quoted exchange, counsel for Rangen further inquired ofCarlquist 
concerning IGWA's understanding of its proposed mitigation plan: 
Q. [Haemmerle] All right. Now, you understand that IGWA is seeking what's 
called a steady-state credit for these conversions. Do you know what that means? 
A. [Carlquist] Basically, yes, I do. We're asking for credit for the amount of 
converted water that we have been able to put to use. 
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Q. [Haemmerle] And the steady state concept that I'm talking to you about envisions 
that water remains off for a long period of time where over a period of time water 
will appear at the Martin-Curren Tunnel. Do you understand that? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. How the model tells them it will happen. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. And that contemplates that water remains unused for a 
period of time, more than one year. Do you understand that? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. So it seems to me, Mr. Carlquist, that in order to get credit 
for the conversions it seems fair that those people who convert cease using their 
groundwater pumping. Do you agree or disagree? 
A. [Carlquist] I disagree. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. So if in need, people on groundwater pumping can simply 
resume? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Tr., pp.154-155. 
While the Director is assuming that mitigation conversions will continue and be 
maintained into the future, the testimony of Carlquist establishes that such an assumption is 
shaky at best. The conversions are voluntary, not compelled. Absent from the Director's 
Amended Final Order is any directive requiring that junior convertors refrain from reverting to 
ground water use during the implementation of the mitigation plan. As a result, neither the 
Director nor Rangen has any mechanism to compel compliance with the Director's assumption 
that mitigation conversions will occur into the future. To the contrary, junior users admit that the 
conversions will be maintained only so long as ]G WA acquires enough surface water to meet 
their demands. Tr., pp.152-155. IGW A has not always been able to do so. The record 
establishes that there have indeed been years when IGW A has been unable to secure enough 
surface water to meet the demands of the convertors. Tr., p.153. When such a scenario arises, 
IGW A has instructed junior convertors to revert to ground water use to satisfy their water needs. 
Tr., 153. These instructions persist notwithstanding IGWA's submittal of its mitigation plan. 
Tr., pp.152-155. 
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Although the Director has assumed that mitigation conversions will continue into the 
future, the record establishes there is certainly no guarantee that such will actually be the case. 
Therefore, the CM Rules require that the mitigation plan include a contingency provision to 
assure the protection of the Rangen's rights in the event that source of mitigation water (i.e., 
water accrued to Rangen from ground to surface conversions) becomes unavailable. The 
Department argues that the Amended Final Order contains such a mitigation provision. It 
provides: 
If the proposed mitigation falls short of the annual mitigation requirement, the 
deficiency can be calculated at the beginning of the irrigation season. Diversion 
of water by junior water right holders will be curtailed to address the deficiency. 
R., p.602. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has previously held that the Director abused his discretion in 
approving a mitigation plan that does not provide an adequate contingency provision. in the 
Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights Held By or For the Benefit of A&B Irr. 
Dist., 155 Idaho 640,654,315 P.Jd 828,842 (2013). Such is the case here. If junior convertors 
choose to revert back to ground water use during a given year, the above provision establishes 
that the Director will take no action with respect to that reversion, and the resulting mitigation 
deficiency, during that year. It provides only that the Director will address the deficiency at the 
beginning of the following irrigation season. And, that the Director will then curtail junior water 
right holders at that time to cure the deficiency. The Court holds such actions do not ensure the 
protection ofRangen's senior water rights as required by the CM Rules, and as snch prejudice 
and diminish Rangen's substantial rights. They do not address the mitigation deficiency in the 
year in which it occurs; that is, the year Rangen's senior water rights will suffer injury. 
Curtailing ground water rights the following irrigation season is too late. The injury to Rangen's 
rights, and corresponding out-of0 priority water nse, will have already occurred. Since the 
Director's Amended Final Order does not contain a contingency provision adequate to assure 
protection of Rangen's senior-priority water rights, it must be set aside and remanded for further 
proceedings as necessary. 
B. The Amended Fi11a/ Order's approval of IGWA's mitigation proposal concerning the 
Morris Water Exchange Agreement is reversed and remanded in part for further 
proceedings as necessary. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
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Ran gen next seeks judicial review of the Director's approval of IGWA's second 
mitigation proposal concerning the Morris Water Exchange Agreement. It argues that the 
Director's approval of the Agreement as a source of mitigation is contrary to law in several 
respects and must be reversed and remanded. Rangen sets forth three primary arguments in 
support of its position. Each will be addressed in tum. 
i. The Amended Final Order does not violate the prior appropriation doctrine 
in approving the Morris Water Exchange Agreement as providing a sonrce 
of mitigation water to Ran gen. 
Rangen first argues that the Director's approval of the Morris Water Exchange 
Agreement runs contrary of the doctrine of prior appropriation and its basic principle of priority 
administration. Rangen initiated the instant delivery call on the grounds that it is not receiving 
all the water it is entitled to under water right numbers 36-255 I and 36-7694. Those rights 
authorize Rang en to divert water from the Martin-Curren Tunnel under a July I 3, 1962, and April 
12, 1977, priority respectively. Morris holds decreed water rights to divert water from the 
Martin-Curren Tunnel that are senior to those rights. Ex. I 049. In February 2014, Morris entered 
into the Morris Water Exchange Agreement with the NSGWD. Ex.2032. Under the Agreement, 
Morris authorizes NSGWD to use his Ma1tin-Curren Tunnel water rights "as needed to provide 
mitigation water to Rangen .... " Id. In exchange, NSGWD agreed to deliver Morris an 
equivalent quantity of water via an alternative surface water source referred to as the Sandy 
Pipeline. Id. In his Amended Final Order, the Director approved the Morris Water Exchange 
Agreement as providing a source of mitigation water to Rangen, and granted IGW A 1.8 cfs of 
mitigation credit for the 2014 Period for the direct delivery of that water to Rangen. R., p.617. 
Ran gen argues that the Director's approval of the Morris Water Exchange Agreement as 
mitigation is contrary to the prior appropriation doctrine. It contends that since Morris is not 
exercising his senior water rights out of the Martin-Curren Tunnel. the prior appropriation 
doctrine requires that the unused water go to the next user in priority on that source. This Court 
disagrees. Rangen's argument appears to confuse the concept of one's right as a water right 
holder to contract with others for the sale or use of water under that right with concepts of 
forfeiture, abandonment and nonuse. When one forfeits or abandons a water right, the priority of 
the original appropriator may be lost and junior users on the source may move up the ladder of 
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priority. Jenkins v. State, Dept. of Water Resources, 103 Idaho 384,388,647 P.2d 1256, 1260 
( 1982). However, such is not the case here. In his Amended Final Order, the Director did not 
find that Morris' senior rights had been forfeited or abandoned due to nonuse. To the contrary, 
the Director found that Morris' senior rights are in fact being used in priority, albeit not by 
Morris. Pursuant to the plain language of the Morris Water Exchange Agreement, those rights 
are being used in priority by NSOWD to provide direct delivery of mitigation water to Rangen. 
Such agreements are commonplace in Idaho, and are often utilized by junior users in delivery 
calls to provide a source of mitigation water in lieu of curtailment. Therefore, the Court finds 
Rangen's arguments on this issue are unavailing, and the Amended Final Order is affirmed in 
this respect. 
ii. The Director's use of flow data associated with an average year to determine 
the mitigation credits of junior users is reversed and remanded for further 
proceedings as necessary. 
In determining the amount of mitigation credit to grant !OW A as a result of the Morris 
Water Exchange Agreement, the Director had to first predict how much water will emanate from 
the Martin-Curren Tunnel throughout the implementation of the mitigation plan. To do this, the 
Director relied upon historical flow data associated with average Martin-Curren Tunnel 
discharge for the years 2002 through 2013. R., pp.605-606. He noted that "[f]rom 2002 through 
2013, the average irrigation season flow has varied between 2.3 cfs and 5.7 cfs." R., p.605. He 
then determined that "[t]he average of the average irrigation season values for each year from 
2002 through 2013 is 3.7 cfs." Id. The Director thus awarded mitigation credit to IOWA 
resulting from the Morris Water Exchange Agreement on the assumption that 3.7 cfs will 
emanate from the Martin-Curren Tunnel each year the mitigation plan is implemented. Rangen 
argues that the Director's use of flow data associated with an average year fails to protect its 
senior rights. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that the Director may utilize a predictive baseline 
methodology when responding to a delivery call. In the Matter of Distribution of Water to 
Various Water Rights Held By or For the Benefit of A&B Irr. Dist., 155 Idaho at 650,315 P.3d at 
838 (2013) (holding "[t]he Director may, consistent with Idaho law, employ a baseline 
methodology for management of water resources and as a starting point in administration 
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proceedings"). Therefore, the Director's use of a predictive baseline methodology in this 
context is not inconsistent with Idaho law. However, tbe Court finds the Director's application 
of a baseline that utilizes flow data associated with an average year to be problematic. 
This Court recently addressed a similar issue in its Memorandum Decision and Order 
("Memo Decision") issued in Gooding County Case No. CV-2010-382 on September 26, 2014. 
That case, like this one, involved a delivery call. In responding to the call, the Director 
employed a baseline for purposes of his initial reasonable in-season demand determination. 
Memo Decision, p.33. In so employing, the Director did not use data associated with an average 
year. Id. To the contrary, to determine the water demand of the senior users in that case, the 
Director intentionally used historic data associated years of above average temperatures and 
evapotranspiration and below average precipitation. Id. To determine water supply, the Director 
intentionally underestimated supply. Id. at 35. When responding to the allegations that he 
should have used demand and supply data associated with an average year, the Director 
responded that "equality in sharing the risk will not adequately protect the senior priority surface 
water right holder from injury." Id. at 33. Further, that "the incurrence of actual demand 
shortfalls by a senior surface water right holder resulting from ... predictions based on average 
data unreasonably shifts the risk of shortage to the senior surface water right holder." Id. When 
juniors users argued on judicial review that the Director was required to use demand and supply 
data associated with an average year, this Court disagreed. Id. at pp.33-35. The Court ultimately 
upheld the Director's rationale that the use of data associated with an average year would not 
adequately protect the seniors' rights in that case. Memo Decision, pp.33-35. 
Such is also the case here. The Director's use of flow data associated with an average 
year to award mitigation credit to IGWA does not adequately protect Rangen's senior rights. 
The mitigation credit is awarded on the assumption that 3.7 cfs will emanate from the Martin-
Curren Tunnel during each year the mitigation plan is implemented. That assumption is 
determined based on historic data associated with an average year. Using data associated with an 
average year by its very definition will result in an over-prediction of Martin-Curren Tunnel 
flows half of the time. When that occurs, Rangen's senior rights will not be protected, resulting 
in prejudice and the diminishment of Rangen's substantial rights. This Court agrees with the 
Director's prior proclamation in Gooding County Case No. CV-2010-382 that "equality in 
sharing the risk will not adequately protect the senior priority surface water right holder from 
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injury." and that "predictions based on average data unreasonably shifts the risk of shortage to 
the senior surface water right holder." Therefore, the Director's Amended Final Order must be 
set aside in this respect and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
iii. The Director's use of an annual time period to evaluate the mitigation 
benefits of the Morris Water Exchange Agreement is reversed and remanded 
for further proceedings as necessary. 
The mitigation obligations set forth by the Director in his Curtailment Order are year-
round, 365 days a year, mitigation obligations. The obligations are year-row1d because water 
right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 authorize Rangen to divert water from the Martin-Curren 
Tunnel year-round. However, the Morris water rights for which the Director granted IOWA 
mitigation credit do not authorize year-round use. They only authorize Morris, and thus 
NSG WO via the Agreement, to divert water from the Martin-Curren Tunnel during the irrigation 
season.5 Indeed, the Director found that ''[t]he contribution of water to Rangen by leaving water 
in the Curren Tunnel that normally would have been diverted by Morris only benefits Rangen 
during the irrigation season." Id. Notwithstanding, the Director granted IGWA 365 days' worth 
of mitigation credit in the amount of 1.8 cfs for delivery of water under the Morris rights. On 
judicial review, Rangen challenges the Director's decision in this respect. 
Despite the fact that Morris' senior water rights provide no water to Rangen during the 
non-irrigation season, the Director's Amended Final Order grants JGW A a year-round mitigation 
credit for delivery of water under those rights. The Director reasoned that "[a]veraging IGWA's 
mitigation activities over a period of one year will establish consistent time periods for 
combining delivery of the Morris water for mitigation and the average annual benefit provided 
by aquifer enhancement activities, and for direct comparison to the annual mitigation 
requirement." R., p.602. It is reasonable to runESPAM 2.1 to determine the benefits of aquifer 
enhancements activities on an annual time period. Conversions from groW1d water irrigation to 
surface water irrigation, voluntary "dry-ups," and ground water recharge all augment the ground 
water supply in the ESPA. The benefits of those activities accrue to Rangen on an annual time 
period, and so it reasonable to grant JGWA year-round mitigation credit for those activities. 
5 The irrigation season is defined under waterright numbers 36-134D, 36-134E and 36-135D as "02-15 to 11-30." 
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The direct delivery of wet water as mitigation is another story. It is a fiction to conclude 
that water delivered to Rangen under the Morris Water Exchange Agreement provides mitigation 
to Rangen on a year-round basis. Since that water is only available to Morris during the 
irrigation season, it is only available to NSGWD for delivery to Rangen during the irrigation 
season. In reality, it provides no mitigation water to Rangen during the non-irrigation season. 
Put differently, during the non-irrigation season, Rangen's rights are senior in priority to receive 
the water that would otherwise be available to satisfy the Morris Water Exchange Agreement 
rights during the inigation season. Therefore, the "foregone diversion" of Morris water during 
the irrigation season provides no mitigation water to Rangen during the non-irrigation season. 
Furthermore, Rangen 's rights rely on direct flow from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. This is not a 
situation involving a storage component where the volume of mitigation water delivered during 
the irrigation season can be mathematically and physically apportioned for use by Rangen over a 
365-day period. Absent such a situation, water credited for mitigation during the non-irrigation 
season is available on paper only. Therefore, the Court holds that the Director abused his 
discretion in granting IOWA year-round mitigation credit resulting from the Morris Water 
Exchange Agreement. The Director's decision in this respect prejudices and diminishes 
Rangen's senior rights and must be reversed and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
C. Rangen is not entitled to an award of attorney's fees on judicial review. 
In its Petition for Judicial Review, Ran gen seeks an award of attorney fees under Idaho 
Code§ 12-117. While Rangen seeks an award in its Petition, it has not supported that request 
with any argument or authority in its briefing. On that ground, Rangen is not entitled to an 
award of attorney fees on judicial review, and its request must be denied. See e.g., Bailey v. 
Bailey 153 Idaho 526,532,284 P.3d 970,976 (2012) (providing "the party seeking fees must 
support the claim with argument as well as authority"). Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court 
has instructed that attorney fees under Idaho Code§ 12-117 will not be awarded against a party 
that presents a "legitimate question for this Court to address." Kepler-Fleenor v. Fremont 
County, 152 ldaho 207,213,268 P.3d 1159, 1165 (2012). In this case, the issues presented to 
this Com1 are largely issues of first impression under the CM Rules. The Court holds that the 
Department has presented legitimate questions for this Court to address, and Rangen's request 
for attorney fees is alternatively denied on those grounds. 
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IV. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER OF REMAND 
For the reasons set forth above, the Director's Amended Final Order is affirmed in part 
and set aside in part. The Amended Final Order is remanded for further proceedings as 
necessary consistent with this decision. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated "D.-c-e ..... l,....,_ S, Z b I'-\ 
District Judge 
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I. On July 17, 2014, Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") filed a Petition in the above-captioned 
matter seeking judicial review of a final order of the Director of the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("IDWR" or "Department"). The final order under review is the Director's Order 
Approving IGWA 's Second Afitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay lrsued April 28, 2014; Second 
Amended Curtailment Order ("Final Order") issued in IDWR Docket Nos. CM-MP-2014-003 
and CM-DC-2011-004 on June 20, 2014. 
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2. On October 31, 2014, the Department filed a lvfolion to Dismiss, requesting that 
this Court dismiss Rangen's Petition as moot. Rangen opposes the Motion. The Intervenors 
have not taken a position on the Motion. A hearing on the ,\lotion was held before this Court on 
November 12, 2014. 
II. 
ANALYSIS 
Tbe administrative proceeding underlying this action concerns a delivery call filed by 
Rangen. On January 29, 2014. the Director issued a curtailment order in response to the call. 1 
The Director concluded that Rangen's senior water rights are being materially injured by junior 
users, and ordered curtailment of certain ground water rights located in the Eastern Snake Plain 
Aquifer. In response, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") submitted 
mitigations plans to the Director pursuant to the CM Rules,2 seeking to mitigate the material 
injury in lieu of curtailment. In his Final Order, the Director conditionally approved IOWA 's 
second proposed mitigation plan. That plan proposed delivery of 9. l cfs of mitigation water 
from Tucker Springs through a 1.3 mile pipeline to Rangen ("Tucker Springs Project"). The 
Director's Final Order instructed that the Tucker Springs Project must be completed and deliver 
water to Rangen no later than January 19, 2015. Final Order, p.18. Further. that "[f)ailure to 
provide water by January 19, 2015, to Rangen will result in curtailment of water rights junior or 
equal to August 12, 1973, unless another mitigation has l>een approved and is providing water to 
Rangen at its time of need." Id. 
Rangen initiated the instant proceeding on July 17, 2014, seeking judicial review of the 
Director's Final Order. On October 30, 2014, during the pendency of this proceeding, lGWA 
withdrew its second mitigation plan before the Department. Prior to withdrawal, IGW A 
submitted and had approved its founh mitigation plan as an alternative to its second mitigation 
plan. The founh mitigation provides for the direct delivery of up to 10 cfs of mitigation water 
1 The Diredor issued his Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petitfon for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground 
Water Rights Junior to July I 3, 1962 ("Curtailment Order") on January 29, 2014, in IDWR Docket No. 2011-004. 
The Director's Curtailment Order is not at issue in this proceeding. However, it was subject to judiciai review by 
this Court in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-20 !4-1338. This Coult entered its Memorandwn Decision and Order 
and Judgment in that case on October 24, 2014. 
2 The tenn HCM Rules" refers to Idaho's Rules/or Conjunctive A1cmagemeni of Surface and Ground Water 
Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11. 
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from Seapac's Magic Springs facility through a pipeline to Rangen ("Magic Springs Project"). 
The Director approved IGWA's fourth mitigation plan in the stead of its second mitigation plan 
via the issuance of his Order Approving !GWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan on October 29, 2014. 
To dovetail the January 19, 2015, water delivery deadline set forth in the second mitigation plan 
with the newly approved plan, the Director ordered that the Magic Springs Project must be 
completed and deliver water to Rangen by January 19, 2015, or junior water users will be 
curtailed. Order Approving IGFVA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan, p.21. 
In its Motion to Dismiss, the Department argues that the issues raised by Rangen in this 
proceeding have become moot as a result of the Director issuance of his Order Approving 
!GWA 's Fourth lvfitigation Plan, and IGWA's subsequent withdrawal of its second mitigation 
plan. Under Idaho law, an issue becomes moot "if it does not present a real and substantial 
controversy that is capable of being concluded" through judicial relief. Amer/tel Inns, Inc. v. 
Greater Boise Auditorium Dist., 141 Idaho 849, 851, 119 P.3d 624,626 (2005). The Idaho 
Supreme Court has recognized three exceptions to the moomess doctrine: "(I) when there is the 
possibility of collateral legal consequences imposed on the person raising the issue; (2) when the 
challenged conduct is likely to evade judicial review and thus is capable of repetition; and (3) 
when an otherwise moot issue raises concerns of substantial public interest." Kock v. Canyon 
County, 145 Idaho 158, 163, 177 P.3d 372,377 (2008). 
In this case, Rangen's Petition raises two categories of issues related to the Director's 
Final Order. First, it raises issues concerning the propriety of the Director's approval of the 
Tucker Springs Project as an authorized mitigation plan under the CM Rules. TI1e Court finds 
that these issues are now moot and thereby preclude judicial review. The Tucker Springs Project 
has been withdrawn as a mitigation plan, and is not being pursued by IGWA. Likev.ise, the 
Director's Final Order approving the second mitigation plan has been superseded by his Order 
Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan. The factual and legal issues associated with the 
Tucker Springs Project have been rendered moot as a result. The Court finds that the issues are 
no longer live, and that a judicial determination by this Court on the factual and legal issues 
associated with the Tucker Springs Project will have no practical effect. 
Second, Rangen raises issues related to the Director's decision to re-average Martin-
Curren Tunnel flows to calculate the Morris Exchange Water credit. Rangen asserts that these 
issues have not become mooted, because the Director adopted and incorporated his decision to 
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re-average those flows in his Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan. This Court 
disagrees. \Vhile the Director's re-averaging is still in effoct, it is not in effect pursuant to the 
Final Order at issue in this proceeding. That Final Order has been replaced and superseded by 
the Director's Order Approving !GWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan. The re-average is still in 
effect, but only under the Director's Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan, which is 
not at issue here. Administrative andjudidal proceedings, if any, relating to the Director's 
Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mirigation Plan will provide the appropriate forum for Rangen 
to raise these issues. 
The Court further finds that Rangen has failed to establish that any of the exceptions to 
the mootness doctrine apply. First, there are no collateral legal consequences imposed on 
Rangen. The Director's Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan implements the same 
mitigation deadlines as the Final Order. Therefore, there are no collateral legal consequences or 
prejudice to Rangen in that respect. Rangen will also have the opportunity to seek judicial 
review of the Director's Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan at a later date should 
it so choose. The fact Rangen may have to raise the same or similar issues in a separate judicial 
proceeding on the Director's Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan is not the type of 
collateral legal consequence contemplated under this exception. Stale v. Barclay, 149 Idaho 6, 8-
9, 232 P.3d 327, 329-330 (2010) (holding, "Potential relitigation ofan undecided issue is not the 
type of collateral consequence contemplated under this exception"). 
Next, the issues raised by Rang en are not likely to evade judicial review. The Tucker 
Springs Project issues are factual in nature. They are specific to the facts and circumstances 
surrounding that individual project. Therefore, they are not capable of repetition. See e.g., 
Miller v. Board of Trustees, 132 Idaho 244, 246, 970 P.2d 512, 514 (1998) (holding that factual 
issues are "not capable of repetition"). The Court further finds that the re-averaging issues will 
not evade judicial review. Those issues can, and likely ,,.;n, be raised by Rangen in a context in 
which there is still a live controversy- i.e., the filing of a Petition seeking judicial review of the 
Director's Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth lvfitigation Plan. Last, the issues arising out of the 
Director's Final Order do not raise concerns of substantial public interest. Since the Tucker 
Springs Project will not be pursued or realized, it is not of substantial public interest. The re-
averaging issues likewise do not raise concerns of substantial public interest, and, for the reasons 
set forth above, will not likely evade judicial review. 
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In view of the Director's issuance ofhis Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation 
Plan, and lG\VA's subsequent withdrawal of its second mitigation plan, this Court concludes 
that the issues raised in the Petitioner's Petition are moot. The Court further finds that none of 
the recognized exceptions to the mootness doctrine apply. TI1erefore, the Court will grant the 
Department's Motion to Dismiss and will dismiss the Petition as moot. 
III. 
ORDER 
THEREFORE, BASED ON TI-IE FOREGOING, THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY 
ORDERED: 
l. The Respondents' Jfotion to Dismiss is hereby granted. 
2. The Petirionfor .Judicial Review filed on July 17, 2014, is hereby dismissed. 
Dated l[ovc..-~ -~ '2.0t'-f 
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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This is an appeal from a decision made by the Director of the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("IDWR") relating to the second in a series of"1TJtigation plans" filed by Idaho Ground 
Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA"). The "mitigation plans" have been filed by IOWA in an 
attempt to avoid cmtailment resulting from the Director's determination that junior grounc water 
pumping on the Eastern Snake Plain ("C:SPA") is materially injuring Rangen's water rights. 
lGW A's Second Mitigation Plan sougc':it approval to mitigate for :naterial injury to Rang en's water 
rig,'its by pumping water from Tucker Springs approximately 1.8 miles to Rangen's Research 
Ha:chery. IGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing (A.R., p.124-127). This 
appeal is taken from the Director's Order Approving IGrVA 's Second Mitigation Plan; 01·der 
lifting Stay Issued April 28, 2014; Second Amended Curtailment Order issued in Case Nos. CM-
MP-2014-003 a.'ld CM-DC-2011-004 on June 20, 2014 ("Order on IGWA 's Second !Ylitigation 
Plan'l 
II. INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDUR4.L BACKGROt:ND 
On J anuzry 29, 2014, the Director of the ldaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") 
concluded :hat "Orcund water diversions have reduced the quantity of water available to Rangen 
for beneficial use of water pursuant to its water rights." Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's 
Petition for Delive(v Call; Curtaiiing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 (the 
"Curtailment Order') (A.R., p.36, Conclusion of law 32). This "p:1mping by junior ground water 
users has materially injured Rangen." Curiailment Order (A.R., p. 36, Conclilllion oflaw 36). Tl:e 
Director ordered curteilment o:· ground water rights junior to July 13, 1962. (A.R., p. 42). 
Since the Curtailment Order was issued, members of the Idaho Legislature, the Governor's 
Office, and the Idaho Department of Water Resources have strategized to find a way to avoid the 
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curtailment of junior ground water pu:nping. The Deputy Director of tile Department of Water 
resources was summoned to a meeting with state legislators within days of the issuance of the 
Curtailment Order. (Hrg. Tr. Vol.11, P.426 L.9 - P.426 L.24) TI1e Deputy Director cf the 
Department of Waler Resources, other Department Staff, the Governor's office, various 
legislators, and Clive Strong collaborated on a Thousand S;Jrings Settlement Framework. (Ex. 
1110); (Hrg. Tr. Vol. II, P.428 L.8-· P.428 L.23, P.429 L.5 ···· P.430 L.8). The State's objectives 
include providing "safe harbor" meaning tl::at "[n]o ground water user participath:g in the 
Thousand Springs plar, will be subject to a deiivery call by water users below the rim as long as 
the provisio,1s of the plan are being implemented." (Ex. 1110); (Hrg. Tr. Vol. 11, P.432 L.20 -
P.433 L.3 ). There is nothing inherently wrong with the govemment of the State ofldaho includii,g 
the Department of Water Resources seeking creative possible resolutions to :he state's dwindling 
water resources. However, the interests of the poli:iclans in providing safo harbor to voters are ii: 
direct conJ:1ict with the Department's legal duty tc conjunctively manage the state's water 
resomces in accordance with the doctrine of prior appropriatio;1. The Department's increasingly 
arbitrary decisions to avoid enforcing its curtailment orders can o;1ly be understood in light of this 
confilct. 
The short term mechanism that the state has proposed for avoiding curtailment is foe re-
plmnbing of the Hagerman Valley. (Ex. 11 I 0, section II). 1bis re-pl;imbingincludes the"[ d]ircct 
delivery of IO cfs of water from Tucker Springs to Billingsley Creek." (Ex. l ll 0, section II.B.l ). 
This Tucker Springs proposal includes a number of interconnected parts. Idaho Fish and Game 
owns and. operates the Hagerman State Fish Hatchery. (Ex. 1106). The Hagennan State Fish 
Hatc:1ery has water rights to take water from Tucker Springs for fish propagation. (Ex. 1111 ). 
Idaho Fish and Game pnrposes to lease 10 cfs of 'ts Tudcer Springs water rights to IGW A. (Ex. 
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1106, '1!2.) Idaho Parks and Recreation owns a fish hatchery known as Aq,1a Life. (Ex. 1106, ill). 
The Idaho Legislature has authorized Parks and Recreation to sell Aqua Life to the Idaho Water 
Resource Board. Id. The Idaho Water Resource Board agrees to transfer Aqua Life to Idaho Fish 
and Game. Id. IGWA will also "pay for the costs to upgrade the Aqua Llfe (sic) to a condition 
acceptable to IDFO for use as a hatchery." (Ex. 1106, 'IJ5). IOWA V,~)! then constrn~ a pipeli:le 
to pump the water leased from Idaho Fish and Game from Tucker Springs through a pipeline 
approximately 1.8 mites long to Rangen's Research Hatchery located at the head of Billingsley 
Creek. (Ex. 1106, ~3) (Ex. 111 J ). 
IGW A first learned of the Tucker Springs proposal when it was prese:ited with the 
TI1ousand Springs Settlement Framework. (Hrg. Tr. Vol. I, P.118 L.l - P. l 18 L.13). IGWA filed 
its Second Mitigation Plan seeking approval of the Tucker Springs proposal on March JO, 2014 
(A.R., pp. 124-127). IGWA proposed to begin delivery of water to Rangen with a "target 
completion date" of April I, 2015. (Ex. 1111, P.13). 
Rangen filed a protest on April 3, 2014. Rangen, Inc. 's Protest to IGWA's Second 
Mitigation Pian (A.R., pp. 13 7-144). Other water users with water rights from Tucker Springs as 
well as downst:eam from Tucker Springs and the Hagerman State Fish Hatchery also filed protests 
including Big Bend Irrigation & Mining Co. (A.R., pp. I 45-151 ), Buckeye Farms, Inc. (A.R., pp. 
152-155), Big Bend Lout, Inc. (Leo E. Ray) (A.R., pp. 156-160) and Salmon Falls Land & 
Livestock Co. (AR., pp.161-165). 
The Department held a hearing on June 4 & 5, 2014. On June 20, the Director conditior::ally 
approved IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan in tandem with!GWA's First Mitigation Plan to require 
curtailment or additional mitigation from IGW A under the Seco1,d Mitigation Plan after the foll 
mitigation under IGWA's First Mitigation Plan expires. -n1, Director ordered the Tucker Springs 
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project to deliver water to Rangen no later than Janmuy 19, 2015, at which time the Morris 
exchange water will no longer provide mitigation to Rangen under IGWA's First Mitigatioc: Plan. 
Order on IGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan, (A.R., pp. 537-602). 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Code § 67-5279 governs judicial review of agency decisions. The Dis,rict Court 
sha[ affinn the agency: 
[U]nless it finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions 
are: "(a) in violalion of constitutional er stal11tory provisions; (b) in excess of the 
statutory authority of the agency; (c) made upon ,mlawful procedure; (d) not 
st;pported by subatantial evidence on the record as a whole; or ( e) arbitrary, 
capricious, or ac abuse of discretion." 
In the D/$/ributicn of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 Idaho 640, 647, 315 P.3d 828, 835 
(2-013) (quodng Clear Springs Foods, Inc. v. Spackman, 150 Idaho 790, 796, 252 P.3d 71, 
(2011)). "An action is capriciorn ifit was done without a rational basis. It :s arbitrary ifit ww 
done in disregard of the facts and circumstances presented or without adequate determining 
principles." American Lung Ass 'n of Idaho/Nevada v. State, Department of Agriculiure, 142 Ic:aho 
544, 130 P.3d 1062 (2006), citing Enterprise, Inc. v. Nampa City, 96 Idaho 734, 536 P.2d 729 
The "agency shall be affi;med u:1!ess substantial rights of •he appellant have been 
prejudiced." LC. § 67-5279(4). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
The Director has a clear legal duty to distribute water b accordance with priority. ivfusser 
v. Higgin.son, ~25 Idaho 392,395,871 P.2d 809,812 (1994). The Director"is authorized to adopt 
rules and regulations for the distribution of water from the streanrn, rivers, Jakes, ground water and 
other natural water sources as shal.t be necessary to carry out the laws in accordance with the 
priorities of the rights of the users the1·eof." J.C. 42-603 (emphasis added). Pursuant to !:his 
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authority the Department promulgated Rules for Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground 
Water Resomces, IDA.PA 37.03.11 (the "CM Rules'). 
Rule 43 .03 of the CM Rules provides the factots to be considered by the Director when 
evaluating a mitigation plan: 
03. Factors to Be Considered. Factors that may be considered by the Director in 
detennining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights 
include, bu: are not limited to, the following: 
a. Vv11ether delivery, storage and t1se of water pursuant to the rdtigation plan is in 
compliance with Idaho law. 
b. Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the time and place 
required by the senior-priority water right, sufficient to offset the depletive cffec, 
of grounc water withdrawal on the water available in the surface or ground water 
source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of diversion from 
the surface or ground water source. Consideration will be given to the history and 
seasornl availability of water for diversion so as not to require replf.cmnent water 
al times when the surface right historically has not received a :ull supp!y, such as 
during annual 1ow-f1ow periods and extended drought periods. 
c. Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other 
appropriate compensdon to senior-priodry water right when needed during a 
tin1e of shortage evea if foe effect of pL!mping is spread over many years and will 
contii:ue for years aI1er pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may allow for 
multi-season accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide for replacement 
water to :llke advantage of variability in seasonal water sup;:,ly. The mitigation plan 
must include contingency provisions to assure proteetio:iofthe senior-priority right 
in the event the mitigation water source becomes l:navailable. 
j. WhetJ,er the mitigation plan is consistent with the conservation of water 
resources, the p,blic bterest or injures other water rig;1ts, or would res·Jlt in the 
diversion aed use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated 
average rate of'future natt:ra! recharge. 
k. \V.hethe.r the mitigation plan provides for monitoring and adjustment as necessary 
to protect senior-priority water rights from material iajury. 
IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03. 
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A. The Director exceeded his authority by allowing continued out.of-priority 
ground water pumping without a properly approved mitigation plan. 
The CM Rules and the doctrine of prior appropriatbn mandate that upon a determination 
of material injury, out-of-priority pumping may only be allowed pursuant lo a properly approved 
"mitigatlo,1 plan." Jr, the Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 ldaho 640, 
653, 315 P.3d 828,841 (2013}; IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01. 1n this case, 0;1 January 29, 2014, the 
Director made a detennination that Rangen is suffering :naterial injury due to "pumping by junior 
ground water users." Curtailment Order (A.R., p.36, Conclusior. of law 36). The Curtailment 
Order provided for cnrtaEment of out-cf-priority ground water pumping beginning March 14, 
2014. On February 11, 2014, IGWA filed its First Mitigation Plan. On February 21, 2014, the 
Director stayed curtailment. 
Given that IOWA has subrr:itted a 11:.itigation plan, wl:ich appears on its face to 
sati.sfy the criteria for a mitigation plan pu:·snant to the Conjunctive Management 
Rules and the requirements of the Director's curtailment order, and because of the 
disproportional bar:t to IGWA members when compared with the harm to Rangen 
if a temporary stay is granted, the Director will approve a temporary stay pending 
a decision on the mitigation p!an. 
Order Granting IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment, p.5. IGWA's First Mitigation Plan was only 
par:ially approved on April 11, 2014. Order Approving in Pc.rt and Rejecting in Part IGWA 's 
},,fitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued Februmy 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order. The 
Director set a new date for Cll!tailment, this time May 5, 2014. Id, pp. 20-21. IGWA filed its 
Second Mitigation Plan on March IO, 2014. (AR., p. 124-127) On April 28, 2014, the Director 
granted IGW A's Second Petition to Stay Cu1tailment on the basis that 
The Second Mitigation Plan proposes direct delivery of water from Tucker Sp,fags 
to Rangen. The phm is conceptually viable, and given the disparity in impact to the 
ground water users if curtailment is enforced versi.:s the hr.pact to Rangen if 
cwtailment is stayed, the ground water users should have an oppo1iunity to present 
evidence at an eKpediteJ healing for their second mitigation plan. 
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Order Granting IGWA 's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment (A.R., p. 180). The Director 
approved IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan 011 June 20, 2014. Order Approving IGWA 's Second 
.Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued April 28, 2014; Second Amended Curtailment Order 
(A.R., pps. 537-602). The Director allowed out-of-priority ground water pumping to continue 
unabaled from the January 29, 2014 through June 20, 2014 without even a nominally approved 
mitigation plan. 
Since June 20, 2014, out-of-priolity ground water pumping has continued pursuant to the 
approved Second Mitigation Plan. Yet, despite the Director's fmding of matcria'. inju,j, there has 
nol been a sir.gle change to the status c;uo existing when Ra11gen filed its call in 2011. Not a single 
acre of junior ground water pumping has been curtailed. Not a single drop of additional water has 
been provided to Rangcn. The Director approved only two of the nine proposals contained in 
IGWA's First lvl'tigation Plan. The first of these was credit for 1.2 cfs for the residual ber.efit 
related to p::-eviously undertaken "aquifer enhanceme;it activities". The second approved aspect 
of the First Mitigation Plan was 1.8 cfs of credit related to the so-called Morris exchange water. 
The Monis exchange water credit is related to the constructio11 of the Sandy Pipeline in 
appmximately 2005 in response to a call filed by other senior water right holders io the 011Ten 
Tunoel. 1 The Second Mitigation Plan did not even propose to provide water during 2014. The 
approval of the Second Mitigation p;a,,. was base<l t:pon nothing more than the arbitrary 
recalculation of the Morris ex.change water credit that was already found insufficient in the Fi~st 
Mitigation Plan and the Director's misplaced hope that lGWA would pump water from Tucker 
Springs in tr,e foture. 
1 See 1Hit.sser v. Higgln:mn. Tr..e result of credit being granted in the First Mi::igation Pian for this "Morris \Vatcr" ls 
that the water is no longer available to ltilngen's more senior 1957 watet right resulting in Rangen being r:::quired to 
:lie anew call. See IDV/R Docket Ne. CM-DC-2014-004. 
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B. The Director's manipulation of Morris exchange water credit for the purpose 
of allowing continued out-of-priority pumping was arbitrary and capricious. 
At the thne of the hearing on the Second Mitigation P!rJ1, IGWA's Fbt Mitigation Plan 
had already been foand insufficient by 0.4 cfs for April 1, 2014 through March 31, 2015 under the 
tenns of the Curtaih:1ent Orc:le~. 1he Curtail:nent Order provides that any mitigation plan must 
provide at least 3 .4 cfs of direc: flow during the :first year. In the Order on IGWA 's First Mitigation 
Plan, the Direetor clarified that 3.4 cfs must be provided from April 1, 2014 through Marcl1 31, 
2015. The Director appcoved mitigation credit for two aspects of IGW A's First Mitigatio:1 P.lan 
for the first year: 1) 1.2 cfs for "aquifer enhancement activities", and 2) 1.8 efs for Monfa exchange 
water. The total credit o-:' 3.0 cfs is 0.4 cfs less tha::i the amo,mt required by the Diree,tor's ov,,11 
Cur'.ailmerJ Order. 
IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan did not propose to provide any additional water from 
April 1, 2014 thrmigh March 31, 2015. IGWA's engine~r, Bob Ha,-dgrove, was given a target date 
by !GWA of April I, 2015 tc begin deliveti1,g water. (Ex. 11 l I, p.13), During the hearing, 
Hardgrove indicated that it might be possible to deliver some water by J ammry 2015, b,1t he could 
not be more specific. (Hrg. Tr. Vol. I, P.181 L.19 P.182 IA). No water could be delivered 
pursuant to the Second Mitigation Plan duri:rg 2014. Thus it is clear that no new water will be 
provided pursuant to the Se~ond Mit'gation Plan during the 2014 irrigation season. 
Given the Director's Order on ;he First Mitigation Plan, there would seem to be no basis 
for a:lowing continued out-of-priority pumping. Yet, rather than simply enforcing the curJiilment 
detennined in the Order on First Mitigation Pian, the Director decided sua sponte to "recalculate 
how tl1e 'vionis exchru1ge water :s averaged.'' Order on IGWA 's Second ]1fitlgation Plan (A.R., p. 
551 "f45). The Director did not detcnnine tl:at there was auy reason to change the amotn1t of water 
that could be attributed to l'-te Morris exchange or determine tl::at there had been any acl1Jal change 
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in the timing of when the water was expected to be provided. The Dfrcctor simply decided to 
change the manner t1 which the water was "averaged" in order to allow out-of-priority ground 
water pumping to continue through the end of the irrigation season. The Director's determination 
to change how the "Mo!Tis exchange water is averaged" is crbitrary rnd capricious and an abuse 
of discretion. 
The Director determined the Morris ex:change water credit estimating the quantity of water 
available in the Curren Tunnel. The Order on the First lvfitigation Plan was issued before data 
was available on actual ilows in the Cun-en Tu;mel for 2014. Consequently the Director atte:nptetl 
to estimate the expected flows in order to calculate credit for the Morr[s exchange water. The 
Director first determined the average monthly flow in the Curren Tunnel from April 15 through 
October 15 for the years 2002-2013 and made the as,dmption thattlows in 2014 would be similar. 
This the average for those years was 3.7 cfs. Tbc Director then subtracted 02 cfs to account :or 
water rights in the Curren Tunnel senior to Morris's rights. Besed upon this calculation, the 
Director estimated theJ 3 .5 cfs of Morris water would be expected in the CtL'Ten Tunnel for the 184 
day period from April 15, 2014 through October 15, 2014. Since the mitigation obligation to 
Rangen is ycnr round, the Director decided to spread the Morris water cr~Jit throughout the year 
by multipl)ing 3.5 cfs by 184/365, which results in an annual credit of l.8 cfs. Th's 1.8 cfs 
cm!'.bined with 1.2 cfs of first year credit for "aquifer enhancement c1clivities" totals 3.0 cfs, which 
is 0.4 cfs less than the 3.4 cfs mitiga:ion obEgation for Apr:1 l, 2014 through March 31, 2014. 
The Seoond Mitigation Plan docs not change in any way tl:e quantity of Morris exchange 
water or the timing of its availability. The Director's rccalculatio1: nerely allocates the water to a 
293 day time ;:,eriod rather than 365 days. Over the course of April 1, 2014 through March 31, 
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2015, there will still be a shortage of 0.4 cfs unless the Tuckec Springs Project is built and water 
is actually delivered on January 19, 2015. 
The Director also failed to provide any mechanis:n for 1~onitoring or adjustments to the 
ammmt of Morris exchange credit as Curren Tunnel Measurements become available during the 
year. IDAPA. 37.03.11.043.03.k. The actual Curren Ttm.nel flows from April 15, 2014 until ,he 
present are provmg to be snbs!antially less than the 3.7 cfs that the Director estimated based upon 
previous years. 
C. The Director erred by allowing continued pumping pursuant to a 
conditionally approved plan. 
The Director "conditionally" approved IGWA's Second Mitiga:ion Plan. TI1is 
"conditional" approval is problematic because the Director has allowed continued o,tt-of-priority 
pumping ba,ed upon the plan. By its very nature, a "conditionally" approved plan may never be 
implemented. "Conditional" approval also allowed the Director to avoid addressing the most 
troubling aspects of the plan n:e,ely by putting conditior.s on the plan that those issues be dealt 
with in rhe future. There is no requiremel,t that the plan actually be implemented and no recourse 
for Range::i when it is not. 
The Director concluded that the plan "provides rep!acement water of sufficient quamity, 
quality, an<l temperature in the time needed by Rangen." Order on IGWA 's Second .Mitigation 
Plan, (A.R., p. 554). The quantity of replacement water required during the first year is 3.4 cfs. 
According to the Director, fuis phased in mitigation obligation is based upon the quantity of 
additional water expected to accrue at the Curren Tunnel if Curtailment had occurred. The water 
rights subject to the Curtailment Oder are primarily irrigation rights. The first irrigation season 
after the issuance of the C:irtailme::it Order began in Ap1il 2014. By the time this appeal is heard, 
that irrigation season will be over. Curtailment of junior ground water pumping did not occur and 
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cannot occur until 11ext year. T'.~e Curren Tunnel flow continues to go down. T11e opportunity to 
reverse that decline and see the 3.4 cfa increase predicted by the Director has already passed. The 
effects of grou!1d ware~ pumping and the benefits of curtailment are cumulative and occur over 
time, which is the justification used by the Director fur phased in curtailment Even if curtailment 
is ordered now for the next irrigation season beginning Ap:ril 2015, the impacts of failing to curtail 
in 2014 will be felt for years. The damage has already been done. Unless water is delivered 
pursuant to the Second Mitigation Plan on January 19, 2015 1mder the Director's own analysis 
Rar,gen will not receive 3.4 cfs from the period April l, 2014 tkough March 31, 2015. Order on 
First Mitigation Plan. 
The Clvl Rules and the doctrine of prior appropriation mandate that upon a determhmtion 
of material injury, out-ot:priority pumpir"g may only be allowed pursuant to a properly approved 
"mitigation plan." In the Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 Idaho 640, 
653, 315 P.3d 828, 841 (2013); ID APA 37.03.11.040.01. The Director has exceeded his authority 
&'ld violated tl1e CM Rul<"'..s and the doctrine of prior appropriation by allowing out-of-priority 
ground water pumping with only a "conditiomilly" approved mitigation plan. 
1. The Second Mitigation Plan may never be implemented. 
The Second tvliiigation P!an may never be implemented ~it!1er because IGWA deddes not 
to implement it or because IGW A is unable to implement it. IGW A has a\ways maintained that 
the Second Mitigation Plan is only one op,ion among many it is considering. (Hrg. Tr. Vol. I, 
P.136 L.17-P.137 L.5). TI1e Seco1:d Mitigation Phm was 5led based .. ,pon an idea put forward 
by the state. Cite. It involves many interrelated parts, each of which is quite costly. (Hrg. Tr. 
Vol. I, P .134 L. 7 -· P .135 L.4 ). The total cost could be in the neighborhood of $13 million. Id, It 
seems likely as Rangen laid out during opening statements at the hearing that no water will ever 
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be delivered from Tucker Springs. (Hrg. Tr. Vol.l, P.56 L.1-25). IGWA's engi:1eering repo1t 
contains a proposed project scl::cdule, specifying the fo;Jowing deadlines: 
90% design documents by 8/27/2014; 
l 00% construction documents by 9/3/2014; 
Bidding by 9/17/2014; 
Issue Contract by 9/24/2014; 
Project Construction was to begin 10/2/2014. 
Ex. 1111, p.16). 
Since the approval of the Second Mitigation Plan, these deadlines have come and gone 
with 110 action frmn [GW A. IGW A tas taken no action to pnrsue the u:ansfur application that 
would be necessary to implement the Second Mitigation Plan. Conditional approval cf the Second 
Mitigation Plan has allowed IGWA to get through 2-riother irrigation season without cu11ailment. 
That was its only purpose. IGWA never had any intent to actually deliver water from Tucker 
Springs. Even if IGW A wanted to i:nplement the plan, it may not be able to, For instmce, one of 
foe conditions of approva: of the plan is obtaining a transfer for the water rights. IGWA is not 
actively pursning its transfer application and may be ~mable to get approval. 
2, The Director did not adequately consider the issue of injury. 
The CM Rules indicate that one of the factors for approval of a mit'gation plan is 
"[ w Jhether the mitigation plan is consistent with the conservation of water resources, the public 
interest or injuces other water rights, or would result in the diversion and use of ground water at a 
rate beyond the reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural reclrnrge." !DAPA 
37.03, 11.043.03.j. 
a) Tl,e Directol' erred by failing to adequately addres/i injury to other users 
ofw!I/er from Tucker Springs. 
There are a number of water rights t.liat take water e:tber directly from Tucker Springs or 
downstream from the Hagerman State Fish Hatchery on Riley Creek. There is ctmently r.ol 
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sufficient water to fill all of those water rights. Frank Erwin, Watermaster, testified to this as 
follows: 
Q: So it's fair to say that for every single diversion out of the Upper Tucker 
Springs complex or the lowerupper springs complex '.here's not a single water right 
tha, is able to divel'i: at the adjudicated rate; is that a true statement? 
A: That's a true statei:1ent, yes, sir. 
Q: And yourtestimonyis that you believe thr.t's true simp!ybecause there's 
not enoi::gh water? 
A: Yes, sir. 
(Hrg. Tr. Vol. IT, P.390 L. 12 - L.20). 
Taking water from Tucker Spr;ngs and pumping that water to Billingsley Creek will farther 
red,1ce '.he flow of water available to those water rights. The holders of several of those water 
rights fiJ cd protests to the Second \Iitigaticn Plan. The Director recognized that injury would 
occur. "During the hearing, IGW A and Buckeye stipubted that the Second Mitigation Plan will 
reduce flows available to Buckeye and Iha: the reductions would need to be mitigated prior lo 
development o-fthe plan, if approved." Order on lGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan, (A.R., pp.548-
549, Finding ofFa:t 32). "IGWA is still analyzing potential impacts of the transfer on Salmon 
Falls." Id. IGWA agreed to mitigate for Buckeye Farms injury, but provided no details about 
that mitigation. The Director ab~1sed his discretion and failed to comply wi:h the CM Rules by 
failing to require the details of any such mitigation and ensm·e that injury to other users was 
addressed prior to approval of the Second Mitigation Plan. 
The Director also fo1:nd that "[ aj gravity based diversion out of the lower pool Vt'ill not 
affect the water rights that diver from 11:e upper pool" and that a "diversion for the lower pool of 
Upper Tucker Springs will not affect the Lower Tucker Springs." Order on IGWA 's Second 
Mitigation Plan, (A.R., pp.548-549, Finding of Fact 32). This finding of fact is r,ot supported by 
substantial competent e,'idence. There was no evidence presented regarding m1y hydrologic 
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studies related to the relationship between the various pools of Upper and Lower Tucker Springs. 
'ibis is especially true viewed in light of the condition imposed by the Direc:or that "!GWA, in its 
final design plans, shall move the collection bx closer tc the spdng source .... " Order on IGWA 's 
Second Mitigation Plan, (A.R., p.553, paragraph 9). This condition fundamentally alters the 
design of this system and affects any testimcny regarding the impact of the system as proposed by 
IGWA. One of the primary reasons for Big Bend Ditch's involvement in this case was to e11sure 
that the collecticn box was not located near the spring in a manner that wouk impact the amount 
of water available to their water 1ights. Notice of Protest filed by Big Bend Irrigation & Mining 
Co. (A.R., p.145-151) (Hrg. Tr. Vol. II, P .544 L. J ·19). The requirement tha: the collection box be 
moved as part of foe "final design" renders any testimony regarding impact of the design proposed 
at the bearing inapplic2.ble. 
The Director also ignored any potential impact to wild1'.fe and the environment. In 1998, 
Buckeye Fam1s filed en application to appropriate 16 cfa of water from Riley Creek downstream 
from Tucker Springs. Idaho Fish and Game filed a protest to that app'.ication to appropriate on the 
groimds that "[r]emoval of ... :6 cfs from Riley Creek will result in flows which may not suppon 
dissolved oxygen levels and flowing water in pools and interstitial spaces which are utilized by 
fish and other aquatic organisms for reproductive or security habitats.'' (Ex. 2017). The transfer 
of l O cfs from Tucker Springs to Billingsley Creek would similarly reduce the flow of water in 
Riley Cree:, causing the same concerns. In fact, the current .flows are lower t:ian in 1998. The 
Director abused his discretion by failitlg to even consider U1e impact that the Second Mitigation 
Plan wculd have on the er:vironment and aquatic life. 
b) The Director failed to tuldress the impact of continued pumpiltg. 
The Director made no ikdings of fact rngerding whether the Second Mitigation Plan 
'',,vculd result in the diversion and use of groi!nd water at a rate beyond the rea,onably anticipated 
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average rate of fou:re natural recharge." The only evidence in the record on this issue is the 
Director's detmnination in the Curtailment Order that the aquifer is presently being mined oy an 
average of270,0CO acre feet per year. (AR., p. 16, f73-75). 
75. For the time period from October of 1980 through September of 2008, average 
anrrnal discharge from the ESPA exceeded annual average recharge by 
approximately 270,000 acre feet, resulting in declining aquifer water levels and 
declinir:g discharge to hydraulically connected reaches of the Srnike River and 
llibutary springs. 
(A.R., p. 16, 1J7 5). 
The result of this is that water 1ights in Hagerman continue lo go down. Frank Erwin, 
Watennaster, testified that the flows have declined by about 25 percent since the time he s'.arted 
and that his board of directors has essentially directed him to enforce the prior-appropriation 
doctrine and in times of shortage to start curtailing people who are out of priolity. (Hrg. Tr. VoL 
II, P.395 1.8 - P.298 1.19). 
The Director abused his discretion and acted ir. vioiation of the CM Rules ,md the prior 
appropliation doctrine by failing to consider the in:pact of continued pmnping under the Second 
Mitigation P Ian. 
c) The Director abused his discretion by comfftionally approving a 
mitigation plan that will likely introduce new disease into Rangen 's Research 
Hatchery. 
The Hagenmui State Fish Hatchery has experienced problems with proliferative kidney 
disease, ,vhich is referred to as PKD. Tucker Springa is suspected as one of the sources of PKD 
in the Hagennan State Fish Hatchery. PKD is a pathogen that causes high mortality in fish. (Hrg, 
Tr. Vol. II, P.465 L.22-25). TI1e infective agent of PKD is transmitted from an intermediate host 
known as a bryozoan and could be trnnsmitt~d by water pumped from Tucker Spiings to the 
Rangen Research Hatchery. (Hr. Tr. Vol. IT, P.466 L.13-16; P.466 1.22- P.467 1.6). Rmgen 
does not c,mently have PKD in its Research Hatchery although they test for it frequently in fish. 
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(Hrg. Tr. Vol. II, P.467 L7-IO; P.492 L.21- P.493 L17). There is no known way to test forPKD 
in water. (Hr. Tr. Vol. II, P.494 L.6-14). If PKD were transported to the Rang en Research Facility, 
it would ody be apparent once the fish contracted it and by that point it would be too late. If PKD 
were trnnsmitted to the Rangen Research Hatchery it would be difficult to remove. (Hrg. Tr. Vol. 
II, P.467L.11 -24). TI1ere is no approved drug fortreating PKD and r,o cure for the fish once they 
gel it. (Hrg. Tr. Vol.II, P .472 L.8-12). The Director abused his discretion by approving a 
mitigation plan that wlll likely result in the willfal transmission of a previously urJcnown and 
untreatable disease from Tucker Springs to the Ranger, Resem:ch Hatchery and Billingsley Creek. 
3. No contingency to protect Rangen In the event water is not delivered. 
The Director erred by failing to inc'.ude require any protect:on for Rangen in the event 
wmer is not delivered under the Second Mitigation Plan. The CM Rules require a "contingency 
provision." This is a mRndatory part of any approved mitigation plan. In the Matter of 
Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights. 155 l<laho 640, 315 P.3d 828 (2013). 
The contiitional:y approved Second Mitigr,tion Plan contains no mechanism to ensure that 
Rangcn receives water. App:oval of the Second Mitigation Plan docs not :lb ligate IGWA to deliver 
water frcm Tucker Springs. IGWA's representative, Lyn:1 Car1quist, made it clear that IOWA 
may not decide to ptirsue the Second Mitigation Plan even if confirmed. (Hrg, Tr. Vol. I, P .136 
L.17-25), If IGWA does decide to begir, delivery of water under the Second Mitigation Plan, 
Rangen has no practical recourse in the event the delivery of water stops at some _point. As 
discussed abcve in section C, IGW A's members primarily use water during the irrigation season. 
Rangen's fish require water year rmmd. An interruption in service fer as little as te:1 minute to 
ha,fan hour could be catastrophic. (Hrg. Tr. Vol. lI, P.480 L.9, 15). The cnlyinccntivethatIGW A 
would have to Gontinueprovidingwater is the tbreat of curtailment As discnsscd above in section 
C, such a threat carries little weight during the non-irl'igition season. Delivery of water might stop 
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for a'1y number of reasons in the future. Portions of the pipeline or pumping system or pipeline 
might break IGW A could simply decide that itno longer wants to pay the approximately $250,000 
yearly cost that is anticipated for operation and maintenm1ce of the sy,tem. (Hrg. Tr. Vol. I, P.134 
L.15-19). The Director's Order improperly places the entire risk that wate:· will not be delivered 
it: the future upon Rangen, the senior water right holder. 
D. Requiring Rangen to "allow construction on it land relnted to placement of 
the delivery pipe" is a taking of Rangen's property rights without authority and 
without compensation. 
The Director ordered Rangen accept the plan an allow construction 011 its real property. "!:· 
the plan :s rtjected by Rangcn or Rat:gen refuses lo allow cc:1structio11 in accordance w1th an 
approved plan, IGWA's mitigation obligation is suspended." The Director effectively granted 
IGWA an easement across Rangen's real prope1ty. The Director cited no auth01ity allowing him 
to take Rangen's property for !GWA's benefit This is a taking in violation of ilie Fifth 
Anendrnent to the Ul1ited States Constitution as well as A,ticle 1, section 14 of the Idaho State 
Constitution. 
E. Rangen's substantial rights have beenprejndked. 
Rangen's subs'.mtial rights have been prejudiced by the Department's Order. As a result 
of the order, ji:n:or priority ground water pumping coniinues tmaba:ed while Rang en co11tin1.1es to 
suffer naterial injury to :ts water rights. 
V. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons specified above, Rangen reqeests that the Cami find that the Order was in 
vio0ation of Idaho law, in excess of the statutory authority or a::lnunistrative rules of the 
Departme:i~, arbitrary uapricious, and an abuse of discretion. Rangen requests that foe Order be 
reversed and this matte1 remanded for farther proceedings. 
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DATED this l_ day of October, 2014. 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF RE-
SOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN, 
in his official capacity as Director of 
the Idaho Department of Water Re-
sources, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2014-4970 
IGWA'sMotionto 
Stay Curtailment Order 
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), acting for and on be-
half of its members, hereby petitions the Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 6 7 -
5 2 7 4 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84 (ml to stay implementation of the 
Order Granting Rangen's Motion to Determine Morris Exchange Water Credit; 
Second Amended Curtailment Order ("Second Amended Curtailment Or-
der") issued by the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) on No-
vember 21, 2014, 1 until IGWA completes construction of its Magic Springs 
1 Second Amended Curtailment Order (Ex. A to Budge Aff.). 
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mitigation project. This motion is supported by the affidavits of Thomas J. 
Budge, Robert Hardgrove, and Charles Brendecke filed herewith. 
BACKGROUND & PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
Rangen, Inc. (Rangen) filed a Petition for Delivery Call with IDWR on 
December 13, 2011, for water right nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694 which are 
appurtenant to Rangen's fish hatchery in the Thousand Springs area near 
Hagerman, Idaho. These water rights have as their source the Martin-Cur-
ren Tunnel (a/k/ a Curren Tunnel). The Curren Tunnel is a horizontal tunnel 
dug into a basalt cliff above Rangen' s fish hatchery to access groundwater 
from the Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer (ESPA). Rangen's delivery call sought 
to curtail all use of groundwater from the ESPA so that more water would 
infiltrate and discharge from the Curren Tunnel. 
Anevidentiaryhearingwasheld by IDWRfromMay 1 to May 16, 2013. 
On January 29, 2014, IDWRissued the Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's 
Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights junior to July 13, 
1962 ("Curtailment Order"), which imposed a permanent mitigation obli-
gation on IGWA of 9.1 cubic feet per second (cfs).2 The Curtailment Order 
includes a mitigation schedule that allows junior groundwater users to avoid 
curtailment during the first year by providing 3.4 cfs of mitigation (the same 
amount of water Rangen would get from curtailment). 
The Curtailment Order has been amended twice, the most recent being 
the Second Amended Curtailment Orderissued on November 21, 2014. For 
the purpose of this motion, two rulings in the Curtailment Order, which are 
perpetuated in the Second Amended Curtailment Order, are particularly 
significant. 
First, it orders curtailment of all groundwater diversions from the ESPA 
under water rights junior to July 13, 1962, from points of diversion located 
' Curtailment Order p. 42 (Ex. B to Budge Aff.). 
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west of the Great Rift. 3 The Great Rift is between American Falls and Rupert. 
Thus, the curtailment essentially covers the Magic Valley, eliminating the 
use of water to dozens of cities, dairies, food producers, and other busi-
nesses, as well as 157,000 acres of cropland.• As mentioned, the curtailment 
of these water rights is projected to increase the supply of water to Rangen 
by 9.1 cfs once steady-state condition is reached (after more than 50 years 
of curtailment). 5 
Second, the Curtailment Order ruled that Rangen's water rights are 
limited to water that discharges from the Curren Tunnel.• Accordingly, tvvo 
days after the Curtailment Order was issued, IDWR issued a Notice of Viola-
tion and Cease and Desist Order ("Cease & Desist Order") that would have 
prohibited Rangen from diverting water from Billingsley Creek, had it been 
enforced.' On February 21, 2014, IDWR issued a Consent Order and Agree-
ment allowing Rang en to use water from Billingsley Creek without a water 
right. This provided Rangen with 10-12 cfs of water- far more than ground-
water users are currently required to provide as mitigation. 
On February 12, 2014, IGWAfiled its first mitigation plan with ID\VR 
in attempt to avoid curtailment bydeliveringwaterto Rangen from different 
sources. The same day, IGWA filed a petition to stay the Curtailment Order 
until a decision was entered on IGWA's mitigation plan. On February 21, 
2014, ID\VR stayed the Curtailment Order until it issued a decision on the 
mitigation plan.8 
On April 11, 2014, IDWR approved IG\VA's mitigation plan in part, 
granting mitigation credit of 3.0 cfs for mitigation activities that IG\VA had 
3 Id. at 28. 
• Id.; see also Id. at 42. 
'Id. at 28. 
6 Id. at 32-33. 
' Ex. C to Budge Aff. 
s Exs. D & E to Budge Aff. 
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already in place, such as groundwater recharge and conversions offarmland 
from groundwater to surface water irrigation.9 Because IDWR granted only 
3.0 cfs in immediate mitigation credit, IGWA still needed to mitigate an ad-
ditional 0.4 cfs. 
On April 17, 2014, IGWA filed a Second Petition to Stay Curtailment, 
and Expedite Decision with IDWR, asking the Director of IDWR to stay im-
plementation of the Curtailment Order, and the Director granted the motion 
on April 28, 2014.10 On June 20, 2014 the Director issued an Order Approv-
ingIGWA 's SecondlJitigationPlan; Order Lifting Stay Issued April 28, 2014; 
Second Amended Curtailment Order, which lifted the stay.11 This order also 
adjusted the mitigation credit from the Morris Exchange Agreement, part of 
the first mitigation plan, in order to mitigate the full 3.4 cfs through January 
18, 2015, at which time IGWA would be required to have other mitigation 
in place.12 
On October 29, 2014, ID WR approved IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan, 
known as the Magic Springs Project." This project proposed to pump up to 
10 cfs from Magic Springs a distance of roughly two miles to the Ran gen fish 
hatchery. Completing the project required a lease or purchase of 10.0 cfs of 
water right nos. 36-7072 and 36-8356 owned by SeaPac of Idaho (SeaPac); 
long-term lease or purchase from the Idaho Water Resource Board (IWRB) 
of water right nos. 36-40114, 36-2734, 36-15476, 36-2414, and 36-2338 
to make available to SeaPac; design, construction, operation, and mainte-
nance of the water intake and collection facilities, pump station, and pipe-
line to transport water from SeaPac's Magic Springs fish hatchery to the 
head of the Rang en hatchery on Billingsley Creek; acquisition of easements 
' Ex. F to Budge Aff. 
10 See Order Approving IGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued April 28, 
2014;SecondAmended Curtailment Orderp. l (Ex. G to Budge Aff.). 
11 Id. 
12 Id. at 17-18. 
13 Ex. H to Budge Aff. 
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for the water intake and collection facilities, pump station, pipeline, con-
struction access, and other necessary components; and approval of a trans-
fer application to change the place of use from SeaPac to Rangen.14 
To successfully meet the January 19, 2015 curtailment deadline, the 
Magic Spring Project required extraordinary efforts. Robert Hardgrove, the 
lead engineer, explained that these efforts included "additional staffing, 
hiring multiple contractors to construct different parts of the project, paying 
premiums to expedite materials and construction, financial incentives in 
contracts completion by January 19, 2015, and working holidays, week-
ends, and extended hours." 15 In sum, this project has been constructed as 
fast as possible, at significant expense. 
The most difficult component of the project involves installing a steel 
pipe used to transport water from the pump station at Magic Springs to the 
top of a cliff adjacent to Magic Springs. Photographs of this remarkable com-
ponent are attached to the Affidavit of Robert Hardgrove. This is the only 
component that could not be completed by the January 19th deadline. It is 
expected to be finished on or before February 7, 2015.16 
As a temporary solution, the engineers fused together an HDPE pipe to 
transport water to the top of the cliff until the permanent steel pipe is com-
plete. On January 16, 2015, with the temporary pipe nearly completed and 
ready to pump water, the Magic Springs Project was on track to finish on 
time. However, it was discovered that the supplier of the pipe provided used 
pipe while the IDWR required new pipe so as to avoid contaminating the 
Rangen fish hatchery. This same day, IGWA filed a motion to allow it to use 
the used pipe, or, alternatively, to temporarily stay curtailment.17 IGWA ex-
plained that the old pipe was equivalent to new pipe since it had been used 
14 Id. at 3-4. 
15 Hardgrove Aff. ~ 5. 
16 Id.![ 13, 
"Ex. I to Budge Aff. 
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to transport groundwater from wells to water trucks, and that curtailment of 
dairies and cities until the Magic Springs project is complete will not in-
crease the supply of water Ran gen receives from the Curren Tunnel by any 
measurable amount by the time the project is complete. Nonetheless, on 
January 17, 2015, IDWR denied the motion, ordering curtailment to occur 
for two to three weeks until the project is finished. 18 
It should be noted that while the used temporary pipe could be replaced 
with a new temporary pipe in roughly one week's time, IGWA does not be-
lieve this a reasonably safe or prudent solution. When the temporary pipe 
was initially proposed, IGWA anticipated it would need to transport only 0.5 
cfs. By the time IDWR approved IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan, IDWR in-
creased the mitigation obligation from January 15th through March 3 lstto 
2.2 cfs. Then, on November 21, 2014, when the Magic Springs Project was 
well under way, IDWR issued the Second Amended Curtailment Order 
which increased the obligation to 5.5 cfs. This required larger temporary 
pipe, significantly increasing the weight of water in the pipe, and adding 
stress to its connection to the permanent pipe at the top of the cliff. IGWA 
reluctantly accepted this risk in an effort to meetthe January 19th deadline. 
Now, because IGWA has not been allowed to use the temporary pipe 
that is presently installed, IGW A will be required to pump even more than 
5.5 cfs through the pipe to make up for the shortfall. The amount is expected 
to increase further still because of this Court's elimination of the Great Rift 
trim line. For the reasons explained in the Affidavit of Robert Hardgrove, 
IGWA is no longer comfortable with temporary and Jess reliable pipe be-
cause of the increased risk of damage to the piping system and to workers on 
site. Consequently, IGWA has concluded it must press forward with the per-
manent pipe, with an anticipated date of completion of February 7, 2015. 
18 Ex. J. to Budge Aff. 
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LEGAL STANDARD 
The Idaho Administrative Act provides that upon the filing of a petition 
for judicial review, the "reviewing court may order[] a stay [of the enforce-
ment of the agency action] upon appropriate terms."19 Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 84(m) also provides thatthe "reviewing court may order[] a stay 
upon appropriate terms." 
Neither the statute nor the rule provides guidance on what terms are 
appropriate for the granting of a stay, and there is no reported Idaho case 
that defines "appropriate terms." However, in Haley v. Clinton the Idaho 
Court of Appeals held that a stay is appropriate "when it would be unjust to 
permit the execution on the judgment, such as where there are equitable 
grounds for the stay or where certain other proceedings are pending." 20 In 
McHan v. McHan, the Idaho Supreme Court explained that "where it appears 
necessary to preserve the status quo to do complete justice the appellate 
court will grant a stay of proceedings in furtherance of its appellate pow-
ers."" The McHan decision further elaborated that a stay is appropriate 
when "[i]t is entirely possible that the refusal to grant a stay would injuri-
ously affect appellant and it likewise is apparent that granting such a stay 
will not be seriously injurious to respondent."22 
Other factors that are often considered in determining whether to 
grant a motion to stay are the following: 
(1) the likelihood the party seeking the stay will prevail on the 
merits of the appeal; (2) the likelihood that the moving party will 
be irreparably harmed absent a stay; (3) the prospect that others 
19 Idaho Code§ 67-5274. 
20 123 Idaho 707,709 (Ct.App.1993). 
21 59 Idaho41,46 (1938). 
22 Id. 
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will be harmed if the court grants the stay; and (4) the public in-
terest in granting the stay. 23 
ARGUMENT 
As explained below, the Court should stay implementation of the Second 
Amended Curtailment Order because (1) curtailed groundwater users will 
be severely and irreparably harmed absent a stay; (2) Rangen will not be 
harmed by, but will actually benefit from, a stay; and (3) granting a stay is in 
the public interest. 
1. Curtailment will cause severe and irreparable harm. 
People's livelihoods, cows, and many businesses are dependent upon 
water. Curtailment will devastate not only the holders of the curtailed water 
rights but also numerous other Magic Valley businesses who depend upon 
dairy production for their survival. The harm will be devastating and irrepa-
rable. 
2. Rangenwillnotbeharmedbyastay. 
Granting a temporary stay will maintain the status quo. Curtailment is 
not expected to provide a measureable increase in water to Rangen before 
the pipe is completed. Thus, a stay will not harm Rangen. 
On the other hand, IGWA can make up for the stay by delivering more 
water to Rangen once the pipe is completed. Thus, a stay benefits Rangen. 
It is also significant that Rangen has been permitted to use 10-12 cfs 
from Billingsley Creek for nearly a year without a water right. The Curtail-
23 Michigan Coalition of radioactive Material Users, Inc. v. Griepentrog, 945 F.2d 150, 153 
(6th Cir. l99l);seealso Utah Power & Light Co. v. Idaho Pub. Utils. Comm'n, 107 Idaho 47, 
5 O (1984) (Stay justified when there is irreparable loss to moving party); Mcclendon v. City 
of Albuquerque, 79 F.3d 1014, 1020 (10th Cir. l996);Lopezv. Heckler, 713 F.2d 1432, 
143 5-1436 (9" Cir. 1983); Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Commission v. Holiday 
Tours, Inc., 559 F.2d 841,843 (D.C. Cir. 1977); 5 Am.Jur.2dAppellate Review§ 470 
("Standards for granting stay"). 
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ment Order imposed two curtailments, yet only one of them has been en-
forced. While IGWA has labored to identify, develop, and implement miti-
gation plans to avoid curtailment, facing opposition from Rangen at every 
tum, Rangen has had uninhibited use of two to three times more water than 
IGW A owes in mitigation. This greatly adds to the equity of allowing I GW A 
three weeks to complete the Magic Springs project. 
3. A stay is in the public's interest. 
The magnitude of the pending curtailment rises to the level of a public 
crisis. Given Idaho's heavily agriculture-dependent economy, the effects of 
curtailment will undoubtedly ripple throughout Idaho's economy. 
Staying the Second Amended Curtailment Order for a mere two to 
three weeks will provide I GW A the time needed to finish the Magic Springs 
Project, which will definitely resolve Rangen's water needs by providing the 
mechanism to meet the full mitigation obligation imposed by the Curtail-
ment Order. 
While curtailment can be avoided long-term by staying the curtail-
ment for a mere three weeks, the damage of a short-term curtailment will 
have already been done. Thus, the public interest weighs overwhelmingly 
against short-term curtailment, particularly since it would provide less wa-
ter to Rangen than would a stay of the Curtailment Order. 
CONCLUSION 
In sum, the Curtailment Order should be stayed for a short period until 
the Magic Springs project is complete because curtailing cities and dairies 
during this time will provide no benefit to Rangen, yet will cause substantial 
and irreversible harm to the curtailed water users. Therefore, IGW A re-
spectfully asks this Court to stay the curtailment until the Magic Springs mit-
igation project is operational, which is expected to be on or before February 
7,2015, at which time IGWA willdeliverRangen 5.5 cfsofwaterand what-
ever additional amount necessary to compensate for this three-week delay. 
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Case 1',o. CV -2014-4970 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF 
ORDER GRANTING STAY OF 
CURTAILMENT ORDER 
Rangen, Inc., through its attorneys, submits the following Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting Stay of Curtailment Order. 
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I. BACKGROUND 
On January 20, 2015, Idaho 'Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") filed a Petition 
seeking judicial review of Director Gary Spackman's Order Denying Petition to Amend and 
Request for Stay entered on January 17, 2014 in connection with Rangen's December 2011 
Petition for Delivery Call (CM-DC-2011-004) and IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan (CM-MP-
2014-006) (hereinafter referred to as the ·'Magic Springs" Mitigation Plan). At the same time, 
IGWA filed a Motion for Stay of Curtailment Order and a Motion to Shorten Time in this case and 
in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-4970 (petition for judicial review of the Director's 
recalculation of the Morris Exchange credit). The Court held a hearing that same day at 4:00 p.m. 
and granted the Motion to Shorten Time. The Court then scheduled a hearing on the merits of 
IGWA's Motions for Stay of Curtailment Order for January 22, 2015 at 1 :30 p.m. 
The Court conducted a hearing on IGWA's Motions for Stay of Curtailment Order as 
scheduled and granted the Motion from the bench. During the hearing the Court asked counsel for 
IGW A what impediments - besides the steel pipe -- existed: 
THE COURT: Well, Mr. Budge, let me ask you this: What other impediments are 
there towards completing the pipeline? I mean, you talked about getting the 400-
foot section of steel pipe in there, but are there other impediments that are existing 
out there? 
Tr., p. 35, lines 20-25 (attached as Exhibit I to May Affidavit).1 IG\VA explained that a thrust 
block had to be completed and the steel pipe had to be installed. Tr., p. 36. Counsel for IGW A 
asserted: "So it's ready to go once the steel pipe is in place." Tr., p. 36, lines 13-14 (emphasis 
added). The Court then asked about insurance. IGWA stated it was a "nonissue." Tr., p. 37, lines 
1 All exhibits rererenced herein are attached to the Affidavit of J. Dee May in Support of Motion for Reconsideration 
of Order Granting Stay of Curtailment Order. 
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19-21. IGWA also told the Court that IG\VA did a water supply bank transfer as a "safeguard" 
because the transfer application for the Magic Springs water has not been approved, but that "the 
authority to pump water is there." Tr., p. 31, line 23 - p. 32, line 5. IG\VA did not disclose to the 
Court, however, that the rental that has been approved from the water supply bank is for 5.5 cfs -
not the 7.81 cfs which IGW A indicated it was prepared to deliver to make up for the shortfall 
caused by the delay. 
After the hearing, the Court entered a written order confirming the stay it had granted from 
the bench. The Court ordered that IGWA has until February 7, 2015, to complete construction of 
the Magic Springs pipeline in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Fourth Mitigation 
Plan and that IG\VA must deliver 7.81 cfs of water to Rangen beginning on that date. 
Rangen learned about a .\fagic Springs water lease for the first time when counsel for 
IGW A told the Court about it during the January 22nd hearing. Neither IGWA nor the Department 
had ever infonned Rangen that IGW A had applied for such a lease nor that it had been approved 
on January 15, 2015. See Rangen 's Objection to Stay, p. 7. Immediately after the hearing, Rangen 
requested a copy of all documentation pertaining to the lease from IGWA and IDWR. The 
information was provided on the morning of January 23, 2015. See Exhibit 2 for a copy of the 
IDW'R documents related to the lease of water from Sea.Pac to the I\VRB and Exhibit 3 for a copy 
of the IDWR documents related to the rental of the same water from the IWRB to IGW A. 
Rangen has now had the opportunity to review the lease and rental documents. Based on 
that review, Rangen respectfully requests that the Court vacate the stay that was granted because: 
(1) contrary to IGWA's representation IGWA does not have the right to pump 7.81 cfs of water as 
ordered; and (2) the issuance of the rental agreement circumvented the issues of whether the Magic 
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Springs Mitigation Plan v,ill constitute an enlargement of the underlying water right or otherwise 
cause material injury to other users. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. IGW A Cannot Comply with the Court's Delivery Order Because Its Rental 
Agreement with the HVRB is Limited to 5.5 CFS of Water. 
While construction of the Magic Springs pipeline is critical to IGW A's Fourth ".1itigation 
Plan, equally important is having the legal right to deliver the water to Rangen for use at its 
Research Hatchery. The North Snake Groundwater District, Magic Valley Groundwater District, 
and Southwest lrrigation District have applied for a permit lo transfer IO cfil of water from Magic 
Springs to the Rangen Research Hatchery. A hearing was held by Director Spackman on 
December 19, 2014, but, to date, the transfer has not been approved. 
On December 15, 2014, just four days before the transfer hearing, !GW A went to the IWRB 
to facilitate a lease of 5.5 cfs of water for use at Rangen's facility. IGWA submitted paperwork lo 
lease 5.5 cfs of Magic Springs water to the IWRB (see Exhibit 2, p. 17) and then rent that same 
5.5 cfs (see Exhibit 3, p. 5). The rental agreement between IGWA and the IWRB is unequivocal 
it is for 5.5 cfs. See Exhibit 3, p. I. This me.ans that at the present time IGW A does not have 
the legal means to deliver the water that the Court has ordered that it deliver on February 7<h. 
To be sure, IGW A's inability to deliver 7.81 cfs of water to Rangen on February 7, 2015, 
is a huge impediment. This impediment was acknowledged when IDWR supplied Rangen with 
the lease/rental documents on January 23, 2015, and also notified Rangen in an email that" ... 
new documents are being prepared by IGW A due to the need to provide additional flow to 
Rangen." See Exhibit 4. This impediment should have been disclosed to Rangen and the Court 
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and is a factor that should have been taken into consideration by the Court when ruling onIGWA's 
Motion for Stay of Curtailment Order. 
B. The Stay Should be Vacated Because the Issuance of the Rental Agreement 
Circumvented the Issues of Enlargement and Material Injury. 
Rangen opposed the Magic Springs Mitigation Plan and the proposed transfer ofSeaPac's 
underlying water right from Magic Springs because, among other things, it would enlarge SeaPac's 
water right and injure many other water rights. SeaPac's water right is a non-consumptive fish 
propagation right. The water comes from Magic Springs, flows through SeaPac's facility which 
is located next to the Snake River, and then immediately flows to the river. The Magic Springs 
Mitigation Plan does NOT protect this return flow to the Snake River. After the Magic Springs 
water goes through the Rangen facility it will flow down Billingsley Creek where it will be fully 
consumed. The water will not return to the Snake River which means that SeaPac's non-
consumptive water right will be turned into a fully consumptive right. See Rangen 's Closing Brief 
in Opposition to Fourth Mitigation Plan (Exhibit 5) and Rangen 's Closing Brief submitted in the 
transfer proceeding (Exhibit 6). 
The Director was required to evaluate injury to other water rights when considering the 
Magic Springs Mitigation Plan. Rule 43.03.j of the Conjunctive Management Rules states: 
Factors that may be considered by the director in detennining whether a 
proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights inelude, but are not 
limited to, the following: 
j. Whether the mitigation plan is consistent with the 
conservation of water resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or 
would result in the diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the 
reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge. 
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JD APA 37.03.11.43.03.j. The Director has acknowledged this important duty. During the hearing 
on IGWA's Tucker Springs mitigation plan, the Director stated: 
And I will tell you that with respect to the issue of injury that - an, TJ, you 
stated this yourse If, that the Director had in the past ruled and referred to the 
conjunctive management rules that require that the Director consider injury in its 
review of- or in his review of the mitigation plan. 
Now, the distinction, I guess, I draw is that the issue of injury and the 
presentation of evidence doesn't - in a mitigation hearing does not need to rise to 
the level of proof that would be required in a transfer proceeding. And I don't want 
to mischaracterize the standard, other than to say that the issue, in my opinion, 
should be is there a reasonable possibility that - or is there a way in which the 
mitigation plan can be implemented so that it does cause injury to other water users 
or JGW A in general. 
So when I started my narrative here, 1 said that I would not rule on the issues. 
But at least with respect to injury, the Director has a responsibility to consider 
injury as part of the mitigation hearing, and l will consider injury and take 
evidence related to that subject. 
Tr., p. 32, line 15 - p. 33, 1. 12 ( emphasis added) (Exhibit 7). 
Despite the prior acknowledgement of his duty to consider injury issues in the mitigation 
plan hearing, Director Spackman's conditional approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan expressly 
deferred the enlargement/material injury issues to the pending transfer proceeding. The Order 
stated: 
12. The Fourth Mitigation Plan should be approved conditioned upon the 
approval of the IG W A's September I 0, 2014, Application for Transfer of Water 
Right to add the Rangen facility as a new place of use for up to 10 cfs from water 
right number 36-7072 or an authorized lease through the water supply bank. The 
co11sideration of a tra11sfer application is a separate administrative contested 
case evaluated pursuant to the legal standards provided in Idaho Code §§ 42-
108 and 42-222. L~.rnes of potential injury to other water users due to a transfer 
are most appropriately addressed in the transfer contested case proceeding. 
See Order Approving JGWA ·s Fourth lvfitigation Plan, p. 19 (Exhibit 8) {emphasis added). 
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IGW A filed an application for transfer to change the SeaPac water rights to allow use at 
Rang en's Research Hatchery on September 10, 2014. Such a transfer can only be approved by the 
Department if the transfer will not enlarge the water right or injure other water rights. See l.C. § 
42-222(1). Rangen protested the transfer application. See Exhibit 9. 
IGWA's transfer application was originally assigned to James Cefalo, an IDWR hearing 
officer. See Exhibit I 0. After conditional approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan, Director 
Spackman reassigned the transfer proceeding to himself and issued a Notice of Hearing and 
Scheduling Order. See Exllibit 11. Director Spackman conducted a hearing on the matter on 
December 19, 2014. The hearing took almost an entire day and consisied of the testimony of 
multiple water engineers and water rights experts and Frank Erwin, the water master of Water 
District 36A where the Rangen Research Hatchery and Billingsley Creek are located. See Ex.li.ibit 
12 for a copy of the transcript of the hearing. At the end of the hearing, Director Spackman 
identified serious and complex legal issues associated with the transfer application and requested 
that the parties address them in their post hearing briefing: 
THE HEARING OFFICER: Okay. Two weeks. I want to talk to you just briefly 
about some concerns I have that may not have been voiced or identified, and ru 
talk to you about three of them, if I can, just quickly. 
And so ifl turn to 42-222, which is the statute that describes the filing of 
applications for transfer, how the Department should review them. And there is 
one particular provision -- I'm looking in the code, but this is -- sorry, everybody 
else probably doesn't have their volumes with them. But this is subsection (I), last 
sentence in subsection (I). It's a long subsection. 
MR. BUDGE: In 222? 
THE HEARING OFFICER: In 222. And it says, the last sentence, "Pro,ided, 
however, minimum stream flow water rights may not be established under the local 
public interest criterion and may only be established pursuant to Chapter 15, Title 
42, Idaho code." 
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And I just want to ask the question whether asking a watermaster to 
shepherd IO cfs from Rangen to the mouth of Billingsley Creek establishes a de 
facto minimum stream flow and perhaps is prohibited by 42-222? I don't know the 
answer. I just ask the question. 
This question has come up in a couple of other contested case hearings that 
I've held. And at least in one of them that I think factually was farther away from 
characterization of a minimum stream flow where we required a bypass flow. 
There were those in the legal conununity and the water community who pointed to 
this and wondered whether I had established a minimum stream flow. That 
particular approval did not propose to shepherd water 
through an entire reach. This one does. 
There's another provision, and we've talked about the enlargement of use. 
And I just -- I look at the criterion, and so I just want to read it. 
MR. HAEJvIMERLE: I'm sorry, Director. What section are you on? 
THE HEARING OFFICER: This is the same subsection (1). It's very long. 
MR. HAEM:\1ERLE: Okay. 
THE HEARING OFFICER: And it sets out the criteria or the factors that the 
Director must consider. And one of them, of course, is the enlargement of use 
criterion. And it says, "The char..ge does not constitute an er..largement in use of the 
original right." I'm not sure I know what that means, "in use of the original right." 
And so the issue has really been set up well here. And I understand the differences. 
But it really is in the interpretation of, I think, what an enlargement in use of the 
original right means. What does that mean? I don't know, in the context in looking 
at these facts. 
And -- but I recognize - and it troubles me a little,frankly, that we could 
propose approving an application for tra11sfer that would -- that would not result 
in an enlargement use - enlargement of use ifwe look myopically at a portion of 
the total use that would result but ignore the rest of it. But agai11, I just - I look 
at it, a11d I don't k11ow what that term means. 
The last question that I want to ask is - and it hinges, I guess, on this 
interpretation of what an enlargement of use is. But either way, we interpret the 
enlargement of use, at least from the te~1imo11y, without some careful regulation 
and very difficult regulation on Billingsley Creek, There will be an increa,,e of 
consumptive use. And from my perspective, that increase in consumptive use will 
be very difficult or almost impossible to avoid. 
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And so then my next question is, is the water that will be consumed, is it 
trust water? Is it actually trust water, water that's been placed in trust and held 
by the State of Idaho? And would that increased consumption invoke the other 
provisions of trust water? Now, I know it refers to it in 202 -- 42-202, and I think 
it's {c), and talks about the appropriation of water. But is it trust water? 
And those are, I guess, questions or issues we didn't talk about today, but ones that 
I think I need to look at in the evaluation of the application. 
And I just wamed to throw them out to everybody because I think I have an 
obligation. 
MR. HAEMMERLE: I will say, Director, in 120 years of jurisprudence in the state 
of Idaho, it's an honor to be involved in these issues, because I think they are 
probably first-time issues. 
THE HEARING OFFICER: Okay. There you go. So I don't have anything else. 
Do the parties have anything? 
MR, HAEMJ'v1ERLE: Thanks for the direction, Director. 
THE HEARING OFFICER: Yeah. I don't want to write a decision that surprises 
the parties somehow. I want you to know that I'll look at those matters and issues 
that I at ]east detailed for you. 
(Tr., p. 261, 1. 15 -264, 1. 14) (emphasis added). 
The transfer application has never been approved. Director Spaekrnan has not issued a 
decision on the transfer application or any analysis of the enlargement/injury that would result 
from the transfer. It now appears that the transfer proceeding was merely a ruse. Four days before 
the hearing on the transfer proceeding began, IGWA applied for a lease and rental from the water 
bank. See Exhibits 2 and 3. Neither IGWA nor the Director disclosed or mentioned this 
application during the hearing on the transfer application. See Exhibit 12. 
The IDWR staff memos that were generated in connection with the lease/rental documents 
affinnatively show that Department policies and procedures were circumvented to issue these 
agreements without the knowledge and input of Rangen and to avoid the issues raised in the 
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protested transfer application. On January 2, 2015 -the day that Rangen and IGWA submitted 
their post.hearing briefing in the transfer proceeding - Remington Buyer, an IDWR employee, 
issued two memoranda. One addressed the lease application with SeaPac and lVlRB. See Exhibit 
2, p. 22. The other addressed the rental application with IGW A and IWRB. See Exhibit 3, p. 12. 
Mr. Remington's Memorandum on the lease agreement expressly states that the 
lease/rental applications were submitted because Rangen protested the transfer. See Exhibit 2, p. 
22. It states: "This lease rental application is being submitted due to the protesting of the transfor 
application." The Memorandum acknowledges that the IWRB usually does not consider rental 
applications where transfer proceedings have been initiated. The Memorandum also 
acknowledges that the IWRB avoids reviewing those applications where there is a protest. 
Nonetheless, these policies were expressly circumvented: 
As a matter of avoiding duplicative work, the Water Supply Bank tends not to 
consider lease and rental applications where transfer proceedings are pending, and 
the Bank avoids considering a lease/rental if an associated transfer is protested. 
This lease/rental transaction however is being proposed to accomplish mitigation 
activities approved by an order of the Director of IDVv'R (IGWA's Fourth 
Mitigation Plan) and the mitigation activities are sanctioned by the IWRB, thus the 
bank will consider this transaction. 
Exhibit 2, p. 21. 
Mr. Remington superficially addressed material injury/enlargement issues in his 
Memorandum on the rental agreement. Exhibit 3, p. 12. Again, his analysis was done on the same 
day that IGW A and Rangen submitted their final briefing in the transfer proceeding, yet Mr. 
Remington does not address the legal issues or concerns that Director Spackman asked the parties 
to address. It does not appear that Mr. Remington considered any of the evidence that the 
Department had on the enlargementJmaterial injury issues during the transfer proceeding. 
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There is also no evidence that Director Spackman considered the lease/rental applications. 
Section 42-1763 requires the Director to do the same enlargement/material injury analysis in 
connection with the lease/rental applications that he was required to do in connection with the 
Magic Springs Mitigation Plan and the transfer proceeding. It states: 
42-1763. Rentals from bank -- Approval by director. TI1e terms and conditions of 
any rental of water from the water supply bank must be approved by the director of 
the department of water resources. The director of the department of water 
resources may reject and refuse approval for or may partially approve for a less 
quantity of water or may approve upon conditions any proposed rental of water 
from the water supply bank where the proposed use is such that it will reduce the 
quantity of water available under other existing water rights, the water supply 
involved is insufficient for the purpose for which it is sought, the rental would 
cause the use of water to be enlarged beyond that authorized under the water 
right to be rented, the rental will conflict with the local public interest as defined 
in section 42-202B, Idaho Code, or the rental will adversely affect the local 
economy oftlie watershed or local area within which the source of water for the 
proposed use originates, iu the case where the place of use is outside of the 
watershed or local area where the source of water originates. The director shall 
consider in detennining whether to approve a rental of water for use outside of the 
state of Idaho those factors enumerated in subsection (3) of section 42-401, Idaho 
Code. 
J.C. § 42-1763 (emphasis added). 
The Director did not do this analysis even though he had just conducted a full day hearing 
on the matter and had extensive testimony from experts and legal briefings from the pruiies. In 
fact, it appears that the Department staff who reviewed the lease and rental applications ignored 
all of the evidence and legal briefing that the Director had just received. 
In addition, IGWA's rental agreement for the 5.5 cfs was not approved by the Director. 
The agreement was signed by Cheri Palmer for Brian Patton, the Acting Administrator for the 
IWRB. See Exhibit 3, p. 2. Ms. Palmer certified on behalf of Mr. Patton as follows: 
Having determined that this agreement satisfied the provisions ofidaho Code§ 42-
1763 and JDAPA 37.02.03.030 (Water Supply Bank Rule 30), for the rental and 
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use of water under the tenns and conditions herein provided, and none other, I 
hereby execute this Rental Agreement on behalf of the Idaho Water Resource 
Board. 
See id. Even if one assumes that Ms. Palmer has the authority to make the certifications on behalf 
of Mr. Patton, the problem with this certification is that the legal responsibility to review rental 
agreements rests with Director Spackman - not the lWRB. 
The Idaho legislature put the responsibility for reviewing and approving rental ai,rreements 
squarely on the shoulders of the Director - not the IWRB: 
42-1763. Rentals from bank-· Approval by direetor, The terms and conditions of 
any rental of water from the water supply bank must be approved by the direcwr 
of the department of water resources. The director of the department of water 
resources may reject and refuse approval for or may partially approve for a less 
quantity of water or may approve upon conditions any proposed rental of water 
from the water supply bank where the proposed use is such that it will reduce the 
quantity of water available under other existing water rights, the water supply 
involved is insufficient for the purpose for which it is sought, the rental would cause 
the use of water to be enlarged beyond that authorized under the water right to be 
rented, the rental will conflict with the local public interest as defined in section 42-
202B, Idaho Code, or the rental will adversely affect the local economy of the 
watershed or local area within which the source of water for the proposed use 
originates, in the case where the place of use is outside of the watershed or local 
area where the source of water originates. The director shall consider in detennining 
whether to approve a rental of water for use outside of the state of Idaho those 
factors enumerated in subsection (3) of section 42-401, Idaho Code. 
LC.§ 42-1763 (emphasis added). 
The certification that the rental agreement meets the criteria of LC. § 41-1763 was given 
by the IWRB - not the Director. This does not comply with ldaho law and renders the rental 
agreement a nullity. Without the Director's approval of the rental agreement, IGWA does not have 
the ability to comply with the Court's February 7th Order, and, as such, Rangen requests that the 
stay be vacated. 
MEMORA~DUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
GRANTING STAY OF CURTAILMENT ORDER- 12 
It is unconscionable for the Magic Springs Mitigation Plan lo be implemented without an 
analysis of whether the plan results in an enlargement ofSeaPac's water rights or causes material 
injury to Snake River water users because the water will not return to the Snake River once it 
enters Billingsley Creek. The Director refused to address this issue in the mitigation plan hearing 
and said he would address it in the transfer proceeding. The Department and IWRB ignored their 
standard operating policies and procedures to consider the lease/rental applications even though a 
transfer proceeding had been commenced and there was a protest. Rangen was not notified of the 
applications and was deprived of the opportunity to participate. The Department and IWRB 
ignored the evidence and legal briefing that they had in their possession and they accomplished 
indirectly what they could not do directly- the approval of the use of water without a full injury 
analysis. The Director did not approve the lease/rental applications and he did not do the 
injury/enlargement analysis. In fact, the Director has not yet addressed in any forum or proceeding 
whether the Magic Springs Mitigation Plan causes material injury to mhers or results in an 
enlargement of SeaPac's water rights. As such, the Court should not allow pumping to commence 
through the Magic Springs pipeline until IOWA, the Department and the !VlRB comply with Idaho 
law. Respectfully, Rangen requests that the stay be vacated. 
III, CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Rangen respectfully requests that Rangen's Motion for 
Reconsideration be granted and that the stay be vacated. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION Of' ORDER 
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DATED this 26'h day ofJanuary, 2015. 
MAY,BRO 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER ) 
RESOURCES and Gary Spackman, in his ) 
official capacity as Director of the Idaho ) ) 




COMES NOW the Petitioner, RANG EN, INC. by and through its attorneys ofrecord, an 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(1) and the Court's Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review of Final 
Order of Director of Idaho Department of Water Resources dated December 5, 2014 and hereb 

























moves the Court to enter an Order requiring the Idaho Department of Water Resources to augmen 
the record of this matter with the following items: 
• All record items filed in Rangen's Petition for Delivery Call, CM-DC-2011-004 on th 
list attached hereto as Exhibit 1 
Rangen has consulted with the Idaho Department of Water Resources, the Idaho Ground Wat 
Appropriators, Inc. and Kathleen McKenzie concerning this Amended Motion to Augment IDW 
and Ms. McKenzie do not object to this Amended Motion to Augment Record. IGW A objects t 
the Amended Motion, but does not object to the original Motion to Augment Record. 
WHEREORE, Rangen respectfully requests that this Amended Motion to Augment Recor 
be granted. 
DATED this 26th day of February, 2015. 
MAY BROWNING & MAY. P.L.L.C. 
By: Q--
J.Justinay 
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EXHIBIT 1 - AMENDED MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD 
Notice of Acceptance of Delivery of Water Under IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan -July 8, 
2014 
Order Approving IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued April 28, 2014; 
Second Amended Curtailment Order - June 20, 2014 
Final Order on Reconsideration - May 16, 2014 
Amended Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part IGW A's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting 
Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order- May 16, 2014 
Order Granting IGWA's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment -April 28, 2014 
IGWA's Petition for Reconsideration and Clarification -April 25, 2014 
Rangen's Motion for Reconsideration of Order Re: IGWA's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay; 
Amended Curtailment Order - April 25, 2014 
Rangen, Inc.'s Response in Opposition to IGWA's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment-April 
25,2014 
IGWA's Reply in Support of its Second Petition to Stay Curtailment -April 25, 2014 
Letter from Howard "Butch" Morris Agreeing to Cease Diverting 0.3 CFS from Curren Tunnel 
Through His Irrigation Pipeline -April 23, 2014 
IGW A's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment, and Request for Expedited Decision - April 17, 
2014 
Supporting Data - April 11, 2014 
Attachment A - April 11, 2014 
Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part IGWA's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay 
Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order - April 11, 2014 
Order on Reconsideration - March 4, 2014 
IGWA's Reply Brief in Support of its Petition for Reconsideration -February 27, 2014 
City of Pocatello's Response to Rangen, Inc.'s Petition for Reconsideration and Clarification -
February 26, 2014 
Rangen, lnc.'s Memorandum in Opposition to IGWA's Petition for Reconsideration -February 
26,2014 
Water Coalition's Response to IGWA's Petition for Reconsideration -February 25, 2014 
IGWA's Response to Rangen 's Petition for Reconsideration and Clarification - February 24, 
2014 
Order Granting IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment February 21, 2014 
Affidavit of J. Justin May in Opposition to the Idaho Cities' Petition for Limited Intervention and 
in Opposition to IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment-February 19, 2014 
Rangen, Jnc.'s Response in Opposition to JGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment -February 19, 
2014 
Order Shortening Time to File Responses to JGW A's Petition to Stay Curtailment - February 12, 
2014 
City of Pocatello's Motion to Reconsider- February 12, 2014 
Rangen, Inc.'s Motion for Reconsideration and Clarification - February 12, 2014 
IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment and Request for Expedited Decision - February 12, 2014 
IGWA's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing-February 11, 2014 
IGWA's Petition for Reconsideration -February 11, 2014 
Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc.'s Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights 
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The settled agency record was lodged with this Court on January 16, 2015. On February 
26, 2015, Rangen, Inc. filed an Amended Motion to Augment Record, requesting that the agency 
record be augmented with certain record items filed in Rangen's Petition for Delivery Call, 
IDWR Docket No. CM-DC-2011-004, identified therein. A hearing on the Motion was held 
before this Court on March 3, 2015. For the reasons stated on the record, the Court in an 
exercise of its discretion granted the Motion. 
THEREFORE, BASED ON THE FOREGOING THE FOLLOWING ARE HEREBY 
ORDERED: 
ORDER GRANTING AMENDED MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD 
S:\ORDERS\Administrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\0rder Granting Motion to Augment Record.docx 
- I -
1. Rangen, Inc.' s Amended Motion to Augment Record is hereby granted. 
2. The agency record in this matter shall be augmented to include the documents 
listed on Exhibit 1 attached hereto. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated Mf..'t'C."' Ii 1 1.0 I'S 
~--
District Judge 
ORDER GRANTING AMENDED MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD 
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EXHIBIT 1 - AMENDED MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD 
Notice of Acceptance of Delivery of Water Under IGW A's Second Mitigation Plan - July 8, 
2014 
Order Approving IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued April 28, 2014; 
Second Amended Curtailment Order - June 20, 20 J 4 
Final Order on Reconsideration - May 16, 2014 
Amended Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part IGW A's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting 
Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order- May 16, 2014 
Order Granting IGWA's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment-April 28, 2014 
IGWA's Petition for Reconsideration and Clarification April 25, 2014 
Rangen's Motion for Reconsideration of Order Re: IGWA's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay; 
Amended Curtailment Order - April 25, 2014 
Rangen, Inc. 's Response in Opposition to IGWA 's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment -April 
25,2014 
IGW A's Reply in Support of its Second Petition to Stay Curtailment -April 25, 2014 
Letter from Howard "Butch" Morris Agreeing to Cease Diverting 0.3 CFS from Curren Tunnel 
Through His Irrigation Pipeline - April 23, 2014 
JGW A's Second Petition to Stay Curtailment, and Request for Expedited Decision - April 17, 
2014 
Supporting Data - April 11, 2014 
Attachment A - April 11, 20 J 4 
Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part IGWA's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay 
Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order- April 11, 2014 
Order on Reconsideration -March 4, 2014 
IGWA's Reply Briefin Support ofits Petition for Reconsideration - February 27, 2014 
City of Pocatello' s Response to Rang en, Inc.' s Petition for Reconsideration and Clarification -
February 26, 2014 
Rangen, lnc.'s Memorandum in Opposition to IGWA's Petition for Reconsideration - February 
26,2014 
Water Coalition's Response to IGWA's Petition for Reconsideration February 25, 2014 




Order Granting IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment - February 21, 2014 
Affidavit of J. Justin May in Opposition to the Idaho Cities' Petition for Limited Intervention and 
in Opposition to IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment- February 19, 2014 
Rangen, Jnc.'s Response in Opposition to IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment- February 19, 
2014 
Order Shortening Time to File Responses to IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment-February 12, 
2014 
CityofPocatello's Motion to Reconsider- February 12, 2014 
Rangen, Tnc.'s Motion for Reconsideration and Clarification - February 12, 2014 
lGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment and Request for Expedited Decision - February 12, 2014 
IGWA's Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing- February 11, 2014 
IGWA's Petition for Reconsideration - February 11, 2014 
Final Order Regarding Rangen, Jnc.'s Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights 
Junior to July 13, 1962-January 29, 2014 
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STATEMENT OF CASE 
A. NATURE OF THE CASE & PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
This is a judicial review proceeding in which Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen"), appeals an order 
issued by the Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department") 
approving a mitigation plan filed by the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A"), 
pursuant to the Conjunctive Management Rules ("CM Rules"). 1 The order appealed is the Order 
Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan ("Fourth Mitigation Plan Order"). 
Issues raised in this appeal stem from the Petition for Delivery Call filed by Rangen with 
the Department on December 13, 2011, alleging Ran gen is not receiving all of the water it is 
entitled to pursuant to water right nos. 36-2551 and 36-7694, and is being materially injured by 
junior-priority ground water pumping. In the delivery call proceeding, the Director issued the 
Final Order Regarding Rang en, Inc.' s Petition for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water 
Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order").2 The Director ordered curtailment of 
junior-priority ground water rights, but that such curtailment could be avoided if the junior 
ground water users participated in a mitigation plan that would provide "simulated steady state 
benefits of 9.1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." Ex. 1018 at 42. The 
Curtailment Order explained that mitigation provided to Rangen "may be phased-in over not 
more than a five-year period pursuant to CM Rule 40 as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs 
the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." Id. 
1 The term "Conjunctive Management Rules" or "CM Rules" refers to the Rules for Conjunctive Management of 
Surface and Ground Water Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11. 
2 The Curtailment Order was appealed in Rangen, Inc., v. IDWR, Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338. This 
Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions/or Judicial Review ("Decision") on October 24, 
2014, which affirmed the Director on a number of issues, but held the Director erred by applying the Great Rift trim 
line to reduce the zone of curtailment. Decision at 28. The Decision has been appealed to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
Docket Nos. 42772-2015, 42775-2015, and 42863-2015. 
Respondents' Brief - Page I 
On February 11, 2014, IGWA filed with the Department IGWA's Mitigation Plan and 
Request for Hearing ("First Mitigation Plan") which set forth nine proposals to avoid curtailment 
imposed by the Curtailment Order. CV-2014-2935 R. at 291.3 The Director held a hearing on 
the First Mitigation Plan on March 17-19, 2014. On May 16, 2014, the Director issued the 
Amended Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part IGWA's Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting 
Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order ("First Mitigation Plan Order"). 
CV-2014-2935 R. at 291-314. The Director approved mitigation credit for only two proposals: 
(1) IGWA's past and ongoing aquifer enhancement activities; and (2) exchange of irrigation 
water diverted from the Martin-Curren Tunnel by Howard (Butch) and Rhonda Morris with 
operational spill water from the North Side Canal Company ("Morris exchange agreement"). Id. 
at 294. Rangen' s petition for judicial review of the First Mitigation Plan Order filed on June 13, 
2014, in Case No. CV-2014-2446 challenged the Director's determination of mitigation credit 
for IGW A's past and ongoing aquifer enhancement activities and the Morris exchange 
agreement. 
On March 10, 2014, during the pendency of First Mitigation Plan proceedings, IGW A 
filed with the Department IGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan and Request for Hearing ("Second 
Mitigation Plan"). The Second Mitigation Plan proposed delivery of up to 9.1 cfs of water from 
Tucker Springs, a tributary to Riley Creek, through a 1.3 mile pipeline to the fish research and 
propagation facility owned by Rangen ("Rangen Facility"). CV-2014-2935 R. at 125. On June 
4-5, 2014, the Director conducted a hearing for the Second Mitigation Plan. On June 20, 2014, 
the Director issued the Order Approving IGWA 's Second Mitigation Plan, Order Lifting Stay 
Issued April 28, 2014; Second Amended Curtailment Order ("Second Mitigation Plan Order"). 
3 The record in this case includes the record, exhibits, and hearing transcript for CV-2014-2935. Citations to 
documents from CV-2014-2935 will be noted as such. 
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Ex. 1021. To incorporate the First Mitigation Plan into the Second Mitigation Plan. the Director 
recalculated the period of time the Morris exchange agreement was recognized as mitigation. Id. 
at 15. 
On August 27, 2014, IGWA filed IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan and Request for 
Expedited Hearing ("Fourth Mitigation Plan"). Ex. 1000.4 The Fourth Mitigation Plan consists 
of the "Magic Springs Project." Id. at 3. The Magic Springs Project calls for IGWA to lease or 
purchase 10.0 cfs of water right nos. 36-7072 and 36-8356 owned by SeaPac of Idaho 
("SeaPac") and then pipe the water approximately 1.8 miles from SeaPac' s Magic Springs 
facility to the head of Billingsley Creek directly up gradient from the Rangen Facility. Id. at 3, 
12. On September 12, 2014, IGWA, on behalf of North Snake Ground Water District, Magic 
Valley Ground Water District, and Southwest Irrigation District, submitted to the Department an 
Application for Transfer of Water Right ("Transfer Application") to add the Rangen Facility as a 
new place of use for up to 10 cfs from water right number 36-7072. Ex. 1001. 
The Director held a hearing for the Fourth Mitigation Plan on October 8, 2014. On 
October 29, 2014, the Director issued the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order. R. p. 178-240. The 
Director approved the Fourth Mitigation Plan upon several conditions and with contingencies to 
protect Rangen. Id. at 197-98. For example, the Director ordered that the Fourth Mitigation Plan 
was approved conditioned upon approval of the Transfer Application or an authorized lease 
through the Water Supply Bank ("WSB"). Id. at 197. This appeal challenges the Director's 
approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
4 On June 10, 2014, IGWA filed with the DepartmentJGWA's Amended Third Mitigation Plan and Request/or 
Hearing. Several protests were filed. After multiple status conferences and motions to continue the hearing 
scheduled for the Amended Third Mitigation Plan, on February 12, 2015, IGWA filed with the Department a 
Clarification a/Scope of Third Plan; Notice of Withdrawal; and Request/or Orders. Another status conference was 
held on March 17, 2015, wherein the parties requested the Director take no further action on the Amended Third 
Mitigation Plan until after issuance of a decision regarding Application for Permit 36-17011. 
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While this appeal is from the Director's Fourth Mitigation Plan Order, issues raised by 
Rangen in its Opening Brief necessitate discussion of additional procedural history. After 
issuance of the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order, Rangen filed with the Department Rangen, Inc. 's 
Motion to Detennine Morris Exchange Water Credit ("Morris Exchange Credit Motion"). R. p. 
262. On November 21, 2014, the Director issued an Order Granting Rangen's Motion to 
Detennine Morris Exchange Water Credit; Second Amended Curtailment Order ("Morris 
Exchange Order"). Id. at 262-312. Actual average flow measurements from the Martin-Curren 
Tunnel from April 15, 2014, through October 15, 2014, demonstrated the Morris exchange 
agreement provided the required mitigation only through October 1, 2014. Id. at 264. To make 
up for the shortfall and forestall curtailment on January 19, 2015, the Director determined junior 
ground water users must deliver direct flow mitigation equal to 5.5 cfs starting January 19, 2015, 
and continuing through March 31, 2015. Id. at 266. 
On December 12, 2014, IGWA, on behalf of SeaPac, submitted an application to lease 
5.5 cfs of water right no. 36-7072 to the WSB. See Affidavit of J. Dee May in Support of Motion 
for Reconsideration of Order Granting Stay of Curtailment Order ("May Affidavit") at Ex. 2.5 
IGW A, acting on behalf of North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water 
District, and Southwest Irrigation District, also submitted an application to rent that same water 
from the WSB. See id. at Ex. 3. 
5 A copy of the May Affidavit, with Exhibits 2 and 3 only, is attached hereto as Appendix A. The May Affidavit was 
filed with the Court on January 26, 2015, in Case No. CV-2014-4970. The Department moves the Court to take 
judicial notice of the May Affidavit with Exhibits 2 and 3 only pursuant to IRE 201(d). If a party moves the Court 
to "take judicial notice of records, exhibits or transcripts from the court file in the same or a separate case, the party 
shall identify the specific documents or items for which the judicial notice is requested or shall proffer to the court 
and serve on all the parties copies of such documents or items. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a 
party and supplied with the necessary information." IRE 20l(d) emphasis added. "Judicial notice may be taken at 
any stage of the proceeding." IRE 201(!). 
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On January 26, 2015, IGW A submitted to the Department amended WSB applications to 
lease and rent Magic Springs' water for delivery to Rangen to increase the amount leased and 
rented from 5.5 cfs to 7.81 cfs. See Affidavit of Emmi L. Blades in Support of Response to 
Motion for Reconsideration ("Blades Affidavit")6 at Exs. 1 and 2 respectively. An amended 
WSB lease contract between the Idaho Water Resource Board ("IWRB") and SeaPac was fully 
executed by the parties on January 27, 2015. Id. at Ex. 5. An amended WSB rental agreement 
was fully executed by the parties that same day. Id. at Ex. 7. On February 19, 2015, the Director 
issued the Final Order Approving Application for Transfer ("Transfer Order"). See Stipulation 
at Attachment A-11. 7 
B. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
IGW A's Fourth Mitigation Plan proposes direct delivery of up to 10 cfs of "first use" 
water from SeaPac's Magic Springs facility to the Rangen Facility. Ex. 1000 at 3; Ex. 1009 at 4. 
SeaPac owns two water rights for fish propagation at its Magic Springs facility: 36-7072 which 
6 A copy of the Blades Affidavit, which was filed with the Court on January 28, 2015, in Case No. CV-2014-4970, 
is attached hereto as Appendix B. The Department moves the Court to take judicial notice of the Blades Affidavit 
pursuant to IRE 20 I ( d). 
7 On March 19, 2015, counsel for IGWA, Rangen, and the Department agreed to the admission of twelve additional 
documents in the record of this appeal. This agreement is represented in the Stipulation to Augment the Record 
("Stipulation"), which the Department filed with the Court on March 20, 2015. The Stipulation includes copies of 
the following documents (as Attachments A-l-A-12) and is attached hereto as Appendix C: 
(1) Lease between North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District, and 
Southwest irrigation District, and the IWRB Re: Aqualife; 
(2) Memorandum of Agreement with SeaPac Re: use of Magic Springs water; 
(3) Buried Pipeline Agreement with North Side Canal Company; 
(4) Buried Pipeline Agreement with Mitchell; 
(5) Letter from Pat Brown confirming permission to install pipe through Candy property; 
(6) Pipeline License Agreement with Rangen; 
(7) Hagerman Highway District Easement Approval granted October 1, 2014; 
(8) 100% Engineering Design; 
(9) Insurance commitment form from Evolution Insurance; 
(10) IGWA's Notice oflnsurance submitted to the Department on February 6, 2015; 
(11) The Transfer Order; and 
(12) Email correspondence between counsel for the Department and counsel for Rangen and IGW A dated 
3/17/2015, sent at 9:28 a.m., RE: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline. 
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authorizes the diversion of 148.2 cfs for fish propagation from Thousand Springs with a priority 
date of September 5, 1969, and 36-8356 which authorizes the diversion of 45 cfs for fish 
propagation from springs with a priority date of May 9, 1988. Ex. 2013, attachments 4 & 5. The 
Magic Springs Project is designed to deliver a maximum flow of 10 cfs of spring water 
associated with water right 36-7072 to Rangen. IGWA will divert Magic Springs' water from a 
point of diversion authorized by water right number 36-7072. Ex. 1009 at 4. 
A letter of intent executed by IGW A and SeaPac states that SeaPac will agree to lease or 
sell to IGW A up to 10 cfs of "first use" water from its Magic Springs water rights (36-7072 and 
36-8356) for mitigation purposes ("IGW A/SeaPac agreement"). Ex. 1003 at 2. SeaPac currently 
has a short-term lease of the Aqualife Aquaculture Facility Hatchery ("Aqualife") from the 
IWRB, which owns and operates Aqualife and water right numbers 36-4011, 36-2734, 36-15476, 
36-2414, and 36-2338. SeaPac desires to continue its Aqualife operations by securing ownership 
and/or a long-term lease of Aqualife. Ex. 1003 at 1-3. The IGW A/SeaPac agreement is 
contingent upon 1) IGWA securing approval of its Fourth Mitigation Plan from the Department, 
2) IGW A securing an order approving the transfer of the point of diversion and place of use (as 
necessary) from SeaPac to Rangen, 3) IGW A constructing the pump and pipeline facilities and 
delivering Magic Springs' water pursuant to an approved mitigation plan, and 4) IGW A owning 
or controlling Aqualife water right numbers 36-4011, 36-2734, 36-15476, 36-2414, and 36-2338 
by long-term lease or purchase from the IWRB and making them available to SeaPac. Ex. 1003 
at 2-3. 
On July 18, 2014, prior to filing of the Fourth Mitigation Plan, the IWRB executed a 
letter of intent with IGW A to make available to IGW A by long-term lease or purchase up to 10 
cfs of its Aqualife water rights as needed to satisfy the mitigation obligation to Rangen. Ex. 
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1002 at 2. At the time of approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan, IGW A and the IWRB were 
negotiating to finalize the details of a thirty-year lease of the Aqualife water rights and facility. 
IGW A intends to assign the lease to SeaPac and gain access to the Magic Springs' water. Tr. p. 
38-40; 87-89. IGWA submitted the finalized lease to the Department on January 16, 2015. See 
Stipulation at Attachment A-1. 
At the time of hearing on the Fourth Mitigation Plan, engineers for IGW A had completed 
sixty percent of the engineering design necessary to construct the full Magic Springs Project 
("engineering design"). Ex. 1009. The engineering design calls for construction of a permanent 
pump station and pipeline system "to reliably deliver 9.1 cfs from Magic Springs to the Rangen 
[F]acility."8 Id. at 10. The following figure taken from Exhibit 1009 at 13 displays two potential 
diversion points identified below the rim at the Magic Springs facility for the permanent pipeline 
system: the l&J Raceway Diversion ("l&J Diversion") and the ABC Flume Diversion ("ABC 
Diversion").9 
8 The engineering design also called for the construction of a temporary pump and pipeline system to deliver water 
to Rangen by January 19, 2015. Ex. 1009 at 7-9. The temporary system was not constructed. 
9 Testimony presented at the hearing demonstrated the I&J Diversion was preferred. Tr. p. 156. The 100% 
engineering design depicts only the I&J Diversion. Stipulation at Attachment A-8. 
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The pipeline alignments for the l&J Diversion and the ABC Diversion eventually intersect on top 
of the rim, and from that point to the Rangen Facility, the alignment for both points of diversion 
is the same. Ex. 1009 at 10. The following figure taken from Exhibit 1009 at 11 depicts the 
pipeline alignments: 
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ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
Respondents' formulation of the issues presented on appeal is as follows: 
A. Whether the Director acted in compliance with Idaho law and the CM Rules in approving 
the Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
B. Whether Rangen can use this proceeding to challenge other final orders and decisions 
issued by the Director. 
C. Whether the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order provides sufficient contingency provisions to 
protect Rangen. 
D. Whether requiring Ran gen to allow construction on its land related to placement of the 
delivery pipe for the Magic Springs Project constitutes a taking of Rangen's property. 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review of a final decision of the Department is governed by the Idaho 
Administrative Procedure Act ("IDAPA"), chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code. LC.§ 42-1701A(4). 
Under IDAPA, the Court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record 
created before the agency. Idaho Code§ 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61,831 P.2d 
527, 529 (1992). The Court shall affirm the agency decision unless it finds the agency's 
findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: (a) in violation of constitutional or statutory 
provisions; (b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; (c) made upon unlawful 
procedure; ( d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or ( e) arbitrary, 
capricious, or an abuse of discretion. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3); Barron v. Idaho Dept. of Water 
Resources, 135 Idaho 414,417, 18 P.3d 219,222 (2001). The party challenging the agency 
decision must show that the agency erred in a manner specified in Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3), and 
that a substantial right of the petitioner has been prejudiced. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4); Barron, 
135 Idaho at 417, 18 P.3d at 222. "Where conflicting evidence is presented that is supported by 
substantial and competent evidence, the findings of the [ agency] must be sustained on appeal 
regardless of whether this Court may have reached a different conclusion." Tupper v. State 
Farm Ins., 131 Idaho 724, 727, 963 P.2d 1161, 1164 (1998). If the agency action is not affirmed, 
it shall.be set aside, in whole or in part, and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
Idaho Power Co. v. Idaho Dep't of Water Res., 151 Idaho 266,272,255 P.3d 1152, 1158 (2011). 
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ARGUMENT 
A. THE FOURTH MITIGATION PLAN ORDER COMPLIES WITH IDAHO LAW 
AND THE CM RULES 
The Director acted in compliance with Idaho law and the CM Rules in approving the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan. Specifically, the CM Rules require that, when a delivery call is made, 
and upon a finding by the Director as provided in CM Rule 42 that injury is occurring, the 
Director may allow out-of-priority diversion of water by junior-priority ground water users 
pursuant to a mitigation plan that has been approved by the Director. ID APA 37 .03.11.040.01.b. 
CM Rule 43 .02 states that the Director shall consider the mitigation plan under the procedural 
provisions of Idaho Code § 42-222. Idaho Code§ 42-222 provides that approval may be granted 
"in whole, or in part, or upon conditions." CM Rule 43.03 establishes factors that "may be 
considered by the Director in determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury 
to senior rights." A proposed mitigation plan must contain information that allows the Director 
to evaluate these factors. IDAPA 37.03.11.043.0l(d). 
While Rule 43.03 lists factors that "may be considered by the Director," the Director 
determined factors 43.03(a) through 43.03(c) are necessary components of mitigation plans that 
call for the direct delivery of mitigation water. R. p. 182-83. Accordingly, to satisfy its burden 
of proof, IGWA was required to present sufficient factual evidence to prove that (1) the Magic 
Springs proposal is legal, and would provide the quantity of water required by the Curtailment 
Order; (2) the components of the Fourth Mitigation Plan would be implemented to timely 
provide mitigation water as required by the Curtailment Order; and (3)(a) the Magic Springs 
Project was geographically located and engineered, and (b) necessary agreements or option 
contracts were executed, or legal proceedings to acquire land or easements had been initiated. 
Id. at 183. 
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After evaluating of all the evidence, the Director concluded the "Fourth Mitigation Plan 
is an acceptable plan under the CM Rules" and conditionally approved the plan. R. p. 195. 
Specifically, the Director concluded: 
The Fourth Mitigation Plan adequately describes the actions that will be taken by 
IGW A to mitigate material injury to Ran gen by pumping water from Magic 
Springs to the Rangen Facility for the beneficial purpose of fish propagation. CM 
Rule 43.01.d. The plan is in compliance with Idaho law. CM Rule 43.03.a. The 
plan has been geographically located and engineered. While IGW A has not 
finalized some aspects of the plan, for instance IGW A offered two possible points 
of diversion and also offered at least two alternative pipeline alignments, this does 
not render the plan unapprovable. In fact, because some aspects of the plan have 
not yet been finalized, this will provide Rangen an opportunity to offer additional 
input on issues such as how to integrate the Magic Springs water into Rangen's 
system. 
Id. at 195-96. The Director also concluded that, "[i]f implemented, the plan will provide water to 
Ran gen 'at the time and place required by the senior priority water right . . . . ' CM Rule 
43.03.b." Id. at 196. The Director determined the proposed permanent pipeline system satisfied 
necessary standards of "temperature, water chemistry, reliability, and biosecurity" and the 
proposed pumping and power "system design is reliable. CM Rule 43.03.h." Id. The Director 
approved the Fourth Mitigation Plan "conditioned upon approval of IGW A's [Transfer 
Application] or an authorized lease through the [WSB]. Approval [was] also conditioned upon 
all necessary agreements or option contracts being reduced to final written agreements." Id. at 
197-98. In recognition that a mitigation plan must include contingency provisions to assure 
protection of the senior-priority right in the event the mitigation water source becomes 
unavailable, In Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights Held By or For Ben. of 
A & B Irrigation Dist., 155 Idaho 640, 654, 315 P.3d 828, 842 (2013), the Director also required 
IOWA to "pay for all costs of building, operating, maintaining, and monitoring the pipeline(s)" 
and "to purchase an insurance policy for the benefit of Rangen to cover any losses of fish 
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attributable to the failure of the temporary or permanent pipeline system to the Rangen Facility." 
R. p. 197-98. As this discussion demonstrates, the Director acted in compliance with Idaho law 
and the CM Rules in approving the Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
B. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR REGARDING THE GRANTING OF A STAY, THE 
MORRIS EXCHANGE CREDIT, APPROVAL OF THE WSB LEASE AND 
RENTAL, AND THE TRANSFER ORDER SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED IN 
THIS PROCEEDING 
While this appeal is from the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order, Rangen appears to challenge 
multiple decisions of the Director since issuance of the Curtailment Order up until and after 
approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan. Specifically, Rangen implies the Director erred by 
granting stays on February 21, 2014, and April 28, 2014; sets forth several arguments related to 
the Morris exchange agreement credit; and appears to challenge approval of the WSB lease and 
rental as well as the Transfer Order. As discussed below, such challenges are not appropriate for 
the Court to consider in this proceeding because they should have either been raised in prior 
proceedings, have become moot, or should be challenged in other proceedings. 
1. Orders Granting Requests for Stay 
Rangen mentions that, on February 21, 2014, the Director issued an Order Granting 
IGWA's Petition to Stay Curtailment. Opening Brief at 9. Rangen also mentions the Director's 
decision to issue the April 28, 2014, Order Granting IGWA's Second Petition to Stay 
Curtailment. Id. at 10-11. To the extent Rangen seeks to challenge the Director's issuance of 
these stays in this proceeding, those challenges are barred by claim preclusion. Specifically, 
claim preclusion bars a subsequent action between the same parties upon the same claim or upon 
claims relating to the same cause of action. Berkshire Investments, LLC v. Taylor, 153 Idaho 73, 
81,278 P.3d 943,951 (2012) (quotations and citations omitted). Under this doctrine, a claim is 
also precluded if it could have been brought in the previous action, regardless of whether it was 
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actually brought, where: (I) the original action ended in final judgment on the merits, (2) the 
present claim involves the same parties as the original action, and (3) the present claim arises out 
of the same transaction or series of transactions as the original action. Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 
144 Idaho 119, 125-27, 157 P.3d 613, 618-20 (2007). 
Here, Rangen could have raised challenges to the Director's decisions to issue the 
February 21, 2014, and April 28, 2014, stays in its petition for judicial review of the First 
Mitigation Plan Order in CV-2014-2446 dated June 13, 2014. Case no. CV-2014-2446 ended in 
a final judgment on the merits when the Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order on 
Petition for Judicial Review ("2446 Decision") 10 and Judgment on December 3, 2014, and its 
Remittitur on January 26, 2015. Rangen's challenges to the above-described stays arise out of 
the same series of transactions as Rangen' s appeal of the First Mitigation Plan Order. 
Accordingly, Rangen's failure to raise challenges to the Director's issuance of the February 21, 
2014, and April 28, 2014, stays in its appeal of the First Mitigation Plan Order means claim 
preclusion prevents Rangen from raising those challenges here. 
In addition, under Idaho law, the Director has discretion to enter an order granting or 
denying a request for stay. Order Denying Application for Alterative Writ of Mandate, Case No. 
CV-2014-272 (Fifth Jud. Dist. Ct. May 23, 2014); IDAPA 37.01.01.780; LC.§ 67-5274 and 
I.R.C.P. 84(m); See also Bank of Idaho v. Nesseth, 104 Idaho 842,846,664 P.2d 270,274 
(1983). The Director did not err by issuing the above-described stay orders on February 21, 
2014, and April 28, 2014. 
10 A copy of the 2446 Decision is attached hereto as Appendix D. The Department moves the Court to take judicial 
notice of the 2446 Decision pursuant to IRE 20l(d). 
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2. Morris Exchange Agreement Credit 
Rangen sets forth several arguments related to mitigation credit granted by the Director 
for the Morris exchange agreement. First, Rangen argues the Director's decision in the Second 
Mitigation Plan Order to "recalculate the time period over which the Morris [exchange 
agreement] credit was calculated was arbitrary and capricious." Opening Brief at 13. As stated 
above, this Court entered its 2446 Decision with respect to Rangen' s appeal of the First 
Mitigation Plan Order on December 3, 2014. The Court concluded the Director's approval of 
mitigation credit for the Morris exchange agreement did not violate the prior appropriation 
doctrine, but reversed and remanded the Director's use of flow data associated with an average 
year and use of an annual time period to calculate the mitigation credit for further proceedings as 
necessary. 2446 Decision at 10-15. Because the Court reversed and remanded the issue of 
calculation of the Morris exchange agreement credit, the issue is currently before the Department 
on remand and, therefore, moot in this proceeding. 
Next, Rangen asserts that the Director should have used actual Martin-Curren Tunnel 
flow measurements when determining the Morris exchange agreement credit in approving the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan. Opening Brief at 13. There are two problems with this assertion. First, 
Rangen did not argue to the Director in proceedings related to the Fourth Mitigation Plan that the 
Director should use actual Martin-Curren Tunnel flow measurements when determining the 
Morris exchange agreement credit in the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order. Having failed to raise 
the issue to the Director in those proceedings, Rangen cannot now raise this challenge on appeal. 
See Elias-Cruz v. Idaho Dep't of Transp., 153 Idaho 200, 206, 280 P.3d 703, 709 (2012) ("We 
will not consider on appeal issues that the administrative tribunal had the authority to decide but 
were not raised before it."). Second, while Rangen argues actual Martin-Curren Tunnel flow 
measurements for the 2014 irrigation season were available when the Director issued the Fourth 
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Mitigation Plan Order on October 29, 2014, this is factually incorrect. Rangen tracks flow 
measurements from the white PVC pipe which are necessary to the determination of actual flows 
from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. The white pipe measurements for the 2014 irrigation season 
were first made available to the Department when Rangen submitted Dave Calvin's calculation 
of the Morris exchange agreement credit on October 31, 2014, after issuance of the Fourth 
Mitigation Plan Order. R. p. 264. Actual flow measurements from the Martin-Curren Tunnel 
were not available for use to determine Morris exchange agreement credit in the Fourth 
Mitigation Plan Order. 
Rangen also complains "the First Mitigation Plan [Order] did not provide any mechanism 
for monitoring or making adjustments to the amount of [Morris exchange agreement] credit as 
Martin-Curren Tunnel Measurements became available during the year." Opening Brief at 13. 
Rangen is barred by the doctrine of claim preclusion from raising issues that were required to be 
raised in Rangen' s appeal of the First Mitigation Plan Order. See Berkshire Investments, LLC, 
153 Idaho at 81,278 P.3d at 951. 
Rangen also argues the Director erred because "he did not correct and amend" the Fourth 
Mitigation Plan Order upon evaluation of Rangen's Morris Exchange Credit Motion, but rather 
issued the Morris Exchange Order to address that the Morris exchange agreement credit ran out 
on October 1, 2014. Opening Brief at 14. Evaluation ofRangen's Morris Exchange Credit 
Motion took place after issuance of the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order. The Director's findings, 
inferences, and conclusions set forth in the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order are required to be 
supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole. See Idaho Code§ 67-5279. Data 
that Rangen submitted in support of its Morris Exchange Credit Motion was not part of the 
record upon which the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order was based. Therefore, the Director did not 
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err by issuing the Morris Exchange Order instead of amending the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order. 
In addition, Rangen has filed an appeal of the Morris Exchange Order. See CV-2014-4970. Any 
challenge Rangen has to the Director's issuance of the Morris Exchange Order should be raised 
in its appeal of that order in CV-2014-4970, not in this appeal of the Fourth Mitigation Plan 
Order. 
Rangen also asserts it "did not receive any additional water during 2014 and the Martin-
Curren Tunnel flow continues to go down. While the opportunity to reverse that decline and see 
the 3.4 cfs increase predicted by the Director has passed, the Court should still reverse the 
[Fourth Mitigation Plan Order] and remand this matter to the Director for determination of a 
proper remedy." Opening Brief at 15. Rangen's assertion is not supported by the record. 
IGWA's aquifer enhancement activities have resulted in additional delivery of water to Rangen 
as recognized in the First Mitigation Plan Order. Additionally, because of the Director's 
approval of the First Mitigation Plan Order, Rangen has received water that would have 
otherwise been unavailable to Ran gen but for the Morris exchange agreement. Further, Rangen 
overlooks the Director's phased-in mitigation requires that 3.4 cfs of mitigation be provided to 
Rangen in the first year, which is April 1, 2014, through March 31, 2015. The opportunity to see 
the 3.4 cfs increase predicted by the Director has certainly not passed, and indeed as Rangen 
admits, it is currently receiving water pursuant to the Magic Springs Project. See Opening Brief 
at 23. 11 
3. Consideration of CM Rule 43.03 
Rangen argues "[t]he Director erred by failing to address Rule 43.03.j criteria" in the 
context of Fourth Mitigation Plan proceedings because this "enabled IGW A to implement the 
" Measurements for the Magic Springs pipeline taken in February and March 2015 demonstrate Rangen is 
receiving at least 7.81 cfs. Stipulation at Attachment A-12. 
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Fourth Mitigation Plan without a proper injury analysis." Opening Brief at 15-17. Rangen 
concludes "[t]he Director's failure to address Rule 43.03j factors when coupled with the rental 
agreement allowed IGW A to do an end-run of Idaho law." Id. at 18. 
Rule 43.03 of the CM Rules sets forth several "[f]actors that may be considered by the 
Director in determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights." 
IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03 (emphasis added). One of those factors is "[w]hether the mitigation 
plan is consistent with the conservation of water resources, the public interest or injures other 
water rights, or would result in the diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the 
reasonably anticipated average rate of future natural recharge." IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03.j. Here, 
the Director declined to consider issues set forth in Rule 43.03.j in the context of Fourth 
Mitigation Plan proceedings because he determined "[i]ssues of potential injury to other water 
users due to a transfer are most appropriately addressed in the transfer contested case 
proceeding." R. p. 196. Because consideration of Rule 43.03.j in the context of approval of a 
mitigation plan is discretionary, and the Director may approve a mitigation plan upon conditions 
(CM Rule 43.02; Idaho Code§ 42-222), the Director did not err by deferring consideration of 
issues of potential injury and conditionally approving the Fourth Mitigation Plan upon approval 
of the Transfer Application or an authorized lease through the WSB. 
Moreover, contrary to Rangen's argument, IGW A was not allowed to implement the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan without a proper injury analysis. The Director considered issues of 
potential injury to other water rights due to IGW A's delivery of water to Rangen pursuant to the 
Magic Springs Project in proceedings related to the WSB lease and rental, See May Affidavit at 
Bxs. 2-3 and Blades Affidavit at Ex. 3, as well as in the Transfer Order, See Stipulation at 
Attachment A-11. To the extent Rangen seeks to challenge approval of the WSB lease and 
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rental in this appeal, the Court should not consider such arguments because Rangen has not yet 
exhausted its administrative remedies. See White v. Bannock Cnty. Commissioners, 139 Idaho 
396,401, 80 P.3d 332,337 (2003) (" ... the doctrine of exhaustion generally requires that the 
case run the full gamut of administrative proceedings before an application for judicial relief may 
be considered."). In addition, to the extent Rangen seeks to challenge the Transfer Order, such 
challenges are not appropriately heard in this appeal, but rather should be pursued by Rangen in 
accordance with Idaho Code§§ 67-5270 and 67-5272. 
C. THE FOURTH MITIGATION PLAN ORDER PROVIDES SUFFICIENT 
CONTINGENCY PROVISIONS TO PROTECT RANGEN 
The Fourth Mitigation Plan Order approved the Magic Springs Project upon several 
conditions and with contingency provisions to protect Rangen. R. p. 197-98. Rangen argues the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan Order "puts all risks on Rangen and does not provide any contingency 
provisions." Opening Brief at 19. For example, Rangen asserts it "does not know who is 
supposed to maintain and operate" the pipeline that is currently delivering water to Rangen from 
Magic Springs. Id. at 23. Yet, the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order expressly states that "IGWA is 
required to pay for all costs of building, operating, maintaining, and monitoring the pipeline." R. 
p. 20. 
Rangen also asks "what remedy does Rangen have if water is delivered for a period of 
two years, but then there is a disagreement within IGW A or among the Districts concerning the 
payment of electricity or maintenance of the system and the pumps are shut off?" Opening Brief 
at 23-24. Rangen asserts "Fish will be dead within a very short period of time and Rangen will 
be out of water because there is no backup delivery plan. If this type of scenario occurred in 
January, simply curtailing junior rights would be inadequate." Id. at 24. Rangen fails to 
acknowledge, however, that the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order required IGW A "to purchase an 
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insurance policy for the benefit of Rangen to cover any losses of fish attributable to the failure of 
the temporary or permanent pipeline system to the Rangen Facility." R. p. 198. Accordingly, 
Rangen's argument that the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order lacks contingencies to protect 
Rangen's interests is not supported by the record. 12 
D. APPROVAL OF THE FOURTH MITIGATION PLAN DID NOT RESULT IN A 
TAKING OF RANGEN'S PROPERTY 
In approving the Fourth Mitigation Plan, the Director required Rangen to state, in writing, 
whether it will accept water delivered pursuant to the Magic Springs Project and whether it will 
allow construction on its land related to placement of the delivery pipe. R. p. 198. Rangen 
argues that requiring Rangen to allow construction on its land related to placement of the 
delivery pipe constitutes a taking of Rangen' s property rights in violation of the Fifth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution as well as Article I, section 14 of the Idaho State 
Constitution. Opening Brief at 19. 
The U.S. Constitution provides that private property shall not be taken for public use 
without just compensation. U.S. Const. Amend. V. The Fifth Amendment is made applicable to 
the states through the Fourteenth Amendment. Texaco, Inc. v. Short, 454 U.S. 516, 523, n. 11 
(1982). The Idaho Constitution provides that "[p]rivate property may be taken for public use, 
but not until a just compensation, to be ascertained in the manner prescribed by law, shall be paid 
therefor." Idaho Const. Art. I,§ 14. 
The Director's requirement that Rangen state, in writing, whether it will accept water 
delivered pursuant to the Magic Springs Project and whether it will allow construction on its land 
12 Rangen sets forth a list of questions on pages 20-22 of its Opening Brief in an apparent attempt to imply those 
questions are either relevant or have not been addressed. All of the questions set forth in Rangen' s Opening Brief at 
20-22 are either irrelevant or addressed by the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order or documents submitted to the Court in 
the Stipulation at Attachments A-l-A-12. 
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related to placement of the delivery pipe does not constitnte a taking of Rangcn's property under 
the United States or Idaho Constitutions. First, Rang en's property has not been taken. Rang en 
was given a choice regarding whether it would allow construction of the Magic Springs' pipeline 
on its property in order to deliver water to mitigate injury to its senior water rights. Second, the 
pipeline was not constructed or placed across Rangen' s property for public use. Its construction 
and placement was entirely for Rangen' s use and was proposed only because Rangen initiated 
the delivery call proceeding in this matter for the purpose of determining whether its senior water 
rights were being injured and to have that injury mitigated. Rang en cannot choose to accept 
delivery of water pursuant to an approved mitigation plan and then pursue a takings claim 
because such delivery requires construction and placement of a pipeline across Rangen's 
property. The Court should reject Rangen's takings claim. 
E. RANGEN IS NOT ENTITLED TO ATTORNEY FEES 
In order for attorney fees to be awarded, authority and argument establishing a right to 
attorney fees must be presented in the first brief filed by a party on appeal. Carroll v. MBNA 
Am. Bank, 148 Idaho 261, 270, 220 P.3d 1080, 1089 (2009). While Rangen demanded attorney 
fees pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-117 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 in its Petition for 
Judicial Review filed on November 25, 2014, Rangen presents no argument in support of this 
demand in its opening brief on appeal. Even if the Court considers Rangen's request for attorney 
fees, the Director's factual findings are supported by substantial and competent evidence and his 
determinations of legal issnes are not clearly erroneous. Rangen is not entitled to an award of 
attorney fees in this matter. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Director's approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan is in compliance with Idaho law 
and the CM Rules and, because of the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order, IGW A is supplying water 
directly to Rangen. Claim preclusion prevents Rangen from challenging stays issued by the 
Director on February 21, 2014, and April 28, 2014. Challenges related to calculation of the 
Morris exchange agreement credit are moot in this proceeding or factually incorrect. The 
Director did not err by conditionally approving the Fourth Mitigation Plan upon the issuance of a 
WSB lease and rental or a transfer approval. Rangen ·s challenge to the WSB lease and rental 
applications cannot be raised in this proceeding as Rangen must first exhaust its administrative 
remedies. Any challenge Rangen has to the Transfer Order must be raised in accordance with 
Idaho Code§§ 67-5270 and 67-5272. The Fourth Mitigation Plan Order contains sufficient 
contingencies to protect Rangen' s interests. Approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan did not 
result in a taking of Rangen's property. Rangen is not entitled to attorney fees on appeal. 
Rangen has not demonstrated the Director's findings, inferences. conclusions, or 
decisions are in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; in excess of the statutory 
authority of the agency; made upon unlawful procedure; unsupported by substantial evidence in 
the record; or arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. The Court should affirm the 
Director's Fourth Mitigation Plan Order. 
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DATED this_ day of March 2015. 
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Case No. CV-2014-4970 · 
AFFIDAVIT OF J, DEE MAY DI 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
GRANTING STAY OF CURTAILMENT 
ORDER 
25 
J. Dee May, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes und says: 
AFFIDAVIT OF .r. DEE MAY IN SUPPORT mr MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
GRANTING STAY OF CURTAILMENT ORDER -1 
! . 
1 My name is J, Dee May. I am au attorney licensed to practice law in the State ofidaho, 
2 The matters contained in this affidavit are ba~ed on my personal knowledge, 
3 
2 Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the transcript of the hearing 
4 conducted in this matter on January 22, 20IS. 
5 3 Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the IGW A/IWRB leas 
6 documents provided by IGWA and IDWR on January 23, 2015. 










documents provided by JGWA and IDWR on January 23, 2015, 
5 Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and con'ect copy of an email sent from Deput 
Attorney General John Homan on January 23, 2015. 
6 Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of Rangen's Closing Brief i 
Opposition to IOWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
7 Attachoo hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of Rangen 's Closing Briefsubmitt 
in In the Matter of Application for Transfer No. 79560 in the Name ofNorth Snake Ground Wate 
District, Magic Valley Ground Water District, and Southwest I11·igation District. 
17 8 Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and con-ect copy of excerpts of the transcript from 
18 the hearing on IGW A's Tucker Springs Mitigation Plan, CM-MP-2014-003, held on June 4, 2014. 
19 9 Attaehed hereto us Ex11ibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the Order Approving IOWA' 






10 Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true a11d eoll'ect copy of Rangen 's Protest to Transi:i 
Application No. 79560. 
11 Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and con'ect copy of the Notice of Prehearin 
Conference issued by Hearing Officer James Cefalo in Traruifer Application No. 79560. 
AFFIDAVIT OF J, m:E MAY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
GR.\NTING STAY OF CURTAILMENT ORDER - 2 
12 Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and coJTect copy of the Notice of Hearing an 
2 Scheduling Order issued by Director Spackman b Transfer Application No. 79560. 
3 13 Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and eorrect copy of the transcript of the December 
4 19, 2014 hearing on Transfer Application No. 79S60. 
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WATER SUPPLY BANK LEASE CONTRACT 
OEPI\RTMEN, 0.F 
WATER RESOURCE 
This Lease Contract ("Lease') ill effective January 1, 2015, between the Jdaho Water Reaouree Board 
("Board'1, and 





1. The Board Is authorized under chapter 17, tllle 42, Idaho Code to operate a water supply bank and to 
contract with lessors to act as an int,,m,edlary In facililating the renlal of water. 
2, The Lessor hn filed a completed appllcat!on to tease water lights descnbed below Into the Water 
Supply Bank on forms supplied by the Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
3. The Director ol lhe Idaho Department of Water Resources has reviewed the applicalion for 
compliance with the Water Supply Bank rules and has approved the Lease subject ta conditions lieted 
below. 
NOW, THEREFORE:, In consideration of Ille mutual covenants and contracts herein contained, and other 
good and valuable conslderatjon, the recelpl of wti!ch Is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree 
as follows: 
1. WATER RIGHTS: The Lessor BIJ,.• lease and the Board shall accept Into the Bank Iha 
Applicant's water rights described as follows: 
Summary of Water Rights or Portlomi Leased to the Bank 
Water Right 
36•7072 










Total Leased Acres 
NIA 
NIA 
The water rights dHctibed herein shall be available for rental from the Bank as fonows: 
Authorized Period 01 use under Lease: 01,01 to 12131 
2. COMPENSATION: The Lessor shall accept and the Board shall pay compensation 
determined by the amount of water rented under the falowlng rental rate duling such times 
as the water Is rented from the Bank over the term ol this Lease. 
Minimum Payment Acceptable: Current Rental Rate 
3. TERM OF LEASE: This Lease shall lake effect when bolll partiea have slgned ft and shaft 
continue In effect until December 31. 2016. 
4. WATER SUPPLY BANK CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE: The Le11or shall abide by all 
terms and condttlona con!alned In the Water Supply Bank Conditions of Acceptance, 
attached hereto as 'Al!achment A' and Incorporated herein by this ra!erence. 
5, DUPLICATE ORIGINAL: This Lease Is executed In duplicate. Each of the documents with 
an original signature of each party ahan be an original. 
Page I of~ 
r 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, !he partiet haw eXRIJ!ed this Contract on the date following their respective 
slgnaturea. 
SEAPAC OF IDAHO 
P0BOX546 
BUHL ID 83316 
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
322 East Front Sln!et 
P.O. BOIC 63720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
By Jl __ ._,..:.::;:;,r._ 
Brian Patton, Aeling Administrator 
Idaho Water Reaouree Board fJ . 01 
Lease approved by IDWR (~Vt ~ 
--- -- -- ----
Date ~ /5> iqs 




WATER RIOHT NO. 36-7072 
( 
WATER SUPPLY SANK CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE 
The water right or portion thereof leased to the bank is described as follows: 
Lessor: SEAPAC OF IDAHO 
P0BOX546 
BUHL ID 83316 
20&-837-8541 
Priority Date: 09/05/1969 




01/01 1o 12131 
TrlbLllary to: SNAKE RIVER 
Diversion Rat, 
5.5CFS 




LOCATION Of POINTISJ Of DIVERSION; 
SPRINGS SEY.SEY.SE% Seo. 6 Twp0BS Rge 14E GOODING County 
TWO POINTS OF DIVERSION LOCATEDlN T08S, R14E, S06, LOT 8 SESESE 
PLACE Of USE TO BE IOI EQ UNQER THIS LEASE: FISH PROPAGATION 
Twp 111111 Soc 
NI! J>NW SW 
NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE 
08S 14E 5 H 
08S 14E 6 
08S 14E 9 H l1 
Total Acres: 
ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE 
SE 
NW SW 





2. There hi no rental payment to lhe lessor ol the water right If the right or a part thereof is not rented 
from the bank. 
3. While a right Is In the bank, !he lessor mey M.I use the right without approval of the Department even 
If !he right Is not rented from the bank. Any vlolaUon of the terms of this lease may reault In 
enforcement procedures punluant to Idaho Code § 42·351 for Ulegal diversion and use of water and 
may Include civU penallles pursuant lo Idaho Coda § 42• 17018. 
4. A right aecepted ln1o the bank stays in the bank until the Board releaos tt, the lease term expires, or 
upon request from the lessor to change the lerm of the lease, provided the Board appr!)Yea the 
release. Unlese approved by the Department. leased rights may not be Immediately available for 
release. 
5. While a water right Is In the bank, forfeiture provisions are stayed. 
B. Rental of water under this right Is subject to the limitations and conditions of approval of the water 
right 
WR No. 36-7072 Attachment A-WSB Condltlons of Acceptence Psge3of4 
( ( 
7. Failure of the right holder to comply with the condttlons of acceplance Ill cause forlhe Dlrectorto 
reseind acceptance of the lease. 
8. Acceptance of a right into the bank does not, In IIHI!, confirm the vaUdity of the right or any elemenlll 
of the water righ~ or Improve the !lfatuil of the right Including the notion of resumption of use. It does 
not preclude the opportunity for review of the valldlty of this water right Ill any other Department 
application process. 
9. In accordance with Idaho Code §§ 42-248 and 42-1409(6), all ownars of water righll are required to 
notify the Department of any changes In maHing address or change In ownership of ell or part of a 
water right. No!ice must be provided wfthln 120 days of the change. 
10. If a water right leased Into the Weter Supply Senk Is sold or eonveyad during the lease term, and H 
the leased right was rented, the rental proceeds win be disbursed In the foiow!ng manner regardless 
of any arrengemenlll .batween the buyer(s) and seller(•) to the contrary: 
a. Rental payments wlll go to the lessor(s) of record at the beginning of the rental season. 
b. If a change In ownership is processed by the Department during a rental season, rental 
payment wtil be made lo the person or entity who Is the lessor of record at the beglnnlog of 
that rental season. 
c. New lessor(s) of record wlP receive payment after the following rental season. 
11. The water rlght(s) Is leased to the bank subJectto all prior water rights and shell be administered In 
accordance wHh ldeho law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources, 
12. The unleasad portion of this right and water right 36-8356 are limftad to a combined diversion rats of 
142.7 els. 
13. Ash propagation ls for a commercial hatchery. 
WR No. 31:1-7072 Allaohment A-WSB Conditions of Ac:aptance Page 4 of~ 
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STATEOFIDAHO 
WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
( 
WATER SUPPLY BANK LEASE OR SALE 
APPLICATION CHECKLIST 
RECEIVED 
OEC I 5 20\~ 
pEPARTMENT Of 
WA'leR RESOURCES 
An application to lease or sell a water right into the Water Supply Bank must be prepared in ae<:ordance with the 
mlnlmum requirements listed below to be acceptable for processing by the Deprutment. Use this checklist to ensure all 
necessa,y documenbltion has been provided. This checklist is part of the lease application and must be included with the 
lease application. Incomplete applications will be returned to npplicants for complelion. 
Designated Applicant ~S~e~a~P"'a~c~o-'-f "'ld-'a~ho~------ Water Right No. 36-7072 
"'o"'ne'"'Wt11=e=, ~dght.,,..per_,p_p-,li~ce""tki-n 
All items must be checked as either Attached (Yes) or Not Applicable (NIA) c....--------1 
YES 
121 Completed Water Supply Bank lease or Sale Application Check/I,/ (this form). 
Ill Completed App/lcallon to Sell or lease a Wate,· Right to /ml Waler Supply Bank (pages 2·3 J. 
Ill Application filing fee of$2SO.OO. If you are submitting more !hen one lease application and the water 
rights have a common place of use, or common diversion rate1 or common diversion volume, the 
combined maximum fe< is SS00.00. 
Attachment N/A YES 
IA D Ill Contact information fora// owners of the waterright that is being leased or sold on this application. 
18 121 An Internal Revenue Seryke (IRS) form W-9 for the Designated Applicant 
IC Ill D No/Ice of Change in Water Right Ownership form (uccessible from www idwr.idaho.gov). 
JD O Ill Written consent from irrigation district or waler delivery company. 
1 E O (21 Contact information for an authorized representative and documentary proof ti1ey are authorized to 
represent the Designated Applicant on this application. If the Designated Applicant is a business, 
partnership, municipality) organization or association, include documents identifying officers 
authorized to sign or act on beholf of the entity. 
2 D IZl Description ofa \vt1ter right portion offered to the Waler Supply Bank. 
3D Ill D Evidence demonstrating that a water right has not been lost through abandonment or forfeiture 
4 
llopartment u,. Only 
purauant to Section 42•222(2), Idaho Code, 
Ill A map Iha! clearly outlines the specific location where irrigated acres will be dried up, or where a 
beneficial use of water will be suspended. Ir you don't already have a detailed map, you can create 
one using lDWR's online General Mapping Tool !hltp;llmaps,idwr.idaho.iPWDIP•ll/l to locate a 
water right place of use or point of diversion. 
-~~~~!~D-. .... ..,J ,R~ceived_~!:." ~ LD•teReceived: __ 1ahsh1Llleeeipt#_M':f'1:u _ 
! Name on W•9: W•9 nieeived? Yes No O (Route W-9 to Fill<.,iQ 







201 E Center St 
P.O. Box 1391 




December 12, 2014 
Water Supply Bank 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box83720 
Boise, ID 83720·0098 
Re: Water Supply Bank Applications 
To Whom It May Concern: 
RANDALL C. BUDGE 
rcb@racinelaw.net 
RECEIVED 
c:;:: I 5 2014 
DEPARTMEN:r OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
Enclosed are companion applications to lease and rent 5.5 cfs from Magic Springs to be 
delivered to the Rangen Fish Hatchery on Billingsley Creek pursuant to the Order Approving 
/GWA's Fowth Mitigation Plan issued by the Director on October 29, 2014. Page 20 of the Order 
explains that IGWA must obtain approval of Application for Transfer No. 79560 or the enclosed 
Water Supply Bank Applications by no later than January 19, 2015. We ask that the enclosed 
applications be approved immediately in case proceedings on Transfer No. 79560 are not 
completed by that date. 
The lease submitted is for one year, with the ability to terminate upon approval of Transfer 
79560 with the understanding that fees will be refunded pro rata. 




~ - ' -
- Offices in Pocatello, Boise and Idaho Falls -
- " " " 
fonn 42-1761·1 1114 
STATE OF IDAHO 
WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
( 
APPLICATION TO SEU OR LEASE A WATER RIGHT 
TO THE WATER SUPPLY BANK 
1. CONTACT INFORMATION 
A. An application to sell or lease a Willer right to the Wnter Supply Bank must be completed by a Designated Applicant who is a 
recognized owner of the water right being sold or .leased ID tho Water Supply Bank. If there are additional owners recorded fur 
the property to which the water right is appurtenant. those individuals must authorize the Designated Applicant to represent 
them on this application by completing and signing Attachment IA of thi, application packase. 
Designated Applicant _S_e_a_P_ac_of_l_da_h_o ______ Email Address seapac@seapacolldaho.com 
Mailing Address PO Box 546, Buhl, ID 83316 Phone Number 208.837,6541 
@The Designated Applicant is the oole owneroflhe water right being sold or leased to the Water Supply Bank. 
OR 
0 The Designated Applicant is representing additional water right holders who have completed Attachment IA. 
B. Has the designated applicant completed an IRS Fonn W-9 (Attachment IB)? Yes(ll NoO 
C. Area!t applicanl5 on this fonn listed in lDWR's records as the current owners of the water right? Yes 0 No D 
Jf no, o.ttooh a Notice of Changg ht Water Right Ownership fonn along with the required documentation and fee (Attnchment JC), 
D. !s the diversion Works or system owned or managed by an irrigetion district or woter delivery eompnn)"I Yes D No Ill 
tr yes, provide written consent from the company, corpotatiOO or irrigation district authorizing the proposed sale or tense (Attacltment 10), 
E. !s this application being completed by an authorized representative oftl,e Designated Applicant? Yes O No Ill 
lf'yes, rcpresentnl!ves(ineludes employees of Designated Applicant compnnies) must 1::omplete this section Md submit documentary proof 
of their authority to represent the Designated Applicrmt (Attaclunent IE), 
Name of Representative Thomas J. Budge Organization _IG_W:_A ____________ _ 
Professional Title Email Address rcb@racinelaw.net -~-------------
Ma iii n g Address P. 0. Bok 1391, Pocalello, Idaho 83204-1391 Phone Number 208-232-6101 
0 Send al! correspondence for this application ID the representative and not to the Designated Applicant. 
OR 
0 Send original correspondence to the Designated Applicant and copies to the representative, 
2. DESCRIPTION OF WATER RIGHT OFFERED TO THE BANK 
Water Right Numher _3_6_-7_0_72 _____ _ 
3. GENERAL INFORMATION 
0The full water right is being offered to the Bank. 
OR 
@ A part of the water right is being offe"'d to the Bank. 
(If e portion or 11. watef riW,t is being ollere<!, CQmp!ete Attachment 2) 
A. Pleas¢ provide a description of the current water diversion system. 
Pump and pipe system currenUy being installed to delivery water from the Magic Springs Fish Hatchery own by 
SeaPac lo the Rangen Fish Hatchery on Billingsley Creek. 
B. Describe any other water rights used fur the same purpose et the same place of use as tho water right being offered to the Bank. 
water no. 36-8356 
Page 2 
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Fonn 41·1'/61·1 1114 
C. Will the present place of use continue to n:ceive water from any othersouree? Yes@ No 0 
If y.,., describe. Magic Springs, under water right no. 36-6356 and the remaining portion of 36-7072 that Is not being 
leased into the Bank. 
D. Has any portion of this water right undergone a period of five or more consecutive years ofnon--use? YesO No!ZI 
tr yest describe and attach Watermaster records or other evidence to demonstrate that the wnter right has not been lost through 
abandonment or forfeiture pursuant to Section 42-222(2), Idaho-'""·------------------
E. Is this water right involved In any other tDWR process such as an application for transfer or a mitigation plan? Yes 0 No 0 
If yes, describe. lGWA'e 4th Mitigation F'lan; Application for Transfer No.79560. 
4. SALE/LEASE AGREEMENT 
A. Is the water right, or portion thereof, offered to the Idaho Water Resoun:e Board (IWRB) forsale O or lease@? 
lflease,foraperiodfrom 1/19/15 to 1/19116' (maxlmuml06Seperlod5years). 
tMonth/Dq/Vear) (P:W/n.,IY~d "TMnlnabf& upon opprol/81 of Transfer 79560, 
B. Show the minimum payment acceptable to the seller/lessor. The minimum payment may be shown as the "current rental ra.tefl 
as established by the IWRB. Include the method of determining the minimum payment if other than the current rental rate. 
Current rental rate. 
I hereby assert that the information contained in this application is true to the best of my knowledge. and ll1at I have the 
authorities necessary to offer this water right for sale or tease to the. Idaho Water Resource Board. 
The Designated Applicant acknowledges the following: 
I. Payment to the Designated Applicant is contingent upon the sale or renllol of the water right from tho Bank. 
2. While a water right is in the Bank, the seller/lessor of the water right may not use !he water right even if the water 
right Is not rented from !he Bank. 
3. A Willer right accepted into the Bank stnys in the Bank until the Designated Applicant receives written confirmation 
from the Board or Water Suppiy Bank that the Willer right hes been released from the Bank. 
4. While a water right is in the Bank, forfeiture provisions are steyed. 
S. Acceptance of a waler right Into the ank does not, in itself, confirm the validity of the water right or any elements of 
the Willer right. 
Signature of Designated Applicant Printed Name 
Thomas J. Budge 
Printed Name 
Mall to: 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 






C. WIUlhcpresentploceofuae continue In receive watcr!rom enyotherwurce? Yes [2J No D 
uy.., describo. Magic Springs, underwater right no. 36-8356 and lhe remaining portion of 36-7072 that ls not being 
leased mto the Bank. 
D.H&s Oll)'port!onoflhl• waleulght llllderguneaperiod offlvoormorocon,ocudvcyeat1ofno..._? YesD No l2J 
If yes, dmnoe 1111d altach Watermas!er ,...n1, or olhcr evidence lo dem()nstratc UIIII tho water right bas not been lost through 
abandonment or forfoillltt. pursuant to Section 42•222(2), Idaho Code.----------------
B. Is this Waler right Involved In any other lDWR proa,ss such as on appllc•don for trmufer or a mitigation plan? y., [2J No D 
u 1.,, describe. JGWA'a 41h Mitigation Plan: Application for Transfer No.79560. 
4. SALE/LEASEAGREEMENT 
A. Is thc Wlltor right, or porliOll thereo( oflilied to the Idaho Waler lwourcc Bosrd (IWRB) for sale O or lcaso !21? 
lflease, l\lra period from 1/19115 to 1/19116' {maximum lease period S yaarn). 
(Mllnlhl&HY.,j t,;to;i&ibijJG,j •iemil'nabte upor, a~ofTmMfer79560. 
B. Show the minimum payment acoeplllble to the seller/lessor. The minimum payment may ho shovm as the •eurrent rental rate" 
as established by the lWR.B. lncludc the method of determining the minimum payment if other tluui the cum:nt rontal ,.to. 
Currant rantaf rate. 
I hereby IIS$8rl that lh• Information comalned In this applleatlon Is true to the best of my knowledge, and that I have tllO 
autl!orlt!., o...,..ry ta olTer tbl, water right for .. 1e or lease to !he Idaho Water Retource B01rt!. 
Tho Desi,gnatcd Appllcent adulowlcdges the lbllowing: 
I, l'ayo,ontto the Do,lgnated Applto•nt iuontingent upon lho sale or rootal of the wal<!' right ft-om lhe Baolc. 
2. While • water right is In the Bonk. lhe sellernossor of the water right m•y not ••• the water right even if tho water 
right Is not ml<ld fmm the Bank. 
3. A war.r right aocepled into lh• Bank stays 1n the Btmk until the D04lgD111ed Applicant reoelves written confim,ation 
ftom tho Boon:! or Water Supply Bank that the water right has boa released from the Bank. 
4. WhHe • water right i> in the Bank, forli,itu,. provisions ""' ~-
5. Acoeptanco of a waler right intn the ank does no~ in ilself, oonfinn th• validity of the water right or any elementa of 
thcwell:~ 
_,.. 
Thomas J. Budga 
Printed Nwno 
Mall to: 
tdabo Dopanmem of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Bois,, ID 837:20-0098 
12/12114 
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( 
STATEOFIDAHO 
WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
ATTACHMENT1A 
Additional Water Right Holders Party to the Lease Application 
List all Individuals or business entilies that are owners of the property to which the water right on this application is appumnant All 
water right holders must be signatories to a Water Supply Bonk Lease Application how,,ver only the o .. lgn>tod Applicant needs to 
pn>vi<lea completed IRS Fomi W•9 (Attechment IB). All correspondence and any financial puyment associated with the rental of 
this water right will be directed to the Designated Applicant. If additional space ls needed lo list any other water right holders, 
attach a second copy of Attachment I A. 
Water Right No. _3_6·_7_07_2 ___ _ 
Desi<1nated Annlicant Applicant #2 Applicant 113 
Nome SeaPac of Idaho 
PO Box 546, Buhl, ID 83316 
Mailing Address 
Phone Number 208-837-6541 
Email Address 
Applicant As Desigmded Applicant, J submil this I autlior'izt: the ~signeted Applicant fu J authorlz1; the Designated Applicant to tense •pplicanon on beholr of all <>!her submit this application c.m my behalf. submlt this npplketion Qn my behalf. Declaration waler r}aht holden. 
Signature 





AppliCllllt 1 nuthorize the Designnt,ed A.ppfi(;Ont to I authorize the Designated Applicant to J authorize the Designated Applicant to 
Declaration submit ihls Dppltcotion on my behalf. submit Ibis npplicatlon on my bc:hnlf. submit this 11.ppUcation on my behalf. 
Signature 
Attnchm;;nt lA 
SPECIAL POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR WATER RIGHTS 
The undersigned hereby appoints the law firm of RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY, CHAR· 
TEREO, 201 E. Center Street, Post Office Box 1391, Pocatello, Idaho 83204, my/our true and 
lawful attorney for the purpose of dealing with the Idaho Department of Water Resources rel· 
at1ve to the management and transaction of water rights, and to allow them to receive all In· 
formation, opinions, and records regarding water rights, and to sign and submit applications 
and other filings on my/our behalf. 
rt! 
DATED this .L day of May, 2014. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
:ss 
Countyof :B,-irw1oc.l<. ) 
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, INC, 
(lGWA) acting for and on behalf of Its Ground 
Water District members 
~~m~~b 
Title: President 
On this 2nd. day of May, 2014, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public In and for said State, 
personaUy appeared nm Deeg. known or identified to me to be the President of the company that 
executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said company, 
and acknowledged to me that such company executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
( 
LETIER OF INTENT 
USE OF WATER FROM SEAPAC OF IDAHO, INC'S MAGIC SPRINGS FACILITY, 
CONSTRUCTION OF PUMP STATION AND PIPELINE IN EXCHANGE FOR WATER 
FROM THE AQUA LIFE FACILITY 
This Letter of Intent ("LOI") is entered into by and between Idaho Ground Water 
Appropriatol'S, Inc. ("IGWA"), acting for and on behalf of North Snake Ground Water Dislrict, 
Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest Irrigation District (collectively "Districts"), 
and SeaPac ofJdaho, Inc. ("SeaPoo''). 
RECITALS 
A. In response to Rangen, lnc.'s C'Rangen") water delivery call, !he Idabo 
Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") determined in its Janua1y 29, 2014 order that holdm 
of ground water rights junior to July 13, !962 must provide 9.l cfs of direct flow to Rangen. 
Other delivery calls are pending or may be filed by other Hagerman Valley water right holders 
seeking to curtail junior ground water users. 
B, IOWA represents ground water dish'icts whose membel'S consist of inigators, 
muuicipalitles, 1111d commercial and industrial entities witl1 ground water rights. Many of the 
groU11d water districts' membe1's water rights are junior to Rall.gen and certain other water rights 
in the Thousand Springs teacl1 of the Hagerman Valley and are subject to curtailment unless a 
mitigation plan is approved providing replacerue11t water. 
C. IGWA and SeaPac support the concepts and implementation of the State of 
Idaho's Thousand Springs Water Supply Settlement Framework designed to provide recharge 
and other means to stabilize the aquifer, to improve water supplies in the Hagerman Valley and 
to resolve conflicts between junior and senior water right holders. 
D. The Idaho Water Resource Board ("IWRB") owns and operates the Aqua Life 
Aquaculture Facility Hatchery ("Aqua Life") and has: entered into a Letter of Intent with IOWA 
to make available to IOWA by lease or puo:has:e up to ten (10) cfs of its Aqua Life water rights 
from adjaeenl springs as needed to meet the mitigation obligation to Rangen Blld others in tbe 
Hagerman valley. IOWA has entered into negotiations with IWRB seeking to lease and acquire 
ownership of all of Aqua Llfe. 
E. SeaPac currently has a short-tenn lease of Aqua Life from fWRB and desires to 
continue its Aqua Life operations by securing ownership and/or a long-term lease. 
44020.0001.1168115.2 
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F. JGW A desires to secure water from SeaPac's Magic Springs to provide a supply 
of water for mitigation puiposes to Rangen and to other senior rights in the Hagerman Valley. 
G. lGWA and SeaPac desire to enter into this Letter of In!ent ("LOI") to set forth 
their intent to commence negotiation of a fmal agreement providing for the exchange of Magic 
Springs water for Aqua Life water consistent with the tenns set forth below. 
TERMS 
The Agreement shall have the following tenns and conditions: 
1. SeaPac will lease or sell lo IGWA up to ten (10) cfs of first use water from its 
Magic Springs water right nos. 36-7072 and 36-8356 and also will provide access to allow 
IGWA to utilize all discharge water from its Magic Springs facilities as needed to provide 
mitigation to other water right holders in the Hage1111an valley. 
2, In exchange for water from Magic Springs, IGWA will secure ownership or 
control of Aqua Life water right nos. 36-1044, 36-2734, 36-15476, 36-2414, and 36-2338 by 
\ong-tenn lease or purchase from IWRB and make tl1em available to SeaPac. 
3. IGWA will pay all costs to design, construct, operate and maintain tl1e water 
collection and intake system, pump station, pipeline and other facilities necessary to deliver up to 
l O cfs of first use water together with discharge water from Magic Springs to the head of 
Billingsley Creek directly up gradient from the Rw1gen hatchery and/or other locations in the 
Hagerman valley for mitigation pu,poses. IGW A will ensure that the diversion and delivery 
facilities to be constructed will not interfere with lhe use of SeaPac's remaining water rights al 
Magic Springs, 
4. IGWA shall be responsible to secure from JDWR approval of such mitigation 
plans, transfer applications and other peamits as may be reqi1ired to change the point of diversion 
and place of use to accomplish the delivery of Magic Sptings waler for mitigation pw:poses. 
SeaPac hereby grants consent to IGWA to file and process such mitigation plans, transfer 
applications based on this LOI, with the approvals made subject lo this LOI and the 
contemplated final Agreement between the parties. 
5. SeaPac will grant JGWA pennanent easements at Magic to design, construct, 
operate and maintain the water intake !llld collection facilities, pump station, pipeline and other 
facilities as necessary for the delivery of water to other locations for mitigation purposes. 
6. lWRB will cooperate with IOWA and provide all necessary documents to 
conduct such investigation as it shall deem appropriate, 
7. The Agreement will be contingent upon: (a) JGWA securing an order from IDWR 
approving mitigation plans providing for the delivery SeaPac's Magic Springs water rights to 
satisfy the mitigation obligations to Rangen and/or others in the Hagerman valley; (b) IOWA 
Letteroflntent: SeaPac-lGWA Page2 
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securing an order from IDWR approving the transfer of the point of diversion and place of use 
(as necessary) from SeaPac to Rangen and other locations for mitigation; (c) IOWA proceeding 
to construct and implement the pump and pipeline facilities pursuant to an approved mitigation 
plan; and IGWA securing ownersbip or control by long•term lease of Aqua Life and providing it 
toSeaPac. 
8, 'Iltis LOI may be executed in counterparts, each of which sbaU be deemed to be 
an original, but all of which, taken together, shall constitute but one and the same agreement. 
Delivery of an executed counte1.pa1t of this LOI via facsimile transmission shall be as effective 
as delivery of an original signed copy. Thereafter, the parties shall exchange executed originals 
of this LOI. 
9. This LOI is intended as a general expression of the te1ms and conditions, under 
which the parties are willing to proceed to prepare, negotiate and if acceptable lo all pa1ties in 
their respective sole discretion, execute a final Agreement. Neither this LOI nor the execution 
hereof as provided below, shall be binding on any party until the fonnal Agreement is executed 
by all parties. 
10. Upon execution of this LOI SeaPac will provide access to IGW A to begin 
engineeiing work, IGW A will proceed to file and process with IDWR mitigation plans and 
transfer applications as contemplated and the parties will proceed to negotiate a final Agreement 
incorporating the terms and conditions as outlined above. 
,,/ 
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STATE OF IDAHO 




DESCRIPTION OF A WATER RIGHT PORTION OFFERED TO THE WATER SUPPLY BANK 






Nature of Use 
Fish Pr<ipagation/Mitlgallon 
Period of Use 
111 12131 ______ to _____ _ 
______ lo _____ _ 
______ to _____ _ 
______ to _____ _ 
_____ to _____ _ 
2. Sourco of water ____ Too_u_s_a_nd_S~p_tin"'g~•--- tribumry to ______ s_na_k_e_R_i_ve_r _____ _ 
3. Point(s) of Diversion: 
Twp Rge Sec Lot 11. y. y. County 
8$ 14E 5 SW SW Gooding 
.88 14E 6 SE SE Gooding 
8$ 14E NW NW Gooding 
4, Lartds irrigated or place of use: 
lWP RGE SEC NE NW SW SE TOTALS 
NE NW 8W SE Nil NW SW SE •• NW $W $1 •• NW SW SE 
If the water right is for irrigation, show total nwnber of acres offered to the Bank. Total Acres __ N_I_A_ 
Att:ti:hmeni ~ 
} 
State of ( ,c:tho ( 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
322 East Front Street• P .0. Box 83720 • Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Phone: (208) 287-4800 • Fax: (208) 287-6700 • Web Site: www.ldwr.idaho.go,• 
GARY SPACKMAN 
Director 
January 16, 2015 
SEAPAC OF IDAHO 
POBOX549 
BUHLID 83316 
RE: WATER SUPPLY BANK LEASE CONTRACT FOR RIGHT 36·7072 
Dear Lessor: 
C.L. ''BUTCH" OTTER 
Governor 
Water Rights 36-7072 was leased into the Water Supply Bank on January 1, 2015 in accordance with 
the executed original Lease Contract enclosed. Your water right as described on the Lease 
Contract is considered leased into the Bank and should remain unused until it is formally 
released from the Bank. 
The right will automatically be released from the Bank on December 31, 2016, unless the right is 
released earlier by the Board, or upon your request. Please note your right may not be .available 
for immediate release if they have been rented. To release the right from the Bank prior to the 
release date, submit a written request on the Request to Release a Water Right from the Bank form. 
This form is available from our public website at www.idwr.idaho.gov. 
Please review the conditions of acceptance listed on the Lease Contract, including #3 which says: 
"While a right is In the bank, the lessor may !121 use the right without approval of the 
department even if the right Is not rented from the bank. Any violation of the terms of this 
lease may result in enforcement procedures pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-351 for illegal 
diversion and use of water and may include civil penalties pursuant to Idaho Code § 42· 
17018." 
If you have questions regarding this matter, please contact me at 287-4910. 
Sincerely, 
ML~ -V - Water Resource Agent 
WSB Process Point of Contact 
Enclosure: Executed Lease Contract 
c: Racine Olson Nye Budge Bailey 
IDWR Southern Region 
! 
MEMORANDUM 
To: Water Right No(s). 36-7072 
From: Remington Buyer 
Date: December 31, 2014 
Re: Review of Applications to Lease Water Rights to the State Water Supply Bank 
PURPOSE/NARRATIVE: On December 15, 2014, an application was received from ThomasJ. 
Budge, legal counsel for the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators (IGWA). Through Mr. Budge, 
IGWA is proposing to lease into the Bank 5.5 cfs from water right 36-7072 before renting it for 
mitigation and fish propagation purposes at the nearby Rangen fish facility (Rangen). 
Mr. Budge has submitted an application for transfer (TX #79560) that proposes to split off 1 O cfs 
of water from 36·7072 and utilize it for fish propagation and mitigation purposes at Rangen's 
facility. The transfer has been protested. This lease rental application Is being submitted due to 
the protesting of the transfer application. As a matter of avoiding duplicative work, the Water 
Supply Bank tends not to consider lease and rental applications where transfers are pending, 
and the Bank avoids considering a lease/rental if an associated transfer is protested. This 
lease/rental transaction however is being proposed to accomplish mitigation activities approved 
by an order of the Director of IDWR (IGW A's Fourth Mitigation Plan) and the mitigation activities 
are sanctioned by the IWRB, thus the Bank will consider this transaction. 
AUTHORITY TO FILE: The lease application has been completed and submitted by IGWA, 
acting through Mr. Budge, however the current owner of the water right is SeaPac of Idaho. A 
signed Letter of Intent between IGWA and SeaPac contemplates this lease proposal being 
submitted and has been included with the lease application. There are no concerns about the 
authority to file the application, however SeaPac's signature is missing from the lease 
application. Either SeaPac will need to sign the lease application and lease contract, or IGWA 
can sign the lease if they can provide evidence that they have in fact obtained through purchase 
or lease from SeaPac the 5.5 cfs from water right 36-7072. 
WATER RIGHT VALIDITY: Water right was decreed in 1997 and SeaPac has been and 
continues to use water authorized under this right. Validity of the right is not a concern. 
INJURY TO OTHER WATER RIGHTS: Water right 36-7072 authorizes diversion of water that 
emerges from the ESPA via nine springs, collectively known as Magic Springs. Water is 
diverted for fish propagation, a non-consumptive use of water, before flowing into the Snake 
River. Except for the lessor of water right 36· 7072, there are no other known water users who 
divert water from the Magic Springs, nor are there any known downstream waler users who use 
waste water from 36-7072 prior to It flowing into the Snake River. No injury is apparent from 
leasing this waler right Into the Water Supply Bank. 
ENLARGEMENT OF USE: No enlargement is evident through the lease. 
LOCAL PUBLIC INTEREST: The lease (and subsequent rental) of this waler right through the 
Bank is in support of an IOWR approved and IWRB sanctioned mitigation plan (IDWR Order 
Approving lGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan, October 29, 2014). IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan 
( ( 
contemplates a lease/rental through the Bank to accomplish their mitigation activities. The 
mitigation plan is approved by IDWR to address the curtailment of ESPA ground water rights. 
Approval of this lease (and associated rental) is in support of accomplishment of IGWA's 
mitigation plan and are thus in the local public interest. 
BENEFICIAL USE/CONSERVATION OF WATER RESOURCES: The lease is consistent with 
the conservation of water resources in Idaho. 
DEPARTMENT STAFF OR WATERMASTER COMMENTS: Water District 130 watermaster 
comments were obtained. There are no concerns with leasing this water into the Bank however 
there are additional considerations to be considered on the rental. 






January 15, 2015 
Remington Buyer 
201 E. Center St. 
P.O. Box 1391 




Water Supply Bank Coordinator 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 East Front Street, Boise, ID, 83 720 
Re: IGWA WaterSupplyBankRentalAgreement 
Dear Remington: 
Enclosed please find the following, 
i RECEIVED 
JAN I 5 2015 
OEPI\RTMl:NT OF 
WATER R!zSOURQES 
Thomas J. Budge 
~b@racinelaw.net 
1. Water Bank Lease Application with SeaPac's signature as designated 
applicant. 
2. Lease Contract signed by SeaPac. 
3. Rental Contract signed by IGWA. 
4. $6,769.40 check for administrative fee, 




Offlces 1n Pocateilo, Boise, and Idaho Falls 
Fnnn 42,.l76l-2 07/IJ 
STATEOFIDAHO 
WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
APPLICATION TO RENT WATER 
FROM THE WATER SUPPLY BANK 
RECEIVED 
DEC ! 5 20M 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
This appllct11ion must be prepared In ecoordance with the minimum ,equlrements listed to be ecoeptablo for processing by the Department 
Incomplete applications will be returned. 
Name ofRenter(s) IGWA, acting for and on behalf of NSGWD, MVGWD, Southwest Irr Dist (collectively 'Districts') 
Meiling Address c/o Randall C. Budge, PO Box 1391, Pocatello, ID 83204 
Phone 208-232·6101 Email n::b@raclnelaw.net --------------------
A. DESCRIPTION OF WATER SOUGHT FOR RENT 
I. Maximum Flow Rate [cfsl Maximum Volume [ac·fil Nature of Use PerJod oruse 
5.5 els Fish Propagation/Mitigation 111 to 12/31 
____ to ___ _ 
____ to ___ _ 
Total: 5.5 els 
2. Source ofwater_Ma_.g'--ic_Sp=n'-·ng=.s ___________ tributary to Snake River 
3. Point(s)ofDiverslon: 
TWP RGll SllC GOVT % •;. % County LOT 
8S 14E 5 SW SW Gooding 
BS 14E 6 SE SE Gooding 
8S 14E 8 NW NW GoodinB 
4. Lands to be irrigated or place of use: 
TWP RCll SEC 
NE NW SW SE Totals 
NE NW SW •• NE NW SW SE Nt NW SW •• NE NW SW SE 
7S 14E 3.1 FM 
7S 14E 32 FM • 
I 
If the use ls for irrigation, show total number of acres proposed through rental, Total Acres ___ Nl.;.A;.. 
B. OWNERSHIP 
I. Do you own the land at the proposed point of diversion? YesO No@ 
lfno. Hst owner, contact information, and attach a copy ofthe agreement or other written authority to use the proposed point of 
diversion. SeaPac of Idaho, Inc. Letter of Intent Is attached. 
2. Do you own the land at the proposed place of use? YesO No0 
If no, list owneri contact information. and attach a copy of the agreement or other written authority to use the proposed pla.ce of use. 
Rangan, Inc., PO Box 706, Buhl, ID : Order Approving IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan 
C.MAP 
Attach a map identifying the proposed poin!(s) of diversion, place(s) of use, and waler diversion and dlsb'it,ution system details as 




D. GENERAL INFORMATION 
( 
I. Please provide• description of the proposed diversion system. 
The Districts will pump and pipe water from Magic Springs facility to the Rangen hatchery. 
2. Describe any other water rights diverted through the S""1e point(s) of diversion or used fur the some purpose(,) as described above. 
Rangen water right nos. 36-1346, 36-135A, 36-15501, 36-2551, 36-7694 are also used for fish propagation at the 
Rangen Fish Hatchery. 
3. Will !he proposed place of use receive water from any other source? Yes0 NoO 
If yes. describe. Martin-Curren Tunnel 
4. If the proposed use is not for irrigation, please provide a derailed description of the proposed use and how you detennined the 
amount of water required. Attach additional sheets if needed. Mitigation ror fish propagation pursuant to IGWA's Fourth 
Mitigation Plan, CM-MP-2014-006. 
5. Are there any other applications pending before the Oepartmm~ Sl!Ch as WI application for permit or transfer, fur the same use(s) 
proposed by this rental? Yes 0 No D 
If yes, describe. Transier Application #79560 and Permit Application for Waste Water. 
6. Was !his renral application submitted in response to a Notice of Violation or a pending Notic.e of Violation? Yes O No 0 
lfyes,describe. ____________________________________ _ 
E. RENTAL TERM 
Do you wish to rent water from the Board's bank for more than one (I) year? Yes 0 No 0 
If yes, please specify the number of years desired through proposed rental. _1• _______ _ 
'terminable upon approval of Transfer 11'79560 
I hereby assert that the lnrorm•fion <ontalned In this opp!ltation is true to Ibo best or my knowledge. I understand thnt any willful 
misrepresentations made in this nppUcatlon may result in reJ•ction or the npp!ication or enncellntlon of on Rpprovn!. 
lflhis applicadon is approved, the applicant lll\l'OCS to the following: 
l. The use of water under this agreement shall be subject to the provisions of Section 42-1766, Idaho Code. 
2. Renter shall comply with all applicable state and federal laws while using water under this agreement. 
3. Renter shall hold the Board, the Director, and the state of Idaho honnless ftom all liability on account of negligent acts of the renter. 
4. The Director may terminate diversion of water if the Director determines there ls not a sufficient water supply fur the priority oftbe 
right or portion thereof being rented. 
5. Fallure of the renter to comply with the conditions of this agreement is cause for the Director to rescind approval of the rental 
agreement. 
6. Renter is not authorlZe_d to use water proposed by this application until the rental fees are paid in fu11 and Ute renter receives an 
executed copy of the mentsigned by the Director. 
~ Thomas J. Budge, Attorney fer Renter 12/12114 -------Signature of Applicant Printed Name aad Title• Date 
Signature of Appllcanl Primed Name and TIiie• Dote 
*Please provide titlt ofsignatory if signing on behalf ofa eornpnny or organization or with power ohttomey 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
This is to certify that: IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS 
CIO THOMAS J. BUDGE 
PO BOX 1391, 
POCATELLO, ID 83204 
(208) 232-6101 
RECEIVED 
JAN I 5 2015 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
filed an appttcation to rent water from the Water Supply Bank f'Bank"). The Idaho Water Resource Board 
("Board"), being authorized to operate a Bank and to contract by and through the Dlrector of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources ("Director, Departmenri for rental of water from the Bank, agrees to rent water 
as foUows: 
Summary of Water Rights or Portions Rented from the Bank 
Water Right I Priority Date 
36-7072 09/0511969 
Annual Rental Total 
Source 
Thousend 
S rin s 
Rented Annual Tributary Rented Rate Volume 
Snake River 5.5 cfs 3982 af 
5.5 cfs 3982 af 
Tenn of Rental: January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2016 
Annual Rental Fee: $6769.40 
Acre Total Rented Limit Acres 
NIA NIA 
NIA NIA 
The fee for rental of the above-described water Is $67,694.00, however you have a private agreement with the 
lessor of water right 36·7072 where you only need to pay for the administrative fee associated wtth the rental of 
that water right The fee that will be retained by the Department to offset administrative costs is 10% of the total, 
or $6761).40. 
No rental fees will be refunded once the fee is collected and the start date for a Rental Agreement has passed. 
Detaned water right conditions are attached. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
The undersigned renter agrees to use the water rented under this agreement In accordance with the Water 
Supply Bank rules and In compliance with the limitation. and conditions of use described in this agreement: 
• 
Signature of Renter Printed~and TIUe• Date 
/. /4. /f, 
•Please provide titie of signatory If signing on behalf of a company or organization or with power of attorney 
Having determined that this agreement satisfied the provisions of Idaho Code§ 42-1763 and IDAPA 
37 .02.03.030 (Water Supply Bank Rule 30), for the rental and use of water under the terms and condition herein 
provided, and none other, I hereby execute tiils Rental Agreement on behalf of the Idaho Water Resource 
Board. 
By \bAJvwn.~ \6" BRIAN PATION, Acting Administrator 
Idaho Water Resource Board 
'I • 
Page 2 of4 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
WATER USE DETAILS 
LOCATION OF POINT(Sl OF DIVERSION 
THOUNSAND SPRINGS SEY.SEY.SEY. Sec. 6 Twp OBS Rge 14E GOODING County 
TWO POINTS OF DIVERSION LOCATED IN T08S, R14E, S06, LOT B SESESE 
BENEFICIAL USE 
FISH PROPAGATION 
SEASON OF USE 
01101 TO 12131 
RENTER'S PLACE OF USE; FISH PROPAGATION 
NE NW SW SE 
T Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW @N SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE Tot•ls 
07$ 14[ 31 H H 
07$ 14[ 32 H 
Total Acres: 
CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL RENTED WATER RIGHTS 
1. The use of water under this agreement shall be subject to the provisions of Idaho Code§ 42-1766. 
2. Rental of the specified right from the bank does not, in itself, confirm the validity of the right or any elements 
of the water right, or Improve the status of the right lncludlng the notion of resumption of use. It does not 
preclude the opportunity for review of the validity of this water right In any other department application 
process. 
3. Use of waler under this agreement does not constitute a dedication of the water lo renter's place of use, and 
upon expiration of this agreement, the points of diversion and place of use of the water shall revert to those 
authorized under the water right and/or again be available to rent from the bank. 
4. This rental does not grant any right-of-way or easement to use the diversion works or conveyance works of 
another party. 
5. Use of water under this agreement Shall not prejudice any action of the Department In its consideration of an 
application for transfer or permit filed by the applicant for this same use. 
6. Renter agrees to comply with all applicable state and federal laws while using water under this agreement 
7. Renter agrees to hold the Board, the Director and the state of Idaho harmless from all liablllty on account of 
negligent acts of the renter while using water. 
B. Renter acknowledges and agrees that the Director may terminate diversion of water If the Director 
determines there is not a sufficient water supply for the priority of the right or portion thereof being rented. 
9. FaDure of the renter to comply with the conditions of this agreement Is cause for the Director to rescind 
approval of the rental agreement. 
1 O. The water right(s) referenced above ls accepted into the bank and rented In accordance wllh a private 
agreement formulated between the lessor and the renter. Administrative fees will be paid based on the 
current rental rate. 
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11. All conditions specified and ordered by the Director of Water Resources in the Order Approving IGW 1':s 
Fourth Mitigation Plan are relevant and apply to this rental agreement. 
12. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of 
water among appropriators within a water district At the time of this approval, this water right ls within State 
Water District No. 130. 
13. Prior lo diversion of water under this right, the right holder shall Install and maintain a measuring device and 
lockable controlling works of a type acceptable to the Department as part of the pipeline delivering waler to 
the Rangen Facility. 
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State of ( aho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
322 East Front Street • P.O. Box 83720 • Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Phone: (208) 287-4800 • Fax: (208) 287-6700 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
GARY SPACKMAN 
Director 
January 16, 2015 
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS 
C/0 THOMAS BUDGE 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO ID 83204 
RE: RENTAL OF WATER FROM THE WATER SUPPLY BANK 
WATER RIGHT NO{S). 36-7072 
Dear Renter: 
C.I,. "B!ITCH" OTTER 
Gontrnor 
Please find enclosed a receipt ln the amount of $6769.40 and a copy of a fully executed Water Supply 
Bank Rental Agreement in connection with the rental of 3982 acre-feet of water for fish propagation 
during 2015. Upon receipt of this fully executed agreement, you are authorized to divert water in 
compliance with the conditions of water use described in the agreement. 
Pursuant to the Water Supply Bank Rules, the rental fee will be retained by the Department to offset 
administrative costs since you have a private agreement with the lessor of the right(s). 
If you have any questions, please contact me at (208) 287-4944. 
Sincerely, 
<._ 'l:!VV"-'~~ 
.l N'-"'"' erie Palmer 
Water Rights Supervisor 
WSB Process Point of Contact 
Enclosure(s): Receipt No. C099824 
Rental Agreement (copy) 
c: Sascha Marston - Fiscal 
Allen Merritt- IDWR Southern Regional Office 
Cindy Venter - State Water District No. 130 
( (" 
MEMORANDUM 
To: Water Right No(s). 36·7072 
From: Remington Buyer 
Date: January 2, 2015 
Re: Review of Applications to Rent Water Rights from the Water Supply Bank 
PURPOSE/NARRATIVE: On December 15, 2014, an application was received from Thomas J. 
Budge, attorney for the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators (IGWA), who propose to lease into 
the Bank 5.5 cfs from water right 36·7072, and who desire to rent the 5.5 cfs for fish propagation 
and mitigation purposes at the Rangen fish facility (Rangen). IGWA desires to rent water to 
provide mitigation to the Rangen facility which is currently experiencing injury due to water 
shortages emanating from the Eastern Snake Plane Aquifer (ESPA), caused by the diversions 
of ground water from the ESPA by IGWA members. IGWAis renting the water to provide 
mitigation water for Rangen. Rangen will ostensibly then be able to use any additional water 
supplied by the rental for fish propagation purposes. 
The rental application specifies renting water from Magic Springs located in section 6 of 
Township BS Range 14E and piping the water to Rangen via the l&J pipeline proposal 
(specified In the IDWR Order Approving IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan, dated October 29, 
2014). A conversatlon with Mr. Budge on January 2, 2015 confirmed that IGWA is seeking to 
rent water under 36·7072 utilizing the l&J pipeline plan. 
AUTHORITY TO FILE: IGWA, acting through Mr. Budge, does not own the land where the 
intended use of rental water will be accomplished. The rental place of use is owned by Rangen. 
A letter dated November 6, 2014 from Rangen's attorney Justin May confirms that Rangen 
consents to provide IGWA access to their property in order to lay pipe that is necessary to 
deliver the rental water. Additionally, Rangen has consented to the delivery of rental water as 
approved per the conditions of the Director of IDWR's Order Approving IGWA's Fourth 
Mitigation Plan. 
WATER RIGHT VALIDITY: Water right 36-7072 has been leased into the Bank without 
concerns of validity and is available to rent. 
INJURY TO OTHER WATER RIGHTS: Water right 36-7072 non-consumptively utilizes water 
that emerges from the ESPA at Magic Springs before it flows into the Snake River. The use of 
rental water from Magic Springs for the purposes of fish propagation at Rangen should be non-
consumptive; water will exit Rangen's facility and flow into Billingsley Creek, a tributary to the 
Snake River. Though water from this rental should ultimately flow back to the Snake River, 
water delivered lo Billingsley Creek could be diverted and/or consumptively used by other water 
users on Billingsley Creek before returning to the Snake River. The IWRB minimum stream flow 
water rights 2·201, 2·223 and 2-224 safeguard flows In the Snake River of 3,900 els from April 1 
through Oct 31 and 5,600 cfs from Nov 1 through Mar 31. Injury to the MSF water rights is 
possible, however the IW RB is aware of this rental and the rental can be approved with 
standard conditioning that It is subject to reduction or cancelation ii injury is proven. 
( !. 
ENLARGEMENT OF USE: The rental request was made for both fish propagation and 
mitigation. Rented water is intended to be utilized by Rangen for fish propagation however 
IGWA's rental of the water Is specifically to satisfy mitigation requirements for the impacts to 
Rangen's water supply, caused by the diversion of ground water by members of IGWA. A recent 
application for permit proposing the same uses of fish propagation and mitigation (permit 36-
16976) was approved only as mitigation due to the fact that IGWA will not be rearing fish with 
the water, but instead only proVidlng water for mitigation, and any authorization of their use of 
water for fish propagation purposes would be speculative. Though IGWA is renting water to 
satisfy mitigation requirements, the intended beneficial use of water is for fish propagation and 
no enlargement will occur if water right 36-7072 is rented for fish propagation. This rental is thus 
being drafted for the beneficial use of fish propagation. 
LOCAL PUBLIC INTEREST: The rental of water right 36-7072 is to cover mitigation actiVities 
specifically identified in IDWR's order approving IGW Ns fourth mitigation plan. The mitigation 
plan is in the local public interest. No concerns about this rental. There is a concern that water 
from diverted from Magic Springs to Billingsley Creek may ultimately be appropriated within the 
Billingsley Creek drainage and not return to the Snake River, thus reducing water flowing to the 
Snake River. The rental of this water through the Bank is thus subject to the right of the prior 
appropriators to petition for the reduction or cancelalion of the rental if injury caused by this 
rental is proven. 
BENEFICIAL USE/CONSERVATION OF WATER RESOURCES: Fish propagation is a 
recognized beneficial use of water in Idaho. No concerns. 
DEPARTMENT STAFF OR WATERMASTER COMMENTS: Comments were sought from 
Southern Region staff member and Water District 130 Watermaster Cindy Venter. Mrs. Venter 
did not object to the rental, however she has requested that a condition requiring measuring 
devices be added to the rental agreement, and she stressed the Importance of ensuring that the 
rental be subject to reduction or cancelation if injury to prior appropriators on the Snake River 
downstream of Magic Springs can be attributed to this rental. 
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Department of Water Resources, 
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Case No. CV-2014-4970 
AFFIDAVIT OF EMMI L. BLADES IN 
SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
AFFIDAVIT OF EMi\11 L BLADES IN Sl.JPPORT OF RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION - Page 1 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of Ada ) 
I, EMMI L. BLADES, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and say: 
1. That I am a deputy attorney general and represent the Respondents in the above-
captioned matter. 
2. That on January 26, 2015, counsel for Idaho Ground Water Appropriator's, Inc. 
("IGWA"), submitted to the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department") an amended 
application to lease 7.81 cfs of water right no. 36-7072 to the Water Supply Bank ("WSB"). A 
true and correct copy of this application is attached as "Exhibit I". 
3. That on January 26, 2015, counsel for IGW A submitted to the Department an 
amended application to rent 7.81 cfs from the \VSB. A true and correct copy of this application 
is attached as "Exhibit 2". 
4. That on January 27, 2015, Department staff issued a Memorandum reviewing the 
amended application to lease 7.81 cfs of water right no. 36-7072 to the WSB and amended 
application to rent the same from the WSB. A true and correct copy of this Memorandum is 
attached as "Exhibit 3". 
5. That on January 27, 2015, Department staff issued a letter to counsel for IGWA 
regarding the rental of water right no. 36-7072 from the WSB and confirming receipt of 
payment. A true and correct copy of this letter is attached as "Exhibit 4". 
6. That on January 27, 2015, an amended WSB lease contract between the Idaho 
Water Resource Board and SeaPac of Idaho was fully executed by the parties. A true and correct 
copy of this lease contract is attached as "Exhibit 5". 
AFFIDAVIT OF EMMI L. BLADES lN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION - Page 2 
7. That on January 27, 2015, an amended WSB rental agreement was fully executed 
by the parties. A true and correct copy of this agreement is attached as "Exhibit 6". 
DATED this _:zt day of January 2015. 
Emmi L. Blades 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
II;/'(,_, 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _;(._,i,._-day of January 2015. 
-~ \ ,, (k\im...__ ___ _ 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at Boise, Idaho \ 
Commission Expires: 04j1:iqlvi 
AFFIDAVIT OF EMMI L. BLADES IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION - Page 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1, ~ day of January 2015, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be filed with the Court and served on the following parties 
by the indicated methods: 
Original to: 
SRBA District Court 
253 3ro Ave. North 
P.O. Box 2707 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121 
J. JUSTIN MAY 
MAY BROWNING 
1419W. WASHINGTON 
BOISE, ID 83702 
jmav@maybrowning.com 
ROBYN BRODY 
BRODY LAW OFFICE 
P.O.BOX554 
RUPERT, ID 83350 
robynbrody@hotrnail.com 
FRITZ HAEMMERLE 
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE 
P.O, BOX 1800 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
fxh@haemlaw.com 
RANDALL C. BUDGE 
T.J.BUDGE 
RACLNE OLSON 
P.O. BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-1391 
rcb@racinelaw.net 
tjb@racinelaw.net 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
(x) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
AFFIDAVIT OF EMMI L. BLADES IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION - Page 4 
MICHAEL C. CREAMER 
MELODIE A MCQUADE 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
POBOX2720 
BOISE, ID 83701-2720 
mcc(fjl gi venspursley.com 
melodiemcguade@givenspurslev.com 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
Emmi L. Blades 
Deputy Attorney General 
AFFIDAVIT OF EMMI L. BLADES IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION· Page 5 
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STATE OF IDAH.O 
WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
WATER SUPPLY BANK LEASE OR SALE 
APPLICATION CHECKLIST 
An application to lease or sell a water right lnto the Water Supply Bank must be prepared in accordance with the 
minimum requirements listed beiow to be acceptable for processing by the Department. Use this checklist to ensure all 
necessary documentation has been provided. This checklist is part of the lease application and must be included with the 
lease appllcation. Incomplete applicntions will be returned to applicants for completion. 
Designated Applicant_S~ea~P~a~c_o_f_l~d~a~ho~------- WaterRightNo. ~3_6_-7_0~7_2 ____ _ 
011e water right per application 
All items must be checked as eithn Attllcfzed (Yes) or Not. .. (NIA) 
YES 
fl] Completed Water Sttppl)' Bank Lease or Sale Application Checklist (this form), 
!Z] Completed Applicarlon to Sell or Lease a Water Right to the Water Supply Bank(pages 2-3). 
0 Applkation fiHng fee of$250,00. If you are submitting more than one lease applkatlon and the water 
rights have a common place of use, or common diversion rate, or common diversion volume, the 
combined maximum fee is $500,00, 
Attachment N/A YES 
lA O 0 Contact information for all owners of the \\later right that is being: leased or sold on this application. 
IB fll An Jntenml Revent1c Service flRS) Form W~9 for the Design~ted Applicant, 
1C fl] 0 Notice of Change in fVater Right Ownership furm {nc;;essible from \.\'\VW.!dw·t.idaho.gov), 
l D O [ZJ Written consent from Irrigation district o( v,ialer delivery company, 
lE O [ZJ Contact information for nn authorized representative and documentary proof they are authorized to 
1 
represent the Designated AppHcant on this appfkation, If the Designated Applk:-ant is a business. ,
1
 
partnership, munkipaiity1 organization or association. include documents identifying offi:::ers 
authorized to sign or act on behalf of the entity. 
2 C IZJ Description ofR water right portion offered to the Water Supply Bank. I 
3D 0 0 Evidence demonstrating that fl water .right has not been Jost through abandonment or forfeiture \ 
pursuant to Section 42·222(2), Idaho Code, 
4 [l] A. map that c!earJy outfines the specific location where irrigated acres will be dried up, or where a 
beneficiaf use of water wifl be suspended, If you cloo 1t already have a detailed map, you can create 
one using IDWR's onlim: General Mapping Tool (http:l/ompsJd1,\TJdoho govfI.M.gsllll) to locate a 
water right place of use or point of diversion. 
Dat-e Re~-el'<'i!d: Receipl # 
No D (Route W·9 to Fiscal) Nm1li! on \V-9: 
Forr!l.42-l76l,! l/14 
STATEOFIDAHO 
WATER RESOURCE IlOARD 
APPLICATION TO SELL OR LEASE A WATER RIGHT 
TO THE WATER SUPPLY BANK 
1. CONTACT INFORMATION 
A. An application to sell or lease a water right to the Water Supply Bank must be completed by a Designated Applicant who is. a 
recognized owner of the mter right being sold or leased ta the Water Supply Bank. !ffhere are addltlona! owners recorded for 
the property to which the water right is appurtenant, those individuals must a:utl1orize the Designated Applicant to represent 
them on this application by completing and signing Attachment I A of this application package. 
Designated App!ic,int_S_e_a_P_a_c_o_f_l_da_h_o _______ Email Address seapac@seapacofidaho.com 
Mailing Address PO Box 548, Buhl, ID 83316 Phone Number 208.837.6541 
0 TI1e Designated Applicant is the sole owner of the water right being sold or leased !o the Water Supply Bank. 
OR 
0 The Designated Applicant is representing additional water right holders who have completed Attachment I A. 
B. Has the designated applicant completed an IRS Form W-9 (Attachment l B)? Yes0 NoO 
C. Are all a.pplicwts on this. fonn listed in LDWR's records as the current owners of the water right? Yes [ZJ No 0 
If ni.1, nttnch a Notice of Change in Water Rfght Ownership fonn along with the re.quired documentntion a.nd foe (Attachment IC)_ 
D. ls the diversion works or system owned or managed by ao irrigation district ot watei' detivery company? Yes O No [Z] 
lf yes, provide writtcn consent from the company, corporatio:1 or irrigndon district uuthorizffig, t[\e propo:s~d sale or lease {Attachment JD). 
E. Is this app!ication being completed by an autho1ized representative of the Designated Applicant? Yes O No [Z] 
lfycs, representatives (Includes employees of Designated Appficant companies) must complete this section Md sub1tcit docomentary proof 
of their authority to represent the Designated Applicant (Atta::l1mcnt IE). 
Name of Representative Thomas J. Organization _IG_W_A ______________ _ 
Professional Title Email Address rcb@racinelaw.net -~-------------
Ma iii n g Address P. 0. Box 1391, Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 Phone Number 20&-232-6101 
0 Send all correspondence fur this appHcation to the representative and not to the Designated Applicant 
OR 
0 Send original correspondence to the Designated Applicant and copies to the representative> 
2. DESCRIPTION OF WATER RIGHT OFFERED TO THE BANK 
'.V ater Right Number 36-7_0_7_2 _____ _ 
3. GENERAL INFORMATION 
On,e full water right is being offered to the Bank. 
OR 
0 A part of the watertight is being offered to the Bank. 
(If u portion of a \\'m.l!r right is being ot1Cre<l, comp!e!c Atrnchmeot 2) 
A. Please provide a description o:'the current water d1Yersion system. 
Pump and pipe system currently being installed lo delivery water from the Magic Springs Fish Hatchery own by 
SeaPac lo the Rangen Fish Hatchery on Billingsley Creek. -----
B. Descdbe My other water rights used for the same purpose at the same place of use as the water right being offered to the Bank, 
SeaPac water no. 36-8356 
C. Will lhe present place oftJ.se conthme to receive water from any other soun;e'l Yes [2J No 0 
!ryes,descrlbo. Magiq Springs, underwater right no. 36-8356 and the remalnlng portion of 36-7072 lhat Is not being 
leased into !ha Bank. 
D. Has a!lY portion of this water tight undergone a perlad Of five or more conseclitiveyeats of non-use? Yes O No IZl 
lfyes} describe zmd attach Waterrnaster records or other evidence to demonstrate that the wnter right has not been lost through 
abandonment or forfeiture pursuant to Section 42-222(2), Idaho Code.-------------------
E, Is this water right involved ir. any other IDWR process such as an apJ)licstion for transfer or a mitigation plan? Yes [ZJ No 0 
lfyes, descrlbe. lGWA:s 4th M!VgaUon Plan; Applica!i<Jn forTra~sfer No.79560. 
4. SALE/LEASE AGREEMENT 
"' Is the watcrright, or portion tl1ereof, offered to the Idaho Water Resource Boll:'d (JWRB) for sale O or lease 0? 
!fleas., fur a period from 1/19/15 to 1119116' (m•xlmum lease period 5 years). 
\!.funih/Dil)' tY,::u) {Mo/llf!fD.iy /Yq,) --rormlnablll upon spp(Ova! ofTransfer 7$S60, 
B, Show the minimum payment acceptable to the seller/lessor. The minimum payment may be shown as the ''current rental rate•· 
as established by the TWRB. lncluOO the method of determining the minimum payment if other than the current rental rate. 
Current rental rate. 
I hereby assert that the inform3tJon tonU\iried in ihis 11pplieation if tn.se to the best of my knowledge, and that r have the 
authorities necessary to offer this wnter tight for sale or Je-ase to the Idaho Water Resource Board. 
The Designated Applicant Ile.knowledges the following; 
l. Payment to the D~ignated AppUcaot is contingent upon the sale or rental of the watertight from the Bank. 
2, While a water right is in the Bank.. the seller/lessor of the water right may not use the w11ter right even if1he water 
right is not rented from the Benk. 
J, A water right aocept.ed into the Bank stays in the Bank until tile Designated Applicant receives writter. confirmation 
from the Boord or Water Supply Bank that the water right has been released from the Bank. 
4, While a weter right is in the Bank, forfeiture provisions are stayed, 




Thomas J. Budge 
Printed Name 
Mail to: 
(daho Department of Water Resouf¢eS 
P.O. Bos 83720 






STATE OF IDAHO 
WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
ATTACHMENT 2 
DESCRIPTION OF A WATER RIGHT PORTION OFFERED TO THE WATER SUPPLY BANK 
Water Right Num her Amount {cfs/ac~ftl Nature of Use Period of !,[§~ 
36-7072 fr50cfs Fish Propagation/Mitigation 111 to ,.£!( &<. to_ 
~~ 
___ , ____ 
__, ___ to 
______ to 
1 · ,z, 
l.~f to 
TotaI Amount ~tr'cfs 
Source of v.'atet Thousand Springs tributary to Snake River 
Point{s) of Diversion: 
Twp Rge Sec Lot y. Y, Y, County 
8S 14E 5 SW SW Gooding 
8S 14E 6 SE SE Gooding 





4. Lands irrigated or place of use: 
TWP RGE SEC NE NW SW SE !TOTALS 







lf the water right is for irrigation, show total number of acres offered to the Bank, Total Acres _!'_IA_ 
Attni.:hmen1 2 
LETTER OF INTENT 
USE OF WATER FROM SEAPAC OF IDAHO, INC'S M-'\GlC SPRINGS FACILITY, 
CONSTRUCTION OF PUMP STATION Al'.'D PIPELINE IN EXCHANGE FOR WATER 
FROM THE AQUA LIFE F'ACILITY 
This Letter of Intent ("LOI") is entered into by and between Idaho Ground Water 
Appropliators, Inc. ("IGWA''), acting for and on behalf of North Snake Ground Water District, 
Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest ln·igation Disl:lict (collectively "Dist-icts"), 
and SeaPac ofldaho, Inc. ("SeaPac"). 
RECITALS 
A.· ln response to Rangen, lnc.'s ("Rangen") water delivery call, the Idaho 
Depatiment of Water Resources ("IDWR") determined in its lanua1y 29, 2014 order tliat holders 
of ground water rights junior to July l 3, 1962 must ptovide 9. J cfs of direct flow to Rangen. 
Other delivery calls are pending or may be filed by other Hagennan Valley water right holders 
seeking to curtail junior grom:d water users. 
B. lGWA represents grol!lld water distiicts whose n:embers consist of inigators, 
municipalities, and commercial and industdal entities with grou.,id water 1ights. Many of the 
ground water disb.fots' member's \vater rights are junior to Rangen and ce1tain otber water righ,s 
in tl1e Thousand Springs reach of the Hagem1an Valley m1d ru·e subject to cu1iailment unless a 
mitigationplar. is approved providing replacement water. 
C, lGWA and SeaPacsupport the cor:cepts and implementation of the State of 
Idaho's Thousand Springs Water Supply Settlement Framework designed to provide recharge 
and other means to stabilize the aquifer, lo improve water supplies in the Hagennan Valley and 
to resolve conflicts between junior and senior water 1ight holdenL 
D. The Idaho Water Resource Board ("IWRB") owns and operates the Aqua Lifo 
Aquaculture Facility Hatchery ("Aqua Life") and has entered into a Letter of Intent with IGWA 
to make available to IGWA by lease or purchase up to ten (10) cfs of its Ac1ua Life water rights 
from adjacent springs as needed to 1,1eet tbe mitigation obligation to Rangen and others in the 
Hagerman valley. IGW A has entered into negotiations with !\¥RB seeking to lease and acquire 
evn1ersbip of all of Aqua Life. 
E. SeaPac eu:rnn!ly has a short-tenn lease of Agua Life from fWRB and desires to 
continue its Aqua Life operations by securing owners!-Jp and/or a long-term lease. 
44020 Jl001 . l1S6i 15.2 
LETTER OF INTENT 
USE OF WATER FROM SEAPAC OF IDAHO, INC'S MAGIC SPRINGS FACILITY, 
CONSTRUCTION OF PUMP STATION AND PIPELINE IN EXCHANGE FOR WATER 
FROM THE AQUA LIFE FACILITY 
This Letter of Intent f'LOI") is entered into by and between Idaho Ground Water 
Approp1iatorn, Inc. ("IOWA"), acting for and on behalf of North Snake Ground Water District, 
Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest Inigstion Distiict (collectively "Dismcts"), 
mid SeaPac ofidaho, Inc, ("SeaPac"). 
RECITALS 
A.· In res-,ionse to Rangen, lnc.'s ("Rangen") water delivery cell, the Idaho 
Depruiment of Water Resources ("IDWR") detennined in its January 29, 2014 order that holders 
of ground water rigl1ts junior lo July 13, 1962 must provide 9.l cfs of direct flow to Rangen. 
Other delivery calls are pending or may be file<! by other Hagennan Valley water right holders 
seeking to curtail junior ground water users. 
B. IGWA represents ground water districts whos.e members consist of inigators, 
municipalities, and commercial and industiial entities witr: ground watenights. Many of the 
ground water distlicts' member's water rights are junior to Rangen and certain other wa:er rights 
in the Thousa11d Springs reach of the Hage1~nan Valley and are subject to :u11a1lment uni ess a 
mitigatio:1 plan is approved providing replacement water. 
C. lGWA and SeaPac support the co1~cepts and implementation of the State of 
Idaho's Thousand Springs Water Supp{Y Selllement Framework designed to provide recharge 
and other means to stabilize the aquifer, to improve water supplies in the Hagennan Valley and 
to resolve conflicts between junior and senior water right holders. 
D. The Idaho \Valer Resource Board ("TWRB") owns and operates the Aqua Life 
Aquacult1.u·e Facility Hatchery ("Aqua Life") and has entered into a Letter oflntent with IGW A 
to ma1,e available to IGWA by lease or purchase up to ten (10) cfa of its Aqua Life water rights 
from arijacent springs as needed to meet the mitigation obligation to Rangen and others in the 
Hagerman valley. IGW A has entered into negotiations with lWRB seeking to lease and acquire 
owa.ership of all of Aqua Life. 
E. SeaPac cmren!ly has a sl1or:-tem1 lease of Aqua Life from IWRB and desire.s to 
continue its Aqua Life operations by secur:ng ownership and/or a long-term lease, 
44020,0001. '<166115.2 
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F. JGWA desires to secure water from SeaPac's Magic Springs to provide a supply 
of water for mitigation prn11oses to Rangen and to other senior 1ights in the Hagerman Valley. 
G. IGWA and SeaPac desire to enter into this Letter of Intent ("LOI") to sel forth 
their intent to commence negotiation of a final agreement providing for the exchange of Magic 
Springs water for Aqua Life water consistent with the tenns set f011h below. 
TER.lv!S 
The Agreement shall have the following tenns and conditions: 
1. SeaPac will lease or sell to IGWA up to ten (JO) cfs of first use water from its 
Magic Springs water light nos. 36-70?2 and 36-8356 and also will provide access to allow 
IGWA to utilize all discharge water from its Magic Springs facilities as needed to provide 
nlitigatio1, to other water right holders in the Hagerman valley. 
2. In exchange for water from Magic Springs, IGWA will secure ownership or 
control of Aqua Life water right nos. 36-1044, 36-2734, 36-15476, 36-2414, and 36-2338 by 
long-tei111 Jease or purchase from IWRB and make them available to SeaPac. 
3. IGWA will pay all cosls to design, conslmcl, operate and maintain the water 
collection and intake system, pump station, pipeline end other facilities necessary to deliver up lo 
10 cfs of first use water together with discharge water from Magic Spiings to the head of 
BiJiings!ey Creek directly up gradient from the Rangen hatchery and/or other locations in the 
Hagenmm valley for mitigation purposes. IOWA will ensure that the diversion and delivery 
:facilities to be constrncted will not interfere with the use of SeaPac's remaining water rights at 
Magic Springs. 
4. IGWA shall be responsible lo secure from lD\VR approval of such mitigation 
plans, transfer app!lcations and other permits as may be required to change the point of diversion 
and place of use lo accomplish the delivery of Magic Springs water for mitigation purposes. 
SeaPac hereby grants consent to IGWA to file and process such mitigation plans, transfer 
applications based on tl1is LOI, with the approvals made subject to this LOI and the 
contemplated final Agreement between the parties. 
5. SeaPac will grant IGWA pennanent easements at Magic to design, construct, 
operate and maintain the water in1ake aed collection facilities, p:,m,p station, pipeline and oilier 
facilities as necessary for the delivery of water to other locations fonnitigation purposes. 
6. IWRB will cooperate with IGWA l,lld provide all necessary documents to 
conduct such investigation as it shall deem appropriate. 
1. TI1e Agreement will be contingei1t upon: (a) lGWA securing an order from lDWR 
approving mitigation plans providing for the del:very SeaPac's Magic Springs water rights to 
satisfy the mitigation obligations to Rangen and/or others in the Hagennan valley; (b) IGWA 
Letter of Intent: Sea Pac - !GWA Page2 
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seeming an order from lDWR approving the h'ansfer of the point of diversion and place of use 
(as necessary) from SeaPac to RaJ1ge11 and other locations for mitigation; {c) JGWA proceeding 
to constmct and implement the pump and pipeline facilities pursuant to an approved mitigation 
plan; and IGWA sec111ing ownership or control by lot1g-ten11 lease of Aqua Life and providing it 
to SeaPac. 
8. This LOI may be exectited in counterpmts, each of which shall, be deemed to be 
an 01iginal, but all of which, taken together, shall constitute but one and the same agreement. 
Delivery of an executed counte1pai1 of this LOI via facsimile transmission shall be es effective 
es delivery of an oiiginal sig11ed copy. Thereafter, the parties shall exchange executed originals 
of this LOI. 
9. This LOI is intended as a general expression of the tenns and conditions, under 
which the parties are willing to p:oceed to prepare, negotiate and if acceptable to all parties in 
their respective sole discretio11, execute a final Agreement. Neither this LOI nor tbe execution 
hereof as provide<:: below, shall be binding on any pai1y 1mtii the fomrnl Agreement is executed 
by all parties. 
JO. Upon execution of this LOI SeaPac will provide access to IGWA to begin 
eagineeiing work, IGW A will proceed to file and process witl1 lDWR mitigation plans and 
transfer applications as contemplated and the parties will proceed to negotiate a final Agreeme!lt 
incorporating the terms and conditions as outlined above. 
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Fotm 42,1761--2 07/13 AMGNDBD 
STATEOFIDAHO 
WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
APPLICATION TO RENT WATER 
FROM THE WATER SUPPLY BANK 
This application mn:,t be prepared in accordance with the minimum requirements listed to be acceptable for processing by the Department 
Incomplete applications wm be returned. 
NRme of Renter(s) IGWA, acting for and on behalf of NSGWD, MVG\'VD, Southwest Irr Dist (collocfively "Districts") 
Mailing Address c/o Randall C, Budge, PO Box 1391, Pocatello, JD 83204 
Phone 208-232-6101 Email rcb@racinelaw,net --=--------------·-----
A. DESCRIPTION OF WATER SOUGHT FOR RENT 
L Max.imum Flow Rate (cfs) Maximum Vojume {ac~ft) 
,. Bl fr-5 els ------
/il:,~ __ ::J~l>='---
.1' Total: 56' cfs 
Nature of Use 
Fish Propagation/MiUgaticn 
I ---•. -,-. s , 
2. Source of waler .,,ag1c pnngs _________ tributary to Snake River 
3. Point(s) of Dive11,ion: 
T'WP I RGE SEC GOVT 'I, ~ '!. LOT 
8S I 14E 5 SW SW 
ss I 14E 6 SE SE 
f-- a--4 BS i 14E NW NW 
I i 
4. Lands- to be irrigated or place of use: 
' 
TWP RGE SEC NE NW SW 
NE NW SW I sr:: NE NW SW SE "" NW SW SE 7S 14E 31 l FM 
7S 14E¥2 l FM ' i 
I 
! I 
If the use is for irrigationi show total number of acres proposed througl1 rentaL 
B. OWNERSHIP 
Period ofUse 
111 to 12131 
____ to ___ _ 











Total Acres ___ N_/A_ 
l. Do you own the !and at the proposed point of diversion? YesO No0 
If no 1 list owner, contact inforn1ation, and attach a copy of the agreement or other written authorlty to use the proposed point of 
diversion. SeaPac of Inc. Letter of Intent is attached. 
2, Do you own the iand at the proposed place of use? YesO No0 
If uo, list owner. contact inibrmation, and attach a copy of the agi'eement or other written aothority to use the p:-opos.ed place of use, 
Rangen, Inc., PO Box 706, Buhl, ID : Order Approving IGWA's Fourth Mltigatlon Plan 
C. MAP 
Attach a map identifying the proposed point(s) of diversion, place(s) of use, and water d [version and distribution system detaiis as 




D. GENERAL INFORMATION 
l. Please provide a description of the proposed diversion system. 
The Dis!ricts Wlll pump and pipe water fro,n Magic Springs facility to the Ra_ngen hatche,y. 
2. Describe any other water rights diverted througl1 the same- point(s) of diversion or used for the same purpose(s) as described aJove. 
Rangen water right nos. 36-1346, 36-135A, 36-15501, 36-2551, 36-7694 are also u_sed for fish propagation al the 
Fish 
3. Will the proposed place of use receive water from any other source? 
!fyes, describe. Marlin-Curren Tunnel 
Yes[Z] NoO 
4, If the proposed use is not for irrigaticm. pleas::: provide a detailed description ofd1e proposed use and how you determined the 
amount of water required, Attach additional sheets if needed. Mitigation for fish propagation porsuant to IGWA's Fourth 
CM-MP-2014-008. 
5, Are there any other app:ications pending before the Department., s::ich as an applk:atlon for permit ortrnnsfer, for the same use(s) 
proposed by this rental? Yes 0 No D 
If yes, describe. Transfer Application #79560 and Permit Application for Waste Waier. 
6. Was this rental application submitted in response to a Notice of Violation or n pending Notice of Violation'? YesO No0 
lfyes, describe·-----------------------------------------
E. RENT AL TERM 
Do you wish to rent water from the Boa:-d's bank for more than one (1) year? Yes 0 No 0 
ff yes, please spectf)' the r:umber of years desired throu,gh proposed rental, _1_'--------
.. terminabTe upon approval ofTransfer#79560 
I hereby assert that the iofotmation contained in this application is true to the best of my knowledge. I undersf'and thnt any willfu) 
misrepresentations m:ide in this "pplicntion may result in rejection of the n:ppfication or ctrnce.Uation of an apprnvttI, 
lfthfs application is approved, the applicant agrees to the following: 
1. The use of water under this agreement shall be s11bject to the provisions of Section 42-1766, Idaho Code, 
2. Renter shall comply with nll applicable state end federal laws while using watet under this agreement. 
3. Renter shall hold the Board. the Director, and the state of Idaho harmless from aH Habifity on account of negligent acts of the renter. 
4. The Director may terminate diversion of water if the Director determines there is not a sufficient water supply fo:- the priority' of tiie 
right or portion thereof being rented. 
5. Failure of the renter 10 com_ply with the conditfons of this agreement is cause for tbe Di:-ector to rescind approval of the rental 
agreement. 
6. Renter is not authorized to use wnter proposed by this application until the rental fees are paid in full and the renter receives an 
executed copy ofthe G-2:reement signed by the Director. 
Thames J. Budge, /\ttomey for Renter 12112114 
Signature of Applicant Pdnte-d Name and Title* Date 
Signature Printed Name and Title* Date 
"'Plez.se provide title ofslgnnlmy if signing on behalf of a company or orgm1iza1ion o; with power of rrttomey 
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MEMORANDUM 
To: Water Right No(s). 36-7072 
From: Remington Buyer 
Date: January 27, 2015 
Re: Review of Lease & Rental of Water through the State Water Supply Bank 
The Water Supply Bank approved a lease and rental of 5.5 cfs of water right 36-7072 in January 
2015 (see previous review memos). On January 15., 2015 a lease contract signed by SeaPac of 
Idaho, the lessor of the water right, was received by the Water Supply Bank In tandem wnh a 
rental agreement for the 5.5 els, signed by the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators (IGWA). The 
lease contract and rental agreement were executed through signature by the Water Supply 
Bank. 
The lease and rental agreement authorized the diversion and transfer of water from SeaPac's 
place of use, to a place of use owned by Rangen Inc. IGWA was renting the water to provide 
mitigation water to Rangen in order to avoid an IDWR curtailment of groundwater pumpers who 
are members of IGW A. IGWA was required to begin providing rental water to Rangen in 
advance of January 191", 2015. Due to a violation of a condition of the IDWR Order Approving 
IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan, the January 191" deadline was missed. 
IGWA received from the Idaho District Court a two week injunction against the curtailment order 
however the court ordered an increase in the total water necessary for transfer from SeaPac to 
Rangen, from 5.5 cfs to 7.81 cfs. This memo addresses the increase in the flow from SeaPac to 
Rangen, not the original approval of the lease and rental. 
AUTHORITY TO FILE: Amended copies of the lease and rental applications have been 
received from T J Budge, legal counsel for IGWA. Mr. Budge has the authority to represent both 
SeaPac on the lease application and IGWA on the rental. 
WATER RIGHT VALIDITY: Water right was decreed in 1997 and SeaPac has been and 
continues to use water authorized under this right. Validity of the right is not a concern. 
INJURY TO OTHER WATER RIGHTS: Through adherence to the conditions of the order 
approving IGWA's fourth mitigation plan, and subject to the right of prior appropriators to 
demonstrate material injury caused by the lease or rental of this water, the Water Supply Bank 
can approve the lease and rental of this water without causing injury to other water rights. 
ENLARGEMENT OF USE: No enlargement is evident through the lease or rental. 
LOCAL PUBLIC INTEREST: The lease and rental of this water is in the local public interest. 
BENEFICIAL USE/CONSERVATION OF WATER RESOURCES: The lease is consistent with 
the conservation of water resources in Idaho. 
DEPARTMENT STAFF OR WATERMASTER COMMENTS: Water District 130 Watermaster 
comments were obtained regarding the increased flow to Rangen; no additional concerns were 
expressed regarding the additional leasing or renting of this water through the Bank. 

State of Idaho 
t D EPARTl\'IENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Ii 32.2 E:ts! Front Strwt • P.O. Box l/372ll • Boloe, !d~ho 3372(1·00~3 
· __ Ph_•_n_.,_, _(2_o_s1_2_s_7_.4_s_oo_• _r_ox_,_<~_'ll_s_J _l_!F_·_6-_, o_o_•_w_·•_b_,,_t_e:_w_ .... _·w_._u_u_.,_.1_n•_h_<>..,,g;..o_v __ _ 
C.L. •BUl'C1l' OTTER 
January 27, 2015 
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS 
C/0 THOMAS BUDGE 
PO BOX 1391 
POCA TELLO ID 83204 
CAR\' SPACKMAN 
Dfr«for' 
RE: RENTAL OF WATER RIGHT NO. 36-7072 FROM THE WATER SUPPLY BANK 
Dear Mr. Budge, 
Please find enclosed two lease contracts and a rental agreement for 7.81 cfs of water through the 
Water Supply Bank. The Water Supply Bank confirms receipt of payment from in you in association 
with the rental of this water; the lease and rental documents can be executed once we receive signed 
copies of the lease contracts and the rental agreement. 
Please forward the lease contracts to SeaPac of Idaho for signature and please sign the rental 
agreement on behalf of the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators. Once signed copies of all three of 
these documents are received in our office, we will sign the documents and they will be considered 
executed. · 
If you have any questions, please contact me at (208) 287-4918. 
Sincerely, 
Remington Buyer 
Water Supply Bank Coordinator 
Enclosure(s): Lease Contracts (two) 
Rental Agreement 

WATER SUPPLY BANK LEASE CONTRACT 
This Lease Contract ("Lease") Is effecllve January 1, 2015, between the ldaho Water Resource Board 
f'Board"), and 
Lessor: SEAPAC OF IOAHO 
PO B0X546 
BUHL ID 83316 
208-837-6541 
RECITALS 
1. The Board Is authorized under chapter 17, title 42, Idaho Code to operate a water supply bank and to 
contract v,ith lessors to act as an Intermediary in facnitatlng the rental of water. 
2. The Lessor has filed a completed application to lease water rights described below Into the Water 
Supply Bani< on forms supplied by the Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
3. The Director of the Idaho Department of Waler Resources has reviewed the application for 
compliance with the Water Supply Bank rules and has approved the Lease subject to conditions listed 
below. 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the rnutue! covenants and contracts herein contained, and other 
good and valuable consideration, !he receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree 
as follows; 
1. WATER RIGHTS: The Lessor shall lease and the Board shall accepl into the Bank the 
Appucant's water rights described as follows: 












Total Leased Acres 
NIA 
NIA 
The water rights described herein shall be available for rental from the Bank as follows: 
Authorized Period o!USe..!J!!QerLease: 01/01 ta 12131 
2. COMPENSATION: The Lessor shall accept and the Board shall pay compensat:on 
determined by the amount of water rented under the following rental rate durtng such times 
as the water is rented fro,n the Bank over the term of this Lease. 
Minimum Payment Acceptable; Current Rental Rate 
3. TERM OF LEASE: Thls Lease shall take effect when both parties have signed Rand shall 
continue in effect until December 31, 2016. 
4. WATER SUPPLY BANK CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE: The Lessor shall abide by all 
terms and conditions contained in the Water Supply Bank Conditions of Acceptance. 
attached hereto as "Allachmenl A' and incorporated herein by this reference. 
5. DUPLICATE ORIGINAL: This Lease is executed In duplicate. Each of the documents with 
an original signature of each party shall be an original. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, !he parties have executed this Comract on the date folbwiog their respective 
signatures, 
SEAPAC OF IDAHO 
PO BOX 546 
BUHL ID 63316 
Pri 
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
322 East Front Street 
P .o. Box 83720 
Boise ID 3720-0098 
Brian Patton, Acting Administrat 
Idaho Water Resource Buard Q 




WATER RIGHT NO. 36-7072 
WATER SUPPLY BANK CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE 
The water right or portion thereof leased to ths bank is described as follows: 
Lessor; SEAPAC OF IDAHO 
PO BOX 546 
BUHL ID 83316 
20&-837-6541 
Priority Date: 09/0511969 




01/01 to 12/31 
LOCATION OF POINT($\ OF DIVERSION: 
Tributary to: SNAKE RIVER 
Diversion Rate 
7.81 CFS 




SPRINGS SEY.SEY.SEY. Sec. 6 Twp 08S GOODING County 
TWO POINTS OF DIVERSION LOCATED iN Toes. R14E, S06, LOT B SESESE 
PLACE OF USE TO EIE IDLED UNDER THIS LEASE: FISH PROPAGATION 
-- ME NW SW Twp Rga Sec NE NW SW SE ME NW SW SE NE NW SW I SE No 
08S 14E 5 H : 
·--OBS 14E 6 ±± ;S114EI 6 H 1 i L1 
Total Acres: 
ADDITIONAL CONDITIOJ'iS OF ACCEPTANCE 
SE 
SE hota;~ NW•SW 
! t~ 
1. The water rights referenced above will be rented from the bank at the current rental rate, 
2. There is no rental payment to the lessor oi lhe waler right If the right or a part thereof Js nol rented 
from the bank. 
3. While a right is In lhe bank, the lessor may no\ use !he right without approval of the Department even 
if the right is not rented from lhe bank. Any Violation of the terms of thls lease may result In 
enforcement procedures pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-351 for illegal diversion and use of waler and 
may Include civil penalties pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1701 B. 
4. A right accepted into the bank stays In the bank until the Board releases it, the lease term expires, or 
upon reqsest from the lessor to change the term of the lease, provided the Board approves the 
release. Unless approved by lhe Department, leased rights may not be immediately available for 
release. 
5, While a water right is in the bank, forfeiture provisions are stayed. 
6. Rental of water under !his rightis subject to the limita!lons and conditions of approval of the water 
right. 
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7. Failure of th€ righ\ holder \o comply with the concli\ions of acceptance is cause for the D)ractor to 
rescind acceptance of the lease. 
8. Acceptance of a right into the bank does not, in ~self, confirm the validity of the right or any elements 
of the waterrlght, or Improve the status of the right Including the notion of resumption or ~se. It does 
not preclude the opportunity tor review of \he validity of this water right In any other Department 
applicaUon process. 
!l. In accordance with l<;laho Code§§ 42-248 and 42-1409(6), all owners of water rights are required to 
notify the Department of any changes in maiung address or change in ownership of ail or part of a 
water right Notice mus\ be provided Within 120 days or the change. 
10. II a waler right leased Into the Water Supply Bank is sold or conveyed during the lease term, and ii 
the leased right was rented, the rental proceeds will be disbursed In the following manner regard:ess 
of any a,Tangements between the buyer(s) and selier(s) to the contrary: 
a. Rental payments will go to the lessor(s) o' racord at the beginning of the rental season, 
b. if a change In ownership is processed by the Department during a rental season, rental 
payment will be made to the person or entny who is the lessor of record al the beginning of 
that rentar season, 
c. New lessor(s) of record will receive paymenl after the following rental season. 
11. The water rign!(s) is leased to the bank subject to all prlor water rights and shall be administered in 
accordance with Idaho law and applicable rules oflhe Department of Water Resources. 
12. The unleased portion of this right and water right 36-8356 are l"rmlted to a combined diversion rate of 
140.39 cfs. 
13. Fis:, propagation is for a commercial hatchery. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
This is to certify that: IOAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS 
C/0 THOMAS J. BUDGE 
PO BOX 1391, 
POCATELLO, ID 83204 
(208) 232-6101 
filed an application to rent water from the Water Supply Bank ("Bank"}, The Idaho Waler Resource Board 
['Board"), being authorized to operate a Bank and to contract by and through the Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources ("Directer, Department") for rental of water from the Bank, agrees to rent water 
as follows: 
Summary of Water Rights or Portions Rented from the Bank 
r---,~-p-· -.·t- r- R I d I Annual \ Acre I Total I I Water Right.; I 'Da.r.,or? I, s Source Tribulary ~nt I Rented Llmit Rented 
J__'. ---'-------~·---·-·---=.: .. __i_Y~ol_u_m~e.~---·~res 1 
'~-3-6-_7_07_2_~ 1·_o_s,_o_s1_1_96_9_~ \ \~~~~'~~1~-aqn_,/_~\. Snake River=:[_1_.s_c_fs_!~s_e,_s_4_.2_a_f~I __ N_1A __ -_N_1A_J~ 
Annual Rental Total 7.81 cfs 5654.2 af NIA NIA 
Term of Rental: January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2016 
Annual Rental Fee: $9612.48 
The fee for rental of the above-described wa!efis $96,124.80, however you have a prtvate agreement wilh the 
lessor of water right 36-7072 where you only rieed to p,iy for the administrative fee associated with the rental of 
that water right The fee that will be retained by the Department to offset administrative costs is 10% of the total, 
or $9,612.48. 
No rental fees will be refunded once the fee is coliected and the start date for a Rental Agreement has passed. 
Detailed water right conditions are attached. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OCWATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
The underslgoed renter agrees to use the water rented under this agreement in accordance wi:h the Water 
Supply Bank rules and In compliance with the limitations and conditions of use described in this agreement: 
~-.,f-·~ -
Signature of Rente~ 
'Please provide title of signatory if signing on behalf of a company or organization or with power of attorney 
Having determined that this agreement satisfied the provisions of Idaho Code§ 42-1763 and IDAPA 
37.02.03.030 (Water Supply Bank rental nd use of water under the terms and condition herein 
provided, and none other, I here ex ute this Re behalf of the Idaho Water Resource 
Bo~----~'..,....;;-.--
By_ ___________ ~---~-
BRIAN PATTON, Acting Administrator 
Idaho Water Resource Board 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
WATER USE DETAILS 
LOCATION OF POINT(Sj OF DIVERSION 
THOUNSAND SPRINGS SEY.SEY.SEX Sec. 6 Twp OBS Rge 14E GOODING Gounly 
TWO POINTS OF DIVERSION LOCATED IN TOSS, R14E, SOS, LOT 8 SESESE 
BENEFICIAL USE 
FISH PROPAGATION 
SEASON OF USE 
01/01 TO 12131 
RENTER'S PLACE OF USE· FISH PROPAGATION 
NE NW SW SE 
Twp Rno Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW f!/N SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE Totals 
07S 1'E 31 H H 
ors 14E " H Total Acres: 
CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL RENTED WATERRIGHTS 
1. The use of water under this agreement shaff be subject to the provisions of Idaho Code§ 42-1766. 
2. Rental of the specified right from the bank d.oes not, In itself, confirm the validity of the right or any elements 
of the water right, or improve the status of!lie right including the notion of resumption of use. It does not 
preclude the opportunity for review of the \/aHdity of this water right in any other department application 
process. 
3. Use of water under this agreement does not constitute a dedicatl6n .Clf the water to renter's place of use, and 
upon expiration of this agreement, the points of diversion and ~iac.,;·9fuse of the water shall revert to those 
authorized under the water right and/or again be a,>ailable \Q rent froln the bank. 
4. This rental does not grant any right-of-way 6r easement to use the diversion works or conveyance works of 
another party. 
5. Use of water under this agreement shali no: prejudice any action of the Department in its consideration of an 
application for transfer or per,nit filed by the applicant for this same use. 
6. Renter agrees to comply with all applicable state and federal laws while using water under this agreement. 
7. Renter agrees to hold the Board, the Director and the state of Idaho hannless from all liability on account of 
negligent acts of the renter whHe csing water. 
8. Renter acknowledges and agrees that the Director may terminate diversion of water if the Director 
detenmines there Is not a sufficient water supply for the priority of the right or portion thereof being rented. 
9. Faiiure of the renter to comply with the conditions of this agreement is cause for the Director to rescind 
approval of the rental agreement. 
10. The water right(s) referenced above is accepted into the bank and rented in accordance with a private 
agreement formulated between the lessor and the renter. Administrative fees will be paid based on the 
current rental ra!e. 
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Case No. CV-2014-4633 
STIPULATION TO AUGMENT 
THE RECORD 
STIPULATION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - Page 1 
COME NOW, Respondents Gary Spackman and the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources; the Petitioner, Rangen, Inc.; and the Intervenor Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 
Inc.; and stipulate to augment the record in this appeal by inclusion of the documents listed 
below and attached to this stipulation as Attachments A-l -A-12. 
1. Lease between North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water 
District, and Southwest irrigation District, and the IWRB Re: Aqualife 
2. Memorandum of Agreement with SeaPac Re: use of Magic Springs water 
3. Buried Pipeline Agreement with North Side Canal Company 
4. Buried Pipeline Agreement with Mitchell 
5. Letter from Pat Brown confim:ring permission to install pipe through Candy 
property 
6. Pipeline License Agreement with Rangen 
7. Hagerman Highway District Easement Approval granted October 1, 2014 
8. 100% Engineering Design 
9. Insurance commitment form from Evolution Insurance 
10. IGWA's Notice of Insurance subn:ritted to the Department on February 6, 2015 
11. The Director's Final Order Approving Application for Transfer dated February 
19,2015 
J 2. Email correspondence between counsel for the Department and counsel for 
Rangen and IGWA dated 3/17/2015, sent at 9:28 a.m., RE: Measurements for 
Magic Springs Pipeline 
The parties request that the Court enter an order augmenting the record in this appeal with the 
above-described documents. No oral argument is requested . 
.,, Ir' 
DATED this Ji.;day of March 2015. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RES01JRCES 
GARY SPACKMAN, Director 
~ ·'-- f-.../: A 
7~{\ I'-- ~ct,.V \, ~ 
~rick L. Baxter 
Emmi L. Blades 
Attomeys for Respondents Idaho Department of 
Water Resources and Gary Spackman, Director 
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ii~ 
!'\ ' 
DATED thfa / 'Jdav of March 2015. 
--7--- ~ 
DATED day ofMarc:J, 2015. 
F1i1z Haen1merle 
Attomevs fi,r i(~cng'fm. me. 
R-3.ndaU 
3 
DATED 1his _ day of March 2015. 
DATED this f!J.._ day of March 2015. 
RANGb'N, INC. 
J. Justin May 
Robyn Brody 
Fritz Haemmerle 
Attorneys for Rangen, Inc. 
IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS, INC. 
/ --··--.,--~-
Randall C. B 
TJ.Budge 
Attorneys/or Idaho Ground Water 
Appropriators, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
'A-
v 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of March 2015, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be filed with the Court and served on the following parties 
by the indicated methods: 
Original to: 
SRBA District Court 
253 3RD A VENUE NORTH 
PO BOX2707 
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-2707 




BOISE ID 83702 
jrnay 0) rna vbrovvnin g.com 
ROBYN BRODY 
BRODY LAW OFFICE 
PO BOX 554 
RUPERT ID 83350 
robvnbrodv@hotmai I .com 
FRITZ HAEMMERLE 
HAEMMERLE & HAEMMERLE 
PO BOX 1800 
HAILEY ID 83333 
fxh (iiJhaernlaw ,com 
RANDALL C BUDGE 
TJBUDGE 
RACINE OLSON 
PO BOX 1391 
POCATELLO ID 83204-1391 
rcb@rncinelaw.net 
tjb@racinelaw.net 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(x) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
(x) US. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
(x) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
(x) E-mail 
Em.mi L. Blades 
Deputy Attorney General 





NORTH SNAKE GR.OUND WATER DISTRICT, 
MA.GIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
Al~D SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
COLLECTIVELY, TENAl~T 
AND 
STATE OF IDAHO, BY i\ND THROUGH THE 
IDAHO "\VATERRESOURCE BOARD, 
LANDLORD 
'', , /. =- <-· 
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LEASE 
This Lease ("Lease") is effective this 1st day of January, 2015, between North Snake Ground 
Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest Irrigation District (collectively, 
"Tenant"), and tbe State ofidaho, by and through the Idaho Water Resource Board ("Landlord"). 
In consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions contained herein, Landlord and Tenant 
agree as follows: 
ARTICLEl 
BASIC PROVISIONS 
1.1 Tenant. North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District and 
Southwest hrigation District are collectively the "Tenant." For pwposes of this Lease, all correspondence 
to Tenant should be addressed in care of the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA"), P.O. 
Box 1391, Poca1ello, Idaho 83201. Tenant's primary contact is Randall C. Budge. 
1.2 Landlord. The State of Idaho, by and through the Idaho Water Resource Board, is the 
"Landlord." For pwposes of this Lease, Tenant's address is 322 East Front Street P.O. Box 83720, Boise, 
Idaho 83720-0098. Tenant's primary contact is Brian Patton. 
1.3 Premises. The "Premises" are located at 11 lOE 2700S Hagerman, ID 83332, 
Gooding County, Idaho 83355, and include the real and personal property more particularly described as 
follows: 
1.3.1 All real property described in Exhibit ·'A," attached hereto. 
1.3.2 · All appur\L$illt rights to the real property, including 1he water rights, includ-
ing, but not limited to, the water rights described in Exhibit "A-2" attached hereto ( collectively the 
"Lease Water Rights"). 
1.3.3 All improvements, structures and permanent fixtures located on the Premises, 
inciuding fish raceways with quiescent zones, flumes, headworks, diversion structures, effluent settling 
basins, structures, buildings, equipment and all other i.'llproveJTients. 
1.3.4 All persor,al property that is currently situated upon the Premises and has 
been customarily used in connection with the rearing of fish ("Personal Property"). 
1.3.5 All easements appurtenant to the Premises and other agreements, licenses or 
permits necessary for fish-rearing operations, including, 'out not limited to, easements for access, utilities, 
and water de;ivery systems. 
1.4 Permitted Use. Tenant shall, provided it complies ·with all pertinent governmental rules 
and regula"tions, be entitled to operate its business upon the Premises (i) under that certain National Pollu-
tion Discharge Elimination System General Permit for Aquaculture Facilities and Associated Fish Pro-
cessing Facilities in Idaho issued by foe United States Environmental Protection Agency No. IDG-13-
0000 ("NPDES Permit''), and (ii) any other permits or approvals issued by the State of Idaho, Gooding 
Collnty, Idaho, o~ other govermnental authorities that are applicable to the Premises. The Permitted Uses 
LEASE- I 
of the Premises under this Lease shall be for aquaculture and for the purpose of providing replacement 
water or mitigation for water delivery calls. (collectively the "Permitted Uses"). 
1.5 Term and Commencement Date. The term of this Lease shall be thirty (30) years 
("Term"). The Term shall commence on the effective date shown on page 1 ("Commencement Date") 
and shall expire on the thirtieth anniversary of the Commencement Date, if not terminated earlier as set 
forth herein. Landlord and Tenant shall cooperate as is reasonably necessary, to obtain the transfer of the 
NPDES Permit and the Operating Pem1its as soon as possible after Landlord has acquired the Premises. 
The Parties acknowledge that the first year of the Term will be for a partial calendar year. All calcula-
tions relevant to any partial calendar year during the Term will be prorated on a per diem basis, based up-
on a three hundred and sixty (360) day year. Ali calculations relevar1t to any partial month during the 
term will be prorated on a per diem basis, based upon a thirty (30) day month. 
1.6 Annual Rent. The rent reserved for each twelve (12) month period of the Lease ("An-
nual Rent") shall be fifty seven thousand four hundred fifty Dollars ($57,450), which is calculated by 
multiplying one thousand six hundred forty four Dollars ($1,644) per cubic foot per second (the "Rent 
Rate") by the average a""lllual water flow ("Average Annual CFS") available to the Premises under the 
Lease Water Rights during the prior calendar year. Annual Rent will be adjusted annually on the anniver-
sary of the Commencement Date based on the Average Annual CFS for the prior calendar year (pursuant 
to section 1.6.1 below). In addition, Annual Rent will be adjusted every three years on the anniversary of 
the Commencement Date based on the Adjustment of Rent Rate (pursuant to section 1.6.2 below). 
1.6.1 Calculation of Average Annual CFS. Average Annual CFS is calculated by 
dividing the total acre-feet of water delivered to the Premises in a calendar year by 724. The total acre-
feet delivered to the Premises shall be measured based upon lhe measuring devices installed at the Prem-
ises. Landlord and Tenant shall work with the State ofldaho to ensure that accurate measuring devices 
are instal'.ed, maintained and operated, wilh all data made available to the Parties and the Idaho Depart-
ment ofW ater Resources ("IDWR"). 
1.6.2 Adjustment of Rent Rate. Beginning on the third anniversary of the Com-
meneernent Date, and on every third (3rd) anniversary thereafter ("Adjustment Date"), the Rent Rate shall 
be adjusted to reflect the cumulative adjustment in lhe cost of living during the immediately preceding 
three (3) calendar years as detem1ined by the Consumer Price Index, provided, however, tliat in no event 
shall the Rent Rate (a) be increased by more than six percent (6%) on any Adjustment Date, or (b) be de-
creased below $'.,500 per cubic foot per second. Tne Consumer Price Index is defrned as the Consumer 
Price Index for all Urban Consumers, All Items, published by the United States Department of Labor, Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics ("Bureau''), Consumer price index, U.S. City Average for all Urban Consumers, 
Seasonally Adjusted, all items (1982-84 = 100) ("Index"). In the event the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
("Bureau") shall cease to publish the Index there shall be substituted for the Index a substitute or succes-
sor index published by the Bureau or other gove=ental agency of the United States. 
1.6.3 Rent Payment Date. Annual Rent shall be paid in twelve equal mon:hly in, 
stallments, due and payable on the tenth (10th) day of each month during the Term of this Lease. The 
initial monthly installment of Rent shall be due and payable on the tenth (10th) day after the Commence-
ment Date. In the event that the Commencement Date does not fall on the first day of a month, Tenant 
shall pay Rent for the fractional month, prorated on a per diem basis, based upon a thirty (30) day month, 
until the fast day of the succeeding month, and thereafter monthly installments of Rent shall be paid in 
LEASE-2 
advance on the tenL'i (10th) day of each and every month. Tenant shall be obligated to pay a five (5) per-
cent late penalty on all rent unpaid ten ( 10) days after the due date. 
1.7 Services. Landlord shall provide possession of:he Premises to Tenant and shall perform 
such maintenance and repair as is set forth herein. Tenant shall be responsible for all other obligations 
relating to the use a.'1d enjoyment of the Premises, except as hereinafter expressly provided. 
1.8 Personal Property. The risk of Joss, dan1age, destruction, theft or other casualty (includ-
ing losses occasioned by eartbquake, flood, and the failure of diversion structures, levees, flumes, ditches, 
ponds, raceways, and water supplies) to the Personal Property, ir.cluding trade fixrnres and swimming 
inventory owned or leased by Tenant, and used or stored upon the Premises, shall be solely on Tenant, 
unless the same results from the negligent or intentional acts or m:iissions of Landlord, or Landlord's 
agents, employees, contractors or invitees. 
1.9 Confirmation of Terms. Tne Parties' primary contacts as set forth in Sections 1.1 and 
1.2 shall execute and exchange a memorandum (:he "Commencement Memorandum"), in the form at-
tached hereto as Exhibit "B" confirming (a) the Commencement Date pursuant to Section 1.5; (b) the ini-
tial Average Annual CFS pursuant to Section 1.6; and ( ~) any structures, improvements, or personal prop-
erty excluded from the Lease. 
ARTICLE2 
GRA.i~T OF PREMISES, DELIVERY OF POSSESSION, TENANT'S RIGHTS 
2.1 Grant of Premises. Landlord leases to Tenant, and Tenant leases from Landlord the 
Premises subject to the teims and conditions of this Lease. 
2.2 Delivery of Possession. Landlord shall deliver possession of the Premises, in its existing 
condition (including all rights, privileges, bei:efits, rights of way and easements now or in the future ap-
purtenant to the Premises), to Tenant on the Commencement Date free and clear of all tenancies and oc-
cupancies. 
2.3 Permits. It is understood and agreed that Landlord's predecessor, pursuant to applicable 
rules and regulations, previously operated the fish produc:ion facilities on the Premises pursuant to a 
NPDES General Permit for Idaho. The specific permit number for the Aqualife Facility is IDG13000l 
and other required applicable pennits or approvals including those issued by the State ofidaho or Good-
ing County, and any other applicable govermnental agency (collectively the "Operating Permits"), 
which may be heid in the name of Landlord for the benefit of Tenant during the Tenn of this Lease Idaho 
including, but not limited to, Gooding County CAFO Pennit #G9-0l 7. It shall be the sole responsibility 
and obligation of Tenant to secure and maintain all Operating Pennits for the Term of this Lease, includ-
ing obtaining the transfer of the Operating Pennits to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord's consent, au-. 
thorization or cooperation is required in secU."L'lg or transferring of the Operating Permits, such shall not 
be unreasonably conditioned, withheld, or delayed. 
2.4 Lease Water Rights. Notwithstanding the limitations of Section 2.6 below, Landlord 
warrants and represents that Tenant shall be entitled to use all of the water avaiiable pursuant to the Lease 
Water llights in connection with Tenant's use and operation of the Premises. Subject to approval by 
IDWR, Tenant shall be entitled to use all available water for the purpose of providing replacement water 
o: mitigation for water delivery calls. Landlord agrees that during the of this Lease, it \vill take all 
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reasonable action that is necessary or required to protect the Lease Water Rights and agrees to cooperate 
with the Tenant should transfers of the Lease Water Rights become necessary to mitigate for water deliv-
ery calls. 
2.5 Tenant's Right to Revenue. For the Te1m of this Lease, Tenant shall have the right to 
all revenue or fees generated from the Premises. 
2.6 Condition of Premises. Tenant has inspected the Premises and fmds the Premises ac-
ceptable for its purposes and accepts the Premises in its "As Is" condition and without any warranty, im-
plied or express, except for those representations and warranties specifically identified in Sections 2.4 and 
10.3 herein, provided no material change in the condition of the Premises occurs between the execution of 
this Lease and the Co=encement Date. Landlord warrants and represents that on the Co=encement 
Date the Premises will be in substantially the same condition as exists on the date of execution of this 
Lease, with the exception ofreasonable wear and tear. Except as expressly set forth in this Lease, Tenant 
hereby waives all warranties, express or implied, regarding the condition and use of the Premises, includ-
ing, but not limited to, any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
ARTICLE3 
TERM 
3.1 Term. The Term of this Lease is set forth in Section 1.5. 
3.2 Tenant's Termination Right. Notwithstanding anything to the pontrary herein con-
tained, Tenant, in its sole discretion, may, in addition to the remedies provided in Section 7.4, terminate 
this Lease upon written notice to Landlord of at least one (1) year, or any other notice period set forth be-
low, upon the occurrence of the following: 
3.2.1 Jf during the Term of this Lease, the Average Annual CFS declines by fifty per-
cent (50%) or more from the Average Annual CFS for the calendar year immediately preceding the com-
mencement of this Lease ("Termination Threshold"), then Tenant shall have the right in its sole and abso-
lute discretion to terminate this Lease ("Termination Right"). 
3.2.2 lf Tenant determines that the Premises or Lease Water rights are not neces: 
sary or will not be used by Tenant for the Permitted Use of aquaculture or for providing replacement wa-
ter or mitigation for water delivery calls, then Tenant shall have the right in its sole and absolute discre-
tion to terminate this Lease ("Termination Right"). 
3.2.3 Tenant's right to exercise the Termination Right shall exist in any year that 
the Termination Threshold occurs, regardless of whether or not the Termination Threshold has previously 
occurred but Tenant has not elected to exercise its Termination Right. 
ARTICLE4 
OPERATION OF PREMISES 
4.1 Tenant's Use of Premises. Toe Premises shall be occupied and used by Tenant, its 
agents, contractors, employees and invitees for the Permitted Use. 
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4.2 Tenant's Maintenance Obligations. Tenant shall, at Tenant's sole exl)ense, keep and 
maintain the Premises in good condition and repair. Tenant shall diligently and timely perform all of its 
maintenance and repair obligations. Tenant shall, at Tenant's sole expense, maintain and repair the levee 
that impounds water in Fisher Lake. Landlord shall support and assist Tenant in securing all permits nec-
essary to operate, maintain and repair the levee and all diversion and delivery structures and facilities. 
Tenant shall have no obligation to maintain any portion of the Premises that is abandoned and not in use 
as of the Commencement Date. Tenant shall have the right to defer certain maintenance of the Premises 
when such maintenance will result in an expense or benefit that is unreasonable in light of the remaining 
Term of the Lease, provided, however, that Tenant provides notice to Landlord of Tenant's intent to defer 
such maintenance, and Landlord and Tenant agree that the defe,-ral of such would not damage the Premis-
es nor create a safei:y hazard. 
4.3 Landlord's Maintenance and Repair Obligations. Landlord shall not be obligated to 
repair and maintain the Premises except for maintenance and repair obligations arising from fae negligent 
or intentional acts or omissions of Landlord, or Landlord's ab>ents, employees, contractors or invitees. 
4.4 Alterations. Tenant shall have the right, with Landlord's prior written consent. which 
shall not be unreasonably conditioned, withheld, or delayed, to construct additional buildings and other 
improvements on the Premises or to remodel, repair or remove any buildings or improvements on the 
Premises. Landlord shall have thirty (30) cays after Landlord's receipt of notice of Tenant's request to 
construct, remodel, repair or remove a building or other improvement on the Premises to approve or dis-
approve Tenant's request. If Landlord does not respond to Tenant's request within thirty days, Tenant's 
request is deemed approved by Landlord. All fees and costs incurred in connection with such construc-
tion, remodeling, repair or removal shall be paid by Tenant. In the event Tenant does not exercise either 
its Preferential Right to lease the Premises following 1he termination or expiration of the Lease for any 
reason other than for a default by Tenant, then Tenant may remove any buildings or improvements added 
or placed by Tenant during Tenant's occupancy of the Premises, or the Parties may negotiate purchase by 
Landlord of the buildings or improvements added or placed by Tenant during Tenant's occupancy oflhe 
Premises, based on the then fair market value of such buildings or improvements. In 1he event of Ten-
ant's removal of buildings or improvements, Tenant shall be responsible for returning the location of the 
removal to its prior condition, with the exception of reasonable wear and tear. If Tenant does not remove 
Tenant's buildings or improvements within 180 days of the date of expiration or termination of the Lease, 
such right to remove will be canceled, and 1he improvements will be deemed property of Landlord. 
4.5 Excluded Improvements. Tbe Parties agree that the structures and improvements on the 
Premises identified in the Commencement Memorandum are subject to the Lease unless specifically ex-
cluded from the Parties' obligations in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 
4.6 Utilities. Tenant shall be solely responsible for and shall promptly pay all charges, when 
due, for water, power, natural gas, telephone, cable, computer, security, and any other utility or service 
used for, upon or furnished to the Premises. Tenant shall not be respansib,e for any cost or expense asso-
ciated with the future extension of any utility service to the Premises unless snch utility e:lciension occurs 
at the request of Tenant. Additionally, nless caused by the negligent or intentional acts or omissions of 
Landlord, or Landlord's agents, employees, contractors, or invitees, Landlord shall not be liable in dam-
ages or other-wise for any failure or interruption of: (i) any utility service being furnished to the Premises, 
or (ii) the heating, ventilating and air conditioning system, if any, in any building on the Premises. Unless 
caused by the negligent or intentional acts of Landlord, no such failure or interruption, whether resulting 
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from a casualty or otherwise, shall entitle Tenant to terminate this Lease or to abate any payment Tenant 
is required to make under this Lease. 
4.7 Real and Personal Property Taxes. Tenant agrees to pay, before they become delin-
quent, all taxes for real and personal property, assessments, or govemmental charges lawfully levied or 
assessed against the Premises ("Taxes"). 
4.8 Covenant Against Liens. Tenant will not directly or indirectly create or cause to be cre-
ated or to remain, and will promptly discharge, at Tenant's sole expense, any mechanic's lien or similar 
lien recorded against the Premises, which Tenant created or caused to be created by Tenant's work on the 
Premises. Tenant has no authority or power to cause or permit any mechanic's lien or similar lien created 
by the act of Tenant, by operation oflaw, or otherwise, to attach to or be placed upon Landlord's title or 
interest in the Premises. Any lien against Tenant shall attach only to Tenant's leasehold interest in the 
Premises. Landlord will not directly or indirectly create or cause to be created or to remain, and will 
promptly discharge, at Landlord's sole expense, any mechanic's lien or similar lien against the Premises, 
which Landlord created or caused to be created by Landlord's work on the Premises. 
4.9 Landlord's Right of Entry. Landlord or Landlord's agents, upon prior reasonable no-
tice to Tenant's agent or employee responsible for the operation of the Premises, may enter upon the 
Premises at all such times as may be necessary to inspect the general condition and state of repair of the 
Premises. Landlord's entry shall be supervised by Tenant, and Landlord shall not interfere with, or create 
a hazard to, Tenant's business operations, except in the event of an emergency arising within the Premises 
that endangers property or persons. 
4.10 Control of Access. Tenant shall not permit the Premises to be generally accessible to the 
public. Tenant shall control access to the Premises consistent with Tenant's Permitted Use of the Premis-
es. 
4.11 Environmental Definitions. As used in this Lease, the term "Hazardous Materials" is 
defmed to include, without limitation: (i) oil hydrocarbons, petroleum, petroleum products, or products 
containing, or derived from, petroleum; and (ii) any hazardous or toxic waste, substance, material, chemi-
cal, gas or particulate matter, as presently defined by, or for purposes of, any Environmental Laws. As 
used in this Agreement, the term "Environmental Laws" is defined to include, but not limited to, the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C.A. Section 9601, et 
seq.; the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C.A. Section 1801, et seq.; the Resource Con-
servation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C.A. Section 6901, et seq.; the Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 
U.S.C.A. Section 2601, et seq.; the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C.A. Section 1251, et 
seq.; the Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 300:t; et seq.; the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 
7401, et seq.; the Hazardous Substance Emergency Response Act, Idaho Code Section 39-7101, et seq.; 
any successor or amendment to those laws (in existence on the date this representation is made or updat-
ed); any rules, regulations, ordinances, orders or decrees issued pursuant to those laws; any other applica-
ble federal, state or local environmental, health or safety statute, ordinance, code, rule, regulation, order or 
decree as may now, or at any later time be in effect, regulating, relating to, or imposing, liability, or 
standards, concerning, or in connection with, hazardous or toxic wastes, substances, materials., chemicals, 
gases or particulate matter, or the emission, discharge, dumping, or other release, of any substance to the 
environment; and any common law theory based on nuisance or strict liability. 
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4.12 Hazardous Materials Use by Tenant. During the Term, at its sole expense, Terumt shall 
abide by all Environmental Laws, as defined above. Tenant shall not use, handle, deposit or dispose of 
any Hazardous l\1aterials, as defmed above, except i:1 compliance with all Environmental Laws. Tenant 
agrees to indemnify Landlord consiste:it with the provisions cf Section 8.3 if Tenant fails to comply with 
its obligations during the term of the Lease under this Section. 
4.13 Environmental Condition of Premises. Landlord has not been in possession of the 
Premises prior to its acquisition and has not previously been responsible for the operation of the Premises. 
Landlord has no knowledge of the use of Hazardous Material on the Premises or any violation of the En-
viron,-nental Laws as those terms are defined above. Landlord agrees to release Tenant from any claims 
arising from the presence of Hazardous Materials on the Premises or violations ofEnviromnental Laws in 
the operation of the Premises (as those terms are defined above), occurring prior to the commencement of 
the Term of the Lease. 
ARTICLES 
CHANGES IN THE PARTIES 
5.1 Relationship of Parties. Nothing contained in this Lease shall be construed as creating 
the relationship of principal or agent, employment, partnership or joint venture or any relationship be-
tween the Parties other than landlord and tenant. 
5.2 Successors and Assigns. This Lease shall benefit and bind the successors and permitted 
assigns of Landlord and Tenant. 
5.3 Tenant's Assignment and Subletting. Tenant may not assign this Lease or sublet all or 
a part of the Premises uuless Tenant first obtains the prior written consent of Landlord, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed. 
ARTICLE6 
LOSS AND DAMAGE TO PREMISES 
6.1 Tenant Insurance Obligations. Tenant agrees to maintain, in full force and effect 
throughout the Term of the Lease, comprehensive general liability coverage covering the Premises ·with 
limits of liability for each occurrence of not less than $2,000,000, naming Landlord as an additional in-
sured. Tenant shall also purchase, obtain and maintain a policy of foe and extended coverage insurance 
or coverage in an amount equal to the full insurable value (from time to time) of all Tenant's personal 
property, fixtures, equipment and tenant improvements. Promptly upon the effective date of such insur-
ance, or any renewal or replacement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with a copy of a Certificate of 
Insurance evidencing the coverage required by this paragraph and upon change or termination in insur-
ance coverage Landlord shall he provided not less than thirty (30) days advance written notice thereof. 
Landlord may maintain such additional insurance as it elects to permit it to perform the same. Landlord 
shall have no right to the proceeds of business damage or other insurznce coverage obtained by Tenant 
and shall not be named as an insured on such policies obtained by Tenant. 
6.2 Condemnation. If any material portion of the Premises affecting the Permitted Use is 
permanently condemned or taken under any governmental law, ordinance or regulation, by right of emi-
nent domain, by inverse condemnation, or by deed in lieu, then Tenant may, at its option and upon written 
notice to Landlord, cancel this Lease, effective when the physical raking shaJI occur. For pUI]Joses of this 
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Section, a "material" portion of the Premises means such portion as would render the remaining portion of 
the Premises insufficient for Tenant's continuing needs and desired operations. Upon receipt of notice of 
any proposed condemnation, tl1e receiving party shall promptly notify the other party. Tenant shall have 
the right to any award of just compensation related to Tenant's operation of the Premises, Tenant's profits 
and Tenant's leasehold interest 
ARTICLE7 
DEFAULT 
7.1 Tenant's Default. The occurrence of az,y of the following by Tenant shall constitute a 
default under the terms of this Lease: (a) the abandonment or surrender of the Premises by Tenant prior to 
the expiration of the Tenn of this Lease, or (b)failure to perform any obligation as required or condi-
tioned by any of the covenants and agreements contained in this Lease within a reasonable time, but in no 
event later than thirty (30) days after written notice by Landlord to Tenant specifying wherein Tenant has 
failed to perform such obligations. Each notice of default required by this subsection shall specify the 
alleged event of default and the intended remedy. After expiration of the applicable time for curing a par-
ticular default, Landlord may on behalf of Tenant, at Landlord's election, make any payment required of 
Tenant under this Lease, or perform or comply with any covenant or condition imposed on Tenant under 
this Lease. Any amount so paid or the cost of such performance shall be immediately reimbursed by 
Tenant upon receipt of a demand therefor from Landlord. Ko such payment or performance by Landlord 
shall constitute a waiver of default, nor shall it affect Tenant's liability for any loss or damage resulting 
from the defau!L 
7.2 Landlord's Remedies Upon Tenant's Default. Upon the occurrence of a default by 
Tenant, Landlord, at its sole option, in addition to any other rights or remedies provided by law or equity, 
may: 
7 .2.1 Tem1inate Tenant's right to possession of the Prerrdses by any lawful means, 
in which case this Lease shall terminate and Tenant shall immediately surrender possession of the Prem-
ises to Landlord. 
7.2.2 :Maintain Tenant's right to possession, in which case.this Lease shall continue 
in effect whether or not Tenant shall have abandoned the Premises. In such event, Landlord shall be enti-
tled to enforce all of Landlord's rights and remedies under this Lease, including the right to recover the 
rent as it becomes due hereunder. 
7.2.3 Landlord shall have the right to recover against Tenant any and all damages 
that are proximately caused by Tenant's default under this Lease. 
7 .2.4 Landlord shall have the right to take whatever action is necessary to cure Ten-
ant's default, including the incurring of any reasonable expenses, and if Tenant fails to reimburse Land-
lord for the costs incurred in con,-iection with the curing of Tenant's default, then Tenant shall pay to 
Landlord the amount of any such expenses together wit1:! interest thereon at the rate of six percent (6%) 
per annum from the date of Landlord's expenditure of such costs until such costs are paid or reimbmsed. 
7.2.5 Pursue any other remedy now or hereafter available to Landlord under the 
laws or judicial decisions of the State ofidaho. The rights, privileges, elections and remedies of Landlord 
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as set forth in this Lease or allowed by law or equity are cumulative, and the enforcement by Landlord of 
a specific remedy shall not constitute an election of remedies and/or a waiver of other available remedies. 
7.3 Landlord's Default. Landlord shall be in default under this Lease upon Landlord's fail-
ure to perfonn any obligation as required or conditioned by any of the covenants and agreements con-
tained in this Lease within a reasonable time. Each notice of default required by this subsection shall 
specify the alleged event of default and the intended remedy. 
7.4 Tenant's Remedies Upon Landlord's Default. Upon the occurrence of a default by 
Landlord under this Lease, Tenant shall have the following rights in addition to any other rights and rem-
edies allowed by law or equity, including, but not limited to the following: 
7.4.1 Tenant shall have the right to seek a decree or order of specific pe1iormance 
by a court of competent jurisdiction, ordering Landlord to perform its obligations under this Lease. 
7.4.2 Subject to restrictions under state law regarding the Landlord's acceptance of 
liability, Tenant shall have the right to recover against Landlord any and all damages that are proximately 
caused by Landlord's default under this Lease. 
7.4.3 Tenant shall have the right to take whatever action is necessary to cure Land-
lord's'default, including the incmTing of any reasonable expenses, and if Landlord fails to reimburs,,.Ten-
ant for the costs it incurred in connection with· the curing of Landlord's default, to offset such costs 
against the rent then due and owing to Landlord until Tenant is fully reimbursed for such costs plus inter-
est thereon at the rate of six percent ( 6%) per. annum from the date. of Tenant's eispenditure of such costs 
umil such costs are paid or reimbursed. 
7 .4.4 Pursue any other remedy now or hereafter available to Tenant under the laws 
or judicial decisions of the state ofldal10. The rights, privileges,, elections and remedies of Tenant as set 
forth in this Lease or allowed by law or equity are cumulative, and the enforcement by Tenant of a specif-
ic remedy shall not constitute an election ofremedies and/or a waiver of other available remedies. 
ARTICLES 
CLAIMS AND DISPUTES 
8.1 Rights and Remedies Cumulative. Except as expressly provided in this Lease, each 
party's rights and remedies described in this Lease are cmnulative and not alternative remedies. 
8.2 Non-Waiver of Remedies. A waiver of any condition stated in this Lease shall not be 
implied by any neglect of a party to enforce any remedy available by reason of the failure to observe or 
perfonn the condition. A waiver by a party shall not affect any condition other than the one specified in 
the waiver, and a waiver shall waive a specified condition only for the time and in the manner specifically 
stated in the waiver. The acceptance by Landlord of rent or other money from Tenant after termination of 
the Lease, after termination of Tenant's right of possession, after the occurrence of a default, or after insti-
tution of any remedy by Landlord shall not alter, diminish, affect or waive the Lease termination, termina-
tion of possession, default or remedy. 
8.3 Indemnification. To the extent allowed under Idaho law, Landlord and Tenant agree to 
indemnify and hold harmless the other party, and the other party's employees, agents, officers, and direc-
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tors, from and against any claims, demands, penalties, fmes, liabilities, settlements, damages, costs, or 
expenses of any kind or natnre, known or unknown, contingent or otherwise (including reasonable attor-
neys' fees and costs), arising from any act, omission or negligence of that party, or the officers, contrac-
tors, licensees, agents, servants, employees, guests, invitees, or visitors of that party, in or about the Prem-
ises, or arising from any accident, injury, or damage, howsoever and by whomsoever caused, to any per-
son or property, occurring in or about the Premises; provided that the foregoing provision shall not be 
construed to make one party responsible for loss, damage, liability or expense resulting from injuries to 
third parties caused by the negligence of the other party, including any officer, contractor, licensee, agent, 
servant, employee, guest, invitee of that party. 
8.4 Remedies Subject to Idaho Tort Claims Act and Appropriation Limits. Tenant 
acknowledges that Landlord is a state agency and is subject to state law restrictions concerning the actions 
it may take to accept liability. It is specifically understood that any monetary liability against Landlord 
pursuant to this provision shall be subject to the provisions of the Idaho Tort Claims Act. Further, nothing 
in this Lease shall be so construed or interpreted to commit or obligate Landlord to unlawfully expend 
funds that have not been appropriated or budgeted. 
8.5 Dispute Resolution. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, if the Parties disa-
gree regarding the performance of this Lease other than nonpayment of rent, then the Parties agree to en-
gage in direct discussions to settle the dispute. If the disagreement cannot be settled by direct discussions, 
then the Parties agree to first endeavor to settle the disagreement in an amicable manner by mediation 
and, if unsuccessful, by arbitration, pursuant the American Arbitration Association's Commercial Media-
tion Rules, with litigation allowed only for the purpose of enforcing an arbitrator's decision. The forgo-
ing dispute resolution provisions shall not preclude Landlord from bringing legal action to recover non-
payment of rent, unlawful detainer and possession of the Premises by reason of Tenant's default in any 
payment obligation under this Lease, nor shall it preclude Tenant from bringing legal action in conform-
ance with Section 7.4.1 to enforce the rights and remedies available to it thereunder. 
8.6 Attorneys' Fees and Costs. If a party is in default under this Lease, then the defaulting 
party shall pay to the other party reasonable attorneys' fees and costs: (i) incurred by the other party after 
default and referral to an attorney, and (ii) incurred by the prevailing party in any litigation. 
ARTICLE9 
TERMINATION OF LEASE 
9.1 Events of Termination. This Lease shall terminate upon the occurrence of one or more 
of the following events: (i) by mutual written agreement of Landlord and Tenant; (ii) by Landlord pursu" 
ant to the express provisions of this Lease; (iii) by Tenant pursuant to the express provisions of this 
Lease; (iv) upon expiration of the Term; or (v) by reason of condemnation or damage/destruction of the 
Premises as set forth in Article 6. 
9.2 Surrender of Possession. Except as otherwise provided herein, upon termination of this 
Lease, Tenant will immediately surrender possession of the Premises to Landlord. If possession is not 
immediately surrendered, Landlord may, in compliance with the laws of the state ofldaho, re-enter and 




IO.I Notices. All notices under this Lease shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be deliv-
ered on the date of delivery if delivered in person or by fax, or on the date of receipt if delivered by U.S. 
Mail or express courier. Proof of delivery shall be by affidavit of personal delivery, machine-generated 
confirmation of fax transmission, or return receipt issued by U.S. Postal Service or express courier. No-
tices shall be addressed to 1he address set for1h below: 
Tenant: 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
N or1h Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main Street 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Southwest Irrigation District 
340 s. 400 w. 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. 
c/o Randall C. Budge 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Fax: 208-232-6109 
Landlord: 
Idaho Water Resource Board 
Brian Patton, Administrator 
322 East Front Street 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 8372-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
10.2 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence with respect to 1he obligations to be per-
formed under this Lease. 
10.3 Quiet Enjoyment. Notwi1hstanding the limitations of Section 2.6 above, Landlord war-
rants and represents that on the Commencement Date it shall own fee simple title to 1he Premises and 
have the right to enter into this Lease and to let the Premises to Tenant. If Tenant pays the rent and keeps 
and performs the covenants of this Lease on Tenant's part to be kept and performed according to the pro-
visions and conditions hereof, then Tenant shall peacefully and quietly hold, occupy, and enjoy the Prem-
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ises during the Tenn hereof without any hindrance or molestation by Landlord or Landlord's agents, suc-
cessors or assigns. 
10.4 First Right of Refusal to Purchase and to Lease. 
10.4.1 Landlord hereby grants Tenant a right of frrst refusal on the Premises or any 
portion of the Premises in accordance with the terms below ("Right of First Refusal"). 
10.4.2 If, at anytime during the term of this Lease, the Seller receives a bona fide 
written offer from a willing third party to purchase all or part of the Premises which Landlord intends to 
accept ("Third Party Offer"), Landlord shall give written notice to Tenant at the addresses provided below 
accompanied by a copy of such Offer at least thirty (3 0) days before the date of contemplated sale. 
10.4.3 If, at anytime for a period of one(]) year following the date of termination of 
this Lease, the Landlord receives a bonafide written offer from a willing third party to lease all or part of 
the premises which Landlord intends to accept ("Third Party Offer''), Landlord shall give written notice to 
Tenant at the addresses provided below accompanied by a copy of such Offer at least thirty (30) days be-
fore the date of the contemplated lease. 
10.4.4 Within fifteen (15) business days after receipt of the written notice, Tenant 
shall notify Landlord that it intends to exercise its Right of First Refusal and will purchase the Premises 
pursuant to a purchase agreement or will lease the Premises pursuant to a lease agreement which matches 
the terms and conditions of the Third Party Offer. 
10.4.5 Notwithstanding the Tenant's Right of First Refusal described herein, the 
Landlord may enter into an agreement to sell the premises to the Tenant any time after the commence-
ment date of this Lease at such price and terms as the parties may agree. 
10.5 Interpretation. This Lease shall be governed by the law of the State of Idaho. The 
courts in the State ofldaho shall have exclusive jurisdiction. 
10.6 Binding Effect. The covenants and conditions contained herein shall apply to and bind 
the Parties and all heirs, administrators, grantees, successors, sublessees, assigns and successors of the 
Parties. 
10.7 Memorandum. This Lease shall not be recorded. However, a Memorandum of this 
Lease shall be executed and recorded in the records of Gooding County, Idaho, in the form attached here-
to as Exhibit "C". 
10.8 Entire Agreement; Amendment. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the 
Parties hereto and supersedes all prior agreements, oral or written, with respect to the subject matter here-
of. This Lease may not be modified in any manner whatsoever except by an instrnment in writing signed 
by each of the Parties hereto. 
10.9 Severability. Any provisions of this Lease that may be prohibited or unenforceable in 
any jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforce-
ability without invalidating the remaining provisions hereof, and any such prohibition or unenforceability 
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in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render unenforceable any other provision in any other jurisdic-
tion. 
10.10 Cooperation Landlord and Tenant shall and do hereby agree to cooperate with each oth-
er and to encourage and participate in efforts made by the State of Idaho and other users of the waters of 
the State of Idaho to promote the recharging, stabilization and sustaining of the aquifer in area of the 
Premises .. 
Landlord: 
Dated: Dtc. 3/~ , 2014 
STATE OF IDAHO 




Idaho Water Resources Board 
Tenant: NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
-1-//\ 
Dated: NOV, ~ , 2014 
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MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
By: ,SL- l,c~ 
Name: Dean Stevenson 
Title: Chairman 
SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
By: &~ 
Name: Randy Bro(vn 
Title: Chairman 
in any jurisdiction shall not invalldate or render tmenforceable any other provisjon in any other jurisdic-
tion. 
10.10 Cooperation Landlord and Tenant shall and do hereby agree to cooperate with each oth-
er and to encourage and participate in eff01ts made by the State ofldaho and other users of the waters of 
the State of Idaho to promote the recharging, stabilization and sustaining of the aquifer in area of the 
Premises. 
Lancllorcl: 
Dated: , 2014 -------
STATE OF IDAHO 
lDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
Roger Chase 
Chainnan 
ldaho Water Resources Board 
Tenant: NORTH SNAKE GROUNDWATER DISTRICT 
j__ !f\ 
Dated: !'-Iott, '5t ' ': , 2014 
-
/7 
By:·---;;/,~--:?/-----~--~-__ ... _______ .- _________ _ 
N;unl: _ldym(Carlquifil._ _________ _ 
Tit1e: _ ?':Chainn_an 
I 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DJSTRJCT 
! 
B t, /\ y: ___________ ~~~-------
Name: Dean StevensoJ:L ______ ·-··-· _ . __________________ _ 
Title: Chainnan _______ ···-----
SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
By: __ ~-------+---
Name: Randv Bro,vn 
Title: Cha_irman ___________ ~-.----~ 
LEASE - 13 
EXHIBIT "A" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 01<" PREMISES 
Legal Description is the 51 acre parcel with associated easements depicted in the at-
tached map and legal description. This consists of a 17.05 acre parcel containing the hatchery 
facility as deeded by IDPR to IWRB. The remaining 33 acre parcel consisting of Fisher Lake 
and the spring discharge areas is in the process of being acquired by IWRB from IDPR 

EXHIBIT ''A-2" 
LEASE WATER RIGHTS 
WATER SOURCE l WATER RIGII;-1 PRIORIT0 
NO. i Di', TE I 
SPR-ING-I-'LO\V TRJBUTARY JO-BILLINGSLEY 136-2338 ---
1
,·s/5/1954 
I CREEK ' 
I i I 
11 UN}TAMED STREA!V! TRIBUTARY TO BlLUNG- 1 36-2414 ·r
1 
l2/21/J959 1 
'1 LEY CREEK 1 1 I 
I . ' 
'BILLINGSLEY CREEK ------·--·--·------..1 36-2734 . --·-tl0/5/1965 -·----j 
L~~ --- -------+:-:------·---·---·.- ~ 




Pursuant to Section L9 of the Lease ("Lease") effecl!ve lst day of January, 2015, between the 
State Df Idaho, by and through the Idaho Water Resource Board(collectively. "Landlord"), nnd North 
Snake Ground \Vater Dlstrict, lv1agic Valley Ground \'.Vat::;r District and Southwest hrlgatfcn Diz-;tdct 
('"Tenant'·). Landlord and Tenant through ":heir pri1:1ary contacts do hereby memorlaJize the fol1owing 
upon the commenccmeut of the Lease: 
I .. The Commencement Date pursuant to Section J .5 of the Lease is January 1, 2015. 
2. The inirinl Annua1 CFS for the Tenant's w,c pursuant to Section I .6 of the 
Lease is 48.227 cfr 
3. The folln\vlng structures .or improvements on the Pn::r~-iisvs shtd! he c:J..dudi:::d frum the 
Partief obligations 11': Sections 4.2 and 4.3 the Lease: No Exclu.-;1on:,; 
Landlord: 
Dated: January 9, 2015 
]])AHO WATER RESOURCES BOARD 
/ Roger Chase 
Chairrn::1n 
Idaho \Vates Resourcts Board 
Page 1 of 2 
Tenant: 
Dated: 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
MAGJC VALLEY GROUNDWATER DISTRICT 
By:---+-~--"~""""-~------
N3rne: Dean Stevenson 
Title: Chairman 
SOUTHWEST lRRlGATTON DISTRICT 
By:_.":-~-
Name: Randy ··Brovvn 
Title: Chairman---···-·····--· 
EXHIBIT "C" 
MEMORANDUM OF LEASE 
Rtcord:ing Requested By and 
Wnen Recorded Return to 
SPACE ABOVE Th1S UXE fOR RECCH.DER'S \.J5EQNLY 
MEMORANDUM OF LEASE 
THIS MEMORANDUM OF LEASE ("Memorandum") is made as of the 1st day of Januaty, 2015, be-
tween Nmth Snake Grmrnd Wnler District, Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest lrrigation 
District (collectively, "Tenant"), and the State ofldaho by a~d through the Idaho Water Resource Board. 
(" Landlord"). 
L Landlord and Tenant have entered lnto a lease dated as of January],, 2015 (the 11Lease 11 ) 
for a te1111 of thirty (30) years regarding certain real property and water rights described in Exhibit A and 
A-2, attached hereto and incorporated herein. 
2. Tt1e Lease is rnade in consideration for rent paid by Tenant and includes options to lease 
and a right of first refusal b tavor of Tenant 
3. This Memorandum summarizes the provisions·ofthe Lease l)Ursuamto Idaho Code§ 55-
818, and incorporates by reference all of the tenns and provisions of the Mernorandrnn. 
4. TI1e terms, conditions and provisions of the Lease shall extend to and be binding upon the 
heirs, executors~ administrators, successors and assigns oftJ1e Parties hereto. 
5. In the event of any conflict between :he Lease and rhis Memorandum, the Leese shaJl 
contro:. 
6. Capitalized ten11S set forth in this .Memorandum shall have the same meanings ascribed 
for such capitalized tenns in the Lease. 
SJGNATtlRES ON FOLLOWING PAGES 
IDAHO WATER RESOURCES BOARD 
Landlord: 
Dated: __ ,2014 
Roger Chase 
Chairnum. ldaho Water Resources Board 
STATE OF IDAHO 
)ss, 
County of Ada ) 
On U1is __ day of 2014, before me the undersigned Notaiy Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared to me 
to be the person whose name is subscribed to within instrument and ack:nowledged to n:e that he/she exe-
cuted the saffc. 
In WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year in 
th is certificate first written. 





'' Tl) tJ{}v, /S , 2014 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRTCT 
--, 




MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
By:--"----------- -- - --· -----
Name: Dean Stevenson 
Title: Chairma_n·-··--·-----------
SOUTHWEST JRJUGATION DlSTRJCT 
By: 
Name: Rand..Y. Br:Own 
Title: Chalfman 
STATE Of IDAHO ) 
Countv of _fiJJ{jj/tnk \ ss 
On ,his _;c;f11day of .. -~'\kvtm/~'2014, before me, Randall C B11dgc, the uncersigned no-
tary public in and for said county and :;tate, personally appeared Lynn Carlquist, known or identified to 
me to be the Chairman of Norlh Snake Ground \\Tater District Dean Stevenson. knm:vn or identified to 
ine to be the Chairman of l'vfagic Valley Ground \Vater District and R..andy Brown. known or identified 10 
me to be the Chainrrnn ofS::1m1rvvest lrrigation Dist:ict, that executed the within ir;~:.1rn:-;~ent and k.no\\-T1 
to me to ·x the person that :.::xeum:d the withln instrumc11t on behalf of said C:r~>und \V~·1lcr Districts and 
Jrrigntic.n Disirict,. and a\ikfl:O\Vl0ciged to me that such Ground \VEJ.ter Distdcts and lrTigrrtinn .Ji.strict exe-
;;:;uted the sam<:' for the pr:rposes herein conrniried. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 1 have hereunto sc1 my hand and affixed lll) 
y:.;ar in ihis cenificate first above \vriHen. 
se;_i l the day and 
11:,Jsi_\'-\.Lt ,: ... uux~.: 
;,._i()T/0-f:Y F'Uf'.:J\~ 
;<1 i-J'E , jl \J/\HU 
-- - ,, ___ a&:!:fi:1li4_':.___'Qi:::":::,'/L:L,., __ _ _ _____ _ 
Nmary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Pocalello, Idaho 
Comrnission Expires 10111/2016, 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
.fh THIS MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT ("Memorandum") is made as of January 
l _, 2015 between North Snake Grnund Water District, Magic Valley Ground \\later District 
and Southwest Irrigation District (collectively "Districts"), and SeaPac of Idaho, Inc., an Idaho 
corporation ("SeaPac"). 
1. The Districts m,1i SeaPac ba;e entered il_;to a Magic Springs Water Use Agreement dated 
as of January~' 2015 (the" Agreernenr ). 
2. Pursuant to the Agreement, SeaPac grants the Districts the exclusive right to use up to 10 
els of first use water from its Magic Springs Hatchery under water right nos. 36-7072 m1d 
36-8386 together with the exclusive right and access to utilize all discharge water from 
the Magic Springs facility as needed to provided mitigation to Rangen, Inc. and other 
water right holders in the Hagenmm Valley, together with a right of access and easements 
to design, construct, operate and maintain water intal(e and collection facilities, pump 
stations, pipelines and other facl]ities necessary to deliver water frmn SeaPac's fdagic 
Springs Hatchery for mitigation purposes, 
3. The Agreement is made in consideration for a long tenn lease or ownership of the 
Aqualifc Hatchery provided by the Districts to SeaPac. 
4. This Memorandum summarizes Llle provisions of the Agreement. 
5. The terms, conditions and provisions ol'the Agreement shall extend to and be binding 
upon the heirs, execufrves~ administrators: grantees: successors and assjgns of the parties 
hereto. 
6. In the event of any conflict bet\Neen the Agreernent and this J',.1cmorandun1~ the 
Agreen1ent shall co111rol, 
7 This Memorandum may be recorded in the Gooding County, Idaho Recorder's Oflice and 
may be filed with the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources to provide 
notice of the Agreement between the parties_ 
(Signatures on the following page) 
Memorandum of Agreement - I 
Dated: ---·-··-· , 20 l 5 
Dated: 0(\\11At,\l'vX -l , 2015 
ti 
, 2015 
i\1emorandum of Agreement - 2 
SEAPAC OF lDAHO, INC., 




NORTH SNAKE GROUNDWATER DISTRJCT 
Title:~~~~=-------------
!vlAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATERDJSTRICT 
By: 
Name: c,,c.~~..!....'.'c...ccc= ____ . __ . ___ _ 
Title:~~~~--------- ___ _ 
SOUTHWEST IRR1GA TION DISTRJCT 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of ___ _ ) 
On this ~-day of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the State ofldaho, personally 
appeared ., kno"n or identified to me to be the , of 
SEAPAC OF IDAHO, INC., that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
r; . f""":~L,· 
County of __ t,An, .":''"I·-
: ss. 
) 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
fr·"'" 
On this -i ' day of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the State ofldaho, 
personally appeared RANDY BRO\VN, ]mown or identified to me to be the Chairman, of SOUTHViEST 
IRRlGATlON DISTRICT, LYNN CARLQUJST, known or identified to me to be the Clminnan, of 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT and DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me 
to be the Chainnan, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of sald coq)orations, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporations executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
Memorandum of Agreement - 3 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
Dated: .Jatm.1.11~ 1 , 2015 By: I~ .).1: -
Name: f.Y--.... ..; f:.,e,.,_..__":---1 
Title: ltvvtt..,.__ 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
Dated J1tn1.t11"iJ , 2015 
SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRJCT 
Dated: JM""'"j1 , 2015 
Memorandum of Agreement - 2 
·········------ ----------- ---
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
Countyof?w,;. G//,, ) 
On this E day of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the tate ofldaho, personally 
appeared kc""' t:2:,6 le v , known or identified to me to be the c-, ,~IC',., r. of 
SEAP AC OF IDAHO, INC., thfuexecuted the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO 




NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: g',::, t; / 
My Commission Expires: 9-2& -/ S-
~ 
On this _J_ day of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the State ofJdaho, 
personally appeared RANDY BROWN, known or identified to me to be the Chairman, of SOUTHWEST 
lRRIGA TION DISTRICT, LYNN CARLQUIST, known or identified to me to be the Chairman, of 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT and DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me 
to be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporations, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporations executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
RANDALL C. BUDGE 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Memorandum of Agreement - 3 
NOTARY PUBLtC FOR IDAH 
Residing at: l3,:?,r'1rlot1C, C-OUn!'t 
MyCommissionExpires: fol11 J111 

Instrument# ~60222 
GOODING, GOODING, IDAHO 
12w11-2014 09:29:35 AM No. of Pages: 8 
Recorded for: RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE~~~ 
DENISE M. GILL Fee: 31.00 ~
Ex...Officio Recorder Deputy  
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT 
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMP ANY 
Southwest Irrigation District 
North Snake Ground Water District 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
I j. 
AGREEMENT effective this 4 fday of November, 2014, between NORTH 
SIDE CANAL COMP ANY ("NORTH SIDE"), and Southwest lnigation District, No1ih 
Snake Ground Water District and Magic Valley Ground Water District (hereinafter 
"Districts"), collectively referred to as the "_parties." 
RECITALS 
A. WHEREAS, NORTH SIDE, owns certain real property located in 
Gooding County, Idaho located in Government Lot SE ';.; SE V., Section 6 and SW 1;.; 
SW, Section 5, Township 8 South, Range 14 East, B.M., Gooding County, Idaho 
("Prope1iy") and; 
B. WHEREAS, the Districts desire to acquire from NORTH SIDE an 
easement 20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" attached for the purpose of 
constructing, owning and operating up to two buried pipelines through the NORTH SIDE 
Property to convey water from a spring source and the Magic Springs aquaculture 
facility; and 
C. WHEREAS, NORTH SIDE is V\~lling to provide the Districts the 
requested easement for the bnried pipelines pursuant to this Agreement. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and snfficiency 
of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
1. Payment. The total purchase price for the easement shall be FIVE 
THOUSAND ($5,000.00) DOLLARS per acre calculated based upon the width and 
length of the easement payable from the Districts to NORTH SIDE at the execution of 
this agreement. 
2. Installation of Pipelines. The Districts shall submit to NORTH SIDE 
construction drawings and specifications stamped by a registered professional engineer in 
the State ofldaho, that illustrate the design of the project for NORTH SIDE to review 
and approve prior to beginning construction on the Property. After NORTH SIDE has 
approved the construction drawings and specifications, the Districts may install, at their 
own expense, up to two (2) buried pipelines for the conveyance of water from Magic 
Springs Mthin the easement described in Exhibit "A" attached. The Distr·icts shall install 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT- I 
said pipelines within easement in accordance \vith standard specifications for pipe, 
materials, installation, and backfill, as set forth in th.e Idaho standards for public works 
constmction or the respective projects' construction drawings, as approved by NORTH 
SIDE. 
3. Pipeline Ownership and :Maintenance. The Districts shall own the 
pipelines and be responsible for their installation, mafatenance, repair ar,d replacement. 
4. Easement and Access. NORTH SIDE hereby grants to the Districts an 
easement on, over, lmder and through a p01tion of the Property, approximately 550' in 
length and 20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" &'1:ached hereto, to construct, operate, 
mai,tain arcd replace as necessary up to two (2) buried pipelines to 'nsure the proper 
delivery of water from Magic Spri,;gs. It ,s understood and agreed that the final 
description of the easement and locetion of the pipes are s·,1bject to amendment by the 
Districts based upon the final survey and installed pipe locations. 
5. Indemnification. The Districts agree to indenmify and hold NORTH 
SIDE harmless from any and all claims arising out of the constn1ction, operation, 
maintenance, repair or replacement ofilie pipeline, or the use offr:e easement for a:iy 
purpose. 
6. The Districts' Representative. The Districts agree to designate one 
person to represent the Districts in all dealings with NORTH SIDE and to act as a liaison 
between the parties. Districts shall communicate to NORTH SIDE in w-riting tl1e 
name, adib:ess and telephone number of such person. 
7. Additional Documents. The parties will execute such additional deeds, 
releases md other documents and instmments as may be required to carry out the purpose 
and intent of the foregoing agreement. 
8. Cooperation. The parties will cooperate, communicate and act in good 
fuith with each other as may be reasonable and necessary in their rights and 
performing their responsibilities pnrsua::it to fais Agreement. 
9. Default. In :he event any JJa.-1:y :ails to perfom: any of the terms, 
conditions or provisions of this Agreement, and fails to cure such default within thirty 
(30) days of receipt of V.'ritten notice of default, the non-defaulting party may elect any 
one of the following remedies, which are the soie and exclusive remedies available: 
(a) to terminate. this Agreement; 
(b) file an action to obtair: specific perfo1mance of'.his Agreement; or 
( c) pursue :my other remedy to which they may be entitled under the 
laws of the state ofidaho. 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT -2 
10. Legal Fees. In the event legal action is :mdertaken to enforce this 
Agreement, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover reasonable 
attomey foes and costs, in addition to whatever other relief foal party :nay be entitled to. 
1 I, Binding Effect. All of the lenm, conditions and covenants of this 
Agreement shall be binding upon the parties and shall inure to the benefits of all 
successors and assigns of the patties hereto. 
12. Assignment of this Agreement. TI1e Districts may assign their interest in 
this Agreement to a third party, subject to the prior written consent of NORTH SIDE, 
which conseilt shall not be umeasonably withheld. 
13. Modification or Revocation. This Ag:eement may be ::iodified or 
revoked by a writing executed by all parties. 
14. Dispute Resolution. Any substantial dispute between the parties s:iall be 
resolved in accordance w:th the following provisions: 
(a) ~Aediation. The parties shall designate a mediator a11d appear 
befure the mediator and attempt to mediate a se"'.tlement of the 
dispute. 
(b) Arbitration. In the event +he dispute between the pa1ties carmot be 
settled as a Iesult of mediation as above desc1ibed, the dispute shall 
be arbitrated accordance with the Unifonn Arbitration Act, Title 
7, Chapter 9, Idl:00 Code. The parties shall elect a mutually 
agreeable arbitrator and the dispute shall be submitted to tllat 
arbitrator for decision. The arbitrator shall be authorized to enter a 
decision to resolve fr.e dispute that is binding on the parties. The · 
arbitrator's decision shall be non-appealable. 
(c) Litigation. Litigation is allowed between the parties oDly for the 
purpose of enforcing a settlement agreement entered into between 
fae parties as a result of mediation, or en arbitrator's decision 
resulting from arbitration. 
( d) Injunctive Relief. Either party may request a Court to issue such 
temporary or interim relief (including tempon;ry res:rain:ing orders 
and prelini:inary inj\lnctions) as may be appropriate, eifaer before 
or after mediation or ar·bhration is commenced. Tbe tempora.7 or 
interim relief shall remain in effect pending the outcome of the 
mediation or erbitration. No such request shall be a waiver of the 
1ight to submit any dispute to mediation or arbitratior.. 
( e) Arbitration and Nlediation Costs. The parties shall share equally in 
all expenses and costs and fees of the mediator and arbitrator. 
BURlED l'IPELINE AGR.EEMENT-3 
Each party shall be responsible for it is own costs, attorney fees 
and witness fees, if any. However, the arbitrator may award 
reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party. 
(f) Choice of Law. This Agreement and the validity, interpretation 
and performance thereof shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the laws of the State ofidaho. 
15. Notices. All notices required to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall 
be served npon the pmiies by certified mail, return receipt requested, at the follo,ving 
addresses: 
North Side Canal Company 
c/o Alan Hansten, Manager 
921 N011h Lincoln Avenue 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, Idal10 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box430 
Paul, Idal10 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the pm·ties have executed this Agreement effective on 
the date recited above. 
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY 
B{)~(j~hb 
'HN BUEKERS, President 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT - 4 
NORTH SNAKE GROUNDWATER 
DISTRICT 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUNDWATER 
DISTRICT ~ 
• \'\ \1 It'/ 
By I" 'Jc . A ,,,·-- .. 
DEAN STEVENSON, Chaim= 
BU.RIEJJ PIPELINE AGREEMlf.'IT - 5 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS, 
County of -r;;_, ,',, '{;)[5 ) 
On th:is lj__ day of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the State of 
Idaho, personally appeared JOHN BUEKERS, known or identified to me to be the 
President, of NORTH SIDE CANAL COMP ANY, that executed the instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to 
me that such corporation executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of fas&"fi'v ) 
{~ 
On this!!__ day ofNovember, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofidaho, personally appeared RANDY BROWN, knovv11 or identified to me to be 
the Chainnan, of SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instrument 
or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT - G 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR ID MIO 
Residing at: }Jca/e}& 
1
J-t0, 
My Connnission Expires: / V ,/ti/; b 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Cat~;.., ) 
On tl::is _!:i!_~ay of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public fur the 
State ofidaho, personally appeared L 1'NN CARLQUIST, known or identified to me to 
be the Chai1man, of NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation exec·ctted the same. 
"""'""""-"'-'"-""--"·6'.~ 
RANDALL C, BUDGE ·, 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
(SE .L STATE OF tDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of C(l.utc... ___ _ ) 
NOTARY Pl!B,LIC,FiRAHO 
Residing at: lf/trdf/,6 ;JI?. 
My Corn .. ,1ission Expires: /0 / 11 )//i 
On this h day of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofldabo, personally appeared DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me to 
be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALIBY IR.'UGATION DISTRJCT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said co9oration, and 
acknowledged to me such corporation execi::te<l the same. 
NOT~~rlc£~R~--·----
Residi11g at: {j)(IC~{,J I u!J. 
My Co=issionExpires: tc!/µ /!6 
I 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT- 7 
October 24, 2014 
i lllllll l 
I 11111 Quadrant 
Cons u I ting, Inc. 
EXHIBIT A 
MAGIC SPRING PROJECT 
BURIED PIPELINE EASMENT DESCRIPTION 
NORTHSIDE CANAL COMPANY 
A 20 foot wide easement across a portion of a parcel of land described in a deed dated 
January 17, 1912, and recorded In Book J of Deeds, at Page 331, records of Gooding 
Courity, Idaho, said easement being situated in the a portion of Lot 8 of Section 6 and a 
portion of the NW 1/4, SW 1/4, SW 1/4 of Section 5 alf in Township 8 South, Range 14 
East, Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho. Said easement being more particularty 
described as fo lows: 
Commenclng at the South 1/i 6th Corner common tc said Sections 5 and 6 being 
marked by a U.S. Fish and Wilplife brass cap monument dated 1949, said monument 
also being the POINT OF BEGINNING, thence continuing along the section line 
common to said Sections 5 and 6 
South 0° 47' 14" West 41.88 feet, thence leaving said section line into said Section 6 
South 70' 1 O' 11 • West 293.61 feet, thence 
South 19' 49' 49" East 77.66 feet to a polnt on the southeasterly llne of sald parcel of 
land (Book J, Page 331), thence along said southeasterly line 
North 68° 00' 35" East 20.01 feet, thence leaving said 
southeasterly line 
North 19' 49' 49"West 56.90 feet, thence 
North 70° 1 O' 1 i" East 266.09 feet to a point on said section lir.e, thence leavirg said 
section line and contiruing into said Section 5 
North 70° 1 o• 11" East 21.36 feet to a point, thence 
South o· 47' 14" West 1.60feetto a point, thence 
North 70° 10' 11" East 132.73 feet to a point of curvature, thence 
6.93' feet along a cu!Ve to the left, said cu1Ve having a radius of 110.00', a delta angle of 
3°36'33" and a cord beaTing and. distance North 68' 21' 55" East 6.93 feet thence 
North 66' 33' 38" East 23.20 feet to a point on the north line of said parcel (Book J, 
Page 331 ), also being the north line of said NW 1/4, SW 1/4, SW 1/4 of Section 
5, thence along said north line 
North 89' 44' 1 T' West 53.33 feet, thence ieaving said north line 
South 7D0 1 O' 11" West 105.20 feet, thence 
North 0° 4 7' 14" East 36.09 feetto a pobt on said north line, thence along said north 
line 
North 89° 35' 23' West 20.00 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Said easement contains 10,833 square feet or 0.249 acres, more or less. 

Instrument ;t 250221 
GOODING, GOODING, IDAHO 
12-11-2014 09:20:57 AM No. of Pages: 8 
Recorded for : RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAIL 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy _ 
DENISE M. GILL Fee: 31.00 r 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT 
LEER. and MARYE. MITCHELL 
Southwest Irrigation District 
North Snake Ground Water District 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
AGREEMENT effective this~ day of November, 2014, between LEER. 
MITCHELL and MARYE. MITCHELL, husband and wife, ("MITCHELL"), and 
Sm1thwest Irrigation District, North Snake Ground Water District and Magic Valley 
Ground Water District (hereinafter "Districts"), collectively referred to as the "parties." 
RECITALS 
A. WHEREAS, MITCHELL, owns ce1tain real property located in Gooding 
County, Idaho located in NW Y,, SW Y., Section 5, Township 8 South, Range 14 East, 
B.M., Gooding County, Idaho (" Property") and; 
B. WHEREAS, the Districts desire to acquire from MITCHELL an easement 
20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" and Exhibit "B" attached for the purpose of 
constructing, owning and operating two (2) buried pipelines through the MITCHELL 
Prope1iy to convey water from the Magic Springs water rights; and 
C. WHEREAS, MITCHELL is willing to provide the Districts the requested 
easement for the bnried pipelines pursuant to this Agreement. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency 
of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
1. Installation of Pipelines. MITCHELL agrees that the Districts may 
install, at its own expense, two (2) buried pipelines for the conveyance of water from 
Magic Springs within the easements described in Exhibit "A" and Exhibit "B" attached. 
The Districts shall install said pipelines within the easements in accordance with standard 
specifications for pipe, materials, installation, and backfill, as set forth in the Idaho 
standards for public works constrnction or the respective projects' construction drawings. 
2. Pipeline Ownership and Maintenance. The Districts shall own the 
pipelines and be responsible for their installation, maintenm1ce, repair and replacement. 
3. Easement and Access. MITCHELL hereby grants to the Districts 
easements on, over, under and through a portion of the MITCHELL Property, 
approximately 850' in length, 20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" and approximately 
730' in length, 20' in width as described in Exhibit "B" attached hereto, to construct, 
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operate, maintain and replace as necessary two (2) buried pipelines to insure the proper 
delivery of water from Magic Springs. It is understood and agreed that the final 
description of the easements and location of the pipes are subject to amendment by the 
Districts based upon the final survey and installed pipe locations. 
4. Indemnification. The Districts agree to indemnify and hold MITCHELL 
bannless from any and all claims arising out of the construction, operation, maintenance, 
repair or replacement of the pipelines, or the use of the easement for any pUI]Jose. 
5. The Districts' Representative. The Districts agree to designate one 
pers011 to represent the Districts in all dealings with MITCHELL and to act as a liaison 
between the pa1ties. The Districts shall communicate to MITCHELL in writing the 
name, address and telephone number of such person. 
6. Additional Documents. The parties will execute such additional deeds, 
releases and other documents and instruments as may be required to carry out the pUI]Jose 
and intent of the foregoing agreement. 
7. Cooperation. The parties will cooperate, communicate and act in good 
faith with each other as may be reasonable and necessary in exercising their rights and 
perfom1ing their responsibilities pursuant to this Agreement. 
8. Default. In the event any pa1tyfails to perform any of the tenns, 
conditions or provisions of this Agreement, and fails to cure such default within thirty 
(30) days ofreceipt of written notice of default, the non-defaulting pa11y may elect any 
one of the following remedies, which are the sole and exclusive remedies available: 
(a) to tenninate this Agreement; 
(b) file an action to obtain specific perfonnance of this Agreement; or 
(c) pursue any other remedy to which they may be entitled under the 
Jaws of the state ofldaho. 
9. Legal Fees. In the event legal action is undertaken to enforce this 
Agreement, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover reasonable 
attorney fees and costs, in addition to whatever other relief that pruty may be entitled to. 
I 0. Binding Effect. All of the terms, conditions and covenants of this 
Agreement shall be binding upon the parties and shall inure to the benefits of all 
successors and assigns of the pa1ties hereto. 
11. Assignment of this Agreement. 111e Districts may assign their interest in 
this Agreement to a third party, subject to the prior written consent of MITCHELL, 
which consent shall not be umeasonably withheld. Provided, that the Districts may 
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assign their interest in this Agreement to one or more of their member groundwater 
districts without the consent of MITCHELL. 
12. Modification or Revocation. This Agreement may be modified or 
revoked by a writing executed by all parties. 
13. Dispute Resolution. Any substantial dispute between the parties shall be 
resolved in accordance with the following provisions: 
(a) Mediation. The parties shall designate a mediator and appear 
before the mediator and attempt to mediate a settlement of the 
dispute. · 
(b) Arbitration. In the event the dispute between the patties cannot be 
settled as a result of mediation as above described, the dispute shall 
be arbitrated in accordance with the Uniform Arbitration Act, Title 
7, Chapter 9, Idaho Code. The parties shall elect a mutually 
agreeable arbitrator and the dispute shall be subrn itted to that 
arbitrator for decision. The arbitrator shall be authorized to enter a 
decision to resolve the dispute that is binding on the paities. The 
arbitrator's decision shall be non-appealable, 
(c) Litigation. Litigation is allowed between the parties only for the 
purpose of enforcing a settlement agreement entered into bet\:Veen 
the patties as a result of mediation, or an arbitrator's decision 
resulting from arbitration. 
(d) Injunctive Relief. Either patty may request a Court to issue such 
temporary or interim relief (including temporary restraining orders 
and preliminary injunctions) as may be appropriate, either before 
or after mediation or ai·bitration is co1mnenced. The temporary or 
interim relief shall remain in effect pending the outcome of the 
mediation or arbitration. No such reguest shall be a waiver of the 
right to submit ai1y dispute to mediation or arbitration. 
(e) Arbitration and Mediation Costs. The parties shall share equally in 
all expenses and costs and fees of the mediator and ai·bitrator. 
Each paity shall be responsible for it is own costs, attorney fees 
and witness fees, if any. However, the arbitrator may award 
reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing paity. 
(f) 01oice of Law. This Agreement and the validity, interpretation 
and perfo1111ai1ce thereof shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the laws of the State ofidaho. 
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14. Notices. All notices required to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall 
be served upon the parties by certified mail, return receipt requested, at the following 
addresses: 
Mr. & Mrs. Lee R. Mitchell 
II.\ oo Novo.. U!.ne · 
Me;rid.11,111, lb 8'31o42. 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, ldaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box 430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have. executed this Agreement effective on 
the date recited above. 
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NORTH SNAKE IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT 
/ Byr T ARLQUIST, Chairman 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT " 
/1 v iL By &\ \J:___ ,{'.]A~--· 
DEAN STEVENSON, Chairman 
STATE OF 1PAflO ) 
l\..,; , : ss. 
County of '/ )t,t}U ) 
·r1+!, 
On this k,:ctay of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the State of 
Idaho, personally appeared LEER. MITCHELL and MARYE. 11ITCHELL, husband 
and wife, known or identified to me to be the persons whose names subscribed to the 
within instrument, aud acknowledged to me that they e.x~cJ· ·ed the sam.e. 
,,,111111u,t ~ 1 ~,,'..,.1,,. PAG 7,,,, l • f · 
..:ate-'<": .. M • ..._:/;; ~ \/ • k!1 ) /A..Y ,, ~ (, l~1 &-~v-i { ~~ \ 1 '-NQ'-'.ecf;,..A.::.R.::.V_" -P-!-llB-.-L-,'i£'!-, _.f_O_~_ID_AH_· -.-0----. -. --
'S i~,r, } ;: Residing at: 01\01<" (\ c,, .. n I C C U 
~ /g§ MyCommissionExpires:it,/\, ,. ... ·- . ,..,,.., 
~,,.@r,. ...... f,1~~.., IV u.1.1.,13(), .2-0~ 
,,, ., 1'E of ,,,, J 
1111111111\\\\ 
(SEAL) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County ) 
On this l/,/*ay of November, 2014, before me, a ~otaryPublic for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared RANDY BRO\VN, known er idei:tified ro me to be 
the C!-:ainnan, of SOUTH\\lEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instrnment 
or the person who executed the instrumer,t on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
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NOTARY PL13LlC FOR IDAH 
Residing at: lJc-11Jl/t:jJ:V. 
My Commissio1:Expires: /0/ll /11, 
r 
STATE OF IDAHO 




On this 4./-'.day of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared LYNN CARLQU!ST, known or id~ntified to me to 
be the Chairman, of NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of taf:i',-ll\ ) 




My Commission Expires: (P /ii// .I 
On this l/./iday of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofldaho, personally appeared DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me to 
be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the 
· instrument or the person who executed the instmment on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation ,xecuted the same. 
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NOTARYPUBLICf~O 
Residing at: R,r(J.. {.,_/(!) J ?/J. 
My Commission Expires: J 0/11 / // 
October 28, 2014 
EXHIBIT A 
MAGIC SPRING PROJECT 
I 
lilil ii I 
111!11 Quadrant 
Cons u It in g, Inc. 
BURIED PIPELINE EASMENT DESCRIPTION 
MITCHELL EASEMENT 
A 20 foot wide easement across a portion of a parcel of land described in a deed 
recorded on October 5, 1999 as Instrument Number 182760, records of Gooding 
County, Idaho, said easement being situated in a portion of the NW Y. of the SW Y. of 
Section 5 in Township 8 South, Range 14 East, Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho. 
Said easement being more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the South 1/161" Comer common to said Section 5 andjSection 6, 
Tqwnship 8 South, Range 14 East being marked by a U.S. Fish and Wildlife brass cap 
monument dated 1949, said monument being the southwest corner of said parcel of 
land (Instrument Number 182760) and the POINT OF BEGINNING, thence continuing 
along the section line common to said Sections 5 and 6 
North 0°53'45" East 857.05 feet to the southerly right-of-way of a county road, thence 
along said southerly right-of-way 
South 49°24'52" East 25.99 feet, thence leaving said southerly right-of-way 
South 0°53'45" West 840.24 feet to the south line of said parcel, being the south line of 
said NW1/4 of the SW1/4 of Section 5, thence along said south line 
North 89° 44' 17" West 20.00 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Said easement contains 16,972 square feet or 0.390 acres, more or less. 
1904 W. Ovenand • Boise, ID 83705 • Phone {208) 342-0091 • Fax {2DB) 342-0092 • www.quodrant.cc 
Civil Engine~ring .. Surveying 
October 28, 2014 I 
lilil I 
IH!i Quadrant 
Co n s u It in g, Inc. 
EXHIBITB 
MAGIC SPRING PROJECT 
BURIED PIPELINE EASMENT DESCRIPTION 
MITCHELL EASEMENT 
A 20 foot wide easement across a portion of a parcel of land described in a deed 
recorded on October 5, 1999, as Instrument Number 182760, records 9f Gooding 
County, Idaho, said easement being situated in a portion of the NW Y. of the SW Y. of 
Section 5 in Township 8 South, Range 14 East, Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho. 
Said easement being more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the southwest corner of said NW Y. of the SW Y. of said Section 5, 
being marked by a U.S. Fish and Wildlife brass cap monument dated 1949, said 
monument also being the southwest corner of said parcel of land (Instrument Number 
182760), thence along the south line of said parcel South 89° 44' 1 T' East 118.47 feet 
to the POINT OF BEGINNING, thence leaving said south line, 
North 70° 1 O' 11" East 20.01 feet, to a point of curvature, thence 
5.67 feet along a curve to the left, said curve having a radius of 90.00 feet, a delta angle 
of 3° 36' 33" and a chord bearing and distance North 68° 21' 55" East 5.67 feet, thence 
North 66° 33' 38" East 186.98 feet, thence 
North 75° 03' 05" East 169.11 feet, thence 
North 90° 00' 00" East 309.73 feet to a point of curvature, thence 
60.59 feet along a curve to the left, said curve having a radius of 90.00 feet, a delta 
angle of 38° 34' 17" and a chord bearing and distance of North 70° 42' 51" East 59.45 
feet to a point on the southerly right-of-way of a county road, thence along said 
southerly right-of-way 
South 49° 24' 52" East 20.30 feet, thence leaving said southerly right-of-way 
77.87 feet along a non-tangent curve to the right, said curve having a radius of 110.00 
feet, a delta angle of 40°33'38" and a chord bearing and distance of South 69° 43' 11" 
West 76.25 feet, thence 
South 90° 00' 00" West 307.11 feet, thence 
South 75° 03' 05" West 165.00 feet, thence 
South 66° 33' 38" West 162.29 feet to a point on the south line of said parcel 
(Instrument Number 182760), thence along said south line 
North 89° 44' 17" West 53.33 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Said easement contains 14,625 square feet or 0.336 acres, more or less. 
1904 W. Overland • Boise, ID 83705 • Phone {2081342-0091 • Fox {208J 342-D092 • WWW.quadrant.cc 
Civil Engineering • Surveying 
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PATRICK D. BRO'\VN, P.C, 
P,tt Hrown 
pat@pb1a\\·.co 
516 J-fansen Street East 
P.O. Box 125 
Twin Falls, lD 83303 
'.208-733-5004 
January 16, 2015 
Thomas J. Budge 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey 
201 E. Center, Ste. A2 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1301 
Re: Permission to IGWA for a pipeline to Rangen, Inc. across the 
property of Walter and Margaret Candy (located in the NWSW and 
SWNW of Section 32, Township 7 South, Range 14 East, Boise 
Meridian} 
Dear Mr. Budge: 
As you and I have discussed by phone, Walter and Margaret Candy have 
authorized me to continue to extend their permission for IGWA to have and use a 
pipeline across their property in order to convey water to Rangen. Inc. from Magic 
Springs. The permission Candys are granting is in the form of a license and is revocable 
at any time. 
They will not revoke the permission as long as, in their sole discretion, they 
believe we are progressing towards the execution of a comprehensive agreement which 
not only grants IGWA a license for the pipeline but assures that IGWA and its members 
will supply water to the senior water rights. Of course this comprehensive agreement 
will also have to be formally approved by the State of Idaho. 
The permission Candys continue to extend is not intended and shall not in any 
way be construed to be an easement. We remain convinced that an easement is not 
necessary, as access and use will be fully and continuously licensed under conditions to 
be set forth in the anticipated agreement. 
Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to assist you in providing 
documentation to IDWR about this matter. 
. ATTACHMENT A-6 
PIPELINE LICENSE AGREEMENT 
RAN GEN, INC. 
Southwest Irrigation District 
North Snake Ground Water District 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
LICENSE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") effective this __ day of January, 
2015, between RANG EN, !NC., ("Rangen"), and Southwest Irrigation District, North 
Snake Ground Water District and Magic Valley Grmmd Water District (hereinafter 
"Districts"), collectively referred to as the "pa1iics." 
RECITALS 
A. \VHEREAS, Rangen, owns ceitain real property located in Gooding 
County, Idaho located in SW \?.NW\?., Section 32, Township 7S, Range 14E, B.M., 
Gooding County, Idaho ("Rangen Property"); 
B. Wh'EREAS, the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) recently 
approved IG\VA's Fourth Mitigation Pla.'1 in IDWK Docket "lo. CM-l'v!P-2014-006 
("Order"), authorizing IGW A to deliver mitigation water to Rangen from Magic Springs: 
C. WHEREAS, over Rangen"s objection to the Distric:ts Fourth Mitigation 
Plan, the Director Ordered Rangen to accept tbe water and allow construction on its land 
related to placements ofihe delivery pipe, and if not accepted, the Districts mitigation 
obligation would be suspended ; 
D. WHEREAS, on November 6, 2014, pursuant to the Order, Rangen 
conditionally accepted delivery of the water; 
E. WHEREAS, pursuant to Rangen's conditional acceptmice of delivery of 
water under the Order, the Districts desire to obtain from Rangen a license for a rigbt-
of-way 20' in width as described in Exhibit ''A" attached for the purpose of constructing, 
owning and operating burled and above grade pipelines through the Ran gen Property 
witl1 necessary equipment and facilities to convey water from Magic Springs to Rangen; 
and 
F. VvHEREAS, pmsuant to tbe Order, Rangen hereby provides the Distiicts 
with a license for a right-of-way as set furth in this Agreement. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual ccwenants and agreements 
herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency 
of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
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1. Access License for Pipelines and Appurtenances. Rangen grants the 
Districts a license to install, operate, maintain, and replace as needed, at their expense, 
buried pipelines for the conveyance of water from Magic Springs to Rang en's hatchery as 
described in Exhibit "A" attached. The iicense includes the right to deliver water to 
Rangen's existing facility and gives the distticts authority to convey water to Rangen's 
existing diversions and pipes. Oth~r than as necessary to attach to Rangen's existing 
facility, Ran gen does not grant any license to the distiicts to use any of Rangen's pipes, 
diversions or existing structures owned or otherwise used by Rangen. The Districts shall 
install said pipelines and appurtenances within the licensed area in accordance with 
standard specifications for pipe, materials, instaUation, and backfill, as set forth in the 
Idaho standards for public works construction or the respective projects' construction 
drawings. The final dcscri11tion of the iicense and location of the pipelines are subject to 
amendment by the Districts based upon the final survey and installed pipe locations. This 
license covers the delivery of water only under lhe Fourlh Mitigation Plan, and water 
delivered under tnm.sfer 79560 (water 1ight 36-7072). This license does not cover the 
delivery of water under any other mitigation plan, right, license or pennit. 
2. Pipeiine Ownership and Maintenance. The Districts shall ow,1 the 
pipelines and be responsible for their installation, maintenance, repair and replacement. 
3. Indemnification. The Districts agree to indemnify and hold Rangen 
harmless from any and all claims mising out of the construction, operation. maintenance, 
repair or replacement of the pipeline, or the use of the easement for any purpose. 
4. The Distriets~ Representative. The Dishicts agree to designate one 
person to represent the Districts in all dealings with Rangen and to act as a liaison 
between the parties. The Districts shall communicate to Rangen in writing the name, 
address and telephone mnnber. of such person. 
5. Additional Documents. ·nie parties wiil execute such additional 
documents and instruments as may be required to carry out the purpose and intent of this 
Agreern.ent. 
6. Revocation. Ran gen may elect to tenninale tbis Agreement upon not less 
than thirty (30) days written notice. 
7. Default. This Agreement may be revoked by Ran gen as set forth in 
paragraph 6, or in the event any party fails to perfonn any of the tenns, conditions or 
provisions of this Agreement, and fails to cure sucb default within thirty (30) days of 
~eceipt of written notice of default, the non-defaulting party may elect fu'lY one of the 
following remedies, which are the sole and exclusive remedies available: 
(a) to terminate this Agreemt,1t; 
(b) file an action to obtain specific performance of this Agreement; or 
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(c) pursue any other remedy to which they maybe entitled under the 
laws of the state oflda,110. 
8. Attorney's Fees. In the event that either party hereto retains an attorney to 
enforce any 1ight or duty arising out of this Agreement, the prevailing party in such dispute 
shall be entitled to be paid reasonable attorney's fees by the non-prevailing party, whether or 
not litigation is achmlly instituted. 
9. Assignment of this Agreement. The Districts may assign their interest in 
this Agreement to a third party, subject to the prior written consent of Rangen, which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Provided, that tl1e Dist1icts may assign their 
interest in this Agreement to one or more of their member groundwater dist..<-icts without 
the consent of Rang en. 
10. Non-waiver: By entering into this AgTeement, Rangen does not waive 
any right to seek judiciai review of the Order; Rangcn does not waive any cause of action 
it may have against !GW A, its member Districts, its Directors, the Deprut'1Jent. or the 
State of ]dal10 including, but not limited to, compensation for the condenmation of its real 
property, damages resulting from the implementation of the Fourth Mitigation Plan such 
as the loss of fish or the introduction of disease, pathogens, parasites, or other organisms 
hannful to Rangen 1s operation1 or drunages resulting from the failure to deliver water for 
any reason whatsoever; and Rangen also reserves the right to reject the water in the event 
it detennines the delivery of \Vate.r is causing ham1 to Rangen\; operation. Fu1then11ore, 
Ran gen does not waive its right to avail itself of any and all administrative and legal 
remedies with respect to challenging or appealing transfer 79560 (water light 36-7072), 
or any other administrative or legal proceeding cunently pending before the Parties, or 
any or any 0th.er administrative or iegal proceeding whlch may arise between or involve 
the Parties. 
i 1. Dispnte Resolution. Any dispute between the parties shall be resolved in 
any court, or otherwise agreed by the parties. 
12. Cb oke of Law. This Agreement and the validity, interpretation and 
performance tb.ereof shall be governed hy and constmed in aecordance with the laws of 
the State ofidaho. 
13. Merger" Except for the tem1s of this Agreement, the Paities agree that the 
tenns, covenants and conditions of this Agreement shaJl superse'1e all such prior 
negotiations and agreements, and that there are no other agreements not contained in this 
Agreement, and that this Agreement shall be and is the final expression of the agreement of 
the Parties and shall control. No modification of this Agreement shall be valid tmless in 
writing ai1d executed by the Parti.es to the Agreement. 
14. Notices. All notices required to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall 
be served upon the parties by certified mail, return receipt requested, at the following 
addresses: 
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Rangen1 Inc. 
o[o Chrutopher T. Rtlngen, President 
1\.0. Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
~outhwest Irrigntion District 
P.O. Box 9l0 
Burley, ldaho lm t 8 
North Snake Ground Water Di~trict 
!.l2E. M.ainSl 
J.!romo, Idaho 83338 
M;n.gic Valley Ground 1.Vaie.r District 
P,P.Box430 
P~ul, Idaho 83347 
fN wr,:-;ESS WHEREOF, the panic, have executed this Agreement effective 0n 
the date reoite:d above. ·, 




RANDY BROWN. Clulirman 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATRR 
.DISTRICT 
By_·---··'-------
LYNN CARLQUfST, Chairman 
MAGIC VALLEY GROU:>fD WATER 
DISTRICT 
By 
DEAN STEVENSON, Chairman 
----· -----------
Rangen, Inc. 
c/o Christopher T. Rangen, President 
P.O. Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
North SMke Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley Grotmd Water District 
P.O. Box430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WlTNESS \v1iEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective on 
the date recited above. 
RANGEN, INC. 
By ---·-------· -----·· 
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SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION 
DISTIUCT 
By ___________ _ 
RANDY BROWN, Chainnan 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By__ ----
DEA.1'1 STEVENSON, Chairman 
Rangen, Inc. 
c/o Christopher T. Rangen, President 
P.O. Box706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Soufhwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Bt1rley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley GroU11d Water District 
P.O. Box 430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN Wl'TNESS \'IBEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective on 
ftie date recited above. 
RANGEN, INC. 
By 
By ______ _ 






NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DlSTRlCT 
By_··=-~=~=-
LYJ\1N CARLQUIST, Chairman 
l'YIAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
B y .. 
DEAN STEVENSON, Chairrmm 
I 
1 
Jari-1-4·ZO'i5 03:2i1 PM US Bank 208t· 953 
Rangen, Inc. 
c/o Christopher T. Rangeo, President 
P.O. Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN VvTINESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective on 
the date recited above. 
RANGEN, INC. 




RANDY BROWN, Chairman 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By--,-,----=-c--:cc--cc·-:----
L YNN CARLQUIST, Chairman 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUi','D WATER 
DISTRICT 
2/2 
. .( ~ ~ . . 
By (~~~ II r/l «!u, ~fl Y~. - /j;,,cu(j-,u r> 6, ,;__; 
DEA."N STEVEN ON;.,chairmao 
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StATE OF IDAHO 




On this /4~ day of Jll.lluary, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the State of 
Idaho, personally appeared/lo'shehu X R(ljl1~own or identified to me to be the P(JJ.;,iJ4:,.± , ofR.A.~d;EN, INC., that execut the instrument or the person who 
executed the instrument on b~half of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
CINDY KOEPPLIN l 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
+"I.II I*' II f ," .1:,1,t,'114 h• l.leC I I :t •+ 
(SEAL) 
STATE OF IDAHO ); 
:ss. 
Countyof ______ ) 
Residing at: r//,v :r)~ o 
My Commission Expiresbq -OS-/", 
On this __ day ofJanuary, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofidoho, personally appeared RANDY BROV{N, known or identified to me to be 
' the Chairman, ofSOUTHWES[ IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instn.unent 
or the person who executed the:instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such ¢orporation executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
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NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
STATE OF IDA.HO ) 
; ss. 
Cou~y ) 
On !Iris __ day of January, 2015, before me,, a Notary Public fur 1he State of 
Idaho, personally appe1lred ______ known or identified to me to be fhe 
__ _,. ofRA.~GEN, INC., that executed the instrument or the person who 
executed the insh·tnnent 011 behalf of said corporation, and a.eknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the Srt.'tle. 
{SEAL) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
Countyof Cas-!:tia ,.. ) 
(srfflil'fLLY WARD 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF fOAHO 
' 
BUlUED l'll'EL!NE AGREE:-!ENT • 5 
-----··-·-----------
NOTARYPUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at; 
My Commission Expires: 





On this 14-r/i day ofJ1JJ1uary, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofidaho, personally appeared LYNN CARLQUJST, known or identified to me to 
be 1he Chai1man, of NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrtnnent or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of srud corporation, and 
acknowledged io me that such corporation executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS, 
County of____ __ ___ ) 
On this __ day ofJanuary, 2_015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofidaho, personally appeared DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me to 
be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrmnent on behalf of said corporation, a11d 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT - 6 
-----------------------
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
EXHIBIT A 
Attached to Pipeline Agreement 
SW 14 J\i 1V 14, Section Township 7S, Range 14E, RM., Gooding County, Idaho: 
A liceasetl right-of-way approximately 510' feet in length and 20' width r.inning from 
south bounda.ry line of described Rangen Property in a northerly direction to a poi.:1t 
between ti1e smill raceway and hatch house as depicted in Exhibit A-! attached, with 4", 
12" and 16" lines ru::.ning frorr: there to small raceway a.'ld hatch house per attached 
engineering drawings Exhibit A-2. Final description of the rigbt-ot~way and location of 
the pipelines to be provided by amendment to this Exhibit A upon final survey and 
installed pipe locations. 
BURIED PIPEL!lliE AGREEMJJ;NT • 7 
·.·.··ATTACHMENT A-7 
From: .tmfill h wvd 1st® north ri n1. net 
To: 
Cc: 
BHardq rnve@spfwater ,cqm 
JTuomoson@sofwater.Qllil 
Subject: Approval for pipeline alignment 
Wednesday, October 01, 2014 2:27:01 PM Date: 
Oct. I, 2014 
Mr. Bob Hardgrove, 
HAGERMAN HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
PO BOX 411 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332 
PHONE/FAX 208-837-9110 
The Hagerman Highway Commissioners met at an Emergency Meeting 9/26/2014 at 5:00 PM 
at the S1200 Road, site of the proposed pipeline. 
Bud Huntley moved to approve the proposed main pipeline alignment within the S1200E right 
of way. The requirements to be met are; 
The road be returned to like or better condition. 
1. The top depth of pipe is to be at a minimum 3 feet below the road surface. 
2. The reconstructed road meets all Gooding County Transportation plan and Hagerman 
Highway District specifications. 
3. Compaction and composition of the fill is approved by Foreman Rich Regnier. The 
compaction is to be 95%. 
4. Maintain one lane of traffic with Flaggers and be appropriately signed at all times 
during construction. 
5. The entire width of the road disturbed is to have an over lay of 4 inch compacted hot 
mix which meets Idaho Transportation Department specifications. 
Fred '.\1avencamp seconded and the motion carried. 
Butch Morris recued himself due to personal involvement with the project 
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8722 South Harrison St., Sa·; UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342 - Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: quotes@eibdirect.com 
Baker Insurance Agency, Inc. 
538 Main St 
Gooding, ID 83330 
Re: North Snake Ground Water District 
Below please find an Indication Quote. In order to accommodate the Insurer's underwriting parameters and/or the lnsured's premium 
preference, the Quote may contain coverage options or be based upon factors such as lower Limits of Liability or a higher Self-Insured 
Retention or Deductible than what was stated as preferred on the Application. Accordingly, please read the Quote carefully. 
INDICATION QUOTE 
This ls an Indication Quote only. The prices listed below are subject to review and change after receipt of any requested additional 
information. Be aware that the Insurer is not obligated to bind any risk based on the following information. Policy forms are manuscript 
policies and differ substantially from ISO forms. This lndlcation Quote expires after 30 days 
Customer Number: E 15-1 01329 Quote Number: MM1501329-1 
Underwriter: Maria Martin Direct Phone No.: (801) 304-5570 E-Mail: mariam@primeis.com 
Note: Please review the following coverage(s) as presented. Coverage may differ from the coverage requested on the application/ 
submission. Any changes must be submitted to the underwriter in writing for approval and pricing. Please note that the new quoted 
coverage is not an extension of the previous Coverage Contract as the quoted coverage is for a new contract with a new coverage period. 
However, we are offering you the option to purchase retroactive coverage, for an additional premium, and subject to potential additional 
underwriting. Retroactive coverage provides continuous uninterrupted coverage for claims made against you during the new coverage 
period but which result from an accident that happened before the new coverage period. If you have questions regarding retroactive 
coverage, please contact us or your broker. 
Description of Risk(s); Not otherwise Classified 











Agent Commission Percentage: 10% 
Agent Commission Amount: $1,347.50 
Total Due: $12,719.44 
Minimum Earned: 40% 
To Bind Coverage: Payment must be received before coverage can be bound. Review and comply with all the conditions below and 
complete and return all requirements on the coverage request form. 
Conditions: 
Policy is to cover losses from Rangen lnc due to failure of the pump system and supply of spring water resulting in loss of fish stock. 
Quote is based on the following information: operating expenses of $250,000 
Only scheduled operations and locations are covered on the policy 
Higher Limits - If H\gher Liability Limits are required by the insured, please contact underwriting for a formal quote. 
RMD - Subject to completion of a Rlsk Management Direct discussion by the insured within thirty-days of binding coverage. Toll Free 877-
585-2851. 
Named Insured must be provided an Additional Insured on the Contractor and Engineering subcontractors policies. 
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8722 South Harrison St., Sat.~-.,, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342 - Fax: 877452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: quotes@eibdirect.com 
I Commercial Liability 














Limitations: The Policy provides coverage for only those activities and operations otherwise covered under the Policy as listed 
below and for which a specific coverage charge has been paid. 
I 
!-------- ----····---·-·----------------------·--~------------.,,,, 
Classification and Description of activities and operations Code No, I Basis of Coverage Charge 
Contract Serivces - Water Pump station to supply SP~h19\Nater ---~ ___ 9_16_0_9 _ ~j_A_n_n_u_al_G_ro_s_s_R_e_c_~~ip~t-_s-:_-:_======~ 
Loe No. Address 
152 E Main St Jerome, ID 83338 
Other Coverages Available: (Additional underwriting required and an increase in premium, if accepted) 
Limited Terrorlsm Coverage - see Claims Warranty form. 
Retroactive Coverage~ see Claims Warranty form. 
PERSONAL GUARANTEE 
PAP-99-35 
Coverage provided under· the Policy ls contingent on the fo!!owtng; 
I 
I hereby agree ihat i will be personally responsible ror any unpaid premiums and/or Self Insured Retentions ('"SI Rs") payable under the 
Policy. I acknowledge and agree that my obligation to pay such amounts wiil not be diminished or othervvise altered by a change in 
ownership or management of tl1e insured entity. or by bankruptcy. dissolution, insolvency or any other change with 1·espect to the Compsny. 
All such amounts shall be paid within fifteen (15) caiendar days ot written notice provided to me by the Insurer, In the event such a111ounts 
are not paid vvit!1in that time, I acknowledge and agree that I vvill be responsible for all coiiection costs, including reasonable attorney fees. 
PRINT NAME: --------------
SIGNATURE: DATED I 
JOB TITLE/CAPACITY OF SIGNOR: --------·----_-_-_-_-_-_-_----------_--__ _____J 
··---·"-'"·-----
EIBI-F-033 23JAN2012 Page 2 of 10 Quote Number: MM1501329-1 
Gre. .ight Premium Financing Opt •S 
( Monthly Payments as low as: $1,011.92) 
Quote Date: 1/13/2015 
Company Name: North Snake Ground Water District 
Customer Number: E15-101329 Total Premium Due (includes taxes and fees): ___1_1_4,066.~_ 
If you want to finance, INITIAL the option containing the finance terms of your choice. 
Choose ONLY ONE option otherwise 100% of the Total Premium is due. 
25% Down* 30% Down 40% Down 
* Auto Draft Monthly Payments 
.:ire Required 
3 Monthll,' Pal,'ments Initial Here Initial Here Initial Here 
-"-- ---- ·--
Monthly Payments 3@ $3,616.93 3@ $3,376.69 3@ $2,896.21 
Down Payment 25% or $3,516.74 30% or $4,220.08 40% or $5,626.78 
...................................... ...................................... . ..................................... 
l11t01-est Rate 14 75% 14-75% 14_75% 
Finance Charge $300.59 $233.22 $243.47 
Final APR"" 17.02 % 17.18 % 17.58 % 
/\mount Financed $10,550.21 $9,846,86 $8,440.16 
Total of Payments $10,850.80 $10,130.08 $8,688.64 
5 Monthll,' Pal,'ments 
Initial Here Initial Here Initial Here 
--- --- ---
Monthly Payments 5@ $2,205.82 5@ $2,059.30 5@ $1,766.25 
Down Payment 25% or $3,516.74 30% or $4,220.08 40% or $5,626.78 
...................................... ...................................... ...................................... 
Interest Rate 16.50% 16.50%, 16.50% 
Finance Charge $478.89 $449.63 $391. 11 
Finai APR"''' 17.88 % 18.09 % 18.35 % 
Amount Financed $10.550.21 $9,846.86 $8,440.16 
Total of Payments $11,029.09 $10,296 49 $8,831.27 
7 Montbll,' Pal,'ments 
Initial Here Initial Here Initial Here 
----- ---- ---------- - --- -
Monthly Payments 7@ $1,600.75 7@ $1,494.42 7@ $1,281.75 
Down Payment 25% or $3,516.74 30% or $4,220.08 40% or $5,626.78 
...................................... ...................................... . ..................................... 
Interest Rate 17.25°1,, 17.25% 17.25%, 
Finance Charge $655.08 $614 07 $532 06 
Final APR'* 18.35 % 18.43 % 18,63 % 
Amount Financed $10,550 21 $9,846.86 $G.440."r6 
Tota! of Payments $11,205.28 $1C!,46D.93 $8,872.23 
9 Monthll,' Pal,'ments 
Initial Here Initial Here Initial Here 
--- --- ---
Monthly Payments 9@ $1,263.79 9@ $1,179.83 9@ $1,011.92 
Down Payment 25% or $3,516.74 30% or $4,220.08 40% or $5,626.78 
...................................... ...................................... . ..................................... 
interest Rate 17.50%, 17.50% 17.500/c, 
Finance Charge $823.88 $771.62 S667.10 
Final APR'~ 18.37 % 1 G.43 % 18.59% 
Amount Financed $10,550.21 $9,846.86 $8,440.16 
Total of Payments $'11,374.09 $10,618.48 $9,107.27 
D Check this box if you would like to setup your Monthly Payments to be Auto Drafted (This option is for 30 & 40% down, 
all 25% down payments will automatically be setup up for auto drafts). 
After initialing an option listed above, sign the agreement on the next page and attach a 
check for the Down Payment Amount shown in your selected option above. 
*Note: All 25% Down Payment options require an automatic draft from your bank account monthly. 
*'-Note: Final APR is based on the Annual Percentage Rate plus Fees for the duration of the number of monthly payments selected 
This is not a loan document and is not binding on any premium finance company to accept any loan for the undersigned 
The first payment is due in 30 days after the coverage effective date 
-----~--~-
EIBI-F-033 23JAN2012 Page 3 of 10 Quote Number: MM1501329-1 
Greenlig,,. Premium Financing Request (Continued) 
D Yes, I want to finance according to the option selected on the previous page (Please sign and see down payment methods below) 
{Note: All 25% Down Payment options require an automatic draft from your bank account monthly.) 
The undersigned insured/member requests that, E!B International, LLC. (ElB) a Utah corporation, arrange the financing for its premium ln 
monthly installments and hereby irrevocably appoints (EIB) a limited power of attorney to complete and execute a premium financing 
agreement on its behalf. 
The undersigned shall have the right to, without charge, rescind by paying to (EIB) the net amount financed on the financing agreement 
executed on its behalf by (EIB) within 1 O days after (EIB) or the actual premium finance company mails to the undersigned a true copy of the 
actual premium financing agreement being executed by (EIB) as attorney-in fact for the undersigned. Failure to rescind shall be deemed a 
ratification and affirmation of the actions of the attorney-in-fact in the execution of a premium financing. 
Security Interest: Borrower gives the PFC a security interest ln and assigns to the PFC as security for any amount due under this 
Agreement, including interest, late or cancellation charges, any and all unearned premiums and dividends wh\ch may be payable under the 
insurance policies listed in the Schedule of Policies, loss payments which reduce the unearned premiums, and any lnterest arising under a 
state guarantee fund relating to these items. 
D No, J do not want to finance. ! am paying 100% of the Total Premium listed on my quote. (See payment methods below) 
Authorization to Set Up Financing 
I, the Insured, have read and authorize (EIB) to set up financing according to my selection on the previous page. 
Signature 
Print Name and Title 
BANK WIRE 
Date 
PAY BY WIRE, PHONE, FAX, OR MAIL 
Payment Method 
I CHECK VIA OVERNIGHT ·---· CHECK BY FAX 
I 
I OR EXPRESS MAIL CREDIT CARD BY PHONE 
' 
Account Name: Evolution Insurance FAX: 1-877 452 6910 
Brokers, LC EIB ·-·-··----
-- E-MAIL: 
: Bank Name: Bank of American Fork 
8722 South Harrison St, ar@primeis.com 1...........----·-
Telephone: 801-428-0532 Sandy, UT 84070 --- -- .......... -~,,-----"·""" 
Routing No.: 
Account No.: i PHONE: 1-877 -257-5590 
CHECK DISCLOSURE: 
Checks received may be processed electronically. (EIB), through its bank, has the abiJlty to provide EFT (Electronic Fund Transfer) checks 
for processing rather than submitting a paper copy of the check to the bank. Funds transfer in the same manner if transacted electronically or 
by submitting a paper copy of the check to the bank, except funds transfer the day the information is received with electronic processing 
rather than within a few business days as with a paper check. Electronically processed transactions appear on your bank statement in the 
same manner as paper checks. 
CHECK BY FAX METHOD: 
To use this method, please complete the requested information below and fax to the Association. PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY- OR - You 
may attach a voided check to this form or fax a voided check instead. EITHER WAY, WE WILL ELECTRONICALLY DRAFT YOUR 
ACCOUNT. IF YOU CHOOSE THIS METHOD OF PAYMENT PLEASE DO NOT MAIL THE ORIGINAL CHECK TO US. 
Attach Check here or Enter Check Information: 
Bank Name and Address: ----·--------·-·--------·-----.. -----------------
I 
Bank Routing No.(usually 9 digits)-: _____________ _ Account No.: _____________ _ 
Amount of Check: $ Check No.: _______________ _ 
Authorized By: ----------------------------- Date----------
Signature of authorization: Date _________ _ 
IF FINANCING Attach an additional check if you would like to use a different account for your Auto Draft Monthly Payments. 
SERVICE FEE: (EIB) reserves the right to collect directly from your account a processing fee of $25 for any incomplete transaction due to 
insufficient funds in your account (i.e. a "bounced check")." 
This is not a loan document and is not binding on any premium finance company to accept any loan for tl1e undersigned 
The first payment is due in 30 days a~er the coverage effective date 
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A: f SK 
MANAGEME"iNT 
DIRECT 
8722 South Ho. .,n St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342 - Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: rmd@primeis.com 
RISK MANAGEMENT DIRECT 
The assessment, management, and loss cost containment of insured risks are long-standing objectives at Prime. 
Prime's risk management department fosters a mutually beneficial relationship with Prime's insured by taking a 
partnership approach to the management of each insured's account. 
RMD begins this partnership with an initial contact with the insured to: 
~ • Welcome the insured to the company. 
YI • Review policy terms, limits, and conditions 
-.t. • Establish a direct point of contact for risk management related concerns. 
One of the applicant's contact requirements in the policy is to complete a Risk Management Call with Risk 
Management Direct to review certain important aspects of our partnership approach within 30 days of the policy 
being bound. The applicants contact should be the.one that handles the day to day operations, insurance, hiring, 
safety, and maintenance for the company. The call must be completed with the applicant's contact person. 
Please fill out the information below. 
'Required 
'Applicant/Office Contact Name(s)~: ---------------------------
•contact Phone Number(s)~: --------------------------------
Contact Fax Number(s):---------------------------------
Contact Email address(s): _______________________________ _ 
'Best Time to Contact 
'Time of Day: _ Anytime 






Wed c_ Thurs ; Fri 
*By signing below, I understand that one of the requirements of binding the policy is to have the 
applicant's contact complete a Risk Management Call with Risk Management Direct within 30 days of 
policy being bound to keep policy coverage in effect. 
If you don't receive a phone call within 14 days of the policy being bound, please contact one of our team 
members at 1-877-585-2851. We are available Monday through Friday, 7:00 AM - 5:00 PM Mountain 
Standard Time. 
*Applicant's Signature/Date Signature of Broker/Agent of Applicant/Date 
Print Applicant's Name Print Broker/Agent Name 
RMD-001 06DEC2013 
-------- ----- -----·-····" ------
EIBI-F-033 23JAN2012 Page 5 of 10 Quote Number: MM1501329-1 
1NSUIUNe~ 
B5t0KE1i!S 
8722 South Ha ~n St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342-Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: quotes@eibdirect.com 
COVERAGE REQUEST FORM 
ANY PERSON WHO KNOWINGLY AND WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD ANY INSURANCE COMPANY OR OTHER PERSON FILES AN 
APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE CONTAINING FALSE INFORMATION OR CONCEALS, FOR THE PURPOSE OF MISLEADING, 
INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MATERIAL FACT THERETO, COMMITS A FRAUDULENT INSURANCE ACT, WHICH IS A CRIME. 
Applicant: North Snake Ground Water District 
Quote#: MM1501329-1 
Producer: Evolution Insurance Brokers, LC. 
Amount Due: $14,066.94 
Coverage will not be bound until the following documents are received: 
• 
~ • '----" 
• 
A valid Indication Quote with all requirements reviewed and complied with . 
A completed and signed Coverage Request Form . 
A completed and signed Claims Warranty. 
Requested Bind Date: 
-------
• Amount due to bind policy, in full, unless financed through Greenlight Premium Finance, in which case attach the payment terms . Finance agreement must be completed and signed by the Insured. 
• All check by fax or electronic checks presented to bind or add coverage will be processed via electronic funds transfer ("EFT') and must be on an account which authorizes this type of transaction. 
• If attached, a fully completed and signed affidavit. 
• A completed and signed Claims History and Incident Disclosure History form. 
Special Conditions to Bind: 
By signing below the Applicant acknowledges that municipal, state, federal or other law may require higher or otherwise different 
limits of liability coverage than have been offered. The Applicant further accepts responsibility for obtaining additional insurance 
or self-insuring to fulfill the requirements of the law. 
This surplus line contract is issued pursuant to the Idaho Insurance Laws by an insurer not licensed by the Idaho Department of Insurance. 
There is no coverage provided for surplus line insurance by either the Idaho Insurance Guaranty Association or by the Idaho Life and Health 
Insurance Guaranty Association. 
(YOU MUST MAKE A SELECTION BELOW) 
Do you require certificates-or proof of insurance? Yes No If yes, please provide list. 
Do you require filings? L:· Yes No If yes, complete filing section on indication quote. 
TO BIND SEND ABOVE DOCUMENTS TO: 8722 S. Harrison St 
Sandy, UT 84070 
Phone: Phone: 877-678-7342 
Fax: Fax: 877-452-6910 
E-mail: policyservices@eibdirect.com 
We appreciate your business and are available to answer any questions. lf we can be of any help, please contact your 
underwriter or the customer care department at the number or email addresses provided above. 
Thank you, 
Applicant's Signature/Date 
Print Applicant's Name 
UDA-F-004-22MAR2012 
EIBI-F-033 23JAN2012 
Signature of Broker/Agent of Applicant/Date 
Print Broker/Agent Name 
Page 6 of 10 Quote Number: MM1501329-1 
CLAIMt ARRANTY AND COVERAGE STA', 
PAP-99-07 
AENT 
Coverage provided under the Policy/Certificate is contingent on the following warranty, requirements, and 
acknowledgements as evidenced by the Applicant's signature. 
WARRANTY STATEMENT 
The ~Appl!cant" is the party to be named as the ~rnsured"rAssured" In any !nsufing contract 1f issued. By signing this statement, the Applicant 
for insu:ance hereby represents and warrants that the information prov:ded in the Application, together with all supplemental information and 
documents provided in conjunction with the Application. is tr..ie, correct inclusive of al! relevant a11d material information necessary for the 
Insurer/Underwriter to accurately and completely assess the Application, and is not misleading in any way. The Applicant further represents 
1hat the Applicant understands a:id agrees as fo'.1ows: (i) the 1nsurertUnderwriter can and \'lli1 rely upon the Applicaticn and supplemental 
information provided by the Applicant, and any other relevant information, to assess the Appllcanrs request fer insurance coverage and to 
quote and potentially bind, price, and provide coverage; (ii) al! supplemental information and documents provided In conjunction w;th U·,e 
Application are warranties that may become a part of any coverage contract that may be issued; (fli) the submission of an Application or the 
payment of any premium does not obligate the Insurer/Underwriter to quote, bind, or provide lnsutance coverage; and (iv) in the event the 
Applicant has or does provide any false, misleading, or incomplete infonnation in conjunction with the Application. any coverage provided Wil! 
be deemed void from initial issuance. The App!icant hereby authorizes the Insurer/Underwriter and its agents to gather any additional 
information the Insurer/Underwriter deems necessary to process the Appllcation for quoting, binding, pricing, and providing insurar,ce coverage 
including, but not limited to, gathering informatfon from federal, state, and industry regulatory authorities, insurers, creditors, customers, 
financial Institutions. a'id credit reporting agencies. 
FUTURE CLAIM INCIDENT/REPORTING REQUIREMENT 
As an express condition precedent to coverage under this Policy, you must give us immediate v..ritten notice no later than 72 hours after any 
Jncident, event, occurrence, loss, or Accident which mlght give rise to a Claim covered by this Policy Wrltle,; notice must be given to: Cf alms 
Direct Access. PD. Box 4439, Sandy, utah 84091-4439. U.S.A. Phone: (877) 585-2849 or (801) 304-5530: Fax: (877) 452-6909 or (801) 304, 
5536. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RESTRICTIVE SURPLUS LINES COVERAGES 
The Policy/Certificate to be issued differs sigrnficantly from policies offered by other insurance comparies, lt is a manuscript policy 1.vith very 
strict reporting requirements. The '\wrranty-prior claims" forms are a part of the Po'.icy/Certitlcate and constitute warranties. Coverage is 
provided only for otherwise covered Claims: (1) Which are first made by or against an lns:.;red1Assured during the Polley Period; (2y\/hich 
result from an Accident occurTing during the Policy Period, and (3) For which written notice ls given t:; the lnsurer/Ur:derv.lfiter du;ing the Policy 
Period. 
NOTE: ffthls Quote is being pr::,vfded by Evolution Insurance Brokers ('~IB'J forlnsurance placed with Prime insurance Company ("Prime"). 
you are hereby informed that ElB ls acting as a surplus Jines broker for and on behalf of Prime. Certain agreements are ln place bet\.veen EIB 
and Prime that affect the types and nature of insurance offered through EIB. These agreements include Rick J. Lindsey serving as an officer of 
both EIB and Prime. You are further informed that nothing herein is meant to indicate that EiB is acting as an agent or broker on your behalf. 
All insurance decisions must be made independently by you and you are free to seek p~ofessional advice regarding such deoislons .. 
!In addition. coverage is strictly limited to those activities and operations and at those locations listed, described, and defined ir, the 
Policy/Certificate. Unless otl'erv'lise specifically stated in the Policy, the Policy· is subject to Utah law af'Jd ariy coverage disputes shal: be. 
determined only by a court in the State at Utah. Various other prm.iisior.s of this Pohcy/Certificate-res!rict and limit the cove:age provided. 
Please read the Policy/Certificate and all Endorsements carefully to determine your rights and duties and what is and is not covered. 
Claim Expenses reduce the available Umits of Uabl!ity stated on the Declarations. In the event of any Claim, the total amount of any premium 
charged shall be 100% earned and not subject to short-rate or pro rata adjustment. 
lhe Appllcant express!y undetstands, acknowledges, and agrees that {i) any and all pollcy fees are fully earned at inceptlon; accordingly, no 
refund of any policy fees will be made regardless of '.vhether the Policy is cancelled by the covered party or the l'isurer/Underwriter for any 
reasor;, Oi) the Applicant agrees to pay a service fee for any Endorsements made to the Polley after initial bi:iding unless additional premium is 
associated with such Endorsement. An additi::mal fee may be assessed if a nntlce of cancellation is processed, (iii) The lnsurer/Underw!iter 
may process checks electronically, and a S25 charge may be assessed for any check or electronic transaction returned tor insuficient funds, 
(Iv) the Applicant agrees to pay additional premium equal to 25% of t'1e total premium due for the Po!i-:.y if the Applicar:t fails to corr.ply with any 
premlum audit request made by trie lnsurer/Underwnter at ar,y time, and (v) if any portion of the premium is financed througr. Greenligtit 
Premium Finance Company, the Insurer/Underwriter may add. at any time, any additional prem1um, audit premium, endorsement feeS, 
cancellation or other fees related to prior or current coverage to the amount financed by the Applicant. 
Please check the corresponding box to accept or reject the following coverages, if accepted additional premium will apply. 
Accepted Rejected (YOU MUST MAKE A SELECTION) 
Limited Terrorism Coverage (ADDITIONAL PREMIUM required hccep!ed). 
Retroactive Coverage for renewal coverage only (SEE QUOTE - ADDITIONAL PREMIUM required If accepted). 
All other terms and conditions of this Policy/Certificate remain unchanged. 
App!icanl's Signature/Date 
Print Applicant's Name 
PAP-99,07 15MAY2D14 
EIB1·F·033 23JAN2012 
Signature of Broker/Agent of App1ican11Date 
Print Broker/Agent Name 
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1NSUJ;1ANC.I! 
B R O K E R 5 
State Of: 
8722 South Harrison St., sa:. UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 8776787342 - Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.primeis.com 
E-mail: quotes@primeis.com 
AFFIDAVIT OF ORIGINATING AGENT 
OR BROKER DUE DILIGENCE EFFORT 
City And County Of: 
Producing Agent: ____ _ 
Agency License#: 
The producing agent affirms that a diligent effort was made to place the insurance coverage in three specific admitted licensed insurers in 
this state, and that being unable to place such coverage(s), in the admitted insurance market, the required insurance coverage(s) was 
placed through the Surplus Lines market represented by a duly licensed Surplus Lines Broker in this state. 
Name of Insured: 
------------------------- ··-·----""" _____________ _ 
Type of Risk: 
The following authorized licensed lnsurer(s) were contacted by this Producer: 
1 _ Insurer: Person Contacted: 
Telephone#: Date Contacted: NAIC# 
The reason(s) for declination by the insurer: 
2. Insurer: Person Contacted: 
Telephone#: Date Contacted: NAIC # 
------------- ----------- --------· --------·-
The reason(s) for declination by the insurer: 
3. Insurer: Person Contacted: 
Telephone#: Date Contacted: NAIC# 
The reason(s) for declination by the insurer: 
The information that the Insurance was being quoted, and would be placed with a Surp!us Lines Insurer, was (or will be) made known to the 
insured prior to procuring the insurance with a non-admitted.insurer and that the insured(s) signature thereon was (or will be) obtained as 
soon as reasonably possible. 
Signed: 




EIBI-F-031 19MAR201 E-mail: -----------------------------------
--------- ------- ------ ------- ----------
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OilSUA:ldH!E 
B A O K E Ii 5 
8722 South Hi. n St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342- Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: quotes@eibdirect.com 
CLAIMS HISTORY AND 
INCIDENT DISCLOSURE HISTORY 
Coverage provided under any Policy/Certificate is contingent on the following warranty, requirements, and 
acknowledgements as evidenced by the Named lnsured's or Agent for the Named lnsured's signature. 
Have you had any prior incident, event, occurrence, claim, lawsuit, notice of loss, loss, or any incident, event, or occurrence 
that you are currently aware of that might reasonably be expected to lead to a claim, lawsuit, notice of Joss, or loss? 
(YOU MUST MAKE A SELECTION) L Yes L; No 
If you fail to disclose all prior claims you may be subject to a penalty of up to three times the premium, the Self-
Insured Retention and Deductible. 
If you answered yes above, please complete the following information ( .. PLEASE COMPLETE PAGE TWO FOR EACH 
AND EVERY CLAIM AND INCIDENT): 
Date of 











By signing this document, the undersigned Applicant or Applicant's Agent hereby warrants to the Insurer that to the 
best of the Applicant's knowledge all of the information provided herein is complete, truthful, and accurate. The 
Applicant further understands and agrees that any insurance policy or certificate issued by the Insurer may, at the 
Insurer's discretion, be rescinded and voided [null and void from the beginning] in the event that the Applicant 
provides any incomplete, false, or misleading information of any kind on this document or on any other document 
relating to this insurance. 
Applicant's/!nsured's Name: 
Applicant's/lnsured's Signature: Date: 
--------------------------
Signature of Applicant's Broker or Agent Date: 
----·------------------
Printed Name of Applicant's Broker or Agent ----------------------------------
UDA-F-004-22MAR2012 
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Information: 
--------------- ---~-- .. 
\ AppHcant Name: Qucle Nt.;mber: 
: 
I Claimants Name: I 
Sex: 
Date Claim was made or Sult Brought Daie Claim was made or Suit ___ "' .. ., 
Insurance Carrier to \/'Jhom Claim/Clrcumstance Reported: 
·······-·-·· ······- ·····--·-··· 
Claim/Incident Status: For all Paid and Reserve amour.ts, include both Indemnity and Expense dollars 
Dismissed: I Verdict 
······- ..... ___ 
Plaintiff Verdict: Total Paid: $ Paid on Your Behalf: $ 
-- -
Settlement Total Paid: $ Paid on Your Behalf: $ 
-·--
Open: 
---------,---- ----·· ---~ 
\ Settlement Demand: J semement Offer: $ I Loss Reserve: $ I L. ____________ . - ---·-·-····------- __ _J 
Detailed description of Claim/Incident: 
----- . -----
What steps have you taken to reduce the chance of !his type of claim/incident in the future? 
------------···········------·--------------------
------·-- ---- -·------------
By signing this document, the undersigned Applicant or Applicant's Agent hereby warrants to the Insurer that to the 
best of the Applicant's knowledge all of the information provided herein is complete, truthful, and accurate. The 
Applicant further understands and agrees that any insurance policy or certificate issued by the Insurer may, at the 
Insurer's discretion, be rescinded and voided (null and void from the beginning) in the event that the Applicant 
provides any incomplete, false, or misleading information of any kind on this document or on any other document 




App!icanfsflnsured's Signature: Dale: ---------------
Signature of Applicant's Broker or Agent Date; 
Printed Name of App!icant's Brcker er /.\gent 
UDA-F-004-22MAR2012 
---- ----------- --
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ATTACHMENT A-10 
Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949) 
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7 465) 
Racine Olson Nye Budge 
& Bailey, chartered 
201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391 





Attorneys for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA) 
BEFORETHEIDAHODEPARTMENTOFWATERRESOURCES 
IN THE MATTER OF THE FOURTH 
MITIGATION PLAN FILED BY IDAHO 
GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS FOR 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO 
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 & 35-
07694 IN THE NAME OF RANGEN, INC. 
Docket No. CM-MP-2014-006 
Notice of Insurance 
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA) hereby provides 
notice of its insurance policy for the Magic Springs Project, evidenced by 
the Certificate ofinsurance attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 6'h day of February, 2015. 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
Notice oflnsurance-1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on this 6'h day of February, 2015, the foregoing document 
was served on the following persons in the manner indicated. 
Signature of person maitfu.g form 
Director, Gary Spackman ~ U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Idaho Department of Water Resources D Facsimile 
PO Box 83720 D Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83 720-0098 D Hand Delivery 
DebQrah.Gibson(a)idwr.i.daho""iov ~ E-mail 
Garrick Baxter D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Idaho Department of Water Resources D Facsimile 
P.O.Box83720 D Overnight Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 D Hand Delivery 
garrickbaxter(alidwr.idaho.gQY ~ E-mail 
Robyn M. Brody D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Brody Law Office, PLLC D Facsimile 
PO Box 554 D Overnight Mail 
Rupert,Ib 83350 D Hand Delivery 
robvnbrody@hotmaiLcom ~ E-mail 
Fritz X. Haemmerle D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC D Facsimile 
POBox1800 D Overnight Mail 
Hailey, ID 83333 D Hand Delivery 
fxh(alhaemlaw.com ~ E-mail 
J. Justin May D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
May, Browning & May, PLLC D Facsimile 
1419 West Washington D Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 8 3 702 D Hand Delivery 
jmay@maybrowning.com ~ E-mail 
Notice of Insurance - 2 
Sarah Klahn 
Mitra Pemberton 
WHITE JANKOWSKI, LLP 
51116:n St., Suite 500 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
Dean Tranmer 
City of Pocatello 
PO Box4169 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
C. Thomas Arkoosh 
1 
Arkoosh Law Offices 
! POBox2900 
I Boise, ID 83 702 
i filr!h_c!LK(liJ.illi,l!.ilLhl'-llfill~Q;,Il 
I John K. Simpson 
: Travis L. Thompson 
I Paul L. Arrington 
• Barker Rosholt & Simpson 
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204 
TwinFalls,ID 83301-3029 
\V. Kent Fletcher 
Fletcher Law Office 
PO Box248 
Burley, ID 83318 
--url5C{a·1r•1•t n•·1...> lf\l .!. / ~·1 ,!~
Notice of Insurance··· 3 
D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
D Facsimile 
D Overnight Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
~ E-Mail 
D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
D F'acsimile 
D Overnight Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
~ E-Mail 
D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
D Facsimile 
D Overnight Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
~ E-Mail 
D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
D Facsimile 
D Overnight Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
~ E-Mail 
D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
D Facsimile 
D Overnight Mail 





CE1 .. iFICATE OF INSURANCE I DATE (MM/DDlYY) 02/05-/2015 
PROOUCER AND THE NAMED INSURED THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY 
Evolution Iru.::rance Brokers, Ll..C. 
AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
&722 S, Hardson St NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
Sandy, UT 84070 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
(601 i 104-5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
INSURED JNSURERA Plime Insurance Company 
North Snake Ground Water District 1NSURERB'. 
INSURER::::. 
INSURER D; 
152 E Main St 
Jerome., ID 83338 "LIM[fS SHOWN ARE THOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFECT AS OF POLICY l'ICEPTTON" 
The policies of insurance listed be!ow have been issued to the Insured named above tor the poi icy indicated. Notwithstanding any requirement, term or condition of any contract or 
other doc1.1rnent with respect to which this certificate may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies described herein is subject to all the tem1s, exclLlslons and 
conditlons of such policies. Aggregate limits shown may have been reduced by paid claims. 
TYPE OF !NSURAr..CE 
~ Commercial Llab11!!Y: 
~ Claims- Made 
[,Zj Exclude Products 
~ Exclude Completed Operations 
I-
Commercial Auto Liability 
Any Auto 
















ExcL.,de CoMpleted O;.eatons 
I~ Excess Llabmty 
lJ Claims Made 
OTHER 
POLICY EFFECTIVE POLICY EXPIRATION 
POLICY NUMBER DATE (MMJDDfYY) DATE fMMIDD."rY) LIMITS 
SC1502202 2l5/2C15 2/5/2016 
S2,000,0o:l Poilcy Aggregate 
s1.ooo.00G Contractual Lega! Liability 
··-· 
I 
OESCRJl?TJON OF OPERATIQN/LOCA T!ONSNEHJCL-1::S/EXCLUSWNS ADDEO BY ENDORSEMENT!SPECIAL PRO\IISIONS 
Coverage is lirr::t.X: to only i,s..:re::l t;.;tiv;ties or operations icle::tlfied in the Policy Contra:."'.: Serivces Water Furn;, station to supply Spring Water. Policy :s to c;:rver losses 
from Rangen Ir.c due to fuilu:e oft.he p'..:imp system and supply of spring \•late;-;cs:..1tir,g ::n '.oss cf £sh stock 
V I CERTIFICATE HOLDER i ~-JI ADDITIONAL INSURE 'i_ I LOSS PA YEE 
TI Budge SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
Ra.-:ine Olso:: h'ye Budge Bailey EXPIRATION DATE Tl-I ERE.OF, THE lSS;JING INSURER WlLL ENDEAVOR TO MAIL 10 
DAYS WR17TEN NOT!CE TO THE CERTlFlCATE HOLDER NAMED TO THE LEFT, BUT 
PO Box 13,;: FA'.UJRE TO 00 SO SHALL lMP:'.:iSE NO CBLIGA7 10t,; OR LIABILITY OF N~Y KN'.) 
Pocatelio, fD 83204 U?:JN THE !NSU~E::::;, ITS AGEtf-:"'S OR REPRESE"JTA-IVES. 
AUTHORIZED REPrueSEN"'JE ,};jg 
' ,ti l1fKi_j, 
CEk. ,FICATE OF INSURANCE I 
DATE (MMIOONY) 
I 02!05i2015 
PRODUCER At>:D THE: NAMED INSURED TlflS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY Evolutio:-, Ins:ira;ice Brokers, LLC. 
ANO CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
. CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
8722 S, Harrison St NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
Sandy, UT S40/0 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
(80]) 304-5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
lNSIJREO INSURER A:. Prime Insurance Company 
North Snake Ground Water District l\iSURER 8: 
!'iS:JRER G· 
l'iSJRERD· 
151 E Mam St '"" •. 
Jerome, ID 833)8 "LIMITS SHOWN ARE THOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFECT AS OF POLI CV INCEPTION" 
The policies of insurance listed beiow have been issued to ttie insured named above for the policy lncicated. Notwitnstanding any requirement, term or condition of any contract or 
other document with respect to which this certificate may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies described herein Is subject to all the terms, exclusions and 
conditions of such policies. Aggregate limits sr,own may have been reduced by paid claims. 
POLICY EFFECTIVE POLICY EXPIRATION 
TYPI':: OF INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER DATE (MMJDDIYY} DATE{l\1M/DD!YY) LIMITS 
~ Commer~ial Liabili!x: SC1502202 2(5/2015 21512015 
~ Claims Made $2,000,000 Policy Aggregate 
~ Exclude Products 
~ Exclude Completed Operations $1,000,000 Contractual Legal Uabillty 
Commercial Auto Liability -
My Auto 















Exe ude Corrpleten Ooe:atic"s 
[J Cv• .. •• 
i Claims Made 
OTHER 
OESCRJPTIO~ OF OPERATIOt,.!LOCA TIONSNEH1CLES!EXCLUS10NS ADDEO BY ENOORSEMENTISPECJAL PROVIS!ONS 
Covernge is !im~ted to only hsured a~tiv:jes Jt opera:ions ;den:::fied i:r, the Po:icy Contract Serivces - Warer Pu.'np stat10a :o sup;:,ly S;:,r:ng Water_ PoEcy is -:.0 cover :csses 
:fron:. Range:'.1 Ir.c due to fuilure of the pt:.rnp systerr, and supply of spring wa-:erres;Jt;ng i:::. k'Ss offish s:ock. 
IV I CERTIFICATE HOLDER t , I ADDITIONAL INSURE ILOSS PAYEE 
Magic Valley Ground WaterDisliict SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLIC!ES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
i EXPIRATION OATS 1 T~E 1SS!J'.NG INSURER WILL ENDSAVOR TO MA!L 10 
DAY3 'JVRJTTEN NOTiCETO CERTIFICATE HOLDER I\AMED TO THE LEFT, au; 
PO Box43() FAIWRE TO DO SO SHALL IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR L1ABL ... ffY OF A.NY KIND 
Paul ID 333,n 
UPO\ T;~E INSURER. fTS AGCNTS OR REPREStNTA-IVES. 
AUTHORIZED REPRESEN":JI/E ilit 
"i. 
?~1 v , .,..1, 
. 
CEL. ,FIGATE OF INSURANCE I DATE (MIWDOfYYJ 02/0512015 
PRODUCER AND THE NAMED INSURED THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY 
Evol;.ition Insurar.c.e Bro;cers, UC. 
AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
3722 Ji Bar: ison St NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
S,mdy, UT 84070 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
i80l) 304,5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
INSURED 1NSURERA Prime Insurance Company 
North Snake Ground Water District 1NSURERB 
ll\.SURER C 
:/\.SURE!'< 0-
152 E Main St . ,. 
!erumc .- TD 83338 "UMJTS SHO\\'N Alli'. THOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFECT AS OF POLTCY L>;CEPTION" 
The policies of insurance iisted below have been issued to the insured named above tort he policy indicated. Notwithstanding any requirement. term or condition Of eny contract or 
other document with respect to which this certificate may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies described herein is subject to all the terms, exclusions and 
conditions of such policiell. Aggregate limfts shown may have been reduced by paid claims. 
TYPE OF INSURANCE 
5Zj Commercial Llabilitv 
~ Claims Made 
~ Exclude Prod,1cts 
~ Exclude Completed Operations 
~ '\ Commercial Auto Llabilit!l 
Any Auto 




















POLICY EFFECTIVE POLICY EXPiRAT!ON 
f-OL!CY NUMBER: DATE (MMlDDfYY) DATE- (1\1..\i/DD!YYJ LIMITS 
SC1502202 2/5/2015 2l5i20':6 
$2.CCC,000 Policy Aggregate 
$1,000,000 Contractual Legal Liability 
····-······-· 
. 
DESCRIPTION OF 0Pf;:MT10N.'LQCATION$/Vr;HfCLCSIEXCLUSJ0N$ ADDED SY ENDORSEMEt<. T!SPECIAL PfsOVJSIONS 
Coverage is lir.::ited :o on:y im:urOC activitie~ or opera:ions 1Ce::ti:ied in the Policy Contrn;;t Se;:vces - Wa:er Pump statfcr. to supp;y Spring Wz.ter, Poli::y is to cover :osses 
frore Rar.gen lr,c. d·c:e tc fa:\ure of the pump system and supply of &prmg water resu:ting in ;oss of :'is'.; stocic 
l>": l CERTIFICATE HOLDER ! : __ I ADDITIONAL INSURE j0 !LOSS PAYEE 
South West frrigation District SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POUC1ES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. THE ISSUING INSU~ER W!1-L ENDEiWOR TO MAi1-. 10 
DAYS YVR!TTEN NOTICE TO THE CEffTlFiCATE HOLDE~ NAMED TO THE L.i:FT, BUT 
137W_ l Jth. St_ FAILURE TO DC SC Sr'ALL IMPOSE "40 OBUGAT!ON OR :...IABIL:'"'.'Y CF ANY KIND 
Burley ID 83318 !_;PON THE lN-suqER, lTS AGE-"lTS OR ~£PRESENTAT!VES 
AUTHORIZED REPRESENT1;;;t, i ·"J 
,, r!.I . 1'Jtr,.i, 

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION ) 
FOR TRANSFER NO. 79560 IN THE NAME ) 
OF NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DIST.,) 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUNDWATER DIST., ) 





On January 29, 2014, the Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("Department") issued the Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petirionfor Delivery Call; 
Curtailing Ground Water Rig hrs Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order"). 1 The Curtailment 
Order recognizes that holders of junior-priority ground water rights may avoid curtailment if they 
participate in a mi1igation plan which provides "simulated steady state, benefits of 9.1 cfs to Curren 
Turmel [sometimes referred to as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel"] or direct flow of 9.J cfs to RangerL" 
Ex. 10!8 at 42.' The Cmtailmem Order explains that mitigation provided by direct flow to 
Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year period pursuant to Rule 
40 of the CM Rules as follows: 3.4 cfs the first'year, 5.2 cfs 1t1e second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 
6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.l cfs the fifth year." ld. 3 
On August 27, 2014, the Ida.110 Ground Water Appropriators, foe. ("IGWA") filed IGWA 's 
Fourth Mitigation Plan and Request for Expedited Hearing ("Fourth Mitigation Plan") "to provide 
additional ways of satisfying the mitigation obligation imposed by the [Cmtailment Order] and 
The Curtailmeill Order was appealed in Ran2,en, Inc, v. IDWR, Twin Falls County Case No, CV ~2014-
1338. Judge Wildman issued his tvfemorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Judicial Revietv ("Decision") 
on October 24, 2014, which affirmed the Director on a number of issues, but held the Director erred by applying a 
trim line to reduce the zone of curtailment Decision at 28. The Decision has been appealed to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, Docket No. 42772-2015. 
Exhibits in the 1 OOOs referenced in 1.his order are from the administrative record in CM~MP-20] 4-006< At 
the commencement of the hearing in this matter, the parties stipulated to admission of the entire record in CM-MP-
2014-006. All other exhibits referenced herein \vere admitted at the hearing. 
3 The term ;,CM Rules" refers to Idaho's Rules for Conjunctive. Management of Swface and Ground Water 
Resources, IDAPA 37.03.11. 
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thereby prevent curtaitment of junior-priority groundwater use." 4 l 000 at 2. The Fourth 
Mitigation Plan proposed the Springs Project." Ex. I 000 at 3. Magic Springs Project 
is comprised of multiple components including approval of a to change the 
place of l\Se of a portion right no. 36-7072 from the SeaPac hatchery at Magic Springs 
to the Rangen fish hatchery on Creek. Id. at 3-4. The held a hearing for the 
Fcmrth Mitigation Plan on 8, 2014, at the Deparrment's State Ida..tio. The 
Director issued the Order JGW,4 's Fourth Mitigation Plan Mitigation Plan 
Order") on October 29, 2014. 
On September 12, 2014, North Snake Ground Water District, Valley Ground Water 
District, and Southwest District filed with the Department, counsel for IGW A, 
Application for Transfer No. 
pubfahed beginning 2, 
Right Transfer Application No. 
2014, at the Idaho Department 
offered testimony, expert 
("Application"). Ex. 4000. JSotice the Application was 
Rangen fi1e-d a l\'orlce of Protesr Ran.gen, Inc. to lVater 
(''Protest") 6 The Director held a on December 18, 
En viromnental Quality office in Idaho. The parties 
and other documents into the adm1tm:m,tnre 
On January 27, 2015, the Director issued a Notice of Taking 
Memorandum ("Notice"). ellplained that, after the llc,uai;, 
Depai_tment staff to review and technical information contained in reports subrrJ.tte.d 
l.n this matter, expert testimony offered at the hearing, a!ld data and information in possession of the 
Department. The asked staff lo prepare a memorandum the i'.pplication. 
Notice at l-2, In response to reguest, Department staff prepared and submitted a memorandum, 
a copy of which was attached to Notice7 The Director informed the that official notice 
would be taken of facts and contained in the staff memorandum and granted the parties 
t\1u0 week]. to contest or n-1a1erial officiaUy notked, at 2. On Febr:.rnry 10; 
4 
,.-fo date, JGW A has subm1Hed five plans 10 address; imposed by the 
20 I 4. the Directcn approved some credit for ;;ertain components of 
IG\V A's firs! Set: Amend;;d Order Approving in Part and in P;;PI JGWA ·s Mitigatfrm 
Plan, Order Lifting Issued 21. 2014; Amended Curtailment Order V/hiic the 
Director approved lG\¥ A's se.c,md plat! on Jur::c 20, 20]4, in t:le !GWA. Js Second 
Mttigatiun Pian; Order Lf[iing 28, 2014; Su:.ond Anumded Cunaifou:.nt Order (CM-JviP-2014-
003)1 IGWA subsequrntly withdrew the plan. On December 18, 2014, IG\VA filed JGWA 's F(fth Mitigation Pian 
and Requfst for Hearing (CM-MP~20J 4~008}< A status conferentc i.s schedule-el for fGW A's third mitigation plan 
(CM-MP-2014-005) on 1',farch 17, at the Department's state office in Boise, Idaho, 
The Fourth Mitigation Plan Orde:· was not admitted a3 an exhibit at the transfer hc0..1ing. However, that 
order is part of the Departrri::mt's adminlstnnive record and win be referenced here.in, 
6 The Protest was not admitted as rm exhl';:J.it at ;:he transfer hearing. Howe·ver, thi.: Protest is pan of the 
Department's admiuistrntive record and wHl be referenced herein. 
By mistake, the staff memorandum attached 1D the Notice did not contain Tabk l and Table 2, Counsel for 
the Departro..ent emailed Tableland Table 2 to the partles on February 9 1 20i51 the tablr..s were intended 
to be incorporated into the staff memorandum. The staff memorandum attached to this order as Attachment A 
contains Table i and Table 2, 
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2015, Rangen submitted Inc. 's Expert RepoTt in Response to Staff Memorandum ("Expe1t 
Response") and Rangen, Jne, 's Response to Staff Memorandum. 
After carefully the evidence in the administrative rec:or,J, the Director 
finds~ concludes! and orders as tol!mws: 
Fil\iuL"l"GS OF FACT 
1. Water right no. 36-7072 bears a priority date of September 5, 1969, and authorizes 
the diversion of 148.2 cfs of water from Thousand Springs for fish propagation purposes. Ex. 1001 
at 21-22.8 "[A]ll water dive1ted under water right no. 36-7072 flows from SeaPac fish hatchery 
to the Snake River over a iess than one mile." Ex. 4002 at 5. 
2. The AJ:,pl!,cat1on prc,po,ses to change the place of use of 10 water right no. 36-
7072 from the SeaPac fish at Magic Springs to the Rangen hatchery located in the 
SWNE and SENE of and die S\VNW Rl4E and to 
reflect "Fish PropagatiorJMitig" as a nature of use. Ex. 4000 at 
propose any change the pcint diversion for water right no. _,o- a11 ,,. 
3- IGWA if the Application is approved, lo IO of water rigb! no. 
36-7072 "will be delivered Magic Springs to the Rangen hatchery engineering details 
submiited in the Fomth Mitigation P!.an, CM-MP-2014-006." Ex. 4002 al 4. These engineering 
details were admitted as Exhibit 1009 in CM-MP-2014-006 and were described in detail, along 
with conditions of approval, in the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order. In "spring water discharged 
from the [Eastern Soalce Plain Aquifer] at Magic Springs [will] be pumped via buried pipeline 
approx.i1nate-ly 25 tnHes to place of use near the head of t, Ex, 4000 at 
14. 
4. Water to pursuant to the proposed wiH discharged !nw 
Billingsley Creek leavm<'the Rangen hatchery. at 4002 al 5; Tr. at p. 11. 
5, Expert repcrts and testimony presented at the discuss potential 
impacrs resulting from of water conveyed through Billingsley Creek pursuant to the 
proposed transfer, and from consumptive use by irrigators who divert Billingsley Creek. 
6. !GW A's expert reports estimate that, if 10 cfs of water from Magic Springs is 
conveyed to the Snake River via Billingsley Creek, approximately 0.039 will be lost to 
evaporation prior to reaching the Snake River. Ex. 4002 at 11; Ex. 4003 at 15. Rangen's expert 
report criticizes the assumptions used by IGWA's expert in calculating evaporation from 
Billingsley Creek, but "[tJhe magnitude of additional evaporation is small and will 
be small, however it is calculated." Ex. 5019 at 7. 
Sea.Pac a!so ovm-s wnter no. 36~8356 for fish propagation at Magic 'Nhich authorizes the 
d?version of 45 cfs from with n priority date of f>hay 9, 1988. Rights 36-7072 and 36-8356 combir;ed shaH 
not exceed a total diversion rate cf 148.2 cfs. 
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7. Neither IGW A nor Rangen attempted to quantify the percentage of the 10 cfs lost to 
consumptive use by water users once water leaves the Rangen facility. Frank Erwin, Watermaster 
for Water District 36A, testified regarding the complexity of water distribuiion in Water District 
36A and explained that, given the complexity along with insufficient measuring devices and 
gauging stations and the possibility of diversions by downstream irrigators, it would "be a very 
difficult task to actually track that water." Tr p. 21-35. 
8. IGWA's expert acknowledged that "[w]ater delivered to the Rangen facility 
pursuant to the Application could, after leaving the Rangen facility, be consumptively used by other 
Billingsley Creek water users or evaporate from Billingsley Creek!' Ex. 4002 at 5. IGWA's expert 
explained that, "[i]f this occurred at a time when minimum stream flows at the Murphy Gage are 
violated, it could contribute to enforcement of the Swan Falls Agreement, which may include 
curtailment of other water rights." Ex. 4002 at 5. However, IGW A's expert concluded that "the 
transfer does not present risk to the minimum flows called for in the Swan Falls agreement" 
because "ongoing !GW A mitigation activities substaniially exceed the potential consumption of 
water added to Billingsley Creek from the Magic Springs transfer." Ex. 4003 at 14. IGW A's 
expert also concluded "it would be reasonable to include in the approval of the Application a 
condition that requires mitigation be provided sufficient to offset depletion of water right 36-7072 
in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls minimums." Id. at 5. 
9. IGW A's expe1t compiled results from ESP AM2. l model runs perfo!TI!ed by the 
Department in support of the order approving IGWA's first mitigation plan. Ex. 4003 at B-17. 
Those model runs simulated aquifer enhancement activities (conversions, volunta.')' "dry-ups" 
through the ConseIVation ReseIVe Enhanced Program ("CREP"), voluntary cuttailment, and 
recharge) performed by IGWA and Southwest Irrigaiion District between 2005 and 2013, with the 
assumption that 2013 conversions, CREP, and voluntary curtailment were continued in future 
years. Ex. J.020 at 8. IGW A's expe1t presented the total model-predicted benefit of the mitigation 
accruing to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill. Ex. 4003 at 17. 
IGWA's expert reported an average benefit of 48.6 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015, and an 
average benefit of58.l cfs between April 2018 and March 2019. Id. 
l 0. The Department also compiled results of the ESP Alv12. l model runs of !GW A and 
Southwest Irrigation District's aquifer enhancement activities. See Attachment A at 2. The 
Depmtment's results m·e slightly different from those reported by IGWA's expert in Ex. 4003 at 17. 
See Attachment A at 2. The Department's analysis concludes tbe average model-predicted benefit 
to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly m1d King Hill is 48.5 cfs between April 
2014 and Mm·ch 2015, and 67.5 cfs at steady state. Id. at 3, These values are projections based on 
continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancement activities by IGWA and Southwest Irrigation District. 
Id. 
1 L On December 3, 2014, the Fifth Judicial District Court, in and for the County of 
Twin Falls, issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial Review 
("Memorandum Decision") in CV-2014-2446. The comt held t.he Department ca,,not recognize 
mitigation credit for future aquifer enhancement activities without sufficient contingency provisions 
to protect the senior water user in the event the assumed future aquifer enhancement activities do 
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no! occur. Memorandum at 6-10. Because of this dedsion, !he memorandum prepared by 
staff also evaluated the aquifer enhancement activities of IGW A and Southwest Irrifation District 
without assuming a continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancemellt 2014. Specifically, 
the Department performed "an I simulation of 2005 through aquifer enhancement 
acrivities ... to determine the benefit provided by documented activities" assuming 
no such activities occurred in and future years . . Attac!unt:Jit 11 at 4. sln1L1]ation detennined 
"[t]he model-predicted benefit to tributary to the Snake River Kimberly and King 
Hill is 40.6 cfs between April and March 2015." Id. 
12. Neither IGWA's nor Rangen's experts attempted to quantify the portion of the 
model-predicted benefit from IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District's aquifer enhancement 
acdvities that wcmld actually the Snak:e- River. In contrast) the analyzed data and 
infmmation in possession of Department to evaluate whether at 10 cfs of the model-
predicte<l benefits IGW A Southwest Irrigation Disi.rict's past enhancement 
activities would reach the 
13. 
discharge to the Snake 
general head boundaries 
assumed to be unavailable to 
ncH: 1'-lvu .. l is subsurface 
\Valer users. 
Atradunenr A. at 3, The n,,.n,1rt:rne,m' rnodeied simulation of docun1ented past aquifer enhan.cen1cnt 
activities ttuough 20 ! 3 predicts an mr:re,cise in base-flo\:v between AprH and r~,1arch 2015 af 2A 
cfs. Jd. at Table 2. 
14. "Increases in discharge have the potential to be intercepted by surface water 
u&ers before discharging to River. If the increase spring is diverted for a 
consun1ptive use, such a3 ody a portion of the increase in wm reach the Snake 
River," l1ttachme;u .4 at 3, the fifty spring reaches ESPA~\12.1 lndude 
springs diverted for ld, Some spring ceib \Vlthom use are predicted by 
ESPAf...12.1 to benefit from lITw A and Southwest past aquifer 
enhancemeni "[t]he Box Canyon reach two model cells without 
spring diversions for use." ld. "Tire W ashbowi and Corral spring celis 
also do not contain springs diverted for Irrigation use,).) 
15, HThe average model-predicted benefit [of documented past aquifer enhancement 
activities] to the Box Canym1 the Devil's Washbowl and Devil's Corral spring cells, and the 
baseflow represented by general head boundaries isl Ll cfs between 2014 and March 2015." 
Attachment A al 4, rn "Additional waler is also expected to accrue to the Snake River from increases 
in spring discharge at spring wilh irrigation use, but cannot be quantified without a detailed 
analysis of irrigation demand water availability at each spring source." Id. at 3. The portion of 
the average model-predicted benefit of documented past aquifer enhancement aciivi!ies that can be 
' Documentation of 2014 lG\VA an(i Southwest irrigati.on District 
as of the date oftl1is order. Attacimu.:nt A at 4. 
e11Jmncernem activities is not available 
rn Tne Department also a stcady~stare anaiysis assuming the continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancement 
activities< This re$.Uh; in a mod-el-predicted increase of 18,3 cfs at steady .state, A:rachmem A a: .1 
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expected to reach the Snake 
40.6 cfs. Id. at 4. 
between April 2014 and March 2015 is between 11.l cfs and 
16. Even without estimated benefits from 2014 and activities, the 
benefits of !G'w A and Southwest Irrigation District's past aquifer enhancemem activities to the 
Snake River between Kimberly Hill are pre<licted to exceed potential impact of the 
proposed transfer on flow in the Snake River between April 2014 2015. Id. at 4-5. 
222. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
J. rranstet applications: 
The director of depmtmem of water resources shall ,,,,,mi:mi;; the evidence 
and available and shall approve the change or part, or 
upon conditions, nnav:«1ert no other water rights are m.1ure:d thereby, the change 
does not in use of the ori:;,i:nai 
consistent the of water resources w ,,.rn.u 
in the local public in section 42-202B, 
wiH not adve.rsely 
the change 
are-a within 
which the source of water ;:;roposed use originates, io the case where 1he 
plac:e of use is tbe watershed or local area the source of water 
criginates1 and the new use is a benefidaI use, which in the case of a municipal 
provider shall be if the water right is necessary to serve reasonably 
anticipated future as provided in this chapter. 
2. The appJicant burden of proof for the, tac1:orn in Sectio:1 42~ 
'.t "[olthcr water rights will be " Prores/ at 
2. Rangen's expert asserts ali]f a decrease in Snake River flow in a violation of the 
3900 or 5600 cfs minimum at Murphy as outlined in frte Swan Trust Water agreement, 
then .Jther iffigation w-ater holders in the iv1agic Springs/Murphy reach could be 
negatively impacted." 5()15 at 
4. While the only evidence regarding injury is speculative a potential for 
injury to water users that may curtailed in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls minimurn.s, 
as noted above, IGW A's expert concluded "it would be reasonable to include in the approval of the 
l>.pplication a condition ihat mitigation be ;:,rovided sufficient to depletion of water 
right 36-7072 in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls m.inimums." 4003 at 5. 
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5. The Department's analysis demonstrates that benefits of IGW A and Southwest 
Irrigation District's past aquifer enhancement activities to the Snake River between Kimberly and 
King Hill are predicted to exceed 10 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015. Attachment A at 4-
5.u 
6. As a condit.ion of approval, IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District will be reguired 
to continue into the future aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset 10 cfs of depletion of 
How in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill. Prior to each irrigation season, IGW A 
must submit documentation of aquifer enhancement activities from the previous year to establish 
that sufficient mitigation will be provided in the upcoming season. 
Enlargement in Use of the Original Right 
7. Rangen argues the proposed transfer "constitutes<' an enlargement in use of the 
original right, in violation of the criteria ofidaho Code§ 42-222. Protest at 2. Rangen's expert 
asserts 1he proposed transfer results in an enlargement of water right no. 36-7072 because the 
application included mitigation in addition to fish propagation as a nature of use, Ex. 5015 at 5, 
Rangen's expert also notes that water right no. 36-7072 authorizes the non-consumptive use of fish 
propagation and asserts that, because downstream irrigators wiil divert any additional How added to 
Billingsley Creek from Magic Springs, the transfer "will result in expansion of historical 
consumptive use from water right no. 36-7072." Ex. 5015 al 5. IGWA's expert asserts the 
proposed transfer will not result in an enlargement because "[e]nlargemenl is determined by the use 
made by the appropriator and not what becomes of discharged water after beneficial use is 
complete." Ex. 4003 at 5. 
8, The Director concludes IGW A has sufficiently demonstrated that approval of the 
proposed transfer will not result in enlargement of water right no. 36-7072. Water right no. 36-
7072 authorizes the diversion of water for fish propagation purposes. Ex. 100] at 21-22. The 
application proposes to change the nature of use of water right no. 36-7072 to "Fish 
Propagation/Mitig!' Ex. 4000 at 3. Because the reason for the proposed transfer is to mitigate 
material injury to Rangen, the nature of use will be described in the transfer documents as 
"Mitigatiou." This proposed change in nature of use does not alter that water right no. 36, 7072 will 
be used for non-consumptive fish propagation purposes, hut only reflects that water delivered to 
Rangen pursuant to the transfer will help satisfy mitigation obligations imposed hy the Curtailment 
Order. The proposal to change the nature of use of water right no. 36-7072 from "Fish 
Propagation" to "Mitigation" does not constitute an "enlargement in use of the original right" as 
prohibited by Idaho Code§ 42-222. Rangen's argument regarding expansion of historical 
consumptive use is mooted by the condition of approval reguiring IGW A and Southwest Irrigation 
11 Rangen argues that, as part of this trar:1sfer proceeding, IGWA must mitigate for all the impacts of ground 
water pumping junior to July 13, 1962, on flow in the Snake River. See Expert Response at 6-8. The impact at issue 
in this transfer proceeding is the impact on flow in the Snake River resulting from the transfer of 10 cfs of water from 
Magic Springs to Rangen, not the impacts of all ground water pumpi.ng junior to July 13, I 962, on flow in the Snake 
River. Rangen also appears to assert the proposed transfer will have some negative impact on non~consumptive 
water rights at Box Canyon and Devil's ConaL See id. at 9. But the proposed transfer will have no depletive impact 
on flow available for those water rights, Instead, the Box Canyon reach and Devil's Corral spring ceH benefit 
significantly from the aquifer enhancement activities of IG\VA and Southwest Irrigallon District 
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District to provide ongoing mitigation through aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset 10 
cfs of depletion of flow in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill.12 
Conservation of Water Resources 
9. Ran gen asserts "[t ]he transfer is not consistent with the conservation of water 
resources within the state, in violation of the criteria of !.C. § 42-222." Protest at 2. Rangen 
provided no evidence to support this blanket assertion. 
10. IGWA's expert report and testimony assert the proposed transfer is consistent witb 
the conservation of water resources within Idaho because water right no. 36-7072 is currently used 
for the beneficial use of fish propagalion in the state and will continue to be used for fish 
propagation within Idaho and not wasted if the transfer is approved. Ex. 4002 at 6; Tr. p. 79-80. 
The Director agrees. The proposed transfer is consistent with the conservation of water resources 
within the state of Idaho. 
Local Public Interest 
11. Local public interest is defined as "the interests that the people in the area directly 
affected by a proposed water use have in the effects of such use on the public water resource." 
Idaho Code§ 42-202B(3). 
12. Rangen asserts "[t]he transfer is not in the iocal public interest as deffaed in section 
42-202B, Idaho Code, in violation of the criteria of I.C. § 42-222!' Protest at 2. Rangen also 
asserts "[t]he transfer will be detrimental to fish and wildlife, fish rearing and spawning habitat, fish 
passage, wate1fov,;l habitat, and aesthetic beauty and therefore is not in the best interest of the 
general public of the state of Idaho." Prorest at 2. Rangen offered no evidence to support these 
assertions. 
13. !GWA's expert argued the proposed transfer is in the local public interest because 
"Rangen will benefit from a significant increase in water available for fish production ... and ... 
[a]dditional flow in Billingsley Creek is expected to improve conditions for fish and wildlife." Ex. 
4002 at 6. IGW A's expert also argued the proposed transfer is in the local public interest because 
"[improved] economic conditions at Rangen and increased flows in Billingsley Creek will benefit 
the people in the Hagerman area!' ld. IGW A's expert testified that "the mitigatiofl aspect of this to 
12 Rangen's expert also argues "[t]he proposed use of 'Nater right 37-7072 in the manner proposed in Transfer 
79560 wiH result in additional consumptive use under this water right and is therefore in violation of the [Eastern 
Snake River Plain] moratorium!' Ex. 5019 at 6. 29. However, 1he referenced moratorium clearly states that it does 
not apply to the transfer of existing water rights. Ex< 5007 at 5. Even if the moratorium did apply to the Application, 
the moratorium provides that the Director may approve relevant applications proposing consumptive use of water if 
"[t]he Dire.ctor determines that the development and use of the water pursuant to an application wii! have no effect 
on prior surface and ground water rights because of ... mitigation provided by the applicant to offset injury to other 
rights." Id. at 4-5. Because as a condition of approval IG''.\f A. and Southwest Irrigation District musi. provide 
ongoing mitigation sufficient to offset 10 cfs of depletion of Snake River flow between Kimberly and King Hilt, the 
referenced moratorium would not be violated, 
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allow the groundwater pumpers to continue their beneficial nses of water is very much in the local 
public .interest to keep the economy of the area more intact" p, 80, 
14. The proposed transfer will help provide mitigation water to Range11 as required by 
the Curtailment Order and will contribute additional flow to Billingsley IGWA a.."ld 
Southwest Inigation District will be required to provide mitigation to offset depletion of 
Snake River flows due to the Application. There is no evidence in the record to support Rangeri's 
contention that the proposed will be detrimental to fish wildlife. fish rearing and 
spawning habitat, fish wate1fowl habitat, and aesthetic beauty. is no evidence 
establishing thal people in area directly affected by the pmposod transfer will suffer any 
negative impacts. The proposed is the local public interest. 
l 5. Ran gen does not argue that the proposed "will 
economy" in violation of § or assert that 
be11etic1rJ uses. 
affect the locai 
mitigation are not 
16. IGW A's the proposed transfer will not the local 
econon1y becau&e irn;tead wrn have significant !:Jeoei1tc 
Additional water provided to allows the facility to improve output. In 
addition, the proposed transfer provides mitigation needed to prevent the curtailment of ground 
water rights," Ex. 4002 at 7, Director agrees. The proposed will not adversely affect 
the local economy and fish and mitigation are estabiished uses of water in 
Idaho in accordance with set fmth in Idaho Code§ 42·222. 
17, lGW A burden of proof for the review of 
§ 42 .. 222. The proposed trn,ost,cr wiH not result in injury to other water 
use of the original right, is with L'ie conservation 
Idaho. is in the local public as defined ir, Idaho Code§ ..," .. "'''"'''· 
affect the local economy. 
ORDER 
in Idaho Code 
or fill enlargement in 
the state of 
will :iot adversely 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Application for Transfer No, 79560 in the name of North 
Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Grollnd Water District, and Southwest Irrigation 
District is APPROVED. 
IT IS FURTHER that, as a condition of approval, IGW A and Southwest 
Irrigation District will continue into the future, aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset 10 
of depletion of flow in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hilt Prior to the start of 
each irrigation season, IGWA must provide documentation of aquifer enhancement activities from 
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the previous year to establish that sufficient mitigation will be provided in the upcoming season. If 
sufficient mitigation is not provided, the transfer wii! be void. 
Febrnary 2015. 
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, ( 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /iJ r£t day of February 2015, true and correct copies of 
the document described below was served on the parties by placing a copy of the same with the 
United States Postal Service, postage prepaid and properly addressed to the following: 
Document Served: Final Order Approving Application for Transfer and Explanatory 
Information to Accompany a Final Order 
Randall C. Budge 
TJ.Budge 
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey 
PO Box 1391 
Pocatello ID 83204-1391 
rcb (¢·racinelaw .net 
t_ib@racinefaw.net 
Fritz Haemmerie 
Haemmerle & Haemmerle 
PO Box 1800 
Hailey ID 83333 
fxh@h_aemlaw_,_corri_ 
J. Justin May 
May Browning & May 
1418 W. Washington 
Boise ID 83702 
Jm.qy Gr 1nal2_rownir) ~-_conJ 
Robyn Brody 
Brody Law Office 
P.O.Box 554 
Rupert, ID 83350 
robj,nbrod_y@hotmaiLco111 
Deborah Gibson 
Admin. Assistant for the Director 
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State tlf Idaho 
Deparim,mt of Water Resources 
322 E Front S!~ee!, P.O. Box 837:W, Boise, Mallo 83720-0098 
!:'!Jone: (20§) 287-MJO(l F~.x: (208) 187-6700 
Date: January 27, 2!H 5 
'fo: Gary Spackman, P.E.) Director 
From: JenniferSukO\-\\ P.E,, P.G.1 Hydrology Section 
Subjett: Technical review of expert witness reports and testimony in the matter of 
application for transfer no, 79560 (proposed M:agic Springs to Ran.gen 
pipeline) 
This memorandum was prepared ln response to your r:equest for- a technka,I review of 
expert ,vitness reports and testirnony from Sophia Sigstedt and Charles E< Brock\.vay in 
the matter of e,ppiica.tion for transfer no. 79560 in the name of North Snake Groundv,1ater 
Distrfict1 Magic VaHey Groundwater District, and South;vest Irrigadon District lVIs. 
Sl.gstedt testified on behalf of the applicants. De Brockw.ay testified on behalf of 
protestant1 Rangen, Inc. f\1.y review focused spedficaHy on potential impacts to flow in 
the Snake River frcrn changing the place of use for fish propagation frorn the 
rvbgic Hatchery to the Rangeri tfa.tchery; aod proposed miti.gation of such 
impacts. The TViagic Sprlngs H.atchery discharges directly into the Snake while the 
Rangen Hatchery discharges into Bilnngsky Creek, a to the Snake River, 
Expert \Vltness and testlrnony discuss potentiai 1mpacts resulting from evaporation 
of water conveyed through Billingsley Creek, and from consumptive use by irri~a1to1:s 
''IVho divert from Bi!iingsley Creek. 
Ms. Sigstedt estimated if l O cfs of water from 1',fagic Springs is conveyed to the Snake 
River via Billingsley Creek, approximately 0,039 cfs would be lost to evaporation prior 
to reaching the Snake River. Ms, Sigstedt also compHed results from ESPA.M2.J model 
runs performed by the Idaho Department of Water Resources (lDWR) in support of the 
order approving the groundwater user's first mitigation plan. The model runs simulated 
aquifer enhancement activities (conversions, CREP~ voluntary c.miai!ment1 and recharge} 
perfom1ed by the ldaho Groundwater Water Appropriators, lnc. (JGW A) and Souti'lwest 
Irrigation District (S\VID) bettveen 2005 and 20 l 31 with the assumption that 20 "l 3 
conversions1 CREP, and ·voluntary cwiailment \Vere continued in future years. tvis. 
presented the total model~predicted of the 
tributary to the Sr.akc between Kimberly and King 
accruing to springs 
Ms, Slgstedt reported an 
wverege benefit of 48.6 cfs between 2014 and March 2015, and an average 
of 58.1 efs betv,een April 2018 and March 2019, and noted that greatly 
exceed estimate ln Biiiings!ey Creek. 
Dr. Brock\vay cncrc1.r.,,, the assurnptions used by Ms. Sigstedt in 
from Billingsley but acknowledges the rnagnitude additicnai 
evaporation 
evt,poration ln 
Bi!lingsiey Creek 1,viH be smaH however it is calculated, Dr. Brockway argues that: if ::in 
additional IO cfs is fro;n the Rangen into Cree~ the 
water wm be diverted both consumptive 
non~consurnptivc uses 1 further ruc,ucmg the pcimc•n of the l 0 
Srueke River, 
which wili the 
it does not appear that wdne,ss """'"Y'·""' to quinttfy the pei·centage of the 
10 Because of 
\\'bat perc.i::ntn.ge the IO cfs \ViH reach the irrigation season if 
divers.icri: and cons,,m.p!11 
to t:1-~ Snake and the 
to the Snake River wiH be less than 10 :::fs. />;, very cnir,ce:r\i:'''"'e appro,,c~, \Vould 
l~ to assume a A_ 
nssume a re.;1sonab!e value for of the delivery and irrigation 
tbe of 1 model runs of the 1GVV A P-.nd SWfD aqu~f;e; 
!v1y results. a::'<: but sHght!y rrom l\1s. 
Table 3 from her December appear to be in 
her compHation the results fm head boundaries Class C springs. Ms. 
Sigstedrs Table 3 reports a constant va!ue of3.49 cfs forthe general head for 
aH years. This value should vary with tir,1e, analysis indicate::. velt-le varies 
from 2.91 cfs ·r:; Year l to 3A3 cfs in Year 5. Jt appears h4s, calculated the 
modct .. predicted average value for the between /'\.prH 2019 and fvfarch 2020 
applied this value to the previous five yeBss tn her 3, 1 was not at) ie to 
determine how Ms, Sigstedt arrived at the values reported ~n Table 3 for the ''~"~''' to 
Given that the values a;;;;: 
appears she may have used model results 
resuits from the 2014-2019 limeframc, 
1nc:orrect group ce!ls. 
2 
in Year 3 than in Years 4 and 5~ it 
2005~2013 rsther than 
in e-0mbin.at!on \Vith summing an 
Dr, Brockway Ms. Sigsted! including the of SWlD 
enhancement activities in her analysis. Because SW!D is one of the transfer 
seems appropriate. My analysis m,:m(Jes the 
acti.vities and indicates the modei-predfo!ed bemefit to springs 
,rn,u,ary to the Snake River be1;;;een Kimberly and King Hill is 4B.5 between 
2014 and l\1arch 2015,, and 67.5 cfs at stl;!ady state 1). These values are 
projections en continuation ?\quifer activities ro·.;v A and 
S\¥E)~ and are expected to after each annual of iGW/'\ and SV\IID 
mitigation ,r,:v:fo,, 
Baseflow general head hrnmrlar,e, is subsurface discharge to the 
River an.d can be as;:un;e<! to be to surface w.a1er users, Baseflow comrlri,;es 
only 2.9 bet,,veen 
!ncreas.es in 
t4 and 
Iviarch 20151 and only 3.9 discharge 
ha,1e the to be by surfocx water us:c:rs before discha;;glng to the 
Snak0 lf the nc.t·ea•;a in sprir.g ischm·µe is diverted for 11 ern1suimJJt111e use, such 
as irdgaHon: a 1'.lO!rtlO,n of the ln,:re:1se rn discharge vvrn reach the Snake 
B21sed on IDWR water rlght sh,ao(:fites. rnany of the 50 sprlng reaches re,:ire,,en,ed 
;?SPA?v:2, l 
z:ciis tho:it do nvt contzJn sp1·m1,s diverted fur irri2s1ticm use. 
the JG\VA and 
ES?AM2, l .to i:Je'ne!lt 
enhancernent activities. 
C2mJ1m reach consist; ::-,f l.\VO model ceHs wHho:H. div,~rsions for 
The Devil's Waibbowl and DeviPs. Corral spr1ng cdh; also do not springs 
irrigation use. lbe sum modei~predk:ted to the Box Canyon 
the Devil's and DeviPs Corral spring and the 
represented by head boundai'ies h; 13,5 between AprB 2014 ;utd March 51 and 
! lU cfs a! state (Table l ), and exceeds the potential impact of cfs 
the proposed Additional water ls also exp~cted to accrue to the 
River fro,r: increases in discharge at spring eel!s with irrigation use, but cannot be 
\Vithout a 8nalysts demand water availability at each 
spring source. if co11tinued at locations and vo!umeS similar lo 2013 the 
benefits 
and 
trarcsfer en flow l:1 
aquifor enhancement activities to the 
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Figure L ESPAM2.l sprlng cells and irrigation points of diversion. 
Because documentation of 2014 !GW A and SWID aquifer enhancement activities was 
not available as of the date of this memorandum, an ESPAM2.1 simulation of 2005 
through 2013 aquifer enhancement activities was performed to determine the minimum 
benefit provided by documented past activities. The model. simulation assumes no 
aquifer enhancement activities occurred in 2014 and future years'. The average 
model-predicted benefit to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and 
King Hill is 40.6 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015 (Table 2). The average model-
predicted benefit to the Box Canyon reach, the Devil's Washbowl and Devil's Corra! 
spring cells, and the baseflow represented by general head boundaries is 11.l cfs between 
April 2014 and March 2015 (Table 2). Even without including estimated benefits from 
2014 activities that have not yet been fully documented, rhe benefits of past IOWA and 
• Model mes for the simulation of2005-20 l3 aquifer enhancement activities with no future: activities are 
contained on the CO accompanying this memorandum. 
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and King 
H m are predicted to exceed the potential impact of the proposed trans for on flow in t.'1e 
Snake River in the tem1, Because the benefits of 
activitir;s long term mitigafon of the 
transfer wm be dependent on aquifer enhancement""·'"'"'"" 
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EXPLANATORY INFOR1VIATION TO ACCOMPANY A 
FINAL ORDER 
(Required by Rule of Procedure 740.02) 
The accompanying order is a "Final Order" issued bv the department pursuant to section 
67-5246 or 67-5247, Idaho Code. 
Section 67-5246 provides as follows: 
(J) If the presiding officer is the agency head, the presiding officer shall issue a final 
order. 
(2) If the presiding officer issued a recommended order. the agency head shall issue a 
final order following review of that recommended order. 
(3) If the presiding officer issued a preliminary order, that order becomes a final 
order unless it is reviewed as required in section 67-5245, Idaho Code. If the preliminary order 
is reviewed, the agency head shall issue a final order. 
( 4) Cnless otherwise provided by statute or rule, any party may file a petition for 
reconsideration of any order issued by the agency head within fourteen (14) days of the service 
date of that order. The agency head shall issue a written order disposing of the petition. The 
petition is deemed denied if the agency head does not dispose of it within twenty-one (21) days 
after the filing of the petition. 
(5) Cnless a different date is stated in a final order, the order is effective fourteen (14) 
days after its service date if a party has not filed a petition for reconsideration. If a party has 
filed a petition for reconsideration with the agency head, the final order becomes effective when: 
(a) The petition for reconsideration is disposed of; or 
(bJ The petition is deemed denied because the agency head did not dispose of 
the petition within twenty-one (21) days. 
(6) A party may not be required to comply with a final order unless the party has 
been served with or has actual knowledge of the order. If the order is mailed to the last known 
address of a party, the service is deemed to be sufficient. 
(7) A non-party shall not be required to comply with a final order unless the agency 
has made the order available for public inspection or the nonparty has actual knowledge of the 
order. 
(8) The provisions of this section do not preclude an agency from taking immediate 
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action to protect the public interest in accordance with the provisions of section 67-5247, Idaho 
Code. 
PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of a final order within fourteen (14) 
days of the service date of this order as shown on the certificate of service. Note: the petition 
must be received by the Department within this fourteen (14) day period. The department 
will act on a petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the 
petition will be considered denied by operation oflaw. See section 67-5246(4) Idaho Code. 
APPEAL OF FINAL ORDER TO DISTRICT COURT 
Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by a final 
order or orders previously issued in a matter before the department may appeal the final order 
and all previously issued orders in the matter to district court by filing a petition in the district 
court of the county in which: 
1. A hearing was held, 
11. The final agency action was taken, 
m. The party seeking review of the order resides, or 
iv. The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is 
located. 
The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days: a) of the service date of the final 
order, b) the service date of an order denying petition for reconsideration, or c) the failure within 
twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration. whichever is later. See 
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not in itself stay the 
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal. 
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·· .. A.TTAQHMENT A-12 
White, Kimi 
Subject: FW: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline 
From: Baxter, Garrick 
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2015 9:28 PM 
To: Robyn Brody 
Cc: Tessa Sparrow; Justin May; Randy Budge; fxh,whaerrdc:w.corn; Blades, Emmi; TJ Budge 
Subject: RE: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline 
Robyn, 
Tim Luke provided me the following chart with updated measurement information: 
Date . Time .. Jnstanta.neous ; :_ Jri~fra·ntari~9i1s· -- _.-_ Tota-hzed - -. .Entity Reporting 
. · . 
.· 
Comments·· 
' ·· .. Flow Rote (gpm). flow Rate ( cfs) / .·· (~::~~;) .. . <·-Meas_UretTlen't- ---. . .. . . . ----- ·- ._---· . . -· .. -. . . .. . .. ·· · ... .. ·· . . · . . 
2/6/2015 16:58 3511.3 7.82 12,545,173 SPF/IGWA Start of flow being delivered t< 
2/9/2015 11:25 3515 7.83 26,464,663 WD130/IDWR 
2/19/2015 14:00 3518.8 7.84 77,581,028 SPF/IGWA 
2/27/2015 13:05 3530 7.86 117,103,182 WD130/IDWR 
3/4/2015 10:20 3507.5 7.81 141,807,034 SPF/IGWA 
3/11/2015 11:43 3507.2 7.81 177,275,120 SPF/IGWA 
Tirn also provided the following email regarding flow measurements: 
From: Peter Cooper [mailto:PCc,QJ1e[@sptwater.com) 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:38 PM 
To: Luke, Tim 
Cc: Venter, Cindy; 
Subject: Rangen Flow Measurement 
Tim-
Bob Hardgrove 
WD130/!DWR calibration mea 
cfs 
SPF meas 7.78 cfs on 16" pipe 
discharge at Bridge diversion 
Bob and I were down at Magic Springs yesterday. At our IDWR meeting last week, Chuck requested that we 
measure lengths of the 16" pipe that discharges to Rangen's bridge diversion box. We took some 
measurements yesterday and I've attached a pdf showing what we found out. Like we discussed at the meeting, 
this portion was field fit and so it is difficult to tell the exact length of the pipe coming up at a 45 degree angle 
because most of it is underground, but it is roughly 5' in length, with approximately 2' sticking out of the 
ground. I was focused on the angled pipe in the field, and did not think about getting a length on the horizontal 
pipe until this morning. Looking at our survey data, the horizontal portion is approximately 12' long from the 
elbow to the beginning of the discharge opening. 
While we were there, we took a flow measurement on the 16" pipe with our GE Panametrics ultrasonic flow 
meter. We found that we were able to take a decent measurement on the horizontal pipe. We stayed on the 
upstream portion of the straight pipe (approx. 2.5' downstream of the elbow) to help ensure the pipe was full 
and did not try measuring further downstream. Here is a screenshot of the flow meter screen showing a flow 
rate of 3,492 gpm. The flow rate at the Magic Springs flow meter was 3,515 gpm an hour or so before taking the 
1 
reading at Rangen. As Chucks·, .:! in our call, the piping configuration is n, ,eal far obtaining a 100% 
accurate measurement, i.e. the upstream bend, pipe potentially not 100% full, etc. Even with these potential 
inaccuracies, this should help validate the water that is being pumped from Magic Springs is making it to 
Rangen. Note to Cindy: They promise to get the flow meter parameters changed this Friday. 
Please let me know if you have any further questions. 
Thanks-
Peter Cooper, P.E. I Project En,,in,eer 
SPt: VJ2t2r Engineering, LLC 
300 E. f,;l3Hard D:-:ve-, SL!te 35C i Boise, lD 237C:5 
p. 208.?83J-EL:, L 2'.}8-333.4156 c.. 2)8.92L 7';99 
e, _ _Q__;:;Q;:2_~\3spf'cvc.tecxuroi i \JI!. ~YWW..,?.12f1V·eat0r&,>m 
Let me know if you have questions. 
Thanks, 
Garrick 
From: Baxter, Garrick 
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2015 9:00 AM 
2 
To: 'TJ Budge'; Robyn Brody 
Cc: Tessa Sparrow; Justin May; Randy Budge; )Xl1:@Jlfil~ill':i~'ffi 
Subject: RE: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline 
Roby~. 
I forwarded your request to Cindy. Here is what she said: 
I have checked the flow twice. Both times it was 7.8 cfs. 
ls tf'lis sufficient or- would you like me to ask C!ndy Jf the;e is written documentation related to her visit? 
Garrick 
From: TJ Budge 
Sent: Tuesday, March 03, 2015 5: 10 PM 
To: Robyn Brody 
Cc: Baxter, Garrick; Tessa Sparrow; Justin May; Randy Budge; fxh@'haemlaw.com 
Subject: Re: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline 
Robyn, 
It's set at 7.81 cfs per Judge Wildman order granting stay. Garrick can confirm. 
TJ 
On Mar 3, 2015 4:41 PM, Robyn Brody <robvnhrodv@hotmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Garrick, 




Robyn M. Brody 
Brody law Office, PLLC 
PO Box 554 
614 Fremont 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Telephone: (208) 434-2778 
Facsimile: (208) 434-2780 
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This e-mail message and the information contained in this e-mail message 
may be privileged, confidential and protected from disclosure. !fyou are not the named recipient, any dissemination, 
distribution or copying is strictly prohibited. If you received or think you received this e-mail message in error, please 
reply to robynbrody@hotrnail.com or call 208-434,2778. 
3 
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THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN in 
his capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, 
and 
IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., A&B 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, BURLEY 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, MILNER 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, AMERICAN 
FALLS RESERVOIR DISTRICT #2, 
MINIDOKA IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY and 
TWIN FALLS CANAL COMPANY 
Intervenors. 
) Case No, CV 2014-2446 
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MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PET!TION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
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I. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
This case originated when Rangen, lnc. ("Rangen") filed a Petition in the above-
captioned matter seeking judicial review of a final order of the Director of the Idaho Department 
of Water Resources ("IDWR" or "Department"). The order under review is the Director's 
Amended Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part JGWA 's Mitigation Plan: Order Lifting 
Stay Issued February 21, 2014:Amended Curtailmem Order ("Amended Final Order") issued on 
May 16, 2014, in IDWRDocket Nos. CM-MP-2014-001 and CM-DC-2011-004. The Amended 
Final Order approves in part a mitigation plan submitted by the Idaho Ground Water 
Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A") in response to a delivery call made by Rangen. Rangen asserts 
that the Amended Final Order is contrary to law in several respects and requests that this Court 
set it aside and remand for further proceedings. 
B. Course of Proceedings and Statement of Facts. 
The underlying administrative proceeding in this matter concerns a delivery call. The 
call commenced in 2011, when Rangen filed a petition with the Department requesting 
curtailment of certain hydraulically connected junior ground water rights. On January 29, 2014, 
the Director issued his Curtailment Order in response to the call. 1 Ex.2042. The Director 
concluded that fumgen's senior water right nwnbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 are being materially 
injured by junior users. He ordered that certain junior ground water rights bearing priority dates 
junior to July 13, 1962, be curtailed as a result on or before March 14, 2014. Ex.2042, p.42. 
However, the Director instructed that the affected junior users could avoid curtailment if they 
proposed and had approved a mitigation plan that provided "simulated steady state benefits of 
9.1 cfs to Curren Tunnel or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." Id. He further directed that if 
mitigation is provided by direct flow to Rangen, the mitigation plan "may be phased-in over not 
more than a five-year period pursuant to Rule 40 of the CM Rules as follows: 3.4 cfa the first 
1 The Director issued his Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petit/on far De/Ivery Call; Curtailing Ground 
Water Rights Junior to July 13. 1962 ("Curtailment Order') on January 29, 2014, in IDWR Docket No. 2011-004. 
It is included in the agency record as Exhibit 2042. The Director's Cur1ailment Order is not at issue in this 
proceeding. However, it was subject to judicial review by this Court in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338. 
This Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order and Judgment in that case on October 24, 2014. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
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year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth 
year." 2 Id. 
IGW A filed a proposed mitigation plan with the Director on February 11, 2014. R., pp.1-
13. The plan set forth various proposals for junior users to meet their mitigation obligations to 
Rangen. Id. Following hearing, tbe Director issued his Order Approving in Part and Rejecting 
in Part IOWA 's Mitigation Plan; Order lifting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended 
Curtailment Order(" Final Order''), wherein he approved JGW A's mitigation plan in part. R., 
pp.464-489. In so approving, the Director granted IGWA a total mitigation credit of 3.0 cfs. R., 
p.484. TI1e Director then noted tbat "the total mitigation credit is 0.4 cfs less than the annual 
mitigation requirement of3.4 cfs for tbe annual period from April I, 2014 through March 31, 
2015." Id. To address tbe mitigation deficiency, the Final Order included a revised curtailment 
order providing that certain junior ground water rights bearing priority dates junior to July I, 
1983, would be curtailed on or before May 5, 2014. Id. Following the filing of motions for 
reconsideration, the Director issued his Final Order on Reconsideration as well as his Amended 
Final Order. The Amended Final Order superseded the Director's Final Order, but did not 
materially change the substantive findings of fact or conclusions of law at issue here. 
On June 13, 2014, Rangen filed the instant Petilionfor Judicial Review, asserting that the 
Director's Amended Final Order is contrary to law in several respects and should be set aside 
and remanded for further proceedings. The case was reassigned by the clerk of the court to this 
Court on June 16, 2014.3 On August 6, 2014, the Court entered an Order permitting IGWA, 
A&B Irrigation District, Burley Irrigation District, Milner Irrigation District, American Falls 
Reservoir District #2, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company and Twin Falls 
Canal Company to appear as intervenors in this proceeding. Rangen and tbe Department 
subsequently briefed the issues contained in the Peli/ion. The Intervenor, did not submit any 
briefing with respect to the Petition. A hearing on the Petition was held before this Court on 
November 13, 2014. The parties did not request the opportunity to submit additional briefing 
2 The tenn "CM Rules" refers to Idaho's Rules/or Conjunctive Management ofSurfClce and Ground Water 
Resowces, IDAPA 37.03. ! l. 
' Tile case was reassigned to this Court pursuant to the ldaho Supreme Court Administrative Order Dated December 
9, 2009. entitled: In 1he Maller of the Appointmem of the SRBA District Court to Hear Ali Petitions for Judicial 
Review From the Department a/Water Re/;aurces Involving Administration of Water Rights. 
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I 
and the Court does not require any in this matter. Therefore, this matter is deemed fully 
submitted for decision on the next business day or December 14, 20 l O. 
II. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review of a final decision of the director of IDWR is governed by the Idaho 
Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code § 42-l 701A(4). Under IDAPA, 
tbe Court reviews an appeal from an agency decision based upon the record created before tbe 
agency. Idaho Code§ 67-5277; Dovel v. Dobson, 122 Idaho 59, 61, 831 P.2d 527,529 (1992). The 
Court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on 
questions of fact. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(1); Castaneda v. Brighton Corp., 130 Idaho 923,926,950 
P.2d 1262, 1265 (1998). The Court shall affirm the agency decision unless the court finds that the 
agency's findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: 
{a) in violation ofconstitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or, 
( e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3); Castaneda, 130 Idaho at 926, 950 P.2d at 1265. The petitioner must 
show that the agency erred in a manner specified in Idaho Code § 67-5279(3 ), and that a 
substantial right of the party has been prejudiced. Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4). Even if the 
evidence in the record is conflicting, the Court shall not overturn an agency's decision that is 
based on substantial competent evidence in the record.4 Barron v. IDWR, 135 Idaho 414,417, 
18 P .3d 219, 222 (2001 ). The Petitioner also bears the burden of documenting and proving that 
there was not substantial evidence in the record to support the agency's decision. Payette River 
Properly Owners Assn. v. Board ofComm'rs., 132 Idaho 552,976 P.2d 477 (1999). 
4 Substantial does not mean that tlle evidence was uncontradicted. All that is required ls that the evidence be of such sufficient quantity and 
probative value that reasonable minds could tonclude that the finding - whether it tie by a jury, trial judge, speci;i:I master, or hearing officer-
was proper. ll is not necessary that the evidence be of such quantity or quality that te$Onable minds must conclude, only 1hat they could 
:::onchttle, Therefore, a hearing officer~s findings of fact ar~ proper!)' rejected only if the evidence is so weak that reasonable minds eould not 
come to the same conchmons the hearing officer reached. See eg. Mann\'. Sajewa7Szores, Inc. 95 idal-.o 732,518 P,2d ! 194 {1974): see also 
Evcrns v. Hara's Inc .. 125 !Caflo 473,478,849 P.2d 934,939 (l993). 
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The Director's C1trlailment Order allows for phased-in mitigation. Ex.2042, p.42. It 
contemplates a first year mitigation obligation of 3.4 cfs from junior users for the annual period 
commencing April I, 2014, and ending March 31, 2015 ("2014 Period"). Id. Thereafter, it 
contemplates incremental increases in the mitigation obligation of junior users for each of the 
following four years. Id. To determine the mitigation obligation for eaeh year of the five year 
phase-in, the Director ran ESP AM 2.1 to establish the benefits that would accrue to Rangen if 
curtailment was implemented under the Curtailment Order. Ex.2043, p.5. The exercise revealed 
that if curtailment was implemented, the predicted benefit to the Martin-Curren Tunnel during 
each of the first four years would be 3.4 cfs, 5.2 cfs, 6.0 cfs and 6.6 cfs respectively. Id. Those 
numbers thus represent the respective mitigation obligations of junior users during the first four 
years of phased-in mitigation. Id. With respeet to the fifth year, ESP AM 2.1 predicted a 
curtailment benefit to the Martin-Curren Tunnel of7.l cfs. Ex.2043, pp.5-6. However, the 
Director held that the full obligation of 9.1 cfs would nonetheless be required the fifth year 
because "the Director ean only phase in curtailment over five years per Conjunctive 
Management Rule 20.04." Ex.2043, p.6. 
The mitigation plan proposed by IGW A in this case set forth nine proposals for junior 
users to meet their mitigation obligations to Rangen. In his Amended Final Order, the Director 
approved IGWA's plan in part. He approved IGWA's first proposal to engage in aquifer 
enhancement activities, including: (a) conversions from ground water irrigation to surface water 
irrigation, (b) voluntary "dry-ups" of acreage irrigated with ground water through the 
Conservation Reserve Enhanced Program or other cessation of irrigation with ground water, and 
(c} ground water recharge. R., p.616. These activities augment the ground water supply in the 
ESP A, which in tum increases ESP A discharge to springs in the Hagerman area. He also 
approved IGWA's second proposal to provide direct delivery of surface water from the Martin-
Curren Tunnel to Rangen as a result of an exchange agreement between one of its members, the 
North Snake Ground Water District ("NSGWD"), and Howard Morris ("Morris Water Exchange 
Agreement"), Id. Morris holds water rights senior to Rangen's that authorize the diversion of 
water from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. With respect to the remaining seven proposals, the 
MEMORANDUM DEC!SlOK AND ORDER ON PETITIOK FOR JUD!ClAL REVIEW 
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Director rejected those on the grounds that IGW A failed to carry its evidentiary burden. R., pp. 
600&617. 
In full, the Director granted IGWA a total of3.0 cfs of transient mitigation credit for the 
2014 Period in his Amended Final Order. R., p.614. Of that total, 1.2 cfs is attributable to 
aquifer enhancement activities. Id. The remaining 1.8 cfa is attributable to the Morris Water 
Exchange Agreement. Id. On judicial review, Rangen raises issues concerning the legality of 
the Director's approval of both mitigation proposals. 
A. The Amended Final Order's approval of lGWA's mitigation proposal based on 
future aquifer enhancement activities is reversed and remanded for further 
proceedings as necessary. 
Rangen seeks judicial review of the Director's approval of 1G WA' s mitigation proposal 
to engage in aquifer enhancement activities. Rangen does not take issue with the Director's 
approval of mitigation credit attributable to past aquifer enhancement activities (i.e., 2005-2013). 
However, it argues that under the facts and circumstances present here, the Director's approval 
of mitigation credit for future aquifer enhancement activities is contrary to law and an abuse of 
discretion. Rangen contends that the Director's approval places an unlawful risk on it a, the 
senior appropriator that the future enhancement activities will not occur. It asserts "there are no 
provisions in the Dfrector' s Amended Final Order to ensure that these future activities will 
occur," and "there are similarly no contingency provisions if the future activities do not or cannot 
occur." Rangen Opening Br., p.9. This Court agrees. 
\'Vhen material lnj ury to a senior water right is found to exist, the CM Rules permit the 
Director to allow out-of-priority water use to occur pursuant to an approved mitigation plan. 
IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01. In this case, the Director's Amended Final Order permits out-of. 
priority water use in part because of anticipated future aquifer enhancement activities that the 
Director assumes will occur: 
Using the data entered into evidence at the hearing, the Department input data into 
the model for each year of private party aquifer enhancement activities from 2005 
through 2014. Tbe 2005 through 2013 data were compiled from previously 
documented activities. IDWR Ex. 3001; IGWA Ex. 1025. For 2014. 
conversions, CREP, and voluntary curtailment projects were assumed to be 
identical to 2013, and private party managed recharge was assumed to be zero. 
The Department determined the average annual benefit from aquifer enhancement 
activities predicted to accrue to the Curren Tunnel between April 2014 and March 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PETlTlON FOR JUDICIAL REV[EW 
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2015 is 871 acre feet, which is equivalent to an average rate of 1.2 cfs for 365 
days. 
R., p.604 ( emphasis added). While the Director has discretion to approve a mitigation plan 
based on future mitigation activities, such a mitigation plan "must include contingency 
provisions to assure p:otection of the senior-priority right in the event the mitigation water 
source hecomes unavailable." 1DAPA 37.03.11.043.03.c. 
This Court finds that the Director's Amended Final Order lacks a contingency provision 
adequate to protect Rangen's senior rights in the event the assumed future aquifer enhancement 
activities do not occur. The future activities contemplated by the plan consist primarily of 
conversions by junior users from ground water use to surface water use. Ex. 1025. The record 
establishes that most of the juniors that have converted to a surface water source also maintain 
their groWld water connections as a safety net. Tr., pp.153-154. If for any reason those junior 
converters are unable to meet their water needs from their surface source, they assert the right to 
switch back to using ground water at any time. 
That such is the case is evidenced by the testimony of Richard Lynn Carlquist 
("Carlquist"). Carlquist is the chairman of the NSGWD. Tr., p.74. The NSGWD is an !GW A 
member. Tr., p.77. Carlquist also sits as a member ofIGWA's executive committee. Tr., p. 78. 
At the hearing before the Director, Carlquist testified that the conversions by junior users are 
voluntary. Further, that if junior converters do not receive all the water they need from their 
surface water source, they can and should revert back to using ground water: 
Q. [Haemmerle] Now, 1 want to understand how the conversions might 
work. You characterized almost all conversions as soft; correct? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] And you described it in such a way that if the people who do 
those conversions, they have the ability to turn on their pumps if they're 
not obtaining surface water; correct? 
A. [Carlquist] That's correct. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Would you say that's a routine practice? 
A. [Carlquist] It hasn't happened much, but we have told them that they need 
to maintain that as an option because \Ve cannot guarantee that we can 
lease water every year, year in and year out. 
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Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. Have you leased water in the last several years? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Have you been able to deliver that leased water through the 
entire irrigation season routinely? 
A [Carlquist] For the most·- most of the years we have been able to do that, 
yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. Are there years where you're unable to do that? 
A [Carlquist] There have been where we haven't been able to get as much as 
has been requested by the converters. 
Q. [Haemmerle] And you in fact expressly tell them that if they're not getting 
their surface water they need to be able to turn their pumps back on; 
correct? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes, that's what we've told them. Ifwe can't get the water, 
that's why they need to maintain that connection. 
Q. [Haemmerle] All right. And so most everyone maintains a connection to 
their groundwater pumps; correct? 
A [Carlquist] Yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle l And you agree that they -- you, sitting here today, you agree 
that they should be able to tum their pumps back on when they need 
water? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Tr., pp.152-154. 
Following the above-quoted exchange, counsel for Rangen further inquired ofCarlquist 
concerning IGW A's understanding of its proposed mitigation plan: 
Q. [Haemmerle] All right. Now, you understand that IGWA is seeking what's 
called a steady-state credit for these conversions. Do you know what that means? 
A. [Carlquist] Basically, yes, I do. We're asking for credit for the amount of 
converted water that we have been able to put to use. 
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Q. [Haemmerle] And the steady state concept that I'm talking to you about envisions 
that water remains off for a long period of time where over a period of time water 
will appear at the Martin-Curren Tunnel. Do you understand that? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. How the model tells them it will happen. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. And that contemplates that water remains unused for a 
period ohime, more than one year. Do you understand that? 
A. [Carlquist] Yes. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. So it seems to me, Mr. Carlquist, that in order to get credit 
for the conversions it seems fair that those people who convert cease using their 
groundwater pumping. Do you agree or disagree? 
A. [Carlquist] I disagree. 
Q. [Haemmerle] Okay. So ifin need, people on groundwater pumping can simply 
resume? 
A. [ Carlquist] Yes. 
Tr., pp.154-155. 
While the Director is assuming that mitigation conversions will continue and be 
maintained into the future, the testimony of Carlquist establishes that such an assumption is 
shaky at best. The conversions are voluntary, not compelled. Absent from the Director's 
Amended Final Order is any directive requiring that junior convertors refrain from reverting to 
ground water use during the implementation of the mitigation plan. As a result, neither the 
Director nor Rangen has any mechanism to compel compliance with the Director's assumption 
that mitigation conversions will occur into the future. To the contrary,junior users admit that the 
conversions will be maintained only so long as IG WA acquires enough surface water to meet 
their demands. Tr., pp.l 52-155. IG WA has not always been able to do so. The record 
establishes that there have indeed been years when IGW A has been unable to secure enough 
surface water to meet the demands of the convertors. Tr., p.153. \Vhen such a scenario arises, 
IGW A has instructed junior convertors to revert to ground water use to satisfy their water needs. 
Tr., 15 3. These instructions persist notwithstanding IG W A's submittal of its mitigation plan. 
Tr., pp.152-155. 
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Although the Director has assumed that mitigation conversions will continue into the 
future, the record establishes there is certainly no guarantee that such will actually be the case. 
Therefore, the CM Rules require that the mitigation plan include a contingency provision to 
assure the protection of the Rnngen's rights in the event that source of mitigation water (i.e., 
water accrued to Rangen from ground to surface conversions) becomes unavailable. The 
Department argues that the Amended Final Order contains such a mitigation provision. It 
provides: 
If the proposed mitigation falls short of the annual mitigation requirement, the 
deficiency can be calculated at the beginning of the irrigation season. Diversion 
of water by junior water right holders will be curtailed to address the deficiency. 
R.,p.602. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has previously held that the Director abused his discretion in 
approving a mitigation plan that does not provide an adequate contingency provision. In the 
Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Warer Rights Held By or For the Ben~fit Qf A&B Irr. 
Dist., 155 !daho 640,654,315 P.3d 828,842 (2013). Such is the case here. !fjuniorconvertors 
choose to revert back to ground water use during a given year, the above provision establishes 
that the Director will take no action with respect to that reversion, and the resulting mitigation 
deficiency, during that year. It provides only that the Director will address the deficiency at the 
beginning of the following irrigation season. And, that the Director will then curtail junior water 
right holders at that time to cure the deficiency. The Court holds such actions do not ensure the 
protection of Rangen' s senior water rights as required by the CM Rules, and as such prejudice 
and diminish Rangen's substantial rights. They do not address the mitigation deficiency in the 
year in which it occurs; that is, the year Rangen's senior water rights will suffer injury. 
Curtailing ground water rights the following irrigation season is too late. The injury to Rangen's 
rights, and corresponding out-of-priority water use, v.ill have already occurred. Since the 
Director's Amended Final Order does not contain a contingency provision adequate to assure 
protection of Rangen's senior-priority water rights, it must be set aside and remanded for further 
proceedings as necessary. 
B. The Amended Final Order's approval of I GW A's mitigation proposal concerning the 
Morris ,vater Exchange Agreement is reversed and remanded in part for further 
proceedings as necessary. 
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Rangen next seeks judicial review of the Director's approval ofIGW A's second 
mitigation proposal concerning the Morris Water Exchange Agreement. It argues that the 
Director's approval of the Agreement as a source of mitigation is contrary to law in several 
respects and must be reversed and remanded. Ran gen sets forth three primary arguments in 
support of its position. Each will be addressed in turn. 
i. The Amended Final Order does not violate the prior appropriation doctrine 
in approving the Morris Water Exchange Agreement as providing a source 
of mitigation water to Rangen. 
Rangen first argues that the Director's approval of the Morris Water Exchange 
Agreement runs contrary of the doctrine of prior appropriation and its basic principle of priority 
administration. Rangen initiated the instant delivery call on the grounds that it is not receiving 
all the water it is entitled to nnder water right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694. Those rights 
authorize Rangen to divert water from the Martin-Curren Tunnel under a July 13, 1962, and April 
12, 1977, priority respectively. Morris holds decreed water rights to divert water from the 
Martin-Curren Tunnel that are senior to those rights. Ex.1049. In February 2014, Morris entered 
into the Morris Water Exchange Agreement with the NSGWD. Ex.2032. Under the Agreement, 
Morris authorizes NSGWD to use his Martin-Curren Tunnel water rights "as needed to provide 
mitigation water to Rangen .... " Id. In exchange, NSGWD agreed to deliver Morris an 
equivalent quantity of water via an alternative surface water source refen:ed to as the Sandy 
Pipeline. Id. In his Amended Final Order, the Direcwr approved the Morris Water Exchange 
Agreement as providing a source of mitigation water to Rangen, and granted IGW A 1.8 cfs of 
mitigation credit for the 2014 Period for the direct delivery of that water to Rangen. R., p.617. 
Rangen argues that the Director's approval of the Morris Water Exchange Agreement as 
mitigation is contrary to the prior appropriation doctrine. It contends that since Morris is not 
exercising his senior water rights out of the Martin-Curren Tunnel, the prior appropriation 
doctrine requires that the unused water go to the next user in priority on that source. This Court 
disagrees. Rangen' s argument appears to confuse the concept of one's right as a water right 
holder to contract with others for the sale or use of water under that right with concepts of 
forfeiture, abandonment and nonuse. When one forfeits or abandons a water right, the priority of 
the original appropriator may be lost and junior users on the source may move up the ladder of 
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priority. Jenkins v. State, Dept. of Water Resources, !03 Idaho 384,388,647 P.2d 1256, 1260 
( 1982). However, such is not the case here. In his Amended Final Order, the Director did not 
find that Morris' senior rights had been forfeited or abandoned due to nonuse. To the contrary, 
the Director found that Morris' senior rights are in fact being used in priority, albeit not by 
Morris. Pursuant to the plain language of the Morris Water Exchange Agreement, those rights 
are being used in priority by NSGWD to provide direct delivery of mitigation water to Rangen. 
Such agreements are commonplace in Idaho, and are often utilized by junior users in delivery 
calls to provide a source of mitigation water in lieu of curtailment. Therefore, the Court find~ 
Rangen's arguments on this issue are unavailing, and the Amended Final Order is affirmed in 
this respect. 
ii. The Director's use of now data associated with an average year to determine 
the mitigation credits of junior users is reversed and remanded for further 
proceedings as necessary. 
In determining the amount of mitigation credit to grant IGW A as a result of the Morris 
Water Exchange Agreement, the Director had to first predict how much water will emanate from 
the Martin-Curren Tunnel throughout the implementation of the mitigation plan. To do this, the 
Director relied upon historical flow data associated with average Martin-Curren Tunnel 
discharge for the years 2002 through 2013. R., pp.605-606. He noted that "[f)rom 2002 through 
2013, the average irrigation season flow has varied between 2.3 cfa and 5.7 cfs." R., p.605. He 
then detennined that "[t]he average of the average irrigation season values for each year from 
2002 through 2013 is 3.7 cfs." fd. The Director thus awarded mitigation credit to IGWA 
resulting from the Morris Water Exchange Agreement on the assumption that 3.7 cfs wUI 
emanate from the Martin-Curren Tunnel each year the mitigation plan is implemented. Rangen 
argues that the Direetor's use of flow data associated with an average year fails to protect its 
senior rights. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that the Director may utilize a predictive baseline 
methodology when responding to a delivery call. In the Maller of Distribution of Water to 
Various Water Rights Held By or For the Benefit of A&B Irr. Dist., 155 Idaho at 650,315 P.3d at 
838 (2013) (holding "[t]he Director may, consistent with Idaho Jaw, employ a baseline 
methodology for management of water resources and as a starting point in administration 
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proceedings" ). Therefore, the Director's use of a predictive baseline methodology in this 
context is not inconsistent with Idaho law. However, the Court finds the Director's application 
of a baseline that utilizes flow data associated with an average year to be problematic. 
This Court recently addressed a similar issue in its Memorandum Decision and Order 
("Memo Decision") issued in Gooding County Case No. CV-2010-382 on September 26, 2014. 
That case, like this one, involved a delivery call. In responding to the call, the Director 
employed a baseline for purposes of his initial reasonable in-season demand determination. 
Memo Decision, p.33. In so employing, the Director did not use data associated with an average 
year. Id. To the contrary, to determine the water demand of the senior users in that case, the 
Director intentionally used historic data associated years of above average temperatures and 
evapotranspiration and below average precipitation. Id. To determine water supply, the Director 
intentionally underestimated supply. Id. at 35. When responding to the allegations that he 
should have used demand and supply data associated with an average year, the Director 
responded that "equality in sharing the risk will not adequately protect the senior priority surface 
water right holder from injury." Id. at 33. Further, that "the incurrence of actual demand 
shortfalls by a senior surface water right holder resulting from ... predictions based on average 
data unreasonably shifts the risk of shortage to the senior surface water right holder." Id. When 
juniors users argued on judicial review that the Director was required to use demand and supply 
data associated with an average year, this Court disagreed. Id. at pp.33-35. The Court ultimately 
upheld the Director's rationale that the use of data associated with an average year would not 
adequately protect the seniors' rights in that case. Memo Decision, pp.33-35. 
Such is also the case here. The Director's use of flow data associated with an average 
year to award mitigation credit to IG WA does not adequately protect Rangen' s senior rights. 
The mitigation credit is awarded on the assumption that 3. 7 cfs will emanate from the Martin-
Curren Tunnel during each year the mitigation plan is implemented. That assumption is 
determined based on historic data associated with an average year. Using data associated with an 
average year by its very definition wiJJ result in an over-prediction of Martin-Curren Tunnel 
flows half of the time. When that occurs, Ran gen' s senior rights will not be protected, re.suiting 
in prejudice and the diminislunent ofRangen's substantial rights. This Court agrees with the 
Director's prior proclamation in Gooding County Case No. CV-2010-382 that "equality in 
sharing the risk will not adequately protect the senior priority surface water right holder from 
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injury," and that "predictions based on average data unreasonably shifts the risk of shortage to 
the senior surface water right holder." Therefore, the Director's Amended Final Order must be 
set aside in this respect and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
iii. The Director's use of an annual time period to evaluate the mitigation 
benefits of the Morris Water Exchange Agreement is reversed and remanded 
for further proceedings as necessary. 
The mitigation obligations set fonh by the Director in his Curtailment Order are year-
round, 365 days a year, mitigation obligations. The obligations are year-round because water 
right numbers 36-2551 and 36-7694 authorize Rangen to divert water from the Martin-Curren 
Tunnel year-round. However, the Morris water rights for which the Director granted IGW A 
mitigation credit do not authorize year-round use. They only authorize Morris, and thus 
NSGWD via the Agreement, to divert water from the Martin-Curren Tunnel during the irrigation 
season.5 indeed, the Director found that '·'[t]he contribution of water to Rangen by leaving water 
in the Curren Tunnel that nonnally would have been diverted by Morris only benefits Rangen 
during the irrigation season." ld. Notwithstanding, the Director granted IGWA 365 days' worth 
of mitigation credit in the amount of l .8 cfs for delivery of water under the Morris rights. On 
judicial review, Rangen challenges the Director's decision in this respect. 
Despite the fact that Morris' senior water rights provide no water to Rangen during the 
non-irrigation season. the Director's Amended Final Order grants IGW A a year-round mitigation 
credit for delivery of water under those rights. The Director reasoned that "[a]veraging IGW A's 
mitigation activities over a period of one year will establish consistent time periods for 
combining delivery of the Morris water for mitigation and the average annual benefit provided 
by aquifer enhancement activities, and for direct comparison to the annual mitigation 
requirement." R., p.602. It is reasonable to run ESP AM 2.1 to determine the benefits of aquifer 
enhancements activities on an annual time period. Conversions from ground water irrigation to 
surface water irrigation, voluntary "dry-ups," and ground water recharge all augment the ground 
water supply in the ESPA. The benefits of those activities accrue to Rangen on an annual time 
period, and so it reasonable to grant IGWA year-round mitigation credit for those activities. 
' The irrigation season is defined under water right numbers 36- l 34D, 36-134E and 36-135D as "02-15 to 11-30." 
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The direct delivery of wet water as mitigation is another story. It is a fiction to conclude 
that water delivered to Rangen under the Morris Water Exchange Agreement provides mitigation 
to Rangen on a year-round basis. Since that water is only available to Morris during the 
irrigation season, it is only available to NSGWD for delivery to Rangen during the irrigation 
season. In reality, it provides no mitigation water to Rangen during the non-irrigation season. 
Put differently, during the non-irrigation season, Rangen's rights are senior in priority to receive 
the water that would otherwise be available to satisfy the Morris Water Exchange Agreement 
rights during the irrigation season. Therefore, the "foregone diversion" of Morris water during 
the irrigation season provides no mitigation water to Rangen during the non-irrigation season. 
Furthermore, Rang en's rights rely on direct flow from the Martin-Curren Tunnel. This is not a 
situation involving a storage component where the volume of mitigation water delivered during 
the irrigation season can be mathematically and physically apportioned for use by Rangen over a 
365-day period. Absent such a situation, water credited for mitigation during the non-irrigation 
season is available on paper only. Therefore, the Court holds that the Director abused his 
discretion in granting JGWA year-round mitigation credit resulting from the Ylorris Water 
Exchange Agreement. The Director's decision in this respect prejudices and diminishes 
Rangen's senior rights and must be reversed and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
C. Rangen is not entitled to an award of attorney's fees on judicial review. 
In its Petition for Judicial Review, Rangen seeks an award of attorney fees under. fdaho 
Code § 12-1 l 7. While Rangen seeks an award in its Petition, it has not supported that request 
with any argument or authority in its briefing. On that ground, Rangen is not entitled to an 
award of attorney fees on judicial review, and its request must be denied. See e.g., Bailey v. 
Bailey 153 Idaho 526,532,284 P.3d 970,976 (2012) {providing "the party seeking fees must 
support the claim with argument as well as authority"). Additionally, the Idaho Supreme Court 
has instructed that attomey fees under Idaho Code§ 12-117 will not be awarded against a party 
that presents a "legitimate question for this Court to address." Kepler-Fleenor v. Fremont 
County, 152 ldaho 207,213,268 P.3d 1159, 1165 (2012). In this case. the issues presented to 
this Court are largely issues of first impression under the CM Rules. The Court holds that the 
Department has presented legitimate questions for this Court to address, and Rangen' s request 
for attorney fees is alternatively denied on those grounds. 
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IV. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER OF REMAND 
For the reasons set forth above, the Director's Amended Final Order is affirmed in part 
and set aside in part. The A mended Final Order is remanded for further proceedings as 
necessary consistent with this decision. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated J)cc-..-. ~z D I'-\ 
LOMAN 
District Judge 
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LEASE 
This Lease ("Lease") is effective this 1st day of January, 2015, between North Snake Ground 
Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest Irrigation District (collectively, 
"Tenant"), and the State of Idaho, by and through the Idaho Water Resource Board ("Landlord"). 
In consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions contained herein, Landlord and Tenant 
agree as follows: 
ARTICLE 1 
BASIC PROVISIONS 
1.1 Tenant. North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District and 
Southwest Irrigation District are collectively the "Tenant." For purposes of this Lease, all correspondence 
to Tenant should be addressed in care of the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IOWA"), P.O. 
Box 1391, Pocatello, Idaho 83201. Tenant's primary contact is Randall C. Budge. 
1.2 Landlord. The State ofldaho, by and through the Idaho Water Resource Board, is the 
"Landlord." For purposes of this Lease, Tenant's address is 322 East Front Street P.O. Box 83720, Boise, 
Idaho 83 720-0098. Tenant's primary contact is Brian Patton. 
1.3 Premises. The "Premises" are located at 11 JOE 2700S Hagerman, ID 83332, 
Gooding Cow1ty, Idaho 83355, and include the real and personal property more particularly described as 
follows: 
1.3.1 All real property described in Exhibit "A," attached hereto. 
1.3.2 All appurtenant rights to the real property, including the water rights, includ-
ing, but not limited to, the water rights described in Exhibit "A-2" attached hereto (collectively the 
"Lease Water Rights"). 
1.3.3 All improvements, structures and permanent fixtures located on the Premises, 
including fish raceways with quiescent zones, flumes, headworks, diversion structures, effluent settling 
basins, structures, buildings, equipment and all other improvements. 
1.3.4 All personal property that is currently situated upon the Premises and has 
been customarily used in conoection with the rearing of fish ("Personal Property"). 
1.3.5 All easements appurtenant to the Premises and other agreements, licenses or 
permits necessary for fish-rearing operations, including, but not limited to, easements for access, utilities, 
and water delivery systems. 
1.4 Permitted Use. Tenant shall, provided it complies with all pertinent governmental rules 
and regulations, be entitled to operate its business upon the Premises (i) under that certain National Pollu-
tion Discharge Elimination System General Permit for Aquaculture Facilities and Associated Fish Pro-
cessing Facilities in Idaho issued by the United States Environmental Protection Agency No. IDG-13-
0000 ("NPDES Permit"), and (ii) any other permits or approvals issued by the State of Idaho, Gooding 







of the Premises under this Lease shall be for aquaculture and for the purpose of providing replacement 
water or mitigation for water delivery calls. (collectively the "Permitted Uses"). 
1.5 Term and Commencement Date. The term of this Lease shall be thirty (30) years 
("Term"). The Term shall conunence on the effective date shown on page 1 ("Commencement Date") 
and shall expire on the thirtieth anniversary of the Conunencement Date, if not terminated earlier as set 
forth herein. Landlord and Tenant shall cooperate as is reasonably necessary, to obtain the transfer of the 
NPDES Permit and the Operating Permits as soon as possible after Landlord has acquired the Premises. 
The Parties acknowledge that the first year of the Term will be for a partial calendar year. All calcula-
tions relevant to any partial calendar year during the Term will be prorated on a per diem basis, based up-
on a three hundred and sixty (360) day year. All calculations relevant to any partial month during the 
term will be prorated on a per diem basis, based upon a thirty (30) day montl1. 
1.6 Annual Rent. The rent reserved for each twelve (12) month period of the Lease ("An-
nual Rent") shall be fifty seven thousand four hundred frfty Dollars ($57,450), which is calculated by 
multiplying one thousand six hundred forty four Dollars ($1,644) per cubic foot per second (the "Rent 
Rate") by the average annual water flow ("Average Annual CFS") available to the Premises under the 
Lease Water Rights during the prior calendar year. Annual Rent will be adjusted annually on the anniver-
sary of the Conunencement Date based on the Average Annual CFS for the prior calendar year (pursuant 
to section 1.6.1 below). In addition, Annual Rent will be adjusted every three years on the anniversary of 
the Commencement Date based on the Adjustment of Rent Rate (pursuant to section l .6.2 below). 
1.6.1 Calculation of Average Annual CFS. Average Annual CFS is calculated by 
dividing the total acre-feet of water delivered to the Premises in a calendar year by 724. The total acre-
feet delivered to the Premises shall be measured based upon the measuring devices installed at the Prem-
ises. Landlord and Tenant shall work with the State of Idaho to ensure that accurate measuring devices 
are installed, maintained and operated, with all data made available to the Parties and the Idaho Depart-
ment of Water Resources ("IDWR''). 
1.6.2 Adjustment of Rent Rate. Beginning on the third anniversary of the Com-
mencement Date, and on every third (3rd) anniversary thereafter ("Adjustment Date"), the Rent Rate shall 
be adjusted to reflect the cumulative adjustment in the cost of living during the inunediately preceding 
three (3) calendar years as determined by the Consumer Price Index, provided, however, that in no event 
shall the Rent Rate ( a) be increased by more than six percent ( 6%) on any Adjustment Date, or (b) be de-
creased below $1,500 per cubic foot per second. The Consumer Price Index is defmed as the Consumer 
Price Index for all Urban Consumers, All Items, published by the United States Department of Labor, Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics ("Bureau"), Consumer price index, U.S. City Average for all Urban Consumers, 
Seasonally Adjusted, all items (1982-84 = 100) ("Index"). In the event the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
("Bureau") shall cease to publish the Index there shall be substituted for the Index a substitute or succes-
sor index published by the Bureau or other governmental agency of the United States. 
1.6.3 Rent Payment Date. Annual Rent shall be paid in twelve equal monthly in-
stallments, due and payable on the tenth (10th) day of each month during the Term of this Lease. The 
initial monthly installment of Rent shall be due and payable on the tenth (10th) day after the Conunence-
ment Date. In the event that the Commencement Date does not fall on the first day of a month, Tenant 
shall pay Rent for the fractional month, prorated on a per diem basis, based upon a thirty (3 0) day month, 
until the first day of the succeeding month, and thereafter monthly installments of Rent shall be paid in 
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advance on the tenth (10th) day of each and every month. Tenant shall be obligated to pay a five (5) per-
cent late penalty on all rent unpaid ten (10) days after the due date. 
1.7 Services. Landlord shall provide possession of the Premises to Tenant and shall perform 
such maintenance and repair as is set forth herein. Tenant shall be responsible for all other obligations 
relating to the use and enjoyment of the Premises, except as hereinafter expressly provided. 
1.8 Personal Property. The risk of loss, damage, destruction, theft or other casualty (includ-
ing losses occasioned by earthquake, flood, and the failure of diversion structures, levees, flumes, ditches, 
ponds, raceways, and water supplies) to the Personal Property, including trade fixtures and swimming 
inventory owned or leased by Tenant, and used or stored upon the Premises, shall be solely on Tenant, 
unless the same results from the negligent or intentional acts or omissions of Landlord, or Landlord's 
agents, employees, contractors or invitees. 
1.9 Confirmation of Terms. The Parties' primary contacts as set forth in Sections 1.1 and 
1.2 shall execute and exchange a memorandum (the "Commencement Memorandum"), in the form at-
tached hereto as Exhibit "B" confirming (a) the Commencement Date pursuant to Section 1.5; (b) the ini-
tial Average Annual CFS pursuant to Section 1.6; and ( c) any structures, improvements, or personal prop-
erty excluded from the Lease. 
ARTICLE2 
GRANT OF PREMISES, DELIVERY OF POSSESSION, TENANT'S RIGHTS 
2.1 Grant of Premises. Landlord leases to Tenant, and Tenant leases from Landlord the 
Premises subject to the terms and conditions of this Lease. 
2.2 Delivery of Possession. Landlord shall deliver possession of the Premises, in its existing 
condition (including all rights, privileges, benefits, rights of way and easements now or in the future ap-
purtenant to the Premises), to Tenant on the Commencement Date free and clear of all tenancies and oc- · 
cupancies. 
2.3 Permits. It is understood and agreed that Landlord's predecessor, pursuant to applicable 
rules and regulations, previously operated the fish production facilities on the Premises pursuant to a 
NPDES General Permit for Idaho. The specific permit number for the Aqualife Facility is IDG13000J 
and other required applicable permits or approvals including those issued by the State of Idaho or Good-
ing County, and any other applicable governmental agency (collectively the "Operating Permits"), 
which may be held in the name of Landlord for the benefit of Tenant during the Term of this Lease Idaho 
including, bnt not limited to, Gooding County CAFO Permit #G9-017. It shall be the sole responsibility 
and obligation of Tenant to secure and maintain all Operating Permits for the Term of this Lease, h1clud-
ing obtaining the transfer of the Operating Permits to Tenant. To the extent that Landlord's consent, au-
thorization or cooperation is required in securing or transferring of the Operating Permits, such shall not 
be unreasonably conditioned, withheld, or delayed. 
2.4 Lease Water Rights. Notwithstanding the limitations of Section 2.6 below, Landlord 
warrants and represents that Tenant shall be entitled to use all of the water available pursuant to the Lease 
Water Rights in connection with Tenant's use and operation of the Premises. Subject to approval by 
IDWR, Tenant shall be entitled to nse all available water for the purpose of providing replacement water 
or mitigation for water delivery calls. Landlord agrees that during the Term of this Lease, it will take all 
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reasonable action that is necessary or required to protect the Lease Water Rights and agrees to cooperate 
with the Tenant should transfers of the Lease Water Rights become necessary to mitigate for water deliv-
ery calls. 
2.5 Tenant's Right to Revenue. For the Term of this Lease, Tenant shall have the right to 
all revenue or fees generated from the Premises. 
2.6 Condition of Premises. Tenant has inspected the Premises and finds the Premises ac-
ceptable for its purposes and accepts the Premises in its "As Is" condition and without any warranty, im-
plied or express, except for those representations and warranties specifically identified in Sections 2.4 and 
10.3 herein, provided no material change in the condition of the Premises occurs between the execution of 
this Lease and the Commencement Date. Landlord warrants and represents that on the Commencement 
Date the Premises will be in substantially the same condition as exists on the date of execution of this 
Lease, with the exception of reasonable wear and tear. Except as expressly set forth in this Lease, Tenant 
hereby waives all warranties, express or implied, regarding the condition and use of the Premises, includ-
ing, but not limited to, any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
ARTICLE3 
TERM 
3.1 Term. The Term of this Lease is set forth in Section 1.5. 
3.2 Tenant's Termination Right. Notwithstanding anything to the ,ontrary herein con-
tained, Tenant, in its sole discretion, may, in addition to the remedies provided in Section 7.4, terminate 
this Lease upon written notice to Landlord of at least one (1) year, or any other notice period set forth be-
low, upon the occurrence of the following: 
3.2.1 If during the Term of this Lease, the Average Annual CFS declines by fifty per-
cent (50%) or more from the Average Annual CFS for the calendar year immediately preceding the com-
mencement of this Lease ("Termination Threshold"), then Tenant shall have the right in its sole and abso-
lute discretion to terminate this Lease ("Termination Right"). 
3.2.2 If Tenant determines that the Premises or Lease Water rights are not neces: 
sary or will not be used by Tenant for the Permitted Use of aquaculture or for providing replacement wa-
ter or mitigation for water delivery calls, then Tenant shall have the right in its sole and absolute discre-
tion to terminate this Lease ("Termination Right"). 
3.2.3 Tenant's right to exercise the Termination Right shall exist in any year that 
the Termination Threshold occurs, regardless of whether or not the Termination Threshold has previously 
occurred but Tenant has not elected to exercise its Termination Right. 
ARTICLE4 
OPERATION OF PREMISES 
4.1 Tenant's Use of Premises. The Premises shall be occupied and used by Tenant, its 
agents, contractors, employees and invitees for the Permitted Use. 
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4.2 Tenant's Maintenance Obligations. Tenant shall, at Tenant's sole expense, keep and 
maintain the Premises in good condition and repair. Tenant shall diligently and timely perform all of its 
maintenance and repair obligations. Tenant shall, at Tenant's sole expense, maintain and repair the levee 
that impounds water in Fisher Lake. Landlord shall support and assist Tenant in secnring all pe1mits nec-
essary to operate, maintain and repair the levee and all diversion and delivery structures and facilities. 
Tenant shall have no obligation to maintain any portion of the Premises that is abandoned and not in nse 
as of the Commencement Date. Tenant shall have the right to defer certain maintenance of the Premises 
when snch maintenance will resnlt in an expense or benefit that is unreasonable in light of the remaining 
Term of the Lease, provided, however, that Tenant provides notice to Landlord of Tenant's intent to defer 
snch maintenance, and Landlord and Tenant agree that the deferral of snch wonld not damage the Premis-
es nor create a safety hazard. 
4.3 Landlord's Maintenance and Repair Obligations. Landlord shall not be obligated to 
repair and maintain the Premises except for maintenance and repair obligations arising from the negligent 
or intentional acts or omissions of Landlord, or Landlord's agents, employees, contractors or invitees. 
4.4 Alterations. Tenant shall have the right, with Landlord's prior written consent, which 
shall not be unreasonably conditioned, withheld, or delayed, to construct additional buildings and other 
improvements on the Premises or to remodel, repair or remove any buildings or improvements on the 
Premises. Landlord shall have thirty (30) days after Landlord's receipt of notice of Tenant's request to 
construct, remodel, repair or remove a building or other improvement on the Premises to approve or dis-
approve Tenant's request. If Landlord does not respond to Tenant's request within thirty days, Tenant's 
request is deemed approved by Landlord. All fees and costs incurred in connection with such construc-
tion, remodeling, repair or removal shall be paid by Tenant. In the event Tenant does not exercise either 
its Preferential Right to lease the Premises following the termination or expiration of the Lease for any 
reason other than for a default by Tenant, then Tenant may remove any buildings or improvements added 
or placed by Tenant during Tenant's occupancy of the Premises, or the Parties may negotiate purchase by 
Landlord of the buildings or improvements added or placed by Tenant during Tenant's occupancy of the 
Premises, based on the then fair market value of such buildings or improvements. In the event of Ten-
ant's removal of buildings or improvements, Tenant shall be responsible for returning the location of the 
removal to its prior condition, with the exception of reasonable wear and tear. If Tenant does not remove 
Tenant's buildings or improvements within 180 days of the date of expiration or termination of the Lease, 
such right to remove will be canceled, and the improvements will be deemed property of Landlord. 
4.5 Excluded Improvements. The Parties agree that the structures and improvements on the 
Premises identified in the Commencement Memorandum are subject to the Lease unless specifically ex-
cluded from the Parties' obligations in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 
4.6 Utilities. Tenant shall be solely responsible for and shall promptly pay all charges, when 
due, for water, power, natural gas, telephone, cable, computer, security, and any other utility or service 
nsed for, upon or furnished to the Premises. Tenant shall not be responsible for any cost or expense asso-
ciated with the future extension of any utility service to the Premises unless snch utility extension occnrs 
at the request of Tenant. Additionally, nless cansed by the negligent or intentional acts or omissions of 
Landlord, or Landlord's agents, employees, contractors, or invitees, Landlord shall not be liable in dam-
ages or other-wise for any failnre or interruption of: (i) any utility service being furnished to the Premises, 
or (ii) the heating, ventilating and air conditioning system, if any, in any building on the Premises. Unless 
cansed by the negligent or intentional acts of Landlord, no such failure or interruption, whether resulting 
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from a casualty or otherwise, shall entitle Tenant to terminate this Lease or to abate any payment Tenant 
is required to make under this Lease. 
4.7 Real and Personal Property Taxes. Tenant agrees to pay, before they become delin-
quent, all taxes for real and personal property, assessments, or governmental charges lawfully levied or 
assessed against the Premises ("Taxes"). 
4.8 Covenant Against Liens. Tenant will not directly or indirectly create or cause to be cre-
ated or to remain, and will promptly discharge, at Tenant's sole expense, any mechanic's lien or similar 
lien recorded against the Premises, which Tenant created or caused to be created by Tenant's work on the 
Premises. Tenant has no authority or power to cause or permit any mechanic's lien or similar lien created 
by the act of Tenant, by operation oflaw, or otherwise, to attach to or be placed upon Landlord's title or 
interest in the Premises. Any lien against Tenant shall attach only to Tenant's leasehold interest in the 
Premises. Landlord will not directly or indirectly create or cause to be created or to remain, and will 
promptly discharge, at Landlord's sole expense, any mechanic's lien or similar lien against the Premises, 
which Landlord created or caused to be created by Landlord's work on the Premises. 
4.9 Landlord's Right of Entry. Landlord or Landlord's agents, upon prior reasonable no-
tice to Tenant's agent or employee responsible for the operation of the Premises, may enter upon the 
Premises at all such times as may be necessary to inspect the general condition and state of repair of the 
Premises. Landlord's entry shall be supervised by Tenant, and Landlord shall not interfere with, or create 
a hazard to, Tenant's business operations, except in the event of an emergency arising within the Premises 
that endangers property or persons. 
4.10 Control of Access. Tenant shall not permit the Premises to be generally accessible to the 
public. Tenant shall control access to the Premises consistent with Tenant's Permitted Use of the Premis-
es. 
4.11 Environmental Definitions. As used in this Lease, the term "Hazardous Materials" is 
defined to include, without limitation: (i) oil hydrocarbons, petroleum, petroleum products, or products 
containing, or derived from, petroleum; and (ii) any hazardous or toxic waste, substance, material, chemi-
cal, gas or particulate matter, as presently defmed by, or for purposes of, any Environmental Laws. As 
used in this Agreement, tl1e term "Environmental Laws" is defmed to include, but not limited to, the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C.A. Section 9601, et 
seq.; the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C.A. Section 1801, et seq.; the Resource Con-
servation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C.A. Section 6901, et seq.; the Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 
U.S.C.A. Section 2601, et seq.; the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C.A. Section 1251, et 
seq.; the Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 300f, et seq.; the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 
7401, et seq.; the Hazardous Substance Emergency Response Act, Idaho Code Section 39-7101, et seq.; 
any successor or an,endment to those laws (in existence on the date this representation is made or updat-
ed); any rules, regulations, ordinances, orders or decrees issued pursuant to those laws; any other applica-
ble federal, state or local environmental, health or safety statute, ordinance, code, rule, regulation, order or 
decree as may now, or at any later time be in effect, regulating, relating to, or imposing, liability, or 
standards, concerning, or in connection with, hazardous or toxic wastes, substances, materials, chemicals, 
gases or particulate matter, or the emission, discharge, dumping, or other release, of any substance to the 
enviromnent; and any conunon law theory based on nuisance or strict liability. 
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4.12 Hazardous Materials Use by Tenant. During the Tenn, at its sole expense, Tenant shall 
abide by all Environmental Laws, as defined above. Tenant shall not use, handle, deposit or dispose of 
any Hazardous Materials, as defined above, except in compliance with all Environmental Laws. Tenant 
agrees to indemnify Landlord consistent with the provisions of Section 83 if Tenant fails to comply with 
its obligations during the term of the Lease under this Section. 
4.13 Environmental Condition of Premises. Landlord has not been in possession of the 
Premises prior to its acquisition and has not previously been responsible for the operation of the Premises. 
Landlord has no knowledge of the use of Hazardous Matelial on the Premises or any violation of the En-
vironmental Laws as those terms are defined above. Landlord agrees to release Tenm1t from any claims 
arising from the presence of Hazardous Materials on the Premises or violations of Environmental Laws in 
the ope::-ation of the Premises ( as those terms are defined above), occurring prior to the commencement of 
the Term of the Lease. 
ARTICLES 
CHANGES IN THE PARTIES 
5.1 Relationship of Parties. Nothing contained in this Lease shall be construed as creating 
the relationship of principal or agent, employment, partnership or joint venture or any relationship be-
tween the Parties other than landlord and tenant. 
5.2 Successors and Assigns. This Lease shall benefit and bind the successors and permitted 
assigns of Landlord and Tenant. 
5.3 Tenant's Assignment and Subletting. Tenant may not assign this Lease or sublet all or 
a part of the Premises unless Tenant first obtains the prior v;ritten consent of Landlord, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed. 
ARTICLE6 
LOSS AND DAMAGE TO PREMISES 
6.1 Tenant Insnrance Obligations. Tenant agrees to maintain, in full force and effect 
throughout the Term of the Lease, comprehensive general liability coverage coveling the Premises with 
limits of liability for each occmTence of not less than $2,000,000, naming Landlord as an additional in-
sured. Tenant shall also purchase, obtain and maintain a policy of fire and extended coverage insurance 
or coverage in an amount equal to the full insurable value (from time to time) of all Tenant's personal 
property, fixtures, equipment and tenant improvements. Promptly upon the effective date of such insur-
ance, or any renewal or replacement thereof, Tenant shall provide Landlord with a copy of a Certificate of 
Insurance evidencing the coverage required by this paragraph and upon change or termination in insur-
ance coverage Landlord shall be provided not less than thirty (30) days advance written notice thereof. 
Landlord may maintain such additional insnrance as it elects to permit it to perfonn the same. Landlord 
shall have no right to the proceeds of business damage or other insurance coverage obtained by Tenant 
and shall not be narned as an insured on such policies obtained by Tenant. 
6.2 Condemnation. If any material portion of the Premises affecting the Permitted Use is 
permanently condemned or taken under any govermnental law, ordinance or regulation, by right of emi-
nent domain, by inverse condemnation, or by deed in lieu, then Tenant may, at its option and upon written 




Section, a "material" portion of the Premises means such portion as would render the remaining portion of 
the Premises insufficient for Tenant's continuing needs and desired operations. Upon receipt of notice of 
any proposed condemnation, the receiving party shall promptly notify the other party. Tenant shall have 
the right to any award of just compensation related to Tenant's operation of the Premises, Tenant's profits 
and Tenant's leasehold interest. 
ARTICLE? 
DEFAULT 
7.1 Tenant's Default. The occurrence of any of the following by Tenant shall constitute a 
default under the tenns of tlris Lease: (a) the abandonment or surrender of the Premises by Tenant prim to 
the expiration of the Term of this Lease, or (b) failure to perform any obligation as required or condi-
tioned by any of 1he covenants and agreements contained iu this Lease within a reasonable time, but in no 
event later than thirty (30) days after written notice by Landlord to Tenant specifying wherein Tenant has 
failed to perfonn such obligations. Each notice of default required by this subsection shall specify the 
alleged event of default and the intended remedy. After expiration of the applicable time for curing a par-
ticular default, Landlord may on behalf of Tenant, at Landlord's election, make any payment required of 
Tenant under this Lease, or perfonn or comply with any covenant or condition imposed on Tenant under 
this Lease. Any amount so paid or the cost of such performance shall be immediately reimbursed by 
Tenant upon receipt of a demand therefor from Landlord. No such payment or performance by Landlord 
shall constitute a waiver pf default, nor shall it affect Tenant's liability fo: any Joss or damage resulting 
from the default 
7.2 Landlord's Remedies Upon Tenant's Default. Upon the occurrence of a default by 
Tenant, Landlord, at its sole option, in addition to any other rights or remedies provided by law or equity, 
may: 
7.2.1 Terminate Tenant's right to possession of the Premises by any lawful means, 
in ooich case this Lease shall terminate and Tenant shall immediately surrender possession of the Prem-
ises to Landlord. 
7.2.2 Maintain Tenant's right to possession, in which case' this Lease shall continue 
in effect whether or not Tenant shall have abandoned the Premises. In such event, Landlord shall be enti-
tled to enforce all of Landlord's rights and remedies under this Lease, including the right to recover the 
rent as it becomes due hereunder. 
7.2.3 Landlord shall have the right to recover against Tenant any and all damages 
that are proximately caused by Tenant's default under this Lease. 
7.2.4 Landlord shall have the right to take whatever action is necessary to cure Ten-
ani's default, including the incurring of any reasonable expenses, and if Tenant fails to reimburse Land-
lord for the costs incurred in connection with the curing of Tenant's default, then Tenant shall pay to 
Landlord the amount of any such expenses together with interest thereon at the rate of six percent (6%) 
per annum from the date of Landlord's expenditure of such costs until such costs are paid orreimbursed. 
7.2.5 Pursue any other remedy now or hereafter available to Landlord under the 
laws or judicial decisions of the State of Idaho. The rights, privileges, elections and remedies of Landlord 
LEASE- 8 
as set forth in this Lease or allowed by Jaw or equily are cumulative, and the enforcement by Landlord of 
a specific remedy shall not constitute an election ofremedies and/or a waiver of other available remedies. 
7.3 Landlord's Default. Landlord shall be in default under this Lease upon Landlord's fa[. 
ure to perfonn any obligation as required or conditioned by any of the covenants and agreements con-
tained in this Lease within a reasonable time. Each notice of default required by this subsection shall 
specify the alleged event of default and the intended remedy. 
7.4 Tenant's Remedies Upon Landlord's Default. Upon the occurrence of a default by 
Landlord under this Lease, Tenant shall have the following rights in addition to any other rights and rem-
edies allowed by law or equily, including, but not limited to the following: 
7.4.1 Tenant shall have the right to seek a decree or order of specific performance 
by a court of competent jurisdiction, ordering Landlord to perform its obligations under this Lease. 
7.4.2 Subject to restrictions under state law regarding the Landlord's acceptance of 
liability, Tenant shall have the right to recover against Landlord any and all damages that are proximately 
caused by Landlord's default under this Lease. 
7.4.3 Tenant shall have the right to take whatever action is necessary to cure Land-
lord's default, including the incun:ing of any reasonable expenses, and it'La11dlord fails to reimburs<:Ten-
ant for the cosrs it incurred in connection with the curing of Landlord's default, to offset such costs 
agai1mt the rent then due and owing to Landlord until Tenant is fully reimbursed for such costs plus inter-
est thereon at the rate of six percent (6%) per. annum from rhe date of Tenant's ei.penditure of such costs 
until such costs are paid or reimbmsed. 
7.4.4 Pursue any othe1 remedy now or hereafter available to Tenant under the laws 
or judicial decisions of the state ofldaho. The rights, privileges, elections and remedies of Tenant as set 
fonh in this Lease or allowed by la:w or equity are cumulative, and the enforcement by Tenant of a specif-
ic remedy shall not constitute an election of remedies and/or a waiver of other available remedies. 
ARTICLES 
CLAJMS A."'ID DISPUTES 
8.1 Rights and Remedies Cumulative. Except as expressly provided in this Lease, each 
parly's rights and remedies described in this Lease are cumulative and not alternative remedies. 
8.2 Non-Waiver of Remedies. A waiver of any condition stated in tbis Lease shall not be 
implied by any neglect of a party to enforce any remedy available by reason of the failure to observe or 
perform the condition. A waiver by a parly shall not affect any condition other than the one specified in 
the waiver, and a waiver shall waive a specified condition only for the time and in the manner specifically 
stated in the wa'.ver. The acceptance by Landlord of rent or other money from Tenant after termination of 
the Lease, after termination of Tenant's right of possession, after the occurrence of a default, or after insti-
tution of any remedy by Landlord shall not alter, diminish, affect or waive the Lease tennination, termina-
tion of possession, default or remedy. 
8.3 Indemnification. To the extent allowed under Idaho law, Landlord and Tenant agree to 





tors, from and against any claims, demands, penalties, fines, liabilities, settlements, damages, costs, or 
expenses of any kind or nature, !mown or unlmown, contingent or otherwise (including reasonable attor-
neys' fees and costs), arising from any act, omission or negligence of that party, or the officers, contrac-
tors, licensees, agents, servants, employees, guests, invitees, or visitors of that party, in or about the Prem-
ises, or arising from any accident, injmy, or damage, howsoever and by whomsoever caused, to any per-
son or property, occurring in or about the Premises; provided that the foregoing provision shall not be 
construed to make one party responsible for loss, damage, liability or expense resulting from injuries to 
third parties caused by the negligence of the other party, including any officer, contractor, licensee, agent, 
servant, employee, guest, invitee of that party. 
8.4 Remedies Subject to Idaho Tort Claims Act and Appropriation Limits. Tenant 
aclmowledges that Landlord is a state agency and is subject to state law restrictions concerning the actions 
it may take to accept liability. It is specifically understood that any monetary liability against Landlord 
pursuant to this provision shall be subject to the provisions of the Idaho Tort Claims Act. Further, nothing 
in this Lease shall be so construed or interpreted to commit or obligate Landlord to unlawfully expend 
funds that have not been appropriated or budgeted. 
8.5 Dispute Resolution. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, if the Parties disa-
gree regarding the performance of this Lease other than nonpayment of rent, then the Parties agree to en-
gage in direct discussions to settle the dispute. If the disagreement cannot be settled by direct discussions, 
then the Parties agree to first endeavor to settle the disagreement in an amicable manner by mediation 
and, if unsuccessful, by arbitration, pursuant the American Arbitration Association's Commercial Media-
tion Rules, with litigation allowed only for the purpose of enforcing an arbitrator's decision. The forgo-
ing dispute resolution provisions shall not preclude Landlord from bringing legal action to recover non-
payment of rent, unlawful detainer and possession of the Premises by reason of Tenant's default in any 
payment obligation under this Lease, nor shall it preclude Tenant from bringing legal action in conform-
ance with Section 7.4.1 to enforce the rights and remedies available to it thereunder. 
8.6 Attorneys' Fees and Costs. If a party is in default under this Lease, then the defaulting 
party shall pay to the other party reasonable attorneys' fees and costs: (i) incurred by the other party after 
default and referral to an attorney, and (ii) incurred by the prevailing party in any litigation. 
ARTICLE9 
TERMINATION OF LEASE 
9.1 Events of Termination. This Lease shall terminate upon the occurrence of one or more 
of the following events: (i) by mutual written agreement of Landlord and Tenant; (ii) by Landlord pursu-
ant to the express provisions of this Lease; (iii) by Tenant pursuant to the express provisions of this 
Lease; (iv) upon expiration of the Term; or (v) by reason of condemnation or damage/destruction of the 
Premises as set forth in Article 6. 
9.2 Surrender of Possession. Except as otherwise provided herein, upon termination of this 
Lease, Tenant will immediately surrender possession of the Premises to Landlord. If possession is not 
immediately surrendered, Landlord may, in compliance with the laws of the state of Idaho, re-enter and 
repossess the Premises and remove all persons and property. 
LEASE - 10 
ARTICLElO 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
10.1 Notices. All notices under this Lease shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be deliv-
ered on the date of delivery if delivered in person or by fax, or on the date of receipt if delivered by U.S. 
Mail or express courier. Proof of delivery shall be by affidavit of personal delivery, machine-generated 
confirmation of fax transmission, or return receipt issued by U.S. Postal Service or express courier. No-
tices shall be addressed to the address set forth below: 
Tenant: 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main Street 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Southwest Irrigation District 
340 S. 400 W. 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. 
c/o Randall C. Budge 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Fax: 208-232-6109 
Landlord: 
Idaho Water Resource Board 
Brian Patton, Administrator 
3 22 East Front Street 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 8372-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
10.2 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence with respect to the obligations to be per-
formed under this Lease. 
10.3 Quiet Enjoyment. Notwithstanding the limitations of Section 2.6 above, Landlord war-
rants and represents that on the Connnencement Date it shall own fee simple title to the Premises and 
have the right to enter into this Lease and to let the Premises to Tenant. If Tenant pays the rent and keeps 
and performs the covenants of this Lease on Tenant's part to be kept and performed according to the pro-





ises during the Tenn hereof without any hindrance or molestation by Landlord or Landlord's agents, suc-
cessors or assigns. 
10.4 First Right of Refusal to Purchase and to Lease. 
10.4.1 Landlord hereby grants Tenant a right of first refusal on the Premises or any 
portion of the Premises in accordance with the terms below ("Right of First Refusal"). 
10.4.2 If, at anytime during the term of this Lease, the Seller receives a bona fide 
written offer from a willing third party to purchase all or part of the Premises which Landlord intends to 
accept ("Third Party Offer"), Landlord shall give written notice to Tenant at the addresses provided below 
accompanied by a copy of such Offer at least thirty (30) days before the date of contemplated sale. 
10.4.3 If, at anytime for a period of one(!) year following the date of termination of 
this Lease, the Landlord receives a bonafide written offer from a willing third party to lease all or part of 
the premises which Landlord intends to accept ("Third Party Offer"), Landlord shall give written notice to 
Tenant at the addresses provided below accompanied by a copy of such Offer at least thirty (30) days be-
fore the date of the contemplated lease. 
10.4.4 Within fifteen (15) business days after receipt of the written notice, Tenant 
shall notify Landlord that it intends to exercise its Right of First Refusal and will purchase the Premises 
pursuant to a purchase agreement or will lease the Premises pursuant to a lease agreement which matches 
the terms and conditions of the Third Party Offer. 
10.4.5 Notwithstanding the Tenant's Right of First Refusal described herein, the 
Landlord may enter into an agreement to sell the premises to the Tenant any time after the commence-
ment date of this Lease at such price and terms as the parties may agree. 
10.5 Interpretation. This Lease shall be governed by the law of the State of Idaho. The 
courts in the State ofldaho shall have exclusive jurisdiction. 
10.6 Binding Effect. The covenants and conditions contained herein shall apply to and bind 
the Parties and all heirs, administrators, grantees, successors, sublessees, assigns and successors of the 
Parties. 
10.7 Memorandum. This Lease shall not be recorded. However, a Memorandum of this 
Lease shall be executed and recorded in the records of Gooding County, Idaho, in the fonn attached here-
to as Exhibit "C". 
10.8 Entire Agreement; Amendment. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the 
Parties hereto and supersedes all prior agreements, oral or written, with respect to the subject matter here-
of. This Lease may not be modified in any manner whatsoever except by an instrument in writing signed 
by each of the Parties hereto. 
10.9 Severability. Any provisions of this Lease that may be prohibited or unenforceable in 
any jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforce-
ability without invalidating the remaining provisions hereof, and any such prohibition or unenforceability 
LEASE-12 
in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render unenforceable any other provision in any other jurisdic-
tion. 
10.10 Cooperation Landlord and Tenant shall and do hereby agree to cooperate with each oth-
er and to encourage and participate in efforts made by the State of Idaho and other users of the waters of 
the State of Idaho to promote the recharging, stabilization and sustaining of the aquifer jn_ area of the 
Premises .. 
Landlord: 
Dated: D(c. 3/~ , 2014 
STATE OF IDAHO 




Idaho Water Resources Board 
Tenant: NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
+JI\ 
Dated: Nol/, [;" , 2014 
LEASE- 13 
¢:Cb~ By: ,.--v,----:;c.,,.~-----------. ~arlajst Title: ~ aJ!ID.an ,, 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
By: f'---Q__ k.' 
Name: Dean Stevenson 
Title: Chainnan 
SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
By: f0d1 
Name: Randy Bro(vn 
Title: Chairman 
in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate or render unenforceable any other provision in any other jurisdic-
tion. 
10.10 Cooperation Landlord and Tenant shall and do hereby agree lo cooperate with each oth-
er and to encourage and participate in effrnts made by the State of Idaho and other users of the waters of 
the State of Idaho to promote the recharging, stabilization and sustaining of the aquifer in area of the 
Premises. 
Landlord: 
Dated: , 2014 -------
STA TF OF IDAHO 




Idaho Water Resources Board 
Tenant: NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
f/!l 
Dated: i'Jo\/', 5° , 2014 
LEASE - 13 
J;• 
By ~.de/ ./.,cc_/~··_·· ________ _ 
N;mii;: · J,1Y_l11f'Carlguist 
Title: &~Chairman 
1· 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
/, ./\I. 
By: ___________ ~~~-----
Name: Dean Stevenson 
Title: Chainnan 
SOUTH\\IEST IRRTGA TION DISTRICT 
t''f By: .i . 
Name: Randy Bro\\1n 
Title: Chairman 
EXHIBIT "A" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES 
Legal Description is the 51 acre parcel with associated easements depicted in the at-
tached map and legal description. This consists of a 17.05 acre parcel containing the hatchery 
facility as deeded by IDPR to IWRB. The remaining 33 acre parcel consisting of Fisher Lake 
and the spring discharge areas is in the process of being acquired by IWRB from IDPR. 
r-:-·~ ':"'.'."--:"3ITR".~l'E'&::JJ,,,,~E;l:.::.,. 
L' Aqualife 
l ] 51 Total Acres irtc!uding property above rim 
ll 
l~ 
Property above the ;im. 4.8 acres 
~ 
EXHIBIT "A-2" 
LEASE WATER RIGHTS 
r--- ---------------,.-·-·-··- ---~--------~---- ----------~ 
I WATER SOURCE WATER 
l·-SPR!N-G-FL-C-)'v_lv_1 -.1-.R-IB_l_T_L_A_R_Y 10 BfiiiNGSLE-,y+-ccc·::c,·:N:·C---)--_ --------+-s=·;'s''';';',·09·-=5-4' _______ __ 
'CREEK 
--~-----







Pursuant to Section 1.9 of the Lease ("Lease") effective 1st day of January, 2015, between the 
State of Idaho, by and through the Idaho Water Resource Board(collectively, ''Landlord"), and North 
Snake Ground \\later District, Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest .Irrigation District 
("Tenant"). Landlord and Tenant through their primary contacts do hereby memorialize the follov.:ing 
upon the commencement of the Lease: 
!. The Commencement Date pursuant to Section 1.5 of the Lease is January I, 2015. 
2. The initial Average Annual CFS for the Tcnanfs use pursuant to Section 1.6 of the 
Lease is 48.227 cfs. 
3. The following structures or improvements on the Premises shall be excluded from the 
Parties' obligations in Sections 4.2. and 4.3 of the Lease: No Exclusions 
Landlord: 
Dated: January 9, 2015 
IDAHO WATER RESOURCES BOARD 
Roger Chase 
Chairman 
Idaho Water Re.sources Board 
Page 1 of 2 
Tenant: NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
'! 
Dated: /',)OV. f + l , 2014 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
Hy __!_.~--~ 
N~me: __ Dean Stevenson 
Title: Chairman 
SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
/ 





MEMORANDUM OF LEASE 
Recording Requested By and 
Tu'hen Recorded Return to: 
MEYlORANDlJM OF LEASE 
TH1S MEMORANDUM OF LEASE ("Memorandum") is made as of the 1st day of January, 2015, be-
tween North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest hTigation 
District (collectively, "Tenant"), and the State of ldal10 by and through the Idaho Water Resource Board. 
("Landlord''). 
1. Landlord and Tenant have entered into a lease dated as of January l,, 2015 (the ''Lease") 
for a tcnn of thirty (30) years regarding certain real property and water rights described in Exhibit A and 
A-2, attached hereto and incorporated herein. 
2. The Lease is made in consideration for rent paid by Tenant and includes options to lease 
and a right of first refusal in favor of Tenant. 
3. This Memorandum summarizes the provisions of the Lease purstrnnt to Idaho Code§ 55-
818, and incorporates by reference all of the tenns and provisions of the Memorandmn. 
4. The tenns, conditions and provisions of the Lease shall extend to and be binding upon the 
heirs, executors, administrators, grantees, successors and assigns of the Parties hereto. 
5. In the event of any conflict between the Lease and this Memorandum, the Lease shall 
control. 
6. Capitalized te1111s set forth in this Memorandum shall have the same meanings ascribed 
for such capitalized tenns in the Lease. 
SIGNATURES ON FOLLOWING PAGES 




Chainnan, Idaho Water Resources Bc,ard 
STATE OF IDAHO 
)ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On this __ day of_ ...... ·--···-·--' 2014, before me the undersigned Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, persollally appeared to me 
to be the person whose name is suhscribed to within instmment and acknowledged to me that he/she exe-
cuted the same. 
In WITNESS \VHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and year in 
this certificate first wl"1tten. 
Notary Public in and for Idaho 





, /. ,,-., 'I 
1\1/J-V, o , 2014 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
~--} 




MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 





SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DlSTRJCT 
By: . 1_ ~- ({ ·L/ 
Name: Randv Br6w1~ 
Title: Chairman 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of ,/51;.,nf/&rl 
ss. 
On this s+Aday of ,'\/r,l,'Lkl'J_~ 20 I 4, before me, Randall C, Budge, the undersigned no-
tary public in and for said county and state, personally appeared Lynn Carlquist, known or identified to 
me to be the Chairman of North Snake Ground \\later District Dean Stevenson. knmvn or identified to 
me to be the Chairman of Magic Valley Ground \Vater District and Randy Brown, known or identified to 
me to be the Chairman of Southwest Irrigation District, that executed the ,vithin instrument. and known 
to me to be the person that executed the within instrument on behalf of said Ciround \Vater Districts and 
Irrigation District, and acknowledged to me that such Ground \,\later Districts and Irrigation District exe-
cuted the same for the purposes herein contained. 
lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above ,vrltten. 
!H\I\IDA!,L C. UUDc:c 
J,JOT1\P\'' PUSUC 
S"fAfE (;F iD/-\HO 
~) 
11.11 [;; & _Jjf),/IJ<lz1J-i C , lal( <71.d _______ . ____ -
Notary Public for Idaho (i--
Rcsiding at Pocatello, Idaho 
Commission Expires 10/11 /20 J 6, 
ATTACHMENT A-2 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
+~ THIS MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT ("Memorandum") is made as of January 
2015 between North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District 
and Southwest lnigation District (collectively "Districts"), and SeaPac of Idaho, Inc,, an Idaho 
corporation ("SeaPac''), 
L The Districts an~SeaPac bave entered into a Magic Springs Water Use Agreement dated 
as of January /", 2015 (the "Agreement"). 
2. Pursuant to the Agreement, SeaPac grants the Districts the exclusive right to use up to 10 
els of first. use water from its Magic Springs Hatchery under water right nos. 36-7072 and 
36-8386 together with the exclusive right and access to utilize all discharge water from 
the Magic Springs facility as needed to provided mitigation lo Rangen, Inc. and other 
water right holders in the Hagemian Valley, together with a right of access and easements 
10 design, construct, operate and maintain water intake and collection facilities, pump 
stations, pipelines and other facilities necessary to deliver water from SeaPac's Magic 
Springs Hatchery for mitigation purposes. 
3. The Agreement is made in consideration for a long term lease or ownership of the 
Aqualife Hatchery provided by the Districts to SeaPac. 
4. This Memorandmn summarizes the provisions of the Agreement. 
5. The terms, conditions and provisions of the Agreement shall extend to and be binding 
upon the heirs, executives, administrators. grantees, successors and assigns of the parties 
hereto. 
6. In the event of any conflict between the Agreement and this Memorandum, the 
Agree1nent shall control. 
7. This Memorandm11 may be recorded in the Gooding County, Idaho Recorder's Office and 
may be filed with the Director of the Idaho Depmiment of Water Resources to provide 
notice of the Agreement between the parties. 
(Signatures on the following page) 
Memorandum of Agreement - 1 
Dated: ______ ,20!5 
Dated: J(m\A,,,11\' 1 , 20!5 
u 
Dated: J:!i\i11"1.;11t1A -1 -·' 2015 
,) 
Memorandum of Agreement - 2 
SEAPAC OF IDAHO, INC., 
an J daho corporation 
By:------------------
Name: ___________ _ 
Title: _______ _ 
NORTH SNAKE GROUNDWATER DISTRICT 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
SOUTHWEST IRRJGA TION DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of ___ _ ) 
On this __ day ofJ anumy, 2015, before me, a N otaiy Public for the State ofldaho, personally 
appeared , known or identified to me to be the _________ , of 
SEA PAC OF JD AHO, INC., that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
STATE OF TDAHO 




NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
-11"1i'-On this __ day of Jaimruy, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the State ofldaho, 
personally appeared RANDY BROWN, known or identified to me to be the Chairman, of SOUTHVvT-oST 
IRR1GA TlON DISTRICT, LYNN CARLQUIST, known or identified to me to be the Clmimian, of 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRJCT and DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me 
to be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALLEY JRRIGA TION DISTRICT, that executed the instrument or the 
person -.....vho executed the instrument on behalf of said corporations, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporations executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
Memorandum of Agreement - 3 
~-) 1  t17D1J 
~,:d,/.1 l. ' yt:,'"(!.n:fl,...-1' 
··r-----·-"·----~----... J::. __ \=: .. _. _________ ~----
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHcf 
Residing at: ~(i 11 Glf/lC, G-Ol.<" !'11' 
My Commission Expires: !O It I jllP 
Dated: Jt,tn1.v1~ 1 , 2015 
Dated: J,tVI\AA rtl , 2015 
Memorandum of Agreement· 2 
SEAPAC OF IDAHO, INC. 
an Idaho cmporatio 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
By: I~-~ -~ 
Name: - c.e-. 
Title: t:v,.,-,u __ 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DISTRICT 
ay,({O~~ 
N~:Q , :Z fc~ .._ 
Title: CI " · ,., , __ 
SOUTHWEST IRR1GATJON DISTRICT 
Bv:~~ . Name: ~,,(_  
Title:~ 
ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
Countyof"tu/,;. G//,,- ) 
On this -1£ day of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the tate ofldaho, personally 
appeared kc l''- «?6 le v , known or identified to me to be the e-,;dc-,,,_ r. of 
SEAPAC OF IDAHO, lNC., thfuexecuted the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO 




NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: !f v & / 
My Commission Expires: '1-2.C, -/ S-
t'l'-
On this _J_ day of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the State of Idaho, 
personally appeared RANDY BROWN, known or identified to me to be the Chairman, of SOUTHWEST 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT, LYNN CARLQUIST, known or identified to me to be the Chairman, of 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT and DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me 
to be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRlGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporations, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporations executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
RANDALL C. BUDGE 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Memorandum of Agreement - 3 
----- -
NOTARY PUBLtC FOR IDAH 
Residing at: B,,,.(lrl~, C-Ol.<n!'t 




Instrument # 250222 
GOODING, GOODING, \DAHO 
12~11~2014 09:29:35 AM No. of Pages: 8 
DENISE M. GILL Fee: 31.00 
Ex.~Officio Recorder Deputy ___ _.,'..<;,:r-~~ 
Recorded for: RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUD~GE & BAIL 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT 
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY 
Southwest Irrigation District 
North Snake Ground Water District 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
4 ~A AGREEMENT effective this __ day ofNovember, 2014, between NORTH 
SIDE CANAL COMPANY ("NORTH SIDE"), and Southwest lrrigation Distiict, N01ih 
Snake Grouud Water District and Magic Valley Ground Water District (hereinafter 
"Distiicts"), collectively referred to as the "parties." 
RECITALS 
A WHEREAS, NORTH SIDE, owns certain real property located in 
Gooding Cmmty, Idaho located in Government Lot SE Y, SE Y<, Section 6 and SW v.; 
SW, Section 5, Township 8 South, Range 14 East, B.M., Gooding County, Idal10 
("Property") and; 
B. WHEREAS, the Districts desire to acquire from NORTH SIDE an 
easement 20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" attached for the purpose of 
constructing, owning and operating up to two bnried pipelines through the NORTH SIDE 
Property to convey water from a spring source and the Magic Springs aquaculture 
facility; and 
C. WHEREAS, NORTH SIDE is willing to provide the Districts the 
requested easement for the buried pipelines pursuant to this Agreement. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency 
of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
1. Payment. The total purchase price for the easement shall be FIVE 
THOUSAND ($5,000.00) DOLLARS per acre calculated based upon the width and 
length of the easement payable from the Districts to NORTH SIDE at the execution of 
this agreement. 
2. Installation of Pipelines. The Districts shall submit to NORTH SIDE 
construction drawings and specifications stan1ped by a registered professional engineer in 
the State ofldaho, that illustrate the design of the project for NORTH SIDE to review 
and approve prior to beginning consh11ction on the Property. After NORTH SIDE has 
approved the constmction drawings and specifications, the Distiicts may install, at their 
own expense, up to two (2) buried pipelines for the conveyance of water from Magic 
Springs within the easement described in Exhibit "A" attached. The Districts shall install 
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said pipelines within the easement in accordance with standard specifications for pipe, 
materials, installation, and backfill, as set forth in the Idaho standards for public works 
constmction or the respective projects' constrnction drawings, as approved by NORTH 
SIDE. 
3. Pipeline Ownership and Maintenance. The Districts shall own the 
pipelines and be responsible for their installation, maintenance, repair and replacement. 
4. Easement and Access. NORTH SIDE hereby grants to the Districts an 
easement on, over, under and through a p01tion of the Prope1ty, approximately 550' in 
length and 20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto, to construct, operate, 
maintain and replace as necessary up to two (2) buried pipelines to insure the proper 
delivery of water from Magic Springs. It is understood a11d agreed that the fual 
description of the easement and location of the pipes are subject to amendment by the 
Districts based upo11 the final survey and installed pipe locations. 
5. Indemnification. The Districts agree to indemnify and hold NORTH 
SIDE harmless from any and all claims arising out of the construction, operation, 
maintenance, repair or replacement of the pipeline, or the use of the easement for any 
purpose. 
6. The Districts' Representative. The Districts agree to designate one 
person to represent the Districts in all dealings with NORTH SIDE and to act as a liaison 
between the parties. The Districts shall communicate to NORTH SIDE in wiiting the 
name, address and telephone munber of such person. 
7. Additional Documents. The parties will execute such additional deeds, 
releases and other documents and ins1rnments as may be required to carry out the purpose 
and intent of the foregoing agreement. 
8. Cooperation. The parties will cooperate, communicate and act in good 
faith with each other as may be reasonable and necessary in exercising their rights and 
performing their responsibilities pursuant to this Agreement. 
9. Default. In the event any party fails to perfom1 any of the terms, 
conditions or provisions of this Agreement, and fails to cure such default within thi1ty 
(3 0) days of receipt of wiitten notice of default, the non-defaulting party may elect any 
one of the following remedies, which are the sole and exclusive remedies available: 
(a) to tenninate. this Agreement; 
(b) file an action to obtain specific performance of this Agreement; or 
( c) pursue any other remedy to which they may be entitled under the 
laws of the state ofldaho. 
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10. Legal Fees. In the event legal action is undertalcen to enforce this 
Agreement, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover reasonable 
attorney fees and costs, in addition to whatever other relief that party may be entitled to. 
11. Binding Effect. All of the terms, conditions and covenants of th.is 
Agreement shall be binding upon the parties and shall inure to the benefits of all 
successors and assigns of the patties hereto. 
12. Assignment of this Agreement. The Districts may assign their interest in 
th.is Agreement to a third party, subject to the prior written consent of NORTH SIDE, 
which consent shall not be nmeasonably withheld. 
13. Modification or Revocation. This Agreement may be modified or 
revoked by a writing executed by all patties. 
14. Dispute Resolution. Any substat1tial dispute between the parties shall be 
resolved in accordance with the following provisions: 
(a) Mediation. The parties shall designate a mediator and appeat· 
before the mediator and attempt to mediate a settlement of the 
dispute. 
(b) Arbitration. In the event the dispute between the pa1ties cannot be 
settled as a result of mediation as above described, the dispute shall 
be arbitrated in accordance witl1 the Unifonn Arbitration Act, Title 
7, Chapter 9, Idal1o Code. The parties shall elect a mutually 
agreeable arbitrator and the dispute shall be submitted to that 
arbitrator for decision. The arbitrator shall be authorized to enter a 
decision to resolve the dispute that is binding on the parties. The 
at·bitrator's decision shall be non-appealable. 
( c) Litigation. Litigation is allowed between the parties only for the 
purpose of enforcing a settlement agreement entered into between 
the parties as a result of mediation, or an arbitrator's decision 
resulting from arbitration. 
(d) Injunctive Relief. Either patty may request a Court to issue such 
temporary or interim relief (including temporary restraining orders 
and preliminary injunctions) as may be appropriate, either before 
or after mediation or arbitration is commenced. The temporary or 
interim relief shall remain in effect pending the outcome of the 
mediation or arbitration. No such request shall be a waiver of the 
right to submit my dispute to mediation or at"bitration. 
( e) Arbitration and Mediation Costs. The patties shall share equally in 
all expenses at1d costs at1d fees of the mediator and arbitrator. 
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Each party shall be responsible for it is own costs, attorney fees 
and witness fees, if any. However, the arbitrator may award 
reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party. 
(f) Choice of Law. This Agreement and the validity, interpretation 
and performance thereof shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the laws of the State ofldaho. 
15. Notices. All notices required to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall 
be served upon the parties by certified mail, return receipt requested, at the following 
addresses: 
North Side Canal Company 
c/o Alan Hansten, Manager 
921 North Lincoln Avenue 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, Idal10 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box 430 
Paul, Idal10 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the pai·ties have executed this Agreement effective on 
the date recited above. 
NORTH SIDE CANAL COMPANY 
B{)j:(3~h9= rHN BUEKERS, President 
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SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT 
~ '# By /,:-.c4 _b ,/f,+-<-<.)-"Y/. 
• RANDY,.,BROWN, Chairmai1 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUNDWATER 
DISTRICT ~ 
"'\· X l\ ., " ) ' 1Y By j\ _ ~-- , 1,,-- -~ 
DEAN STEVENSON, Ch~itman 





STATE OF IDAHO ) 
On this lj___ day ofNovember, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the State of 
Idaho, personally appeared JOHN BUEKERS, known or identified to me to be the 
President, of NORTH SIDE CANAL COMP ANY, tlmt executed the instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to 
me that such corporation executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Cas&'f 0,,., ) 
~~ uey.~ c-fl~~ 
\ NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO f Residing at: l ,_._,_,,_J;::((':::. 
I My Conunission Expires: '/ fa[ l3" 
{~ 
On this !f__ day of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofidaho, personally appeared RANDY BROWN, known or identified to me to be 
the Chainnan, of SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT, tli.at executed the instmment 
or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
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NOTARY PUBLIC FORIDO 
Residing at: }Jca!e/u ,,,.,rl), 
My Commission Expires: N/,i /;f 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of CaS r, ;,,_ ) 
On this 4"~ay of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofidaho, personally appeared LYNN CARLQUIST, ]mown or identified to me to 
be the Chai1man, ofNORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, that executed the 
instnunent or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
-=· _,,,~ ... ~- 1l: ""-!1!.b..,~ 
RAf\lDALL C. BUDGE .. 
~ NOTAllY PUBLIC 
(SE~ST~TE OF iDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 




NOTARY PlJB,LIC FQRAHO 
Residing at: ?fftuk/(o ;JI)_ 
My Commission Expires: /0 /11 J II, 
On this tf h day of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared DEAN STEVENSON, ]mown or identified to me to 
be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrnment or the person who executed the instrnment on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
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NOTARY PUBLIC FOR ID(} 
Residing at: [i)~h 1 :ttJ. 
My Commission Expires: to/P /!6 
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EXHIBIT A 
MAGIC SPRING PROJECT 
BURIED PIPELINE EASMENT DESCRIPTION 
NORTHSIDE CANAL COMPANY 
A 20 foot wide easement across a portion of a parcel of land described in a deed dated 
January 17, 1912, and recorded in Book J of Deeds, at Page 331, records of Gooding 
County, Idaho, said easement being situated in the a portion of Lot 8 of Section 6 and a 
portion of the NW 1/4, SW 1/4, SW 1/4 of Section 5 all in Township 8 South, Range 14 
East, Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho. Said easement being more particularly 
described as follows: 
Commencing at the South 1 /161h Comer common to said Sections 5 and 6 being 
marked by a U.S. Fish and Wilplife brass cap monument dated 1949, said monument 
also being the.POINT OF BEGINNING, thence continuing along the section line 
common to said Sections 5 and 6 
South 0° 47' 14" West 41.88 feet, thence leaving said section line into said Section 6 
South 70° 1 O' 11" West 293.61 feet, thence 
South 19° 49' 49" East 77.66 feet to a point on the southeasterly line of said parcel of 
land (Book J, Page 331 ), thence along said southeasterly line 
North 68° 00' 35" East 20.01 feet, thence leaving said 
southeasterly line 
North 19° 49' 49" West 56.90 feet, thence 
North 70° 1 O' 11" East 256.09 feet to a point on said section line, thence leaving said 
section line and continuing into said Section 5 
North 70° 1 O' 11" East 21.36 feet to a point, thence 
South 0° 47' 14" West 1.60 feet to a point, thence 
North 70° 1 O' 11" East 132.73 feet to a point of curvature, thence 
6.93' feet along a curve to the left, said curve having a radius of 110.00', a delta angle of 
3°36'33" and a cord bearing and distance North 68° 21' 55" East 6.93 feet, thence 
North 66° 33' 38" East 23.20 feet to a point on the north line of said parcel (Book J, 
Page 331 ), also being the north line of said NW 1/4, SW 1/4, SW 1/4 of Section 
5, thence along said north line 
North 89° 44' 17" West 53.33 feet, thence leaving said north line 
South 70° 1 O' 11" West 105.20 feet, thence 
North 0° 47' 14" East 36.09 feet to a point on said north line, thence along said north 
line 
North 89° 35' 23" West 20.00 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Said easement contains 10,833 square feet or 0.249 acres, more or less. 
ATTACHMENT A-4 
Instrument# 250221 
GOODING, GOODING, IDl'HO 
12-11-2014 09:20:57 AM No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for: RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAIL 
Ex..Officio Recorder Deputy 
DENISE M. GILL Fee: 31.00 r 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT 
LEER. and MARYE. MITCHELL 
Southwest Irrigation District 
No11h Snake Ground Water District 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
AGREEMENT effective this~ day of November, 2014, between LEER. 
MITCHELL and MARYE. MITCHELL, husband and wife, ("MITCHELL"), and 
Southwest Irrigation District, North Snake Ground Water District and Magic Valley 
Ground Water District Q1ereinafter "Districts"), c_o!lectively referred to as the "parties." 
RECITALS 
A. WHEREAS, MITCHELL, owns ce1tain real property located in Gooding 
Cotmty, Idaho located in NW Y. SW 1/., Section 5, Township 8 South, Range 14 East, 
B.M., Gooding County, Idaho (" Property") and; 
B. WHEREAS, the Districts desire to acquire from MITCHELL an easement 
20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" and Exhibit "B" attached for the purpose of 
constructing, owning and operating two (2) buried pipelines through the MITCHELL 
Property to convey water from the Magic Springs water rights; and 
C. WHEREAS, MITCHELL is willing to provide the Districts the requested 
easement for the buried pipelines pursuant to this Agreement. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency 
of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
1. Installation of Pipelines. MlTCHELL agrees that the Districts may 
install, at its own expense, two (2) buried pipelines for the conveyance of water from 
Magic Springs within the easements described in Exhibit "A" and Exhibit "B" attached. 
The Districts shall install said pipelines within the easements in accordance with standard 
specifications for pipe, materials, installation, and backfill, as set forth in the Idaho 
standards for public works construction or the respective projects' construction drawings. 
2. Pipeline Ownership and Maintenance. The Districts shall own the 
pipelines and be responsible for their installation, maintenance, repair and replacement. 
3. Easement and Access. MITCHELL hereby grants to the Districts 
easements on, over, under and through a portion of the MITCHELL Property, 
approximately 850' in length, 20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" and approximately 
730' in length, 20' in width as described in Exhibit "B" attached hereto, to construct, 
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operate, maintain and replace as necessary two (2) buried pipelines to insure the proper 
delivery of water from Magic Springs. It is understood and agreed that the final 
description of the easements and location of the pipes are subject to amendment by the 
Districts based upon the final survey and installed pipe locations. 
4. Indemnification. The Districts agree to indemnify and hold MITCHELL 
hannless from any and all claims arising out of the construction, operation, maintenance, 
repair or replacement of the pipelines, or the use of the easement for any purpose. 
5. The Districts' Representative. The Districts agree to designate one 
person to represent the Districts in all dealings with MITCHELL and to act as a liaison 
between the parties. The Districts shall communicate to MITCHELL in writing the 
name, address and telephone number of such person. 
6. Additional Documents. The parties will execute such additional deeds, 
releases and other documents and instnnnents as may be required to carry out the purpose 
and intent of the foregoing agreement. 
7. Cooperation. The parties will cooperate, communicate and act in good 
faith with each other as may be reasonable and necessary in exercising their rights and 
perfonning their responsibilities pursuant to this Agreement. 
8. Default. In the event any party fails to perform any of the tenns, 
conditions or provisions of this Agreement, and fails to cure such default within thirty 
(30) days of receipt of written notice of default, the non-defaulting party may elect any 
one of the following remedies, which are the sole and exclusive remedies available: 
(a) to terminate this Agreement; 
(b) file an action to obtain specific perfonnance of this Agreement; or 
(c) pursue any other remedy to which they may be entitled under tl1e 
laws of the state ofidaho. 
9. Legal Fees. In tl1e event legal action is undertaken to enforce this 
Agreement, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover reasonable 
attorney fees and costs, in addition to whatever other relief that paity may be entitled to. 
10. Binding Effect. All of the terms, conditions and covenants of this 
Agreement shall be binding upon the parties and shall inure to the benefits of all 
successors and assigns oftl1e pa1ties hereto. 
11. Assignment of this Agreement. The Districts may assign their interest in 
this Agreement to a third party, subject to the prior written consent ofMITCI-IELL, 
which consent shall not be umeasonably withheld. Provided, that the Districts may 
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assign their interest in this Agreement to one or more of their member groundwater 
districts without the consent of MITCHELL. 
12. Modification or Revocation. This Agreement may be modified or 
revoked by a writing executed by all patties. 
13. Dispute Resolution. Any substantial dispute between the parties shall be 
resolved in accordance with the following provisions: 
(a) Mediation. The paities shall designate a mediator and appear 
before the mediator and attempt to mediate a settlement of the 
dispute. · 
(b) Arbitration. In the event the dispute between the patties carmot be 
settled as a result of mediation as above described, the dispute shall 
be arbitrated in accordance with the Uniform Arbitration Act, Title 
7, Chapter 9, Idaho Code. The patties shall elect a mutually 
agreeable arbitrator and the dispute shall be submitted to that 
arbitrator for decision. The at-bitrator shall be authorized to enter a 
decision to resolve the dispute that is binding on the patties. The 
arbitrator's decision shall be non-appealable. 
(c) Litigation. Litigation is allowed between the parties only for the 
purpose of enforcing a settlement agreement entered into between 
the patties as a result of mediation, or a11 arbitrator's decision 
resulting from arbitration. 
(d) Injunctive Relief. Either patty may request a Court to issue such 
temporary or interim relief (including temporary restraining orders 
and preliminary injimctions) as may be appropriate, either before 
or after mediation or arbitration is cmmnenced. The temporary or 
interim relief shall remain in effect pending the outcome of the 
mediation or arbitration. No such request shall be a waiver of the 
right to submit any dispute to mediation or arbitration. 
(e) Arbitration and Mediation Costs. The parties shall share equally in 
all expenses and costs and fees of the mediator and arbitrator. 
Each patty shall be responsible for it is own costs, attorney fees 
and witness fees, if any. However, the arbitrator may awai·d 
reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing patty. 
(f) Choice of Law. This Agreement and the validity, interpretation 
at1d perfonnance thereof shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the laws of the State ofidaho. 
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14. Notices. All notices required to be given pursuant to this Agreement shall 
be served upon the parties by ce1tified mail, return receipt requested, at the following 
addresses: 
Mr. & Mrs. Lee R. Mitchell 
II.I oo Nov".1..Ane · 
M&i&.1~11. lb B31Dll2. 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Jdaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box 430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have. executed this Agreement effective on 
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SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT 
,) I {) 
By~;/{' ,-:0-1?Ai; 6./1-('-'<...;~ 
~RA.NDY BROWN, Chainnan 
NORTH SNAKE IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT 
/ 
By~---~ ARLQUIST, Chairman 
.!/ 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER 
DIST~1T ~ -fl--· 
By IA\!>=-,. ,,('.))c~-




STATE OF l,rAfO ) 
County of~ \ ss. 
On this! 7}%ay of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the State of 
Idaho, personally appeared LEER. MITCHELL and MARYE. MITCHELL, husband 
and wife, YJ10wn or identified to me to be the persons whose names subscribed to the 
within instrument, and acknowledged to me that they exec ted the same. 
~{J~ 
(SEAL) 
~ ARY PUBL'IFOR IDAHO 
Residing at: ()'101..1(1 C.U'1 f C. C J 
My Commission Expires:\,,/\ • ,..., ,-, 
IV 1.ll.vJ .3D' ]._O ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS, 
County of Ca.ss; A ) 
On this !}!.fili.y of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared RA1'.'DY BROVv'N, k11cw11 or identified to me to be 
the Chairman, of S01JTHWEST B.RIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instrument 
or foe person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation execme,i fue same. 
'*el:£:$?!,~ 
f RANDALLC. 6UDGU /.l!<i,Tu.4!RI' PUB UC Ml'i\'tE'of IDAHO 
d •" o-..-v .,;e·~vr 
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NoE~c~~---~ 
Residing at: Nct1 le (/7 .z:V · 
My Commission Expires: /0//1 /Ii 
STATE OF IDAHO 




On IJ1is ~day of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofldaho, personally appeared LYNN CARLQUIST, known or identified to me to 
be IJ1e Chairman, of NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
)...A,'i;,..,~fl,"" .... --", ·<f:-<'!,....,::;,,~ 
'J RANDALL C. BUDGE ~1 
~ NOTARY PUBUC f 
ig;~i:JJ~ ~~1~2~1 
STATE OF IDAHO 




NOTARY PUBLIC FO!). IDAO 
Residing at: (f/7 ro.A // v1 Z' ,! , 
My Commission Expires: /1 /ii// j 
On this /./.,/-/day of November, 2014, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofidaho, personally appeared DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me to 
be the Chainnan, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the inst1ument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
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NOTARY PUBLIC f~ 0 
Residing at: /&rrJ.. f.ilftJ J ,? /J, 
My Commission Expires: / /J/11 (// 
October 28, 2014 
EXHIBIT A 




Cons u It in g. Inc. 
BURIED PIPELINE EASMENT DESCRIPTION 
MITCHELL EASEMENT 
A 20 foot wide easement across a portion of a parcel of land described in a deed 
recorded on October 5, 1999 as Instrument Number 182760, records of Gooding 
County, Idaho, said easement being situated in a portion of the NW Y. of the SW Y. of 
Section 5 in Township 8 South, Range 14 East, Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho. 
Said easement being more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the South 1/161h Comer common to said Section 5 andjSection 6, 
Township 8 South, Range 14 East being marked by a U.S. Fish and Wildlife brass cap 
monument dated 1949, said monument being the southwest corner of said parcel of 
land (Instrument Number 182760) and the POINT OF BEGINNING, thence oontinuing 
along the section line oommon to said Sections 5 and 6 
North 0°53'45" East 857.05 feet to the southerly right-of-way of a county road, thence 
along said southerly right-of-way 
South 49'24'52" East 25.99 feet, thence leaving said southerly right-of-way 
South 0°53'45" West 840.24 feet to the south line of said pan:el, being the south line of 
said NW1/4 of the SW1/4 of Section 5, thence along said south line 
North 89° 44' 17" West 20.00 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Said easement contains 16,972 square feet or 0.390 acres, more or less. 
1904 W. Overtand • Boise, ID 83705 • Phone (208J 342--009l • Fax (208)342--0092 • www.quodront.cc 
Civil Engineering .. Surveying 
October 28, 2014 
EXHIBIT B 
MAGIC SPRING PROJECT 
I 
lilll Ill I 
m11 Quadrant 
Cons u It in g, Inc. 
BURIED PIPELINE EASMENT DESCRIPTION 
MITCHELL EASEMENT 
A 20 foot wide easement across a portion of a parcel of land described in a deed 
recorded on October 5, 1999, as Instrument Number 182760, records 9f Gooding 
County, Idaho, said easement being situated in a portion of the NW Y. of the SW Y. of 
Section 5 in Township 8 Soutli, Range 14 East, Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho. 
Said easement being more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the southwest corner of said NW Y. of the SW Y. of said Section 5, 
being marked by a U.S. Fish and Wildlife brass cap monument dated 1949, said 
monument also being the southwest corner of said parcel of land (Instrument Number 
182760), thence along the south line of said parcel South 89' 44' 17" East 118.47 feet 
to the POINT OF BEGINNING, thence leaving said south line, 
North 70' 1 O' 11" East 20.01 feet, to a point of curvature, thence 
5.67 feet along a curve to the left, said curve having a radius of 90.00 feet, a delta angle 
of 3° 36' 33" and a chord bearing and distance North 68' 21' 55" East 5.67 feet, thence 
North 66' 33' 38" East 186.98 feet, thence 
North 75' 03' 05" East 169.11 feet, thence 
North 90' 00' 00" East 309 .. 73 feet to a point of.curvature, thence 
60.59 feet along a curve to the left, said curve having a radius of 90.00 feet, a delta 
angle of 38° 34' 17" and a chord bearing and distance of North 70° 42' 51" East 59.45 
feet to a point on the southerly right-of-way of a county road, thence along said 
southerly right-of-way 
South 49° 24' 52" East 20.30 feet, thence leaving said southerly right-of-way 
77.87 feet along a non-tangent curve to the right, said curve having a radius of 110.00 
feet, a delta angle of 40°33'38" and a chord bearing and distance of South 69' 43' 11" 
West 76.25 feet, thence 
South 90' 00' 00" West 307 .11 feet, thence 
South 75' 03' 05" West 165.00 feet, thence 
South 66° 33' 38" West 162.29 feet to a point on the south line of said parcel 
(Instrument Number 182760), thence along said south line 
North 89° 44' 17" West 53.33 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Said easement contains 14,625 square feet or 0.336 acres, more or less. 
1904 W. Overland • Boise, ID B3705 • Phone (208} 342-0091 • Fax [208) 342-0092 • www.quadrant.cc 
Civil Engineering • Surveying 
ATTACHMENT A-5 
PATRICK D. BRO'VVN, P.1C. 
Pat Brown 
pat@pbla\V.CO 
516 Hansen Street East 
P.O. Box 125 
Twin Falls, JD 83303 
20'1-733-5004 
January 16, 2015 
Thomas J. Budge 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey 
201 E. Center, Ste. A2 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1301 
Re: Permission to IGWA for a pipeline to Rangen, Inc. across the 
property of Walter and Margaret Candy (located in the NWSW and 
SWNW of Section 32, Township 7 South, Range 14 East, Boise 
Meridian) 
Dear Mr. Budge: 
As you and I have discussed by phone, Walter and Margaret Candy have 
authorized me to continue to extend their permission for IGWA to have and use a 
pipeline across their property in order to convey water to Rangen, Inc. from Magic 
Springs. The permission Candys are granting is in the form of a license and is revocable 
at any time. 
They will not revoke the permission as long as, in their sole discretion, they 
believe we are progressing towards the eJ<ecution of a comprehensive agreement which 
not only grants IGWA a license for the pipeline but assures that IGWA and its members 
will supply water to the senior water rights. Of course this comprehensive agreement 
will also have to be formally approved by llhe State of Idaho. 
The permission Candys continue to extend is not intended and shall not in any 
way be construed to be an easement. We remain convinced that an easement is not 
necessary, as access and use will be fully and continuously licensed under conditions to 
be set forth in the anticipated agreement. 
Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to assist you in providing 




PIPELINE LICENSE AGREEMENT 
RANGEN, INC. 
Southwest Irrigation District 
North Snake Ground Water District 
1\Iagic Valley Ground Water District 
LICENSE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") effective this __ day of'January, 
2015, between RA}.JGEN, INC., ("Rangen"), a11d Southwest Irrigation District, North 
Snake Ground Water District and Magic Valley Ground Water District (hereinafter 
"Districts"), collectively referred to as the "parties." 
RECITALS 
A. WHEREAS, Rangen, owns certain real property located in Gooding 
County, Idaho located in SW \4 NW\,:;, Section 32, Township 7S, Range 14E, B.M., 
Gooding County, Idaho ("Rangen Property"); 
B. WHEREAS, the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) recently 
approved IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan in IDWR Docket No. CM-MP-2014-006 
("Order"), authorizing JGW A to deliver mitigation water to Rangen from Magic Springs; 
C. WHEREAS, over Rangcn's objection to the Districts Fourth Mitigation 
Plan, the Director Ordered Rangen to accept the water and allow construction on its land 
related to placements of the delivery pipe, and if not accepted, the Districts mitigation 
obligation would be suspended ; 
D. WHEREAS, on November 6, 2014, pursuant to the Order, Rangen 
conditionally accepted delivery of the water; 
E. WHEREAS, pursuant to Rangen's conditional acceptance of delivery of 
water under the Order, the Districts desire to obtain from Rangen a license for a right-
of-way 20' in width as described in Exhibit "A" attached for the purpose of constructing, 
owning and operating buried and above g,ade pipelines through the Rangen Property 
with necessary equipment and facilities to convey water from Magic Springs to Rangcn; 
and 
F. WHEREAS, pursuant to the Order, Rangen hereby provides the Districts 
with a license for a right-ot:way as set forth in this Agreement. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency 
of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
BURI.ED PIPELINE AGREEMENT. I 
1. Access License for Pipelines and Appurtenances. Rangen grants the 
Districts a license to install, operate, maintain, and replace as needed, at their expense, 
buried pipelines for the conveyance of water from Magic Springs to Rang en's hatchery as 
described in Exhibit "A" attached. The license includes the right to deliver water to 
Rangen's existing facility and gives the districts authority to convey water to Rangen's 
existing diversions and pipes. Otlwr than as necessary to attach to Rangen's existing 
facility, Ran gen does not grant any license to the districts to use any of Rangen's pipes, 
diversions or existing structures owned or otherwise used by Rangen. The Districts shall 
install said pipelines and appurtenances within the licensed area in accordance with 
standard specifications for pipe, materials, installation, and backfili, as set forth in the 
Idaho standards for public works construction or the respective projects' construction 
drawings. The final description of the license and location of the pipelines are subject to 
amendment by the Districts based upon the final snrvey and installed pipe locations. This 
license covers the delivery of water only under the Fourth Mitigation Plan, and water 
delivered under transfer 79560 (water tight 36-7072). This license does not cover the 
delivery of water lmder any other mitigation plan, right, license or permit. 
2. Pipeline Ownership and Maintenance. The Districts shall own the 
pipelines and be responsible for their installation, maintenance, repair and replacement. 
3. Indemnification. The Districts agree to indemnify and hold Rangen 
harmless from any and all claims arising out of the construction, operation, maintenance, 
repair or replacement of the pipeline, or the use of the easement for any purpose. 
4. The Districts' Representative. The Districts agree to designate ooe 
person to represent the Districts in all dealings with Rangen and to act as a liaison 
between the parties. The Districts shall communicate to Rangen in writing the name, 
address and telephone mnnber of such person. 
5. Additional Documents. The parties v,~11 execute such additional 
documents and instruments as may be required to carry out the purpose and intent of this 
Agreement. 
6. Revocation. Rangen may elect to terminate this Agreement upon not less 
than thirty (30) days written notice. 
7. Default. This Agreement may be revoked by Rangen as set forth in 
paragraph 6, or in the event any party fails to perfonn any of the terms, conditions or 
provisions of this Agreement, and fails to cure such default within thirty (30) days of 
~eceipt of written notice of default, the non-defaulting party may elect any one of the 
following remedies, which are the sole and exclusive remedies available: 
(a) to tenninatethis Agreement; 
(b) file an action to obtain specific perfo1mance of this Agreement; or 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT-2 
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(c) pursue any other remedy to which they maybe entitled under the 
laws of the state ofldaho. 
8. Attorney's Fees. In the event that either party hereto retains an attorney to 
enforce any right or duty arising out of this Agreement, the prevailing party in such dispute 
shall be entitled to be paid reasonable attorney's fees by the non-prevailing party, whether or 
no! litigation is actually instituted. 
9. Assignment of this Agreement. The Districts may assign their interest in 
this Agreement to a third patty, subject to the prior written consent of Rangen, which 
consent shall not be umeasonably withheld. Provided, that the Districts may assign their 
interest in this Agreement to one or more of their member groundwater dist.icts without 
the consent of Rangen. 
10. Non-waiver: By entering into this Agreement, Rangen does not waive 
any right to seek judicial review of the Order; Rangcn does not waive any cause of action 
it may have against IGW A, its member Districts, its Directors, the Department, or the 
State of Idaho including, but not limited to, compensation for the condemnation of its real 
property, damages resulting from the implementation of the Fourth Mitigation Plan such 
as the loss of fish or the introduction of disease, pathogens, parasites, or other organisms 
hannful to Rangen's operation, or damages resulting from the failure to deliver water for 
any reason whatsoever; and Rangen also reserves the right to reject the water in the event 
it detennines the delivery of wateris causing harm to Rangen's operation. Fmthennore, 
Ran gen does not waive its right to avail itself of any and all administrative and legal 
remedies with respect to ch,l!lenging or appealing transfer 79560 (water right 36-7072), 
or any other administrative or legal proceeding currently pending before the Patties, or 
any or any other administrative or legal proceeding which may arise between or involve 
the Parties. 
11. Dispute Resolution. Any dispute between the parties shall be resolved in 
any court, or otherwise agreer! by the parties. 
12. Choice of Law. This Agreement and the validity, interpretation and 
pcrfo1mancc thereof sliall be governed by and constrned in accordance with the laws of 
the State ofldaho. 
13. Merger, Except for the tcnm of this Agreement, the Parties agree that the 
tenns, covenants at1d conditions of this Agreement shall snpersede all such prior 
negotiations and agreements, and that there are no other agre~wents not contained in this 
Agreement, and that this Agreement shall be and is the final expression of the agreement of 
the Parties and shall control. No modification of this Agreement shall be valid unless in 
writing and executed by the Parties to the Agreement. 
14. Notices, All notices required to he given pursuant lo this Agreement shall 
be served upon the parties by cettifiecl mail, return receipt requested, at the following 
addresses: 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT. 3 
Rangen, Inc. 
c)o Christopher T. Rangeo, President 
[\O. Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Si°uthwest Irrigation District 
!1.0. Box 9l0 
durley, Idaho S33 !8 
North Snake Ground Water Di.~trfot 
1J;2 El. Main St. 
Jco:ome, Idaho 83338 
' 
Jl4agic Valley Ground Waw.r District 
P.Q,Box430 
P~ul, Idaho 83347 
IN Wrr>iESS WHEREOF, tne parties have executed thi, Agreement effective on 
the date reoite<l ubovc:. : 
EIURUm PlP[UNE ;\GR'E.EMli:NT • 4 
SOUTHWEST IRRJGATION 
DISTRICT 
By _____ _ 
RA1'LIY BROWN, Chairman 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By_·--·----=--
L YNN CARLQUIST, Chairman 
MAGICVALLEYGROU:'{D WATER 
DISTRICT 
By ·-====c-=,-,---DEAN STEVENSON, Chairman 
I 
Ran.gen, Inc. 
c/o Christopher T. Rangen, President 
P.O. Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Wuter District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.0.Box430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective on 
the date recited above. 
RANGEN, INC. 
By _________________ _ 
By __________ , ______ _ 




RANDY BROWN, Chairman 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By___ ----
DEAN STEVENSON, Chairman 
RIUlgen, Inc. 
clo Cb:(istopher T. Rangen, President 
P.O. Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83 316 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Bmley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, ldabo 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water Distrid 
P.O. Box 430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective on 
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NORTH SNAIIB GROL'ND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By __ •-,-,..---c--------· 
LYNN CARLQUIST, Chairman 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By 
DEAN STEVENSON, Chairman 
·---------------------·--·· 
Jan-1,~·20'i5 03:24 PM US Bank 208<134295":, 
Rangen, Inc. 
clo Christopher T. Rangen, President 
P.O. Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Southwest Irrigation District 
P.O. Box 910 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective on 
the date recited. above. 
RANGEN, INC. 
By ___________ _ 
By ___________ _ 




RANDY BROWN, Chairman 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By ------------1 YNN CARLQUIST, Chainnan 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUNDWATER 
DISTRICT 
. j I ,/( 
By ((J;,.. f'I 
DEAN STEVEN 
2/2 





On this I':/~ day ofJanuary, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the State of 
Idaho, personally appearedMir,',,./neJ.,, J'. Rl!Yl,~own or identified to me to be the 
Pr.u.;J ..,,.,_+ , of RAN ,EN, INC., that cxecut the instrument or the person who 
executed the instrument on b~half of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
r'c=if..~·1 ti•llt~T~~~2~ .. ~~!v~9 .. ~l+ 
(SEAL) 
STATE OF IDAHO ): 
::ss. 
Counly of ______ )\ 
Residingat: Fi'lv J:dtdo 
My Commission Expiresb<l-<J S ~; 6' 
On this __ day ofJanuary, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofidaho, personally appe!U'ed RANDY BROWN, known or identified to me to be 
the Cbainnan, ofSOUTHWES\r IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instrument 
or the person who executed the1instrument on behalf of sai.d corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such ;,,IJJoration executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
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NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: 
My Corrurrission Expires: 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of ___ _ ) 
On this __ clay of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the Stato of 
Idaho, personally appeared known or identified to me to be the 
·----' of RAN GEN, INC., that executed the instrument or the person who 
executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the snme. 
{SEAL) 





NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
On this l!±t}i\ay of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State ofldaho, personally appeared Cr. aig E, Sea;rl.ihlllwn or identified to me to be 
the Chaimoan, of SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instt.ument 
or the person who executed the instrument on b~ of sai.<i corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation e cuw t':te . e. 
(Si§ti~LLY WARD 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
BUl.!JED PIPELINE AGREEMENT• S 
STATE OF IDAHO 




On this IL/TN day ofJanuary, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared LYNN CARLQUIST, known or itlentified to me to 
be fue Chai1man, of NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged lo me that such corporation executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of _________ _ ) 
On this __ day of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me to 
be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRlCT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instnunent on beh-alf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporatio11 executed tl1e same. 
------------------
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
(SEAL) Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
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EXHIBIT A 
Attached to Pipeline Agreement 
SW 14 :NW 14, Section 32, To,mship 7S, Range 14E, B.M., Gooding County, Idaho: 
A licensed right-of-way approximately 51 O' feet in length and 20' in width rurming from 
south boundary line of described Rangen Prope1ty in a northerly direction to a point 
between the small raceway and hatch house as depicted in Exhibit A-1 attached, with 4", 
12" and 16" lines running from there to small raceway and hatch house per attached 
engineering drawings Exhibit A-2. Final description of the right-of-way and location of 
the pipelines to be provided by amendment to this Exhibit A npon final survey and 
installed pipe locations. 
BURIED PIPELINE AGREEMENT· 7 
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Subject: Approval for pipeline alignment 
Wednesday, October 01, 2014 2:27:01 PM Date: 
Oct. I, 2014 
Mr. Bob Hardgrove, 
HAGERMAN HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
PO BOX 411 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332 
PHONE/FAX 208-837-9110 
The Hagerman Highway Commissioners met at an Emergency Meeting 9/26/2014 at 5:00 PM 
at the 51200 Road, site of the proposed pipeline. 
Bud Huntley moved to approve the proposed main pipeline alignment within the S1200E right 
of way. The requirements to be met are; 
The road be returned to like or better condition. 
I. The top depth of pipe is to be at a minimllill 3 feet below the road surface. 
2. The reconstructed road meets all Gooding County Transportation plan and Hagerman 
Highway District specifications. 
3. Compaction and composition of the fill is approved by Foreman Rich Regnier. The 
compaction is to be 95%. 
4. Maintain one lane of traffic with Flaggers and be appropriately signed at all times 
during construction. 
5. The entire width of the road disturbed is to have an over lay of 4 inch compacted hot 
mix which meets Idaho Transportation Department specifications. 
Fred Mavencamp seconded and the motion carried. 
Butch Morris recued himself due to personal involvement with the project. 





Cc/ Jason Thompson 
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ATTACHMENT A-9 
tt,l$lJIU,111CI!. 
B R O IC -E Ii S 
1/13/2015 
8722 South Harrison St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342 - Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: quotes@eibdirect.com 
Baker Insurance Agency, Inc. 
538 Main St 
Gooding, ID 83330 
Re: North Snake Ground Water District 
Below please find an Indication Quote. In order to accommodate the Insurer's underwriting parameters and/or the lnsured's premium 
preference, the Quote may contain coverage options or be based upon factors such as lower Limits of Liability or a higher Self-Insured 
Retention or Deductible than what was stated as preferred on the Application. Accordingly, please read the Quote carefully. 
INDICATION QUOTE 
This is an Indication Quote only. The prices listed below are subject to review and change after receipt of any requested additional 
information. Be aware that the Insurer is not obligated to bind any risk based on the following information. Policy forms are manuscript 
policies and differ substantially from ISO forms. This Indication Quote expires after 30 days 
Customer Number: E15-101329 Quote Number: MM1501329-1 
Underwriter: Maria Martin Direct Phone No.: {801) 304-5570 E-Mail: mariam@primeis.com 
Note: Please review the following coverage(s) as presented. Coverage may differ from the coverage requested on the application/ 
submission. Any changes must be submitted to the underwriter in writing for approval and pricing. Please note that the new quoted 
coverage is not an extension of the previous Coverage Contract as the quoted coverage is for a new contract with a new coverage period. 
However, we are offering you the option to purchase retroactive coverage, for an additional premium, and subject to potential additional 
underwriting. Retroactive coverage provides continuous uninterrupted coverage fore/aims made against you during the new coverage 
period but which result from an accident that happened before the new coverage period. If you have questions regarding retroactive 
coverage, please contact us or your broker. 
Description of Risk(s): Not otherwise Classified 











Agent Commission Percentage: 10% 
Agellt Commission Amount: $1,347.50 
Total Due: $12,719.44 
Minimum Earned: 40% 
To Bind Coverage: Payment must be received before coverage can be bound. Review and comply with all the conditions below and 
complete and return all requirements on the coverage request form. 
Conditions: 
Policy is to cover losses from Rang en Inc due to failure of the pump system and supply of spring water resulting in loss of fish stock. 
Quote is based on the following information: operating expenses of $250,000 
Only scheduled operations and locations are covered on the policy 
Higher Limits - If Higher Liability Limits are required by the insured, please contact underwriting for a formal quote. 
RMD - Subject to completion of a Risk Management Direct discussion by the insured within thirty-days of binding coverage. Toll Free 877-
585-2851. 
Named Insured must be provided an Additional Insured on the Contractor and Engineering subcontractors policies. 
EIBI-F-033 23JAN2012 Page 1 of 10 Quote Number: MM1501329-1 
Elo'Ol.UTION 
iN$1,JltANt=:I! 
B R O ;K· Fl Ii! Ei 
8722 South Harrison St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P .0. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 




I Commercial Liability 













Limitations: The Policy provides coverage for only those activities and operations otherwise covered under the Policy as listed 
below and for which a specific coverage charge has been paid. 
----------------------------------------~---------~ 
Classification and Description of activities and operations Code No. ! Basis of Coverage Charge 
~_C_o_n_tr_ac_t~S_e_r_iv_c_e_s_-_W_a_te_r_P_u_m~p~st~a_ti_o_n_to_s_u~pp~l~y~S~p_r_in~g~W~a~te~r--------~---9~1"6"0"9, ___ -_1.~nnual Gross Receipts 
Loe No. Address 
152 E Main St Jerome, ID 83338 
'""""'--'·~----------------------------~ 
1 Other Coverages Available: (Additional underwriting required and an increase in premium, if accepted} 
Limited Terrorism Coverage - see Claims Warranty form. 
Retroactive Coverage - see Claims Warranty form. 
PERSONAL GUARANTEE 
PAP-99-35 
Coverage provided under the Policy is contingent on the foBowing; 
I hereby agree that I will be personally responsible for any unpaid premiums and/or Self Insured Retentions ("SIRs") payable under the 
Policy. I acknowledge and agree that my obligation to pay such amounts will not be diminished or otherwise altered by a change in 
ownership or managemeni of the insured entity. or by bankruptcy, dissolution. insolvency or any other change with respect to the Company. 
:All such amounts shall be paid within fifteen (15) calendar days of written notice provided lo me by the lnsurec. In the event such amounts 
<are not paid within that time, I acknowledge and agree that I vvill be responsible for al! collection costs, including reasonable attorney fees 
PRINT NAME:---------------
SIGNATURE: 
_______________ ,DATED ______________ _ 
JOB TITLE/CAPACITY OF SIGNOR: 
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Quote Date: 
Company Name: 
Greenlight Premium Financing Options 
( Monthly Payments as low as: $1,011.92) 
1/13/2015 
North Snake Ground Water District 
Customer Number: E15-101329 Total Premium Due (includes taxes and fees): $14,066.94 
If you want to finance, INITIAL the option containing the finance terms of your choice. 
Choose ONLY ONE option otherwise 100% of the Total Premium is due. 
25% Down* 30% Down 40% Down 
*Auto Drnft Monthly Payments 
are Required 
3 Monthly Payments Initial Here Initial Here Initial Here 
---
Monthly Payments 3@ $3,616.93 3@ $3,376.69 3@ $2,896.21 
Down Payment 25% or $3,516.74 30% or $4,220.08 40% or $5,626.78 ...................................... ...................................... . ..................................... 
Interest Rc1te 14.75% 14.75% 14.75% 
Finance Charge $300.59 $283.22 $248.47 
Final APR*' 17.02 % 17.18 % 17 58 % 
Amount Financed $10,550 21 $9,846.86 $8,440.16 
Total of Payments $10,850 80 $10,130.08 $8,638.64 
5 Monthly Payments 
Initial Here Initial Here Initial Here 
--- --- .. ··----
Monthly Payments 5@ $2,205.82 5@ $2,059.30 
• 
5@ $1,766.25 
Down Payment 25% or $3,516.74 30% or $4,220.08 40% or $5,626.78 
...................................... ······································ ······································ 
Interest Rate 16.50% 16.50% 16.50% 
Finance Charge $478.89 $449.63 $391.11 
Final APW"· 17.98 % 18.09 °/r, 18.35 % 
Amount Financed $10,550.21 $9.846.86 $8,440.16 
Total of Payments $11,029.09 $10,296.49 $8,831.27 




Monthly Payments 7@ $1,600.75 7@ $1,494.42 7@ $1,281.75 
Down Payment 25% or $3,516.74 30% or $4,220.08 40% or $5,626.78 
...................................... ...................................... ...................................... 
Interest Rate 17.25% 17.25% 17.25% 
Finance Charge $655.08 $614.07 $532.06 
Final APR'"' 18.35 % 18.43 % 18.63 % 
Amount Financed $10.550 21 $9,846.86 $8,440.16 
Total of Payments $11,205.28 810,460.93 $8,972.23 
9 Monthly Payments 
Initial Here Initial Here Initial Here 
--- --- ---
-. 
Monthly Payments 9@ $1,263.79 9@ $1,179.83 9@ $1,011.92 
Down Payment 25% or $3,516.74 30% or $4,220.08 40% or $5,626.78 
...................................... ...................................... . ..................................... 
Interest Rate 17.50'% 17.50% 17.50% 
Finl:lnce Charge $823.88 $771.62 $667.10 
Final APR*' 18.37 % 18.43 % 18.59 % 
Amount Financed $10.55021 $9,846.86 $8,440.16 
Total of Payments $11,374.09 $10,618.48 $9,107.27 
D Check this box if you would like to setup your Monthly Payments to be Auto Drafted (This option is for 30 & 40% down, 
all 25% down payments will automatically be setup up for auto drafts). 
After initialing an option listed above, sign the agreement on the next page and attach a 
check for the Down Payment Amount shown in your selected option above. 
*Note: All 25% Down Payment options require an automatic draft from your bank account monthly. 
HNote: Final APR is based on the Annual Percentage Rate plus Fees for the duration of the number of monthly payments selected 
This is not a loan document and is not binding on any premium finance company to accept any loan for the undersigned. 
The first payment is due in 30 days after the coverage effective date 
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Greenlight Premium Financing Request (Continued) 
D Yes, I want to finance according to the option selected on the previous page (Please sign and see down payment methods below) 
(Note: All 25% Down Payment options require an automatic draft from your bank account monthly.) 
The undersigned insured/member requests that, EIB International, LLC. (EIB) a Utah corporation, arrange the financing for its premium in 
monthly installments and hereby irrevocably appoints (EIB) a limited power of attorney to complete and execute a premium financing 
agreement on its behalf. 
The undersigned shall have the right to, without charge, rescind by paying to (EIB) the net amount financed on the financing agreement 
executed on its behalf by (EIB} within 10 days after (EIB) or the actual premium finance company mails to the undersigned a true copy of the 
actual premium financing agreement being executed by (EIB) as attorney-in fact for the undersigned. Failure to rescind shall be deemed a 
ratification and affirmation of the actions of the attorney-in-fact in the execution of a premium financing. 
Security Interest: Borrower gives the PFC a security interest in and assigns to the PFC as security for any amount due under this 
Agreement, including interest, late or cancellation charges, any and all unearned premiums and dividends which may be payable under the 
insurance policies listed in the Schedule of Policies, loss payments which reduce the unearned premiums, and any interest arising under a 
state guarantee fund relating to these items. 
D No, I do not want to finance. I am paying 100% of the Total Premium listed on my quote. (See payment methods below} 
Authorization to Set Up Financing 
I, the Insured , have read and authorize (EIB) to set up financing according to my selection on the previous page. 
Signature 




PAY BY WIRE, PHONE, FAX, OR MAIL 
Payment Method 
___ .,_,,,, 
CHECK BY FAX 
OR EXPRESS MAIL 
l CHeCK ""ove'"'""' 
CREDIT CARD BY PHONE 
- - - - -
' Account Name: Evolution Insurance 
FAX: 1-877 452 6910 
Brokers, LC EIB 
- ·--· ·- .. ·-·- E-MAIL: 
Bank Name: Bank of American Fork 
8722 South Harrison St, ar@primeis.com ·-·- . ·- -·-
Telephone: 
. -- -






Checks received may be processed electronically. (EIB), through its bank., has the ability to provide EFT (Electronic Fund Transfer) checks 
for processing rather than submitting a paper copy of the check. to the bank.. Funds transfer in the same manner if transacted electronically or 
by submitting a paper copy of the check. to the bank, except funds transfer the day the information is received with electronic processing 
rather than within a few business days as with a paper check.. Electronically processed transactions appear on your bank. statement in the 
same manner as paper checks. 
CHECK BY FAX METHOD: 
To use this method, please complete the requested information below and fax to the Association. PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY- OR- You 
may attach a voided check to this form or fax a voided check. instead. EITHER WAY, WE WILL ELECTRONICALLY DRAFT YOUR 
ACCOUNT_ IF YOU CHOOSE THIS METHOD OF PAYMENT PLEASE DO NOT MAIL THE ORIGINAL CHECK TO US. 
; 
----------- ----------------·'" 
Attach Check here or Enter Check Information: 
Bank Name and Address: 
Bank Routing No.(usually 9 digits):~------------- Account No.: --------------
Amount of Check:$ Check No.: __________________ _ 
Authorized By: Date----------
Signature of authorization:~------------------------ Date _________ _ 
IF FINANCING Attach an additional check. if you would lik.e to use a different account for your Auto Draft Monthly Payments. 
SERVICE FEE: (EIB) reserves the right to collect directly from your account a processing fee of $25 for any incomplete transaction due to 
insufficient funds in your account (i.e. a "bounced check")." 
This is not a loan document and is not binding on any premium finance company to accept any loan for the undersigned. 
The first payment is due in 30 days after the coverage effective date 
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8722 South Harrison St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342 - Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: rmd@primeis.com 
RISK MANAGEMENT DIRECT 
The assessment, management, and loss cost containment of insured risks are long-standing objectives at Prime. 
Prime's risk management department fosters a mutually beneficial relationship with Prime's insured by taking a 
partnership approach to the management of each insured's account. 
RMD begins this partnership with an initial contact with the insured to: 
1.- • Welcome the insured to the company. 
~ • Review policy terms, limits, and conditions 
1;21 • Establish a direct point of contact for risk management related concerns. 
One of the applicant's contact requirements in the policy is to complete a Risk Management Call with Risk 
Management Direct to review certain important aspects of our partnership approach within 30 days of the policy 
being bound. The applicants contact should be the one that handles the day to day operations, insurance, hiring, 
safety, and maintenance for the company. The call must be completed with the applicant's contact person. 
Please fill out the information below. 
'Required 
'ApplicanVOffice Contact Name(s).~: ---------------------------
•contact Phone Nurnber(s)~: -------------------------------
Contact Fax Number(s):---------------------------------
Contact Email address(s): _____________________________ _ 
·Best Time to Contact 
•rime of Day: D Anytime 






C:::Wed _ Thurs [] Fri 
*By signing below, I understand that one of the requirements of binding the policy is to have the 
applicant's contact complete a Risk Management Call with Risk Management Direct within 30 days of 
policy being bound to keep policy coverage in effect. 
If you don't receive a phone call within 14 days of the policy being bound, please contact one of our team 
members at 1-877-585-2851. We are available Monday through Friday, 7:00 AM - 5:00 PM Mountain 
Standard Time. 
•Applicant's Signature/Date Signature of Broker/Agent of Applicant/Date 
Print Applicant's Name Print Broker/Agent Name 
RMD-001 06DEC2013 
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8722 South Harrison St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342- Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: quotes@eibdirect.com 
COVERAGE REQUEST FORM 
ANY PERSON WHO KNOWINGLY AND WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD ANY INSURANCE COMPANY OR OTHER PERSON FILES AN 
APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE CONTAINING FALSE INFORMATION OR CONCEALS, FOR THE PURPOSE OF MISLEADING, 
INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MATERIAL FACT THERETO, COMMITS A FRAUDULENT INSURANCE ACT, WHICH IS A CRIME. 
Producer: Evolution Insurance Brokers, LC. Applicant: North Snake Ground Water District 
Quote#: MM1501329-1 Amount Due: $14,066.94 Requested Bind Date: 
Coverage will not be bound until the following documents are received: 
I • A valid Indication Quote with all requirements reviewed and complied with. 
C • A completed and signed Coverage Request Form. 
C • A completed and signed Claims Warranty. 
C • Amount due to bind policy, in full, unless financed through Greenlight Premium Finance, in which case attach the payment terms. 
Finance agreement must be completed and signed by the Insured. 
n • All check by fax or electronic checks presented to bind or add coverage will be processed via electronic funds transfer ("EFT") and 
must be on an account which authorizes this type of transaction . 
. I • If attached, a fully completed and signed affidavit. 
• A completed and signed Claims History and Incident Disclosure History form. 
Special Conditions to Bind: 
By signing below the Applicant acknowledges that municipal, state, federal or other law may require higher or otherwise different 
limits of liability coverage than have been offered. The Applicant further accepts responsibility for obtaining additional insurance 
or self-insuring to fulfill the requirements of the law. 
This surplus line contract is issued pursuant to the Idaho Insurance Laws by an insurer not licensed by the Idaho Department of Insurance. 
There is no coverage provided for surplus line insurance by either the Idaho Insurance Guaranty Association or by the Idaho Life and Health 
Insurance Guaranty Association. 
(YOU MUST MAKE A SELECTION BELOW) 
Do you require certificates or proof of insurance? Yes No If yes, please provide list. 
Do you require filings? C Yes _J No If yes, complete filing section on indication quote. 
TO BIND SEND ABOVE DOCUMENTS TO: 8722 S. Harrison St 
Sandy, UT 84070 
Phone: Phone: 877-678-7342 
Fax: Fax: 877-452-6910 
E-mail: policyservices@eibdirect.com 
We appreciate your business and are available to answer any questions. If we can be of any help, please contact your 
underwriter or the customer care department at the number or email addresses provided above. 
Thank you, 
Applicant's Signature/Date 
Print Applicant's Name 
UDA-F-004-22MAR2012 
EIBI-F-033 23JAN2012 
Signature of Broker/Agent of Applicant/Date 
Print Broker/Agent Name 
-----···-----·---·-·-----·- ---·---------------------
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CLAIMS WARRANTY AND COVERAGE STATEMENT 
PAP-99-07 
Coverage provided under the Policy/Certificate is contingent on the following warranty, requirements, and 
acknowledgements as evidenced by the Applicant's signature. 
WARRANTY STATEMENT 
The "Applicant" is the party to be named as the "lnsured"/"Assured" in any insuring contract if issued. By signing this statement, the Applicant 
for insurance hereby represents and warrants that the information provided in the Application, together with all supplemental information and 
documents provided in conjunction with the Application, is true, correct, inclusive of all relevant and material information necessary for the 
Insurer/Underwriter to accurately and completely assess the Application, and is not misleading in any way. The Applicant further represents 
that the Applicant understands and agrees as follows: (i) the Insurer/Underwriter can and will rely upon the Application and supplemental 
information provided by the Applicant, and any other relevant information, to assess the Applicant's request for insurance coverage and to 
quote and potentially bind, price, and provide coverage; (ii) all supplemental information and documents provided in conjunction with the 
Application are warranties that may become a part of any coverage contract that may be issued; (iii) the submission of an Application or the 
payment of any premium does not obligate the Insurer/Underwriter to quote, bind, or provide insurance coverage; and (iv) in the event the 
Applicant has or does provide any false, misleading, or incomplete information in conjunction with the Application, any coverage provided will 
be deemed void from initial issuance. The Applicant hereby authorizes the Insurer/Underwriter and its agents to gather any additional 
information the Insurer/Underwriter deems necessary to process the Application for quoting, binding, pricing, and providing insurance coverage 
including, but not limited to, gathering information from federal, state, and industry regulatory authorities, insurers, creditors, customers, 
financial institutions, and credit reporting agencies. 
FUTURE CLAIM INCIDENT/REPORTING REQUIREMENT 
As an express condition precedent to coverage under this Policy, you must give us immediate written notice no later than 72 hours after any 
incident, event, occurrence, loss, or Accident which might give rise to a Claim covered by this Policy. Written notice must be given to: Claims 
Direct Access, P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, Utah 84091-4439, U.S.A. Phone: (877) 585-2849 or (801) 304-5530; Fax: (877) 452-6909 or (801) 304-
5536. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RESTRICTIVE SURPLUS LINES COVERAGES 
The Policy/Certificate to be issued differs significantly from policies offered by other insurance companies. It is a manuscript policy with very 
strict reporting requirements. The ''warranty-prior claims" forms are a part of the Policy/Certificate and constitute warranties. Coverage is 
provided only for otherwise covered Claims: (1) Which are first made by or against an Insured/Assured during the Policy Period; (2{Vhich 
result from an Accident occurring during the Policy Period; and (3) For which written notice is given to the Insurer/Underwriter during the Policy 
Period. 
NOTE: If this Quote is being provided by Evolution Insurance Brokers (''ElB") for insurance placed with Prime Insurance Company ("Prime"), 
you are hereby informed that EIB is acting as a surplus lines broker for and on behalf of Prime. Certain agreements are in place between EIB 
and Prime that affect the types and nature of insurance offered through EIB. These agreements include Rick J. Lindsey serving as an officer of 
both EIB and Prime. You are further informed that nothing herein is meant to indicate that EIB is acting as an agent or broker on your behalf. 
All insurance decisions must be made independently by you and you are free to seek professional advice regarding such decisions .. 
!In addition, coverage is strictly limited to those activities and operations and at those locations listed, described, and defined in the 
Policy/Certificate. Unless otherwise specifically stated in the Policy, the Policy is subject to Utah law and any coverage disputes shall be 
determined only by a court in the State of Utah. Various other prov'isions of this Policy/Certificate restrict and limit the coverage provided. 
Please read the Policy/Certificate and all Endorsements carE!fully to determine your rights and duties and what is and is not covered. 
Claim Expenses reduce the available Limits of Liability stated on the Declarations. In the event of any Claim, the total amount of any premium 
charged shall be 100% earned and not subject to short-rate or pro rata adjustment. 
The Applicant expressly understands, acknowledges, and agrees that (i) any and all policy fees are fully earned at inception; accordingly, no 
refund of any policy fees will be made regardless of whether the Policy is cancelled by the covered party or the Insurer/Underwriter for any 
reason, (ii) the Applicant agrees to pay a service fee for any Endorsements made to the Policy after initial binding unless additional premium is 
associated with such Endorsement. An additional fee may be assessed if a notice of cancellation is processed, (iii) The Insurer/Underwriter 
may process checks electronically, and a $25 charge may be assessed for any check or electronic transaction returned for insufficient funds, 
(iv) the Applicant agrees to pay additional premium equal to 25% of the total premium due for the Policy if the Applicant fails to comply with any 
premium audit request made by the Insurer/Underwriter at any time, and (v) if any portion of the premium is financed through Greenlight 
Premium Finance Company, the Insurer/Underwriter may add, at any time, any additional premium, audit premium, endorsement fees, 
cancellation or other fees related to prior or current coverage to the amount financed by the Applicant. 
Please check the corresponding box to accept or reject the following coverages, if accepted additional premium will apply. 
Accepted Rejected (YOU MUST MAKE A SELECTION) 
! Limited Terrorism Coverage (ADDITIONAL PREMIUM required if accepted). 
Retroactive Coverage for renewal coverage only (SEE QUOTE - ADDITIONAL PREMIUM required if accepted). 
All other terms and conditions of this Policy/Certificate remain unchanged. 
Applicant's Signature/Date 
Print Applicant's Name 
PAP-99-0715MAY2014 
EIBI-F-033 23JAN2012 
Signature of Broker/Agent of Applicant/Date 
Print Broker/Agent Name 
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8722 South Harrison St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 8776787342 • Fax: 877-462-6910 
Website: www.primels.com 
E-mail: quotes@primeis.com 
AFFIDAVIT OF ORIGINATING AGENT 
OR BROKER DUE DILIGENCE EFFORT 
Slate Of: 
City And County Of: 
Producing Agent 
Agency License#: (or Producers) 
------···------·"-----,- -----------···---
The producing agent affirms that a diligent effort was made to place the insurance coverage in three specific admitted licensed insurers in 
this state. and that being unable to place such coverage{s), in the admitted insurance market, the required insurance coverage{s) was 
placed through the Surplus Lines market represented by a duly licensed Surplus Lines Broker in this state. 
Name of Insured: 
- - ------------------------··········--
Type of Risk: 
The following authorized licensed lnsurer(s) were contacted by this Producer; 
1. Insurer: Person Contacted: ---- ----
Telephone#: Date Contacted: NAIC# 
·---···········------- ------ -------
The reason(s) for declination by the insurer: 
2, Insurer: Person Contacted: 
-----------
Telephone#; Date Contacted; NAIC# 
------ ·······----- -------
The rea.son(s) for declination by the insurer: ----------- ···············---· 
3. lnsuret: Person Contacted; 
Telephone #: Date Contacted: NAIC # 
--------············---- --···--···-----
The reason(s) for declination by the Insurer: 
The information that the Insurance was being quoted, and would be placed with a Surplus Lines Insurer, was (or \rvil! be) made known to the 
insured prior to procuring the insurance with a non-admitted insurer and that the insured(s) signature thereon was (or will be) obtained as 
soon as reasonably possible. 
Signed: 
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BROKERS 
8722 South Harrison St., Sandy, UT 84070 
P.O. Box 4439, Sandy, UT 84091 
Phone: 877-678-7342 - Fax: 877-452-6910 
Website: www.eibdirect.com 
E-mail: quotes@eibdirect.com 
CLAIMS HISTORY AND 
INCIDENT DISCLOSURE HISTORY 
Coverage provided under any Policy/Certificate is contingent on the following warranty, requirements, and 
acknowledgements as evidenced by the Named lnsured's or Agent for the Named lnsured's signature. 
Have you had any prior incident, event, occurrence, claim, lawsuit, notice of loss, loss, or any incident, event, or occurrence 
that you are currently aware of that might reasonably be expected to lead to a claim, lawsuit, notice of loss, or loss? 
(YOU MUST MAKE A SELECTION) I Yes I I No 
If you fail to disclose all prior claims you may be subject to a penalty of up to three times the premium, the Self-
Insured Retention and Deductible. 
If you answered yes above, please complete the following information ( .. PLEASE COMPLETE PAGE TWO FOR EACH 
AND EVERY CLAIM AND INCIDENT): 
Date of ! 
Policy Year:__ Loss/Claim/1~_':i_~!-~ _____ D~e~•c~r~i~pt __ \on of Loss/Claim/Incident ____ Amount Paid (if any) , 
C--------+---------+------------··--·------------




By signing this document, the undersigned Applicant or Applicant's Agent hereby warrants to the Insurer that to the 
best of the Applicant's knowledge all of the information provided herein is complete, truthful, and accurate. The 
Applicant further understands and agrees that any insurance policy or certificate issued by the Insurer may, at the 
Insurer's discretion, be rescinded and voided [null and void from the beginning] in the event that the Applicant 
provides any incomplete, false, or misleading information of any kind on this document or on any other document 
relating to this insurance. 
Applicant's/lnsured's Name: ------------------ -------
Applicant's/lnsured's Signature: Date: 
-------------------------- --------
Signature of Applicant's Broker or Agent: Date: 
Printed Name of Applicant's Broker or Agent: ______ _ 
UDA-F-004-22MAR2012 
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Information: 
I Applicant Name: Quote Number: ! 
· Claimants Name: Age: . Sex: 
~,,,.,_,,_, ____ ,.,-~,-.. --~,-.. , --------------------~-------+,-----------------, 
I Date Claim was made or Suit brought: Date Claim was made or Suit Brought: 
Insurance Carrier to Whom Claim/Circumstance Reported: 
----------------------------------·---
Claim/Incident Status: For all Paid and Reserve amounts, include both Indemnity and Expense dollars 
I 
--·--·---- _., ___ 
Dismissed: Defense Verdict: 
I 
Plaintiff Verdict: Total Paid: $ Paid on Your Behalf: $ 
------
Settlement: Total Paid: $ Paid on Your Behalf: $ 
------------·-- . 
Open: 
Settlement Demand: Settlement Offer: $ I Loss Reserve: $ 
----------- ------- ·- ---------· 
Detailed description of Claim/Incident: 
What steps have you taken to reduce the chance of this type of claim/incident in the future? 
By signing this document, the undersigned Applicant or Applicant's Agent hereby warrants to the Insurer that to the 
best of the Applicant's knowledge all of the information provided herein is complete, truthful, and accurate. The 
Applicant further understands and agrees that any insurance policy or certificate issued by the Insurer may, at the 
Insurer's discretion, be rescinded and voided (null and void from the beginning) in the event that the Applicant 
provides any incomplete, false, or misleading information of any kind on this document or on any other document 
relating to this insurance. 
Applicant's/lnsured's Name: 
Applicant's/!nsured's Signature: Date: 
-------------------------- --------
Signature of Applicant's Broker or Agent: Date: 
Printed Name of Applicant's Broker or Agent: 
--------------------------------
UDA·F·004·22MAR2012 
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ATTACHMENT A-10 
Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949) 
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7 465) 
Racine Olson Nye Budge 
& Bailey, chartered 
201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 8 3 2 04 




Attorneys for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA) 
BEFORETHEIDAHODEPARTMENTOFWATERRESOURCES 
IN THE MATTER OF THE FOURTH 
MITIGATION PLAN FILED BY IDAHO 
GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS FOR 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO 
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 & 35-
07694 IN THE NAME OF RANGEN, INC. 
Docket No. CM-MP-2014-006 
Notice oflnsurance 
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA) hereby provides 
notice of its insurance policy for the Magic Springs Project, evidenced by 
the Certificate of Insurance attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 6'h day of February, 2015. 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
--·-·-;"" ::~ ~?,,J ~,''"' ~· ?,:!:» ·4 t"'~"''''% 
By:'--------7"----
T.J. Budge 
Attorneys for IGW A 
Notice oflnsurance-1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that on this 6th day of February, 2015, the foregoing document 
was served on the following persons in the manner indicated. 
Signature of person mait(ng form 
Director, Gary Spackman [8'J U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Idaho Department of Water Resources D Facsimile 
P0Box83720 D Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83 720-0098 D Hand Delivery 
l)eborah.Gibson@idwr.idaho,gmz [8'J E-mail 
Garrick Baxter D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Idaho Department of Water Resources D Facsimile 
P.O. Box 83 720 D Overnight Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098 D Hand Delivery 
garrick.baxter@idwr.idahu.gQ.ll [8'J E-mail 
Robyn M. Brody D U.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Brody Law Office, PLLC D Facsimile 
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ExhibitA 
Certificate of Insurance 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE I DATE (MM/DD/YY) 02/05/2015 
PRODUCER AND THE NAMED INSURED THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY 
Evolution Insurance Brokers, LLC. 
AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
8722 S. Harrison St NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
Sandy, UT 84070 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
(801) 304-5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
INSURED INSURER A· Prime Insurance Company 
North Snake Ground Water District INSURER B· 
INSURER C 
INSURER D 
152 E Main St -
Jerome, ID 83338 "LIMITS SHOWN ARE IBOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFECT AS OF POLICY INCEPTION" 
The policies of insurance listed below have been issued to the insured named above for the policy indicated. Notwithstanding any requirement, temi or condition of any contract or 
other document with respect to which this certificate may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the pollcies described herein is subject to all the terms, exclusions and 
conditions of such policies. Aggregate limits shown may have been reduced by paid claims. 
TYPE OF INSURANCE 
,{] Commercial Liability: 
i~ Claims Made 
IV'1 Exclude Products 
I" Exclude Completed Operations 
, .... Commercial Auto Liability' 
Any Auto 















Exclude Completed Operations 
" I-=-- Excess L1ab1hty: 
~ Claims Made 
OTHER 
POLICY EFFECTIVE POLICY EXPIRATION 
POLICY NUMBER DATE (MMIDD/YY) DA TE (MM/DD/Y\') LIMITS 
SC1502202 2/5/2015 2/5/2016 
$2,000,000 Policy Aggregate 
$1,000,000 Contractual Legal Liability 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION/LOCATIONSNEHICLESIEXCLUSIONS ADDED BY ENDORSEMENT/SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
Coverage is limited to only insured activities or operations identified in the Policy. Contract Serivces - Water Pump station to supply Spring Water. Policy is to cover losses 
from Rangen Inc due to failure ofthe pump system and supply of spring water resulting in loss offish stock. 
i,e'J I CERTIFICATE HOLDER I ! I ADDITIONAL INSURE •!LOSS PAYEE 
TJ Budge SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
Racine Olson Nye Budge Bailey 
EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, THE ISSUING INSURER WILL ENDEAVOR TO MAIL 10 
DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER NAMED TO THE LEFT, BUT 
PO Box 1391 FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY OF ANY KIND 
Pocatello , ID 83204 UPON THE INSURER, ITS AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES. 
AUTHORIZED REPRESEN':J'J~ 
/I 
?Yliifft.1 y ',r), 
CERTIFICATE OF lNSURftJ\!CI= I DATE (MM/DD/YY) 02/05/2015 
PRODUCER AND THE NAMED INSURED THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY 
Evolution Insurance Brokers, LLC. AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
8722 S. Harrison St NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
Sandy, UT 84070 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
(801) 304-5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
INSURED INSURER A: Prime Insurance Company 
North Snake Ground Water District INSURER B: 
INSURER C· 
INSURER D· 
152 E Main St -
Jerome, ID 83338 "LIMITS SHOWN ARE THOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFECT AS OF POLICY INCEPTION" 
The policies of Insurance listed below have been issued to the insured named above for the policy indicated. Notwithstanding any requirement, term or condition of any contract or 
other document with respect to which this certificate may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies described herein is subject to all the terms, exclusions and 










Exclude Completed Operations 
Commercial Auto Liability 
Any Auto 




















POLICY EFFECTIVE POLICY EXPIRATION 
POLICY NUMBER DATE (MMIDD/YY) DATE (MM/DD/YY) LIMITS 
SC1502202 2/5/2015 2/5/2016 
$2,000.000 Policy Aggregate 
$1.000.000 Contractual Legal Liability 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERA TION/LOCATIONSNEHICLESIEXCLUStONS ADDED BY ENDORSEMENT/SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
Coverage is limited to only insured activities or operations identified in the Policy. Contract Serivces - Water Pump station to supply Spring Water. Policy is to cover losses 
from Ran gen Inc due to failure of the pump system and supply of spring water resulting in loss of fish stock 
v'J I CERTIFICATE HOLDER 11 Ii ADDITIONAL INSURE I I LOSS PA YEE 
Magic Valley Ground Water District SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, THE ISSUING INSURER WILL ENDEAVOR TO MAIL 10 
DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER NAMED TO THE LEFT, BUT 
PO Box 430 FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY OF ANY KIND 
Paul, ID 83347 
UPON THE INSURER, ITS AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES. 
AUTHORIZED REPRESEN':J'J~ 
/I 
?1111l. /t ' J, 
CERTIFICATE OF !NSU~A~JCE I DATE (MMIDDNY) 02/05/2015 
PRODUCER AND THE NAMED INSURED THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY 
Evolution Insurance Brokers, LLC 
AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
8722 S. Harrison St. NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
Sandy, UT 84070 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
(801) 304-5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
INSURED INSURER A Prime Insurance Company 
North Snake Ground Water District INSURER B 
INSURER c· 
INSURER D: 
152 E Main St 
Jerome, ID 83338 "LIMITS SHOWN ARE THOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFECT AS OF POLICY INCEPTION" 
The pollcies of insurance listed below have been issued to the insured named above for the policy indicated. Notwithstanding any requirement, term or condition of any contract or 
other document with respect to which this certificate may be issued or may pertain, the insurance afforded by the policies described herein is subject to all the terms, exclusions and 
conditions of such policies. Aggregate limits shown may have been reduced by paid claims. 
TYPE OF INSURANCE 
1.-1 Commercial Liabilitll 
IV' Claims Made 
IV' Exclude Products 
!v' Exclude Completed Operations 
I I 
Commercial Auto Liabilitll 
Any Auto 















Exclude Completed Operations 
.. In Excess L1ab1llfy 
LJ Claims Made 
OTHER 
POLICY EFFECTIVE POLICY EXPIRATION 
POLICY NUMBER DATE (MMIDD/YY) DATE (MM/DD!YY) LIMITS 
SC1502202 2/5/2015 2/5/2016 
$2,000,000 Policy Aggregate 
$1,000,000 Contractual Legal Liability 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION/LOCATIONSNEHICLES/EXCLUSIONS ADDED BY ENDORSEMENT/SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
Coverage is limited to only insured activities or operations identified in the Policy. Contract Serivces - Water Pump station to supply Spring Water. Policy is to cover losses 
from Rangen Inc due to failure of the pump system and supply of spring water resulting in loss of fish stock 
'1'! I CERTIFICATE HOLDER I'- I ADDITIONAL INSURE I ILOSS PAYEE 
South West Irrigation District SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, THE ISSUING INSURER WILL ENDEAVOR TO MAIL 10 
DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER NAMED TO THE LEFT, BUT 
137W. 13th. St FAILURE TO DO 80 SHALL IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR LIABILITY OF ANY KIND 
Burley, ID 83318 
UPON THE INSURER, ITS AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES. 
AUTHORIZED REPRESEN':Jjf ~ 7 ·J 
II . v1f4j, 
ATTACHMENT A-11 
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF ,v ATER RESOURCES 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION ) 
FOR TRANSFER NO. 79560 IN THE NAME ) 
OF NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DIST.,) 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DIST., ) 





On January 29, 2014, the Director ("Director") of the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("Department") issued the Final Order Regarding Rang en, Inc. 's Petirion for Delivery Call; 
Cw1ailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order"). 1 The Curtailment 
Order recognizes that holders of junior-priority ground water rights may avoid curtailment if they 
participate in a mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady state benefits of 9. l cfs to Curren 
Tunnel [sometimes refe1Ted to as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel"] or direct flow of 9. l cfs to Rangen." 
Ex. 1018 al 42.2 The Curtailment Order explains that mitigation provided by direct flow to 
Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year period pursuant to Rule 
40 of the CM Rules as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 
6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9. l cfs the fifth year." Id. 3 
On August 27, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A") filed IGWA 's 
Fourth Mitigation Plan and Request for bxpedited Hearing ("Fourth Mitigation Plan") "to provide 
additional ways of satisfying the mitigation obligation imposed by the [Curtailment Order] and 
The Curtailment Order was appealed in Rangen, Inc., v. IDWR, Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-
1338. Judge \Vildrnan issued his Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Judicial Review ("Decision") 
on October 24, 2014, which affirmed the Director on a number of issues, but held the Director erred by applying a 
trim line to re.duce the. zone of curtailment. Decision at 28. The Decision has been appe.a!ed to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, Docket No. 42772-2015. 
Exhibits in the 1000s referenced in this order are from the administrative record in CM-MP-2014-006. At 
the commencement of the hearing in this matter, the parties stipulated to admission of the entire record in CM-.MP-
2014-006. All other exhibits referenced herein were admitted at the hearing. 
3 The term "CM Rules" refers to Idaho's Rules for Conjunctive Management ofSmface and Ground Water 
Resources, IDAPA 37.03.1 L 
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thereby prevent curtailment of junior-priority groundwater use." 4 Ex. 1000 at 2. The Fourth 
Mitigation Plan proposed the "Magic Springs Project." Ex. 1000 at 3. The Magic Springs Project 
is comprised of multiple components including approval of a transfer application to change the 
place of use of a portion of water right no. 36-7072 from the SeaPac fish hatchery at Magic Springs 
to the Rangen fish hatchery on Billingsley Creek. Id. at 3-4. The Director held a hearing for the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan on October 8, 2014, at the Department's State office in Boise, Idaho. The 
Director issued the Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan ("Fourth Mitigation Plan 
Order") on October 29, 2014.5 
On September 12, 2014, North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water 
District, and Southwest hTigation District filed with the Department, through counsel for IGW A, 
Application for Transfer No. 79560 ("Application"). Ex. 4000. Notice of the Application was 
published beginning October 2, 2014. Rangen filed a Notice of Protest by Rangen, Inc. to Water 
Right Transfer Application No. 79560 ("Protest").6 The Director held a hearing on December 18, 
2014, at the Idaho Depaitment of Environmental Quality office in Twin Falls, Idaho. The parties 
offered testimony, expert report.s, and other documents into the administrative record. 
On January 27, 2015, the Director issued a Notice of Taking Official Notice of Staff 
Memorandum ("Notice"). The Notice explained that, after the hearing, the Director asked 
Department staff to review and analyze technical infomiation contained in expert reports submitted 
in this matter, expert testimony offered at the hearing, and data and infonnation in possession of the 
Department. The Director also asked staff to prepare a memorandum regarding the Application. 
Notice at 1-2. In response to the request, Department staff prepared and submitted a memorandum, 
a copy of which was attached to the Notice.7 The Director informed the parties that official notice 
would be taken of facts and material contained in the staff memorandum and granted the parties 
two weeks to contest and rebut the facts or material officially noticed. Id. at 2. On February l 0, 
To date, IOWA has submitted five mitigation plans to address mitigation obligations imposed by the 
Curtailment Order, On May 16, 2014, the Director approved some mitigation credit for certain components of 
IGWA's first mitigation plan. See Amended Order Approving in Parr and Rejecting in Part !GWA 's Mitigation 
Plan; Order Lifting Slay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtai/mellt Order (CM-MP-2014-001). While the 
Director approved IGWA's second mitigation plan on June 20, 2014, in the Order Approving lGWA 's Second 
Mitigation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued April 28, 2014; Second Amended Curtailment Order (CM-MP-2014-
003), IGWA subsequently withdrew the plan. On December 18, 2014, lGWA filed /GWA 's Fifth Mitigation Plan 
and Request for Hearing (CM-MP-2014-008). A status conference is scheduled for IGW A's third mitigation plan 
(CM-MP-2014-005) on March 17, 2015, at the Department's state office in Boise, Idaho. 
The Fourth Mitigation Plan Order was not admitted as an exhibit at the transfer hearing. However, that 
order is part of the Department's administrative record and will be referenced herein. 
The Protest was not admitted as an exhibit al the transfer hearing. However, the Protest is part of the 
De.partment's administrative record and will be referenced herein. 
By mistake, the staff memorandum attached to the Notice did not contain Table l and Table 2. Counsel for 
the Department emailed Table 1 and Table 2 to the parties on February 9, 2015, explaining the tables were intended 
to be incorporated into the staff memorandum. The staff memorandum attached to this order as Attachment A 
contains Table I and Table 2. 
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2015, Rangen submitted Rangen, Inc. 's Expert Report in Re,ponse to Staff Memorandum ("Expert 
Response") and Rangen, Inc. 's Response to Staff Memorandum. 
After carefully considering all of the evidence in the administrative record, the Director 
finds, concludes, and orders as follows: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
l. Water right no. 36-7072 bears a priority date of September 5, 1969, and authorizes 
the diversion of 148.2 cfs of water from Thousand Springs for fish propagation purposes. Ex. 1001 
at 21-22.8 "[A]ll water diverted under water right no. 36-7072 flows from the SeaPac fish hatchery 
to the Snake River over a distance of less than one mile." Ex. 4002 at 5. 
2. The Application proposes to change the place of use of 10 cfs of water right no. 36-
7072 from the SeaPac fish hatchery at Magic Springs to the Rangen fish hatchery located in the 
SWNE and SENE of Section 31, T07S, Rl4E and the SWNW of Section 32, T07S, Rl4E and lo 
reflect "Fish Propagation/Mitig" as a nature of use. Ex. 4000 at 2-5. The Application does not 
propose any change in the point of diversion for water right no. 36-7072. 
3. IGWA proposes that, if the Application is approved, up to 10 cfs of water right no. 
36-7072 "will be delivered from Magic Springs to the Rangen hatchery per engineering details 
submitted in the Fourth Mitigation Plan, CM-MP-2014-006." Ex. 4002 at 4. These engineering 
details were admitted as Exhibit 1009 in CM-MP-2014-006 and were described in detail, along 
with conditions of approval, in the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order. In short, "spring water discharged 
from the [Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer) at Magic Springs [will] be pumped via buried pipeline 
approximately 2.5 miles to Rangen's place of use near the head of Billingsley Creek." Ex. 4000 at 
14. 
4. Water delivered to Rangen pursuant to the proposed transfer will be discharged into 
Billingsley Creek after leaving the Rangen fish hatchery. Protest at 2; Ex. 4002 at 5; Tr. at p. 11. 
5. Expert witness reports and testimony presented at the hearing discuss potential 
impacts resulting from evaporation of water conveyed through Billingsley Creek pursuant to the 
proposed transfer, and from consumptive use by irrigators who divert from Billingsley Creek. 
6. IGW A's expert reports estimate that, if 10 cfs of water from Magic Springs is 
conveyed to the Snake River via Billingsley Creek, approximately 0.039 cfs will be lost to 
evaporation prior to reaching the Snake River. Ex. 4002 at 11; Ex. 4003 at 15. Rangen's expert 
report criticizes the assumptions used by IGWA's expert in calculating evaporation from 
Billingsley Creek, but acknowledges "[t]he magnitude of additional evaporation is small and will 
be small, however itis calculated." Ex. 5019 at 7. 
SeaPac also owns water right no. 36-8356 for fish propagation at Magic Springs which authorizes the 
diversion of 45 cfs from springs with a priority date of May 9, 1988. Rights 36-7072 and 36-8356 combined shall 
not exceed a total diversion rate of 148.2 cfs. 
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7. Neither IGWA nor Rangen attempted to quantify the percentage of the 10 cfs lost to 
consumptive use by water users once water leaves the Rangen facility. Frank Eiwin, Watermaster 
for Water District 36A, testified regarding the complexity of water distribution in Water District 
36A and explained tbat, given the complexity along with insufficient measuring devices and 
gauging stations and the possibility of diversions by downstream irrigators, it would "be a very 
difficult task to actually track that water." Tr. p. 21-35. 
8. IGWA's expert acknowledged that "[w]ater delivered to the Rangen facility 
pursuant to the Application could, after leaving the Rangen facility, be consumptively used by other 
Billingsley Creek water users or evaporate from Billingsley Creek." Ex. 4002 at 5. IGW A's expert 
explained that, "[i]f this occurred at a time when minimum stream flows at the Murphy Gage are 
violated, it could contribute to enforcement of the Swan Falls Agreement, which may include 
cmtailment of other water rights." Ex. 4002 at 5. However, IGW A's expert concluded that "the 
transfer does not present risk to the minimum flows called for in the Swan Falls agreement" 
because "ongoing IGW A mitigation activities substantially exceed the potential consumption of 
water added to Billingsley Creek from the Magic Springs transfer." Ex. 4003 at 14. IGWA's 
expert also concluded "it would be reasonable to include in the approval of the Application a 
condition that requires mitigation be provided sufficient to offset depletion of water right 36-7072 
in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls minimums." Id. at 5. 
9. IGW A's expert compiled results from ESPAM2.l model runs performed by the 
Department in support of the order approving IGWA's first mitigation plan. Ex. 4003 at 13-17. 
Those model runs simulated aquifer enhancement activities (conversions, voluntary "dry-ups" 
through the Conservation Reserve Enhanced Program ("CREP"), voluntary curtailment, and 
recharge) perfo1med by IOWA and Southwest Irrigation District between 2005 and 2013, with the 
assumption that 2013 conversions, CREP, and voluntary curtailment were continued in future 
years. Ex. 1020 at 8. IGW A's expert presented the total model-predicted benefit of the mitigation 
accruing to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill. Ex. 4003 at 17. 
IGWA's expert reported an average benefit of 48.6 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015, and an 
average benefit of 58.1 cfs between April 2018 and March 2019. Id. 
10. The Department also compiled results of the ESP AM2. l model runs of JGW A and 
Southwest Irrigation District's aquifer enhancement activities. See Attachment A at 2. The 
Department's results are slightly different from those reported by IGWA's expert in Ex. 4003 at 17. 
See Attachment A at 2. The Department's analysis concludes the average model-predicted benefit 
to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill is 48.5 cfs between April 
2014 and March 2015, and 67.5 cfs at steady state. Id. at 3. These values are projections based on 
continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancement activities by IGWA and Southwest Irrigation District. 
Id. 
11. On December 3, 2014, the Fifth Judicial District Court, in and for the County of 
Twin Falls, issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial Review 
("Memorandum Decision") in CV-2014-2446. The court held the Department cannot recognize 
mitigation credit for future aquifer enhancement activities without sufficient contingency provisions 
to protect the senior water user in the event the assumed future aquifer enhancement activities do 
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not occur. Memorandum Decision at 6-10. Because of this decision, the memorandum prepared by 
staff also evaluated the aquifer enhancement activities of IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District 
without assuming a continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancement activities into 2014. 9 Specifically, 
the Department perfo1med "an ESPAM2. l simulation of 2005 through 2013 aquifer enhancement 
activities ... to determine the minimum benefit provided by documented past activities" assuming 
no such activities occurred in 2014 and future years. Attachment A at 4. The simulation determined 
"[t]he model-predicted benefit to springs tributruy to the Snake River between Kimberly a11d King 
Hill is 40.6 cfs between April 2014 and Mru-ch 2015." Id. 
12. Neither IGWA's nor Rangen's experts attempted to quantify the portion of the 
model-predicted benefit from IGWA and Southwest Irrigation District's aquifer enhancement 
activities that would actually reach the Snake River. In contrast, the Department analyzed data and 
information in possession of the Department to evaluate whether at least 10 cfs of the model-
predicted benefits from IGWA and Southwest Irrigation District's past aquifer enhancement 
activities would reach the Snake River. 
13. Baseflow represented by general head boundaries in ESPAM2.l is subsurface 
discharge to tbe Snake River a11d can be assumed to be unavailable to surface water users. 
Attachment A at 3. The Department's modeled simulation of documented past aquifer enhancement 
activities through 2013 predicts an increase in baseflow between April 2014 and March 2015 of 2.4 
cfs. Id. at Table 2. 
14. "Increases in spring discharge have the potential to be intercepted by surface water 
users before discharging to the Snake River. If the increase in spring discharge is diverted for a 
consumptive use, such as irrigation, only a portion of the increase in discharge will reach the Snake 
River." Attachment A at 3. Many of the fifty spring reaches represented in ESP AM2. l include 
springs diverted for irrigation use. Id. Some spring cells without irrigation use are predicted by 
ESPAM2.l to benefit significantly from IGWA a11d Southwest Irrigation District's past aquifer 
enhancement activities. For example, "[t]he Box Canyon reach consists of two model cells without 
spring diversions for irrigation use." Id. "The Devil's Washbowl and Devil's Corral spring cells 
also do not contain springs diverted for irrigation use." Id. 
15. "The average model-predicted benefit [of documented past aquifer enhancement 
activities] to the Box Canyon reach, the Devil's Washbowl and Devil's Corral spring cells, and the 
baseflow represented by general head boundaries.isl Ll cfs be1ween April 20!4 and March 2015." 
Attachment A at 4. 10 "Additional water is also expected to accrue to the Snake River from increases 
in spring discharge at spring cells with irrigation use, but cannot be qua11tified without a detailed 
analysis of itTigation demand and water availability at each sp1ing source." Id. at 3. The portion of 
the average model-predicted benefit of documented past aquifer enhancement activities that can be 
' Documentation of2014 IOWA and Southwest Irrigation District aquifer enhancement activities 1S not available 
as of the date of this order. Attachment A at 4. 
10 The Department also performed a steady-state analysis assuming the continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancement 
activities. This results in a model-predicted increase of 18,3 cfs at steady state. Attachment A at 3. 
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expected to reach the Snake River between April 2014 and March 2015 is between 11. l cfs and 
40.6 cfs. Id. at 4. 
16. Even without including estimated benefits from 2014 and future activities, the 
benefits of IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District's past aquifer enhancement activities to the 
Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill are predicted to exceed the potential impact of the 
proposed transfer on flow in the Snake River between April 2014 and March 2015. ld. at 4-5. 
222. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
l. Idaho Code § 42-222 sets forth the criteria used to evaluate transfer applications: 
The director of the department of water resources shall examine all the evidence 
and available information and shall approve the change in whole, or in part, or 
upon conditions, provided no other water rights are injured thereby, the change 
does not constitute an enlargement in use of the original right, the change is 
consistent with the conservation of water resources within the state of Idaho and is 
in the local public interest as defined in section 42-202B, Idaho Code, the change 
will not adversely affect the local economy of the watershed or local area within 
which the source of water for the proposed use originates, in the case where the 
place of use is outside of the watershed or local area where the source of water 
originates, and the new use is a beneficial use, which in the case of a municipal 
provider shall be satisfied if the water right is necessary to serve reasonably 
anticipated future needs as provided in this chapter. 
2. The applicant bears the burden of proof for all of the factors listed in Section 42-
Injury to Other Water Rights 
3. Rangen argues that "[o]ther water rights will be injured by the transfer." Protest at 
2. Rangen's expert asserts that, "[i]f a decrease in Snake River flow results in a violation of the 
3900 or 5600 cfs minimum flow at Murphy as outlined in the Swan Falls Trust Water agreement, 
then other irrigation water right holders in the Magic Springs/M.urphy gauge reach could be 
negatively impacted." Ex. 5015 at 4. 
4. While the only evidence regarding injury is speculative suggesting a potential for 
injury to water users that may be curtailed in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls minimums, 
as noted above, IGW A's expert concluded "it would be reasonable to include in the approval of the 
Application a condition that requires mitigation be provided sufficient to offset depletion of water 
right 36-7072 in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls minimums." Ex. 4003 at 5. 
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5. The Department's analysis demonstrates that benefits of IGW A and Southwest 
Irrigation District's past aquifer enhancement activities to the Snake River between Kimberly and 
King Hill are predicted to exceed 10 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015. Attachment A at 4-
5.11 
6. As a condition of approval, IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District will be required 
to continue into the future aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset 10 cfs of depletion of 
flow in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill. Prior to each irrigation season, IGW A 
must submit documentation of aquifer enhancement activities from the previous year to establish 
that sufficient mitigation will be provided in the upcoming season. 
Enlargement in Use of the Original Right 
7. Rangen argues the proposed transfer "constitutes" an enlargement in use of the 
original right, in violation of the criteria of Idaho Code § 42-222. Protest at 2. Rangen's expert 
asserts the proposed transfer results in an enlargement of water right no. 36-7072 because the 
application included mitigation in addition to fish propagation as a nature of use. Ex. 5015 at 5. 
Rangen 's expert also notes that water right no. 36-7072 authorizes the non-consumptive use of fish 
propagation and asserts that, because downstream irrigators will divert any additional flow added to 
Billingsley Creek from Magic Springs, the transfer "will result in expansion of historical 
consumptive use from water right no. 36-7072." Ex. 5015 at 5. IGWA's expert asserts the 
proposed transfer will not result in an enlargement because "[ e ]nlargement is determined by the use 
made by the appropriator and not what becomes of discharged water after beneficial use is 
complete." Ex. 4003 at 5. 
8. The Director concludes IGW A has sufficiently demonstrated that approval of the 
proposed transfer will not result in enlargement of water right no. 36-7072. Water right no. 36-
7072 authorizes the diversion of water for fish propagation purposes. Ex. 1001 at 21-22. The 
application proposes to change the nature of use of water right no. 36-7072 to "Fish 
Propagation/Mitig." Ex. 4000 at 3. Because the reason for the proposed transfer is to mitigate 
material injury to Rangen, the nature of nse will be described in the transfer documents as 
"Mitigation." This proposed change in nature of use does not alter that water right no. 36-7072 will 
be used for non-consumptive fish propagation purposes, but only reflects that water delivered to 
Rangen pursuant to the transfer will help satisfy mitigation obligations imposed by the Curtailment 
Order. The proposal to change the nature of use of water right no. 36-7072 from "Fish 
Propagation" to "Mitigation" does not constitute an "enlargement in use of the original right" as 
prohibited by Idaho Code § 42-222. Rangen' s argument regarding expansion of historical 
consumptive use is mooted by the condition of approval reguiring IGW A and Southwest Irrigation 
" Rangen argues that, as part of this transfer proceeding, IOWA must mitigate for all the impacts of ground 
water pumping junior to July 13, 1962, on flow in the Snake River. See Expert Response. at 6-8. The impact at issue 
in this transfer proceeding is the impact on flow in the Snake River resulting from the transfer of 10 cfs of water from 
Magic Springs to Rangen, not the impacts of all ground water pumping junior to July 13, 1962, on flow in the Snake 
River. Rangen also appears to assert the proposed transfer will have some negative impact on non-consumptive 
water rights at Box Canyon and Devil's CoITal. See id. at 9. But the proposed transfer will have no depletive impact 
on flow available for those water rights. Instead, the Box Canyon reach and Devil's Corral spring cell benefit 
significantly from the aquifer enhancement activities of IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District 
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District to provide ongoing mitigation through aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset 10 
cfs of depletion of flow in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill. 12 
Conservation of Water Resources 
9. Rangen asse1ts "[t]he transfer is not consistent with the conservation of water 
resources within the state, in violation of the criteria of LC. § 42-222." Protest at 2. Rangen 
provided no evidence to suppmt this blanket assertion. 
10. IGW A's expert report and testimony assert the proposed transfer is consistent with 
the conservation of water resources within Idaho because water right no. 36-7072 is currently used 
for the beneficial use of fish propagation in the state and will continue to be used for fish 
propagation within Idaho and not wasted if the transfer is approved. Ex. 4002 at 6; Tr. p. 79-80. 
The Director agrees. The proposed transfer is consistent. with the conservation of water resources 
within the state of Idaho. 
Local Public Interest 
11. Local public interest is defined as "the interests that the people in the area directly 
affected by a proposed water use have in the effects of such use on the public water resource." 
Ida.rio Code§ 42-202B(3). 
12. Rangen asserts "[t]he transfer is not in the local public interest as defined in section 
42-202B, Idaho Code, in violation of the criteria of J.C. § 42-222." Protest at 2. Rangeo also 
asserts "[t]he transfer will be detrimental to fish and wildlife, fish rearing and spawning habitat, fish 
passage, waterfowl habitat, and aesthetic beauty and therefore is not in the best interest of the 
general public of the state of Idaho." Protest at 2. Rangen offered no evidence to support these 
assertions. 
13. IGWA's expert argued the proposed transfer is irr the local public interest because 
"Rangen will benefit from a significant increase in water available for fish production ... and ... 
[a]dditional flow in Billingsley Creek is expected to improve conditions for fish and wildlife." Ex. 
4002 at 6. IGW A's expert also argued the proposed transfer is in the local public interest because 
"[improved] economic conditions at Rangen and increased flows in Billingsley Creek will benefit 
the people in the Hagerman area." ld. IGWA's expert testified that "the mitigation aspect of this to 
l2 Rangen's expert also argues "[t]he proposed use of water right 37-7072 in the manner proposed in Transfer 
79560 wiH result in additional consumptive use under this water right and is therefore in violation of the [Eastern 
Snake River Plain] moratorium:' Ex. 50 l 9 at 6. 29. However, the referenced moratorium clearly states that it does 
not apply to the transfer of existing water rights. Ex.. 5007 at 5. Even if the moratorium did apply to the Application, 
the moratorium provides that the Director may approve relevant applications proposing consumptive use of water if 
"[t}he Dire.ctor determines that the development and use of the water pursuant to an application will have no effect 
on prior surface and ground water rights because. of . .. mitigation provided by the applicant to offset injury to other 
rights." Id. at 4-5, Because as a condition of approval IGWA and Southwest Irrigation District must provide 
ongoing mitigation sufficient to offset 10 d's of depletion of Snake River flow between Kimberly and King Hill, the 
referenced moratorium would not be violated. 
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allow the groundwater pumpers to continue their beneficial uses of water is very much in the local 
public interest to keep the economy of the area more intact." Tr. p. 80. 
14. The proposed transfer will help provide mitigation water to Rangen as required by 
the Curtailment Order and will contribute additional flow to Billingsley Creek. IGW A and 
Southwest In·igation District will be required to provide mitigation sufficient to offset depletion of 
Snake River flows due to the Application. There is no evidence in the record to support. Rangen's 
contention that the proposed transfer will be detrimental to fish and wildlife, fish rearing and 
spawning habitat, fish passage, waterfowl habitat, and aesthetic beauty. There is no evidence 
establishing that people in the area directly affected by the proposed transfer will suffer any 
negative impacts. The proposed transfer is in the local public interest. 
Local Economy 
15. Rangen does not argue that the proposed transfer "will adversely affect the local 
economy" in violation of Idaho Code § 42-222 or assert that fish propagation and mitigation are not 
beneficial uses. 
16. IGW A's expert argues the proposed transfer will not adversely affect the local 
economy because instead "[t]he transfer will have significant benefits to the local economy. 
Additional water provided to Rangen allows the facility to improve its economic output. In 
addition, the proposed transfer provides mitigation needed to prevent the cu rtailmenl of ground 
water rights." Ex. 4002 at 7. The Director agrees. The proposed transfer will not adversely affect 
the local economy and fish propagation and mitigation are established beneficial uses of water in 
Idaho in accordance with the criteria set forth in Idaho Code § 42-222. 
Summary 
17. lGW A satisfied its burden of proof for the review of criteria set forth in Idaho Code 
§ 42-222. The proposed transfer will not result in injury to other water rights or an enlargement in 
use of the original right, is consistent with the conservation of water resources within the state of 
Idaho, is in the local public interest as defined in Idaho Code§ 42-202B, and will not adversely 
affect the local economy. 
ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Application for Transfer No. 79560 in the name of North 
Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District, and Southwest Irrigation 
District is APPROVED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDRED that, as a condition of approval, IOWA and Southwest 
Irrigation District will continue into the future, aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset lO 
cfs of depletion of flow in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill. Prior to the start of 
each irrigation season, IGW A must provide documentation of aquifer enhancement activities from 
:Final Order Approving Application for Transfer, Page 9 
the previous year to establish that sufficient mitigation will be provided in the upcoming season. If 
sufficient mitigation is not provided, the transfer will be void. 
Dated this f"[ ~dayofFebruary2015. 
Director 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this JqL~ day of February 2015, true and coffect copies of 
the document described below was served on the parties by placing a copy of the same with the 
United States Postal Service, postage prepaid and properly addressed to the following: 
Document Served: Final Order Approving Application for Transfer and Explanatory 
Information to Accompany a Final Order 
Randall C. Budge 
T.J. Budge 
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey 
PO Box 1391 
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State of Idaho 
Deparlme11t of Waterr Resmm:es 
322 ~: Front Street, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 837211-0098 
.!'bone: (208) 287-48(10 Fmi: (208) 287-6700 
Date: January 27, 2015 
To: Gary Spackman, P.E., Director 
From: Jennifer Sukow, P.E., P.O., Hydrology Section 
Subject: Technical review of expert witness reports and testimony in the matter of 
application for transfer no. 79560 (proposed Magic Springs to Rangen 
pipeline) 
This memorandum was prepared in response to your request for a technical review of 
expert witness reports and testimony from Sophia Sigstedt and Charles E. Brockway in 
the matter of application for transfer no. 79560 in the name of North Snake Groundwater 
District, Magic Valley Groundwater District, and Southwest Irrigation District Ms. 
Sigstedt testified on behalf of the applicants. Dr. Brockway testified on behalf of 
protestant, Rangcn, Inc. My review focused specificatly on potential impacts lo flow in 
the Snake River resulting from changing the place of use for fish propagation from the 
Magic Springs Hatchery to the Rangeri Hatchery, and proposed mitigation of such 
impacts. The Magic Springs Hatchery discharges directly into the Snake River, while the 
Rangen Hatchery discharges into Billingsley Creek, a tributary to the Snake River. 
Expert witness reports and testimony discuss potential impacts resulting from evaporation 
of water conveyed through Billingsley Creek, and from consumptive use by irrigators 
who divert from Billingsley Creek. 
Ms. Sigstedt estimated if l O cfs of water from Magic Springs is conveyed to the Snake 
River via Billingsley Creek, approximately 0.039 cfs would be lost to evaporation prior 
to reaching the Snake River. Ms. Sigstedt also compiled results from ESPAM2.l model 
runs performed by the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) in support of the 
order approving the groundwater user's first mitigation plan. The model runs simulated 
aquifer enhancement activities (conversions, CR.El', voluntary curtailment, and recharge) 
performed by the Idaho Groundwater Water Appropriators, lnc. (!GW A) and Southwest 
Irrigation District (SWID) between 2005 and 20 l 3, with the assumption that 2013 
conversi.ons, CREP, and voluntary cmtailment were continued in future years. Ms. 
Sigstedt presented the total model-predicted benefit of the mitigation accrning to springs 
tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill. Ms, Sigstedt reported an 
average benefit of 48,6 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015, and an average benefit 
of 58.l cfs between April 2018 and March 2019, and noted that these values greatly 
exceed her estimate of evaporation in Billingsley Creek, 
Dr. Brockway criticizes the assumptions used by Ms, Sigstedt in calculating evaporation 
from Billingsley Creek, but acknowledges the magnitude of additional evaporation in 
Billingsley Creek will be small however it is calculated. Dr. Brockway argues that if an 
additional l O cfs is discharged from the Rangen Hatchery into Billingsley Creek, the 
water will be diverted by downstream users in Water District 36A for both consumptive 
and non-consumptive uses, further reducing the portion of the !O cfs which will reach the 
Snake River. 
lt does not appear that either expert witness attempted to quantify the percentage of the 
lO cfs that would be lost to consumptive use by downstream water users, Because of 
the complexity of water distribution in Water District 36A, it is difficult to determine 
what percentage of the IO cfs will reach the Snake River during the irrigation season if 
diversion and consumptive use by downstream water users are not prevented. Some 
waler will discharge to the Snake River as either surface or subsurface flow, and the 
impact to the Snake River will be less than 10 cfs. A very conservative approach would 
be to assume a maximum impact of lO cfs, A less conservative approach would be to 
assume a reasonable value for efficiency of the delivery and irrigation systems to 
estimate an impact 
I compiled the results of the ESl'AM2,l model runs of the IGWA and SW!D aquifer 
enhancement activities in Table I, My results are similar, but slightly different from Ms, 
Sigstedt's Table 3 from her December 12, 2014 report, The differences appear to be in 
her compilation of the results for general bead boundaries and Class C springs. Ms, 
Sigstedt' s Table 3 reports a constant value of 3.49 cfs for the general head boundaries for 
all five years, This value should vary with time, My analysis indicates this value varies 
from 2.91 cfs in Year I to 3.43 cfs in Year 5, It appears Ms, Sigstedt calculated the 
model-predicted average value for the time period between April 2019 and March 2020 
and applied this value to the previous five years in her Table 3. I was not able to 
determine how Ms, S igstedt arrived at the values reported in Table 3 for the benefit to 
Class C springs. Given that the values are higher in Year 3 than in Years 4 and 5, it 
appears she may have used model results from the 2005-2013 timeframe rather than 
results from the 2014-2019 timcframc, possibly in combination with summing an 
incorrect group of spring cells, 
2 
Dr. Brockway criticized Ms. Sigstedt for including the impacts of SW!D aquifer 
enhancement activities in her analysis. Because SWID is one of the transfer applicants, 
the inclusion of their mitigation activities seems appropriate. My analysis includes the 
SWID mitigation activities and indicates the average model-predicted benefit to springs 
tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill is 48.5 cfs between April 
2014 and March 2015, and 67.5 d's at steady state (Table !). These values are 
projections based on continuation of20]3 aquifer enhancement activities by IOWA and 
SW!D, and are expected to change after each annual post-audit of !GWA and SW!D 
mitigation activities. 
Baseflow represented by general head boundaries is subsurface discharge to the Snake 
River and can be assumed to be unavailable to surface water users. Base/low comprises 
only 2.9 cfs of the model-predicted increase in discharge between April 2014 and 
March 2015, and only 3.9 cfs at steady state (Table I). Increases in spring discharge 
have the potential to be intercepted by surface water users before discharging to the 
Snake River. If the increase in spring discharge is diverted for a consumptive use, such 
as irrigation, only a portion of the increase in discharge will reach the Snake River. 
Based on !DWR water right shapefiles, many of the 50 spring reaches represented in 
ESPAM2. 1 include springs diverted for irrigation use (Figure l ), but there are several 
spring ceils that do not contain springs diverted for in·igation use. 
A few of the spring celis without irrigation use are predicted by ESPAM2. l to benefit 
significantly from the IOWA and SW!D aquifer enhancement activities. The Box 
Canyon reach consists of two model ceits without spring diversions for irrigation use. 
The Devil's Washbowl and Devil's Corral spring cells also do not contain springs 
diverted for irrigation use. TI1e sum of model-predicted benefits to the Box Canyon 
reach, the Devil's Washbowl and Devil's Corral spring cells, and the base/low 
represented by general head boundaries is l 35 between April 2014 and March 20 l 5, and 
l 8J cfs at steady state (Table I), and exceeds the max.imum potential impact of IO cfs 
resulting from the proposed transfer. Additional water is also expected to accrue to the 
Snake River from increases in discharge at spring cells with irrigation use, but cannot be 
quantified without a detailed analysis of irrigation demand and water availability at each 
spring source. lf continued at locations and volumes similar to 2013 activities, the 
benefits of the IGW A and SW!D aquifer enhancement activities to the Snake River 
between Kimberly and King Hill are predicted to exceed the potenlial impact of the 
proposed transfer on flow in the Snake River. 
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Figure I. ESP AM2. I spring cells and irrigation points of diversion. 
Because documentation of 2014 IOWA and SWID aquifer enhancement activities was 
not available as of the date of this memorandum, an ESPAM2.1 simulation of 2005 
through 2013 aquifer enhancement activities was performed to determine the minimum 
benefit provided by documented past activities. The model simulation assumes no 
aquifer enhancement activities occurred in 2014 and future years 1• The average 
model-predicted benefit to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and 
King Hill is 40.6 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015 (Table 2). The average model-
predicted benefit to the Box Canyon reach, the Devil's Washbowl and Devil's Corral 
spring cells, and the baseflow represented by general head boundaries is 11.1 cfs between 
April 2014 and March 2015 (Table 2). Even without including estimated benefits from 
2014 activities that have not yet been fully documented, the benefits of past IOWA and 
1 Model files for the simulation of2005-2013 aquifer enhancement activities with no future activities are 
contained on the CO accompanying this memorandum. 
4 
SWlD aquifer enhancement activities to the Snake River between Kimberly and King 
Hill are predicted to exceed the potential impact of the proposed transfer on flow in the 
Snake River in the short term. Because the benefits of past aquifer enhancement 
activities decrease with time, long term mitigation of the potential impact of the proposed 
transfer will be dependent on future aquifer enhancement activities. 
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Table 1, Predicted impact of 2005<WB ;,quifer enhancement activities, with 2013 actl11itit?;S assumed to eontinue lnto futu;e vears 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year S 
ESPAM2.1 reach (4/201<,, (4/2015·· (4/2015- !4(2017- l4/2018- Ste<ld\l state 
3/2015) 3/f016) -~ 3/ZGl?} 3/2018) 3/2019) 
,,c,; "" 0.1 0.1 0.2 o., 0.1 1.3 
''"'" '"" 1.0 1.2 1.5 17 1.9 ,., 
4.8 5.6 6.4 7.1 7.6 lU 
NRBlKFMIN 16.6 19.6 22,1 24.3 26.1 39-3 
0[170030 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
D069029 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0068029 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
DEVILW 1.3 1.4 14 l5 1.5 17 
DEVI LC 1.7 LB 1B 1.9 1.9 l.1 
006S027 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
D064026 0.1 0.1 0.1 C 0.1 O.l -
8LU£LK 3.7 40 4.1 ., .. 44 4.9 
D052D23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o -
0061023 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
~ 
o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o q.Q 
-~ i----· 00 0.0 o.o ~~ 
___ ___Q:.9 
0.0 0.0 ---~ 0.0 0.0 
'" """" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
'"'"""' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
·ev'fAL 5.2 5.7 ,.o 62 6.4 7.4 
NIAGARA 3.6 3.8 4.0 42 4.3 5.0 
0051014 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
joosoo14 o.o 0,0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 
CLEARLK 4.6 5 D 5.2 5,4 5.6 6.5 
BRIGGS 0.1 0.1 01 01 02 0.2 -----·----·---- or--BANBURY 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 05 
DG47011 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
BOX 7.6 8.2 B.6 9.0 9.3 10.7 
SANO 2.0 l.2 ,., 2.4 2.5 2.9 
0045011 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D045012 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
THOUSAND 5.4 5.8 6.1 6.3 6.5 7 5 ·--· .-
NfLFSHH U. u 1.4 -~ 15 1.7 ~-- ----
TUCKER 01 01 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 
RANG EN 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.7 
THREESf' u 1.5 1.0 2,6 17 20 
D040013 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 -
D040014 01 0.1 0,1 0.1 01 0.1 
!HGSP 07 0.8 0.9 0.9 09 1.1 
D038014 ' 0.1 01 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
D037014 --·· o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ---
BIRCH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .. 
D036014 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 -MALAD 3.9 4.2 4.5 4.7 u S.6 
D0350l.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -~ 
D034014 0.1 __ 0,1 01 -~ 1--____Qlr- 0.2 
D033013 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0,0 
D033014 0.0 o.o O.l 0.1 0.1 0.1 
D032013 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
D032014 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o _.1!.2 -----~ 
~~31013 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
00,1014 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D030013 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
BANCROFT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Kimberlv to Bl!hl spr)n£s 1S.8 16.9 17.7 18.4 18!:t 215 
Buhl to lower Salmon Falls springs 25.6 27,6 29.1 30.4 31.3 36.2 
Lower Salmon Fall~ to King Hill springs 4.2 45 4.8 5,0 5,1 6.0 
Kimberly to Buhl basefiow 1.9 2.0 Z.1 ;u 2.Z 7..,5 
Bwhl to Lower Salmon Falls baseflow 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 
Lawer Sa!mon Falls to Kiru! Hlll b.aseflow o., o., o., 0.4 0.4 04 
Toti.I baseflow 2.0 3.1 ,., ,., M 3.0 
Total Kimberly to Kinf.1 Hill 48.5 52.1 54.9 57.l 58,8 67.5 
Sum of Box Canyon, Oevil's W11shbow!, 
Devll's Corrat, am! baseflcw 13.5 14.4 15.1 15.7 16.1 -~ 
Table 2. Predicted impact of 2005-2013 aquifer enhancement activities wlth no future activlties .. 
Year 1 Year2 Ye<>t 3 Vetff 4 Veac 5 j 
ESPAM2.1 reach (4/2014, (4/2015· (4/2.016- {4/2.017- (4/2018-
3/2015) 3/2016) 3/2017) 3/2018) 3/20191 
ASH ~EX 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 ,:,i 
fiEISE •• SHEL 1.0 1.2 l.l 1.3 12 
5HELNR8LKF 4.7 5.1 4.9 4.5 4.0 
NRBLKFMIN 16.3 17,3 16.6 15.1 1§2\ 
0070030 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
DOti-9029 o.o 0.0 u.o 00 0.0 
0068029 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
DEVlLW 1.0 0.7 05 04 0.3 
DEVI LC 1.4 LO 0.7 0.S 0.4 
D065027 0.1 0.1 0.1 00 00 
D054026 --f- 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SLUELK 3.2. 2.3 l.B 1.3 LO 
D062023 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D061023 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . . 
0059022 001 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 ··---- ·--··· . -----·-- ----~ -·--
D059D21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
EL150N 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O~Q 
0058020 0.0 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 -
D057020 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 
CRYSTAL 45 3.5 2.8 2.2 1.7 
NIAGARA 30 2.4 1.S 1.5 1.2 
0051014 M D.D 0.0 O.D 0.0 
0050014 o.o D.O D.O 0.0 , _ ____Q£ 
CLEARlK 3.8 3.1 2.4 1.9 15 .. 
8R!GG5 0.1 0.1 0.1 01 0.0 . 
BANBURY 0.3 0.2 01 0.1 0.1 
0047011 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
BOX 6.3 5.0 4.0 3.1 2.5 
SANO 1.7 1.3 11 0.0 0.7 
0045011 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 
D045012 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
THOUSAND 44 3.S 2.8 2.21 L7 -· --
NTLFSHH 10 08 0.6 O.S OA 
TUCKER 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 00 
RANGEN 1.6 L2 10 0.8 D6 
THREESP 1.1 0.9 D7 0.6 0.4 
0040013 o.o 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 
0040014 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
81GSP 0.6 0.5 D4 0.3 0.2 -
~i~~: 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 
0.0 o.o o.o _____ fl:.2 c-·-- 0~2 
BIRCH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.:2 
D036014 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 
MALAD 33 2.6 2.1 1.7 1.3 -· --
D03S014 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -- . 
D03401<1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 
D033013 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D033014 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D032013 o.o o.o o.o 0,0 0.0 •. -~--· 
0032014 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D031013 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D031014 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
D030013 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 
BANCROFT o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 _---9:.Q 
Kimberly to Buhl springs 13.3 10.3 7.9 6.1 4,7 
Buh! to Lower Salmon Falls sprlne:s 21.4 17.1 ~.:§ 10.7 8.4 -
Lower Sil!mon ~ans to King Hlll SP!lngs ·---~ 
,., ,., 1.8 1.5 
Kimberly to Buhl baseflow 1.6 12 D9 0.6 0.5 
Buhl to Lower Salmon Falls baseflow 0.6 0.4 o., 0.3 0.2 
Lower Salmon Falls to Kine: HUI baseflow 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 
Total baseflow 2.4 1.8 1.4 1.1 o., 
Tot;;.! Kimberly to King Hill 40.6 32.1 25,2 19.6 l.S.4 
Sum of Box Canyon, Devil's Washbowl, 
DevWs Corral, and base flow 11.1 8.6 6.6 S.l 4.0 
EXPLANATORY INFORMATION TO ACCOMPANY A 
FINAL ORDER 
(Required by Rule of Procedure 740.02) 
The accompanying order is a "Final Order" issued by the department pursuant to section 
67-5246 or 67-5247, Idaho Code. 
Section 67-5246 provides as follows: 
(I) If the presiding officer is the agency head, the presiding officer shall issue a final 
order. 
(2) If the presiding officer issued a recommended order, the agency head shall issue a 
final order following review of that recommended order. 
(3) If the presiding officer issued a preliminary order, that order becomes a final 
order unless it is reviewed as required in section 67-5245, Idaho Code. If the preliminary order 
is reviewed, the agency head shall issue a final order. 
(4) Unless otherwise provided by statute or rule, any party may file a petition for 
reconsideration of any order issued by the agency head within fourteen (14) days of the service 
date of that order. The agency head shall issue a written order disposing of the petition. The 
petition is deemed denied if the agency head does not dispose ofit within twenty-one (21) days 
after the filing of the petition. 
(5) Unless a different date is stated in a final order, the order is effective fourteen (14) 
days after its service date if a party has not filed a petition for reconsideration. If a party has 
filed a petition for reconsideration with the agency head, the final order becomes effective when: 
(a) The petition for reconsideration is disposed of; or 
(b) The petition is deemed denied because the agency head did not dispose of 
the petition within twenty-one (21) days. 
(6) A party may not be required to comply with a final order unless the party has 
been served with or has actual knowledge of the order. lfthe order is mailed to the last known 
address of a party, the service is deemed to be sufficient. 
(7) A non-party shall not be required to comply with a final order unless the agency 
has made the order available for public inspection or the nonparty has actual knowledge of the 
order. 
(8) The provisions of this section do not preclude an agency from taking immediate 
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action to protect the public interest in accordance with the provisions of section 67-524 7, Idaho 
Code. 
PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
Any party may file a petition for reconsideration of a final order within fourteen (14) 
days of the service date of this order as shown on the certificate of service. Note: the petition 
must be received by the Department within this fourteen (14) day period. The department 
will act on a petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the 
petition will be considered denied by operation oflaw. See section 67-5246(4) Idaho Code. 
APPEAL OF FINAL ORDER TO DISTRICT COURT 
Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, any party aggrieved by a final 
order or orders previously issued in a matter before the department may appeal the final order 
and all previously issued orders in the matter to district court by filing a petition in the district 
court of the county in which: 
1. A hearing was held, 
11. The final agency action was taken, 
111. The party seeking review of the order resides, or 
1v. The real property or personal property that was the subject of the agency action is 
located. 
The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days: a) of the service date of the final 
order, b) the service date of an order denying petition for reconsideration, or c) the failure within 
twenty-one (21) days to grant or deny a petition for reconsideration, whichever is later. See 
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not in itself stay the 
effectiveness or enforcement of the order under appeal. 
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ATTACHMENT A-12 
White, Kimi 
Subject: FW: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline 
From: Baxter, Garrick 
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2015 9:28 PM 
To: Robyn Brody 
Cc: Tessa Sparrow; Justin May; Randy Budge; fxh/a,haemlaw.com; Blades, Emmi; TI Budge 
Subject: RE: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline 
Robyn, 
Tim Luke provided me the following chart with updated measurement information: 
ln$l:antaneous Iotalized 
Ftovt liate, (gf:irp) :.\1-0lurrie 
(gallons/ 
16:58 3511.3 7.82 12,545,173 
2/9/2015 11:25 3515 7,83 26,464,663 
2/19/2015 14:00 3518.8 7.84 77,581,028 
2/27/2015 13:05 3530 7.86 117,103,182 
3/4/2015 10:20 35075 7.81 141,807,034 
3/11/2015 11:43 3507,2 7.81 177,275,120 
Tim aiso provided the following email regarding flow measurements, 
From: Peter COoper 
Sent: Thursday, March 12, 2015 12:38 PM 







Cc: Yenter, Cindy; charles.e.brockw9_y(rubrockwayeng.com; Bob Hardgrove 
Subject: Rangen Flow Measurement 
Tim-
Start of flow being delivered t, 
WD130/IDWR calibration mea 
cfs 
SPF meas 7.78 cfs on 16'' pipe 
discharge at Bridge diversion 
Bob and I were down at Magic Springs yesterday. At our IDWR meeting last week, Chuck requested that we 
measure lengths of the 16" pipe that discharges to Range n's bridge diversion box. We took some 
measurements yesterday and I've attached a pdf showing what we found out. Like we discussed at the meeting, 
this portion was field fit and so it is difficult to tell the exact length of the pipe coming up at a 45 degree angle 
because most of it is underground, but it is roughly 5' in length, with approximately 2' sticking out of the 
ground. I was focused on the angled pipe in the field, and did not think about getting a length on the horizontal 
pipe until this morning. Looking at our survey data, the horizontal portion is approximately 12' long from the 
elbow to the beginning of the discharge opening. 
While we were there, we took a flow measurement on the 16" pipe with our GE Panametrics ultrasonic flow 
meter. We found that we were able to take a decent measurement on the horizontal pipe. We stayed on the 
upstream portion of the straight pipe (approx. 25' downstream ofthe elbow) to help ensure the pipe was full 
and did not try measuring further downstream. Here is a screenshot of the flow meter screen showing a flow 
rate of 3,492 gpm. The flow rate at the Magic Springs flow meter was 3,515 gpm an hour or so before taking the 
1 
reading at Rangen. As Chuck stated in our call, the piping configuration is not ideal for obtaining a 100% 
accurate measurement, i.e. the upstream bend, pipe potentially not 100% full, etc. Even with these potential 
inaccuracies, this should help validate the water that is being pumped from Magic Springs is making it to 
Rangen. Note to Cindy: They promise to get the flow meter parameters changed this Friday. 
Please let me know if you have any further questions. 
Thanks-
SPF Water engineering, LLC 
300 E Maliard Drb.tt\ >rnte '130 I Boi.se, !D 83706 
p. 208383.41~0 It, 208,3S3AE;G I c. 2C8-92L7799 
e .. .n._c;.oonerfup_t'!'{~J~L&Of!1 I w, Y:!:i:VW~;:&.fwsJter.corn, 
Let me know if you have questions. 
Thanks, 
Garrick 
From: Baxter, Garrick 
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2015 9:00 AM 
2 
To: 'TJ Budge'; Robyn Brody 
Cc: Tessa Sparrow; Justin May; Randy Budge; fxh@haemlaw.com 
Subject: RE: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline 
Robyn, 
I forwarded your request to Cindy. Here is what she said: 
I have checked the flow twice. Both times it was 7.8 cfs. 
Is this sufficient or would you like me to ask Cindy if there is written documentation related to her visit? 
Garrick 
From: TI Budge [mailto:tjb@racinelaw.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 03, 2015 5:10 PM 
To: Robyn Brody 
Cc: Baxter, Garrick; Tessa Sparrow; Justin May; Randy Budge; fxh@haemlaw.corn 
Subject: Re: Measurements for Magic Springs Pipeline 
Robyn, 
It's set at 7 .81 cfs per Judge Wildman order granting stay. Garrick can confirm. 
TJ 
On Mar 3, 2015 4:41 PM, Robyn Brody <robynbrodv@hotmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Garrick, 




Robyn M. Brody 
Brody Law Office, PLLC 
PO Box 554 
614 Fremont 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Telephone: (208) 434-2778 
Facsimile: (208) 434-2780 
THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION: This e-mail message and the information contained in this e-mail message 
may be privileged, confidential and protected from disclosure. If you are not the named recipient, any dissemination, 
distribution or copying is strictly prohibited. If you received or think you received this e-mail message in error, please 
reply to robynbrody@hotmail.com or call 208-434-2778. 
3 
Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949) 
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7 465) 
Joseph G. Ballstaedt (ISB# 9426) 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
201 E. Center St./ P.O. Box 1391 





Attorneys for IGWA 
DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
TWIN FALLS COUNTY 
RANG EN, INC., 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN 
in his official capacity as Director of 







STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
Case No. CV-2014-4633 
Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge 
THOMAS J. BUDGE, being first duly sworn under oath, deposes and 
states as follows: 
1. I am an attorney for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA). 
Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge - 1 
2. I participated in developing IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan filed with 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) in IDWRDocket 
No. CM-MP-2014-006. 
3. I represented IGWA in all administrative hearings before IDWR con-
cerning IGWA' s Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
4. I am familiar with the Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan 
(the "Order") issued by IDWR on October 29, 2014, which is the sub-
ject of the above-captioned case. 
5. The Order required IGWA to obtain approval ofIGWA' spending 
transfer application no. 7 9 5 60 to enable I GW A to transport up to 10 
cfs underwater right number 36-7072 from Magic Springs to the 
Rangen fish hatchery adjacent to Billingsley Creek, or to obtain an au-
thorized rental through the water supply bank. 
6. Anticipating that IGWA' s transfer application may not be approved 
prior to the January 19, 2015, curtailment date. IGWA obtained an au-
thorized rental through the water supply bank as a stop-gap measure. 
IDWR approved IGWA' s water supply bank application, and IGWA en-
tered into a Water Supply Bank Rental Agreement for 5.5 cfs with the 
Idaho Water Resource Board on January 15, 2015. This Agreement 
was amended on January 2 7, 2015, to increase the diversion rate to 
7 .81 cfs. A copy of this Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
7. On February 19, 2015, IDWRapproved IGWA's transfer application 
no. 79560, authorizing the delivery of a 10 cfs portion of water right 
number 36-7072 from Magic Springs to the Rangen fish hatcher. This 
order was amended March 18, 2 015. A copy of the amended order is 
attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
8. The Order requires IGWA to obtain all necessary agreements or option 
contracts in writing. These agreements were submitted to IDWR on 
January 18, 2015, and included the Pipeline License Agreement with 
Rangen attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
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9. \Vorking as IGWA's attorney, I was involved with the construction of 
the pipe from Magic Springs to Rangen. Following a stay issued by this 
Court that extended the curtailment date to February 7, 2015, the pipe 
was fully installed with new, permanent pipe. The pipe began deliver-
ing water to Rangen on February 6, 2015, and has continuously deliv-
ered 7 .81 cfs or more to Rangen since that date. 
10. The Order requires IGWA to take remedial measures should dissolved 
oxygen or gas supersaturation become an issue once the pipe system is 
operating. SPF Water Engineering took dissolved oxygen and gas satu-
ration measurements shortly after the pipe began operating, and nei-
ther were elevated. Rang en has not notified I GW A's counsel of any 
concerns with the water being delivered to it from Magic Springs. 
11. The Order requires I G\VA to measure water temperature if temporary 
pipe is used. As mentioned above, the project was completed with all 
new, permanent pipe. 
12. The Order requires IGWA to purchase an insurance policy for the ben-
efit of Rangen to cover any losses of fish attributable to the failure of 
the pipe from Magic Springs to Rang en. I GW A members North Snake 
Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District, and 
Southwest Irrigation District obtained insurance for this purpose. Cop-
ies of the certificates of insurance are attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
13. The Order requires IG\VA to provide 100 percent engineering draw-
ings to IDWR and Rangen upon completion of the design. These draw-
ings were submitted to both parties without objection prior to comple-
tion of the pipe system. 
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
Dated this 20th day of March, 2015. 
~5 THOMAS J.BUD 
fore me this 20th day of March, 2015. 
Residing at Pocatello, Idaho / 
My Commission Expires 10 /oS 
1 
20/'2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 20th day of March, 2015, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document was served on the persons listed below by 
the method (s) indicated. 
Clerk of the Court 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
42 7 Shoshone Street N 
TwinFalls,ID 83303 
Idaho Dept. of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83 720 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098 
garrick. baxter@id wr .id ahg.ggy 
emmi.blades@idwr.idaho.goy 
d~bgrah.gibson@idwr.idaho.gov 
kimi. white@id wr .idahg.ggy 
Robyn M. Brody 
Brody Law Office, PLLC 
P.O. Box 554 
Rupert, ID 833 50 
robinbrodi@hotmail.com 
Fritz X. Haemmerle 
Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1800 
Hailey, ID 83333 
fxh@haemlaw.com 
J.JustinMay 
May, Browning & May, PLLC 
1419 West Washington 
Boise, ID 83702 
jmai@maibrgwning.com 
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1~-·,,v. 7.?~-
Randan C. Budge 
Thomas J. Budge 
[g] U.S.Mail 
D Facsimile 
D Overnight Mail 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
This is to certify that: IDAHO GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS 
C/0 THOMAS J, BUDGE AMENDED 
PO BOX 1391, 
POCATELLO, ID 83204 
(208) 232-6101 
filed an appllcalion to renl water from t~e Water Supply Bank ("Bank"). The Idaho Water Resource Board 
("Board"}, being authorized to operate a Bank and to contract by and through the Director of the Idaho 





















Annual Rental Total 7.81 cfs 6654.2 af NIA 
Term of Rental: January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2016 
Annual Rental Fee: $961 2,48 · 
I Total Rented : Acres 
NIA 
NIA 
The fee fpr rental of the above-described 'wat~J'li$91'i;~24Jo, however,you have a private agreement with the 
lessor of water rlgh\36-7072 where you pnly 11ei,cl )9 pay for the a,fmiriis\rative fee associated with the rental of 
that water right The fee !sat will be retairl~cHi)llhf Pepartmenl to offset adm1nistrative costs is i 0% of the total, 
or $9,612.48. · 
No rental fees will be refunded once the fee is:&olleci.ed pnq \'.le stait date for a Rental Agreement has passed, 
Detailed water right conditions are attached'. 







STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
The undersigned renter agrees to use the water rented under this agreement in accordance with the Water 
Supply Bank rules and in compliance with the limitations and conditions of use described In this agreement: 
~ 
'Please provide title of signatory if signing on behalf of a company or organization or with power of attorney 
Having determined that this agreement satisfied the provisions Of Idaho Code§ 42-1763 and IDAPA 
37.02.03.030 (Water Supply Bank •' . .. , rental nd use of water under the terms and condition herein 
provided, ,ind none other, I here .e» uts> this Reh behatt of the 1daho Water Resource 
Boa~ .. • 7> 
By Date M ~11-0)) 
BRIAN PATTON, Aeling Administrator 












STATE OF JDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WATER SUPPLY BANK RENTAL AGREEMENT 
WATER USE DETAILS 
LOCATION OF POINT(Sl OF DIVERSION 
THOUNSAND SPRINGS SEY.SEY.SE% Sec. 6 Twp 08S Rge 14E GOODING County 
TWO POINTS OF DIVERSION LOCATED IN TOSS. R14E, SOS, LOT 8 SESESE 
BENEFICIAL USE 
FISH PROPAGATION 
SEASON OF USE 
01101 TO 12/31 
RENTER'S PLACE OF USE· FISH PROPAGATION 
NE NW SW SE .. 
T= Rnn Sec NE NW SW SE NE ~,r SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SV</ SE Totals 
07S 1'E 31 H H 
. ·.• . 
,,-:·.-_ 




1 otai Acres: 
CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL RENTEt:fWAT<EiRRIGHTS 
- .. ·-,.,", .- .. 
1. The use of water under this agreement shall be subject to the prpvisiops of Idaho Code § 42·1766. 
2. Rental of the specified rlghtfrom the bank. \l.o<as n,ot, jn itsii>lf, confirm the 'lalidity 9f the right or aoy elements 
of the water right, or fmprove the statu~ olllie·rtgfii int:iudlng the notion o./ resumption of use. It does not 
preclude the opportunity for review of the validity.of this water right In a~y other department application 
process. .t r 
3. Use of waler under this ,agreement doeis n6t c?nstit~jii\ (ded(i:/Jti<Sif~U~II water\o rente~s place of use, and 
upon eXf'lration of this agreement, the points of div<arsion arid p[ac1to:{ use of the water shall revert to those 
authorized under the water right a.nd/or 1!~<11fi:ie av~iJffeble{{r!i(itf5p5' lti~ bank. 
4. This rental does not grant any right-of-.vay.8(:'!i;1slj/neihtt6.~~~)he dtvt>rsi.on works or conveyance works of 
another party. · · ·· · · · · · 
5. Use of water under this agreement shall not prtajudice any action of the Department in Its consideration of an 
application for transfer or pennit filed by the applicant for this same use. · 
6. Renter agrees to comply With all appllcab:e state and federa: laws while using water under this agreement. 
7. Renter agrees to hold the Board, the Director and the state of Idaho harmless from all liabiltty on account of 
negligent acts of the renter while using water. 
8. Renter acknowledges and agrees that the Direclor may terminate diversion of water If the Director 
determines there is not a sufficient water supply for the pliorlty of the right or portion thereof being rented. 
9. Failure of the renter to comply with t'1e conditions of this agreement is cause for the Director to rescind 
approval of the rental agreement 
10. The water light(s) referenced above Is accepted into the bank and rented In accordance with a private 
agreement fonnulated between the lessor and the renter. Administrative fees will be paid based on the 






11. All conditions specified and ordered by the Director of Water Resources in the Order Approving !GWA's 
Fourth Mitigation Plan are relevant and apply to this rental agreement 
12. Use of water under this right wiil be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution of 
water i;mong appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this waier right is within State 
Water District No. 130. 
13. Prior to diversion of water under this right, the right holde, shall install and maintain a measuring device and 
lockable contro!ling works of a ry:,e acceptable to the Department as part of the pipeline delivering water to 
the Rangen Facility, 
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ExhibitB 
BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
OFTHESTATEOFIDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION ) 
FOR TRANSFER ~O. 79560 IN THE NAME ) 
OF NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER DIST.,) 
MAGIC VALLEY GROUND WATER DIST., ) 
AND SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION DIST. ) 
BACKGROUND 
AMENDED FINAL ORDER 
APPROVING APPLICATION 
FOR TRANSFER 
On January 29, 2014, the Director ("Direetor") of the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("Department") issued the Final Order Regarding Rang en, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery Call; 
Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962 ("Curtailment Order").1 The Curtailment 
Order reeognizes that holders of junior-priority ground water rights may avoid curtailment if they 
participate in a mitigation plan which provides "simulated steady state benefits of 9.1 cfs to Curren 
Tunnel [sometimes referred to as the "Martin-Curren Tunnel"] or direct flow of 9.1 cfs to Rangen." 
Ex. 1018 at 42.2 The Curtailment Order explains that mitigation provided by direct flow to 
Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") "may be phased-in over not more than a five-year period pursuant to Rule 
40 of the CM Rules as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfa the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 
6.6 cfs the fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year." Id. 3 
On August 27, 2014, the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGW A") filed IGWA 's 
Fourth Mitigation Plan and Request for Expedited Hearing ("Fourth Mitigation Plan") "to provide 
additional ways of satisfying the mitigation obligation imposed by the [Curtailment Order] and 
The Curtailment Order was appealed in Rangen, Inc., v. IDWR, Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-
1338. Judge Wildman issued his Memomndum Decision and Order on Petitions for Judicial Review (''Decision") 
on October 24, 2014, which affirmed the Director on a number of issues, but held 1he Director erred by applying a 
trim line to reduce tlle zone of curtailment. Decision at 28. The Decision has been appealed to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, Docket No. 42772-2015. 
2 Exhibits in the lOOOs refurenced in this order are from the administrative record in CM-MP-2014-006. At 
the commencement of the hearing in this matter, the parties stipulated to admission of the entire record in CM-MP-
2014--006. All other exhibits referenced herein were admitte<l at the hearing. 
The tenn "CM Rules" refurs to Idaho's Rules for Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Warer 
Resources, IDAPA 37.03.I I. 
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thereby prevent curtailment of junior-priority groundwater use." 4 Ex. 1000 at 2. The Fourth 
Mitigation Plan proposed the "Magic Springs Project." Ex. 1000 at 3. The Magic Springs Project 
is comprised of multiple components including approval of a transfer application to change the 
place of use of a portion of water right no. 36-7072 from the SeaPac fish hatchery at Magic Springs 
to the Rangen fish hatchery on Billingsley Creek. Id. at 3-4. The Director held a hearing for the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan on October 8, 2014, at the Department's State office in Boise, Idaho. The 
Director issued the Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan ("Fourth Mitigation Plan 
Order") on October 29, 2014.5 
On September 12, 2014, North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water 
District, and Southwest Irrigation District filed with the Department, through counsel for IGW A, 
Application for Transfer No. 79560 ("Application'"). Ex. 4000. Notice of the Application was 
published beginning October 2, 2014. Rangen filed a Notice of Protest by Rangen, Inc. to Water 
Right Transfer Application No. 79560 ("Protest").6 The Director held a hearing on December 18, 
2014, at the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality office in Twin Falls, Idaho. The parties 
offered testimony, expert reports, and other documents into the administrative record. 
On January 27, 2015, the Director issued a Notice of Taking Official Notice of Sta,ff 
Jfemorandum ("Notice"). The Notice explained that, after the hearing, the Director asked 
Department staff to review and analyze technical information contained in expert reports submitted 
in this matter, expert testimony offered at the hearing, and data and information in possession of the 
Department. The Director also asked staff to prepare a memorandum regarding the Application. 
Notice at 1-2. In response to the request, Department staff prepared and submitted a memorandum, 
a copy of which was attached to the Notice.7 The Director informed the parties that official notice 
would be taken of facts and material contained in the staff memorandum and granted the parties 
two weeks to contest and rebut the facts or material officially noticed. Id. at 2. On February 10, 
To date, IOWA has submitted five mitigation plans to address mitigation obligations imposed by the 
Curtailment Order. On May 16, 2014, the Director approved some mitigation credit fur certain components of 
JGWA's first mitigation plan. See Amended Order Approving in Part and Rejecting in Part JGWA's Mitigation 
Plan; Order Ufting Stay Issued February 21, 2014; Amended Curtailment Order (CM-MP-2014..001). V>'hile the 
Director approved IGWA's second mitigation plan on June 20, 2014, in the Order Approving lGWA 's Second 
Mitigation Ploo; Order Lifting Stay Issued April 28, 2014; Second Amended Curtailment Order (CM-MP-2014-
003), IGWA subsequently withdrew the plan. On December 18, 2014, IOWA filed lGWA 's Fifth Mitigation Plan 
and Request for Hearing (CM-MP-2014-008). A status conrerence was held for !GWA's third mitigation plan (CM· 
MP-2014-005) on March 17, 2015, at the Department's state office in Boise, Idaho. 
5 The Founh Mitigation Plan Order was not admitted as an exhibit at the transrer hearing. However, that 
order is pan of the Department's administrative record and will be referenced herein. 
' The Protest was not admitted as an exhibit at the transfer hearing. However, the Proll::st is pan of the 
Department's administrative record and will be referenced herein. 
By mistake, the staff memorandum attached to the Notice did not contain Table I and Table 2. Counsel fur 
the Department emailed Table I and Table 2 to the parties on February 9, 2015, explaining the tables were intended 
to be incorporated into the staff memorandum. The staff memorandum attached to this order as Attachment A 
contains Table l and Table 2. 
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2015, Rangen submitted Rangen, Inc. 's Expert Report in Response to Staff Memorandum ("Expert 
Response") and Rangen, Inc. 's Response to Staff Memorandum. 
After carefully considering all of the evidence in the administrative record, the Director 
finds, concludes, and orders as follows: 
F1NDINGS OF FACT 
I. Water right no. 36-7072 bears a priority date of September 5, 1969, and authorizes 
the diversion of 148.2 cfs of water from Thousand Springs for fish propagation purposes. Ex. 1001 
at 21-22.8 "[A]ll water di vetted under water right no. 36-7072 flows from the SeaPac fish hatchery 
to the Snake River over a distance of less than one mile." Ex. 4002 at 5. 
2. The Application proposes to change the place of use of 10 cfs of water right no. 36-
7f172 from the SeaPac fish hatchery at Magic Springs to the Rangen fl.sh hatchery located in the 
SWNE and SENE of Section 31, T07S, RI 4E and the SWNW of Section 32, T07S, Rl 4E and to 
reflect "Fish Propagation/Mitig" as a nature of use. Ex. 4000 at 2-5. The Application does not 
propose any change in the point of diversion for water right no. 36-7f172. 
3. IGW A proposes that, if the Application is approved, up to 10 cfs of water right no. 
36-7f172 "will be delivered from Magic Springs to the Rangen hatchery per engineering details 
submitted in the Fourth Mitigation Plan, CM-MP-2014-006." Ex. 4002 at 4. These engineering 
details were admitte<l as Exhibit 1009 in CM-MP-2014-006 and were described in detail, along 
with conditions of approval, in the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order. In short, "spring water discharged 
from the [Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer] at Magic Springs [will] be pumped via buried pipeline 
approximately 2.5 miles to Rangen's place of use near the head of Billingsley Creek." Ex. 4000 at 
14. 
4. Water delivere<l to Ran gen pursuant to the proposed transfer will be discharged into 
Billingsley Creek aftex leaving the Rangen fish hatchery. Protest at 2; Ex. 4002 at 5; Tr. at p. 11. 
5. Expert witness reports and testimony presented at the hearing discuss potential 
impacts resulting from evaporation of water conveyed through Billingsley Creek pursuant to the 
proposed transfer, and from consumptive use by irrigators who divert from Billingsley Creek. 
6. IGW A's expert reports estimate that, if 10 cfs of water from Magic Springs is 
conveyed to the Snake River via Billingsley Creek, approximately 0.039 cfs will be lost to 
evaporation prior to reaching the Snake River. Ex. 4002 at 11; Ex. 4003 at 15. Rangen' s expert 
report criticizes the assumptions used by IGW A's expert in calculating evaporation from 
Billingsley Creek, but acknowle<lges "[t]he magnitude of additional evaporation is small and will 
be small, however it is calculated." Ex. 5019 at 7. 
' SeaPac also owns water right no. 36-8356 for fish propagation at Magic Springs which authorizes the 
diversion of 45 cfs from springs with a priority date of May 9, 1988. Rights 36-7072 and 36-8356 combined shall 
not exreed a total diversion rate of 14S.2 cfs. 
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7. Neither IGW A nor Ran gen attempted to quantify the percentage of the 10 cfs lost to 
consumptive use by water users once water leaves tbe Rangen facility. Frank Erwin, Watennaster 
for Water District 36A, testified regarding the complexity of water distribution in Water District 
36A and explained that, given tbe complexity along with insufficient measuring devices and 
gauging stations and the possibility of diversions by downstream inigators, it would "be a very 
difficult task to actually track that water." Tr. p. 21-35. 
8. IGW A's expert acknowledged that"[ w]ater delivered to the Rangen facility 
pursuant to tbe Application could, after leaving the Rangen facility, be consumptively used by other 
Billingsley Creek water users or evaporate from Billingsley Cre,:ik," Ex. 4002 at 5. IGWA's expert 
explained that, "[i]f this occurred at a time when minimum stream flows at the Murphy Gage are 
violated, it could contribute to enforcement of the Swan Falls Agreement, which may include 
curtailment of other water rights." Ex. 4002 at 5. However, IGWA's expert concluded that "the 
transfer does not present risk to the minimum flows called for in the Swan Falls agreement" 
because "ongoing IGW A mitigation activities substantially exceed the potential consumption of 
water added to Billingsley Creek from the Magic Springs transfer." Ex. 4003 at 14. IGW A's 
expert also concluded "it would be reasonable to include in the approval of the Application a 
condition tbat requires mitigation be provided sufficient to offset depletion of water right 36-7072 
in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls minimums." Id. at 5. 
9. IGW A's expert compiled results from ESPAM2.1 model runs petformed by the 
Department in support of the order approving IGW A's first mitigation plan. Ex. 4003 at 13-17. 
Those model runs simulated aquifer enhancement activities (conversions, voluntary "dry-ups" 
through the Conservation Reserve Enhanced Program ("CREP"), voluntary curtailment, and 
recharge) petformed by IGWA and Southwest Inigation District between 2005 and 2013, with the 
assumption that 2013 conversions, CREP, and voluntary curtailment were continued in future 
years. Ex. 1020 at 8. IGW A's expert presented the total model-predicted benefit of the mitigation 
accruing to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill. Ex. 4003 at 17. 
IGW A's expert reported an average benefit of 48.6 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015, and an 
average benefit of 58.1 cfs between April 2018 and March 2019. Id. 
10. The Department also compiled results of the ESPAM2.1 model runs ofIGWA and 
Southwest Inigation District's aquifer enhancement activities. See Attachment A at 2. The 
Department's results are slightly different from those reported by IGWA's expert in Ex. 4003 at 17. 
See Attachment A at 2. The Department's analysis concludes the average model-predicted benefit 
to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill is 48.5 cfs between April 
2014 and March 2015, and 67.5 cfs at steady state. Id. at 3. These values are projections based on 
continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancement activities by IGW A and Southwest Inigation District. 
id. 
11. On December 3, 2014, the Fifth Judicial District Court, in and for the County of 
Twin Falls, issued its Menwrandum Decision and Order 011 Petition for Judicial Review 
("Memorandum Decision") in CV-2014-2446. The court held the Department cannotrecognize 
mitigation credit for future aquifer enhancement activities without sufficient contingency provisions 
to protect the senior water user in the event the assumed future aquifer enhancement activities do 
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not occur. Memorandum Decision at 6-10. Because of this decision, the memorandum prepared by 
staff also evaluated the aquifer enhancement activities of IGW A and Southwest IrriJation District 
without assuming a continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancement activities into 2014. Specifically, 
the Department performed "an ESP AM2.1 simulation of 2005 through 2013 aquifer enhancement 
activities ... to determine the minimum benefit provided by documented past activities" assuming 
no such activities occurred in 2014 and future years. Attachment A at 4. Toe simulation determined 
"[t]he model-predicted benefit to springs tributary to the Snake River between Kimberly and King 
Hill is 40.6 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015." Id. 
12. Neither IG\VA's nor Rangen's experts attempted to quantify the portion of the 
model-predicted benefit from IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District's aquifer enhancement 
activities that would actually reach the Snake River. In contrast, the Department analyzed data and 
information in possession of the Department to evaluate whether at least l O cfs of the model-
predicted benefits from IGWA and Southwest Irrigation District's past aquifer enhancement 
activities would reach the Snake River. 
13. Baseflow represented by general head boundaties in ESP A\\.12.1 is subsurface 
discharge to the Snake River and can be assumed to be unavailable to surface water users. 
Attachment A at 3. The Department's modeled simulation of documented past aquifer enhancement 
activities through 2013 predicts an increase in baseflow between April 2014 and March 2015 of 2.4 
cfs. Id. at Table 2. 
14. "Increases in spring discharge have the potential to be intercepted by surface water 
users before discharging to the Snake River. If the increase in spring discharge is diverted for a 
consumptive use, such as irrigation, only a portion of the increase in discharge will reach the Snake 
River." Attachment A at 3. Many of the fifty spring reaches represented in ESPAM2.1 include 
springs diverted for irrigation use. Id. Some spring cells without irrigation use are predicted by 
ESP fu\12.1 to benefit significantly from IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District's past aquifer 
enhancement activities. For example, "[t]he Box Canyon reach consists of two model cells without 
spring diversions for inigation use." Id. "The Devil's Washbowl and Devil's Corral spring cells 
also do not contain springs diverted for inigation use." Id. 
15. 'The average model-predicted benefit [of documented past aquifer enhancement 
activities] to the Box Canyon reach, the Devil's \Vashbowl and Devil's Corral spring cells, and the 
baseflow represented by general head boundaries is 11.1 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015." 
Attachment A at 4.10 "Additional wateris also expected to accrue to the Snake River from increases 
in spring discharge at spring cells with irrigation use, but cannot be quantified without a detailed 
analysis of irrigation demand and water availability at each spring source." Id. at 3. Toe portion of 
the average model-predicted benefit of documented past aquifer enhancement activities that can be 
9 Documentation of 2014 IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District aquifer enhancement activities is not available 
as of the date of this order. Attachment A at 4. 
ID 1he Department also perfonned a steady-stl!te analysis assuming !he continuation of 2013 aquifer enhancement 
activities. 1his results in a model-predicted increase of l 8.3 cfs at steady state. Attachment A al 3. 
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expected to reach the Snake River between April 2014 and March 2015 is between 11.1 cfs and 
40.6 cfs. Id. at 4. 
16. Even without including estimated benefits from 2014 and future activities, the 
benefits of IGWA and Southwest Irrigation District's past aquifer enhancement activities to the 
Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill are predicted to exceed the potential impact of the 
proposed transfer on flow in the Snake River between April 2014 and March 2015. Id. at 4-5. 
222. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Idaho Code§ 42-222 sets forth the criteria used to evaluate transfer applications: 
The director of the department of water resources shall examine all the evidence 
and available information and shall approve the change in whole, or in part, or 
upon conditions, provided no other water rights are injured thereby, the change 
does not constitute an enlargement in use of the original right, the change is 
consistent with the conservation of water resources within the state of Idaho and is 
in the local public interest as defined in section 42-202B, Idaho Code, the change 
will not adversely affect the local economy of the watershed or local area within 
which the source of water for the proposed use originates, in the case where the 
place of use is outside of the watershed or local area where the source of water 
originates, and the new use is a beneficial use, which in the case of a municipal 
provider shall be satisfied if the water right is necessary to serve reasonably 
anticipated future needs as provided in this chapter. 
2. The applicant bears the burden of proof for all of the factors listed in Section 42-
Iniory to Other Water Rights 
3. Rangen argues that "[o]ther water rights will be injured by the transfer." Protest at 
2. Rangen's expert asserts that, "[i]f a decrease in Snake River flow results in a violation of the 
3900 or 5600 cfs minimum flow at Murphy as outlined in the Swan Falls Trust Water agreement, 
then other irrigation water right holders in the Magic Springs/Murphy gauge reach could be 
negatively impacted." Ex. 5015 at 4. 
4. While the only evidence regarding injury is speculative suggesring a potential for 
injury to water users that may be curtailed in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls minimums, 
as noted above, IGW A's expert concluded "it would be reasonable to include in the approval of the 
Application a condition that requires mitigation be provided sufficient to offset depletion of water 
right 36-7072 in the event of a violation of the Swan Falls minimums." Ex. 4003 at 5. 
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5. The Department's analysis demonstrates that benefits of IGW A and Southwest 
Irrigation District's past aquifer enhancement activities to the Snake River between Kimberly and 
King Hill are predicted ID exceed 10 cfs between April 2014 and March 2015. Attachment A at4-
5.11 
6. As a condition of approval, IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District will be required 
to continue into the future aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset any depletion of flow 
in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill due to the transfer. Prior to the start of each 
irrigation season, IGW A must submit documentation of the rate of flow to be diverted from Magic 
Springs for the upcoming year and documentation of past aquifer enhancement activities to 
establish sufficient mitigation for the upcoming year. 
Enlargement in Use of the Original Right 
7. Rangen argues the proposed transfer "constitutes" an enlargement in use of the 
original right, in violation of the criteria of Idaho Code§ 42-222. Protest at 2. Rangen's expert 
asserts the proposed transfer results in an enlargement of water right no. 36-7072 because the 
application included mitigation in addition to fish propagation as a nature of use. Ex. 5015 at 5. 
Rangen's expert also notes that water right no. 36-7072 authorizes the non-consumptive use of fish 
propagation and asserts that, because downstream irrigators will divert any additional flow added to 
Billingsley Creek from Magic Springs, the transfer "will result in expansion of historical 
consumptive use from water right no. 36-7072." Ex. 5015 at 5. IGWA's expert asserts the 
proposed transfer will not result in an enlargement because "[e]nlargement is determined by the use 
made by the appropriator and not what becomes of discharged water after beneficial use is 
complete." Ex. 4003 at 5. 
8. The Director concludes IGWA has sufficiently demonstrated that approval of the 
proposed transfer will not result in enlargement of water right no. 36-7072. Water right no. 36-
7072 authorizes the diversion of water for fish propagation purposes. Ex. 1001 at 21-22. The 
application proposes to change the nature of use of water right no. 36-7072 to "Fish 
Propagation/Mitig." Ex. 4000 at 3. Because the reason for the proposed transfer is to mitigate 
material injury to Rangen, the nature of use will be described in the transfer documents as 
"M:itigation."12 The Application's proposed change in nature of use does not alter that water right 
ll Rang en argues that, as part of this transfer proceeding, IGW A must miti gale for all the impacts of ground 
water pumping junior to July 13, 1962, on flow in the Snake River. See Expert Response at 6-8. The impact at issue 
in this transfer proceeding is the impact on flow in the Snake River resulting from the transfer of IO cfs of water from 
Magic Springs to Rangen, not the impacts of all ground waler pumping junior to July 13, 1962, on flow in the Snake 
River. Rangen also appears to assert the proposed transfer will have some negative impact on non-consumptive 
water rights at Box Canyon and Devil's Corral. See id. at 9. But the proposed transfer will have no depletive impact 
on flow available for those warer rights. Instead, the Box Canyon reach and Devil's Corral spring cell benefit 
significantly from the aquifer enhancement activities ofIGWA and Southwest Irrigation District 
" The application for transfer proposes diversion and delivery of water to satisfy a mitigation obligation to 
benefit a separate water user. Mitigation by diversion and delivery of water is distinguishable from mitigation by 
nonuse of water under a valid water right as contemplated by Idaho Code § 42-223(10). While not necessary in Ibis 
order, the Department may issue additional guidance in the future explaining how the different types of mitigation 
will be described in the Department's records. 
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no. 36-7072 will be used for non-consumptive fish propagation purposes, but only reflects that 
water delivered to Rangen pursuant to the transfer will help satisfy mitigation obligations imposed 
by the Curtailment Order. The proposal to change the nature of use of water right no. 36-7072 from 
"Fish Propagation" to "Mitigation" does not constitute an "enlargement in use of the original right'' 
as prohibited by Idaho Code § 42-222. Rangen' s argument regarding expansion of historical 
consumptive use is mooted by the condition of approval requiring IGW A and Southwest Irrigation 
District to continue into the future aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset any depletion 
of flow in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill due to the tran.'lfer.13 
Conservation of Water Resources 
9. Rangen asserts "[t]he transfer is not consistent with the conservation of water 
resources within the state, in violation of the criteria of IC. § 42-222." Protest at 2. Rangen 
provided no evidence to support thls blanket assertion. 
10. IGW A's expert report and testimony assert the proposed transfer is consistent with 
the conservation of water resources within Idaho because water right no. 36-7072 is currently used 
for the beneficial use of fish propagation in the state and will continue to be used for fish 
propagation within Idaho and not wasted if the transfer is approved. Ex. 4002 at 6; Tr. p. 79-80. 
The Director agrees. The proposed transfer is consistent with the conservation of water resoorces 
withln the state of Idaho. 
Local Public Interest 
11. Local public interest is defined a.~ "the interests that the people in the area directly 
affected by a proposed water use have in the effects of such use on the public water resource." 
Idaho Code § 42-202B(3). 
12. Rangen asserts "[t]he transfer is not in the local public interest as defined in section 
42-202B, Idaho Code, in violation of the criteria of I.C. § 42-222." Protest at 2 Rangen also 
asserts "[t]he transfer "'ill be detrimental to fish and wildlife, fish rearing and spawning habitat, fish 
passage, waterfowl habitat, and aesthetic beauty and therefore is not in the best interest of the 
general public of the state of Idaho." Protest at 2. Rangen offered no evidence to support these 
assertions. 
13 Rangen's expert also argues "[t]he proposed use of water right 37-7072 in the manner proposed in Transfer 
79560 will result in additional consumptive use under this water right and is therefore in ,folation of tl1e [Eastern 
Snake River Plain] moratorium." Ex. 5019 at 6. 29. However, the referenced moratorium clearly states that it does 
not apply to the transfer of existing water rights. Ex. 5007 at 5. Even if the moratorium did apply to the Application, 
the moratorium states the Director may approve relevant applications proposing consumptive use of water if "[t]he 
Director detennines that the development and use of the water pursuant to an application will have no effect on prior 
surface and ground water rights because of ... mitigation provided by the applicant to offset injury to other rights." 
!ti at 4-5. Because as a condition of approval IGW A and Southwest Irrigation District must continue into the future 
aquifer enhancement activities sufficient to offset any depletion of flow in the Snake River between Kimberly and 
King Hill due to the transfer, the referenced moratorium would not be violared. 
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13. IGWA's expert argued the proposed transfer is in the local public interest because 
"Rangen will benefit from a significant increase in water available for fish production ... and ... 
[a]dditional flow in Billingsley Creek is expected to improve conditions for fish and wildlife." Ex. 
4002 at 6. IGW A's expert also argued the proposed transfer is in the local public interest because 
"[improved] economic conditions at Rangen and increased flows in Billingsley Creek will benefit 
the people in the Hagerman area." Id. IGW A's expert testified that "the mitigation aspect of this to 
allow the groundwater pumpers to continue their beneficial uses of water is very much in the local 
public interest to keep the economy of the area more intact." Tr. p. 80. 
14. The proposed transfer will deliver mitigation water to Rangen as required by the 
Curtailment Order and will contribute additional flow to Billingsley Creek. IGW A and Southwest 
Irrigation District will be required to continue into the future aquifer enhancement activities 
sufficient to offset any depletion of flow in the Snake River between Kimberly and King Hill due to 
the transfer. There is no evidence in the record to support Rangen' s contention that the proposed 
transfer will be detrimental to fish and wildlife, fish rearing and spawning habitat. fish passage, 
waterfowl habitat, and aesthetic beauty. There is no evidence establishing that people in the area 
directly affected by the proposed transfer will suffer any negative impacts. The proposed transfer is 
in the local public interest. 
Local Economy 
15. Rangen does not argue that the proposed transfer "will adversely affect the local 
economy" in violation of Idaho Code § 42-222 or assert that fish propagation and mitigation are not 
beneficial uses. 
16. IGWA's expert argues the proposed transfer will not adversely affect the local 
economy because instead "ft]he transfer will have significant benefits to the local economy. 
Additional water provided to Rangen allows the facility to improve its economic output. In 
addition, the proposed transfer provides mitigation needed to prevent the curtailment of ground 
water rights." Ex. 4002 at 7. The Director agrees. The proposed transfer will not adversely affect 
the local economy and fish propagation and mitigation are established beneficial uses of water in 
Idaho in accordance with the criteria set forth in Idaho Code § 42-222. 
Summary 
17. IGWA satisfied its burden of proof for the review of criteria set forth in Idaho Code 
§ 42-222. The proposed transfer will not result in injury to other water rights or an enlargement in 
use of the original right, is consistent with the conservation of water resources within the state of 
Idaho, is in the local public interest as defined in Idaho Code§ 42-202B, and will not adversely 
affect the local economy. 
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ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Application for Transfer No. 79560 in the name of North 
Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground Water District, and Southwest hrigation 
District is APPROVED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDRED that, as a condition of approval, IGW A and Southwest 
hrigation District will continue into the future aquifer enhancement activities equal to the rate of 
flow to be diverted from Magic Springs due to the transfer. Prior to the start of each irrigation 
season, IGW A must submit documentation to the State Office of the Department stating: (a) the 
rate of flow to be diverted from Magic Springs for the upcoming year (April I through March 31), 
and (b) past aquifer enhancement activities to sufficiently mitigate for water diverted from Magic 
Springs the upcoming year. For example, if 8 cfs will be diverted from Magic Springs pursuant to 
the transfer, IGW A and Southwest hrigation District must submit documentation establishing 
mitigation from aquifer enhancement activities of 8 cfs to the Snake River between Kimberly and 
King Hill. If IGW A fails to document sufficient mitigation through aquifer enhancement activities 
as required, diversions from Magic Springs will not be authorized pursuant to this transfer for the 
year in which documenta+h., is lacking. 
D""d"'" 8-c,y ofMarrh 2015. ~
~~ 
Director 
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ExhibitC 
PIPELINE LICENSE AGREEJ\1ENT 
RAN GEN, INC. 
Southwest Irrigation District 
North Snake Ground Water District 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
LICENSE AGREEMENT ("AgreeJTient") effective this __ day ofJanuary, 
2015, between RANGE'-!, INC., ("Rangen"), and Soutl:rwest Irrigation District, Nort11 
Snake Ground Water District and Magic Valley Ground Water District (hereinafter 
"Districts"), collectively refurred to as the "parties." 
RECITALS 
A. WHEREAS, Rangen, owns certain real property located in Gooding 
County, Idaho located in SW l4 NW !4, Section 32, Township 7S, Range 14E, B.M., 
Gooding County, Idaho ("Rangen Property"); 
B. WHEREAS, the Idaho Department of Water Resources (ID\VR) recently 
approved IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan in IDWR Docket N'o. CM-.YIP-2014-006 
("Order"), authorizing IGW A to deliver mitigation water to Raugen from Magic Springs; 
C. \VHEREAS, over Rangerr's objection t.o the Distrkis Fourth Mitigation 
Plar~ the Director Ordered Rangen to accept the water and allow con.struction on its laud 
related to placements of the delivery pipe, and if not accepted, the Districts mitigation 
obligation would be suspended ; 
D. WHEREAS, on November 6, 2014, pursua.-it to the Order, Raugell 
conditionally accepted delivery of the water; 
E. WHEREAS, pursuant to Rangen's conditional acceptance of delivery of 
water under the Order, the Districts desire to obtain from Ran gem a license for a right-
of-way 20' in width as descnbed in Exhibit "A" attached for the purpose of constructing, 
owning and operating buried and above grade pipelines through the Rar:gen Property 
with necessary equipment and facilities to convey water from Magic Springs to Rangen; 
and 
F. WHEREAS, pursuant to the Order, Rangen hereby provides the Districts 
with a license fur a right-of-way as set forth in this Agreement. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency 
of ·which is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
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1. Aceess License for Pipelines and Appurtenances. Rao.gen grants the 
Districts a license to install, operate, maintain, and replace as needed, at their expense, 
buried pipelines for the conveyance of water from Magic Springs to Rangon's hatchery as 
described in Exhibit "A" attached. The license L-1.cludes the right to deliver water to 
Ra;:igen's existing facility and gives the districts authority to conveywaterto Rangen's 
existing diversions and pipes. Othl)r than as necessary to attach to R.angen's ex:sting 
facility, Rangen does not grant any licen.se to the districts to use any ofRangen's pipes, 
diversions or existing structures owned or otherwise used by Rangen. The Districts shall 
install said pipelines and appurtenances witlrin the licensed area in accordance \\~th 
standard specifications fur pipe, materials, installation, and backfill, as set forth in the 
Idaho standards for public works construction or the respective projects' eonstrnction 
di:awings. The final description of the license and location of the pipelines are subject to 
amendment by the Districts based upon the final survey and installed pipe locations. This 
license covers the delivery of water only IL,der the Fourth Mitigation Plan, and water 
delivered under transfer 79560 (water right 36· 7072), This license does not cover the 
delivery of water under any other mitigation plan, right, license or permit. 
2. Pipeline Ownership and Maintenance. The Districts shall own the 
pipelines and be responsible for their installation, maintenance, repair and replacement. 
3. Indemnification. The Districts agree to indemnify and hold Ranger1 
harmless from any and all claims arising out of the construction, operation, maintenance, 
repair or replacement of the pipeline, or tbe use of the easement for any purpose. 
4. The Districts' Representative. The Districts agree to designate one 
person tc represent the Districts in all dealings with Rlmgen and to act as a liaison 
between the parties. The Districts shall communicate to Rangen in writing the name, 
address and telephone number of such person. 
5. Additional Documents. The parties will execute such additional 
doC'.lIIlents and instruments as may be required to carry out the purpose and intent of this 
Agreement. 
6. Revocation. Rangen may elect to terminate this Agreement upon not less 
than thirty (30) days written notiee. 
7. Default. This Agreement may be revoked by Range::i as set forth in 
paragraph 6, or in tbe event any party fails to perform any of the terms, conditions or 
provisions of6is Agreement, and fails to cure such default within thirty (30) days of 
receipt of written notice of default, the non-defaulting party may elect any one of the 
fo1lowing remedies, which are the sole and exclusive remedies available: 
(a) to terminato this Agreement; 
(b) file an action to obtain specific performance of this Agreement; or 
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(c) pursue any other remedy to which they maybe entitled under the 
laws of the state ofidaho. 
8. Attorney's Fees. In the event that either party hereto retains an attorney io 
enforce any right or duty aris'.ng out of this Agreement, the prevailing party in such dispute 
shall be entitled to be paid reasonable attorney's fees by the non-prevailing party, whether or 
not litigation is actually instituted. 
9. Assignment of this Agreement. The Districts may assign their interest in 
this Agreement to a third party, sub~ ed to the prior wriUen consent ofRangeu, which 
consent,shall not be unreasonably withheld. Provided, that the Districts may assign their 
interest in this Agreement to one or more offueir member groru1dwater districts without 
the consent of Ran gen. 
I 0. Non-waiver: By entering into this Agreement, Ran gen does not waive 
anyrightto seek judicial review of the Order; Rangen does not waive any cause of action 
it may have against IGW A, its member Districts, its Directors, the Department, or the 
State ofidaho including, but not limited to, ccmpensation for the condemnation of its real 
property, dan1ages resulting from the implementation of the Fourth Mitigation Plan such 
as the loss of fish or the introduction of disease, pathogens, parasites, or other organisms 
hann.ful to Rangen's operation, or damages resulting from the failure to deliver wate:r for 
any reason whatsoever; and Rangen also reserves the right to reject the water in the event 
it determines the delivery of water is causing harm to Rangen's operation. Furthermore, 
Rangen does not waive its rigbJ to avail itself of any and all admi11istrative and legal 
remedies with respect to challenging or appealing transfer 79560 (water right 36-7072), 
or any other administrative or legal proceeding cun-ently pending before the Parties, or 
any or any other administrative or legal proceedingwhlch may arise between or involve 
the Parties. 
11. Dispute Resolution. Any dispute between fue parties shall be resolved in 
any court, or otherwise agreed by the parties. 
12. Choice of Law. This Agreement and tb.e validity, interpretation and 
performance the:eof shall be governed by and construed in acccrdance with the laws of 
the State ofldaho, 
13. Merger, Except for the terms of this Agreement, the Parties agree that :he 
terms, covenants and conditions of this Agreement shall supersede all such prior 
negotiations and agreements, and that there are no other agreements not contained in tllis 
Agreement, a,d that this Agreement shall be and is the final expression of the agreement of 
the Parties and shall control No modification of this Agreement shall be valid unless in 
writing and executed by the Parties to the Agreement. 
14. Notices. All notices required to be given pursuant !D this Agreement shall 
be served lJllOn the parties by certified mail, retrun receipt requested, at the following 
addresses: 
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R,lngen, Inc. 
dto Chriswpher T. Rangcn, J're,ldent 
~.o. Box 706 
Buhl, ldahu 8'.llt6 
• 
~uulhwest Imgatlon District 
KO, Bot9l0 
e,uney, !dalt-0 t33 t 8 
' North Snake Ground Water Di,trict 
1$2 B. Main St 
Jqrome, Idaho 83338 · 
• 
11,\agic Valley Oround Waler Dilllrict 
l'.p. Box 430 
P'flll, Idaho 8l347 
IN WITNESS W~EREOF, the pmios have eJ<eouted thfa Agreement effective on 
the date reoitoo above. ; 




RANDY BROWN, Chalnmin 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
.DISTRICT 
By~====~,~-,..,..--, 
l, YNN CARLQti!ST, Chal,man 
MAGIC VALLEY GROU:,ID WATER 
DISTRICT 
B,: 
Dl!AN STEVENSON, Chainnan 
----'-----------·-,---·-
Rangen, Inc. 
c/o Christopher T. Rangen, President 
P.O.Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Soi:thwest Irrigation District 
P.0.Box 910 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Water District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magio Valley Ground Water District 
P.0.Bo;,.430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective on 
the date recited above. 
By --·--··----




RANDY BROWN, Chairman 




By, __________ _ 
DEAN STEVEl'fSON, Chairman 
R!mgen, Inc. 
c/o ChristopherT. Rangen, l'!esident 
P.O.Box 706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Southwest Irrigatimt District 
P.O. Box 910 
B,1rley, Idaho 83318 
North Snake Ground Wuter District 
!52 E. Mai11 St. 
J\\!'Otne, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water Dl~trict 
P .0. Boll: 430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WlTNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agrooment effective on 
the dnte recited above. 
RANGEN, INC. 
By _________ _ 




C raigy Sear }ti:rudnnan. 
NORTH SNAKE GRO'CND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By _________ _ 
LYNN CARLQtJIST, Chairman 
l'vlAGIC VALLEY GROIJND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By ____ . ______ _ 
DEAN STEVENSON, Chairman 
~.an·14-20i5 03:24 °M US Bank 2:)843L2953 
Rangen, Inc. 
c/o Christopher T. Rangen, President 
P.O.Box706 
Buhl, Idaho 83316 
Southwest hrigation District 
P.O.Box9IO 
Burley, Idaho 83318 
N orih Snake Ground Wat.er District 
152 E. Main St. 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
Magic Valley Ground Water District 
P.O. Box430 
Paul, Idaho 83347 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the patties have executed lhis Agreement effective on 
lhe date recited above. 
RANGEN, INC. 
By __ _ 
By __________ _ 
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SOUTHWEST IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT 
NORTH SNAKE GROUND WATER 
DISTRICT 
By __ _,.-.....,.----~,----
L YNN CARLQUIST, Chairman 
2/2 
STATEOFIDAHO 




On llds )t.j-1.!! day ofJilnuary, 2015, before me, a Notary Public fur the State of 
Idaho, pmonally appearooC;brls/:qpf.u -r. Rw7~own or identified to me to be the B::.,u,,;,l 4,;!: , of :RANG,EN, INC., that execu the instrument or the pimion who 
eicecuted the instrument on b<\lJalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
CINDY KOEPPLIN 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
(SEAL) 
STATE OF IDAHO j 
:iss. 
Countyof _____ )i 
On this_ day ofJanuary, 2015, bcfure me, a Notmy Public for the 
Stare of Idaho, personally appeju:ed RANDY BROWN, known or identified tu me to be 
the Chairman, ofSOIJTHWESif IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the instrument 
or the person who executed fuel instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me 1hat sud, ooxporlllion executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
BUIUJlll Pll'ELINE AGREEMENT-! ·, 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing al: 










STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss .. 
County of___ ) 
On this __ day of Januazy, 2015, before me, u Notary Public for the State of 
Idaho, personally appeared known or identified to me to be the 
_____ _, ofRA.NGBN, INC., that executed the in.s'tnlment or tlie perwn who 
exe:outed the instrmnent on ba1ialf of said corporation, and ecknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
(SEAL) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
Cassia 
County v, ------- ) 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
RGSidlng at: 
My Commission Expires: 
On this JJi..t;.14ay ofJanuary, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State of'ld!lho, por$olllllly appeared Cr. a i g E • Sea',.'lloown or idcutified to me to be 
the Chairman, of SOUTHWEST JRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the inslrurnent 
or the person who executed the instr1®ent on bej)al,f of saji,!c corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that ilUCh COrJJoration e6ut.ld the riin;e. 
(Sf!K.!liLLY WARD 
NOfi\RY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
' 
Btillll\ID PIPELINE AOREEMEN'r • S 
STATE OF IDAHO 




On this 1411,J day of January, 2015, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared LYNN CARLQUIST, known or identif.ed to me to 
be the Chairman, of NORTH SNAKE GROU!',1) WATER DISTRICT, that executed the 
inBtrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such coqmration executed the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
Countyof ______ ) 
On this __ day ofJanuary, 2()15, before me, a Notary Public for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared DEAN STEVENSON, known or identified to me to 
be the Chairman, of MAGIC VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT, that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed me same. 
(SEAL) 
llURllID PIPELINE AGREEMENT· 6 
NOTARY Pt:-BLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
EXHIBIT A 
Attached to Pipeline Agreement 
SW% NW I', Section 32, Tovmship 7S, Range 14E, RM., Gooding County, Idaho: 
A licensed right-of-way approximately 51 O' feet in length and 20' in width running from 
s01rJi boundary line of described Rangen Property in a northerly direction to a point 
between the small raceway and hatch house as depicted in Exhibit A-1 attached, with 4", 
12" and 16" lines running from there to small raceway and hatch house per attached 
engineering drawings Exhibit A-2. Final description of the right-of-way and location of 
the pipelines to be provided by amendment to this Exhibit A upon final survey and 
installed pipe locations. 
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ExhibitD 
\,,Ch un_;ATE OF INSUR""!"'"' I DATE :MMtDD/YY) 02/0Si:2015 
PRODUCER AND THE NAMED INSURED THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY 
Evolution Insurance- Brokers, l.LC. 
AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
8722 S. Harrison St. NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
Sandy, UT 84070 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
(801) 304-5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
INSURED tNSURERA: Prime l'1s· .. n,:v.:e Coripany 
North Snake Ground Water District i:.lS~RERB: 
11\SURERC: 
INSCRERD: 
152 EMain St 
Jerome, ID 83338 "LIMITS SHOWN ARE THOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFECT AS OF POLICY INCEPTION., 
The policies of insurance ltStcd bebw have been issl.1€tC to :ho insured named above for tf1e poi icy indicated. Notwithstanding any require11ent, terr.; or oorldfhon of any coniract or 
other doc:1ment with respect to which this certificate may be issi.:ed or rray pertain. the irsurance affnrde<:l by 1he oo!icies des::r:bed herein is subject to a!I the tenns, exclusions and 












Exclude Completed Operations 
Cgmmerclal Auto Liability 
Any Auto 



















POLICY EFFECTl~t: POLICY EXPfRATJON 
POUCY NUMBER DATE (MMlDO,'YY DATEC\1M!DD!\"tl LIMITS 
SC1502202 VS/2015 2j5/2016 
$2,000,000 Policy Aggregate 
$1.000.000 Contractual Legal Liability 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION:JLOCATIONSNEH!CLES/EXClUSIONS ADDED BY ENDORSEMENT/SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
Coverage is limited to only insured activities or oµerntions -identified in the Policy. Contract Serivc.es ~ Water Pmnp $-tation to supply Spring Water. Policy is to cover lo'ises 
from Rangen Inc due to failun: of the pump system and supply of spring water resulting in loss of fu:h stock 
"'' I CERTIFICATE HOLDER I · I ADDITIONAL INSURE II IILOSSPAYEE 
TJ Budge SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED ?OUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
Racine Olwn Nye Budge Baiiey EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, THE ISBU1NG !~SURER WILL ENDEAVOR TO MAIL 10 
DAYS WRITTPJ NOTICE TO THE CERTFIGATE hOLDER NAMED TO Tt"'E LEFT, BUi 
PO Box 1391 FAILURE TO DO SO SHALL l\.1POSE NO OBLIGATIO'\I OR LIABILITY OF ANY KIND 
Pocatello , ID 83204 UPO\I T!-IE INSURER ITS AGENTS OR REPRESEtsfT;\TIVES. 
AUTHORIZHJ REPRESEITT:JE Ii/it 0v. ·'J 
II I r'<JJJtfr.,...1, 
Ccr-.hr!CATE OF INSUP.ANCE I DATc (W111/DD/YY) 02105/2015 
PRODUCER ANO THE: NAMED INSURED THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY Evolution Insurance Brokers, ILC. 
AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
S722 S, Harrison St. NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
Sandy, UT 84070 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
{801) 304-5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
INSURED INSURER.A:. Prime lnsuranc:€ Company 




Jerome, ID 8333& "LIMITS SHOWN ARE THOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFE<.,, AS OF POLICY INCEPTION" 
The policies of i:1Sucance listed De!ow have been issued to the lnsurerl na;r,ed above for the policy hdicated. Notwithstanding any requirement, term or condition '1f any conl:ac: or 
Ci.he:- document With respect b which this certificate may be issued or may pertalr., tho insurance affo:-cted by tl'\O policies described herein !s subject to ell the teIT;1s, exc!uslons and 
conditions of such policies. Aggregate limits shown may have bre~ reduced by pald c!alm.s. 
POLICY EFFECTIVE. 1"01.ICY EXPIRATION 
TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY NUMBER DATE {MMi'DD/YY) DATE(MMiDW'lY} LIMITS 
l,7-) ~2mmen:::ial Liabltl~ SC1502202 2/512015 215/2016 
~ Claims Made $2,000,000 Policy Aggregate 
[.ij Exclude Products 
i.,: Exclude Completed Operations $1,000,000 Contractual legal liability 
i 
, CJ "ommercial Auto Liabiiml 
Any Auto 















Exclude Comple"..ed Operat:0:-is 
! ...... , 
~aims Made 
i DESCRIPTION OF OPf:RATIONfLOCATIONSNE.HICLl:$/EXCLUSiONSADDED BY ENDORSEMENT/SPECIAL PROVISIONS I Coverage is limited to only Ulliured activities or operations identified in the Policy. Con:tract Serivces ~ Wate.f Pmnp station to S'Jpply Spring \Vater. Policy is to cover losses 
, from Ran gen Inc due to failure of the pump system and supply of spring water resulting in loss of :fish stock 
i,,J I CERTIFICATE HOLDER ; , s I ADDITIONAL INSURE .. .J I LOSS PAYEE 
Magic Valley Ground Water Dllitrict SHOULJ ANY OFTHS ABOVE D!:SCi'?lBED ?OUCIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE T:-tE 
EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, THE ISSUING 11\SURER WILL ENDEAVOR TO MAIL 10 
DAYS WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE CERTlRCATE HOLDER NAMED TC THE LEFT, BUT 
POBox430 FA'.LURE TO 00 SO SHALL l~1P0SE NO OBLIGATION OR UABILITv OF ANY Kl:-.JD 
Paul, ID 83347 UPON 'HE INSURER, ITS AG!:.~TS OR REPRESENTATIV=-S. 
AOTHORJZEO REPRESEN:w;u:r ,~k 
r::F,RTIF!CJ'.\TE OF INSUR.t,NCE ! DATE (M!V\IOD/VY) 02/05/2015 
PRODUCER AN.D THE N.AMEO INSURED THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY 
Evobtion Insura:tce Brokers, ILC. 
AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTJFICA TE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR 
8722 S. Harrison St NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND, OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED 
Sandy, UT 84070 BY THE INSURANCE POLICIES BELOW. 
(80]) 304-5500 INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE 
INSURED lNSURERA' Prime Insurance Coorpany 
North 'Snake Ground Water District :NSURERS: 
i"ISJrtERC: 
lNS,.,rtER 0: 
152 E Main St ... ,,-::~ "'· 
Jerome, ID 83338 ''LIMITS SHOWN ARE THOSE IN 
COVERAGES 
EFFECT AS OF POLICY INCEPTION" 
The policies of insurance listed below have been issued to the insured named above for the policy indicated. Notwithstanding any requirement, term or condition of any contract or 
other document with ~spect to which this certificate may be Issued or may pertain.. the insurance afforded by the policies described herein Is subject to all the terms, exclusions and 
conditions of sue~ policies. Aggregate ltmrts shown may have been reduced by paid claims. 
TYPE. OF INSURANCE 
~ Commercial Liabiliti 
~ Claims Made 
~ Exclude Products 
~ Exclude Completed Operations 
: [J Commercial Auto Liabil!!;L 
Any Auto 















Exclude Coripleted Operatiors 
.. I LJ., Excess Liab1hty 
I J Claims Made -
OTHER 
POLICY EFFECTIVE POLICY EXPJRAr!ON 
POUCY NUMBER DATE. (MM/DDNY} DATE (J',.fM/OD/YY) LIMITS 
SC1502202 2/5i2015 215/2016 
$2,000,000 Policy Aggregate 
$1,000,000 Contractual Legal Liability 
.. 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERAT10N/LOCATION.SNEH!CLE$/EXCLUS10N$ ADDED BY ENOORSEMENTiSPECIAL PROVISIONS 
Covernge is limited to only insured activities or operations identified in th<t.' Policy. Contract Serivces - Water Pump station 1.0 supply Spring Water. Policy is to cover losses 
from Rau.gen Inc due to failure of the pump system and supply of spring warer resulting in loss offish srock 
~I I CERTIFICATE HOLDER ll J l ADDITIONAL INSURE JI LOSS PAYEE 
South West Inigation. District SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
EXPIRATION DAT£ THEREOF, THE ISSUING lNSURER WILL ENDEAVOR TO MA!L 10 
DAYS ',NR.ITTEN NOT:CE TO T"iE CERTtFICATE HOWER NAWE:'.) '.0 THE LEFT, 3UT 
137 W, 13th, St :=AILURE TO DO SO SHAL l\1P0S!:: NO OBUGAT!ON OR UABIUTY OF ;.,NY K.!ND 
Jlurfoy, ID 83315 UPON THE INSU~ER, ITS AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES. 
AUTHORTZEOREPRESEN~;~ 71/Jd {I ' .,-,I, 
Randall C. Budge (ISB# 1949) 
Thomas J. Budge (ISB# 7 465) 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED LODGED 
201E.CenterSt./P.0.Boxl391 I .. l;1st11c1court·SRBA - I 
f . Fifth Judicial District , 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 I ., in .R. o:.l\dministrativ.?Appeals "1· 
(208) 232-6101-phone / r.,ount1.';~"'..:calls·Stateofldaho 
(208) 232-6109-fax ',,I I,'.·. -~AR 2 3 20151 I 
rcb@racinelaw.net . .. 
tjb@racinelaw.net I By ····-·'" __ 
I -----./-
AttOrneysfor IGWA 1-- -·----------,5~..,. 
' '" -----···-··---·-·---~//'~Jq .. :.:c::.:c, 
DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO (/ 
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, and GARY SPACKMAN 
in his official capacity as Director of 




IDAHO GROUND WATER APPRO-
PRIATORS, INC., 
Intervenors. 
Case No. CV-2014-4633 
IGWA'sResponseBrief 
Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. (IGWA), acting for and on be-
half of its members, through counsel, submits this brief in response to 
Rangen, Inc's Opening Brief filed February 20, 2015. This brief is submitted 
pursuantto Rule 84(p) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and this 
Court's Procedural Order Governing Judicial Review of Final Order of Direc-
tor of Idaho Department of Water Resources issued December 5, 2015. This 
brief is supported by the Affidavit of Thomas]. Budge filed herewith. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
1. Nature of the Case. 
This case was brought by Rangen in an effort to undo the Order Approv-
ing JGW A's Fourth Mitigation Plan (the "Order") issued by the Director of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) on October 29, 2014.1 
The Order authorizes IG\VA to pipe water to Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") from 
Magic Springs to avoid water being shut off to 157,000 acres of farmland 
and dozens of cities, dairies, food processors, and other businesses in the 
Magic Valley. The pipe project was completed in early February and has 
since delivered 7 .81 cfs of water to Rangen continuously, fully satisfying 
IGWA' s mitigation obligation to Rangen.2 
2. Procedural History. 
Rangen, Inc. 's Opening Brief sets forth a procedural history that wanders 
farbeyond the scope of the Order. Much of it is irrelevant, butis apparently 
included to help Rangen re-make its delivery call as having been motivated 
by concern for the aquifer. 3 Rang en at one time claimed it needed more wa-
ter so it can raise more fish, but now that it is receiving more water it asks 
this Court to put an end to it on the basis that moving water from one spring 
to another does not help the aquifer.4 
Whatever concern Ran gen has for the aquifer, it is irrelevant to whether 
IGWA' s Fourth Mitigation Plan mitigates injury to Ran gen. Rangen' s con-
junctive management delivery call is not an aquifer management tool. The 
Legislature has enacted other mechanisms for that (Ground Water Man-
agement Areas and Critical Ground Water Areas). 5 Rangen' s call is about 
1 R. Vol. 2 p.178-200 (Order ApprovingIGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan). 
'See Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge (Mar. 20, 2015). 
Rang en, Inc.' s Opening Brief at 3-5. 
4 Rangen, lnc.'s Opening Brief at 5. 
5 Idaho Code§§ 42-233aand 42-233b. 
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one thing only: remediating injury to Rangen caused by junior-priority wa-
ter use. And IGWA' s Fourth Mitigation Plan is about one thing: preventing 
injury to Rangen. 
Rangen correctly notes there has been outrage at Rangen's litigious cur-
tailment strategy. 6 Indeed, if Rangen's objective was simply getting more 
water, it would not be appealing agency actions that give it more water and 
enable it to raise more fish. 
Of course, Rangen' s tiue motivations are not relevant to this Court's re-
view of the Order. The only procedural history that merits consideration is 
that related directly to the Order. Rangen' s discussions of the Thousand 
Springs Settlement Framework, Tucker Springs mitigation, and AquaLife 
mitigation plan have no bearing and should be ignored. 7 
3. StatementofFacts. 
Rangen, Inc. 's Opening Brief does not contain a discrete statement of 
facts, though some facts are cited throughout the brief. A much more com-
prehensive recitation of relevant facts is found in the Findings of Fact set 
forth in the Order.8 Additional facts and citations to testimony and exhibits 
are found in IGWA 's Post-Hearing Brief filed ·with IDWR.9 
\Vhile Rangen acknowledges "the Magic Springs pipeline has been 
constructed and is now delivering water to Rangen,"10 it discusses the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan in terms of what it will accomplish when finished. A 
number of Rangen' s arguments are based on fears that have been rendered 
moot by the successful completion of the Magic Spring project which is 
6 Rangen, Inc.'s Opening Brief at 4. 
7 Rangen, Inc. 's Opening Brief at 3-4. 
'R. Vol. 2 p. 183-195. 
9 R. Vol. I p.166-172. 
10 Rangen, Inc. 's Opening Brief at 2 3. 
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now operating to fully satisfy IGW A's mitigation obligation.11 The Affidavit 
of Thomas J. Budge is submitted herewith for the purpose of demonstrating 
the mootness of many of Ran gen' s arguments. 
4. StandardonReview. 
The standard of review set forth in Rangen, Inc. 's Opening Brief is ade-
quate.12 
ARGUMENT 
1. Whether the Director exceeded his authority by allowing out-of-
priority ground water pumping is beyond the scope of this appeal. 
Rangen contends the Director erred by "allow[ing] junior ground water 
pumping to continue for over a year without satisfaction of the juniors' mit-
igation obligation through a properly approved mitigation plan." 13 This ar-
gument is beyond the scope of this proceeding. 
This proceeding is limited to the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order issued in 
IDWR Docket No. CM-DC-2014-006.14 The Order was issued under Rule 
43 of the Rules of Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground \Vater 
Resources (CM Rules) which entitles IGW A to provide mitigation that will 
"prevent injury to senior rights." 15 The subject of this proceeding is strictly 
whether the Director properly determined that the Fourth Mitigation Plan 
will prevent injury to Rangen. 
Many of Rangen' s arguments pertain to the Director's decision in other 
proceedings to postpone curtailment until January 19, 2015. Specifically, 
Rangen cites to the Order Granting IGWA 's Petition to Stay Curtailment in 
11 See genera/Iy Aff. of Thomas J. Budge. 
12 Rangen 's Opening Br. at 7. 
13 Rangen, Inc. 's Opening Brief at 9. 
14 Pet.for Judicial Review !J!J 4, 8, Nov. 25, 2014. 
15 IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03. 
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CM-DC-2011-004, 16 Order Granting IGWA 's Second Petition to Stay Cur-
tailment in CM-DC-2011-004,17 and Order ApprovingIGWA's Second Miti-
gation Plan; Order Lifting Stay Issued April 28, 2014; Second Amended Cur-
tailment Order in CM-MP-2014-003 and CM-DC-2011-004.18 None of 
these orders were issued in the Fourth Mitigation Plan case, CM-DC-2014-
006; therefore, they cannot be challenged here. 
Rangen also cites the Order Granting Rangen's Motion to Determine 
Morris Exchange Water Credit; Second Amended Curtailment Order (the 
"Morris Credit Order") issued November 21, 2014, in CM-DC-2011-004, 
CM-MP-2014-001, and CM-MP-2014-006, which increased the amount 
of mitigation IGWA owes to Rangen.19 Rangen contends that the Director 
should have also moved the curtailment date earlier than January 19, 
2015, when he issued the Morris Credit Order. That argument, however, 
must be made in an appeal of the Morris Credit Order. It cannot be raised 
in the appeal of the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order which was issued a 
month prior. 
Thus, whether the Director properly postponed curtailment to January 
19th is not a proper issue on appeal in this proceeding. Further, the issue is 
moot since the deadline is past, the Fourth Mitigation Plan has been com-
pleted, and IGWA has for more than a month fully satisfied its mitigation 
obligation to Rangen.20 
Therefore, IGWA respectfully asks this Court to decline to address 
Rangen's arguments concerning the January 19th curtailment date. 
16 CV-2014-2935, R.103. 
17 CV-2014-2935, R.180. 
18 CV-2014-2935,R. 537. 
19 See Rangen Inc. 's Opening Brief at 14-15. 
20 See Koch v. Canyon County, 145 Idaho 158,163,177 P.3d 372,377 (2008) (declining to 
address issues on appeal that could not be resolved through "judicial decree of specific 
relief"). 
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2. The Director acted within his discretion in addressing CM Rule 
43.03.j. 
Rangen contends the Director's approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan 
violates the part of CM Rule 43.03.j that allows the Director to consider in-
jury to other water rights. 21 Specifically, Rangen argues that approving the 
Plan subject to approval ofIGWA' spending application to transfer water 
from Magic Springs to Rangen is impermissible. 22 
Rangen also contends the Fourth Mitigation Plan causes injury because, 
Rangen says, "the aquifer will continue to be used by junior users at a rate 
that exceeds recharge."23 Both arguments are mistaken, as explained be-
low. Moreover, Rangen does not have standing to challenge the Director's 
decision concerning injury to any water rights other than Rangen' s own. 
2.1 Rang en does not have standing to challenge the Director's 
decision concerning injury to other water users. 
Under Idaho Code§ 67-52 70, only an "aggrieved party" has standing 
to contest agency decisions. Standing is a constitutional requirement.24 It 
requires a "personal stake" in the outcome of the case.25 To qualify, Rangen 
must demonstrate "substantial rights [that may be] prejudiced."26 Standing 
cannot be based upon a speculative injury. 27 
CM Rule 43.03 deals with "injury to senior rights."28 Rangen certainly 
has standing to challenge the Director's decision concerning injury to its 
own rights, but not to other senior rights. 
21 Id. 
22 Rangen, Inc.'s Opening Brief at 15-19; cf R. Vol. 2 p. 196 !f 12. 
"Id. at 16. 
24 Evansv. Teton County, 139 Idaho 71, 75 (2003). 
25 Milesv. Idaho Power Co.116 ldaho 635,641 (1989). 
26 I.C. § 67-5279(4); see also Sandpoint lndep. Highway Dist. v. Bd. of County Comm'rs, 138 
Idaho 887, 892-893 (2003). 
27 See Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555,567 (U.S. 1992). 
28 ID APA 3 7.03.11.043.03. 
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The injury Rangen complains of is to the Snake River, but Rangen owns 
no water rights from the Snake River. While a breach of the Swan Falls min-
imum flows could result in curtailment of so-called "trust water rights," 
this presents no risk to Rangen because none of its water rights qualify as 
trust water rights (all of Ran gen' s water rights predate 19 8 5). Moreover, 
even if Rangen' s rights were subject to the Swan Falls minimum flows they 
would not be exposed to curtailment because they are for a non-
consumptive use (fish propagation). 
Ironically, Rang en's injury argument is aimed not at preventing injury to 
its water rights, but at maintaining injury to its water rights by blocking 
IGWA from delivering mitigation water from Magic Springs. 
Regardless, Rangen has failed to demonstrate substantial rights that 
may be prejudiced; therefore, IG\VA respectfully asks this Court to rule 
that Rangen does not have standing to challenge the Director's analysis 
under CM Rule 43.03 concerning injury to senior rights other than 
Rangen's. 
2.2 The Director did not abuse his discretion by approving the 
Plan subject to approval of the transfer application. 
Rangen contends the Director's decision to approve IGWA's Fourth 
Mitigation Plan subject to approval of IGW A's corresponding transfer ap-
plication or a water supply bank rental violates CM Rule 43.03, which lists 
various factors that "may" be considered to prevent injury to other rights. 29 
In other words, Rangen claims that making the Fourth Mitigation Plan 
conditional upon the transfer being approved does not prevent injury to 
other rights. There is no factual basis to support this argument. 
In this case, the only risk of injury to senior rights would be as a result of 
the transfer of water from Magic Springs to Rangen. IDWR is required by 
29 Rangen,Inc.'sOpeningBriefat 15-19;cf. R. Vol. 2 p.196 !f 12;seeIDAPA 
37.03.11.043.03. 
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statute to address injury to other rights in the transfer proceeding as well as 
a water bank rental. 30 By conditioning the Fourth Mitigation Plan upon ap-
proval of the transfer or water bank rental, the Director ensured the Plan 
would prevent injury to other rights. It would certainly have been duplica-
tive for IDWR to go through the analysis twice. 
Moreover, since the transfer has now been approved by IDWR, 
Rangen' s arguments concerning injury are moot. 31 
Therefore, IGWA respectfully asks this Court to reject Rangen' s argu-
ment that the Director abused discretion by approving the Fourth Mitiga-
tion Plan subject to approval of the corresponding water right transfer. 
2.3 Rangen' s argument concerning groundwater recharge is 
misplaced. 
Rangen cites the part of CM Rule 43.03.j that allows the Director to 
consider whether a mitigation plan "would result in the diversion and use 
of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated average rate of 
future natural recharge" to argue that IGWA' s Fourth Mitigation Plan 
causes groundwater withdrawals to exceed recharge. 32 
This argument is misplaced because IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan 
does not involve the withdrawal of groundwater; only the delivery of sur-
face water from Magic Springs. 
As mentioned above, mitigation plans are not a substitute for Ground 
\Vater Management Areas and Critical Ground Water Areas. Thus, the re-
charge language in CM Rule 43.03.j is not intended to force all mitigation 
plans to address global aquifer management issues; rather, it is there to en-
sure that mitigation plans that utilize ground water do not cause groundwa-
ter withdrawals to exceed recharge. 
30 Idaho Code §42-203A(5)(a);IDAPA 37.02.03.025.01. 
31 Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge (Mar. 20, 2015) at Ex. B. 
32 Rangen, Inc.'s OpeningBri~iat 16. 
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Moreover, Rangen' s assertion that "the aquifer is being mined at a rate 
of approximately 270,000 acre-feet per year" is blatantly false. The order 
Ran gen cites actually says that water discharges from the aquifer three 
ways: spring flows, evapotranspiration from wetlands, and groundwater 
withdrawals-and that the total annual discharge has exceeded recharge by 
270,000 acre-feet on average since 2008. 33 This is not because groundwa-
ter withdrawals exceed recharge (groundwater withdrawals are less than 
one-third of annual recharge);34 it is because of the residual effects of sur-
face water irrigation efficiencies (conversions from flood to sprinkler irri-
gation, etc.) that have not fully been realized. 
Therefore, IGWA respectfully asks this Court to reject Rangen' s argu-
ment that the Fourth Mitigation Plan violates CM Rule 43.03 .j. 
3 ... The Director's Fourth Mitigation Plan Order should not be con-
strued as a taldng. 
Rangen claims the Order is a taken of Rangen' s property rights because 
it requires Rangen to notify IGWA of whether it will allow construction on 
its property, which Ran gen says "effectively" granted IGW A an easement 
over its property.35 This statement should not be construed as a taking, but 
as an acknowledgement that if Rangen were to refuse to accept water from 
Magic Springs then it would be wasteful to require IG\VA to physically con-
struct the Magic Springs project. Further, that if Rangen is willing to accept 
water from Magic Springs yet refuses to allow construction on its property 
IGWA would be forced to use its power of eminent domain under Idaho 
Code§ 42-5224(13), which would delay the delivery of mitigation water. 
It is also noteworthy that if Rangen were willing to accept the water yet 
refuse construction on its property, the Director could exercise his equita-
"Tucker Springs R. p. 16, ,, 74-75. 
34 Id. 
35 R. 198. 
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ble authority to stay the curtailment date until the necessary easements 
were acquired by eminent domain. 
Finally, Rangen' s argument is moot because it has provided IGWA a 
written license to construct the Magic Springs pipe on its property. 36 
4. The Director imposed reasonable and adequate contingencies 
under CM Rule 43.03.c. 
Rangen complains that the Fourth Mitigation Plan does not contain ad-
equate contingencies under CM Rule 43.03.c, raising a long list of ques-
tions that are either trivial, moot, ignorant, or none of Rang en's business. 
While IGWA could easily dispose of each question individually, it is suffi-
cient to point out that IGWA submitted 100% engineering drawings with 
no objection from Rangen, IGWA obtained all required easements, and the 
pipe is complete and has been delivering water to Rangen for more than a 
month without problem. With respect to contingencies specifically, the Or-
der requires a backup pump and a backup diesel generator, and insurance 
to protect Rangen in the very unlikely event of a complete system failure-
all of which has been done.'7 This is more than adequate to protect Rangen. 
Therefore, IGWA respectfully asks this Court to deny Rangen' s argu-
ment that the Order does not contain adequate contingency provisions. 
5. Rang en's substantial rights are not prejudiced by the Fourth Miti-
gation Plan Order. 
Lastly, Rangen contends its substantial rights have been prejudiced be-
cause of "no backup on contingency provisions."38 As explained above, this 
argument is unfounded. The only other prejudice Rangen claims is "the 
damage to Ran gen' s spring water flows and the mining of the aquifer to 
36 Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge (Mar. 20, 2015), at Ex. C. 
37 See Affidavit of Thomas J. Budge (Mar. 20, 2015). 
38 Rangen, Inc. 's Opening Brief at 24. 
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continue."39 However, as to spring flows, the Fourth Mitigation Plan re-
places the impacts of pumping with essentially identical spring water. With 
respect to mining the aquifer, Rangen has no basis to complain since its wa-
ter rights are surface rights. 
IGWA argued above that Rangen does not have standing to challenge 
the Director's decision concerning injury under CM Rule 43.03 with re-
spect to any rights other than Rangen' sown. Because Rangen has not 
demonstrated prejudice to substantial rights at all, IGWA respectfully asks 
the Court to dismiss Rangen' s petition for judicial review entirely for fail-
ure to comply with Idaho Code§ 67-5279(4). 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, IGWA respectfully asks this Court to: 
39 Id. 
1. Decline to address Rangen' s arguments concerning the January 
· 19th curtailment date because it is beyond the scope of this appeal. 
2. Find Rangen does not have standing to challenge the Director's de-
cision concerning injury under CM Rule 43. 0 3 to any water users 
other than Rangen. 
3. Find the Director did not abuse his discretion in approving the 
Fourth J'.fitigation Plan subject ta approval of I GW A's corresponding 
water right transfer application. 
4. Find that the recharge language of CM Rule 43.03.j does not apply 
to this proceeding because the Fourth Mitigation Plan does not uti-
lize groundwater; or, alternatively, find that the Director's applica-
tion of CM Rule 43.03.j is supported by substantial evidence and is 
not an abuse of discretion. 
5. Decline to construe the Order as a tal<ing; or, alternatively, find the 
issue is moot since IG\VA has a license for the portion of the Magic 
Springs pipe on Rangen's property. 
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6. Find the Direetor did not abuse his discretion by imposing contin-
gencies to protect Rang en under CM Rule 4 3 .03 .c. 
7. Dismiss Rangen' s petition for judicial review for failure to demon-
strate prejudice to substantial rights as required by Idaho Code § 
67-5279(4). 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
IOWA claims the Fourth Mitigation Plan is about one thing: preventing injury to Rangen. 
IGWA 's Response Brief, p. 4. The Fourth Mitigation Plan does not do that. It provides temporary 
compensation in the form of water without addressing the underlying problem of Rangen' s 
declining spring flows. Rather than mitigating for the ground water withdrawals that are causing 
declining spring flows, it turns a non-consumptive water right into a consumptive right and allows 
the mining of the aquifer to continue. The Director refused to address these issues when he 
conditionally approved the Plan. Moreover, even though the pipeline is presently delivering water, 
Rangen continues to bear the risks associated with things like disagreements among ground water 
districts and mechanical failures. The Director should not have conditionally approved the Fourth 
Mitigation Plan, and Rangen respectfully requests that his decision be reversed. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. Rangen Has Standing to Challenge All Issues Related to the Approval of the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
IGW A has asked the Court to rule that Rangen does not have standing to raise arguments 
related to the injury of water rights other than its own. IGWA 's Response Brie_/; p. 7. IOWA 
contends that Rangen does not have a trust water right, and, therefore, Rangen should not be able 
to put on evidence or otherwise argue that the Fourth Mitigation Plan will injure those rights 
because the water diverted to the Research Hatchery will not return to the Snake River. Id. In 
making this argument, IOWA has misconstrued Idaho's standing laws and mischaracterized 
Rangen 's injury argument. 
Idaho Code§ 67-5270(3) governs who has standing to bring a petition for judicial review 
under the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act. It states: 
A party aggrieved by a final order in a contested case decided by an agency other 
than the industrial commission or the public utilities commission is entitled to 
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judicial review under this chapter if the person complies with the requirements of 
sections 67-2751 through 67-5279. 
J.C. § 67-2570(3). 
IGWA filed the Fourth Mitigation Plan in direct response to Rangen's December 2011 
Delivery Call. Rangen filed a protest to the Plan and was a party to the proceeding. (A.R., 43-
46). Rangen actively participated in discovery and in the hearing. (See e.g., Deposition Notices 
(A.R., pp. 52, 58 and 63) and see also Hearing Transcript). Rangen has appealed from the Order 
Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan because, among other things, the Director did not 
consider the injury done by the Plan and did not adequately protect Rangen's interests. (See 
Petition for Judicial Review, A.R. pp. 313-21 ). 
There should be no doubt that Rangen has a substantial and material interest in the approval 
of the Fourth Mitigation Plan and its terms and conditions. The implementation of the Plan has a 
direct impact on Rangen's Research Hatchery. Rangen was "aggrieved'' by the Order Approving 
the Fourth Mitigation Plan, and, as such, it has standing to bring this Petition for Judicial Review 
under LC.§ 67-2570(3). 
IGW A wants the Court to carve out the injury issue and rule that Rangen does not have 
standing to raise this particular argument. The material injury analysis is one of the express factors 
the Director should have considered under CM Rules 43.03.i and j (IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03). 
How can it be that Rangen has standing to raise some of the Rule 43.03 factors, but not others? 
IGW A's position is not logical. Moreover, its position is not consistent with J.C. § 67-2570(3) or 
Idaho's standing laws. 
The Idaho Supreme Court explained the doctrine of standing in Miles v. Idaho Power 
Company, 116 Idaho 635, 778 P.2d 757 (1989): 
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The doctrine of standing focuses on the party seeking relief and not on the issues 
the party wishes to have adjudicated. Valley Forge College v. Americans United, 
454 U.S. 464, 102 S.Ct. 752, 70 L.Ed.2d 700 (1982). While the doctrine is easily 
stated, it is imprecise and difficult in its application. O'Hair v. White, 675 F.2d 680 
(Former 5th Cir.1982). However, the major aspect of standing has been explained: 
The essence of the standing inquiry is whether the party seeking 
to invoke the court's jurisdiction has "alleged such a personal 
stake in the outcome of the controversy as to assure the concrete 
adversariness which sharpens the presentation upon which the 
court so depends for illumination of difficult constitutional 
questions. " As refined by subsequent reformation, this requirement 
of "personal stake" has come to be understood to require not only a 
"distinct palpable injury" to the plaintiff, but also a "fairly traceable" 
causal connection between the claimed injury and the challenged 
conduct. (Citations omitted.) 
Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Env. Study Group, 438 U.S. 59, 72, 98 S.Ct. 2620, 
2630, 57 L.Ed.2d 595 (1978). 
Miles, 116 Idaho at 641, 778 P.2d at 763 (emphasis added). To be sure, Rangen has a personal 
stake in the outcome of the Fourth Mitigation Plan that assures the "concrete adversariness" 
necessary to adequately raise and address all issues. 
Even if Idaho's standing laws were applied as IGW A contends, Rangen is suffering 
ongoing material injury because the Fourth Mitigation Plan enables junior-priority groundwater 
pumping to continue without addressing the mining of the aquifer and the continued decline of 
Martin-Curren Tunnel spring flows. lGWA argues that "Rangen's assertion that 'the aquifer is 
being mined at a rate of approximately 270,000 acre-feet per year' is blatantly false.'' The 
statement is 100% accurate and based directly on the Director's findings in the Final Order 
Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition for Delivery Call. (AR., P. at ,r,r 73-75. The Director expressly 
found: 
For the time period from October of 1980 through September of 2008, average 
annual discharge from the ESPA exceeded annual average recharge by 
approximately 270,000 acre feet, resulting in declining aquifer water levels and 
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declining discharge to hydraulically connected reaches of the Snake River and 
tributary springs. 
(Id. at ,r 75). IGW A cannot escape the fact that groundwater is being withdrawn from the aquifer 
at a rate that exceeds recharge. IGW A points out that one of the reasons that water is being 
withdrawn faster than it is being recharged is due to a reduction in recharge including a reduction 
in incidental recharge from irrigation. This argument simply highlights the point. Groundwater 
pumping has continued unabated without regard to the quantity of water available. Ran gen' s point 
is that the Fourth Mitigation Plan does not address the damage done by junior-priority groundwater 
pumping to Rangen's spring flows. Instead, the Plan merely provides temporary compensation 
while the damage continues. The result of curtailment of junior-priority ground water pumping 
would be both the stabilization of the aquifer and an increase in flow to Rangen's water rights, 
which the Director found to be 9.1 cfs. The Fourth Mitigation plan only temporarily addresses the 
relative increase of 9.1 cfs. Because the Fourth Mitigation plan does not '·mitigate" for the 
withdrawal of ground water from the aquifer, the springs will continue to decline resulting in less 
than a 9.1 cfs net increase in water available to Rangen. 
Even if Rangen's own rights were not injured, Director Spackman previously recognized 
that Rangen could put on evidence of others' injuries because he has an independent duty to 
consider the injury that may result from a mitigation plan. Director Spackman explained during 
the hearing on IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan (the Tucker Springs Plan) as follows: 
Now, I think in that particular motion there was also an argument that 
Rangen should not be able to present evidence on behalf of other individuals or 
entities that might be injured. You didn't talk about that particular subject, at least 
directly, although indirectly I think you did, TJ. 
And my response is that the Director's responsibility is much broader than 
in a court of law. The Director has a responsibility to review the issue of injury. 
And I can't just exclude those kinds of issues from an evidentiary presentation. 
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So, to the extent that Rangen wants to call witnesses who are water users 
and could be injured by the mitigation plan, I will allow it. I'll allow it into 
evidence. 
(Tucker Springs Hrg. Tr., p. 33, l. 13 -p. 34, l. 2) (emphasis added). 
Rangen put on evidence of the injuries that were caused by the Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
The Director simply refused to consider the evidence, holding that the issue should be addressed 
in the context of a transfer application. Rangen had standing to submit the evidence and has 
standing to claim that the Director erred when he refused to consider it. There is no merit to 
I G WA' s standing argument. 
B. IDWR's Interpretation of CM Rule 43.03 is Inconsistent with the Plain 
Language of the Rule and the Director's Prior Ruling. 
IDWR tries to justify the Director's failure to consider the injury issue by arguing that he 
determined that the "necessary" components of a mitigation plan are set forth in CM Rule 43.03( a)-
( c ). The Department contends that IGW A only had to present sufficient factual evidence to prove 
three factors: 
1. the proposal is legal and would provide the quantity of water required by the 
Curtailment Order; 
2. the Plan would be implemented timely to provide required mitigation water; and 
3. The Plan was engineered and the necessary agreements or option contracts were 
executed or legal proceedings initiated. 
IDWR Respondent's Brief, p. 12. The Department's interpretation of CM Rule 43.03 1s 
inconsistent with the plain language of the Rule and the Director's prior ruling. 
Conjunctive Management Rule 43.01.d requires that a mitigation plan contain the 
information necessary for the Director to evaluate the factors set forth in CM Rule 43.03. The 
Rule states: ·'A proposed mitigation plan shall be submitted to the Director in writing and shall 
contain the following information: Such information as shall allow the Director to evaluate the 
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factors set forth in Rule Subsection 43.03." IDAPA 37.03.11.043.01.d. There is nothing in this 
requirement that expressly states, or even implicitly suggests, that the CM Rule 43.03 (a) - (c) 
factors are "necessary," but the other factors are not. 
Similarly, there is nothing in CM Rule 43.03 itself that indicates that (a)-(c) are the 
"necessary" criteria. The rule simply states: 
03. Factors to Be Considered. Factors that may be considered by the Director in 
determining whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 
a. Whether delivery, storage and use of water pursuant to the mitigation plan is in 
compliance with Idaho law. 
b. Whether the mitigation plan will provide replacement water, at the time and place 
required by the senior-priority water right, sufficient to offset the depletive effect 
of ground water withdrawal on the water available in the surface or ground water 
source at such time and place as necessary to satisfy the rights of diversion from 
the surface or ground water source. Consideration will be given to the history and 
seasonal availability of water for diversion so as not to require replacement water 
at times when the surface right historically has not received a full supply, such as 
during annual low-flow periods and extended drought periods. 
c. Whether the mitigation plan provides replacement water supplies or other 
appropriate compensation to the senior-priority water right when needed during a 
time of shortage even if the effect of pumping is spread over many years and will 
continue for years after pumping is curtailed. A mitigation plan may allow for 
multi-season accounting of ground water withdrawals and provide for replacement 
water to take advantage of variability in seasonal water supply. The mitigation plan 
must include contingency provisions to assure protection of the senior-priority right 
in the event the mitigation water source becomes unavailable. 
* * * 
i. Whether the mitigation plan proposes enlargement of the rate of diversion, 
seasonal quantity or time of diversion under any water right being proposed for use 
in the mitigation plan. 
j. Whether the mitigation plan is consistent with the conservation of water 
resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or would result in the 
diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated 
average rate of future natural recharge. 
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k. Whether the mitigation plan provides for monitoring and adjustment as necessary 
to protect senior-priority water rights from material injury. 
(IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03). 
The fact is, the Director allowed Rangen to present evidence regarding injury caused by 
the Fourth Mitigation Plan. He simply chose to ignore it, and instead conditioned the approval of 
the Plan on the approval of the transfer application or a lease/rental agreement from the Idaho 
Water Resource Board. This is inconsistent with the Director's prior ruling. 
During the hearing on IGWA's Second Mitigation Plan (the Tucker Springs proposal), 
IGW A argued that the Director should not consider injury issues in the mitigation plan hearing. 
The Director rejected IGWA's position, stating: 
And I will tell you that with respect to the issue of injury that - an, TJ, you 
stated this yourself, that the Director had in the past ruled and referred to the 
conjunctive management rules that require that the Director consider injury in its 
review of - or in his review of the mitigation plan. 
Now, the distinction, I guess, I draw is that the issue of injury and the 
presentation of evidence doesn't - in a mitigation hearing does not need to rise to 
the level of proof that would be required in a transfer proceeding. And I don't want 
to mischaracterize the standard, other than to say that the issue, in my opinion, 
should be is there a reasonable possibility that - or is there a way in which the 
mitigation plan can be implemented so that it does cause injury to other water users 
or IGWA in general. 
So when I started my narrative here, I said that I would not rule on the issues. 
But at least with respect to injury, the Director has a responsibility to consider 
injury as part of the mitigation hearing, and I will consider injury and take 
evidence related to that subject. 
(Tucker Springs Hrg. Tr., P. 32 L.15 - P. 33 L. 12) (emphasis added). IGWA and IDWR do not 
address the Director's decision to depart from this ruling. Frankly, there is no justification for 
the departure. 
After the Director deferred the injury analysis in the Fourth Mitigation Plan, the IWRB 
then issued a rental agreement for the Magic Springs water. IDWR contends that a material injury 
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analysis was done in connection with the rental agreement. See IDWR Respondent's Brief, p. 14. 
This argument is not well taken. 
On January 2, 2015 - the day that Rangen and IGW A submitted their post-hearing briefing 
in the transfer proceeding- Remington Buyer, an IDWR employee, issued two memoranda. One 
addressed the lease application with SeaPac and IWRB. (See Blades Affidavit, Appendix A, 
Exhibit 2, p. 18). 1 The other addressed the rental application with IGW A and IWRB. (See Blades 
Affidavit, Appendix A, Exhibit 3). 
Mr. Remington's Memorandum on the lease agreement expressly states that the 
lease/rental applications were submitted because Rangen protested the Magic Springs water 
transfer. (See Blades Affidavit, Appendix A, Exhibit 2, p. 18). It states: ''This lease rental 
application is being submitted due to the protesting of the transfer application." (Id.). The 
Memorandum also acknowledges that the IWRB usually does not consider rental applications 
where transfer proceedings have been initiated or where there is a protest. Nonetheless, these 
policies were expressly circumvented: 
As a matter of avoiding duplicative work, the Water Supply Bank tends not to 
consider lease and rental applications where transfer proceedings are pending, and 
the Bank avoids considering a lease/rental if an associated transfer is protested. 
This lease/rental transaction however is being proposed to accomplish mitigation 
activities approved by an order of the Director of IDWR (IGWA 's Fourth 
Mitigation Plan) and the mitigation activities are sanctioned by the IWRB, thus the 
bank will consider this transaction. 
(See id.). 
Even though Director Spackman had already conducted a hearing on the injury issue and 
had the matter under advisement, Mr. Remington superficially addressed the issue. He found that 
1 The parties' Stipulation to Augment the Record was obtained shortly before IDWR 's Response Brief was due. As a 
result, there are no page numbers on the attachments to the Blades Affidavit. The numbers cited herein were derived 
by physically counting pages. 
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the rental agreement could injure trust water rights, but basically concluded that the IWRB was 
aware of the rental and that the rental agreement could be canceled if injury was proven: 
INJURY TO OTHER WATER RIGHTS: Water right 36-7072 non-consumptively 
utilizes water that emergences from the ESPA at Magic Springs before it flows into 
the Snake River. The use of rental water from Magic Springs for the purposes of 
fish propagation at Rangen should be non-consumptive; water will exit Rangen's 
facility and flow into Billingsely Creek, a tributary to the Snake River. Though 
water from this rental should ultimately flow back to the Snake River, water 
delivered to Billingsley Creek could be diverted and/or consumptively used by 
other water users on Billingsley Creek before returning to the Snake River. The 
IWRB minimum stream flow water rights 2-201, 2-223 and 2-224 safeguard flows 
in the Snake River of 3,900 cfs from April 1 through Oct 31 and 5,600 cfs from 
Nov. 1 through Mar 31. Injury to the MSF water rights is possible, however the 
IWRB is aware of this rental and the rental can be approved with standard 
conditioning that it is subject to reduction or cancelation of injury is proven. 
(See Blades Affidavit, Appendix A, Exhibit 3, p. 12). This is the exact opposite of the injury 
analysis required in connection with mitigation plans and transfer applications. Mitigation plans 
and transfer applications are supposed to be evaluated for injury before they are approved. They 
are not approved subject to disapproval if someone later proves an injury. 
It was certainly no surprise when the Director issued a Final Order Approving Application 
for Transfer for the Magic Springs water on February 19, 2015. (See Blades Affidavit, Appendix 
C, Attachment A-11 ). By that time, more than four months had elapsed since the October 4th 
hearing on the Fourth Mitigation Plan and several millions of dollars borrowed from the IWRB 
had been expended to build the Magic Springs pipeline. The pipeline was complete and already 
delivering water to Rang en. Under these circumstances, the issuance of the permit was a foregone 
conclusion. The Director's failure to address the injury issue as part of the Fourth Mitigation Plan 
deprived Rangen of its right to a full and fair hearing, and, violated CM Rule 43.03. As such, the 
decision should be reversed. 
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C. This is the Proper Case for Rangen to Challenge the Director's Decision to 
Reaverage the Morris Exchange Water Credits in Order to Allow Continued Out-of-
Priority Pumping. 
IDWR argues that the Court should not address Rangen's assertion that the Director 
exceeded his authority by allowing out-of-priority pumping to continue under the Fourth 
Mitigation Plan. IDWR contends that the February and April 2014 stays should have been 
challenged as part of the First Mitigation Plan and that the Morris Exchange Water credits should 
be challenged in another separate proceeding. It is important to clarify Rangen's position. 
Rangen is challenging the Director's Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan -
not the stays that were issued in February and April 2014. Ran gen' s point in discussing the stays 
is that the Director, through a series of connected decisions, including the stays, allowed out-of 
priority pumping to continue for more than a year after his January 29, 2014 decision on Rangen's 
Delivery Call without ever enforcing curtailment. The Director perpetuated the error when he 
issued the October 29, 2014 Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan. It is important to 
note, however, that allowing pumping to continue under the Fourth Mitigation Plan was error 
independent of the previous stays. 
The Director ruled in the Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan that he would 
not modify the mitigation obligations set forth in connection with the Tucker Springs Plan: 
This approval does not modify the deadline established in the Director's approval 
of the Second Mitigation Plan. IGW A must provide the full 2.2 cfs mitigation 
required when credit for the Morris exchange agreement expires on January 19, 
2015, or junior-priority ground water pumpers will face curtailment to satisfy the 
mitigation deficiency unless another mitigation plan has been approved and is 
providing water to Rangen at its time of need. 
(A.R., p. 197 at, 17). As part of this conclusion, the Director Ordered: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that failure to provide water by January 19, 2015, to 
Rangen to satisfy the 2.2 cfs mitigation deficiency will result in curtailment of 
junior water rights, unless another mitigation plan has been approved and is 
providing water to Rangen at its time of need. If IGW A fails to satisfy this 
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obligation, at 12:01 a.m. on or before January 19, 2015, users of ground water 
holding consumptive water rights bearing priority dates junior to August 12, 1973, 
listed in Attachment A to this order . . . shall curtail/refrain from diversion and use 
of ground water 
(A.R., p. 198). 
This Court has already ruled that the Order Approving Fourth Mitigation Plan is what 
gives effect to the Director's re-averaging of the Morris Exchange Water credits and that this is 
the proper forum to challenge the decision to re-average for the purpose of avoiding the 
enforcement of curtailment. After the Director issued the Order Approving Fourth Mitigation 
Plan, IGW A withdrew the Tucker Springs Mitigation Plan as Rangen predicted. IDWR then 
moved to dismiss Rangen's appeal on mootness grounds. Rangen objected, arguing that the re-
averaging was not moot because it was incorporated into the Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth 
Mitigation Plan. The Court rejected Rangen's position and expressly held that this is the proper 
forum to challenge the Director's re-averaging: 
Second, Rangen raises issues related to the Director's decision to re-average 
the Martin-Curren Tunnel flows to calculate the Morris Exchange Water credit. 
Rangen asserts that these issues have not become mooted, because the Director 
adopted and incorporated his decision to re-average those flows in his Order 
Approving IGWA's Fourth Mitigation Plan. This Court disagrees. While the 
Director's re-averaging is still in effect, it is not in effect pursuant to the Final 
Order at issue in this proceeding. That Final Order has been replaced and 
superseded by the Director's Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
The re-average is still in effect, but only under the Director's Order Approving 
IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan, which is not at issue here. Administrative and 
judicial proceedings, if any, relating to the Director's Order Approving IGWA 's 
Fourth Mitigation Plan will provide the appropriate forum for Rangen to raise 
these issues. 
(Rangen 's Opening Brief. Appendix 3, p. 4) ( emphasis added). 
Despite the Court's clear ruling that this is the proper forum, IDWR again seeks to derail 
Rangen 's challenge. First, IDWR argues that the re-averaging is moot because of the Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Petition for Judicial Review issued in IGWA's First 
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Mitigation Plan (Twin Falls County Case No. CV 2014-2446) on December 3, 2014 (See Exhibit 
D to ID WR 's Respondent ·s Brief). ID WR 's Respondent's Brief, p. 16. The Court's decision does 
not make Rangen 's challenge moot. Rather, the Court's Memorandum Decision establishes 
precedent that the re-averaging was erroneous. The Court made it clear in the First Mitigation 
Plan that averaging the Morris Exchange Water credits on an annual basis is improper and so is 
the use of historical average flows. Instead of arguing that Rangen's challenge is moot, IDWR 
should acknowledge that the Director's re-averaging decision in the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order 
was erroneous. 
Second, IDWR contends that Rangen did not raise the argument that the Director should 
use actual tunnel flows in proceedings related to the Fourth Mitigation Plan. IDWR misses the 
point. The Fourth Mitigation Plan was about the Magic Springs pipeline - not the Morris 
Exchange Water credit. The Morris Exchange Water credit was decided in the First Mitigation 
Plan. The Director, sua sponte, re-calculated the credit in the Tucker Springs Plan and then he 
perpetuated the error when he adopted that same reasoning in the Fourth Mitigation Plan. This 
was not the place for the Director to re-calculate credits, but he did. Rangen argued that it was 
error in the Tucker Springs appeal and Rangen is arguing that it is error now. It was error to make 
the decision, it was wrong to use the average historical flows, and it was wrong to grant the credits 
on an annual basis rather than during the permitted season of use. The decision was made for one 
reason - to allow junior-priority groundwater pumpers to continue to pump through the 2014 
irrigation season even though they had not satisfied the mitigation obligation. 
Rangen had to file a motion to get the Director to calculate the Morris Exchange Water 
credit based on actual flow data. (A.R., p. 262). The Department maintains the Martin-Curren 
Tunnel flow data, and the Director should have used it when determining credits. The Department 
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claims that it did not have the '·white pipe" data from Rangen until the motion was filed. IDWR 
Respondent's Brief, p. 17. There is a small white pipe that takes water from inside the Martin-
Curren Tunnel to the hatch house that Rangen uses occasionally when they are raising eggs and 
fry. This water is de minimus, but even so, the data was available during the time that the Director 
could have amended the Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan. Rangen was outside 
the time for filing a Motion for Reconsideration, but the Director could and should have amended 
the Order himself. Instead, he recognized that the junior-priority groundwater pumpers were out 
of credit in October, but continued to allow them to pump out of priority. This was error. 
D. Rangen Bears the Risks with Conditional Approvals. 
IGW A and IDWR summarily dismiss Rangen · s concerns about the risks associated with 
the conditional approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan. IGWA contends that Rangen's questions 
about the details of the Plan are "moot, trivial, ignorant, or none of Rangen's business." IGWA 's 
Response Brief, p. 11. IDWR contends that Rangen's questions are either irrelevant or addressed 
by the Fourth Mitigation Plan Order or in the documents submitted by IGWA in January 2015. 
IDWR Re,\pondent's Brief, p. 21, fn 12. Rangen's concerns should not be so easily dismissed. 
There is one inescapable fact - the Order Approving JGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan 
allowed out-of-priority pumping to continue without full mitigation. From the time the Plan was 
approved until the pipeline started delivering water in February 2015, Rangen, the senior user, 
shouldered the risk that the project would be delayed or not completed at all. There was no back-
up plan that would provide Rangen with water if the project failed. Mitigation plans have to have 
contingency provisions to protect senior users in the event the water becomes unavailable. See 
IDAPA 37.03.11.43.03.c and In the Matter of Distribution of Water to Various Water Rights, 155 
Idaho 640,315 P.3d 828 (2013). This Court invalidated the Director's Methodology Order in the 
Surface Water Coalition's delivery call because it did not have a contingency plan to protect the 
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seniors' interests. See, Memorandum Decision and Order on Petitions for Judicial Review, In the 
Matter qf Distribution qf Water to Various Water Rights Held by or for the Benefit of A&B 
Irrigation Irrigation District, American Falls Reservoir District #2, Burley Irrigation District, 
Milner Irrigation District, Minidoka Irrigation District, North Side Canal Company and Twin 
Falls Canal Company, CV-2010-382, pp. 13, 15. The Fourth Mitigation Plan did not have 
contingency provisions and the fact that the pipeline is now operational does not make the 
conditional approval of the plan without any contingencies proper. 
The fact that the pipeline is now operational also does not eliminate the ongoing risks that 
Rangen has to shoulder. For example, the Order Approving the Fourth Mitigation Plan required 
IGWA to finalize to an agreement with SeaPac for 10 cfs of Magic Springs water in exchange for 
a long-term lease of the Aqua Life facility from the IWRB. (A.R., pp. 197-98). IGWA does not 
have a lease for the facility. Rather, the North Snake Ground Water District, Magic Valley Ground 
Water District and Southwest Irrigation District obtained the lease. (See Blades Affidavit, 
Appendix C, Attachment A-1). More importantly, the lease they provided states expressly that it 
cannot be assigned without the written consent of the IWRB: "Tenant may not assign this Lease 
or sublet all or a part of the Premises unless Tenant first obtains the prior written consent of 
Landlord, which consent shall not be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed." (See id. at 
p. 7). IGWA and the groundwater districts have not submitted anything to demonstrate that the 
IWRB has consented to the assignment of the lease to SeaPac. 
The Department points out that JGWA has been ordered to pay for all costs of building, 
operating, maintaining and monitoring the pipeline. IDWR Respondent's Brief, p. 20. There was 
no evidence of IGWA 's ability to pay these ongoing costs. One has to assume that the three 
impacted ground water districts will actually pay the costs. There was no evidence of their 
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agreement to pay the costs or how they would be financed or how they would be shared among 
the three districts. Contrary to IGWA's claim, knowing who has agreed to pay the bills, how they 
will be financed and who is responsible for the physical work is Ran gen 's business. It is Rangen's 
business because Joy Kinyon, the General Manager of Rangen's aquaculture division, testified 
about the significant expenditures that Rangen is going to make to put the water to use. See 
Rangen 's Opening Brief, p. 23. Before Rangen makes significant capital investments and hires 
additional personnel, it is reasonable to expect transparency from IGW A and the districts to ensure 
that there is a reasonable framework in place to pay bills and provide ongoing maintenance and 
repairs. Telling Rangen that these details are none of their business is not reasonable. 
IGWA was also ordered to obtain an insurance policy for Rangen's benefit. (AR., p. 198). 
The Order fails to specify what type of policy other than it should be for the benefit of Rangen to 
cover any losses attributable to the failure of the pipeline. IGWA did not obtain such an insurance 
policy. Rather, North Snake Ground Water District obtained a policy. It is not a policy that insures 
Rangen. Rather, it is a commercial liability policy that insures North Snake Ground Water District 
against.fault-based claims made by Rangen. (See Blades Affidavit, Exhibit 2, Attachment A-10) 
which means that it may not pay in the event of a power outage. The policy is also a claims made 
policy which means that it has to be in place at the time of a loss or else there is no coverage. (See 
id.). 
The pipeline is a mechanical system dependent upon electricity. It is a given that it will 
fail at some point in time. The question is when and under what circumstances. There may or 
may not be fault for the failure (which means that there may or may not be insurance) and three of 
the potentially responsible parties (IGW A, Magic Valley Ground Water District and Southwest 
Irrigation District) are not even insured under the policy. While both IDWR and IGWA point 
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repeatedly to the insurance policy as a safeguard for Rangen, the policy does not provide adequate 
protection. The Fourth Mitigation Plan was approved without adequate contingencies and back-
up plans. As such, the Director's decision should be reversed. 
E. Rangen's Substantial Rights Have Been Impacted by the Approval and 
Implementation of the Fourth Mitigation Plan. 
Rangen's substantial rights have been impacted by the approval and implementation of the 
Fourth Mitigation Plan. The Fourth Mitigation Plan sanctions continued pumping and declining 
spring flow, which affect the water available to Rangen's water rights. The Order Approving 
IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan allowed out-of-priority pumping without the delivery of the 
required mitigation water. Rangen had to bear the risk that the project would not be completed 
and it still bears the risk of system failures going forward. IGWA's deliberate lack of transparency 
concerning who is actually paying for ongoing maintenance and monitoring costs and who is 
responsible for doing the work is unreasonable. Rangen has a legitimate interest in having the 
information so that it can be assured that its financial investments in the facility will be protected. 
While IGW A and IDWR quickly point to the insurance policy to protect Rangen, the reality is that 
the fault-based, claims made liability insurance policy protects North Snake Ground Water District 
in the event of a negligence suit, but it does not insure Rangen's interests. 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons specified above, Rangen requests that the Court find that the Order 
Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan was in violation of Idaho law, in excess of the statutory 
authority or administrative rules of the Department, arbitrary and capricious, and an abuse of 
discretion. Rangen respectfully requests that the Order be reversed and this matter remanded for 
further proceedings. 
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DATED this 10th day of April, 2015. 
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JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
The Director's Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth Mitigation Plan, dated October 29, 
2014, is affirmed in part and set aside and remanded for further proceedings as necessary in part. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
' 
This case originated when Rangen, Inc. ("Rangen") filed a Petition seeking judicial 
review of a final order of the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR" or 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
S:\ORDERS\Adrninistrative Appeals\Twin Falls County 2014-4633\Memorandurn Decision and Order.docx 
- I -
"Department"). The order under review is the Director's Order Approving IGWA 's Fourth 
Mitigation Plan ("Final Order") issued on October 29, 2014. The Final Order conditionally 
approves a mitigation plan submitted by the Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, Inc. ("IGWA") 
in response to a delivery call made by Rangen. Rangen asserts that the Final Order is contrary 
to law in several respects and requests that this Court set it aside and remand for further 
proceedings. 
B. Course of Proceedings and Statement of Facts. 
On December 13, 2011, Rangen filed a Petition for Delivery Call with the Department. It 
alleged Rangen is short water under two senior rights due to junior ground water use. The 
Director subsequently issued a curtailment order concluding that Rangen's senior rights are 
being materially injured by junior ground water pumpers. 1 4633 Ex. IO 18. 2 The curtailment 
order provided for the curtailment of certain ground water rights that divert from the Eastern 
Snake Plain Aquifer with priority dates junior to July 13, 1962. 4633 Ex.1018, p.42. The 
Director instructed, however, that affected juniors could avoid curtailment if they proposed and 
had approved a mitigation plan that provided Rangen with phased-in mitigation over a five-year 
period as follows: 3.4 cfs the first year, 5.2 cfs the second year, 6.0 cfs the third year, 6.6 cfs the 
fourth year, and 9.1 cfs the fifth year. Id. The time period associated with the first year was to 
begin April 1, 2014 and end March 31, 2015. 2935 R., p.296. Thereafter, the second year would 
commence April 1, 2015, and so on and so forth. Id. 
IGWA submitted several mitigation plans on behalf of affected users. The first was on 
February 11, 2014. 2935 R., p.291. It set forth nine proposals for juniors to meet their 
mitigation obligations. Id. The Director approved it in part, granting IGWA a total of 3.0 cfs of 
mitigation credit from April 1, 2014 to March 31, 2015. 2935 R., p.311. Of that, 1.2 cfs was 
attributable to IGWA's aquifer enhancement activities, including conversions from ground water 
1 The tenn "curtailment order" as used herein refers to the Director's Final Order Regarding Rangen, Inc. 's Petition 
for Delivery Call; Curtailing Ground Water Rights Junior to July 13, 1962, dated January 29, 2014. A copy is 
included in the record as Exhibit 1018. The Director's curtailment order is not at issue in this proceeding, but was 
previously addressed by this Court on judicial review in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338. 
2 There are multiple agency records made part of the record in this matter. The citation "4633, R., _" refers to the 
agency record compiled for this judicial review proceeding. The citation "2935 R., _" refers to the agency record 
compiled for Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-2935. The citation "1338 R., _" refers to the agency record 
compiled for Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-1338. 
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to surface water irrigation, voluntary "dry-ups" of irrigated acreage, and ground water recharge. 
Id. The remaining 1.8 cfs was attributable to the direct delivery of surface water to Rangen as a 
result of a water exchange agreement between the North Snake Ground Water District and 
another senior water user that diverts from the same source as Rangen. Id. The Director's final 
order approving the first plan in part is not at issue in this proceeding. 
Although IOWA was originally granted 3.0 cfs of mitigation credit under its first plan 
(0.4 cfs short of its first year mitigation obligation), the Director subsequently recalculated the 
amount of credit granted for the water exchange agreement. 4633 Ex. l 021, pp.17-18. The 
recalculation resulted in a mitigation credit of 3 .4 cfs from April 1, 2014 to January 18, 2015. Id. 
This recalculation changed the dynamic of the first mitigation plan. It resulted in IOWA being 
granted full mitigation credit of 3 .4 cfs, but only for a portion of the first mitigation year. Id. 
This left a first year mitigation deficiency of 2 .2 cfs from January 19, 2015 to March 31, 2015. 
To address the deficiency, the Director looked to IGWA's second mitigation plan. That plan 
proposed direct delivery of9.l cfs of mitigation water from Tucker Springs through a 1.3 mile 
pipeline to Rangen. 4633 Ex.2003, p.2. The Director entered his final order conditionally 
approving the plan on June 20, 2014. 4633 Ex.2003. The order directed that the pipeline project 
be completed and provide the requisite amount of water to Rangen on or before January 19, 
2015. 4633 Ex.2003, p.18. If not, the Director would curtail. Id. Ultimately, the Director found 
that IGWA's first mitigation plan, when paired with its second, provided sufficient mitigation to 
satisfy the junior users' first year mitigation obligation. Id. The Director's final order 
conditionally approving IGWA's second mitigation plan is not at issue in this proceeding. 
Before the pipeline project contemplated by the second plan was realized, IOWA 
withdrew its second mitigation plan. As will be discussed further herein, the Director approved 
IGWA's fourth mitigation plan in its stead. IGWA's third mitigation plan consists of five 
components, including a proposed pump and pipeline project to provide for direct delivery of 
water to Rangen from another spring user in the Hagerman area. 4633 R., p.180. Full 
consideration of the third plan is on hold due to the Director's conditional approval of the fourth 
mitigation plan. Id. In any event, no final order pertaining to IGWA's third plan is before the 
Court in this, or any other, judicial review proceeding. 
IOWA submitted its fourth mitigation plan to the Director on August 27, 2014. 4633 R., 
pp.1-24. It is comprised of multiple components which the Director summarized as follows: 
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[The] lease or purchase of 10.0 cfs of water right nos. 36-7072 and 36-8356 
owned by SeaPac of Idaho ("SeaPac"); long-term lease or purchase from the 
Idaho Water Resource Board (''IWRB") of water right nos. 36-4011, 36-2734, 36-
15476, 36-2414, and 36-2338 to make available to SeaPac; design, construction, 
operation, and maintenance of the water intake and collection facilities, pump 
station, and pipeline to transport water from SeaPac's Magic Springs facility to 
the head of Billingsley Creek directly up gradient from the Rangen Facility; 
acquisition of permanent easements at Magic Springs for the water intake and 
collection facilities, pump station, pipeline, and other necessary features for 
delivery of water to the head of Billingsley Creek; and approval of a transfer 
application to change the place of use from SeaPac to Rangen. 
4633 R., pp.180-181 (internal footnotes omitted). The Director issued his Final Order 
conditionally approving the fourth mitigation plan on October 29, 2014. 4633 R., pp.1-24. The 
fourth plan was approved in the stead of the second. To dovetail the January 19, 2015, 
completion deadline established under the second plan, the Director ordered that the mitigation 
project proposed under the fourth plan be completed and deliver the requisite amount of 
mitigation water to Rangen by that same date. 4633 R., pp197 & 198. The Director's Final 
Order conditionally approving IGWA's fourth mitigation plan is the only final order of the 
Director presently before the Court. 
On November 25, 2014, Rangen filed the instant Petition for Judicial Review, asserting 
that the Director's Final Order is contrary to law in several respects and should be set aside and 
remanded for further proceedings. The case was reassigned by the clerk of the court to this 
Court on December 1, 2014.3 On February 3, 2015, the Court entered an Order permitting 
IGWA to appear as an intervenor. The parties subsequently briefed the issues raised onjudicial 
review. A hearing on the Petition was held before this Court on April 16, 2015. The parties did 
not request the opportunity to submit additional briefing and the Court does not require any. 
Therefore, this matter is deemed fully submitted for decision on the next business day or April 
17, 2015. 
3 The case was reassigned to this Court pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court Administrative Order Dated December 
9, 2009, entitled: In the Matter of the Appointment of the SRBA District Court to Hear All Petitions for Judicial 
Review From the Department of Water Resources Involving Administration of Water Rights. 
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II. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review of a final decision of the director ofIDWR is governed by the Idaho 
Administrative Procedure Act ("IDAP A"). Under IDAPA, the court reviews an appeal from an 
agency decision based upon the record created before the agency. LC. § 67-5277. The court shall 
not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of 
fact. LC.§ 67-5279(1). The court shall affirm the agency decision unless it finds that the agency's 
findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: (a) in violation of constitutional or statutory 
provisions; (b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; ( c) made upon unlawful 
procedure; (d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or, (e) arbitrary, 
capricious, or an abuse of discretion. LC. § 67-5279(3). Further, the petitioner must show that one 
of its substantial rights has been prejudiced. LC.§ 67-5279(4). Even if the evidence in the record 
is conflicting, the Court shall not overturn an agency's decision that is based on substantial 
competent evidence in the record. Barron v. lDWR, 135 Idaho 414,417, 18 P.3d 219,222 (2001). 
The Petitioner bears the burden of documenting and proving that there was not substantial evidence 
in the record to support the agency's decision. Payette River Property Owners Assn. v. Board of 
Comm 'rs., 132 Idaho 552, 976 P.2d 477 (1999). 
III. 
ANALYSIS 
A. The Director's Final Order is not contrary to Rule 40 of the CM Rules.4 
When the Director makes a determination that material injury exists in the context of a 
call, he must engage in one of two actions. He may regulate and curtail the diversions causing 
injury, or he may approve a mitigation plan that permits offending out-of-priority diversions to 
continue. IDAPA 37.03.11.040.01.a,b. Rangen argues that the Director exceeded his authority, 
and acted contrary to Rule 40 of CM Rules, by permitting out-of-priority diversions during the 
first mitigation year without a properly approved mitigation plan. Rangen's argument on this 
issue is strewn over a multitude of events pertaining to this call, many of which are not properly 
4 The term "CM Rules" refers to Idaho's Rules for Conjunctive Management of Surface and Ground Water 
Resources, ID APA 37 .03 .11. 
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before the Court. It is, it seems, important to clarify what is, and what is not, properly before the 
Court in this judicial review proceeding. 
i. Whether the Director violated Rule 40 of the CM Rules in allowing out-of-
priority water use from April 1, 2014 to January 18, 2015 is not properly 
before the Court. 
The Petition in this matter seeks judicial review of the Director's Final Order 
conditionally approving IGWA's fourth mitigation plan. Issues limited to the Director's rulings 
in that Final Order are the only issues properly before the Court. Much of Rangen's argument 
that out-of-priority water use unlawfully occurred during the first mitigation year is addressed to 
the Director's final order partially approving IGWA's first mitigation plan. It is solely pursuant 
to mitigation activities approved under that plan that junior users were permitted to divert from 
April 1, 2014 to January 18, 2015. The mitigation activities approved under the fourth plan only 
concern, and provided mitigation credit for, the period beginning January 19, 2015 and ending 
March 31, 2015 of the first mitigation year. 
Rangen already sought and received judicial review of the Director's final order partially 
approving the first mitigation plan in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-2446. Rangen Op. 
Br., Appx.2 In that proceeding, the Court fully addressed the issues raised by Rangen in relation 
to the Director's final order partially approving the first plan. Id. Judgment was entered in that 
matter on December 3, 2014. No party has appealed from the Judgment, and the time for an 
appeal has expired. Therefore, the Court will not revisit those issues, or address any other issues 
pertaining to the Director's approval of the first mitigation plan in this proceeding. 
ii. Whether the Director violated Rule 40 of the CM Rules in allowing out-of-
priority water use from January 19, 2015 to February 6, 2015 is not properly 
before the Court. 
The Director ordered that the mitigation project proposed by IGWA under its fourth plan 
be completed and delivering water to Rangen by January 19, 2015, or there would be 
curtailment. 4633 R., p198. The project was not completed by the January 19th deadline. With 
curtailment looming, IGWA motioned this Court to stay the Director's curtailment for an 
additional nineteen days. That was the additional time IGWA asserted was necessary to 
complete the project due to complications. In support of its request, IGWA established that it 
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was in good faith constructing the project, that the project was very near completion, and that 
curtailment of affected juniors for nineteen days would provide little, if any, measurable water to 
Rangen. For these reasons, among others, the Court in an exercise of its discretion ordered that 
the Director stay his curtailment until February 7, 2015. 
Therefore, it was not the Director that permitted out-of-priority water use to occur from 
January 19, 2015 to February 6, 2015. The Director was prepared to enforce his curtailment 
order at that time but for this Court's stay order. The stay order was entered in Twin Falls 
County Case No. CV-2015-237 on January 22, 2015. The Court subsequently entered Judgment 
in that matter on February 17, 2015. No party appealed from the Judgment, and the time for an 
appeal has expired. Therefore, issues concerning the propriety of junior out-of-priority water use 
from January 19, 2015 to February 6, 2015 are not properly before the Court in this proceeding. 
iii. The Director did not violate Rule 40 of the CM Rules in allowing out-of-
priority water use to occur from February 7, 2015 to March 31, 2015 under 
the Final Order. 
The only out-of-priority water use to occur during the first mitigation year under the 
fourth mitigation plan took place from February 7, 2015 to March 31, 2015. The issue before the 
Court is whether that use was lawfully permitted pursuant to an approved mitigation plan as 
required by Rule 40 of the CM Rules. When the Director issued his Final Order, he did not 
outright approve the fourth mitigation plan. He conditionally approved it. 4633 R., p.197. His 
approval was contingent upon "approval ofIGWA's September 10, 2014, Application for 
Transfer of Water Right to add the Rangen Facility as a new place of use for up to 10 cfs from 
water right number 36-7072 or an authorized lease through the water supply bank." Id. 
Approval was further contingent upon "all necessary agreements or options contracts being 
reduced to final written agreements." 4633 R., p.197. Rangen challenges the Director's 
conditional approval of the plan, arguing that such approval is contrary to Rule 40. 
The Director may conditionally approve a mitigation plan consistent with Rule 40. To do 
so, however, he must not permit out-of-priority water use to occur under that plan prior to the 
conditions of approval being satisfied. Such is the case here. The Director's Final Order was 
issued in October 2014. Although the fourth plan was only conditionally approved at the time, 
the Final Order directed that ifIGWA failed to provide the requisite amount of mitigation water 
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to Rangen under the plan by January 19, 2015,junior users would be curtailed. 4633 R., p.198. 
The January 19, 2015, date is meaningful. It is the date the Director determined IGWA would be 
short mitigation under activities undertaken, and approved, in conjunction with the first plan. 
Therefore, IGW A needed additional mitigation under its fourth plan by that date. If IG WA were 
unable to satisfy the Director's conditions of approval by January 19th, or if it were unable to 
deliver sufficient mitigation for any other reason, the Final Order made clear that the Director 
would not permit out-of-priority water use under the plan, but would instead curtail. 4633 R., 
p.198. Since the Director's conditional approval of the fourth plan did not permit out-of-priority 
water use prior to the conditions of approval being satisfied, the Court finds that the Director's 
Final Order is consistent with Rule 40. 
The Court does note that the Director's conditions of approval were met before he 
allowed any out-of-priority water use to occur under the fourth mitigation plan. IGWA entered 
into a lease with the Water Supply Bank on January 15, 2015, and was able to secure the 
necessary agreements. Budge A.ff., ,I6 & 8, Ex.A & C. It is undisputed that the fourth mitigation 
project is operational, and has been providing the required amount of mitigation water to Rangen 
since February 6, 2015. Budge A.ff., ,I9. As explained above, out-of-priority water use did occur 
from January 19th to February 6th. However, this was not permitted by the Director in his Final 
Order, but rather was permitted by this Court via its stay order from which no appeal has been 
taken. Therefore, while junior users have been permitted to continue out-of-priority diversions 
since February 6, 2015, under the Director's Final Order, such diversions have occurred 
pursuant to an approved mitigation plan consistent with Rule 40 of the CM Rules. 
B. The Director's approval of the fourth mitigation plan contains adequate 
contingencies. 
Rangen argues that the Final Order should be reversed and remanded for failure to set 
forth adequate contingencies to protect its senior rights. When the Director considers a proposed 
mitigation plan, he may approve the plan only if it includes "contingency provisions to assure 
protection of the senior-priority right in the event the mitigation water source becomes 
unavailable." IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03.c. The Court finds that the Director's Final Order 
contains adequate contingencies. 
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The first contingency is curtailment. On several occasions this Court has reversed the 
Director's approval of a mitigation plan for failing to contain adequate contingencies. Each time, 
the Director had ( 1) expressly stated he would not curtail junior rights if and when mitigation 
water became unavailable under the plan, and (2) the plan provided for no secondary mitigation 
source to address a mitigation deficiency.5 For instance, when the Director approved IGWA's 
first mitigation plan, he approved mitigation resulting from conversions by junior users from 
ground to surface water irrigation. However, he expressly provided that if those junior users 
reverted back to ground water resulting in a mitigation deficiency, he would not curtail during 
that irrigation season to address the deficiency. Since the Director would not curtail, and the 
plan provided for no secondary mitigation source to address the deficiency, the Court reversed 
and remanded the Director's approval of the plan on the grounds it did not contain adequate 
contingencies. Rangen Op. Br., Appx. 2, pp.6-10. Such is not the case here. In the event 
mitigation water under the fourth plan becomes unavailable, curtailment is a contingency to 
address the mitigation deficiency. 
The second contingency is insurance. The Director's Final Order requires IGWA "to 
purchase an insurance policy for the benefit of Rangen to cover any losses of fish attributable to 
the failure of the temporary or permanent pipeline system to the Rangen Facility." 4633 R., 
p.198. The record establishes the insurance has been obtained. Budge Alf, ,i12, Ex.D. The 
Court finds that the contingencies of curtailment coupled with insurance are adequate 
contingencies to satisfy Rule 43.03.c of the CM Rules. 
C. The Director did not err in deferring consideration of Rule 43.03.j factors until a 
separate transfer proceeding. 
Rule 43.03 sets forth the "[f]actors that may be considered by the Director in determining 
whether a proposed mitigation plan will prevent injury to senior rights .... " IDAPA 
37.03.11.043.03. One of the listed factors is "[w]hether the mitigation plan is consistent with the 
conservation of water resources, the public interest or injures other water rights, or would result 
5 See e.g., Memorandum Decision, Twin Falls County Case No CV-2014-2446, pp.6-10 (Dec.3, 2014) (reversing 
approval of mitigation plan where the Director expressly stated he would not curtail and the plan contained no 
secondary source of mitigation water in event mitigation water became unavailable); Memorandum Decision, 
Gooding County Case No. CV-2010-382, pp.14-15 (Sept.26, 2014)) (reversing approval of mitigation plan where 
the Director expressly stated he would not curtail and the plan contained no secondary source of mitigation water in 
event mitigation water became unavailable). 
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in the diversion and use of ground water at a rate beyond the reasonably anticipated average rate 
of future natural recharge." IDAPA 37.03.11.043.03.j. The Rule's use of the term "may" leaves 
it to the discretion of the Director to determine which of the 43.03 factors he will consider. See 
e.g., Rife v. Long, 127 Idaho 841,848,908 P.2d 143, 150 (1995) (holding that the word "may" is 
a permissive term expressing a right of discretion, whereas, the words "must" or "shall" are 
mandatory). 
In conjunction with the fourth mitigation plan, IGWA filed an "Application for Transfer 
of Water Right" with the Director in a separate administrative proceeding to add the Rangen 
facility as a new place of use for up to 10 cfs from water right number 36-7072. 4633 R., p.196. 
In his Final Order, the Director chose to consider the issue of potential injury to other water 
users as a result of that transfer, but ruled that "[i]ssues of potential injury to other water users 
due to a transfer are most appropriately addressed in the transfer contested case proceeding." Id. 
It is understandable that the Director would, in his discretion, refrain from engaging in a full 
blown transfer and injury analysis in the context of the administrative proceeding on the 
mitigation plan under these circumstances. This is because a separate administrative proceeding 
on the transfer application itself was also pending before Department, wherein those same issues 
would be addressed. The Director's approval of the fourth mitigation plan was made in part 
contingent upon the approval of the transfer. Given the nature of a transfer proceeding, notice 
and the opportunity to be heard would need to be afforded to a lot more water users than just 
those who were already a party to the administrative proceeding on the fourth mitigation plan. It 
would have been untenable for the Director to make a determination on the transfer in 
conjunction with the mitigation plan, and then make a separate determination in conjunction with 
the transfer proceeding. So the Director determined to engage in the injury analysis at what he 
determined to be the most appropriate time in the context of the transfer proceeding. The 
Court holds that the Director did not abuse his discretion under Rule 40.03 in so determining.6 
6 The record establishes that the administrative proceeding on the transfer has concluded and that the transfer has 
been approved. Budge Alf., Ex.B. In his order approving the transfer, the Director engaged in an injury analysis. 
The Director's final order is presently before this Court on judicial review in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2015-
1130. 
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D. The Director's recalculation of the water exchange agreement is reversed and 
remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
When the Director partially approved IGWA's first mitigation plan, he granted IGWA 
1.8 cfs of mitigation credit towards its first year mitigation obligation as a result of the water 
exchange agreement. This Court judicially reviewed the Director's determination in this respect 
in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-2446. Rangen Op. Br., Appx.2. In its Memorandum 
Decision, the Court reversed and remanded the Director's determination in this respect on two 
grounds. First, the Director's use of flow data associated with an average year to determine the 
mitigation credits of junior users was reversed and remanded for further proceedings. Rangen 
Op. Br. Appx. 2, pp.12-14, Second, the Director's use of an annual time period to evaluate the 
mitigation benefits of the water exchange agreement was reversed and remanded for further 
proceedings. Id. 
After his original determination, but prior to the issuance of this Court's decision 
reversing and remanding that determination, the Director engaged in a recalculation of the 
mitigation credit awarded as a result of the water exchange agreement. The recalculation was 
originally completed in the Director's final order conditionally adopting IGWA's second 
proposed mitigation plan, but was adopted and carried out by the Director in his Final Order. 
The Director's recalculation perpetuated the same legal errors present in his original calculation. 
Therefore, for the reasons set forth in this Court's Memorandum Decision entered in Twin Falls 
County Case No. CV-2014-2446, at pages 12-15, which reasoning and analysis is expressly 
incorporated herein, the Director's recalculation of the mitigation credit awarded as a result of 
the water exchange agreement is reversed and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
E. The Director's Final Order did not effectuate an unconstitutional taking. 
Rangen argues that the Director's Final Order constitutes a taking of its property without 
just compensation in violation of Article I, Section 14 of the Idaho Constitution and the Fifth 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Rangen complains of the following provision contained in 
the Director's Final Order: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, within seven (7) days from the date of this 
order, Rangen must state, in writing, whether it will accept water delivered 
pursuant to the Magic Springs Project. Rangen must submit its written 
acceptance/rejection to the Department and IGWA. The written 
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acceptance/rejection must state whether Rangen will accept the Magic Springs 
water and whether Rangen will allow construction on its land related to the 
placement of delivery pipe. If the Fourth Mitigation Plan is rejected by Rangen or 
Rangen refuses to allow construction in accordance with an approved plan, 
IGWA's mitigation obligation is suspended. 
4633 R., p.198. 
A plain reading of the provision establishes that it did not effectuate a taking of Rangen' s 
real property by the Department. Nor is it a mandate that Rangen provide IGWA an easement or 
other legal access for delivery of mitigation water. Rather, it is an inquiry as to whether Rangen 
is determined to refuse IGW A the access necessary to mitigate its injury under the plan. If so, 
the logistics and timing of the fourth mitigation plan may be affected. IGWA would then be 
required to take further steps to implement the plan, including but not limited to the 
commencement of condemnation proceedings by it or its member ground water districts under 
Idaho Code 42-5224(13).7 
In any event, the record is clear that no taking of Rangen's property by the Department 
has occurred. Rangen and various IGW A participating ground water districts have entered into a 
license agreement, wherein for good and valuable consideration Rangen has granted the districts 
a license "to install, operate, maintain and replace as needed, at their expense, buried pipelines 
for the conveyance of water from Magic Springs to Rangen's hatchery .... " Budge Aff., Ex.C. 
Furthermore, because of the revocable nature of the license agreement, the ground water districts 
have instituted a condemnation proceeding against Rangen in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-
2015-123 pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-5224(13). In that action the districts seek to condemn 
two easements on Rangen's property: one for the pipe and another to provide access to the pipe. 
That matter is currently stayed pursuant to stipulation of the parties. However, if the action is 
pursued and the districts are successful, the issue of just compensation due Rangen will be 
addressed by the Court in that proceeding. Therefore, the Court finds that the Director's Final 
Order does not effectuate an unlawful taking ofRangen's property without just compensation. 
7 Idaho Code§ 42-5224(13) is part of the Ground Water District Act. It states that the board ofa ground water 
district shall have the power and duty "To have and exercise the power of eminent domain in the manner provided 
by law for the condemnation of private property for easements, rights-of-way, and other rights of access to property 
necessary to the exercise of the mitigation powers herein granted, both within and without the district." LC.§ 42-
5224(13). 
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F. Rangen is not entitled to an award of attorney's fees on judicial review. 
In its Petition, Rangen seeks an award of attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-117. 
While Rangen seeks an award in its Petition, it has not supported that request with any argument 
or authority in its briefing. On that ground, Rangen is not entitled to an award of attorney fees 
onjudicial review, and its request must be denied. See e.g., Bailey v. Bailey 153 Idaho 526, 532, 
284 P.3d 970, 976 (2012) (providing "the party seeking fees must support the claim with 
argument as well as authority"). Additionally, Rangen has only prevailed in part, and the Court 
does not find the arguments of the Department to be frivolous or unreasonable. Therefore an 
award of attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-117 is not warranted. 
IV. 
ORDER 
For the reasons set forth above, the Director's Final Order is affirmed save the Director's 
recalculation in the Final Order of the mitigation credit granted to IGW A as a result of the water 
exchange agreement which is reversed, set aside and remanded for further proceedings as 
necessary consistent with this decision. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated ,4.j 13 I 2015" 
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SPACKMAN, in his capacity as Director 




IDAHO GROUND WATER 
APPROPRIATORS, INC., 
Intervenor/Respondent. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Case No. CV-2014-4633 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Fee: L(4) - $129.00 
IN THE MATTER OF THE FOUR TH 
MITIGATION PLAN FILED BY THE 
IDAHO GROUNDWATER 
APPROPRIATORS FOR THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO 
WATER RIGHT NOS. 36-02551 & 36-
07694 IN THE NAME OF RANGEN, 
INC., IDWR DOCKET NO. CM-MP-
2014-006, 
"MAGIC SPRINGS PROJECT". 
TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS/RESPONDENTS, THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT 
OF WATER RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, and their attorney, GARRICK BAXTER, 
Deputy Attorney General, Idaho Attorney General's Offices, 322 E. Front Street, P.O. Box 83720, 
Boise, ID 83720-0098, THE ABOVE-NAMED INTERVENOR/RESPONDENT, IDAHO 
GROUNDWATER APPROPRIATORS, INC., and its attorney, RANDALL C. BUDGE, Racine, 
Olson, Nye & Bailey, P.O. Box 1391, Pocatello, ID 83204-1391, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant, RANGEN, INC., appeals against the above-named 
respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order and 
the resulting Judgment, entered in the above-entitled action on May 13, 2015, Honorable Eric J. 
Wildman, District Judge for the Fifth Judicial District, in and for the County of Twin Falls, 
presiding. 
2. Rangen has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgment described in 
paragraph 1 is appealable pursuant to Rule 11 {a)(2) I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
3. The following is a preliminary statement of the issues Rangen intends to assert on appeal, 
provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues 
on appeal: Whether the trial court erred in denying Petitioner/ Appellant's Petition for Judicial 
Review, which ruling raises the following issues: 
a) Whether the rulings are in violation of constitutional, statutory provisions or administrative 
rules of the Department; 
b) Whether the rulings are in excess of the statutory authority or authority of the Department 
under the administrative rules of the Department; 
c) Whether the rulings were made upon unlawful procedures; 
d) Whether the ruling were arbitrary, capricious, and/or an abuse of the agency discretion; 
e) Whether the Director's Final Order was contrary to Rule 40 of the State's Conjunctive 
Management (CM) Rules; 
f) Whether the Director's approval of the Fourth Mitigation Plan contains adequate 
contingencies; 
g) Whether the Director erred in deferring consideration of Rule 43.03.j factors until a 
separate transfer proceeding; 
h) Whether Rangen, Inc. is entitled to attorney's fees and costs. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
5. a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's transcript: 
The oral argument from the hearing on the Petition for Judicial Review, dated April 16, 2015, and 
a copy of the transcript from the agency proceedings before the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources, which were previously included in the record before this Court. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
c) The Appellant requests preparation of the transcript in a compressed format. 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: all pleadings, exhibits, briefs, 
attachments, orders, and the entire administrative record and transcripts from the administrative 
proceedings, filed by the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR or Department) in its 
Notice of Lodging the Agency Record and Transcript with the District Court in Twin Falls County 
Case No. CV-2014-4633, as well as Attachments A-l -A-12 to the parties Stipulation to Augment 
the Record dated March 19, 2015 in Twin Falls County Case No. CV-2014-4633. 
7. I certify: 
a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a transcript 
has been requested as named and at the address set out in the Certificate of service below; 
b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the 
reporter's transcript; 
c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has been paid; 
d) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20. 
DA TED this :Ji day of June, 2015. 
HAEMMERLE LAW, PLLC 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned, a resident attorney of the State ofldaho, hereby certifies that on the ;i_ r-/L 
day of June, 2015 he caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served upon 
the following as indicated: 
Original: Hand Delivery " SRBA District Court U.S. Mail D 
253 3ro A venue North Facsimile 0 
P.O. Box 2707 Federal Express 0 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 E-Mail D 
Facsimile: (208) 736-2121 
Director Gary Spackman Hand Delivery D 
Idaho Department of Water U.S. Mail D 
Resources Facsimile D 
P.O. Box 83720 Federal Express D 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 E-Mail ~ 
deborah.sribsonCQJidwr.idaho.gov 
Garrick Baxter Hand Delivery 0 
Idaho Department of Water U.S. Mail D 
Resources Facsimile D 
P.O. Box 83720 Federal Express 0 




Randall C. Budge Hand Delivery D 
TJ Budge U.S. Mail 0 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE Facsimile D 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED Federal Express D 
201 E. Center Street 
P.O. Box 1391 
E-Mail K 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
rcb@racinelaw.net 
tibcalracinelaw .net 
Sabrina Vasquez Hand Delivery D 
Court Reporter U.S. Mail D 
P.O. Box 2707 Facsimile D 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-2707 Federal Express D 
svasquez6 l@gmail.com E-Mail ~-
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
Di:5trict Court • SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
In Re: Administrative Appeals 
pounty of Twin FaHs . State of Idaho 
) 
l AUG 1 7 2015 
) 
IN THE MATTER OF THE FOURTH 
MITIGATION PLAN FILED BY THE IDAHO 
GROUND WATER APPROPRIATORS FOR THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF WATER TO WATER 
NOS. 36-02551 & 36-07694 IN THE 
OF RANGEN, INC., IDWR DOCKET NO. 






THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES and GARY SPACKMAN, in his 
Capacity as Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources, 
Respondents, 
and 




S. Ct. #43770 
Twin Falls County 
Case No. 2014-4633 
NOTICE OF LODGING 
TO: THE CLERK OF THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on August 17, 2015, I 
lodged a transcript of 52 pages in length for the 
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk 
of the SRBA Court in the Fifth Judicial District via 
email. 
1 
The transcript includes: 0 al Arguments on Petition 
for Judicial Review, 4/16/1 
A PDF copy of the tran cript will be e-mailed to 






Agency Record & Transcript (1/16/15) 
Supplemental Agency Record (3/9/15) 
2nd Supplemental Agency Record (3/24/15) 
As Lodged with the District Court 
Rangen v. IDWR 
Case No. CV-2014-4633 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 
THE COl,NTY OF T\VIN FALLS 
IN THE :tv1A TTER OF THE FOUR TH ) 
MITIGATION PLAN FILED BY THE ) 
IDAHO GROUND \VATER ) 
APPROPRIATORS FOR THE ) 
DISTRIBUTION OF \VATER TO ) 
WATERRIGHTNOS.36-02551 & ) 
36-07694 IN THE NAME OF ) 
RANGEN,INC.,IDWRDOCKETNO. ) 
CM-MP-2014-006, "MAGIC SPRINGS ) 
PROJECT." ) 
RAN GEN, INC., 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES and GARY 
SP ACKMAN, in his capacity as 






























Docket No. 43370-2015 
Twin Falls County Case :'.'io. 
CV-2014-4633 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATK 
FLNAL CLERK'S CERTIFICATERangen CV-2014~4633$uprerne Court DDcket No. 43370~2015 
1, Julie Murphy, Deputy Clerk of the Court, Fifth Judicial District, State ofidaho, in 
and for the County of Twin Falls, hereby certify that the foregoing Clerk's Record on 
Appeal was compiled under my direction and is a true, correct and complete record of the 
pleadings and documents required by Idaho Appellate Rule 28, and documents requested in 
the Notice of Appeal filed by Rangen, Inc. 
Signed and sealed this 19th of August, 2015. 
FINAL CLERK'S CERTIFICATE.Rangen CV-2014-4633.Supreme Court Docket No. 43370-2015 2 
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THE IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES and GARY 
SP ACKMAN, in his capacity as 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVlCE.Rangen CV-20144633.Supreme Court Docket No. 43370-2015 
I, Julie Murphy, Deputy Clerk of the Court, Fifth Judicial District, State ofldaho, in 
and for the Connty of Twin Falls, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the Clerk's 
Record on Appeal was served this day on the following parties: 
J. Justin l\1ay, May, Browning & May, PLLC, 1419 W. Washington, Boise, Idaho, 83702 
(Attorney.for Rangen, Inc.) 
Garrick L. Baxter, Deputy Attorney General, Idaho Department of Water Resources, 
PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho, 83720-0098 (Attorney.for IDWR and Gary Spackman) 
Randall C. Budge and Thomas J. Budge, Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chartered, 
PO Box 1391, Pocatello, Idaho, 83204 (Attorneys.for Idaho Ground Water Appropriators, 
Inc.) 
NOTICE OF SERVICE WAS ALSO SERVED ON: 
Fritz X. Haemmerle, Haemmerle & Haemmerle, PLLC, PO Box 1800, Hailey, Idaho, 
83333 (Attorney for Rangen, Inc.) 
Robyn M. Brody, Brody Law Office, PLLC, PO Box 554, Rupert, Idaho, 83350 (Attorney 
for Rangen, Inc.) 
Signed and sealed this 19th day of August, 2015. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE_Rangen CV-2014-4633.Supreme Court BocketNo. 43370-2015 2 
